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EDITOR'S PREFACE
From

the letter addressed to his children, 1

Boston

we

learn that

two autobiographical MSS., viz., Passages of
and A General Account of My Life. The first of

left

My Life,

these he began in 1708, the year after his settlement at
Ettrick,

and he added

the close of his

was

to

it

The

life.

from time

to time,

almost to

other MS., the General Account,

scrolled in shorthand,

and thereafter extended and

completed in the ten months between December 1729 and
October 1730. A Continuation of thirty-five pages carried

on the narrative

to

November 173 1.

have been preserved in an excellent

Both these MSS.

state

;

they are in con-

temporary binding, and are unquestionably genuine.
General Account

May

came

into

my

possession by purchase in

Previous to that date,

1904.

once the MS. Passages of
Account, in

My

The

I

had read more than
which the General

Life, to

He

Boston's view, was the introduction. 2

expressed the wish that the two MSS. should remain in
the family, and be in charge of one of his descendants, " if

any such there
1

ministry/

shall be, as shall addict himself to the

Accordingly, the

son and immediate successor

and then

to

See

at Ettrick,

who

died in 1785.
*

p. xlvii.
vii

I

to

who

the younger Boston's son

minister at Falkirk,
1

MSS. came

holy

Thomas,

his

died in 1767,

Michael, Relief

have been unable

General Account,

p. i.
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to trace the history of

the

MSS. subsequent

excepting that the General Account

who was

Rev. John Brown,

was

in the

to

1785,

hands of the

minister at Whitburn from

1777 to 1832.
Michael Boston published the Memoirs of his grandfather in 1776.

He

tells

two MSS. into one continuous
General Account, with

its

reduce the

us, that in order to

narrative,

he made the

twelve periods, the basis of his

compilation, and distributed the Passages chronologically

among

these periods, 1 a

method which

to omit as he judged best.

led

him

to alter

and

In transcribing the General

have not adhered to Boston's arbitrary use of
Account,
His spelling of
capital letters, or to his punctuation.
I

proper names is often inconsistent. Where
seemed desirable, I have adopted present usage in spellI have further indicated four or five names
ing.
by the

words and

of

it

but with these exceptions, nothing has been
altered or omitted. Of books I have found Scott's Fasti
initial letter,

Ecclesice Scoticance indispensable.

Smith, 6 Lonsdale Terrace,

I

am

Edinburgh

Cairns of Abernethy, Perthshire

;

indebted to Miss
;

the Rev.

Dr. John

W.

T.

Thomson, 14

and Mrs. Brown, Galahill,
Coates Crescent, Edinburgh
the
use
of
Galashiels, for
manuscript sermons, letters, and
;

other original documents.

nedy, librarian,

New

I

owe much

to Dr.

College, Edinburgh.

James Ken-

The

ministers

John Falconer and Rev. Alexander Horn,
have willingly helped me. I have to thank the Rev. Robert
of Ettrick, Rev.

Paul,

West Manse,

Dollar, for invaluable aid in the pre-

paration of the Notes, and the revision of the proofs.
1

Memoirs,

p. 2 n. (1776).

He
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has besides drawn up the Index. Nor must I forget to
acknowledge the great care with which my eldest daughter
has compared the proofs with the MS.
Boston has been furnished by Mr. James

The

portrait of

Hay Thin

of this

from a print which has been preserved for many years
by that branch of Boston's family to which Mrs. Thin
belongs. I am far from satisfied with my own part of the
city,

book,

still

hope the volume may

I

which case

find

acceptance, in

encouraged to complete my task,
by preparing for publication the second MS., Passages of
I

shall be

My Life.
"

As

for profit,

my

would be content
serviceable.''

conscience bare

me

witness, that

to be a loser, so that they

Memoirs,

p.

Edinburgh,
December

27, 1907.

might be

268 (1776).
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EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION
Rabbi Duncan, Professor of Hebrew at the New College,
x
Edinburgh, once asked a student what he was reading.
" Boston's
Fourfold State" Dr. Duncan
" Boston was a comsilent for a little, and then said,

The student
was

said,

monplace genius
but a

;

remember

commonplace

genius."

not a commonplace man,
This estimate of Boston

true.

is

During

his lifetime

his influence

writer steadily increased.
his name was a household

as a

For a century

preacher and
death

after his

word in Scotland. No books
were so widely circulated and so diligently studied as his.
"

He moved

and expressed the faith of a large
Peasants and farmers read
peat fires, and shepherds on the solitary,

the hearts

proportion of the people.

them by

their

silent hills."

.

.

.

2

Thomas Boston was born

He

March

17, 1676.
20, 1732, at the

at Duns, in Berwickshire,
died at Ettrick Manse, Selkirkshire,

comparatively early age of fifty-six.
May
He was born under Charles II. He was a boy of

when James

nine

VII. succeeded his brother,

twelve at the Revolution.
of

He

and he was

through the reigns
William and Mary, the reign of Queen Anne, welcomed
lived

George in 1714, and, before he died, saw
Hanover in secure possession. The bitter

the accession of

House

the

of

persecution of the Covenanters, the abolition of Prelacy,
the re-establishment of Presbytery, the Union of the King-

doms

in 1707,

and the Rebellion

of 1715,

were among the

notable events of his time.
1

2

R. G. Balfour, Moderator of the United Free Church of Scotland, 1904.
H. G. Graham's Social Life of Scotland, p. 346 (1901).
xv
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John Boston, a cooper to trade, was a
suffered imprisonment
sturdy Nonconformist, and had
and confiscation of his goods. John Boston was a man
His

father,

of twenty-eight at the Restoration of 1660.
time "he had got good of the Gospel."

Before that

Berwickshire was a strong Covenanting county.

In

1662, many of the parishes in the Presbyteries of Duns,
Chirnside, and Earlston were in charge of ministers who

refused to conform to the

new

by the Scottish Parliament,

1

ecclesiastical order

imposed

and enforced by the Privy

Council.

We

can

easily

imagine John Boston at the proscribed

conventicles and open-air communions of that time. Of
these the communion at East Nisbet in the spring of
1678 is a good example. Sentinels were posted all round
the beautiful place of assembly on the banks of the Whitadder, in the parish of Edrom, about five miles east of

A bodyguard

horsemen was in attendance.
"The place where we convened was every way commodious, and seemed to have been formed on purpose.
Above us was the clear, blue sky, for it was a sweet and
calm Sabbath morning, promising to be indeed one of the
The Communion tables were
days of the Son of Man.
on
the
the
water, and around them the
spread
green by
had
themselves
in decent order.
But
people
arranged
the far greater number sat on the brae-face, which was
crowded from top to bottom.
"The ordinance of the Last Supper was signally countenanced, and backed with power and refreshing influence
from above.
Blessed be God, for He hath visited and
confirmed His heritage when it was weary.
Few such
days were seen in the desolate Church of Scotland, and
few will ever witness the like.
The Communion was
peaceably concluded. It was pleasant as the night fell to
Duns.

of

.

.

.

hear their melody swelling in full unison
along the hill, the
whole congregation joining with one accord and praising
1

Wood

Brown's Covenanters of the Merse, pp. 57, 84 (1893).
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God with the voice of psalms." * The
communion still lingers in that district.

xvii

tradition of this

Six or seven years after this, John Boston was fined
fifty pounds Scots for his nonconformity, and imprisoned

Duns Tolbooth till the fine was paid. He was pronot
bably
long in durance, and had for companion his
youngest boy, Thomas, a boy of eight or nine.
in the

King James VII. was now on the throne. He was determined to recover both his kingdoms for the Papacy.
As a step to this end, he found himself forced to grant
a measure of liberty to his nonconforming subjects. In
The last of
1687, he issued three letters of indulgence.
these, dated at Windsor, June 28, and proclaimed at Edinburgh, July 5, 1687, was accepted by the great majority
of Presbyterians in Scotland.
Exiled ministers hastened
back to Scotland.
had been silenced or
who
Many

compelled to secrecy in their preaching resumed their
ministry.
Meeting-houses were provided, one of them at
Rivelaw, in the parish of Whitsome, four miles south-east

Duns.

of

Henry Erskine, an ejected minister, father of the famous
Ebenezer and Ralph, accepted a call to this
Here
the elder Boston found a welcome relief
place.
brothers,

from the services

of the parish church of Duns.
Young
eleven
Boston,
years of age, went with him. The Sabbath
journey along the country road in summer to the Rivelaw

meeting-house was delightful to the boy
in the quiet seriousness of the day.
in Christ's way,"
thither and laid

me

felicity.

His boyish curiosity was

and heard

"

a pleasant break
father took me

My

2

a phrase of singular
excited by what he saw

preacher, place of meeting, and congregation
were unfamiliar.
The first sermon was a revelation to
" Little was thou
him.
thinking, O my soul, on Christ,
heaven, or thyself, when thou went to the Newtoun of
1

Crichton's

;

Memoirs of

Biographies, ii. 484
2
Passages of

the Rev.

(Wodrow

My Life,

John Blackader, pp. 182-9

Cf. Select

(1826).

Society).

MS.,

p. 1.

b
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Whitsome to hear a preaching; when Jesus Christ first
1
dealt with thee thou got an unexpected cast."
" At first I was struck with wonder at the words that
the like whereof, I thought,
proceeded out of his mouth,
2
At
heard.
never
I had
length I was pierced to the heart."
When winter came, the Duns contingent at the Rivelaw service diminished, but John Boston's youngest son
seldom failed to make the journey, even though he had
to trudge on foot alone, and wade through the Blackwater
" But such
in sharp, frosty weather.
things were easy, for
3
It
the benefit of the word which came with power."
was a decisive moment in his history when he heard the
voice of Christ, and when his thoughts turned towards
4
the ministry of the Gospel.

He was at this time attending the grammar school.
Reserved and timid, he was eager to learn, and showed
marked aptitude for languages. From his earliest years
he had been a keen and delighted reader of the Bible.
He

the

left

grammar school

in

1689,

when he was

a

over thirteen years old. His father wished to send
him to college, but the money difficulty barred the way.
In February 1691 his mother died. She was "a woman
little

and withal prudent and virtuous." In the
"she fell under exercise about her soul's
and
there
was
a remarkable change then made upon
case,
her."
At the time of her death her husband was also very
and

stately,

autumn

of 1690

tall

ill,

"and

heavily received the tidings of her departure."
if the
boy were going to lose both parents.

seemed as

It

In distress he

threw himself on the ground at the foot
of the garden, "looking on himself as an absolute orphan,
and all hopes of obtaining his purpose now gone." 5
His father recovered and Thomas's hopes grew brighter.
He betook himself to his books again. His father's malt-loft
served for a study. In December 1691 he went to EdinHerbert Kennedy, one of the regents of the
burgh.
1

3

Soli lor/ uy on the art of man-fishing; MS., p. 9.
4
General Account, p. 7.
Soliloquy, MS., p. 27.

2
5

Passages, MS., p.

General Account,

1.

p. 13.
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college,

examined him

passed him

into

in the

Greek

New

xix

Testament, and
This

the second year or semi-class.

shortened his undergraduate course by one year. 1
The regent Kennedy took Boston's year in all subjects
till
This system was only abandoned at
graduation.

Edinburgh

in

the beginning

the eighteenth

of

century,

Carstares was Principal. The regents then became
A number of the students
professors of one subject.

when

were

in residence

private house.
more so than
left

his

class.

room

He

in the college.
lived " meanly

Boston lodged in a
and sparingly, perhaps

was needful or reasonable."
in

This want

his

He

scarcely

session, except to go to
of the social instinct characterised
first

his

him

to the end.

His expenditure for three sessions amounted in all to
about ^129 Scots, less than -11 stg. He cultivated high
thinking on a handful of oatmeal. He graduated July 9, 1694,
and entered the School of Divinity at Edinburgh, January
1695. The staff consisted of two; ''the great Mr. George
"

Campbell of Dumfries, and Alexander Rule, Professor of
Hebrew. The session lasted three months. Before Boston
entered upon his second session, he had agreed to take
charge of a pupil in Edinburgh, Andrew Fletcher of
Aberlady, a boy of nine. But only a fortnight of that
session had gone, when Boston and his pupil were called
away to Kennet, near Clackmannan, and his divinity course
came to an abrupt conclusion. "Tho' it was heavy to me
that

I

was taken from the School

of Divinity and sent to
sent me to another school

Kenneth, yet I am convinced He
there, in order to prepare me for the work of the Gospel,
for which He had designed me.
For there I learned in

some measure what

have the charge of souls." 2
His studies were now directed by the Presbytery of
Stirling, and afterwards by the United Presbyteries of
1

it

was

to

In the Matriculation Register preserved in the Library of Edinburgh Univerhe signed his name Thomas Bouston, and also at graduation in 1694. The
After his
spelling appears in the Presbytery Records of Duns and Chirnside.
ordination Boston signed his name as it is now printed.
2 General
Account, p. 30-1.

sity,

same

XX
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Duns and

Chirnside.

He was

licensed

at

Chirnside,

His first
of twenty-one.
June 15, 1697, at the age
delivered in fear, recalled the powerful ministry of
to at least

one of his hearers,

who

sermon,
Erskine

spoke contemptuously

" In which he
Henry Erskine's disciple.
spoke truth, as Caiaphas did, that worthy minister of
Christ being the first instrument of good to my soul.
The
But the thing he meant was, that I was a railer.
of

him

as Mr.

second Sabbath

and the next
had more confidence
soon
and
was censured
I had
very
enough,
I

;

again more;
as too bold, particularly in meddling with the public sins
of the land." 1
till

At first he would fain set fire to the devil's nest, but
on a hint from Dysart of Coldingham he entered on
The
preaching Christ, and found it very pleasant.
common people heard him gladly. But he could never
"fall into the good graces of those who had the stroke
He had preached several
in the settling of parishes."
times in the parish of Foulden, and the people wished
But the concurrence of Lord Ross was
to secure him.
required for his settlement, and Boston would not go to
him as if he were a self-seeker and supporter of patronage.
At Abbey St. Bathan's he saw himself already settled. But
the action of the heritors disappointed his hopes in this and
other parishes.
Indeed he was not a man after their heart.

His independence in not bowing in the.pulpit to the heritors
and other local magnates, his refusal to go with any of them
on Sabbath evening, and his fervent pungent preaching,
told against him.
The experiences of his " vagrant state"
as a probationer are reflected in the Soliloquy on the art of

which he drew up for his own instruction in
Boston was not twenty-three when he penned that
little treatise, which is worthy of
perusal for its wisdom, its
insight, and its homely strong style.
Among " the rules of
"
carnal wisdom
he sets down these, u Labour to get neat
and fine expressions, for that doth very much commend a
man-fishing,
1699.

1

General Account,

p. 37.
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preaching to the learned, and without these they think
nothing of it. Endeavour to be somewhat smooth in
preaching and calm, and do not go out upon the particular
sins of the land, or of the persons to whom thou preachest.
Be but fair especially to them that have the stroke in

you be settled in a parish to get stipend.
not
do so, ye may look for toiling up and down
ye
then for parishes will scare at you, and will not call you,
and how will ye live ? " 1
parishes,

till

will

If

;

In a letter to the Presbytery of Selkirk, three months
before his death, he says, " I do believe, as I have all
along from my youth, that the Christian people have of

divine right the

power

This Church hath

of choosing their

now groaned

own

pastors.

.

.

.

long under the yoke of

2

patronages."
His u vagrant state" closed with the call to the parish
of Simprin, in the neighbourhood of Duns.
He had

preached there

first

whose unbeseeming

1699, to a scanty company
carriage in sleeping or going out

in July

during the service

much

unattractive place.

The

discouraged him.

parish was

It

was an
and

of the smallest,

had only eighty-eight examinable persons. The stipend
was meagre. He disliked the idea of settling in such a
mean place where he would be buried out of sight, but on
reflection, was convinced that God called him to Simprin.
He was ordained on Sept. 21, 1699. His first sermon on
the text, " For they watch for your souls, as they that must
give account," was a fitting introduction to his faithful
Each Lord's day he preached forenoon and
ministry.
afternoon, and in the evening expounded the Shorter
Catechism. He instituted a weekly service on Thursday,
and on Tuesday evening presided at the weekly meeting for
conference and prayer.
He began his work at Simprin by preaching "the
doctrine of man's natural state, judging the sight and sense
1

2

Soliloquy, MS., pp. 22-4.
of Boston concerning the Act of Assembly, 1732, pp. 3-4 (1734).

The mind
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thereof to be the foundation of

all

real

He

religion."

" Christ the
remedy,"
followed this up by preaching on
These
and then on the "Application of the remedy."
well-known
his
into
discourses were afterwards developed
As- the manse was in
treatise on the Fourfold State.
ruins he took up his quarters in an old house at the
But
west end of the village, on the 7th of December.
the satisfaction which he felt in seeing himself established
in his own house was counterbalanced by his poverty.
He was on the brink of actual want. On Jan. 12, 1700,
threatened to overpower
"his worldly circumstances
off
his
break
and
purposes."
him,
He had only a few books. One of his friends smiled
as he glanced at the poor library, and the smile touched
.

.

.

The scantiness of his library comto the quick.
Not long after he came
pelled him to think for himself.
" As I was
to Simprin, he made a discovery
sitting one day
Boston

:

house of Simprin, I espied above the window-head
two little old books which when I had taken down, I
."
found entituled, the one The marrow of modern divinity.
The finding of that little old book above the window-head
marked an epoch in his own life, and the beginning of a
" I
rejoiced in it, as
great movement within the Church.
a light which the Lord had seasonably struck up to me
in a

:

.

in

my

darkness."

1

On
hill,

July 17, 1700,
in the parish of

whom
oured."

I

.

he married Katharine Brown of Barua

woman of great worth,
therefore passionately loved and inwardly honFive children were born to them at Simprin.
Culross

;

Boston admits that he had no gift for training children.
He could not readily unbend, he had little of that frankness
and vivacity which appeal so strongly to the young. But
successive bereavements showed that the still waters of
his affection ran deep, and that his heart was as tender
as a child's.
The first of his house whom he laid in the
churchyard of Simprin was his father,
1

General Account,

p. 151.

who

died April

13,
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1701.

him
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His son was strongly attached to him, and held
honour as one who in evil days retained his

in high

integrity beyond many,
eternal life through the

and died
Lord Jesus

in

the

sure hope

of

Christ.

Boston was a member of the General Assembly of
March, 1703, the first of Queen Anne's reign. Lord SeaThe intrinsic power
field was the Queen's Commissioner.
of the Church was at that time the subject of discussion,
but before any step was taken, Lord Seafield dissolved
the Assembly in the Queen's name.
Boston, who was an
eye-witness of the scene, says that the dissolution

came

like a thunderclap, " there

were from all corners of the
house protestations offered against it, and for the intrinsic
This was
power of the Church, with which I joined.
one of the heaviest days that ever I saw, beholding a vain
man trampling on the privileges of Christ's house, and
others couching under the burden."
Thus early was Boston made to feel the limitations of
spiritual independence imposed on the Church of Scotland.
He was a true son of the Reformation, and held by the
.

.

.

principle so forcibly expressed by Knox in his interview
" If the
with Lethington
liberty of the Church should
:

stand upon the Queen's allowance or disallowance, we are
assured not only to lack Assemblies, but also to lack the
1
In the judgment of
public preaching of the Evangel."
Knox and his successors the Assembly held the key of the

to the Second Book of Discipline
power to convene lawfully together,
to appoint time and place to that effect
and at one
meeting, to appoint the diet, time, and place of another.
The Assembly was the final Court of Appeal in all matters
it was the embodiment of the
spiritual
great principle
for which the Reformers contended,
the intrinsic power

According

position.

the Assembly has

;

:

of the Church.

had been a matter of indifference to Anne's predecessor, William, whether the Church was Episcopal or
It

1

Works of John Knox,

ii.

296 (Laing).
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resolved that the sanction of estabPresbyterian. He was
lishment should only be given to those who would support
the Prince's friend and adviser,
authority. Carstares,
had warned him that the Episcopalians were Jacobite at
heart and hostile to his government, and had assured him
This did not prevent
Of the loyalty of the Presbyterians.
William from sounding Rose, Bishop of Edinburgh, who
was then in London, in order to ascertain at first hand the
"I
state of Episcopal feeling in Scotland.
hope you will
"
To
be kind to me, and follow the example of England ?
"
serve
so
far
I
will
answered
which the bishop
Sir,
you
William
allow
me."
shall
as law, reason, or conscience
:

The

bishop's answer sealed the
In
disestablishment of the Episcopal Church in Scotland.

knew what

that meant.

1689 the Scottish Parliament passed an Act abolishing
establishment in Scotland. Next year Pres-

\ the Prelatic

bytery was set up in its place.
After an intermission of nearly forty years the General
Assembly met in October, 1690. William was anxious
that the Church should not make it difficult for the Episcopal clergy to serve under the new conditions. It was
not easy to give effect to the wish of the King, and at the

same time

to safeguard the interests of Presbytery.
Convinced of the goodwill of the King, the Assembly of 1694

instructed

its

munion such

Commission
of the late

to receive into ministerial

com-

conforming ministers as having

law should apply perand should subscribe the Confession of Faith, and
own the Presbyterian government of the Church. Those
who declined to accept the terms were allowed to remain
in their parishes, but had no seat in the Church courts.
Parishes as they became vacant were filled
up by Presby-

qualified themselves according to
sonally,

terians.

whose

The presence
ideals

could not

of

many

differed widely
fail to
embarrass

in the ranks of the ministry

from those of Presbytery,
the Church of Scotland

seriously.

Before

Boston's ministry at

Simprin

was

over,

the
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two kingdoms
and prolonged
debate during the winter 1706-7, the Treaty was finally
sanctioned January 16, 1707. The Act of Security for the
maintenance of the Church of Scotland as established at
the Revolution was confirmed at the same time. That
Church was generally opposed to the Union, and it
was chiefly due to Carstares and other statesmen in the
Assembly that the Treaty of Union was saved. Boston
was never for the Union but against it to the last. He

momentous question

Union

of the

was before the country.

of the

After heated

the fears of his Church that the cause of
Presbytery would suffer at the hands of a Parliament

shared

London, the members of which were mostly
Church of England.
When Boston left Simprin for Ettrick in 1707, the
even tenor of his life was quickly changed. In the Merse
the Episcopal clergy, or " curates," as they were called,
had been a negligible quantity.
In Ettrick dissent was
He was now compelled to think
aggressive and defiant.
out his position as a minister of the Church of Scotland.
Episcopal dissent would not have troubled him. But the
dissent he now met with was Presbyterian.

sitting in

of the Prelatical

The

Revolution

Settlement

left

the

Presbyterians

divided.

Many were prepared
William, and
a better day

to accept the

to serve the
to

Church

new order under

loyally in the

hope

of

come.

Hepburn of Urr, owned what
and
Church
State, whilst they protested and
bore witness against "the defections of both, by pleading
Others, represented by

was good

in

in face of judicatories for redress of grievances, but could
not see ground entirely to decline them as incompetent

or totally corrupt."

The Cameronians found
ence betwixt the

there was so little differChurch and nation after the

that

state of the

Revolution, and the state both were in under the Duke of
York's Toleration, that they could neither own King William
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and Queen Mary as King and Queen of Scotland, nor own
the ministers and Church Judicatories, and so thought
themselves

bound

to

decline

subjection

civil or ecclesiastic in the nation."

to

all

courts

*

whether
We can sympathise with the Cameronians in their disThrough the darkest hour they had kept
appointment.
the flag flying for "Christ's Crown and Covenant." On
the flight of the Stewart king, they had expected that
Scotland would prove worthy of the great deliverance,
renew the Covenants, and go forward as a nation dedicated to God.
But when the Revolution was an accomfact
plished
they found to their dismay that the Covenants
in which they gloried had been ignored, the Church's
right of

independent action in

its

own

sphere denied,

and an Erastian establishment set up by the State. This
was not that free-born, self-governing Church of God on
whose behalf they had shed their blood and tears.
Boston had much in common with these men. In the
later years of his life he became more and more dissatisfied
with the condition of the Church, and spoke of ills " incurthe present constitution be violently overthrown." 2
Yet he never entertained separatist principles. 3 His father
able

till

had suffered

for conscience' sake, but did not

disown the

government or refuse the Toleration of 1687.
Boston owed much to Henry Erskine. Henry Erskine

civil

had suffered greatly for nonconformity, was an indulged
minister, and became parish minister of Chirnside after
the Revolution.
The church of Erskine, and Gabriel
Semple, and Fraser of Brea, was not to be forsaken
lightly.
Many of the dissenters argued thus Those who
are in communion with a Church condone, if indeed
they do not approve, her corruptions. Boston held this
position to be unscriptural and impracticable. The words
of an Ayrshire man who passed
through that troubled time
" After it
have
been
his
own
might
pleased Zion's God
:

:

1

2

Humble Pleadings for the Good Old Way, Introduction (1713).
a
General Account, p. 237.
ibid., p. 62.
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to bring back our captivity, and Presbytery was established
in this Church, I had great difficulty about
joining in

my

communion

and that because
thought our
Covenants were not renewed, and all guilty of sad dewith

I

her,

fection not duly censured. ... I came again to consider
the Church when Christ our great pattern and example

came

into the world.

.

.

.

Our Lord

Christ

.

.

.

owned her

for a true Church, though many things were wrong, spoke
honourably of that Church,
yea He Himself joined in
communion with her. From all which I concluded that
.

.

.

it
was my unquestionable duty, to join in communion
with the Church of Scotland, though our Covenants were
not renewed, seeing she had all the essentials of a true

Church.

.

.

."*

famous sermon on The

and danger of schism,
Boston argues strongly
against the Cameronian position, and pleads for the unity
and peace of the Church. " There are no corruptions
amongst us, whether real or pretended, which the Church
obligeth them to approve or join in the practice of, as
terms of communion with her." He was not the man
to shrink from controversy when it was forced upon him.
But he makes it plain that he held it to be "our great
business to preach Christ, if we could get leave to do
it for our divisions.
Oh sirs, what should come of
the many perishing souls up and down Scotland, that are
strangers to Christ, and their own soul's state, if, as these
men would have it, all should leave us, and we be left to
In his

preached

at Ettrick,

Dec.

.

.

evil

12, 1708,

.

preach to the empty walls, or hold our tongue ? Will they
be able for the whole kingdom ?" 2
Years before Boston came to Ettrick that contentious

and divided parish had got a bad name. During his first
ten years there he was in a sea of troubles. Many deserted
his ministry and left the Church of Scotland ; immorality
" These
prevailed.
things made me look with a sorrowful
1

Select Biographies, ii. 447-8
Works, vii. 603, 605, 611.
,

2

(Wodrow Soc).
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heart on the congregation, as in the case of the Church
and
of Corinth, burnt up with the fire of division,
and
abominations." Slowly
surely his
drenched in
fleshly

to tell.
qualities began
devotion to duty, his integrity

fine

His people recognised his

and

sincerity, his care for

and spiritual strength, and they
gave him their confidence and affection.
In 171 2, when he had been five years in Ettrick, the
Church's situation was critical. Queen Anne's sympathies
were engaged for the exiled family, and Boston merely
the poor, his intellectual

the universal judgment when he says that the
course of public affairs from the year 1710 had run straight
towards the interest of the Pretender. In 1712 the Act of

reflects

Toleration was passed, authorising Episcopal clergymen in
Scotland to officiate, but only on their using the Anglican
liturgy in their services.
Act was disliked by both

the Oath

A condition attached to this
Presbyterians and Prelatists
:

upon every one
Prelatists must
Stewart. The Presby-

of Abjuration was imposed
The
an ecclesiastical office.

holding
thereby disown the exiled House of

must accept an intrusion of the State into the affairs
They believed also that by taking the
Oath they gave their countenance to the Church of England, and they cordially disliked the Church of England.
The same Tory administration introduced a Bill into
the House of Commons, restoring Church patronage in
Scotland, which had been removed by an Act of the Scots
Parliament in 1690.
It was hastily passed through both
Houses, and signed by the Queen, April 12, 171 2. The
effect of this Patronage Act on the history of the Church
of Scotland was momentous.
The Assembly was right in

terians

of the Church.

" will
protesting that the restoring of patronages
inevitably
obstruct the work of the Gospel, and create great disorder

and disquiet in this Church and nation," and that "from
our first Reformation from Popery,
patronages have been
reckoned a yoke and burden upon the Church of Scotland."
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to bring out the mischievous charBut the imposition of the

acter of the Patronage Act.

Abjuration Oath in 171 2
threatened the prestige,

once

at

set forces in

motion which

not the existence, of the Church
In the Assembly of May 1712 the debate

of Scotland.

if

A rupture seemed
bitter in the extreme.
"
for taking the Oath.
imminent.
Carstares was u clear
Boston was a "scrupler."
Carstares managed to avert
the danger, "for the which cause I did always thereafter
on the Oath was

honour him

home

my

in

heart."

Boston got no credit for refusing
to take the Oath, at a time when u nothing was expected
but a rigid execution of a very severe law, laying noncompliers with it, besides other incapacities, under an
At

in Ettrick,

exorbitant fine of

^500

sterling."

Two-thirds of the ministers of the Church agreed to
take the Oath
one-third refused.
Both parties were
;

denounced by the dissenters the jurors for taking the
Oath, and the non-jurors for continuing to hold communion with the jurors. The situation was critical. In
the south and west of Scotland a widespread and menac;

ing agitation followed the imposition of the Oath. The
Cameronians renewed the Covenants at Auchinsaugh, July
In "fencing" the tables at the Sacrament on
24, 1712.

Cameronian leader, expressly excommunicated and debarred "all that have taken oaths
contrary to our Covenants, and such particularly as are
takers of the Oath of Abjuration, whether ministers or
July 27, M'Millan, the

others, until they repent."
Hepburn of Urr traversed the country declaring that
the ministers who had taken the Oath had committed a

great sin, and that their defections were such that all
conscientious persons should discountenance the jurors,

and keep up

a constant testimony against that egregious
1

step of defection.

Crowds assembled
1

to

Humble

listen

to the philippics

Pleadings, pp. 269-70.

of

the
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dissenting preachers,

Boston spoke

for

and the churches were deserted.

many when he

said,

"The

ministry of

unlamented."
this Church
man he might have yielded
weaker
a
been
had
If Boston
taken lip a position like
have
He
to the pressure.
might
neither
who
that of Hepburn,
acknowledged nor disowned
the judicatories of the Church, but declined to hold communion with those ministers who attended them. If he
had left the Church he would have had nothing to fear
from the law, and would have been welcomed by many
in the parish, and beyond it, for his maintenance of the
covenanting cause. But he did not waver in his loyalty to
the Church of Scotland in that dark hour. To use a fine
is

like to die

distinction of Chalmers's, we see the extreme of principle
in the dissenters, and the strength of principle in Boston.
His adhesion to the Church had a steadying effect on

the

community.
a wide district.

His name carried weight already through
But he feared the worst from those fatal

Acts.

During Queen Anne's reign Boston was in great anxiety.
Prelacy seemed again in the ascendant, and appeared to
his disturbed imagination to pave the way for the return
of the Papacy, sworn foe of civil and
religious liberty.
The death of Queen Anne, August i, 17 14, and the peace-

able accession of George, reassured him. The Rebellion
of 1 715 revived his fears.
The profound indifference of
his

him

own

parish and a wide adjacent district convinced
that the country neither knew its
danger nor was

But Scotland chose wisely in
prepared for resistance.
17 15, and the death-blow was given to Jacobite hopes.
For thirty years visionaries dreamed of the return of the
Stewarts, but the country was done with them.
Prelacy
was shorn of its strength.
Popery, except in outlying
regions uninfluenced by the Reformation, was non-existent.
Presbytery held the field.
From the Revolution till 1715 the difficulties of the
Church of Scotland had been
mainly connected with its
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relation to the State, to the Dissenters, and to Prelatists.
After 1715 its difficulties for many years were internal,

and rose out of questions

The Church

of doctrine

and administration.

of Scotland as constituted

Settlement

to

State

by the Revolution
Yet the

interference.

lay open
Church never came into conflict with the
the eighteenth century. That was reserved

State during
for the nine-

teenth.

The

case of Professor Simson,

who

held the Chair of

Divinity in Glasgow University, came before the Assembly
was accused of
in 1714, and ran on for three years.

He

Arminian doctrine. The most serious count in the indictment was that he taught "that the soul is created
pure and holy as Adam's was, but by being united to
the corrupted body it contracts wicked habits and disSimson was a man of talent, and a
positions from it."
He was ready to explain his stateskilful controversialist.
them
the colour of orthodoxy.
and
The
ments,
give
itself
with
him
contented
to
"vent"
Assembly
forbidding
unnecessary opinions or to use expressions which were
He was
capable of bearing a bad and unsound sense.
allowed to resume his professional duties.
Simson's
friends accepted the decision reluctantly.

hand,

many

within the

Church thought

On
it

the other

remarkably

lenient.

The Assembly had not seen

the last of Simson.

In

1726 they appointed a Commission to enquire into his
views of the doctrine of the Trinity which were reported
to be semi-Arian.
The inquiry was carried on with

The subject was intricate, the students
great difficulty.
were loath to give evidence against their professor, and
the precise words he used in his prelections,
which were in Latin, could not be certainly recalled.
Simson on his part apologised, retracted, and promised

further,

to avoid for the future all cause of offence.

The Assemblies
his case.

In

May

and 1728 gave much time to
the
1729
Assembly confirmed the senof 1727
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Simson was suspended
It was not fit or safe

tence passed the year before.
from teaching and preaching.

"

employed in teaching divinity."
Boston dissented from the finding of the Assembly.
It was the most dramatic incident in his life.
Long afterwards a spectator of the scene wrote to Michael Boston
"When the Act [suspending Simson] was read, the Moderator asked if the Assembly acquiesced in it. There was
that he be further

:

profound silence all over the House for the space of a
minute or so, and then your grandfather rose and spoke
Moderator, I find myself laid under a necessity of declaring my dissent from this decision of the Assembly, as I
think the censure inflicted by it on Professor Simson is
not adequate to the offence. ... I cannot help thinking
.

.

.

1

that the cause of Jesus Christ, as to the great and essential
point of His supreme Deity, has been at the bar of this

Assembly requiring
at

His bar for

all

to the decision of

justice

do or
this Act

;

and as

;

obliged to offer a protest against
own name, and in the name of

me, and

if

none here

these words he looked

I

am

answer

shortly to

dare not give my assent
say,
on the contrary, I find myself
I

I

it

;

all

and

my

therefore, in

that shall adhere to

and when he pronounced
round the house with an air of

will'

majesty and importance that I shall never forget
myself alone, I crave leave to enter my protest.
.

'for
.

.'

"The Moderator
seemed to be much moved, and
addressed him thus
Brother, I hope in this matter, where
see
such
an
you
appearance of unanimity, you will not do
.

.

.

'

:

anything ... to rent and divide this Church, and tear
out the bowels of your mother.'
"Answer: 'Rather, Sir, than what I am now offering
should have that effect, I would wish that I and
my
protest should be buried under a mountain.
There are

many

this Assembly whom I never saw in the face
nor know; but such of them as I
know, and
from me in this matter, I not only have the utmost
in

before,
differ

chanty

for

them notwithstanding, but

I

could willingly
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at their feet

sit

Christ.

However,

I
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cannot see

there should be any danger of a breach in this Church
on this occasion to permit one member who is grieved
and gravelled by this decision to enter his protest against
" *
He intimated afterwards that he did not insist on
it.'

having his protest recorded.
"
This u invidious appearance when he stood alone on
the floor of the House " was so ordered by Providence that
it visibly tended to my reputation both with the one party
and the other." He had taken the high ground of "conscience towards God/' but gladly acknowledged that those
who did not agree with him were as sincere as he was,
and had an equal right to judge.
1717 Boston had a

call to another parish.
His
if he
understand
would
lose
what
people began
they
were taken from them.
It marked the beginning of a
In this year also
happier time in his Ettrick ministry.

In

to

u
began the famous Marrow" controversy. The book, which
Boston had found years before, gives a popular treatment
"
of the " Federal
theology, which presents the relation of
God to man in the form of covenants the covenant of
works and the covenant of grace. The book raised the
question, To whom and on what terms is salvation offered ?

older divines held that the " legatees" of Gospel
benefits were the elect, or believers.
Boston says that at

The

first

he

confused and hampered

felt

in his

knowledge of

the doctrine of Grace, and the free access of sinners to
His reading of the Marrow widened and clarified
Christ.
his vision.

had a real right to Christ. God
and grant to all men of His Son
To Boston this was the most precious of

All sinners

had made a deed
Jesus Christ.
all

doctrines.

of gift

He

taught

it

all

his

life.

It

became the

"sweet and comfortable prop of my soul."
But what
of the terms of the offer ?
Not a few regarded the Gospel
as u a
a

new law

certain

or constitution

condition,
1

promising salvation upon
that condition to be

some making

Memoirs, Appendix, pp. 50-1.
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faith,

others

it

making

and repentance,

faith

to

which

1
others added sincere obedience."
They appealed to the
faith as a condition.
of
which
Westminster standards,
speak
the covenant of
held
that
Marrowmen
Boston and the
that to speak
and
not
conditional
grace was absolute
was
of faith as a condition of the covenant
misleading
and unscriptural, a limiting of the measureless grace of
;

God. Principals of colleges and others regarded these
views with suspicion. The Assembly of 1717 condemned
what was known as the Auchterarder creed, a decision which
to Boston's

mind

"

marked the beginning

of the spate that

for several years after ran in the public actings of this
Church, against the doctrine of grace, under the name of
Antinomianism." At this Assembly, Boston told Drummond

of Crieff about the

Drummond

Marrow.

when Hog

hardly had time

Carnock got possession of
Boston did
it, and published it in the beginning of 1718.
not know for ten years that his word to Drummond had
It seemed to him
directly led to the re-issue of the book.
"a beautiful step in Providence that he had been made
the remote occasion thereof."
The republication caused
to read the book,

of

"a mighty stir." Rumour said that the doctrine of grace
taught by some ministers of the Church was Antinomian.
Principal Hadow of St. Andrews spoke scornfully of views
* based on some kind of universal
redemption." Hadow
was an ultra-Calvinist, and his theology was the antithesis of
the warm, experimental, mystical teaching of the Marrow,
In 1719 a Commission inquired into the publishing of
books M tending to the diffusion of condemned propositions."

On May

Assembly, in an elaborate Act,
from the Marrow regarding the nature of
universal atonement and pardon
faith
holiness not
fear of punishment and hope of
necesary to salvation
reward disallowed as motives of a believer's obedience
the believer not under the law, as a rule of life and in
each case its teaching was condemned. To Boston it was
20, 1720, the

cited passages
;

;

;

;

;

1

Christian Instructor,

p.

541 (Aug. 1831).
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consulted with his friends and drew

up a draft of a Representation to the Assembly. He had
to leave his Hebrew, he tells us, for public affairs. The
Representation after revision was signed by twelve minisand

before the Assembly of May 1721.
It is
a vigorous document asking for the repeal of the Act.
The matter was referred to the Commission. The Repreters,

laid

sentee were summoned and Boston, to his own surprise,
was able to speak without fear. Twelve Queries were put
It was an unusual
to the Representee.
proceeding, but
their
to
decided
Answers.
These
give
they
Answers,
drawn up by Ebenezer Erskine, and perfected by Wilson
of Maxton, are a monument of their learning and piety.
They pointed out that they were pleading not for the
Marrow, a book not faultless, but for the precious truths
of the Gospel.

On May 21, 1722, they were rebuked and admonished
by the Assembly. That rebuke and admonition Boston
received as an ornament put upon him for the cause of
u Thus ended that
truth.
weighty affair, by means whereof
I received another sensible increase of light into the doctrine of grace ; especially as to the "gift and grant" made
of Christ unto sinners of mankind, and as to the nature

That struggle hath been, through the mercy
to the great advantage of truth in our
turned
God,
Church both among some ministers and people,
few
1
public differences have had such good effects."
of faith.

.

.

.

of

.

.

.

During this controversy the Fourfold State was published
anonymously, November 1720. His friends urged him to
publish an edition of the Marrow with notes. He agreed,
but the book did not appear till 1726. He named himself on
the title page, Philalethes Irenceus, a lover of Truth and Peace.
He saw no danger in the unfettered proclamation of the
Gospel. For him there was a vital connection between
the doctrine of grace and Christian morality and conduct.
He was convinced that the danger lay on the other side,
1

General Account,

p. 261.
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" that narrow
of free grace were
thoughts of the doctrine
of the extent of the
accompanied with narrow thoughts

holy law."
We have traced the chief events of Boston's lifetime.
The straight lines of a character in which there was no
guile have appeared,

churchman and

and the genuine

We may now

heart Was made.

work

his

which

his

and as a preacher.

as a scholar

He was

stuff of

review his position as a

man

of middle height,
But first his portrait.
and of a grave but pleasant countenance. His voice was
His black hair was conpersuasive rather than powerful.

a

cealed during the earlier years of his ministry by a wig,
which he afterwards discarded. He was naturally reserved
and even timid. His mind moved slowly, he did not easily
catch the significance of things, and was silent when he
should have spoken. But he could in the end make his
position plain. As a Puritan he found life a serious thing,
with here and there a pleasant interlude.
" After the harvest

bees that we had
be in ill case as to
my health, began to eat of the honey and drink mead. And
withal one night, Mr. David Brown aforesaid, and Mr.
Robert Mien, a probationer, two persons of a very cheerful
disposition, being very merry in our house, obliged me to
laugh very heartily, and I found myself thereafter sensibly
I still
better.
thought, I owed my recovery at that time, in
the way of means, to these two things trysting together." 1
There was too little of the play of fancy or of genial feeling
in

our garden

And

I,

we drowned some
continuing

still

to

He grudged all time spent on anything
life.
but the absorbing interests of his ministry and his studies.
Inclined to look upon the dark side of
things, he was ready

in his daily

to refer a passing physical
indisposition to the Divine disfavour. He listened too easily to the
gossip of the moment,

and was disturbed in spirit. Keen observer as he was, and
able to record his
impressions of men and things in a
and
homely
graphic fashion, he lacked the saving sense of
1

General Account, pp. 163-4.
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of his burdens.

Brooding and introspective, he kept a strict and conHe
stant watch upon the movements of his own spirit.
never erred on the side of judging himself too leniently.

Magnanimous in his judgment of other men, he granted
them a liberty which he dared not claim for himself.
In his own home we see the nobility of his character
and the tenderness of his heart. One of the finest tributes

paid to any woman, was paid by Boston to his wife.
We remember that, when he penned it, she had suffered
" her
for ten years,
imagination being vitiated in a
has been still accompanied
which
the
particular point,
with bodily infirmities and maladies exceeding great and
numerous." 1 It is pathetic to read of his hopes and
"Now we were with our broken
fears concerning her.

But behold in a little
within sight of the shore.
and
the ship was beat
the
arose
storm
time after,
anew,
2
main
out
of
back into the
ocean,
sight of land again."

ship,

He

prayed unceasingly for her, and asked his friends to
"You cannot be off my heart," he wrote to her
He recognised that his wife's long
from Edinburgh.
pray.

It kept him at home,
illness was a gracious discipline.
and gave him more time for his studies. It also enabled
him to u cheer and comfort " his people.
Six of his children died in the years 1701-1716, two at
Simprin and four at Ettrick. Of the four who outlived
him his daughter Jane was his favourite. "By the birth
of that child," he said long afterwards, " Providence was

laying in for the heavy days we have seen of late years."
she was fourteen she fell seriously ill at Edinburgh.

When
He at

once took horse, at five o'clock in the evening,
24, 1719, and rode through the night by Crosslee, Yarrow, Traquair, and Peebles to Edinburgh, fifty
miles away.
The night was very dark. He could not
see beyond his horse's head. The streams were in flood,
and he and his man-servant almost lost their way. But

November

1

General Account,

p. 244.

2

Memoirs, pp. 408-9.
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God moved

the heart of one of the servants at Crosslee

They got another guide
to guide them over the hills.
to the Paddock Slacks.
a
third
and
the
Yarrow,
through
held
on without a break to
Peebles
they
Riding through
which they reached next morning between
Edinburgh,
and nine.

During that dark night he stayed himself
with the thought that whatever He did in her case would
eight

"

be well done.

Is

she alive

?

"

was

his first

word

in

Edinburgh, and his trembling heart was eased by the
answer.

Boston had a genius for friendship.

His

first

"par-

"

was with Dr. Trotter of Duns, when
Trotter was of the same mould
he was at Simprin.
When Boston went to Ettrick,
affectionate.
grave, severe,
Trotter proposed to buy some land there, so that they
ticular

friendship

u

the which, though it did not
be together
was a sign of singular friendship." It was at
his suggestion that Boston wrote the Fourfold State,
His
other two great friends were Gabriel Wilson of Maxton,
and Henry Davidson of Galashiels.
Wilson shared his
"particular friendship," and that friendship "grew up
into a noted and
uncommon strictness, continuing,
1
the
of
In Wilson he
through
mercy
God, inviolate."
found his "other self."
Davidson joined them later in
their bond of strict friendship, "most comfortable and
"
useful as a threefold cord
which strengthened with the
years. They were all three non-jurors to the last and
resolute Marrowmen.
He had many friends in other and lowlier walks of
" an
life
Janet Maclaunie,
old, exercised, godly woman,
who obliged me to take from her about half a dollar,
which, as a token of that woman's Christian love, I do,

might

still

;

take effect,

:

to this day, value

more than gold "

"

James Minto, a godly
man, and a mighty pleader in prayer, though otherwise
of very ordinary
abilities"; and William Biggar, who
"had always a brow for a good cause," and
who, on
1

General Account,

;

p. 149.
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his deathbed, "blessed

God

that

xxxix

he had ever seen

my

face."

Boston was a churchman

in the best sense of the

word.

The conception

of a Church as being of equal latitude
with the nation did not appeal to him as it appealed to
men like Hooker. He was gravely dissatisfied with the

constitution of the

Church

of Scotland.

Once and again

he expected to be thrust out from the Church. But he
would not of his own accord leave a Church which, with
all

faults, was still a true witness to the Gospel.
The question has been asked whether Boston would

her

Seceders if he had lived to see
two great friends, Wilson and
His
Secession.
Davidson, strongly sympathised with them.
They even
But
became Congregational in opinion and practice.
they never actually left the fold of the Church. We may
be sure that Boston, with his principles, would have been
found with his friends.
He was a scholar. He left school at thirteen, but he
already knew Latin so well that he could translate any
Latin author at sight.
At Simprin he acquired French
and Dutch, and made some progress in Hebrew.
In
1710 he became the proud possessor of a Hebrew Bible,
and " plied the original close." It became his "darling"

have joined the

the

first

first

study.

Two

Hebrew

accents.

years later his attention was caught by the
know to-day that these accents are

We

comparatively modern, and have no divine right to

their

place in the sacred writings.
They are of use as helps
in the solemn delivery or chanting of the Scriptures in
the synagogue service. They also set forth the relation
of each word to those next to it in the same sentence. 1
it
may be held that "if we can really read
the intention of the accents, we shall not have lost, but
2
gained ... in our accurate understanding of the Bible."

Accordingly

They came
1

2

to

Boston as a revelation.

He

pursued them

Kennedy's Introduction to Biblical He brezv, p. 21 (1888).
Davidson's Outlines of Hebrew Accentuation, pp. 18-19 (1861).
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like fire,"

and made a wonderful discovery.

"

The

accents

are the true key to the genuine version of the Hebrew
When he had completed his
divine."
text, and they are
treatise on the accents his friends advised him to issue it

To prepare himself for the work of translation
in his spare time, like Calvin before him.
Cicero
he read
But the Tractatus Stigmologicus was not published till 1738,
in Latin.

He

six years after his death.

also bent to the task of

translating the text of Genesis in the new light.
volved "huge toil in tossing lexicons and the

This

in-

Hebrew

concordance." The "intrinsic" light of the accents was
indeed an illusion. But as he gazed intently at the microscopic signs of the Massoretes, the illumination which
shines on patient and devout scholarship was not denied

him.

Notwithstanding

his

remoteness from libraries, and
his love of sacred learning

from those of kindred tastes,
and his eagerness in pursuit of

gained for him a notable
At home he replace among
he
ever asked to
nor
was
ceived no academic honour,
occupy a chair in any of the Scottish Universities. He
felt that he was "staked down" in Ettrick, because he
had taken a stand in the Marrow controversy. But he
it,

the scholars of his time.

reflected that his obscure

and

retired

life

was

really the

His learning made
best for him, and it was God's will.
him free of the republic of letters, and corrected the
narrowness which a life like his is apt to develop. The
learned of England and the Continent, and the common
people of Scotland, united to do him honour. His temper
became more catholic as his writings introduced him to

members

of other

He

Churches.

even wished to submit

his Latin treatise to Professor

Simson, of Glasgow.
Such studies as his are apt to have a chilling effect
on the student.
But he had early discovered that there
was no true peace of conscience for him at least apart

from unremitting study.

made

in the face of

And

enormous

these great efforts of his,

difficulties,

had always one
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the glory of God. Boston was a great preacher.
For the last twenty years of
pulpit was his throne.
The
his life his power as a preacher steadily increased.
chief

end

The

the old thatched church of
and hear him.
Sir Archibald Geikie, in his book of Scottish Reminiscences, speaks of Boston as "an eminent and successful
preacher," and mentions his sermon on Matthew xi. 28,

people

with

its

division.

the

tore

Whitsome

roof

off

in order to see

seventy-six heads, to illustrate the practice of subHe then says, " If it is not quite easy to follow

sermon ... it must have been much more
do so in the spoken discourse." 1 Following
Sir Archibald, Bishop Welldon, in an article on The diffi-

the printed
difficult to

" a certain
culty ofpreaching sermons, speaks of

who wrote

Mr.

Thomas

book called Primitice et Ultima,"
and says of Boston's sermons: "It is more than doubtful
whether any brains or hearts south of the Tweed could
Boston

.

.

.

a

have stood the strain of such discourses." 2 On the ability
of those on the north compared with those on the south
of the Tweed to stand the strain of preaching, we have
no call to pronounce judgment, but these two well-known
writers unwittingly do Boston injustice.
How few have
heard of the Primitice et Ultima from which this sermon
is taken.
The demand for Boston's works after his death
was so great that almost everything he wrote was printed,
often in an unattractive form, and much of it never intended by himself for publication. Boston preached this
"
particular sermon, or rather four sermons, in January and
February 171 1." When we consult the Memoirs for that
we find " For
I dwelt on the solemn call

year

to faith

my ordinary

:

and Gospel obedience, Matt.
"

xi.

28, 29, 30,

from

a period of seven months.
Jan. 14 this year, till Aug. 26
It was the practice in Boston's time to preach from the

same text for months, occasionally for years. This was
the preacher's " ordinary." What is printed as one sermon
1

2

Scottish Reminiscences, pp. 78-80 (1904).
Nineteenth Century, Sept. 1904.
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was often a whole

series of discourses.

Boston had besides

and vigorous speech.
gift of clear thought
reverse the statement of the Scottish Reminisand say that in Boston's case the written was

an admirable

We may
cences

more difficult to follow than the spoken word.
1
As a rule his sermons did not exceed half-an-hour.
But the substance is more important than the length of
not be difficult, by selecting
It would
his sermons.
his
to
exhibit
teaching as harsh and even repassages,
done
this in his History of Civilisation,
has
Buckle
pulsive.
Cotter Morison in his Service of man, and Graham in
far

his

In

Social

the

life

of Scotland in the Eighteenth Century.
of the Fine Arts at Florence one
Fra Angelico's delineation of the Last

Academy

may examine
Judgment.

It

would be a wrong done

to

the

great

friar-painter in studying his art to direct special attention
Boston
to his interpretation of the doom of the lost.

few terrific passages sets forth the hopeless ruin
If we had
the finally impenitent and unbelieving.
asked him why he held language which we should deprein not a
of

cate in these milder days, he would have said, " Knowing
His
therefore the terror of the Lord we persuade men."

purpose was not to harrow the feelings but to arouse the
careless and presumptuous. Newman is not altogether
" Here I will not shrink from
wrong
uttering my firm
that
it
this
would
a
to
be
conviction,
gain
country, were
:

more

more bigoted, more gloomy,
than at present it shows itself
to be.
Not, of course, that I think the tempers of mind
herein implied desirable, which would be an evident
absurdity; but I think them infinitely more desirable
and more promising than a heathen obduracy, and a
it

vastly

more

superstitious,

fierce in its religion,

cold, self-sufficient, self-wise tranquillity."
Boston's power lay in his strenuous

declaration of the love of

mankind.

His
i

8

fine

God

2

and persuasive

in Christ to sinners

sermon from the

text

Body of Divinity, iii. 225 (1773).
Parochial and Plain Sermons, i. 320-1.

of

"Compel them
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come

to

begins thus: "And are they not happy
Christ's
will ye not come in too ?
not yet filled. Many have come in, but yet there
in,"

that are in

house

is

xliii

?

And why

room for more. And we are sent to compel you to come
in."
Or take this passage, "Wherefore none of us shall
is

perish for want of a Saviour. Jesus Christ is the Saviour
of the world ; He is your Saviour and my Saviour, be
I
have
our case what it will.
Let no man say, Alas
!

nothing to do with Christ, nor He with me, for I am a
sinner, a lost sinner.
Nay, upon that very ground there
is a relation between Him and you.
Since you are a
sinner of mankind, Christ is your Saviour. Know assuredly
you have a Saviour of your own, chosen of God

that

for you."
It

*

was preaching

like

this,

in

moved

that arid time,

which

drew them

to the

the hearts of the people and
kirk of Ettrick. There is a tradition

of

a farmer

who

journeyed a distance of twenty-five miles each way to listen
to the discourses which formed the Fourfold State.
At
Boston's last communion, June 13, 1731, no fewer than
seven hundred and seven communicated, many of them

from neighbouring parishes, and from the towns of
" He was no
Peebles, Selkirk, Hawick, and Moffat.
Boanerges as to his voice, his delivery being grave and
Few
deliberate, yet there was a majestic energy in it.
courted popularity less than he did, nay, he rather shunned
it
but like his shadow it followed him wherever he went." 2
"He had a particular talent of going deep into the mysteries
of the Gospel, and at the same time making them plain.
His method was natural and clear, his delivery grave
and graceful. But the hearing him preach one sermon
would have said something that cannot be said now." 3
The sermons on The everlasting espousals ; The mystery
of Christ in the form of a servant ; The necessity and
foundations of a throne of grace ; The Covenant of grace ;
;

1

Covenant ofgrace, pp. 247-8

2

Christian Life Delineated Preface (1775).
Sovereignty and Wisdom of God, Preface (1737).
',

3

(1734).
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The Crook in the lot; those portions of the Fourfold
State which treat of Regeneration, The Mystical Union,
and The Kingdom of heaven, go far to explain his hold
the conscience and the heart of the devout in

upon

Scotland.

Above

all,

Boston was a great

saint.

writing in 1834, states that Boston's

Robert Chambers,

name was

still

held in

of the south of Scotland.
great reverence by the people
lived?" was a questhat
ever
man
best
the
"Who was
li
1
the
Mr.
tion which passed among
boys of Peebles.
the
answer.
"Allwas
Boston, minister of Ettrick,"

pervading piety was his great characteristic; probably
there never was a man who carried so uniformly and
constantly into practice a belief in the Almighty's close
incessant supervision of every act and fact in life. The
2

behind him was immense."

As he
we
hear
of
Ettrick
in
loneliness
the
and
pondered
prayed
him say, " He touched my heart, and set it in a flame of
love and desires towards Him. My soul longed to be
He
free from sin, and was really in love with Christ
of
the
desire
soul
which
Him."
was
my
longed for
Again
at a time of great bodily suffering he says, "My heart
was made by grace to say, Welcome, welcome
and
kissed the rod, for the sake of Him who groaned and
died on the cross for me and I was even made to weep
for joy in His dying love to me."
For the maintenance
and deepening of the life of grace in the soul, Boston
attached great importance to the Sacrament of the Supper.
" I discerned the sacramental union of
the signs and the
and
was
let
into
a view of the
thing signified,
thereby
and
that
with
for I do
mystical union,
application
believe that Christ dwells in me by His Spirit, and I in
Him by faith. I feel the Sacrament of the Supper to
be a divine ordinance. I see it and believe it." Worn
out by unceasing and unsparing toil, weighed down by
reputation he

left

;

;

;

.

.

.

;

1

2

Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen,
Craig- Brown's History of Selkirkshire i. 281.
,

i.

266 n.
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the burden of increasing infirmity, Boston in his closing
" Death
years quietly anticipated the approaching end.
is

now become somewhat

familiar to

me."

At the close
when he

of the year 173 1, he had to sit
preached. He presided at a meeting of Session on May
8, 1732, but by that time he was so feeble that he could
in

the pulpit

not leave the house. " But so great was his delight in
his Master's work, and so earnest his desire to be found
occupied therein, when he should be called hence, that

he preached two or three Sabbaths from a window in the
manse to the people sitting without, after that he was no
longer able to go to the kirk. And as the two Sabbaths,
or three at the most, in which he was by growing indisposition laid aside from his public work, were very heavy
upon him, so his Master was pleased to call him home,

on the Saturday, May

20,

any

1732, to celebrate the eternal

in that place, where
sick.'" 1
more, I

Sabbath

'

the inhabitant shall not say
buried in the church-

He was

am

Gabriel Wilson preached the funeral
sermon on May 28, from the text, " He was a burning
and a shining light, and ye were willing for a season

yard of Ettrick.

to rejoice in his light."

The various branches of Scottish Presbyterianism have
reason to claim this scholar, preacher, theologian, and saint
as their own. True representative of the evangelical spirit
Reformer and the Covenanter, he yet remained
Church of Scotland, and laboured for her
advancement. His sympathies were wider than the Church
of Scotland.
The Erskines were his coadjutors, not only

of the

within

in

the

defence of the

Marrow

doctrine of grace, but also of

and liberties of the Christian people. Thomas
was
his own son in the faith, and Gillespie along,
Gillespie
with the younger Boston founded the Relief Church. From
his recorded utterances and his public action, we may
believe that he would have joined hands with those who

the rights

in 1843 left the Establishment in quest of larger
1

Sermons and Discourses,

i. ,

iv.

(1753).

freedom.
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which were characteristic of Scottish Presbythe time of the first Secession to the
from
terianism,
nineteenth century, have been followed
the
of
beginning
by a series of unions, the most notable that of 1900. A
tide of feeling in favour of a wider union of our Presbyterian Churches in Scotland seems to be rising in the

The

divisions

surely not insoluble. Nor will it
in the brave, sincere, and
of
the
Ettrick
scholar and divine,
spirit
magnanimous
whose life-long high endeavour to promote the truest
land.

The problem

prove

so,

if

is

it

is

approached

well-being of the people
11

Come

forth out of

Thy

the kings of the earth
imperial majesty ; take

!

is

a challenge

and an

inspiration.

royal chambers, O Prince of all
put on the visible robes of Thy

up that unlimited sceptre, which
Thy Almighty Father hath bequeathed Thee for now
the voice of thy bride calls Thee, and all creatures sigh
;

to be renewed."

1

1

Milton's Prose Works,

iii.

72 (1848).

Dim

rumour of a common fight,
and ?nany names are sunk,
But of a single combat fame speaks clear."
is

Where

the

host meets host,

1676-I732
Thomas Boston born

at

Duns

March

17,

1676

9,

1694

15,

1697

Toleration granted by King James VII.

1687

Boston graduated at Edinburgh
Licensed at Chirnside

July

Ordained

Sept. 21, 1699

at

June

Simprin

Marriage

July

17,

Inducted at Ettrick

May

1,

Oath of Abjuration imposed and Patronage restored

Marrow condemned by

.

.

.

General Assembly

1700
1707

1712

1720

Fourfold State published

1720

Professor Simson's Suspension confirmed by Assembly

Boston died at Ettrick Manse

.

May

xlvii

.

1729

20, 1732

AUTHOR'S ADDRESS TO HIS

CHILDREN
J
TO
JOHN, JANE, ALISON,

My

AND THOMAS BOSTONS

dear Children,

I
apprehend that by the time 'tis
of all-disposing Providence,
the
conduct
under
designed,
into
come
should
this
your hands, ye may be desirous to
manner
of life, beyond what ye saw
father's
know your
'tis
and
with your eyes
very pleasing to me, that as to
in
some measure to satisfy you,
that point, I am capable
by means of two manuscripts, which I leave unto you,
committing them to the Lord my God for preservation,
and a blessing on them.
The one is a bound book in quarto, entituled Passages
of My Life, at writing hereof, consisting of three hundered
and sixty two written pages, beginning from my birth,
ending October 19, 1730, and signed. I was not arrived
:

twenty years of age, when, without a prompter so far
I
I know,
began collecting of these passages, for my
and they being carried on have
benefit
own soul's
For which
often since that time been of use to me.
cause I recommend the like practice to you remembering
at

as

:

;

" Whoso is
promise, Psal. cvii. 43,
wise, and will
observe those things, even they shall understand the
lovingkindness of the Lord."

the

The other

is

the following General Account of

My Life,

two hundered and seventy
nine written pages, beginning from my birth, ending
xlix
at writing hereof, consisting of

d
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1

October

24,

1730,

and signed.

How

was led thereto,

I

much

contrary to my inclination, you will find in the
But now that it is done, I am
manuscripts themselves.
of God is wiser than
foolishness
"The
to
say,
obliged
"

and I bless the Lord who gave me counsel.
" Let the Lord
'Twas in obedience to His call I did it
Ye will not
do with it what seemeth Him good."
of
that
than I
matter
meaner
have
thoughts
readily

men

;

:

myself had.
I
presume, you will judge that

had been more natural
and I, being
to have made one continued history of both
of the same mind, would indeed have so done, had I thought
it worth my pains, in this decline of my
age and strength.
But not seeing myself called thereto, I am satisfied as to
the design of Providence, which hath modelled that matter
it

:

as said

is.

not therein find yourselves descended, by me
from any ancient or honorable family in the sight
which is a matter of some significancy, I
of the world
before
own,
men, for a few passing years but you will
find yourselves children of the covenant, devoted unto
the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, my God,

You

will

at least,

;

:

whom
by me having power over you for that effect
therefore I charge, to ratify the same with your own
consent and personal acceptance of the covenant and to
:

;

cleave to this

God

as your God, all the days of your lives,
as being His only, wholly, and for ever
so shall that be to
a
matter
of
eternal
value
and
you
significancy before the
:

Lord

;

of value to

some things

you

in this

and the other world.

manuscripts appear trifling, bear
thought it worth time and pains, to
have written them over a second time, 'tis likely several
Mean while it
things now found in them had been dropt.
may reasonably be allowed, that some things now appearing
trifling to you, might have been of some weight to me, and
may be so to you afterwards and if never to you, yet some
one time or other to yours after you. Let not
recording
If

with them.

Had

in these
I

;

my
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beginning offend you for the lower I
have been, it affords me the greater
in
that
and
God, who hath done all things for
rejoicing
joy
me. The nakedness of your father, I hope, you will cover
and make no other use of his weaknesses and follies, but
the lowness of

perceive the

my

same

:

to

;

of caution for yourselves, in

the

conduct of your own

lives.

As to what you may find recorded concerning any of yourselves, that ye would not wish; they were steps of Providence
to me, which I was obliged to notice; they have been of use
The manuto me, and may be useful to you thro' grace.
you will easily perceive, are not designed for public
and they are left in your own power moreover, you

scripts,

view

;

:

would consider me writing them, as leaving this world, to
have no more a portion in what is done under the sun and
as going into the other world, where many things here
reckoned considerable, are of no weight nor value at all.
I
hope you will find some things in them worthy of your
imitation
the which I was the more willing to record,
that I did not think I ever had the art of education of
but might thereby do somewhat toward the
children
'Tis
of
the loss you by that means sustained.
repairing
is
desire
and
that
the
Lord
while
will,
pleased to
my
and
that
in
the
of
preserve them,
power
my offspring, any
of them whosoever be allowed free access unto them
yet
so that the property thereof be vested from time to time in
such an one of them, if any such there shall be, as shall
;

:

;

:

addict himself to the holy ministry.
And in case I be
allowed, by Him in whose hand is my life and breath
and all my ways, to make any continuation of the purpose
of these manuscripts, the

same

is

reckoned as here

to be

included.
I

hope you

will use

no indecent freedoms with them

;

considering, that for ought you or I know, there is a jus
tertii, a right of a third party in the matter, whom also
I

have a view

to,

with an awful regard to the sovereign

disposal of holy Providence, to

which

I

desire to submit
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things which I saw meet to delete, I have
and
signed on the margent.
signified
And now, my dear children, your lot is fallen in a
and I am
of my fathers
sinning time, beyond the days
in
a
time
not
proportionally trying, by
mistaken, if it issue
"the Lord's coming out of His place to punish the inhabiI obtest and beseech
tants of the earth for their iniquity."
all.

Some few

:

"

save yourselves
you, as you regard your eternal welfare,
from this untoward generation." See the absolute necesthe change of your nature, by union
sity of regeneration,
as it was corrupted by
with Jesus Christ the second Adam
;

means

of

your

relation to the first

Adam

fallen.

Labour

for the experience of the power of religion in your own
souls, that you may have an argument for the reality of it,

from your spiritual sense and feeling and cleave to the
Lord, His way of holiness, without which ye shall not see
the Lord, His work also, His interests, and people, on all
hazards being assured that such only will be found wise
:

;

your mother, undoubtedly a daughter of
me, let your loss of a father move
Abraham,
the
more
to
you
carry
kindly and affectionately to her,
in
her
her
desolate
condition.
Let the same
supporting
likewise engage you the more to be peaceful, loving, and
in the end.

If

shall survive

among yourselves.
The Lord bless each one

helpful

of you, and save you, cause
His gracious face shine on you, and give you peace so as
we may have a comfortable meeting in the other world
;

!

Farewell.
T.

From my Study
Manse,

in

Etterick

Oct. 28, 1730.

BOSTON.

A GENERAL ACCOUNT OF

MY
THAT

my life may

LIFE

be more fully known unto

for their humiliation

my posterity,

on the one hand, and thankfulness

on the other, upon my account for their caution also in
some things, and their imitation in others and that they may
I have
set their hope in God, and not in the empty creation
the
it
to
to
meet
thought
prefix
Passages of My Life elsewhere recorded, the following General Account of the days of
;

;

;

my

vanity, in the several periods thereof hitherto.

PERIOD
From my

birth,

till

I

left

I.

the

grammar-school.

was born

of honest parents, of good reputation among their
1
neighbours, in the town of Duns, on the seventeenth, and
baptized on the twenty-first of March, in the year one
I

thousand six hundered and seventy-six ; being the youngest
of seven children, four brothers and three sisters, procreate
betwixt John Boston, and Alison Trotter, a tall and stately
woman and withal prudent and vertuous. 2 The youngest of
the sisters

I

saw not

several children

own.

but the rest lived, and had all of them
many of whom have now children of their

;

Meanwhile

;

my

brothers and sisters are

of them

all

1 Altered to Dunse in
1740 and so spelt in the Memoirs ; the old spelling which
Boston followed was resumed in 1882.
2
Regarding the Boston family, see Appendix.
r

Note.

The

figures

on the margin indicate the pages of the MS.

A

I

ACCOUNT OF MY

2

LIFE

period

the other world, which
gone, several years ago, into
now in view.

I

i

have

grandfather, came from Air to Duns,
tenement
and possest the
given afterward by my father to
and
belonging to his heirs to this day.
my eldest brother,
William his brother as I suppose
come
had
But before him,
next
on the west side to that which
the
whose name
tenement,

Andrew Boston, my

;

When I was a boy, I saw a
father gave me, bears.
of
his
from
England, by his son Mr. William,
grand-daughter
there
a
a churchman
;
very devout woman in her way, and
Peter
married to one Mr.
Carwain, another churchman but I
my

;

suppose childless.

was a man

of a low stature, a cooper to his emHe was a
ployment, keeping a malting withal in my time.
knowing man, having in his youth, I think, got good of the

My

father

Being a Nonconformist during the time of Prelacy,
Gospel.
he suffered upon that head, to imprisonment and spoiling of
his goods.

When

Duns with him,

I

was a

little

boy,

I

lay in the prison of

the which I have
keep him company
often lookt on as an earnest of what might be abiding me
but hitherto I have not had that trial.
My mother sometime
paying to one Alexander Martin, sheriff-depute, the summe of
to

:

;

fine of her imprisoned husband,
Nonconformity, desired of him an abatement whereupon he, taking up a pint stoup standing on the table, therewith broke in pieces a part of a tobacco pipe lying thereon ;
fifty

pounds [Scots] as the

for his

;

bidding the devil ding him as small as that pipe-stopple, if
there should be ought abated of the summe. And once walking
thro' the street, while my father was with the masons that
were building his house, he lookt up to him, and said to him,
that he would make him sell that house yet.
Nevertheless
he and his posterity were not long after rooted out of the
and that house was not sold, until I, not for need of
place
;

for my own conveniency otherwise, sold it some
years ago.
May all my offspring be saved from ever em"
barking with that party ; of whom I say from the heart,
my soul, come not thou into their secret, mine honor be not

money, but

O

thou united with them."
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The schoolmistress having her chamber
and having
house, I was early put to school
;

in

my

father's

a capacity for

learning, and being of a towardly disposition, was kindly
treated by her, often expressing her hopes of seeing me in

Nevertheless, for a considerable time, I wept
my clothes till

the pulpit.

incessantly from the time they began to put on
I

was upstairs

in the

Thus

school.

natural temper of

my

spirit appeared, being timorous and hard to enter on, but
eager in the pursuit when once entred.
By the time I was seven years old, I read the Bible, and

in reading it ; would have read with my mistress
winter nights, when the rest of the children were not
present yea, and got the Bible sometimes to the bed with

had delight
in the

;

Meanwhile
me, and read there.
the
natural
to it, but
vanity of

I

about the history of Balaam's ass.
that

was

it

at all

been the study of
close

my

life, if it

Sometime

made my

my

ripest

were His

know nothing induced me

my

mind, and curiosity, as
I am thankful

However

and that it hath
years, with which I would fain
choice early

;

will.

year 1684, or at furthest 1685, I was
grammar-school, under Mr. James Bullerwall,
in the

put to the
schoolmaster in the town, and continued at it till the harvest
1689, save that one summer I was kept at home while the

my
When

rest of

class

were going on

in the

grammar.

was very young, going to a neighbor's house,
with a half-penny or some such reward of divination in my
hand to a fortune-teller after entering the outer door I was
I

;

suddenly struck in

my

mind, stood musing a little 'tween the
doors, durst not go forward but came stealing away again.
Thus the unseen Counsellor preserved me from that snare,
tho'

I

fell

into one of that kind several years after,

which

I

1
heavily smarted for.

I remember some things I
was, by hearing or seeing in
persons come to years, witness to in these days, leaving an
Wherefore care
impression on me to their disadvantage.
should be taken, that nothing should be done nor said, sinful
or indecent, before children
for their memory ma}' retain the
;

1

This incident

is

given

in

Passages of My Life, MS., pp. 30, 31.
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they are capable to form a right judgment of it,
staining of the character of the party with them

till

same,
the

to

LIFE

afterward.

By means of my education, and natural disposition, I was
of a sober and harmless deportment, preserved from the
common vices of children in towns. I was at no time what
neither was I so
they call a vitious or a roguish boy
tho' I was a
addicted to play as to forget my business
dextrous player at such games as required art and nimble;

;

And towards

ness.

had

the

occasion

frequent

peculiar faculty at
fellows accordingly,

this

having
had a

period,

see soldiers exercised,

I

mustering and

exercising my schoolthe several words and motions of the

by

exercise of the musket

a captain.
weariness

end of

latter

to

The which
and pain

;

they being formed into a body, under
I have managed, to as much

exercise

my

of

breast,

sometimes

as

I

have

preached.
first years of my being at the grammar-school,
kirk
the
punctually, where I heard those of the Episkept
that
being then the national establishment but I
copal way,

During the

I

;

knew nothing

of the matter, save to give suit and presence
within the walls of the house
living without God in the
;

world, unconcerned about the state of my soul, till the year
1687. Toward the latter end of summer that year, the liberty
x

being then newly given by King James, my
with him to a Presbyterian meeting, in
There I heard the worthy Mr.
the Newtoun of Whitsom.

of conscience
father took

me away
2

Henry
The

Erskine,

minister of Cornhill before the Restauration,

Proclamation of Toleration for Scotland, by James II., was issued
and the third on June 28
1687; the second, less restricted, on Mar. 31
(Edinburgh, July 5, 1687). Wodrow says, "This liberty [the third] was fallen in by
almost all the Presbyterian ministers in the kingdom, and brought a great and general
relief to multitudes who were yet in prisons, and under other hardships^or conscience'
sake. And most part of the Presbyterian ministers who had retired to other countries,
or were banished, in a little time returned to Scotland.
I know of no
Presbyterians
declined the benefit of this liberty, save Mr. Renwick and his followers." History, ii.
618.
For the text of these Proclamations or Acts of Indulgence, see ibid., Appendix,
1

on Feb.

187-9,
2

first

12,

I92

;

IQ 4>

fol.

ed.

(Areskine, Areskin, Erskin), born at Dryburgh, near Melrose,
1624; graduated at Edinburgh, Apr. 15, 1645; ordained as Presbyterian minister at
retired to
Cornhill, Northumberland, 1649
ejected by Act of Uniformity, 1662
Scotland to his father's property of Shielfield, near Dryburgh was summoned before
the Privy Council as a conventicle minister, was sentenced and imprisoned for nonconformity liberated June 6, 1682, but "banished the kingdom, and ordained to find

Henry Erskine

;

;

;

1

;

REV. H. ERSKINE
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Abridgement of Baxter s Life, vol. ii. p. 518/
pleased the Lord to awaken me, and bring
me under exercise about my soul's state, being then going in
After that, I went back to the
the 1 2th year of my age.
2
and it
kirk no more, till the Episcopalians were turned out
mentioned

in the

by whose means

it

:

was the common observation

in

these days, that whenever

one turned serious about his soul's state and case, he left
3
them.
The which experience in my own case, founded my
aversion to that way, which hath continued with me all along
to this day.

But how blameless and harmless soever
my childhood and while

before the world during
whether before or after

life was
was a boy,

my
I

I was enlightened, the corruption of
nature
began very early to shew and spread forth itself in
my
And this, not
as
the
genuine offspring of fallen Adam.
me,
in
the
and
of
the
vanity
ungodliness
general course of
only

my

life

before

I

was enlightned,

living without

God

;

but in

particular branches thereof, which I remember to this day
with shame and confusion before the Lord.
And indeed in
this period

were some such things as

upon as special blots
others of a later date,
all

along,

still

to set

in

my

I

have ever since lookt
the which with

escutcheon

;

have been wont, in
before mine own eyes, for
I

and lay before the Lord, that

He may

not

my
my

secret fasts

humiliation,

remember them

caution, and never to preach within Scotland nor to return."
Fountainhall, Hist.
He withdrew to England, but in 1687, after the third
Notices, p. 359, Bannatyne Club.
he
a
unanimous
call
to
be
the
minister
to
accepted
Indulgence,
Presbyterians at
Rivelaw, Berwickshire. In 1690 he became minister of the neighbouring parish of
When dying
Chirnside, and continued there till his death, Aug. 10, 1696.
his children were brought to him, among them Ebenezer, then in his sixteenth,
and Ralph, in his eleventh year.
to
father
this, Ebenezer says,
Referring
took engagements of me on his deathbed, and did cast me upon the providence
of his God;" and Ralph says, "I took special notice of the Lord's drawing
out my heart towards Him, at my father's death." Fraser's Life of E. Erskine,
Fraser's Life of R. Erskine, p. 26 (Edinburgh,
p.
36 (Edinburgh, 1831).
Boston regarded Henry Erskine as his "father in Christ." Memoirs, p. 358.
1834).
sketch of his life is prefixed to Fraser's Life of E. Erskine. Tait's Two Centuries

"My

A

of Border Church Life,
1

ii.

1-24.

is known as Dr. Calamy's Abridgement.
The title of
to by Boston is An account of the ministers, lecturers, etc.,
or
silenced
the
Restoration
in
second
1660.
The
edition, by
ejected
after

This work in two volumes

the second

who were

volume referred

Edmund Calamy, D.D. (London,

1713).

2

This took place in 1690.
" This was a
general observe that never failed, that no sooner did any poor soul
come to get a serious sense of religion, and was brought under any real exercise of
Spirit about their soul's concerns, but as soon they did fall out with Prelacy, and left
a

the curates."

Hind

let loose, p.

83 (Glasgow, 1770).
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against me ; tho' I hope they are pardoned, being washt away
I remember my gross
by the blood of Christ my Saviour.
and unbecoming thoughts of the glorious, incomprehensible

God

;

injustice

;

of

hatred

keen

received

under

my

neighbour, upon disobligations
a half-penny or so of
trusted with his key, saying 'tis like,
trust, taking

money, when
and divers
no transgression/' as Prov. xxviii. 24
loathsome sproutings of the sin which all along hath most

my

"

it

father's
is

;

my

easily beset me, as the particular biass of
Two snares I fell into in that period, which

corrupt nature.
in a

have been

special manner heavy to me, and have occasioned many bitter
and I think they have been after the
reflections unto me
;

Lord had begun to deal with my soul and enlightned me.
The one I was caught in, being enticed by another boy to go
1
to Duns-law with him on a Lord's day, and when on the
2

The other I narrowly
play pins with him.
into
the
snare
the
indiscretion of one
by
escaped, being put
who then had the management of me all circumstances

head of the

hill to

:

favouring the temptation,
my conscience, delivered
fowler.

The

the escape

I

God

me

as a bird out of the snare of the

particular place

went and wept

alone, by His Spirit working on

well remember, whither after
bitterly, under the defilement I
I

had contracted, in tampering with that temptation. Such is
the danger of ill company for young ones, and of undiscreet
management of them.
However, that they were the genuine
fruits of my corrupt nature I do evidently see
in that, however bitter both of these had been to me, I did some years
after, run of my own accord into two snares much of the
same kinds, narrowly also escaping one of them, but so as
;

made me

great bitterness.
" Beof Mr. Erskine's first texts were, John i. 29
" O
hold the Lamb of God," &c, Matt. iii. 7
generation
of vipers, who hath warned you to flee," &c.
I distinctly
it

Two

:

:

remember, that from this last, he ofttimes forewarned of judgments to come on these nations, which I still apprehend will
1 A
It was held by General
flat-topped hill (c. 700 ft.) to the north of the town.
Leslie and the Covenanters in 1639, whilst Charles I. and his army took up a position
on the south side of the Tweed, three miles from Berwick, twelve miles from Duns-law.

2

The game

of nine-pins.

REVELAW
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By these I judge God spake to me however I know
was toucht quickly after the first hearing, wherein I was like
one amazed with some new and strange thing.

come.

;

I

lost state by nature, and my absolute need of Christ,
thus
discovered to me, I was set to pray in earnest
being
but remember nothing of that kind I did before, save what

My

;

was done

at

meals and

in

my

bed.

I

also carefully attended
1
at Revelaw, where

word

for ordinary the preaching of the

Mr. Erskine had his meeting-house, near about four miles
from Duns.
In the summer-time, company could hardly be
and with them something to be heard, especially in
missed
the returning, that was for edification, to which I listened ;
;

it was my lot to go alone, withas the benefit of a horse to carry me through
the wading whereof in sharp frosty weather I

but in the winter, sometime
out so

much
2

Blackwater,

But such things were then
word which came with power.

very well remember.
benefit of the

easy, for the

The school-doctor's son having, in his childish folly, put
a pipe-stopple in each of his nostrils, I designing to pull them
out, happened so to put them up that he bled.
Whereupon
his father, in great wrath, upbraided me ;
M Is that what
said,
you learnt at Revelaw
to the heart, finding religion to suffer

and particularly
"
which cut me

?

by me.

In these days I had a great glowing of affections in
religion, even to a zeal for suffering in the cause of it, which

am

very sure was not according to knowledge but I was
ready to think, as Zebedee's children said, Matt. xx. 22:
"
I was raw and unexperienced, had much 8
are able."
I

;

We

weakness and ignorance, and much of a legal disposition and
Howbeit
way, then and for a good time after undiscerned.
I would fain hope there was, under a heap of rubbish of that
"
" some
good thing toward the God of Israel wrought
kind,
in me.
Sure I am, I was in good earnest concerned for a
1 Revelaw or
Rivelaw, Newton of Whitsome five miles south-west of Duns. The
hamlet has disappeared.
2 In Boston's time
bridges were few and far between. There was no available
bridge over the Tweed between Berwick and Peebles. David Home, first minister of
Greenlaw (1606-1637), erected a wooden bridge over the Blackadder (Blackwater),
which was replaced by a stone bridge before 1682.
Vide Jeffrey's Hist, and
Antiq. of Roxburghshire, iii. 24, 25; Gibson's An old Berwickshire Town, pp.
60, 125 (Edinburgh, 1905).
,
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out after Him,
saving interest in Jesus Christ ; my soul went
and the place of His feet was glorious in mine eyes.
Having read of the sealing of the tribes, Rev. vii., Satan

wove a snare

for

me

out of

it,

viz.,

that the whole

number of the

were to be saved; was already made up
elect, or those who
and therefore there was no room for me. How that snare was

;

I do not remember ; but thereby one may see, what
work
Satan, brooding on ignorance, hath to hatch things
easy

broken,

which

At

perplex and keep the party from Christ.
was another boy at the school,

may

that time there

Thomas

Trotter of Catchilraw, whose heart the Lord had also touched
and there came to the school a third, one Patrick Gillis, a
:

serious lad and elder than either of us

;

but the son of a

which
father and mother, ignorant and carnal to a pitch
of
in
him
the
more
remarkable.
God
made the grace
Upon
his motion, we three met frequently in a chamber in my
father's house, for prayer, reading the Scriptures, and spiritual
conference whereby we had some advantage both in point of
It was remarkable concerning
knowledge and tenderness.
;

;

the said Thomas, that being taken to the first Presbyterian
1
meeting that was in the country after the liberty where
;

I

2
suppose the worthy and famous Mr. James Webster, after-

wards a minister in Edinburgh preached, he, upon his return
from it, giving an account in the school concerning his being
the which I, who nevertheless was
there, ridiculed the Whigs
not there, was very sorry for, on no other account, I reckon,
but that my father was one of that sort of people. But going
afterward to the like meetings, he turned a very devout boy.
To bind my self to diligence in seeking the Lord, and to
;

stir

me up

thereto,

I

made

a

vow

to

pray so

many

times a

Scott states (Fasti, i. 369, 564) that "there was a General Meeting of Presbyterian ministers in the Synod of Lothian and Tweeddale, held on July 6, 1687, at
which John Rutherford was ready to be taken on trials as a probationer." According to Wodrow (History, ii. 618 620-3), a fortnight after the proclamation of the
Third Indulgence or Toleration, a number of Presbyterian ministers from various parts
of Scotland met at Edinburgh on or about July 20, 1687, who agreed to accept the
benefit of the Toleration.
They drew up a series of overtures or recommendations for
the reconstitution and assembling of church meetings; the oversight of congre"
"
the
of
gations
expectants or probationers the return of old ministers
supervision
to their former parishes ; the settlement of ministers in vacant charges, and for kindred
purposes. The letter sent to the various congregations along with these overtures was
dated July 21, 1687, and was signed by Andrew Morton, moderator of the meeting.
1

;

;

;

2

See

p. 217, n. 2.
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day

:

how many

least thrice.

made only

It

times,

I

9

cannot be positive, but

was the goodness of God

it

to me, that

for a certain definite space of time

:

but

I

was at
it was

found

it

so far from being a help, that it was really a hindrance to my
devotion, making me more heartless in, and averse to duty,
I got the time of it driven
thro' the corruption of my nature.
out accordingly: but I never durst make another of that
nature since, nor so bind up my self, where God had left me

at liberty.

course of

And

my

it

hath been of some good use to

me

in the

after-life.

The school-house being within the church-yard,
made to see there, within an open coffin

providentially

I

was

in

an

unripe grave opened, the consuming body just brought to the
the which made an
consistence of thin mortar and blackish
:

1

whereby I perimpression on me, remaining to this day
ceive what a loathsome thing my body must at length become,
;

before

it

be reduced to dust

;

not to be beheld with the eye

but with horror.
In the course of years spent at the grammar-school,

I

2

learnt the Latin rudiments, Despauter's grammar, and all the
authors, in verse or prose, then usually read in schools ; and
profited above the rest of

my own

class,

by means of whom

my

And before I left the school, I
progress was the more slow.
generally saw no Roman author but what I found my self in
some capacity to turn into English; but we were not put to
be careful about proper English.
Towards the end of that
3
time, I was also taught Vossius' Elements of Rhetorick; and
15, 1689, began the Greek, learned some parts of the
Testament, to wit, some part of John, of Luke, and of
the Acts of the Apostles.
And helping the abovementioned
Patrick Gillis in the Roman authors in our spare hours, I

May
New

1

Cf. Soliloquy, p. 33 (1773).

-

His
John Despauter [1460-1520] was a distinguished Flemish grammarian.
His
1517, and in complete form at Paris, 1537-8.
schools before the Reformation, and it remained a
standard book for many years. Various editions of it appeared, prepared by Scottish
teachers.
Ruddiman's Rudiments (1714) superseded all other grammars. Grant's

grammar was first published in
grammar was used in Scottish

History of Burgh Schools, pp. 49, 358 (1876).
3 Gerard
John Vossius (1577-1649), a distinguished scholar appointed Professor of
Rhetoric at Leyden in 1622; left in 1632 for the chair of History at Amsterdam,
which he held till his death. Publications. Rhetorica Contracta, Leyden, 1606. De
Rhetorica natura et constitutione, Leyden, 1622.
;

10
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on the other hand, some of the common

Mean while I
rules of arithmetick, being but a sorry writer.
that were of
of
those
none
to
as
was straitened
books, having
and
Roman
the
But
principal
English, yet among my
authors were either borrowed or wanting ; I being kept to
look on with others. The which error in conduct I studiously

any considerable

value, except the old dictionary Latin

books.

guarded against,

in the case of

my children,

being sensible of the

And this was
disadvantage thereof,
experience.
harvest
in
I
left
I
had
at
which
the education
1689,
school,
being then aged thirteen years, and about five months.
by my own

PERIOD
From my
Between

my

II.

leaving the grammar-school to

my

lanreation.

leaving of the grammar-school, and my entring
two years intervened. And here began more

to the college,

remarkably my bearing of the yoke of trial and affliction, the
which laid on in my youth has, in the wise disposal of holy
Providence, been from that time unto this day continued as
my ordinary lot ; one scene of trial opening after another.
Prelacy being abolished by Act of Parliament, July 22,
1689, and the Presbyterian government settled, June 7,
1
2
1690, and the curate of Duns having died about that time,
1

I

the Presbyterians took possession of the kirk, by the worthy
Mr. Henry Erskine's preaching in it on a Wednesday, being
the weekly mercat day
the soldiers being active in carrying
on the project, and protecting against the Jacobite party.
The purity of the Gospel being new to many, it had much
;

success in these days, comparatively speaking.

And

in the

1
The condition of the Church was anomalous for about a year. Prelacy was overthrown by the Scottish Parliament, July 22, 1689, but Presbytery was not re-established
till June 7, 1690.
2 The term " curate " was
applied to those who took the place of ministers ejected
in 1662, and at the Revolution to the Episcopal clergy in parishes.
William Gray was
"
"
the
He was translated from
curate here referred to.
1666

Auchterless to Duns in
deprived by the Privy Council Sept. 3, 1689, for not reading the Proclamation of the
not
for
their
William
and Mary, and not observing the
Estates,
Majesties
praying
Thanksgiving. He died in the following month, Oct. 1689. Scott's Fasti.
;

\
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1 1

my mother fell under exercise about her
and much lamented her mispent time and there

harvest that year
soul's case,

;

was a remarkable change then made upon

My

father,

as

well

as

myself,

her.

inclined

that

I

should

but apprehending the expense unequal
;
proceed
to his worldly circumstances, was unwilling to bear the
charges of my education at the college.
Whereupon he tried
in learning

means

for effectuating the design otherways, particuthe year 1690, but prevailed not.
Hereby I was
and
had
some
of
betaking myself to a
discouraged,
thoughts

several

larly in

trade

;

the which being intimate to him he slighted, as being

resolved not so to give it over ; and I entertained them not,
but as the circumstances seemed to force them on me.

In the end of that year he took me to Edinburgh, and
1
essayed to put me into the service of Dr. Rule, Principal of
the College, not without hope of accomplishing it ; but one

who had promised
forgot his
1

recommend me to the Doctor, having
was made in vain 2 and I

to

promise, that essay

Gilbert Rule

[c.

1629-1701]

;

;

Presbyterian minister at Alnwick,

c.

1656

;

ejected

by Act of Uniformity in 1662 studied medicine at Edinburgh took his Doctor's
He was allowed to accept an invitation to preach
degree, and practised at Berwick.
statedly at a meeting-house near Haddington; was libelled before the Council "for
his keeping conventicles and baptizing children without the parish of Prestonhaugh
where he is indulged" was condemned and sent to the Bass; after some months'
imprisonment, was set at liberty, under bond of five thousand merks, to depart out
of the kingdom within eight days. After the Revolution he became one of the Edinburgh city ministers and in "1690 Principal of the College there, which office he held
till his death.
Calamy says, He was a man of great learning, candour, and moderaand showed him much
tion.
King William took particular notice of him,
The University of Edinburgh was at that time happy in two bright ornarespect.
ments at once, in the Doctor and worthy Mr. Campbell, Professor of Divinity.
Their lodging-rooms stood so, as that the windows were opposite to each other, tho'
at some distance.
Dr. Rule used to sit up late at his studies, and it was Professor
Campbell's way to rise very early in the morning. So that many times the Doctor's
candle would not be put out, by that time Mr. Campbell's was lighted. The one
they commonly called the Evening Star, and the other the Morning Star. They
lived together in great love, and there was a most intimate friendship between them.
The Doctor died a little before Professor Campbell. When the news came to
Mr. Campbell, that the Doctor was departed, it made no small impression upon him.
He presently said, that the Evening Star was now gone down, and the Morning
Star would soon disappear." Calamy's Account, ii. 514-18.
For a list of his
;

;

;

;

.

.

.

pamphlets, chiefly in vindication of Presbytery as against Prelacy, see Drysdale's
Wodrow's History, ii.
History of the Presbyterians in England, pp. 571-2, note
Acts of General Assembly, pp. 234-5 (Edinburgh, 1843)
Bower's Uni126-7
i.
versity of Edinburgh,
319-21.
2 Robert
Pollock, the first Principal of the College at Edinburgh, took John Row,
then a student, afterwards minister of Carnock, to wait on himself, and to study with
him. Had Boston become the personal servant of Dr. Rule, the pecuniary difficulty
would have been met, and his career as a student begun. Row's History, p. 469
;

;

(Wodrow

;

Society).
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returned home, having got that notable disappointment on
the back of several others.
Mean while the difficulties

way

of

my

purpose, put

that head, that

about.

And

had

remember the

had occasion

to

to grapple with, in the
Lord in prayer on

find

place

throne of grace for

to address the

thereafter

I

to cry to .the

He Himself would
well

I

me

mind

it,

it,

means
where

to bring
I

it

was wont

having several times
thanks for that

in giving

He had

1

2

heard the prayers there put up for that effect.
About, or before this time, was the melancholy event of
*
He was born in
Mr. James Balfour's falling into adultery.
Duns, and so an acquaintance of my father's ; and he was
minister of the meeting-house at Mersington, and not young.
This dreadful stumbling-block, laid especially at such a critical

juncture as the Revolution, filled the mouths of the ungodly
with reproach against the way of religion, and saddened the
I well know, that many a
hearts of the godly to a pitch.

made

to

was wont heavily

to

heavy heart
I

it

me, and remember the place where
lament it before the Lord in secret

prayer.

On

day of February 1 69 1, it pleased the Lord
mother
my
by death, not having lain long sick.
To the best of my knowledge she was not above fifty-six
years of age, my father and she having lived together in
the

1st

remove

to

the state of marriage from their youth about thirty years.
While she died in one room, my father was lying in another
sick as

was supposed unto death

;

and heavily received the

Returning from bidding some
tidings of her departure.
friends in the country to her burial, I met on the street one
whom I askt concerning my father, that told me in all probability

he would never recover.
I

went

getting home,
down on the ground

my

passion,

I

This so pierced me, that
garden and cast myself

to the foot of the
;

where, according to the vehemency of

lay grovelling and

bemoaning

my

heavy stroke

1

James Balfour, a native of Duns, graduated at Edinburgh, January 7, 1681
attended the first meeting of Presbyterian ministers held in July 1687 after the royal
ndulgence was granted was settled at Mersington, Parish of Eccles was one of the
and a member
original members of the United Presbyteries of Duns and Chirnside
of the first General Assembly after the Revolution
was deposed February 17. 1601.
*
;

;

;

;

;

-Scott's Fasti.
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in the loss of

orphan and

13

parents looking on myself as an absolute
hopes of obtaining my purpose now gone.
think, till my eldest brother, a judicious man,

my

;

all

Thus I lay, I
came and spoke to me and raised me up. But it pleased the
Lord that I was comforted in the recovery of my father
some time after. About this time, I suppose, I myself was
sick about 8 days.

Some

my

time after,

father in pursuance of

what had

past 'twixt him and the town-clerk, sent me, at his desire,
But whatever way they had concerted
to write with him.

business he drew back, took no trial of me in the
And that project was blown up.
matter, and I returned.
their

But being

it

would seem put

my

and

hopes by my father of
middle of June, I betook

in

proceeding in learning, towards the
books again, which I
myself to

had almost given over

to the reading of Justin

I

applied myself
the malt-loft being my closet

1

;

at that time,

but beginning thus to get up
my head, my corruption began to set up its head too so
necessary was it for me to bear the yoke.
Mean while I was that year, frequently employed to
;

;

The favorwrite with Mr. Alexander Cockburn, a notar.
able design of Providence therein, then unknown to me, I
see; since it could not be but of some use to help me
the stile of papers ; the which since that time I have
And thus kind providence early
had considerable use for.

now
to

laid in for

it.

I was led into a snare by Satan and my own
Cockburn being in debt to me on the foreMr.
corruption.
2
said account, I saw Dickson on Matthew
lying neglected

But here

1 Roman
His History was
historian, probably of the third or fourth century A.D.
a school-book in B.'s time. Grant's Burgh Schools, p. 339 n.
2 David Dickson
in
at
Irvine
from
1618
minister
1641 appointed
[c. 1583-1662],
Professor of Divinity at Glasgow c. 1650, Professor of Divinity at Edinburgh. After
the Restoration, he was removed from his chair on account of his refusal to take the
Oath of Supremacy. Dickson was eminent for his devotion to biblical studies. Hef
planned, and so far carried out, a series of commentaries on the Books of Scripture,
with the assistance of such divines as Hutcheson, Ferguson, and Durham. Besides
Notes on the Epistle to the Hebrews, he published A brief exposition of the Evangel
of Jesus Christ according to Matthew, which passed through several editions. The
;

;

hymn

"

O

Mother dear, Jerusalem,
shall I come to thee?"

When
is

attributed

by

Wodrow

to Dickson.

It is,

however, not an original composition,

1

3

1
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and finding I could not get the money due
to me out of his hand, I presumed to take away the book
without his knowledge, thinking I might very well do it on

chamber

in his

;

the foresaid account.

I

kept

I

saw

being better informed,
could no more peaceably enjoy

it

for a time, but conscience
sin in that matter, and

my
it,

he never paid

tho'

none knowing how

me

;

so

was taken away
I restored it secretly,
scandal
was prevented.
and hereby the
nor how returned
it

;

think contributed to impress me with a special care
of exact justice, and the necessity of restitution in the case
1 4 of things unjustly taken away, being like a burnt child dread-

This

ing

I

fire.

My

father being fully resolved to put

me

to the College

on his own charges, I began on the I 5 th of October to expound
which I think I compleated bethe Greek New Testament
at which time he took me to Edintwixt that and Dec. I
burgh, where being tried in the Greek New Testament by
1
Mr. Herbert Kennedy, regent, I was entered into his semi
class
my father having given him four dollars, as was done
;

;

;

yearly thereafter, paying also all other dues.
Thus the Lord in my setting out in the world dealt with

me

me, obliging
to do it for

to have, recourse to

He

me.

Himself for
thro'

this thing,

brought
many
with various disappointments, at length carried it
to the utmost point of hopelessness, seemed to be laying the
tried

it

difficulties,

me

grave-stone upon

He

yet after all

it

at the time of

brought

it

usual method of Providence with

mother's death; and
and that has been the

my

to pass;

me

all

along in matters of

but a recast of two hymns that had already appeared. John Livingstone of Ancrum
visited Dickson, then on his deathbed, in December 1662.
"I enquired how he
found himself. He said, I have taken all my good deeds, and all my bad deeds,
and cast them through other in a heap before the Lord, and have betaken me to
Within a few days he
Jesus Christ, and in Him I have full and sweet peace.'
died."
See Wodrow's Life, prefixed to Dickson's Truth's Victory over Error
Select Biographies, i. 316-20, ii. 5-15
(Glasgow, 1749)
(Wodrow Society)
Walker's Scottish Theology, pp. 15, 16 (Edinburgh, 1888) Julian's Dictionary of
Hymnology, p. 582 (1892).
1
Appointed in 1684. There were four regents, each of whom taught all the
subjects of the curriculum, and carried the students through the whole of their undergraduate course. After being examined, B. passed into the second year's or " semiclass."
The Matriculation Register of the Edinburgh University shows that B.
matriculated Jan. 13, 1692.
He signs "Thomas Boustoun," and his name is the
thirty-fifth in a list of seventy-one.
'

.

.

.

I

;

;
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the greatest weight.
blind by a way they

The wisdom appearing in leading the
knew not, shined in the putting off that

matter

to

this

notwithstanding

time,

15

of

all

endeavors to

am

perfectly convinced I was
compass
the
to
soon
College, being then but in the
abundantly
put
it

sooner

for

;

I

And the manner of it was kindly
5th year of my age.
I
was
in
that
thereby beholden to none for that
ordered,
I

my education; and it made
vidence saw needful for me.
During the whole time

way

for

was

I

some things which Proat

the College

myself, being lodged in a private house to which
circumstances.
by kind Providence as fit for

I

dieted

I

was

led

my

being somewhat childish, but knowing
with what difficulty 1 had reacht what I had obtained, I
lived meanly and sparingly, and perhaps more so than was

The

first

year,

needful or reasonable.

went but

little

out of

Being dejected and melancholy, I
my chamber, save to the class and
;

improvement was confined

manner to my
In the summer when I came home, I met with
lessons.
discourageing treatment, as I did also the summer following.
In the end of the year being to go in again, my father was
straitened to provide the money, which created him some
thus

my

a

in

uneasiness, that turning upon me, occasioned me much bitterness and weeping, that night before I went away.
However

having got in again, I was somewhat more cheerful than I
had been before.
That year I had an entire comradeship with Andrew
1
(afterwards Mr. Andrew) Elliot, a minister's son, and now
minister at Auchtertool in Fife, which several ways contributed to my advantage, and lasted during the rest of the
time we were at the College.
Mean while I still lived meanly
and sparingly.
In the spring of that year began a breach of my health,
whereby I became liable to swoonings, which continued for
several years after.

It

was

think in the

I

month of April

Licensed by the Presbytery of Kirkcaldy, Dec. 1698 ordained at Auchtertool,
same Presbytery, Feb. 1700 appointed clerk to the Synod of Fife in 1710 acted as
such during Principal Hadow's leadership died in 1745, aged c. 70 years.
He was
1

;

;

;

;

probably a son of Robert

Elliot, minister of Kinglassie.

Scott's Fasti.

1
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when being on my knees

at secret prayer,

my

period

ii

heart began to

and fell on my back on the floor and lay
fail, and I rose up
a while in a swoon. Recovering, I called the landlady ; then I

went

to bed, but fainted a

second time,

in

which she took care

Afterwards she unwarily suggested to me that it might
be the falling-sickness, which occasioned me several thoughts
of heart.
Wherefore, as I came home in the middle of May,
of me.

I consulted it and was delivered of these fears, which were
But being at home, I was on the 2d of June
groundless.
overtaken with another fainting-fit, in which beckoning with

my

hand

the bed,
I

I
I

fainted

heard

away

my
my

recovered, and

;

and while they were

sister say, that

went

father

About December 20,

I

to prayer at

me

lifting

was gone.

my

In a

into
little

bed-side.

gladly went to Edinburgh again
for the last year, thinking that course of difficulties near an
I was therefore more cheerful, and in point of diet
end.
1

6

I

managed more liberally.
About the latter end of February, I came home with
1
John Cockburn a comrade, son to John Cockburn in Preston, who had been more liberally maintained and provided
I could not get him out of the town till a good
for than I.
of
the
part
day was spent and when we were come out,
he expended a little money he had left, without asking
questions till it was done. Then finding there was no money
with us but what I had, which could scarcely procure us both
;

a night's quarters,

we

resolved to hold on our way, tho' our

journey was in all 28 miles long.
Night drawing on, we
were 12 miles from home, and got nothing in the inn but
bread and water there being no ale in it, it seems.
Then
under night we went on our way, in the moonlight but on
;

;

we began

travelling afoot, and having had
but sorry refreshment at the inn.
Mean while, as we lay on
the high way to rest our weary limbs a little, a farmer came

the hills

to

up to us, who offered
was gladly embraced.
designed for

my

fail,

him near by which
This step of Providence was certainly
instruction, to teach me all along thereafter
to lodge us with

;

He graduated at the same time as Boston. The ancient parish of Preston
united to that of Bunkle in the seventeenth century.
1

was
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17

to be thankful for the divine conduct in the straitning cirand to cause me to say, " The
cumstances of my education
Lord hath done all things well."
That youth and I had been school-fellows at Duns, and
so much resembled one another in face and stature as if we
the which being noticed by our fellows,
had been twins
It
made a most entire friendship between us at school.
;

;

lasted for a while

;

but was at length, upon some childish

controversy, quite blown up, and was never recovered.
For at the College, being more liberally furnisht, he overlooks me and gave himself to diversions ; so that there was

no communication but what was general betwixt him and
At that
me, as I remember, till the last of the 3 years.
time, being once in company with him, I was like to have
a plea1 to rid 'twixt him and another ; and, to the best of my
And then again I came
knowledge, left them at length.
home with him as aforesaid. He and I both were designed 17
but in a little time he gave up
for the study of divinity
with it, went to London, applied himself to book-keeping,
and went abroad I suppose and died.
Wherefore, when I
was honoured of God to preach the Gospel of Christ, I was
;

a moving sight to his sorrowful father.
Whence I
must needs conclude, that "it is good for a man to bear
"
and surely it was good and necesthe yoke in his youth
sary for me.

often

:

16 [Scots] by my father for the
Being allowed only
2
I borrowed 20 merks from one of my brothers,
and so went to Edinburgh for that end in the summer.
But
the day signified to me not being kept I returned without
my errand. This disappointment, with other discouragements I had met with in prosecuting my studies, furnisht
laureation,

my

evil heart the

which

I

occasion of that unbelieving thought, for
to smart when going in a 2d

was suddenly made

time that season to the laureation, the which
the Passages of

My

Life, p.

1

is

narrated in

.

A plea to rid =

a quarrel to settle.
2 Boston
He signs,
graduated July 9, 1694, at the age of eighteen.
Bouston," Graduation Register, in the Library of University of Edinburgh.
1

logue of Edinburgh Graduates, p. 147 (1858).

B

"Thomas
Cf. Cata-

1
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Thus holy wise Providence ordered my education

ii

at

the charges whereof amounted in all but to
;i2 8, 15s. 8d. [Scots], 1 of the which I had 20 merks, as
Out of that summe were paid
aforesaid, to pay afterwards.
the regent's fees yearly and the College dues, and also my

the College;

maintenance was furnisht out of it.
By means thereof, I
had a competent understanding of the logics, metaphysics,
always taking pains of what was
ethics, and general physics
but I learnt nothing
before me, and pleasing the regent
an
shorthand
which
save
writing,
else,
acquaintance of mine
;

;

taught me, namely, a well-inclined baxter
in acquiring it was to write sermons, but

2

lad.
I

My

made

design
use

little

way, finding it to mar the frame of my spirit in
which
But kind
hearing,
obliged me to quit that use of it.
was the design of Providence in it notwithstanding, for
of

it

that

besides

keep

its

me

serving

secret

in

recording things I designed to
it
has been exceeding useful

and otherwise,

me

of late years, in making the first draughts of my
" Known unto God are all His works
writings therein.
from the beginning."
I often have regretted my not having

to

learnt

New

more Greek than the

that loss

made up

the mathematicks

in
I

And hence

sions.

Testament, and never got
measure.
any good
My total want of

regretted in like

being in

manner on many occa-

much concern

to

have these

my

defects supplied in the education of my sons, I have seen
Providence plainly checking me in that matter ; both my sons

having got a
This

trial

of the

my

mathematicks, but, to
it thus far.

great

made nothing of

mortification,

my

straitened education did strengthen

my

natural

3
in the world, and for low things,
disposition for lurking
conscience of duty being the only thing able to break through
it,

to

make an appearance.

1
At first the pound Scots was of the same value as the English pound. In 1660
had only one-twelfth the value of the
English pound so with the other coins of
like denomination -

it

;

:

One pound Scots=is. 8d. sterling.
One merk, or 13s. 4d. = is. i^d. sterling.
One penny =^d. sterling.
The

cost of Boston's college course, as
2

I.e.

baker.

an undergraduate, was
3

less than
Living quietly.

11 sterling.

STUDENT OF THEOLOGY

1694

PERIOD
From my

laureation to

That summer

my

19

III.

being licensed

to

preach the Gospel.

Duns was

the bursarie of the Presbytery of
as a student of theologie, as

me

conferred on

was

that

of the Presbytery of Churnside on my comrade John CockAnd after the laureation, some time before the
burn.
1

now

minister then at Eymouth,

amsay,

Iut

entered on the studie of theologie

I

arvest,

I

Mr. James

having

hand, viz., Pareus on Ursin's Catechism?
read over 3 or 4 times ere I went to the

the book in

the which

;

at Kelso,

my

school of divinity.
Among the first books of that kind
I
had
a
which
particular fondness for was Weeras's Christian

Synagogue?
1
James Ramsay [1669-1749] graduated at St. Andrews, July 23, 1687 licensed by
United Presbyteries of Duns and Chirnside, November 1 1692; ordained at Eyemouth,
May 9, 1693; translated to Kelso, September 24, 1707; was Moderator of General
Assembly in 1738 and 1741 died Father of the Church July 3, 1749, aged 80. He was
among the first to recognise the ability and worth of Boston, and it was mainly through
his influence that Boston was appointed Clerk of the Synod of Merse and Teviotdale
in October 1701. Ramsay disapproved of the Union, and strongly objected to prelates
having seats in the United Parliaments. He was a strong Hanoverian, and in the
;

,

;

Rebellion of 1715 was active in organising means of defence against the Pretender.
He was a rigid disciplinarian, as the kirk-session records clearly shew.
juror, and
opposed to Marrow doctrine, he took a leading part against Gabriel Wilson for his
sermon entitled The Trust. Witherspoon keenly satirised Ramsay as a Moderate in

A

his Ecclesiastical Characteristics.

1805)

;

Church
2

Witherspoon's Works,
Tait's
i. 274 n.

Ramsay's Scotland and Scotsmen,
Life,

i.

;

vi.

141

Two

ff.

(Edinburgh,

Centuries of Border

1-26.

is the famous Heidelberg Catechism of 1563, drawn up
by Ursinus (1534and Olevianus (1536-1587), Professors of Theology at Heidelberg. David Pareus,
in the Chair of Theology, compiled a commentary on the
Catechism from the manuscripts of Ursinus, which he published in 1591 with the
title Explicationes Catecheticcs, and afterwards in a revised form as Corpus doctrince
Christiana in 1598. Cf. "Commentary of Dr. Zacharias Ursinus on the Heidelberg
Catechism," G. W. Williard (1852); Agnew's Theology, pp. 31-41, 324-7, 367-8

This

1583)

who succeeded Ursinus

(Edinburgh, 1881).
3
John Weemse, only son of John Weemse of Lathocker in Fife, graduated at St.
Andrews in 1600; was minister of Hutton, Presbytery of Chirnside, 1608-1613 was
appointed by the Assembly of 1608, for his learning and his peace-loving disposition,
to maintain unity among the brethren who were disposed toward Episcopacy
transcalled before the Court of High Commission January 26, 1620,
lated to Duns in 1613
for not preaching on holy days, and not administering the communion conform to the
conclusions of the Perth Assembly of 1618.
He was presented by Charles I. to the
second prebend of Durham, and installed June 1634. This appointment he held along
with his charge at Duns. He died in 1636 set. c. 57. The title of the volume referred
;

;

;

to

is

"The

Christian Synagogue, wherein

is

contained the diverse reading, the right

and collation of Scripture with Scripture, with the customs of
Hebrews and Proselytes" (London, 1623). Complete works in 4 vols. (London,

pointing, translation,

the
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weeks

went, on invitation, to Foulfordlees, and spent some
there, after the harvest, with his two sons and James

(after

Mr. James) Ridpath

I

*

students in philosophic, to

And

helpful in their studies.
life in which I
the only time of
I

was there

my

ful diversions
I

but

drove

19 But while
family

;

I

;

whereof
heavily,

was

there,

nevertheless

I

I

that

I

may

whom
reckon

had a taste of the youthsoon saw the vanity, and wherein

the

family being altogether carnal.
kept up the worship of God in the
found that manner of life ensnaring.
I

About January 20, 1695,

I

went

in to

Edinburgh

to the

school of divinity, then taught by the great Mr. George
2
By the way I had that passage, mentioned
Campbell.

At that time I took a
P- 33 of tne Passages of My Life.
chamber and dieted myself again about the space of a month.
But weary of that way, Mr. Ridpath aforesaid and I tabled

He being a smart youth and
18 a quarter.
in
to
profit
philosophic, I did good to myself by
disposed
him
to
in the matter of philosophic which
serviceable
being
ourselves for

his only study at that time.
Having some taste of
music before, we went to a school one month and made

was

In the title page of the fourth volume he is designated " of Lathocker and
1636).
Prebend of Durham." Boston calls him clarissimus Vemius noster. Calderwood's
History, pp. 743-4, 749-50 (1678); Scott's Fasti; Boston's Tractatus Stigmologicus ,
p. 11.

Graduated at Edinburgh July 11, 1696.
George Campbell was ordained colleague of Hugh Henderson, minister of Dummarried Henderson's daughter.
fries, shortly before the Restoration, in 1657 or 1658
John Ray, the celebrated naturalist, was present at a service conducted by Campbell,
August 1 661, when "he prayed for the preservation of the Scottish Church government and discipline, and spake openly and plainly against Prelacy and its adjuncts
and consequences." He was deprived of his office in 1662 was seized in 1684, and
on his liberation retired to Holland. For some time before the Revolution, Campbell, who had come back from Holland, preached occasionally to the faithful remnant
of his flock, and, with one or two of the brethren of the Dumfries Presbytery, cared
for the spiritual interests of the district.
After the Revolution he became minister of
the first charge of Dumfries was a member of the Commission appointed to visit the
College at Edinburgh and on Strachan's dismissal from the Chair of Divinity was
appointed his successor. He was most unwilling to leave Dumfries, and it needed
the interposition of the General Assembly to remove him to Edinburgh, to take
charge of the School of Divinity, and also to act as one of the ministers of Edinburgh.
Wodrow speaks of "his vast and universal learning, prodigious application and
diligence, extraordinary piety and singular humility"; and the Town Council of
" the
Edinburgh, in one of their Acts, designate him
worthy and famous Mr. George
There is no record of any publication from his pen.
He was the
Campbell."
1

2

;

;

;

;

founder of the theological library attached to the Divinity Hall. Wodrow's History,
i.
Appendix, 74; ii. 613; Bower's Hist. Univ. Editi., i. 337; ii. 8; Grant's Stoty
Memorials of Ray, p. 161 (1846)
of the University of Edinburgh, ii. 282
M'Dowall's Hist, of Dumfries, pp. 394 n., 443 (1873); Leven and Melville Papers,
p. 561 (Bannatyne Club).
;

;
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proficiency, pressing forward our teacher, and pursuing
our chamber, so that by that means we had the tenors,
trebles, and basses, of the common tunes, with some other

good
it

in

My voice was good and I
tunes, and several prick-songs.
had a delight in music.
A few of us, newly entered to the school of divinity, were
1
taught for a time Riissenius's Compend, in the professor's
chamber. Publicldy in the hall he taught Essenius's Compend. 2

For exercises that session I had a paraphrase on Isa. xxxviii.
1-9, a lecture on Prov. i., and an exegesis de certitudine subjectiva electionis ; and in a private society, another de jure
divino presbyteratus.

I

was

also for a while at that time,

3
suppose, with Mr. Alexander Rule, Professor of Hebrew
but remember no remarkable advantage I had thereby.

About the

I
;

end of April I returned home, clothed
from Professor Campbell bearing that I
had diligently attended the profession, dextrously acquitted
my self in several essays prescribed to me, behaved inHe was a man of great
offensively, gravely, and piously.
latter

with testimonials

learning, but excessively modest, undervaluing himself,
much valuing the tolerable performances of his students.

and

Mr. James Murray, 4 minister of Penpont, whose schoolLeonard van Ryssen, Dutch theologian of seventeenth century. Publication:
compendium Theologise, memoriae juvandae causa, conscriptum a L.
Riissenio.
Amstelodami, 1695.
2
Compendium theologia: dogmaticum ab Andrea Essenio, Ultrajecti, 1669.
Andrew Essenius (1618-1677), a learned and orthodox divine of Utrecht. "It shall
suffice to adduce the testimony of Essenius in his Compendium theologies, the system
of divinity taught the students of the College of Edinburgh by Professor Campbell."
Marrow of modern divinity, p. 162 (1726).
3 Son of
Principal Gilbert Rule
appointed by Town Council Professor of
Hebrew, Feb. 2, 1694, in room of Mr. Alexander Douglas, removed on account of
refusal to take the Oath of Allegiance.
He was ordered to give his lessons on
Divinity students in Boston's time were not required to
Mondays and Fridays.
attend the Hebrew class. Rule resigned his professorship in Dec. 1701, assigning as
his reason that "he was resolved to follow another course of life, and for other
weighty considerations." The Town Council had asked him to resign, but no reason
In 1706 the Town Council granted him
for this is given.
a pension of fifty merks
quarterly, in consequence of his having resigned, and in consideration of his circumBower
states
that
the
Hebrew
Chair
stances."
"had been by far more unfortunate
than any other in the college, in regard to professors," from the time of the
1

Turrettini

;

'

'

Revolution to the close of the eighteenth century. Bower's Hist. Univ. Edin. ii.
11-13; 360-1 Dalzel's Hist. Univ. Edin., ii. 293.
4
James Murray, A.M., born and educated within the bounds of the United Presbyteries of Duns and Chirnside
graduated at Edinburgh June 30, 1690 licensed
Nov. 1, 1692; ordained at Penpont July 26, 1693; threatened to separate from the
Church in 1713 on account of the Oath of Abjuration. Penpont was his only charge.
He died May 2, 1735. Scott's Fasti.
,

;

;

;
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20 fellow I had been at Duns a little while, having engaged me
to embrace the grammar-school of Penpont, came to the
Mers about the harvest, and invited me to go with him,
I could not then go
shewing considerable encouragement.
for
and exhausted
I
made
but afterward
ready
it,
along
in
all
was
which
what remained of my burse,
So, in fitting
.

;

view, shewing a minister of the
Presbytery, a wise man, that I minded not to desire the
burse again, he bid me fasten one foot before I loosed the

out myself.

Upon

this

other; an advice which

I

had frequent occasion of minding

thereafter.

In September, Mr.

Murray having sent

his horse for me,

but withal in a letter signified his fears of the miscarrying of
that project, but that in that case I might have another
school

not a

I,

;

little

troubled at the sudden change did,

notwithstanding, borrow a little money and go to Penpont,
in company with the worthy Mr. Henry Erskine afore-

mentioned.

There

I

continued with Mr. Murray about a quarter of a

year, in suspense with reference to that project
time,

to take the school of that parish,

accept.

cut

:

in

which

Mr. George Boyd, 1 minister of Glencairn, desired

off,

which

I

was unwilling

me
to

All hope of the school of Penpont being at length
and I ashamed to return home, Mr. Boyd was writ

what was before refused and he made return, that
he could not be positive as to the matter.
Under this trial
which I was brought into by precipitant conduct, I was
to, for

;

helped in some measure to trust God.
After this, Mr. Murray being in Edinburgh, Mr. Boyd
sent for me, and agreed with me to teach the school there

ioo merks of

Thereafter came to my hand a
salary.
Mr. Murray, desiring me to come into Edinburgh, for a pedagogie provided for me.
Whereupon I
earnestly dealt with Mr. Boyd to quit me, while I was not
the which nevertheless he would by no means
yet entred
for

letter

from

;

agree

to.

1

George Boyd (Boid) graduated at Edinburgh April 30, 1689 ordained at Glencairn, Presbytery of Penpont, Feb. 1693
demitted his charge Oct. 1700.
;

>
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On

the

first
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day of the new year 1696, being in his 21
was most grievous and loathsome to me
might there come to be hardened from

house, his manner
so that I feared I

;

On the 9th, much against the grain I took up
fear.
the school, having never inclined much to that employment,
but being quite averse to it there. I was kindly and liberally
entertained in Mr. Boyd's house, and that freely; but the

God's

vanity and untenderness of his carriage and of his wife's, I
was not able to digest. He was wont, among other pieces
of conduct very unacceptable to me, to go to an alehouse,

me

along with him much against my inclination, under
There we
of
discoursing with an old gentleman.
pretence
were entertained with warm ale and brandy mixt, and with
taking

I obtaining by his character not to be prest
These things made me earnestly to cry unto the
Lord, that He would rid and deliver me, and dispose of me
so as I might be freed from them and their society. He was
a young man, his wife an old woman, they had no children,
and there I think was their snare.
Being sunk in debt they

idle

stories

;

to drink.

the country at length.
After I had kept the school a little while, the Lady
*
wrote a pressing letter to Mr. Murray, that I
Mersington

left

should take the charge of her grandchild Aberlady, as his
governour.
Whereupon Mr. Boyd was again addrest to
but
could
not be prevailed with.
I committed the
quit me,
cause to God, to be by Him determined what to do. And
considering that no time of my continuance there had been
condescended on, that the scholars were but few, and that
the Presbytery was clear for my going away, and above all
considering that God according to my earnest prayer had

opened an outgate from the heavy situation I found myself
in, as above said, I began to question, if I could without sin
1

Fife.

Lady Mersington's maiden name was Alison Skene, of the family of Hallyards
She was the second wife of Lord Mersington, and survived her husband.

in
It

stated (Swintons of that Ilk, pp. 59, 60) that it was the first wife who, sharing the
Presbyterian sympathies of her husband, was in 1674 banished the town of Edinburgh
and the liberties thereof. On the other hand, Boston's pupil, Andrew Fletcher of
Aberlady, son of Mary, oldest daughter of Lord Mersington by his second wife, was
about nine years of age in 1696. Hence we infer that it was Lord Mersington's
second wife who incurred the displeasure of the Privy Council. Wodrow, History, i.
383-4.
Cf. Brown's Covenanters of the Merse, p. 93.
is
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slip

period hi
;

so being at

gave up the school on the eight
fully determined,
of February, much against his will, having kept it a month.
At Candlemass the boys had gifted me about ten shillings
from them with "the usual civilities, but
sterling, which I took
one his own, so that I had nothing
each
returned
immediately

22 length

I

by them.
While

I was in that country, I had advantage of converse with Mr. Murray, a learned and holy man ; the meeting
of which two in a character, was not very frequent there ; as

She
old, exercised, godly woman.
1
a
as
her
about
half
which
a
from
dollar,
obliged
token of that woman's Christian love I do to this day value
more than gold. I remember not but another instance of that
I bless
nature, which I shall also mention in the due place.
also of Janet

me

MLaunie, an

to take

who gave me counsel, then and afterwards, to seek
and value conversation with serious Christians, in the places
where my lot was cast being confident I had much advanBut the
tage thereby towards my preaching of the gospel.
the Lord

;

small

number of hearers

I

often

saw

in the kirk of Penpont,

and the thronging away to separate meetings, kept I think
2
by Mr. Hepburn, with other things respecting ministers and
people, made a lasting bad impression of that country on me.
Mean time it was my endeavor to live near God, and I was
And
helped while there in some measure to live by faith.
was, that I
Life, the which

there

My

Having gone
pupil,

Andrew

years of age

;

I

to

above mentioned,

my

first

it

I

of

all

began

to record

Passages of

did on loose papers.

Edinburgh

in

pursuance of the proposal

did on February 18, take the charge of
Fletcher of Aberlady, a boy of about 9

whose father having died young,

his

mother

3

1 "Whilst debts and
obligations were calculated in pound Scots or merks, dollars
supplied the currency for household and other payments." The value of the rex or
bank dollar was 2, 18s. Scots but it varied in value. Cf. Fountainhall's Journals,
Scot. Hist. Soc.
xlv.-xlviii.
2
John Hepburn graduated at Aberdeen 1669; minister at Urr, Presbytery of
Dumfries sympathised largely with the Cameronians, but never formally separated
He died March 20, 1723, aged c. 74.
himself from the Church of Scotland.
3
Mary, oldest daughter of Alexander Swinton, Lord Mersington, a senator of
the College of Justice, by his second wife, was married first to John Fletcher of
Her son, Andrew
Aberlady, and second in 1690 to James Bruce, sixth of Kennet.
Fletcher, Boston's pupil, died at Edinburgh, April 27, 1710, after, and not while
;

;

;
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was married again
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to Lieutenant-Colonel

the parish of Clackmannan.
school, with a servant waiting

in

Bruce

l

The boy being
on

him,

I

of Kenneth,
at the high

waited

on the

school of divinity ; which advantageous occasion proposed,
had been a great inducement to me to engage in that

had a homily on Mark x. 27,
which
is in retentis.
But to my
the
March
delivered
6,
removed
we
were
from
Edinburgh to
great disappointment
on
came
morrow
whither
we
the
after, viz.,
Kenneth,
March 7, and where we continued all along till I parted
business.

And

there

I

with him.

At Kenneth

my

pupil going to the grammar-school at
servant attending him, and being of
the
Clackmannan, with
and
tractable
a towardly
disposition my business with him

him at home and sometimes
But my business was increased
2
of
the year, teaching two boys
of
end

was no burden, taking
visiting

him

toward the latter
Kenneth's to read.
while

I

was

notice of

in the school.

My

pupil died afterward in his youth

at Simprin.

I gave my self to my study, kept a correspondence with
the neighbouring ministers, there being an Episcopal incum3
in the parish when I went thither, and conversed
bent

much with some serious Christians about the place.
Though I was not properly the chaplain of the family,
nor had that I remember any particular order from the
master of the family, and neither laird nor lady were at
for a considerable time after I went thither
yet find-

home

;

Boston was at Simprin. Alexander, her oldest son by the second marriage, served in
the wars at Flanders married in 1714 Mary, second daughter of Robert, fifth Lord
Balfour of Burleigh, and was the ancestor of the present Lord Balfour of Burleigh.
Balfour Paul, Scots Peerage, i. 551 Swintons of that Ilk, p. 62.
1
James Bruce, sixth of Kennet, appears to have had some part in Argyle's abortive
expedition of 1685 went to Rotterdam in December of that year was in the service
of the Elector of Brandenburgh, came over with William of Orange in 1688, continued
his military career, and attained the rank of brigadier-general.
He married Mary,
"
He was a man that had some
daughter of Lord Mersington, in 1690. Boston says,
good thing rooted in him." It may be noted that Boston uniformly writes Kenneth,
not Kennet.
Balfour Paul, Scots Peerage, i. 551-2; Erskine of Carnock's Journal,
pp. 132, 170, 176 Scot. Hist. Soc.
;

;

;

;

;

2
Alexander, mentioned in note above, and James, afterwards an advocate and
Master of the Mint in Scotland.
3 Davfd
Urquhart, a graduate of Edinburgh, April 7, 1675, presented to Clackmannan by David Bruce of Clackmannan, and instituted Sept. 8, 1687 sa id to have
been deprived by the Synod about 1696. Scott's Fasti.
',
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period hi

self providentially settled there, in the character I
self obliged in conscience to seek the
judged

my

my

I

bore,

LIFE

good of the

spiritual

family,

and

to their manners.

watch over them and see

to
I

Accordingly
kept up family-worship,
catechised the servants, pressed the careless to secret prayer,
reproved and warned against sinful practices, and earnestly
endeavoured the reformation of the vitious.

This course

me

not having

the

desired

on some,

effect

I

a great deal of uneasiness for the most part of
was there ; the which arose especially from an

ill-disposed

and incorrigible woman, who was steward, and

created

the time

so did of course sometime extend

to

itself

my

entertain-

bore with, that I might not mix quarrels
ment
24 on my private interest with those I was engaged in for the
honor of God. And this principle I have all along in the
the which

;

course of

my

I

ministry aimed to walk by.

uneasy situation

in that family

My

was aggreged

x

troublous and

by the

acting not only an unfriendly but an unfair part

;

lady's

privately

me fair which made
an ordinary way, hopeless.
Mean while the United Presbyteries of Stirling and Dum-

siding against me, while yet she spoke

my prevailing,
blane

2

;

in

meeting at Tulliallan, a neighbouring parish, June 22,
made to give me a piece of trial, 3 which I

a motion was
refused

;

Mr George Turnbull, 4 a grave learned
Alloa, now at Tinninghame, gave me

but afterward

man, then minister at
a text, John viii. 32, which I received, declaring it to be
without view unto my entring on trials before the Presbyconvinced I was not ripe for it.
On that text
wrote a discourse and gave it him.
Afterward he shewed
me by a letter what he judged amiss in it but was pleased
tery, being
I

;

1

I.e.

2

These Presbyteries were united from October

>

With a view

aggravated.
2,

1688, to April 26, 1698.

to his being licensed.
George Turnbull [1657-1744] graduated at Edinburgh, April 7, 16751; ordained
at London, February 9, 1688
appointed to meeting-house at Dalmeny, November
was minister of Alloa from 1690 to 1699 and of Tyninghame from 1699 to
28, 1688
He died in 1744, aged 87. His Diary forms
1731, when he resigned his charge.
part of the Miscellany of the Scottish History Society, vol. i., in which the following
entries appear
Mr. Tho. Bowston preacht for me.
"February
5 (1699).
"
Mr. Bowston preached for me.
Aprile 9th.
"
May 7th. Mr. Bowston preacht for me."
4

;

;

;

:
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Thereto add, that he observed a very promising gift in it.
1
then minister at Tulliallan,
after Mr. Thomas Buchanan,
afterward at Dumfermling, gave me another text, viz., Acts
xx. 28, on which also I wrote a discourse not unsatisfying to
Both these discourses are in retentis.
him.
continuing uneasy thro' the means
Mr. Turnbull did on the 7th of September, by
appointment of the Presbytery, desire me to wait on them,
bringing my testimonials along with me, on design to enter
me on trials. He also spoke to Kenneth anent my removing
an opportunity of my going into the
out of his family

My

circumstances

aforesaid,

;

2
family of Colonel Erskine, then governour of Stirling Castle,
but Kenneth shewed an unwillingness
offering at that time
;

to part with

being a

man

me

;

that

which I believe he was very ingenuous,
had some good thing rooted in him, tho'
in

frequently overtopped. Wherefore, tho' I inclined to, I could
not insist for the removal
but the entring on trials I 2$
was not clear for, and so could not promise to go to the
;

Presbytery.
1

Howbeit, being afterward persuaded to go to

Thomas Buchanan, graduate

of Glasgow, April 29, 1684 licensed by PresbyDumbarton; ordained at Tulliallan, March 29, 1692; called to Kilmadock,
Presbytery of Dumblane, in 1704 but when the Presbytery met for his admission he
did not appear. The General Assembly, April 3, 1705, continued him minister at
He became minister at
Tulliallan, and refused his transportation to Kilmadock.
Dunfermline in 1710, and died April 10, 1715, aged c. 51.
Unprinted Acts of
;

tery of

;

Assembly, 1705 Fraser's Life of R. Erskine, pp. 41-4, 95-6 Scott's Fasti.
2
Captain, afterwards Colonel John Erskine, was the third son of the second Lord
Cardross. In 1700, the bulk of the estates of the Earl of Kincardine passed by judicial
sale to Colonel Erskine, thereafter known as of Carnock.
Shortly after the Revolution he was appointed Lieutenant-Governor of Stirling Castle.
This is attested by
minutes of the Privy Council in which he is so designated. Sir Henry Moncreiff is
"
mistaken when he says
that it was not Colonel Erskine of Carnock, commonly
known as the Black Colonel, who was appointed governor of Stirling Castle, but
his nephew called the White Colonel."
He took an active part in church affairs,
and for a long series of years, from 1704 to 1742, he acted as commissioner to the
General Assembly, "being returned as representative elder for the Presbytery of
Dunfermline, within whose bounds his property at Carnock was situated." He was
legal patron of the first charge at Culross, but he refused to present, being a steadfast
upholder of the rights of the Christian people, and opposed on principle to layHe was a non-juror was in cordial agreement with the evangelical
patronage.
party in the Church; and strongly opposed to Prof. Simson. He went to London
in 1735, as a commissioner from the General
Assembly, to seek the repeal of the
Patronage Act of 1712. He died at Edinburgh, January 13, 1743, and was buried in
His son John was Professor of Law in the University of
Greyfriars Churchyard.
Edinburgh, and author of the standard book, Institutes of the Law of Scotland ; his
of
the
grandson John (son
preceding) was minister of Old Greyfriars, Edinburgh,
whose power as a preacher is graphically described in Guy Mannering. Journal of
Erskine of Carnock, xxviii.-ix. (Scot. Hist. Soc. 1893); Wodrow, Corresp., ii. 65-7;
Moncreiff Wellwood's Life of John Erskine, D.D., p. 487; Beyeridge's Culross and
Tulliallan, ii. 47-8.
;

;

;
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was minded

I

their meeting,

to

do

it

;

LIFE

period hi

but was providentially

stopt.

But on the 23rd

I

waited on them at Stirling, leaving

home of

my

set purpose.

Notwithstanding they
to give in my thoughts on Phil. ii. 12, the
me
appointed
This
following Presbytery days, producing my testimonials.
I could not undertake, having no freedom to enter on trials
as yet and I think I saw them no more till I was going out
testimonials at

;

But these things obliged me to lay that
of the country.
matter to heart for light from the Lord therein, to know what
I

was

called of

had

I

Him

in the

and ungodly

unto.

summer

lives,

represented to the lady the careless
cursing and banning, of the steward and

another servant, persisted in after many admonitions ; and
hinted to her that it was her duty to reform them ; and if

they would not be reformed to dismiss them from her service.
but the term drawing near, she
favorable

The answer was

;

gave over the only two common servants who had any shew of
This was very grievous to me
religion, keeping the rest.
I told her the evil, and at large testified my dislike of that
and it was received civilly but
manner of management
;

;

Mean while I was still acceptable to
who
when
Kenneth,
again I had an occasion of entring

prevailed

nothing.

into Colonel Erskine's family still refused to part with me.
But by reason of his post in the military he was not much

at

home.
I

held

on,

conscience until

according to

my

new

occasions offered, to discharge my
the family.
And tho' it prevailed not
the
desire, yet by
good hand of God fencing
as

I left

awe with

and was not openly
their words of me were like
26
I
sharp swords, yet to me they were smoothe as butter.
that
one
remember
Saturday's night they had set on a fire
in the hall for drying their clothes they had been washing,
not to be removed till the Sabbath was over.
Grieved with
me,

my

struggle had an

treated with contempt

;

it,

tho'

this as a profanation of the Lord's day, I

spoke to the gentle-

woman, who, insinuating that she had not done without
orders what she had done, refused to remove them where;

KENNET
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upon

spoke to the lady,
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who soon caused remove

them otherwise.

clothes and dispose of

In

the

manner on
pupil was not

like

a Lord's day, word being sent me that my
going to church that day, I went and inquired into the
and both
matter, and he was caused to rise out of his bed
;

the mother and son went to church that day.
The space of a year being near expired, without any
motion of a new bargain, on January 25, 1697, I wrote to

Kenneth signifying that I desired not to stay, being useless
and in a sort noxious in his family. This letter I shewed
to the lady before I sent it off, and she quarrelled nothing in
it
we being both I believe weary. This done, finding my
;

heart disposed to sing, I sung in secret Ps. xxxvii. near
the latter end ; whereby I was much cheered, and prayed
I was then,
cheerfully after.
shore of that troublous sea.

A
into

as

it

the

;

day before the year's expiring, I was
no mind to keep a pedagogue for

me

sight of

in

found there was no hope of entring
and on Feb. 17, just the

little after that, I

Colonel Erskine's family

Providence shuffled

were,

told that Coulter

my

pupil.

And

x

had
thus

out of business of that kind, being

when a door was opened elsewhere which
when I was disentangled thus working
So
leading me into business of another kind.

entangled there
again was shut

towards the
on Monday, Feb.

;

;

I

22,

took leave of

my

pupil and that

family.

The time I was at Kenneth continues to be unto me a
remarkable time among the days of my life.
There I was
some time in straits but provided for, having borrowed at
several times, 'twixt 25

and 30

shillings starling for necessary

which afterward
Once
paid again.
being on my knees at evening secret prayer
uses,

I

I
;

fainted there,

and coming

to

Sir Alexander dimming of Culter, who married Elizabeth, daughter of Sir Alex.
Swinton (Lord Mersington), the aunt of Boston's pupil. Douglas's Baronage of
Scotland, p. 131 (1798). The following extract is interesting
" Dec.
Fletcher of Aberlady his tutory is craved by Mr. Alex. Swinton,
9, 1687.
his mother's father, and also by Harry Fletcher his nearest a^nat (Salton his elder
brother being disabled by his forfaultor), and they objecting, his wanting 25 years,
and craving at least one of the mother's side might be conjoined with him. The
Lords preferred Harry, seeing he could serve tutor-of-law if he were refused thi3
Fountainhall's Historical Notices, pp. 837-8.
dative."
1

:

2/
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and go

to

Thomas Brown's

family, I found my
me
which
obliged
quickly to break off
fail,
I
eased
the same way as
was
where
the door,

the Ferritown,
heart beginning to
in

period hi

Another time praying

myself again, was eased by vomiting.
1

LIFE

in

was a time of much trouble

to me, yet in the
soul.
for
time
main a thriving
my
My corruption sometimes
it
to
me
but
the
using of secret fasting
put
prevailed over me,
I
was
also
moved
and prayer ; whereunto
by the case of the
before.

It

2
being one of the years of dearth and scarcity that
then
And
this
the Lord was
contending by, year after year.
some
it
that
Then
on such
success.
I did, not without
was,

poor,

it

an occasion I drew up a catalogue of sins, which with many
unknown ones I had to charge on myself the which hath
There I had some
several times been of use to me since.
Bethels where I met with God, the remembrance whereof
hath many times been useful and refreshful to me, particularly a place under a tree in Kenneth orchard, where Jan. 21,
3
That day
1697, I vowed the vow and anointed the pillar.
was a public fast-day, and the night before, the family being
;

I laid before them the causes of the fast,
and thereto added the sins of the family, which I condescended on particularly, desiring them to search their own
hearts for other particulars, in order to our due humiliation.

called together,

After sermons, going to the Garlet to visit a sick woman, I
was moved, as I passed by the orchard to go to prayer there ;

and being helped of the Lord, I did there solemnly covenant
with God under a tree with two great boughs coming from
28 the root, a little north-west from a kind of ditch in the
eastern part of the orchard.

Tho'

it

was heavy

to

me

that

I

was taken from

school of divinity and sent to Kenneth, yet

I

am

the

convinced

1 Once a hamlet of some
size, now little more than one farm-house in the Carse of
Clackmannan, situated nearly midway between Kennet House and the Forth.
A
"August 25, 1696.
fast-day for the present dearth, scarcity, and bad threat-

ening weather.

A

sad year among the commons and tradesmen, the
"December 25, 1698.
dearth continuing and increasing.'' Turnbull's Diary, pp. 369, 378 {Scot. Hist. Soc).
Act of Assembly, March 4, 1701. "The many years of dearth we have been
under, whereby many have perished, the land greatly impoverished, and the
number of the poor vastly increased." Somerville's Life and Times, p. 305;
Graham's Social Life, pp. 146-51 (London, 1901) Mackinnon, The Union, p. 19.
Genesis xxviii. 18.
;
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He

sent

me

31

to another school there, in order to prepare

me

work of the Gospel for which He had designed me.
For there I learnt in some measure what it was to have
and being naturally bashful, timorous,
the charge of souls
and much subject to the fear of man, I attained by what I met
with there to some boldness, and not regarding the persons
There I learnt that God
of men when out of God's way.
for the

;

countenance one in the faithful discharge of his duty,
and that
it be not attended with the desired success
plain dealing will impress an awe on the party's conscience,
will

tho'

;

still rages against him that so deals
was by means of conversation there, that I
and
arrived at a degree of a public spirit I had not before
there I got a lesson of the need of prudent and cautious

tho' their corruption

with them.

It

;

management, and abridging one's self of one's liberty, that
the weak be not stumbled, and access to edify them be precluded
a lesson I have in my ministry had a very particular and singular occasion for.
;

On
me by

the Friday before I left Kenneth, it was proposed to
Messrs. Turnbull and Buchanan that I should now

and withal, that the elders of Clackmannan
I
should go out of the country, it was
desired that I should take for my self or allow to be
taken for me a chamber in the town of Clackmannan, and
I
should not want
and they desired me to give my
answer on the Tuesday, and go along to the Presbytery
on the Wednesday thereafter.
Having taken these things
under consideration, I was that same night almost reenter on trials

;

being unwilling

;

solved

to

comply with

the

call

of

that

Presbytery

for

But just next morning I 29
entring on trials before them.
received a letter from Mr. Murray, desiring me to come with
all

speed and pass

trials

before the Presbytery of Penpont

;

withal shewing, that if I pleased I might in the mean time
Thus
keep the school of Penpont, it being then vacant.
Providence opened a door for my entring into another
But then I was in
station, and doubled the call thereto.

doubt racked betwixt these two, whether to address my
self for the Presbytery of Stirling or Penpont
which I
;
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the great Counsellour for his

went on Wednesday,
Feb. 24,
Stirling, where I obtained
Presbytery
their testimonial, having promised to return to them if my
circumstances would permit.
Having spent some days more
to
I
came
that
in
Edinburgh on the 4th of March,
country,
on
an
edge put
my spirit for passing my trials,
having got
I heard done to God on the shore of Leith,
dishonor
the
by
which is noted in the Passages of My
where we landed
In this

determination.

suspense,

I

at

the

to

;

Life.

wrote a

letter

1

wages, being 100 merks,
of excuse to Mr. Murray, and another letter to

At Edinburgh
the place whence
thither shortly.

received

I

I

my

had come, bearing

And

my

design to return

when I came to Edinburgh, I
to
home
at all
and having writ to
was not fully resolved
go
the
I
same
to
who
him,
being unknown
my father signified
indeed

;

to

me

in

terms of a second marriage gave

me

an answer,

Howbeit I
advising me to return to Stirling as I had said.
afterwards saw a necessity of going home to procure money
for my maintenance, during the time of passing my trials
before the Presbytery of Stirling, being unwilling to accept
of the offer of the elders of Clackmannan aforesaid, and the
money received not being sufficient for that and other

necessary uses.

Accordingly, just upon that design I went
but He who " leads the blind by

30 home to Duns, March 13
a way they knew not,"

;

led

me

thither

on two material

designs hidden to me, namely, the diverting of the marriage
which was unknown to me, and the passing of my trials
there,

which

I

The week

was
after

far
I

from having

in view.

went home, being

still

bent to return to

the Presbytery of Stirling, and there being no small hope of
getting the money for which I had come, I received another

from Mr. Murray, wherein, having answered all my
still insisted on my coming to Penpont to pass
trials.
Thus I was again put upon the rack between the
two
and not knowing whither to go, I earnestly desired
counsel of God, both as to the main thing, and the circum-

letter

excuses, he

;

1

ss

$, xis. ijtd. stg.
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And shewing my situation to Mr. Alexstance of place.
ander Colden, 1 then minister at Duns, now at Oxnam, he
proposed and persuaded me to enter on trials before the
2
united Presbyteries of Duns and Churnside.
Considering
the course of Providence, and finding my self by his proposal
freed from the former perplexity which I could no otherways
And certainly it was a kind conduct of
get over, I yielded.

me

Providence that led
tho'

nativity,

to pass trials

for that very reason

it

in

the place of

my

would seem, that

it

had no thoughts of passing there
my
for it was most for my reputation to pass trials where I was
and besides it was the more
known from my childhood

was

native country,

I

;

;

me

my

then circumstances having my
house to remain in.
Accordingly, on the 23d of March, 1697, I being just the
week before 2 1 years of age compleat, Mr. Colden went to
the Presbytery sitting at Churnside, and having proposed
3
their taking me on trials, they appointed me a piece of trial

convenient

for

in

father's

1
He graduated at Edinburgh in 1675 became minister of Presbyterian congregaDuns in 1693 and Oxnam
tion at Enniscorthy, Ireland admitted to Bunkle in 1690
in 1700, where he continued till his death in 1738.
When at Oxnam the Presbytery
He scrupled to take
of Philadelphia invited him to America, but he declined to go.
the Oath of Abjuration in its original form, but took it when amended in 1719.
was opposed to the doctrine of the Marrow. For a time there was estrangement
;

;

;

;

He

between him and Boston on account of divergence of opinion on public questions.
This passed away, and Colden was the first of the three who signed an appreciation
of Boston published in 1737.
On his tombstone in Oxnam churchyard there is the
following inscription: "Here lyes the body of the Rev. Alex. Colden, who as a
Divine, a Christian, as a minister of Christ, for true piety, learning, wisdom, diligence
and success in gaining souls, he had few equals. He having been here and elsewhere
Robson's Churches of
55 years in the ministry, died June 29, 1738, aged 84 years."
Teviotdale, p. 78 C. Hodge's Pres. Church in United States, i. 91 n.
2 The
Duns
and
of
Chirnside
were
united
from
Presbyteries
August 7, 1690, to
October 19, 1698.
3 The "trials" are the discourses and examinations
required by the Church, and
prescribed by the Presbytery, to students of divinity who apply for licence as
of
the
Boston
had
attended
the
preachers
Gospel.
College at Edinburgh for three
sessions, and thereafter the School of Divinity for one session, and part of a second.
His further studies in theology were under the supervision of the Presbytery of
At Mr. Colden's suggestion he came before the united Presbyteries of Duns
Stirling.
and Chirnside, who took him on "trials," and prescribed: (1) Homily on James
i.
5.
(2) Common head, a controversial subject, De viribus liberi arbitrii, &c,
"written in Latin, which, when read, was preceded by a prayer also in Latin."
" The exercise is the
(3) Exercise and addition on Jude 15.
explicatory and analytic
part of the sermon, in which textual and critical questions and difficulties are
answered; the observations and doctrines deduced from the text form the addition."
(4) Popular sermon on John i. 16.
(5) Chronological discourse in Latin.
(6) Examination in the languages and catechetics.
Boston attended four meetings of
Presbytery with a view to licence, and was licensed June 15, 1697, at the age of
Acts of Assembly, pp. 349, 352, 366; Styles and Procedure in Church
twenty-one.
;

Courts, p. 59.
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''If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of
on James i. 5.
31 God, that giveth to all men liberally," &c, and that to be
The which being
delivered at their next meeting in Duns.
I addrest my self to that
reported to me by Mr. Colden,
the Friday after prepared
on
work, kind Providence having

father's house, which had been
home.
came
occupied
I
On the 2d of April, spent some time in fasting and
prayer for the divine assistance in what I was called to and
was going about and in the time I found my self helped in
prayer to particular trust and confidence, that God would
The Presbytery meeting at
actually grant what I sought.
Duns on the 6th, I delivered before them a homilie on the
foresaid text, and was helped of God therein accordingly

me

a private chamber in

my

by another when

I

;

;

day I have a sense of the divine indulgence,
determining them to prescribe me that text which was so
and to

this

much suited for my support in the
They appointed me then, a common
arbitrii circa bonum spirituals
I

disposition I was in.
De viribus liberi

head,

delivered an exegesis on that head, after prayer made,

Much time being
May 11, at Churnside.
spent ere they called for that piece of trial, I went out a little
to revise it ; but by the time I had come the length of what
both in Latin,

I

reckoned

my

self least

master

of, I

was

called to deliver

but withal by the kind conduct of Providence,
coming on to that part of it, they stopt me.

when
I

I

it

;

was

distributed

on that head, and was appointed to exercise and
my
next
adde,
Presbytery day, on Jude 1 5.
On the 1st of June they met at Duns. The day before
thesis

was the great fair in
God for His assistance in

it

Him

I was earnest with
work before me, and was helped

that place, but

the

His help.
In the morning before I went to
renewed covenant with God in my chamber and
I had much
encouragement from the help of the prayers
of
32
my godly friends in Clackmannan, who I trusted were
of

the kirk,

to seek
I

;

concerned for me.

when

By

a peculiar kind disposal

of Pro-

went to the pulpit, the precentor who used
vidence,
to keep an ordinary was not come
so, according to my own
I

;

LICENSED

i6 97

desire,

I

on

pitcht

Ps. xviii.

35

25-29 and precented

myself,

I
and was greatly strengthned by the singing thereof.
foresaid
on
the
and
addition
delivered the exercise
text,
I
have still a
being well helped of the Lord therein.
peculiar remembrance of that part of that psalm, as occaI admire the indulgence of
sionally it comes in my way.
for
the
in
that
Providence
matter,
precentor should have been
I
into
the
And withal I have
went
when
pulpit.
singing

often wondered, how considering my temper I got confidence
to give out that psalm on that occasion ; but the obvious

on that head was then for any thing I know hid
from mine eyes, which were fixt depending on God alone
according to His word.
They appointed me a popular
sermon on John i. 16, against their next meeting, with the
difficulty

rest of

my

could get them ready.
15, I delivered my popular sermon
as
also a chronological discourse in
text,

trials if I

At Churnside June

on the foresaid
Latin, which with the other discourses aforementioned are

The same day, all the rest of my trials, viz.,
yet in retentis.
in the languages, and catecheticks, were taken ; the which
last are now and have been for many years, taken first with
more reason.

Thus

day licensed

to preach

all

1

being expeded, I was that
the Gospel as a probationer for the

my

trials

holy ministry, near about 3 years from my entring on
the study of divinity.
And looking on my self as a child
of Providence, and considering the manner of my education,
I

cannot but observe the kind conduct of that Providence in

carrying

me

thro'

sundry states of

country, in that short time allotted for
a student.
1

Expeded

=

life,

and parts of the

me

in the character of

accomplished, despatched.
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IV.

being licensed, till I removed into the bounds of the
Presbytery of Stirling.

I past two
years and
the first
three months in the character of a probationer
in my native country, the second in the
same
the
of
part
bounds of the Presbytery of Stirling, and the third in my

Being licensed to preach the Gospel,

;

country again where I was settled.
brought in continued scenes of trial to me

These years

native

the

of

mercy

could never

God

being

thro'

but

who had

the

generally acceptable
good graces of them

into the

fall

;

to the people,

stroke in the settling of parishes.

According to the impressions wherewith I was prompted
to enter on trials, I began my preaching of the word in a
rousing strain, and would fain have set fire to the devil's

The

preacht on, the Sabbath after I
was licensed, was Ps. 1. 22; the 2d, Matt. vii. 21 ; the 3d
on a week-day, Hos. xiii. 1 3 ; the 4th, Ps. 1. 21; the
nest.

Ezek.

5 th,

Matt.

iii.

first

ix.

7.

4

text

;

Thus

I

the
I

6th,

Prov. xxix.

went on

for

the

1

;

first

and the 7th,
two months.

But speaking with Mr. John Dysert, 1 minister at Coldinghame, of the strain of preaching I had continued in, he said
" But if
to me to this purpose
you were entered on preachThis had
ing of Christ, you would find it very pleasant."
an effect on me so far, that immediately I did somewhat
change my strain, where I had occasion to enter on a new
text; and then I preached, first, on Isa. lxi. 1, and next, on
:

1
John Dysart graduated at Glasgow 1680 ordained minister of Presbyterian
congregation at Dalton, Northumberland, in 1686; admitted minister of Langton
1691 appointed by Presbytery {jure devoluto) to Coldingham, and settled there in
" The
1694, in succession to Alexander Douglas, the prelatic incumbent.
great body
of the parishioners being of the Episcopal persuasion, it was found necessary to call
in the military at his settlement.
For a time he carried his pistols to the pulpit, and
laid them down openly on each side of him.
He was a man of determined character,
and a strong upholder of the Presbyterian cause." After the Revolution, Douglas,
the incumbent, withdrew with a considerable following to worship in a barn near the
church, carrying off the communion plate and other church property. From the
session records it appears that Mr. Douglas resisted all appeals to restore what he
had removed. Mr. Dysart died in 1732, aet. 72. Scott's Fasti ; Robson, Churches,
&c, Berwickshire, pp. 61, 64.
;

;

A PROBATIONER

1697
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I have often since that time remembered that
I Pet. ii. 7.
word of Mr. Dysert's, as the first hint given me by the good
hand of my God towards the doctrine of the Gospel.
The first Sabbath I preacht being timorous I had not 34
confidence to look on the people, tho' I believe I did
not close my eyes
yet, as a pledge of what I was to meet
heritor
of
the
an
parish, on that very sermon, called
with,
;

me

afterwards

contempt one of Mr. Henry Erskine's

in

In which he spoke truth, as Caiaphas did, that
disciples.
minister
of Christ being the first instrument of good
worthy
But the thing he meant was, that I was a
to my soul.

The second Sabbath

railer.

I

had more confidence, and the

and was
next again more, till very soon I had enough
censured as too bold, particularly in meddling with the
The truth is, my God so far pitied
publick sins of the land.
;

my natural weakness, indulging me a while after I first set
out to His work, that whatever fear I was liable to ere I
got into the pulpit, yet when once the pulpit door was closed
on me, fear was as

were closed

out, and I feared not the
God's
word.
But indeed that
preaching
lasted not long, at least after I was a minister.

face of

Soon
not

to

it

man when
after

I

continue

was
in

licensed,

the

I

was peremptorily resolved
there was appearance

tho'

Mers,
of encouragement
and I received a letter from the Presbytery of Stirling, inviting me to their bounds, whither it
:

my own inclination to go. So on July 27, I craved of
the Presbytery an extract of my licence.
But they designing
to have me settled in Foulden would not grant it.
By this
was

had preacht once in that parish, and they were inhave me to be their minister, but I was not fond of
it.
Their Episcopal incumbent * had newly removed from
them and when I was to go thither, I foresaw a strait, in
time

I

clined to

:

allowing his precentor to officiate as such to me, without
a judicial acknowledgement, 2 which I, not being a minister,
1

Thomas Thomson graduated

Foulden

in 1682

and obtained a

;

remained

till

1696,

at

Edinburgh 1674

;

became incumbent

at

when he deserted

his charge, went to England,
settled at Foulden in 1699.

Robert Park was
parochial cure.
2 "The
precentor, about half an hour before the preacher comes, reads two or
three chapters to the congregation.
As soon as the preacher gets into the pulpit, the
precentor leaves reading, and sets a psalm, singing with the people till the minister.
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could not take.

35 not urge

me

Consulting

my

against

light

;

would

bailie

being Episcopal
So
venture on that.

it

when
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with Mr. Colden, he would
but told me, he feared the
take

it

ill.

I

resolved

to

came to me in
self would precent,

the precentor

I told him
shewed him no reason why.

my

the Sabbath morning,

I

but

This I took to be the
circumstances having no

most reasonable course
authority.
after

my

in

Nevertheless the bailie was favorable.
frequently in

I

preacht
the country

that parish while

I

Therecontinued

had many good days in it, the meetings
Mean
and
people very desirous to hear the word.
frequent,
while I still precented there, till about 2 Sabbaths before
I left the country
by which time the Presbytery had conin

;

1

;

firmed the precentor in his office.
I was still detained in the country by the Presbytery that
I might be settled in that parish aforesaid.
But that could

not be done without

my

Lord Ross's

2

concurrence.

Where-

fore the Presbytery appointed Mr. Colden and Mr. Dysert
And the
to speak to him at Edinburgh for that effect.

former, upon his return from Edinburgh, told me on September 10, that my Lord Ross did not refuse his con-

only he desired me to come to Paislay to see him,
he might go on with the greater clearness.
And hereto
he withal advised me, but I had no freedom for it.
So
October 5, I desired of the Presbytery my liberty to leave
the country, which I had in vain desired of them 3 several
times before.
In answer to which, Mr. Colden afterwards
told me, that the Presbytery would let me go, providing
I would go to
I would have
Paislay to see my Lord Ross.
been content to have been providentially led to have preached

currence

;

that

by some sign, orders him to give over." Morer's Short Account of Scotland, p. 59
(London, 1702); Sprott's Worship, &c, p. 14. An Episcopal precentor was not
entitled to continue in office till he had
acknowledged the Church judicatories as
constituted by the Revolution settlement.
1

I.e.

well attended.

2

William, twelfth Lord Ross of Hawkhead [1656-1738], succeeded his father in
and became a member of Scottish Privy Council in 1686. At the Revolution
he was an active supporter of William and
Mary. After Queen Anne's accession, he
was appointed Lord High Commissioner to the Church of Scotland in 1704, and he
was of the Commission for the Union between England and Scotland, of which he
was a steady supporter. One of his wives was a daughter of Sir Francis Scot of
1682,

Thii lstane.

He

died

March

15, 1738,

aged

82.

The

title

became

extinct in 1754.
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in

my

Lord's hearing

purpose

was what

dunned with advice

me

;

I

39

but to go to him directly on that
could never digest, tho' I was

for

it,

and had no body

with

to bear

but the unhappy Mr. James Balfour, then
I considered that I had done
living a private man in Duns.
all that lay in my road in the matter, having preacht several
in resisting

it,

times in the parish, which in the designed event was to have 3 6
been my charge ; they were satisfied, and should have had
I lookt on the
choose their minister.
method proposed, as an interpretative seeking of a call for
1
my self, a symbolizing with patronages, and below the
and I never durst do any
dignity of the sacred character
thing in these matters which might predetermine me but
behoved always to leave the matter open and entire, to
lay before the Lord for light, till He should please to
determine me by the discovery of His mind therein and
I could not
look on the matter of my compliance with
the call of Foulden as entire, after I should have done as I
was advised.
Wherefore upon the 13th, I insisted as before, and the
but withal demanded of me
Presbytery granted my desire
1. That I should preach a day at Abbay before I went
away; 2. That I should go by Paislay, and see my Lord
Ross 3. That my licence should bear that I should not

their Christian right to

;

;

;

:

;

;

without their advice engage with any parish.
To the first
and last I readily yielded, but the 2d I could by no means

comply with.
Being resolved

to take

my

journey for the bounds of the

Presbytery of Stirling, on the Tuesday after the October
Synod now at hand, I sent to the Presbytery clerk for my
licence accordingly ; the which I received, but so very informal,
that it could not well be presented to a Presbytery.
Where-

was persuaded to go to Kelso to the Synod, that I
might get it drawn there in due form, resolving to go straight
upon

I

from thence without returning to Duns.
But Providence
had more work and a further piece of trial for me to undergo
at home.
1

Symbolizing

ss

agreeing.
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The Presbytery having appointed me no where, for the
I was invited to preach
3rd Sabbath after I was licensed,
parish of Abbay, one of the 4 kirks of
the which invitation I accepted, and studied a
37 sermon for that end on Rev. iii. 20, which I believe was never
But Mr. Colden being on the Saturday called to
delivered.
that

day

in

the

Lam mer moor, 1

a communion at Earleston on the morrow,
preach for him at Duns that Sabbath.

I

was obliged

to

The Presbytery
Abbay till I was

me to the said parish of
out
of
the country, as said is ; they having a
jAst going
3
2
to
transport unto it the laird of Abbay, minister of
design
But
Aiton, whom they lookt on as unfit for that publick post.
he being both a weak and an untender man was unacceptwould never send

able to the parish of Abbay, as well as to his brethren.
By
their appointment foresaid I preached there, the Sabbath
There had been before that, an
before the Synod, Oct. 1 7.
inclination

in

which was
ward by an

that parish to

first

elder

to preach there, they

settlement

me

to

be their minister

;

the

moved to me by Abbay himself, and afterAfter being appointed
with much affection.
shewed themselves very

among them, very

cordial for

affectionate to me,

my

and unwilling

I should go out of the country.
Having come to Kelso as aforesaid, the drawing up of
my licence in due form was shifted* and put off. It was
represented, a lady had engaged to write to Lord Ross
in my favors.
I was
urged to fall from my intended
departure, and Mr. Colden whom I particularly regarded told
So I behoved to
me, he thought Providence lay cross to it.

that

return

home

again without
Being thus locked

my

licence,

unexpectedly to

my

home, for that season, I
met with a very unexpected piece of trial, occasioned by
my inadvertency and the hastiness of my father's spirit.
Having been at a meeting for prayer, Oct. 28, one of my

friends.

1

in at

St Bathans, Cranshaws, Longformacus, and Ellem.
Transport, i.e. translate.
George Hume graduated at Edinburgh, Mar. 1683 ordained at Ayton, 1694
translated to Abbey St. Bathans, Jan. 1707 where he remained till his death in 1718.
lie was married to Rebecca Pow in 1700, who may have been a sister of Rev. John
I'ow of Lennel.
2

Abbey

3

;

;

4

Delayed or postponed.

;

ABBEY

1697-8

ST.

BATHANS

41

acquaintances came into my chamber with me thereafter, and
sat a while with me.
In the mean time my father sent for

me

1

unhappily sent him word to be doing,
for that I could not as yet wait on him.
This, together
with my staying out too late two nights before, tho' I
kept no company but what became my character, so incensed

and

to supper,

I

when

I
came in he exprest himself, under
that
that time forward I never did nor
from
so
temptation,
The which was heavy to us both.
durst eat of his meat.

him,

From

that

that time

what

in point

thing

of the

1

Sam.

I

maintained

of conscience

nature

of

I

that

my self, that incident being
could not get over, as someJudges

case,

xxi.

18,

and

xiv. 24.

Now
lodging
Dec. 14,

I

preached

several times at

ordinarily in Blacker ston

2
;

Abbay

where

that winter,

at family prayer,

away, not having got the prayer foras
There was an
mally closed,
they afterward told me.
knit to me,
of
the
were
my settling there,
appearance
people
and that was the only parish I think that ever I was fond of.
But I smarted for the loose I foolishly had given to my heart
1 proposed to myself to be very happy in such a
upon it.
small charge, being told they would be but about fourscore
but then there appeared to be an occasion of
of people
I

fainted

;

a diffusive usefulness in
kirks

thereof being

still

hill-country, the other three
3
The stipend
possest by curates.

that

was about 700 merks, the place retired among the hills, the
manse pleasantly situate on Whitwater, and within 3 or 4
miles of Duns.
But the Presbytery was still against settling

me

there.

On January
1

To

2

Blakerstone

3

tery,

He

be doing

18,

1698, the elders,

who

twice before that

go on as before to rest satisfied.
is about a mile east of the church.
Cranshaws: John Swintort, instituted Oct. ax, 1674. In a letter to the PresbyOct. 10, 1705, he says he " is resolved to admit a young man to be my colleague."
to

;

died in 1710.

Robert Smyth, a graduate of Edinburgh, Aug. 4, 1677; instidemitted June 1714, and retired to Dunbar.
Ellem A hill parish lying between Abbey St. Bathans and Cranshaws, united
to Longformacus in 1712.
John Brown, M.A., instituted in 1684, remained in
possession of the parish till it was merged in Longformacus.
" Even as late as
there
were one hundred and thirteen Episcopal ministers,
1710,
of whom nine had not taken the oaths to Government, still ministers of parishes."
Story's Carstares, p. 242 (London, 1874).

Longformacus

tuted 1684
:

;

:

38
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had desired a minister to moderate in a call there, but were
repulsed, applied to them again for the same end, and were
repulsed as formerly; notwithstanding that the same day
there was read before them a letter from Lord Ross bearing
that since I had not come to him, he had another in view for
A few days after, my provision and money being
Foulden.
both near spent, and the weather exceeding stormy, I was
put to trust God for my daily bread, and it was not in vain
I trusted Him.
About the latter end of that month, Abbay being in Duns
told me, that sometime he had a mind for that parish himself,
but now he had changed his resolution, and would join with
the elders in order to

my

And

settlement there.

about the

39 8 th of February, the elders compearing again before the
Presbytery, renewed their address for a minister to moderate
and Abbay himself joining them accordingly
in a call there
as an heritor, the Presbytery could no longer refuse it
but
:

;

in the

mean time they took

a long day for it, purposedly it
would seem, and appointed the ioth of March for that effect.
As we came out of the Presbytery, Abbay told me according
to his

manner he would preach

Now

the poor parish

things seeming

to

go

my

ordination sermon.

thought themselves secure

my

according to

heart's wish,

;

and

I

was

much comforted in the thoughts thereof. But behold in a
few days Abbay changed his mind, and all endeavors were
call for him
which with the heritors
none
of
them
easily obtained,
residing within the parish.
The point on which it seemed to turn was, that now or never
was the occasion of consulting his interest which missed,
the Presbytery would by some means get him turned out of
Aiton.
This I was informed some ministers did put in the
head of his friends, by whose persuasion he changed his
mind and course again in that matter.
Observing the matter to be going thus I fell under great
discouragement by means of the disappointment, having

used to turn about the

;

was

;

Then it was
judged the place the fittest for me.
my exercise, and a hard one, to get my heart brought to a
submission to Providence in that point
the which submission

foolishly

;

I

desired,

if

BATHANS

ABBEY

ST.

my

deceived

i6 9 s

heart

removal of the stroke.

Upon

me

that

more than the
occasion it was, that on
Sam. iii. 18, mentioned,
not,

preacht the sermon on 1
Passages, p. 4, not without advantage to

March

3, I

43

my

self

the

in

Howbeit that discouragement
point I was aiming to reach.
and the spring season trysting together, there was a notable
breach made in my health, which continued for a long time
dated from the beginning of that month of 4
had near studied that sermon I was in hazard
of fainting away, but being taken care of and laid to bed I
And how for two Sabbaths after, I seemed to
recovered.
be in hazard of fainting in the pulpit of Duns, is noted

which

after, the

March.

When

I

I

ubi supra.

March 10. The call was drawn up for Abbay himself, my
Lord Mersington, 1 a good-natured, well-inclined man, being
at whose door the poor people,
the main agent in the affair
among whom there were wet cheeks on that occasion, laid the
;

One
but it prevailed not with him.
;
of the elders, Abbay's own tenant, was brought to subscribe
It was brought before the Presbytery on the 15 th,
the call.
blood of their souls

and Mersington, having a commission from Abbay, had signed
for him in his name as an heritor.
Two elders and a
parishioner compeared that day before the Presbytery and
reclaimed, earnestly intreating them to consider that they
behoved to answer to God for what they did.
One of them
offered to prove that Abbay had offered one of the parish a
But the Presbytery sustained
gallon of ale to vote for him.
the call.
Mr. Colden would say nothing in the matter, but
went out in the time. They appointed him to write to Lord

it

1 Alexander Swinton
[c. 1625-1700], second son of Sir Alexander Swinton of
Swinton, Berwickshire in early life a soldier, taken prisoner at battle of Worcester
fighting for the king admitted a member of the Faculty of Advocates, July 27, 1671
gave up his profession in 1681 rather than take the Test received a special letter of
dispensation from King James, Dec. 16, 1686 was raised to the Bench of the Court
of Session, June 23, 1688, assuming the title of Lord Mersington from his property
in Eccles, Berwickshire.
This appointment was made to please the Presbyterians.
The new judge favoured the Revolution, and alone of James's Scottish judges was
continued in office by William was one of the visitors of the Colleges in 1690 died
suddenly August 1700; "a good honest man and much regretted." It appears that
he was twice married, first to a daughter of Sir Alexander Dalmahoy of Dalmahoy,
and second to Alison Skene of Hallyards, who survived her husband. Brunton and
Haig's Senators of the College of Justice, pp. 431-2 (Edinburgh, 1832) Swintons of
that Ilk, pp. 58-60 Leven and Melville Papers, pp. 272-3 (Bannatyne Club).
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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iv

Ross, and to the minister of Paislay, to deal with my Lord
my account with respect to Foulden. This was the
ungospel-like way that even then much prevailed in the case

on

I
of planting of churches ; a way which I ever abhorred.
had been named by the Commission of the Assembly to go
1
to Caithness, a few days before the moderating of that call
but Mr. Colden telling them that on the Thursday after a

;

So by
was to be moderated for me, it was dropt.
Providence diverted that mission of me, which would have

call
it

been very heavy.

41

On the 29th, the writing of the letters aforesaid having
been forgot, a letter from Mr. Wilkie, bailie of Foulden, was
read coram, bearing, that he would cordially concur for my
but thought reason and good breedsettlement in Foulden
I
that
should
go to Lord Ross. Whereupon
ing required
and Mr. Colden
me
to go to him
they peremptorily enjoined
Nevertold me I would be out of my duty if I went not.
;

:

theless, having no clearness for it in my own conscience, I
continued unmoved in my resolution ; tho' it troubled me
that they should have appointed me.

At the April Synod
Kelso

I

was

invited to the Presbytery of

but being advised to wait

the following Presbytery day, I preacht at Foulden
and, May 1, hearing there
that my Lord Ross was to send them another man, I resolved
;

till

;

forthwith to go to the Presbytery of Stirling, having given
over thoughts of Kelso.

my licence and
went away on the 15 th, and
having come to my quarters at Edinburgh, I was overtaken
On the 17th, I arrived in the bounds
with a fainting fit.
I had borrowed
of the Presbytery of Stirling.
40 Scots,
which before I came away was reduced to about .25, and
Accordingly having got up the extract of

testimonials on the

10th,

I

my having preacht frequently at Duns, I
received a complement of twenty shillings starling a few days
before I left the place.
in consideration of

1 As
many parishes in the North were vacant, the General Assembly, year after
year, appointed ministers and probationers to such parishes, for varying periods of
service.
The appointments were generally made by the Commission to which the

Assembly delegated

this

power.

FERRYTOWN

1698

4

me in my native country,
the affair of Abbay, I was so taught that no
But,
place did ever after get so much of my fond affection.
transall
for
Laird's
the
bustle
made
the
of
notwithstanding
Providence having thus tried

especially in

portation to that place,
after

it

did not at this time take effect

was gone Mr. George Home, 1 minister of

I

Selkirk,

:

but

was

planted in it, he having been uneasy in that publick post.
And afterward when I was a member of the Presbytery of
Churnside, a process of drunkenness was commenced against

Abbay, which yet proved ineffectual for his removal out of
But Mr. Home being dead, he was at length, I think
Aiton.
the people by
before I came to Etterick, transported thither
that time being taught more tamely to bear the yoke.
;

PERIOD
From my removal

lodging with

42

bounds of the Presbytery of Stirling,
return unto the Mers.

into the
to

Having come

V.

into

my

bounds

the

Thomas Brown

my

aforesaid, I took up
2
in Ferritown, with

of Barhill

whom

I had contracted a particular
friendship when I was
I was once and again
at Kenneth, he being a good man.
invited to Kenneth's family to lodge there, but declined it ;
a plain evidence of no real inclination to settle in Clack-

I continued with Thomas
Brown while
parish.
remained in that country, which was near about a year,
and in these days that text had weight with me, u Go not
"
from house to house ;
judging that course unworthy of the

mannan
I

sacred character.

The

parishes which

I

preacht mostly

in,

while in that

1
George Home graduated at Glasgow, July 18, 1672 studied theology there ;
licensed by Presbytery of Kelso, January 23, 1694
ordained at Selkirk, September
inducted at Abbey St. Bathans, February 28, 1699 ; died September 22,
25, 1695
Scott's Fasti ; Robson's Churches of Berwickshire, p. 7.
1705, set. c. 54.
2 Thomas Brown had married the eldest
daughter of Robert Brown of Barhill,
deceased.
No mention is made of any sons of Robert Brown, hence we infer that
the property passed to Thomas Brown through his wife, and with it the designation
;

;

;

'

of Barhill.
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country, were Clackmannan and Airth, and after some time
The Lord was with
Dollar, all of them being then vacant.

and did some good by me especially in
minister I conversed most with was
Airth and Dollar.
a
Mr. Hugh White, 1
in
Mr. Turnbull
steady friend.
Alloa,
of
considerable
in Lerbert, a man
abilities, great piety, and
tenderness, was also very friendly and affectionate, but I had
little occasion of converse with him, being on the other side

me

in

my work

there,

The

of Forth.

Having preacht some time in these parts and before the
Presbytery at Stirling on July 13 th, some of the parish of
Carnock, in the Presbytery of Dumfermling, took occasion to
hear me at Clackmannan and Airth.
Whereupon I had two
2
letters from Mr. John Wylie, then minister of Salin, after-

wards minister of Clackmannan, inviting me to preach at
but Mr. Turnbull
Salin, a parish neighbouring with Carnock
43 shewed me that I behoved not to go, and I went not.
William Paton, one of the elders of Clackmannan, was clear
for my going, and told me what others kept secret from me,
that they had a design on me for Clackmannan, but withal
that Mr. Inglis, tacksman of the estate of Clackmannan,
whose coal-grieve he was, and Kenneth, would set their foot
3
But on July 26th, two of the elders of
a-spar against it.
Carnock came to the Ferritown unto me, trying how I would
;

relish a call to their parish.

I

left

the matter open, saying

and desiring them to seek a minister from the Lord.
About the beginning of August, Mr. Wylie wrote to the

little,

Presbytery of Stirling, in name of the Presbytery of
fermling, desiring them

to allow

me

to

Dum-

come a day or two

to

1
Hugh White (Whyt) graduated at Edinburgh 1676 his name appears in list of
was licensed in Ireland, January
fugitives denounced by the Government
5, 1684
ordained at Larbert 1690, the first minister there after the Revolution; at
1688;
31,
the meeting of the Synod of Perth and Stirling in 1691 he was chosen Synod Clerk,
being "a man of great accuracy who enjoyed the esteem and confidence of his
brethren" his translation to Kinnaird was referred by Assembly of 1705 to Commis;

May

;

;

it was refused; he died 1716, aet. c. 60.
His daughter, Jean, married the Rev.
John Heugh of) Kilgoldrum. Dr. Hugh Heugh of Glasgow was their grandson.
Wodrow, History, ii. App. 106; Macgill's Life of H. Heugh, pp. 1-2.
2
John Wylie graduated at St. Andrews, July 28, 1677 licensed by United
Presbyteries of Kirkcaldy and Dunfermline, July n, 1695; ordained at Saline,
September 19, 1695; translated to Clackmannan, Presbytery of Stirling, April 22,
Scott's Fasti.
1700 died June 1728, aged 74.

sion,

;

;

3 I.e.

in opposition.

I
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And that day, or
them the which they absolutely refused.
soon after, I perceived the Presbytery had a design on me
That their refusal I did not take well
for Clackmannan.
but they never askt my inclination, and I had no freedom
Howbeit afterward, on a letter
to urge their letting me go.
;

;

from

Mr James

Frazer

1

of Brea, minister of Culross, inviting

by preaching at the communion there on the
2 1 st, I went and preacht there accordingly in the churchyard, Mr. Turnbull having allowed, that if there was such
a necessity as was alleged in the letter it could not well be
At this time began my acquaintance with the
refused.

me

to assist

2

worthy Mr. George Mair, Brea's collegue, whose conversation was afterwards of good use to me, in regard of the
he had into the doctrine of
spirituality of it and the insight
I think that holy and learned man Brea died
the Gospel.
not very long

after.

The week

communion

after that

my

acquaintance with

now my wife, was carried on to a direct
made to her. She was 5 th daughter
of
marriage
proposal
her 44
to Robert Brown of Barhill, 3 in the parish of Culross
Katharine Brown,

;

1
James Frazer of Brea (1639-1698), son of Sir James Frazer of Brea, was born in
the parish of Kirkmichael, Ross-shire, July 29, 1639; was licensed and ordained,
without fixed ministerial charge, by a number of ministers in the North, c. 1672
repeatedly" imprisoned for nonconformity settled at Culross in 1689 died September
on which day there was a great eclipse of the sun betwixt eight and half13, 1698,
ten." His Memoirs, written by himself, have been repeatedly published. His treatise
;

;

;

on Justifying or Saving Faith appeared in 1722, The Lawfulness and Duly of Separa"
tion in 1744.
Regarding indefinite ordination," see Wodrow's History (Burns' ed.),
ii. 197-8; Select Biographies, ii. 320-1 (Wodrow Soc).
iii..23 n.
2
George Mair (Mayor) was for a time at Airth ordained minister of the second
charge at Culross, August 31, 1698 had a call to Closeburn, Presbytery of Penpont,
which came before three General Assemblies was admitted minister at Tulliallan,
died in 1716. Thomas Mair of Orwell, a
Presbytery of Dunblane, July 21, 1714
prominent figure in the early years of the Secession, was his son, also George
Boston had the highest regard for
Mair, minister at New Deer, Aberdeenshire.
Mair, reckoned him "one of the happy instruments of the breaking forth of a
more clear discovery of the doctrine of the Gospel in these latter days." Patrick
"
Walker mentions that " the worthy Mr. George Mair told him " that when he went
to the North to preach Christ he never touched the sin of Prelacy nor any of the rest
of our national abominations, for, if the Lord were pleased to bless any word that
came out of his mouth, ... all these would come in their own time." Wodrow,
Six Saints of the Covenant, i. 218-9 Fraser's Life of R.
Correspondence, i. 234-5
Erskine, pp. 120-1 Beveridge, Culross, &c, ii. 42, 215 Small's History of the Congregations of the United Presbyterian Church, i. 373-5.
3 Barhill House stood on the crest of the hill above Culross.
Although the buildRobert
ing has disappeared its site is still marked by a field called Barhill Park.
Brown, proprietor of Barhill, a physician, had been dead for some time. His oldest
daughter, wife of Thomas Brown of Ferrytown, was also dead. Another daughter,
The
Margaret, was married to Archibald Angus in Inzievar, parish of Torryburn.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

>

;
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mother, then a widow, and her eldest sister, who had been
married to Thomas Brown above mentioned, being dead
more as a year before. I had while I was at Kenneth heard

a very savoury report of her, and from the first time that I
saw her, which was March 3, 1697, the day on which I left
A few days after I
that country, something stuck with me.
she
had
said
to
occasion
as
come and tarry
is,
returned,
And my health being
some time with her brother-in-law.
broken as above mentioned,

I

was valetudinary, and parone of which I was seized
But by her advice, whose

ticularly subject to faintings, with

June

she

3,

father
boiled,

being

present.

had been a practitioner in physic, I used wormwood
and applied to my stomach in linen bags that month,

and was much relieved of these

me

Howbeit, when

faintings.

was

seized with a binding at my breast ; and
they
1
for a long time that year used Lucatellus' balsam
by the
left

I

What engaged me to her was her piety, parts,
cheerful
beauty,
disposition fitted to temper mine, and that I
I never was in a
reckoned her very fit to see to my health.
same

advice.

mind

to

marry before

I

should be settled, but

judged both

I

the one and the other requisite for my health.
But tho'
I made choice of a most worthy woman, I was afterwards

obliged to confess before
at

more

proposed
it

God my

know His mind

pains to

And howbeit

it.

I

sin, in that I

in the

had not been
I had

matter before

did frequently that

before the Lord and consider

it

;

yet

I

summer

lay

can never forgive

I hope my God hath forgiven me, that I did
not set some time or times apart for fasting and prayer for

myself, tho'

that end, before

my
45

I

made

rashness, partly by

ling to

me

my

in

But God did chastise

the proposal.

my

finding that process very entang-

vagrant circumstances, partly by suffering

m

transcriber of Boston's Complete Body of Divinity (Edinburgh, 1773),
a dedication
addressed to the Rev. Michael Boston, gratefully records his obligation to Mrs.

Angus's "singular

skill in

medicine for curing him of a dangerous wound he had
Katharine, the fifth daughter, afterwards Mrs. Boston,
in the Merse and in the Forest, through her skill in

received in his tender years."

"was remarkably

useful, both

physic and surgery."

Beveridge, Culross, &c, ii. 69-71.
or Lucatelli, an Italian physician and alchemist of the
seventeenth century, practised successfully at Milan
prepared various remedies,,
among others a balsam known by his name published a work, Theatrum ancanorum
He
died
chymicorum (Milan, 1648).
1657.
1

Lodovico

Locatelli,

;

;
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perplexing scruples to rise in my mind anent it, while yet
He did in the issue of them convincingly shew the matter to
be of Himself, and bound it on my conscience as duty,

which cleared, my
rather to bound it.

difficulty

was not

to get love to her, but

In the beginning of September I had a letter from Mr.
Wylie, desiring me to preach a Sabbath day, either at Salin
In answer to
or Carnock, or on a week-day at Carnock.
which, I promised to preach a Sabbath day at Salin if they

would procure the day from the Presbytery, but declined
seeking

for myself.

it

About the middle of that month
Mr. Murray inviting
complying with it.

me
On

I

received a letter from

and had thoughts of
1
being a national fast-day,

to Nithsdale,

the

1 1

th,

at Clackmannan, the Lord helping me, and
going to bed, weakned and wearied, I found
myself notwithstanding able to lie on my back, a posture
which for a long time before I could not place myself in,
Some were much
without being in hazard of fainting.
I

had preacht

that

night,

offended at that day's work, others much endeared to me.
But about this time the business of my settlement there
still in agitation, and the elders not speaking of it
me, till they might see the matter brought to a bearing,
thought it meet to shew one of them that it was needless

being
to
I

2

to

make a

in

regard for anything

call

between heritors and elders on my account,
I knew I should never
accept of a
to Clackmannan.
So on Oct. 5 th, I went to the Presbytery, with an intention

to crave

ere

I

got

bustle

testimonials in order to leave that country ; but
moved, there was produced and read a letter from

my
it

Kenneth desiring that, in regard the parish of Clackmannan
had a desire for me to be their minister, they would interpose
with me not to leave the bounds, and appoint me to preach
3 Sabbaths at Clackmannan, in regard some of the heritors a$
had not heard me. Whereupon the Presbytery urged me to
1

National Fast-Dav, September n, 1698, "For the bad harvest weather and the
Turnbull's Diary, p. 377 {Scot. Hist. Soc).
Make a bustle = cause a disturbance.

land's sins."
2
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day at least, and appointed me
Clackmannan, whereto I at length yielded tho'
it troubled me somewhat after, that I should have consented
to preach there on that account.
On the 1 8 th, came to me an elder of Carnock, with a line
signed by 5 of their number, shewing that they had the
stay

the next Presbytery

till

two days

at

;

but that
Presbytery's allowance for drawing up a call to me
2
1
Kincairn and Sir Patrick Murray would not allow it to be
;

any young man, till once the parish had a hearing
and desiring me to shew whether they might go on
or not. I found by the bearer that they were not unanimous
shewed them I could not have access to preach a day to
them left them to their liberty and desired they might
not on my account deprive themselves of any other whom
done

for

of him

;

;

;

;

they pleased.

Having preacht the two days at Clackmannan, the elders
could not prevail with the heritors to join in a call to me.
Mr. Inglis aforesaid set himself against me particularly,

was young and but
my not bowing
and going with none of them on the Sabbath

alleging for a reason, that
'Twas supposed,
bationer.
3

pulpit,

I

that

a prothe

in

nights,

1
Kincairn, i.e. Kincardine. This was Alexander, the third Earl of Kincardine,
son and successor of Alexander, the second Earl. He succeeded his father in 1680,
and died Nov. 5, 1705, aged 39, unmarried. His affairs were embarrassed in 1700
the bulk of his estates passed by judicial sale into the possession of his cousin,
Colonel Erskine of Carnock. Sir Alex. Bruce of Broomhall became fourth Earl of
Kincardine, and in 1747 Charles, ninth Earl of Kincardine, became Earl of Elgin
and Kincardine. Balfour Paul's Scottish Peerage, iii. 487-8 (1906).
2 Sir Patrick
Murray of Ochtertyre (c. 1650-1735), eldest surviving son of Sir
William Murray, created a Baronet of Nova Scotia in 1673, whom he succeeded as
second baronet.
Burke says of him, "having raised a considerable fortune, he
He was probably a
acquired very extensive territorial possessions by purchase."
in
heritor
Carnock.
Burke's Peerage and Baronetage.
large
Beveridge (Culross and Tulliallan, ii. 72), referring to this incident, says that
Boston "not bowing to the heritors from the pulpit, and declining to join their
society on Sunday evenings, had, it was supposed, given offence and rendered him
unacceptable." Row {History pp. 115-116, Wod. Soc.) mentions that in'i586when
the minister of Edinburgh was in the pulpit, the King, who was present, ordered him
to come down, and let the Bishop of St. Andrew's preach.
This he did, " and then
the Bishop went up, and after the Inglish forme began to beck in a low courtesie to
the King, whereas the custome of this Kirk was, first to salute God, to doe God's
work, and then, after sermon and divine worship closed, to give reverence and make
This custom of the minister bowing to the
curtesie, particulate to the King."
heritors or leading parishioners at the close of the service, survived long after Boston's
time.
It must, however, be distinguished from the
"bowing in the pulpit," i.e.
kneeling for private prayer before the public service began
regarding which the
General Assembly in 1645 ordained that "the minister's bowing in the pulpit, though
a lawful custome in this Kirk, be hereafter laid aside, for satisfaction of the desires of
;

,

;

DOLLAR

1698

5

1

me unacceptable and I do believe, that they and I
both agreed that in respect of my temper and way, I was
not fit for the parish of Clackmannan.
However, the said
Mr. Inglis who was a friend of Brea's, told me some time or

rendered

:

other while in that country
this,

(I

apprehend

it

has been after

deceased), that there was something in
so like Brea's, that one would have thought I

when Brea was

my sermons
had seen his notes, but that he knew I had no access to
them, which last was very true.
By this time I had preacht twice at Dollar, then lately 47
1
become vacant thro' the removal of the Episcopal incumbent
and an inclination towards me there was signified by some of
;

And

thinking anent settling in that country, I could
be
able
to say in mine own heart, where I would
scarcely
in Dollar, and hardly
in
desire to settle
it, if it was not

them.

But I went to the Presbytery Nov. 2, fully
have
resolved to
my liberty, thinking to go to Nithsdale.
I
desired their testimonial, shewing that I could
Accordingly
Mr. White being moderator did long press
stay no longer.
my stay which with all the modesty I could I declined,
representing that if I continued longer I behoved to continue
all the winter, in respect of the broken state of my health.
there either.

;

was now using conserve of roses, by the advice aforesaid.)
After they had urged me till I was ashamed, two ministers
whereof Mr. Turnbull was one, took me out to converse

(I

In the mean time a man from Dollar
with me privately.
with much concern addrest himself to me, that I might not
go away, shewing the inclination of that parish toward me;
and elders of the other vacant parishes urged me. Finding

my
self

self perplexed,

the

to

appointments

and not knowing what to say, I left my
disposal, and so received their

Presbytery's
after.

the reverend divines in the Synod of England, and for uniformity with that Kirk, so
to us."
Acts of Assembly, p. 121 (1843) ; cf. Sprott's Worship, &c,

much endeared

Sprott and Leishraan's Book of Common Order, pp. 327-328.
George Munro, graduate of Aberdeen, July 7, 1677 appointed incumbent at
Dollar 1685 demitted his office in 1698 while under process of ejectment, and was
" curates " who continued in the
deprived by Privy Council. Munro was one of the
From the Stirling Presbytery Record of 1698 we
parish church after the Revolution.
pp. 19-20

;

1

;

;

learn that the Presbytery instructed their moderator, in writing to the Justice-Clerk,
"
" recommend Munro for
lo
obtaining a vacant stipend on account of his poverty.
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Being thus lockt in there again, the tongues of many
were let loose on me and my railing and reflecting as they
called it came often to my ears.
Preaching at Clackmannan
on the 27th, some were vexed, and one in a rage went out
When I came home to my lodging, I was
of the church.
much weighted that my preaching was so stormed at and
the rather that I thought I had not the inward support
;

;

requisite in such a case

48 worship, singing Ps.
week it was uneasy

;

lxix.

but
7,

I

was comforted,

and downwards.

at family-

That same

to me to hear, that some concluded I
for the parish of Clackmannan, from the

had an inclination

shown for it by my most intimate acquaintances, thinking they could not have done so without encouragement from
me.
Upon which I find I made this reflection, setting that
zeal

matter in a due light, viz., " But Lord Thou knowest, that it
was not my inclination, tho' in my own thoughts I would not

be too peremptory, not knowing how God might call me."
In the month of December, some of the elders of Dollar
signified to

me

their inclination to give

me

a

call,

if

they

done
but withal I had an account of an
on
to
me
appointment
go to the north. And on the 27th,
came to my hand the Commission's letter, requiring me
forthwith to go to Angus and Mearns. 1
On the morrow
2
I went to the Presbytery, where Mr. John Forrester,
one
could get

it

;

of the ministers of Stirling, keenly urged my going to the
north but I told them I could not go, in respect of the
state of my health
and they did not so much as recommend
;

;

me

was bad, and I had not
that
money
By this I judged that
purpose.
Providence did not call me to that removal, and the rather
that the motion had been made anent a call to Dollar. Howit

to

to

go

;

withal the weather

sufficient

beit the

for

going to the north was, for a long time

after,

a sore

1 In
1698 the Assembly enacted that twelve ministers in the south should be
appointed to various important charges in Angus and Mearns, Aberdeen, and other
northern counties, and also resolved to nominate
twenty probationers to go north,
four of them to supply the vacancies of the
Synod of Angus and Mearns. A cts,

p.

271 (1843).

Ordained minister at Ware, Hertfordshire, by the Scots Presbyterians in London,
18, 1687; admitted minister of second charge, Stirling, December 3,
1696 died June 5, 1702.
>

November
;
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times, which I have elsewhere noted.
1
That same day, the fast of January 4, 1699, being appointed,
the land still groaning under dearth and scarcity year after

exercise

to

at

year, the said Mr. Forrester moved, that it should be recommended to the brethren to deal prudently in their preaching

with respect to the causes of the
affecting singularity,

which

I

fast,

and hinted

knew very

against me ; but since he named
on the head. That month also it

me

at

some

well to be directed
not,

I

said nothing
that one

was observed,

in Powside of Clackmannan, who being enraged 49
sermons at Clackmannan, September 1 1, was wont

Alard Fithie
with

my

go out of the parish after, when I preached in it, was then
broken and obliged to leave the parish, it not being known
whither he had fled.
On the 29th, I found that my friend Katharine Brown,
who some time before had given a favorable answer to my
proposal, had afterwards been much troubled about it, that it
to

was not enough

deliberate.

Had

I

taken that

way

in

my own

ought to have done aforesaid, 'tis likely I would
have put her on the same method whereby this might have
But one error in conduct makes way for
been prevented.

case,

which

I

another.

For about 14 months after

moved
I

this,

I

kept a large diary,

In that time
by converse with Mr. Mair.
up the book I had then begun, and a whole 2d

thereto

filled

book, tho' I wrote in short-hand characters till July 7,
Several of the passages of that time are from thence
1699.
transcribed into the Passages of My Life.
During the remaining time that I continued at Ferri-

town,

I

wrote a Soliloquie on

the art

of man-fishing? which

was never finished but is in retentis. The occasion thereof
was this. Jan. 6, 1699, reading in secret, my heart was
toucht with Matt. iv. 19, "Follow me, and I will make
you fishers of men."
My soul cried out for accomplishing
1

"Wednesday, 4th Jan. [1699], being a fast day, I preached on Isa. lviii. 1."
Turnbull's Diary, p. 379.
2 This
"Soliloquy" was written by Boston when he was not yet twenty- three.
It was first published in 1773, in a volume entitled The Distinguishing Characters of
The original MS. is in the library of the United Free Church
True Believers.
College, Aberdeen.
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of that to me, and I was very desirous to know how I might
follow Christ so as to become a fisher of men ; and for my
own instruction in that point, I addrest my self to the
consideration of

it

in that

manner.

And

indeed

it

was much

these days, not to preach the wisdom of
on my heart
or
heart
mine own
produce of my own gifts ; but to depend
for
on the Lord
light, that I might, if I could have reacht
" Thus saith the Lord."
of
to
able
in

it,

been

every word,

say

That scribble gives an idea of the then temper of my spirit,
and the trying circumstances I then found my self in, being
every where scared at by some.
On the 24th came to me one of the elders of Carnock
50
and shewed me a letter they had from the Countess of
1
Kincairn, desiring them to go to the Presbytery of Stirling,
and if they and
to get me to preach 2 or 3 days with them
I should be both pleased, she would concur in a call, and
But by means
Sir Patrick Murray would join with her.
;

I think of a sister of my friend's living in their neighbour2
hood, I had been strongly imprest with a very hard notion
of that parish, as a self-conceited people, among whom I
would have no success and tho' I durst not forbid them
to proceed, yet I told plainly, that I found my heart was not
:

with them, thinking my self obliged in justice to them to
Thus I stood in my
declare the matter as it really was.
own way with respect to that parish but Providence had
:

3
designed far better for them, the worthy Mr. James Hog
being thereafter settled there, where he continues to this

day

faithfully declaring the

Gospel of God.

And

there

fell

several years after, a people fully as conceited of
my
themselves as those of Carnock could be.
to

lot,

1
Veronica van Arsen, daughter of Corneille van Somelsdyke, a Dutch nobleman,
was married to Alexander Bruce, second Earl of Kincardine (Kincairn), in 1659 had
two sons and three daughters. The eldest son became third Earl of Kincardine.
She favoured Boston's settlement at Carnock. Her daughter, Lady Elizabeth, " was
religious, and strict in observing the ordinances, and had a particular respect for
Mr. George Mair in Culross." The Countess died April 28, 1701, set. 68. Erskine
;

of Carnock's Journal, xxxii. 237 Miscellany, i. 477 n. 1 (Scot. Hist. Soc.) Beveridge,
Balfour Paul's Scottish Peerage, iii. 487.
Culrosz, &c.. ii. 71, 2
2 Mrs.
Angus of Inzievar, Torryburn.
*
James Hog (1658-1734), son of Rev. Thomas Hog of Larbert ordained at
was inducted at Carnock, PresDalserf, Presbytery of Hamilton, January 20, 1691
bytery of Dunfermline, August 23, 1699; died at Edinburgh May 14, 1734, 3et. 76.
;

;

;

;

;

As

regards Hog's ancestry,

cf.

Agnew's Theology,

p. 295.
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There was at that time, for the encouragement of probationers preaching in vacancies in that country on the north
side of Forth, a legal allowance of 18 merks a Sabbath, as
in the north ; the which fell to me in Clackmannan, and I
I had been appointed to preach
suppose also in Dollar.
Clackmannan on the 8th of January, but was called to go

at

to

Airth that day, exchanging my post with another probationer who could not go thither.
On that occasion I received a complement of two dollars at Airth, being the first
money I got in that country. And at that time I had but
about
5 Scots remaining, whereof, beginning to run short

of money,

had borrowed the most

I

of that month,

I

wherewith

foresaid,

part.

But on the

last

% starling of the legal allowance
bought a suit of clothes, and was

received
I

Afterward when I was leaving
that country, I received
3 starling of it, and in the summer
when I went back from Stenton 40 shillings starling, and

helped to other necessaries.

after

I

was

settled in

the whole of the

my hand

Simprin

money

I

8 starling.

And

was
came to
earnest it would

had by that means.

unexpectedly, not thinking that in

this

It

have been made forthcoming.

The
up

to

affair

the

of Dollar

was now

Presbytery, Feb.

parish there,

who

it

proceeding to a call,

I,

in agitation.
I

And coming

found an elder of that

would seem had been moving
without having his commission

which was appointed

to

be seen

to, in

for their
in write

;

the case of any that
In a
from thence.

should come to the next Presbytery
private conference I had with him at his desire he shewed

me

that Argile, 1 their superior, had signified his willingness
to concur in a call to any whom the parish and Presbytery

should agree on, and that the
withal, that 8 or
to

Argile

10 of

call

was designed

their parish

a paper, bearing

their

for

me

;

but

had subscribed and sent
that one
dislike of me
;

1
Archibald, tenth Earl of Argyll, after his father's execution, June 30, 1685, went
over to Holland came back with William in 1688 at the Convention of Estates in
Scotland in 1689 actively promoted the exclusion of King James from the throne,
and the settlement of the crown on William and Mary. In 1690 his father's attainder
was reversed. He was much consulted in Scottish affairs, and was highly valued by
William. For his eminent services he was created Duke of Argyll in 1701 he died
September 28, 1703. Balfour Paul, Scots Peerage, i. 368-70.
;

;

;

5 J
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1

John Burn, reckoned an enemy to my settlement there, yet
would not sign it, in regard he said I was a servant of God,
and that they had since that time observed two of the
subscribers providentially rebuked, each of them with the
I learnt afterwards, that one of the subloss of a child.
scribers wisht he had quit a joint of his finger or the
like rather than he had subscribed that paper ; as also
that Mr. Forrester had given the foresaid elder but a very
indifferent character of me, saying, that now they were
2
going to call a new upstart, one that broke the thetes.
This character from that good man was weighty to me considering that going under such a character, I was so unholy,
my corruption prevailed so much over me, and that I was
really weak in comparison of others, who took a more
smoothe way than I durst take in my publick performances
and so it convinced me of my need to live more near God.
On the 1 9th I preacht at Dollar, where, on the Saturday's
night, it was shown me that some there had little liking of
and James Kirk, an
me, because of my severe preaching
;

;

52

;

elder, told

some

that

me

of Paul's catching men with guile, signifying,
of the heritors, when desired to subscribe a com-

mission as aforesaid, said they would hear me again before
they did it ; and therefore he wisht they might not be angered

any more,

for that

already.

I

told

the elders had enough ado with them
my resolution to speak what God

him

should give me, without feud or favor, and could not but
observe that special Providence which, after this conference,
ordered our singing at family worship the 2 last verses of
Ps. xxvii.

case,
after

and

I

I

was
was

my

and our reading Matt.

x. chapter, where in this
But thereinstructed, forewarned, and comforted.
baited with a temptation to fainting in the matter,

And here lay my snare, that being
mission to the north, which I had a
was afraid the people of Dollar might be

courage damped.

at this time in fear of a

great aversion to, I
quite scared at my freedom in delivering the word, and so

1
John Burn of Easter Sheardale, Clackmannanshire, whose daughter Elizabeth
married, February 1699, James Haig, tenant of the Orchard Farm on the Tullibody
The Haigs of Bemersyde, p. 449.
estate, near Alloa.
2 Thetes =
ropes or traces by which a carriage or plough is drawn.
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that mission might take place.
I
me that night.
prayed,

to

urged

my

xxviii.

21

;

PREACHING
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This was a heavy exercise

read, meditated, struggled,
heart with these Scriptures, Matt. x. 39 ; Prov.
hard put to it, but still in hope the
Acts xvii. 26
;

Lord would not leave me to " transgress for a piece of bread."
But as I was putting off my clothes for bed, my text I was
"
He came unto
to preach on came into my mind, John
II,
This
enlivened
His
Him
not."
and
received
His own,
own
to
zeal
and
without
courage
speak
sparing
my heart with
But on the morrow morning the temptation
in His cause.
was renewed, and I had never seen my own weakness in
Nevertheless I was
that point so much as I saw it then.
suffer
me
to yield, but would
would
not
still hopeful that God
He
the
should
After all
word
give me.
help to speak freely
the
kirk, John Blackwood, 53
this, as I was going down to
another good man and an elder, put me in mind to be sure
to hold off from reflections as far as I could, for the which I
In the issue the Lord gave me freedom
reprimanded him.
to preach His word, whatever was to become of me, and my
soul found cause to bless the Lord, that that temptation had
i.

not prevailed to render

me

unfaithful in His work.

That Sabbath night I catcht cold in my head while I
sat at family worship by an open window, which I apprehend
I had not observed.
It issued in a suppuration in my left
On
ear, and was for many days a grievous trouble to me.
the Saturday's night after, my pain being very violent, I had
a weary night of it
but being to preach in Clackmannan, I
ventured in the morning to cause ring the bell, the pain
being somewhat asswaged, and finding it would be a grievous
affliction to me to have a silent Sabbath, the Lord's word
:

In the issue I felt
being the joy and rejoicing of my heart.
no pain in preaching, but was strengthned both in body
and spirit for my work.
But I had a weary night of it
again.

On the 2 2d, those of the parish of Dollar craved of the
but they delayed
Presbytery a minister to moderate in a call
it till their next meeting at Alloa, March
That day they
1.
;

delayed

it

again,

till

they should get an answer of a letter
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And Mr. White told me there
they were to write to Argile.
was some mention of another young man whom that noble
On the 15 th, as I was going to
person minded for Dollar.
the Presbytery, Mr. Turnbull told me that Argile had returned
answer to their letter and therein told them of the young
man 1 he designed for the parish, but took no notice of me.
By the Presbytery's minutes that day, I understood their
letter had been to take off some misrepresentations made of
;

me

to him.

The meeting of the Commission of the General Assembly
and Argile' s letter aforesaid trysting there54 was now near
with, seemed to be a providential inclosing of me for the
north which occasioned me great heaviness. On the morrow
the Lord comforted me by giving me light into that word,
" That stone is made head corner-stone which builders did
"
thinking, that if Christ was despised by the
despise
no
wonder I should be so too and that however
builders,
I was despised by them, God might do great things for me
At this time the trouble in my ear was but
and by me.
I wonder that
so
that
it kept me near a month.
going off,
I do not find that I took it for a rebuke of my listning so
;

;

;

;

far to that temptation to fainting afore mentioned.
March 20. Being on
way to Edinburgh to the

my

was by storm

Com-

North Ferry that night.
mission,
Then and there were two words brought to me the one
Zech. iv. 6, noted Passages, p. 10, the other, Dan. i. 15,
"At the end of ten days their countenances appeared fairer
and fatter in flesh than all the children which did eat the
This also was made sweet and
portion of the king's meat."
to
and
I enjoyed a great calm and
strengthening
my soul,
of
which
serenity
mind,
by the mercy of God lasted all
with
till
on the 23d, I was freed from the
me,
along
mission to the north, which for a long time before had
occasioned me much perplexity.
Having been advised before
I

stopt at the

;

to cut out

my

hair for

and thereafter wore on
1

my
2

health, at that time I got a wig
all along, till after my coming to

Probably John Gray, ordained at Dollar Sept. 18, 1700,
his death, Feb. 17, 1745.
8
common form at the time for the numeral " one."

A

;

where he remained

till

AIRTH
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Etterick, finding it troublesome
aside and betook me again to

day

I

59

when going abroad, I laid it
my own hair, which to this

wear.

Upon my return to the Ferritown, considering that
Dollar the only place in that country where I could have
I was in a strait how
desired to settle was now blockt up
;

to go to 53
In that case
had no great inclination to.
me that word, which used to come slipping in

to dispose of myself next,

Nithsdale, which

was

useful to

as

were into

it

M

knowing of nothing but

I

my

mind, Ps. Ixxi. 20,

Thou, Lord, who great

and

sore, to

me

adversities,

didst show,

Wilt quicken, and bring me again
from depths of earth below,"

and on the 31st, together with

it

that text, 2 Cor.

iv.

8,

Perplexed, but not in despair ;" and Ps. Iv. 22, "Cast thy
burden on the Lord, and He will sustain thee."
14

Robert Kemp, a noted professor of the stricter side, in the
parish of Airth, had on March 1 oth, askt me if a certain elder
had spoke to me anent their calling me to be their minister ;
the which I having answered in the negative, he told me
there was such a motion, and that if the elders would not
move in it, they would present a supplication to the PresbyBut having on April 16, preacht the
tery for that effect.
last sermon I had there, on the morrow after, that elder
William Cowan in Powside did signify their design to call
I
told him very seriously that such an attempt would
me.
be needless
the thoughts of it were indeed terrible to me,
But
sensible
of my unfitness for such a post.
being very
there was no probability of that project's taking effect, my
friends being of the lower rank, and a part of them not
acceptable to the Presbytery ; and a certain person of
eminence there, upon hearing sometime that I was to preach
at the report whereof coming to me,
there, had cursed me
I thought upon and saw the use of that
word, Matt. v. n,
;

;

'"

Blessed are ye, when men shall revile you," &c.
Being resolved to part with the Presbytery of Stirling
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had also got over the perplexity by the

how

to dispose of

my

self next, resigning

on April 20th, it began to
I considered then the two words given me at the
recur.
North Ferry, viz., Zech. iv. 6 and Dan. i. 1 5, that the former
the matter freely to the Lord,

was accomplisht already

till

in the

manner of

my

deliverance

56 from the northern mission, and hoping the latter would be
And that very day in the afteraccomplisht too in its time.
noon I received a letter from my father, desiring me on
the account of private affairs to come home.
Lord Himself did seasonably mark out to me

the which

He

hath by this time

fulfilled

Hereby the

my

that

way, in

word

also

unto me.
time began a second alteration * in the strain
preaching, which by degrees, tho' with much difficulty

About
of

my

in the

way

this

thereof, ripened into a

more

clear up-taking of the

which by the mercy of God I arrived
doctrine of the Gospel
in
Having been at Barhill
Simprin.
at, after my settlement
on the nth, I heard at Culross a week-day's sermon on the
excellency of Christ, from Phil. iii. 8, by Mr. Mair, and thereafter was entertained by him with edifying discourse suitable
thereto.
Upon the back of this I sometimes thought I had
preacht but too little of Christ, which I would have been
On the 1 8th, I went to God, and
content to have reformed.
begged an answer of some suits I had had long depending
The
before the throne of grace, which were especially two.
one was, that I might see Christ by a spiritual illumination,
with more fulness of the evidence requisite to believing on
"
Him, according to that word, John vi. 40, That every one
which seeth the Son, and believeth on Him ; " to a particular
notice of that passage, I had some time or other been led by
Mr. Mair's means also.
The other was, that I might be
helped to live by faith above the world. On the morrow after,
as I arose I thought on these words, Ps. cv. 13, 14, 15
and the view of the Lord's concern about His people in all
their removes was sweet.
After which, going to prayer, the
Lord was with me in it.
My soul went out in love to
;

;

1

The

first

alteration

was due

to the counsel of

Mr. Dysart.

See

p. 36.
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followed hard after Him, and I saw much content,
and sweet in Him. The issue hereof was, that I

found myself somewhat helped to believe ; the which, tho'
carried me not so far above the world as I would fain $7
have been, yet it rendered the world in some sort contempand I found my heart desirous to preach
tible in mine eyes

it

;

Christ's fulness,

His being "

all,

and

in all."

being determined, on the 21st, to that
text, Matt. xiii. 45, 46, unto which I addrest my self, after
bemoaning before the Lord my ignorance of Christ, and
begging the revealing of Him to me being convinced I was

This issued

in

my

;

but a child in that matter, yet seeing it my duty to preach
Him. Having entered upon it, I saw it a very full text ; but
going on in it I found my self dry and barren upon it which
;

left

me much

morrow

But on the
mentioned as
had been dis-

dejected, as noted Passages, p. 10.
the Lord pitied.
The instruction there

received from Col.

iv. 3, 4,

was

that whereas

I

couraged for that I could not preach Christ, I saw it indeed
and such a one as the great apostle found a need
a mystery
of the prayers of the saints, that he might be enabled to
I
saw the preaching of Christ to be the most
preach it.
for that tho' the whole word is full of wonders,
difficult thing
yet here are depths beyond all.
;

;

On

the 30th I preacht at Dollar.
The work being
thinking with myself while yet in the pulpit that
might be the last of my preaching there, as it indeed proved
to be, with my eyes lift up towards heaven, I lookt unto
closed,

Lord, comforting myself that I had declared to that
people the whole counsel of God, as He had given it me,
the which was sweeter to me than their stipend would have
the

got by following some advices given me as above
I lodged in the house of Simon
mentioned.
Drysdale, who
the
in
untenderness
their
And
case.
regretted
Presbytery's
been,

on the morrow came to me James Kirk with other 3 of
the elders, who shewed their concern on the account of my
departure, and withal their continued resolve to prosecute
the design of

my

settlement

among them, still regretting the
was in their hands, 58

Presbytery's slipping the occasion that
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1
and shewing that their two neighbouring ministers, on the
west and east, were, and had been their enemies in the
The same week Mr. Turnbull told me that the
design.
Presbytery might, and, if they would take his advice, should
go on, withal complaining somewhat of them in the matter. So
that by him, as well as the people, the blame of the marring
of that settlement so far was laid at their door.
Perhaps
2
in Airth, on the
the trouble they had had by Mr. Mair
strict side, made them the more wary as to me, tho' I never
3

entertained separating principles.
I had the comfort of the testimony of judicious Christians,
that my work in that country, and particularly in that parish,

Lord and found from several persons,
Lord had made the word in my mouth to reach their
own case, and to be a discerner of the thoughts of their
The same which it seems fell out in the case of some
hearts.
others, who knew not so well how the word was directed.
Whereof a judicious Christian gave me this instance, namely,

was not

in vain in the

;

that the

that discoursing with a certain

man

in Dollar,

whom

he knew

to be of a violent disposition against Presbyterian preachers,
and expected accordingly to find ruffled by the sermons on

the fast-day, he, on the contrary, found him to shew a liking
of me, specially by reason of these sermons, for that they
had let him see things to be sin, which he had never thought
before had been so.

Moreover, he said I had great skill,
even some things which he thought
and
he
that
wondered who could tell me, and
nobody knew,
that if William (his son I suppose) had been any way abroad,
he would have thought he had told me.
His wife signified

and

told things strangely,

that

some of the parish

said

I

had more wit than

my

own.

Robert Gourlaw, minister of Tillicoultry, Presbytery of Dunblane, from 1692 to
J713, and John Gib of Muckhart, Presbytery of Auchterarder, from 1698 to 1701.
2 When
Hepburn of Urr appeared with some of his supporters before the Commission of Assembly in September 1694, Mair, whose case had also been referred to
the Commission, joined him in a concerted paper called the " Demur," in which they
"neither positively disown nor fully own" the authority of the Commission.
His
1

association with

Hepburn was enough

to

awaken suspicion of

his

loyalty to the

Church. Humble Pleadings for the Good Old Way, pp. 178-186 (1713)
Struther's
History of Scotland, i. 78 (1829).
3
of
the
statement
James Hog, of Carnock, regarding himself: "And as to
Cf.
his joining with a separating society, as there was never any such
thought entertained
by him, so it was a consequence very far strained to charge that crime upon him, to
insert it into their records, as he hath cause to think they did. "Memoirs, p. 91 (1798).
;
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These things were encourageing to me, as they discovered the
character of the Lord's word in my preaching, namely, that
" a discerner of the
it is
thoughts and intents of the heart."

5

9

3d. The Presbytery granted me testimonials, I
promising to satisfy them if they should write for me, pro-

May

bable grounds of encouragement appearing, and they appointed
a minister to preach at Dollar on the Sabbath was 20 days,
and on the Tuesday following to moderate in a call there.

On

I took my journey, having had an affecting partChristian friends ; and truly it was no small
with
several
ing
of
my grief, if not the greatest, to leave some serious
part

the 8th

souls,

whom God had made me an

instrument of good

to,

I
whose prayers I doubt not but I was obliged.
came that day to Barhill, where upon some event or other
I cannot now find, I thought I saw an end of all perfection,
I think it
and that nothing was satisfying without Christ.

and

to

has been, that having my friend to part with, added to the
However it
weight on me in the leaving that country.
with
me
the
lasted
many days thereafter.
was,
impression

On

the

got
me,

my

morrow I went to Edinburgh, and the day following
home to Duns, which when I saw it was terrible unto
inclination

thither the

Lord

led

not being towards that country ; but
me unto the bounds of my habitation

before appointed.

PERIOD
From my

return unto the

Mers

to

VI.

my

ordination

to

the

Holy

Ministry at Simprin.

Being thus returned home again, I had no occasion to go
above a mile until four Sabbaths were
And
past.
during that time, in the end of May and beginof
ning
June, the thoughts of my uselessness were very
to
heavy
me, which put me to beg of God an opportunity
to serve Him, whatever pains it should cost me to accomplish 60
it.
Howbeit I was not altogether idle one Lord's day, being
employed mostly in Duns, and once in Langton.
out of the town
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this Jay upon me as the main weight, I found
with several other difficulties.
beset
My maintainmyself
ence lay on myself as before I went away.
Finding my

While

father's circumstances uncomfortable,

settled in

Churnside with

with some

difficulty, I

my

I

set

myself to get him

for a time, the which,
with
him to yield to.
So
prevailed
sister

he went thither on May 24th, which, tho' procured by my
self for his better accommodation and comfort in his solitary
state, yet was grievous to me when I thought on his leaving
and there he abode about a quarter of a
his own house
time
Providence was opening a door for
which
year, by
;

my

settlement,

whereby

I

might better consult his comfort.
of my friends with religion
conversation but uncomfort-

The unacquaintedness of most
was grievous, and made their
able

but

;

eldest brother

my

and of experience
had no heart to visit

Andrew, being a judicious man,
was often refreshful to me. I
the ministers, knowing none of them I

in religion,

unbosom myself to, save Mr. Colden, minister at Duns,
and Mr. Dysert, at Coldinghame. The binding at my breast
had returned, and I was seized with pains in my back and in
could

the hinder part of my head, so that I began to apprehend
my time in the world might not be long and on that occa:

sion

found

I

I

had some evidences for the better world, and

was somewhat submissive

to the divine disposal in

the case

Withal the consideration of the case of the
land was heavy on me and I had a sorry prospect of what
might be to come, so that I judged them happy, who having
done their work in the vineyard were called home, and not
made to see the dishonor done to God amongst us. Where61 fore I was desirous to be out of my native country again,
and wisht for a providential relief. But by a letter from a
as

it

appeared.

;

shewing that the business of Dollar was like to sucfound that I behoved to continue yet a while where
was, on the account thereof.
In the mean time, my settling in Simprin l had been first

friend,

I

ceed,
I

1

John Moir was B.'s immediate predecessor at Simprin. He was ordained Dec.
after a brief ministry of two or three years he died.
Simprin remained

24, 1691

vacant

;

till

B.'s settlement in 1699.

Berwickshire Naturalists' Club,

p.

307 (1877).
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Mr. Colden's house, by his wife, 1
in his presence ; and that, till another occasion should offer.
He seemed to me not to have confidence directly to propose it
but told me the stipend was 5 chalder of victual, and 80 merks.
But as I never durst entertain the thoughts of settling with
such a design, I shewed that I had no mind to engage with
any but such as I might continue with. Thinking afterwards
on these things by my self I found no great unwillingness to venture on the stipend ; the rather that my father

moved

me on May

to

1

9, in

;

having disponed his interest in Duns to me, I reckoned I
would have about ;ioo [Scots] yearly there but the people
being only about 90 in number, and in a quite other situation
than the parish of Abbay, I found I could have no heart to
On the 26th again, Mr. Colden proposed to me that
them.
there he would write for that effect to
if I would settle
;

2

Langton,
that for

to

me

whom

I told him
the parish entirely belonged.
would be to cut off all future delibe-

to say so

which was what I had no freedom to do the which
he acknowledged to be true, and therefore urged me not.
That worthy man was indeed concerned for me, and told me
he was persuaded God had thoughts of good toward me
and that notwithstanding of all the difficulties had cast
up in the way of my settlement, the event would be to the
And therein he
glory of God and comfortable to my self.
was not mistaken. In this his concern for me, he took me
to Coldinghame, June 8 th, to see Mr. Dysert, who formerly
There they concerted to
had been minister of Langton.
move for that settlement, and in consequence thereof Mr. 62

ration,

:

;

Janet Hughes, married 1687. She died in 1731.
Archibald Cockburn of Langton, the representative of an ancient family,
succeeded his father in 1657 in the Kirklands of Simprin. His sympathies were with
the Covenanting party. A complaint was raised against him in Feb. 1676 that he
had " his kirk [Langton] vacant for the space of 2 or 3 years because he could not
get an indulged minister." He was an able and enterprising man, but by adventuring upon improvements of his estate beyond his means he involved himself in
he left to his successors obligations
difficulties that eventually crushed him, and
which led to the sale of the ancient heritage, and wrecked the fortunes of many of
his name and family."
Onee he was imprisoned by his creditors in the Tol booth at
Edinburgh, but made his escape June 20, 1700. The whole of the parish of Simprin
belonged to Sir Archibald, and as his servants were Boston's parishioners, it would
appear that he farmed the land himself in Boston's time. He represented Berwickshire in the Scottish Parliament.
He died June 22, 1705. Fountainhall's Historical
Notices, pp. 93, 564; Berwickshire Naturalists' Club, pp. 302-3 (1877); House of
Cockburn, pp. 93-8; 327-8 (1888) Acts of Pari. Scot., July 17, 1695.
1

2 Sir

'

'

;

E
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And
Dysert wrote to the elders of Simprin for that effect.
be
told
matter
me
the
might easily
compassed, they
judging
But having
that I might be settled in Simprin if I would.
heard them speak of the vacancies in Galloway, and that I
particularly was desired by some there, I thereupon found
an inclination to go to that country, if I should not be called
The letter to the elders of Simprin as
back for Dollar.
was unadvisedly put in my hand to dispatch
not
which
having confidence it seems to refuse it did receive
but it was never delivered, for afterwards I tore it in pieces.
aforesaid

;

I

And

;

this

hardly have had a different
the principles by which I steered my

their conduct could

according to

issue,

course, that justly made
settlement frightful to me.

The bent

of

my

all

activity in procuring

my own

heart to preach Christ continued

all

from the time above noted, as I had opportunity;
but for a considerable time I met with many rubs in my

along,

way.

On June
to

it,

week

3rd, I was in that matter extremely hard put
And so I was also the
as recorded Passages, p. 13.
following after my return from Coldinghame, insomuch

that having attempted to study Cant.

give

over and

it

fall

on Luke

xiii.

i.

3, I

24.

was obliged to
By this means

so that on the
preaching became in a sort a terror to me
I
the
declined
preaching
week-day's sermon for
14th,
quite
The reason of which being askt by Mr.
Mr. Colden.
Balfour above mentioned, as he and I were walking alone
;

by the way, I freely told him that preaching was become
another kind of a task to me than sometimes it had been
;

that

I

was discouraged

thro'

the straitning

I

found as to

the preaching of Christ, arguing my ignorance of Christ ;
the which ignorance of Christ, in the very time I was speak-

was most grievous to my soul, to that degree that
my very body was affected and my legs began to tremble
He said it was an eager temptation to drive
beneath me.
me off from preaching of Christ. Parting with him, I came

63 ing

this,

home very
ness of

all

sorrowful, yet looking upward seeing the emptiThe Lord
things besides Christ or without Him.

BERWICK
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was pleased to lay bands on my unstable heart, till I got
my case shewed before Him and He let me see my need
;

of Christ, and I began to apply the word, Matt. v.
" Blessed are the
The Lord shewed
poor in spirit."

3,

me

the vanity of health, wealth, &c., and made my soul to prefer
and indeed I contemned all things in
Christ to them all
I
of
sung with
Him,
yea even heaven itself.
comparison
;

my

heart Ps. xl. 11, and downwards, and in prayer pleaded

the promise with some confidence being resolute for Christ,
and that no other thing should ever satisfy me. On the
morrow, the Lord helped me to apply the promise, Isa. lvii.
;

the very reading of
15, cited by Mr. Colden in his sermon
the words, " to revive the heart of the humble," was reviving to
my soul which saw its own emptiness. That straitning afore:

said sometimes

made

for

my

seemed

to

settlement in

to think of settling in

it,

me

my

to say, that for all the motion
native country, I behoved not

where I was thus hardly bestead as
But the issue of this exercise was,

to preaching the word.
that I was made less concerned

how I might be disposed of
not
what
caring
place I should go to, so
my settlement,
that I got Christ
and my soul said to Him, " Set me as a

as to

;

"

On the
heart, as a seal on Thine arm
1
at
a
was
iSth, preaching
Berwick,
subject
discovery of
Christ made to the soul ; and in the study of it I was not

seal

on Thine

!

my

but in the delivery of it I was so deserted, that
;
retirement
after, I had most heavy thoughts of my
my
unworthiness and unfitness for the great work of preaching

straitned
in

where

communion at Coldinghame,
and
Sabbath afternoon withSaturday

In like manner, after the

Christ.
I

preacht

was

prest with a sense of my insufficiency for that
that
heaven
was very desirable to me withal I was
work,
but little edified with one of the sermons I heard on the

out, I

:

Monday, there appearing too little of Christ in it.
Thus it pleased the Lord to humble me to the dust and
to

empty me of

my

self,

with respect to the great mystery of

The well-known Luke Ogle died in 1696, and was succeeded by William
who maintained the cause of Nonconformity in- Berwick. Boston preached
repeatedly in Berwick, probably when assisting Forster. A Scottish Presbyterian con1

Forster,

gregation was formed there in 1719.

Scott's

Berwick-upon-Tweed,

p.

365 n. (1888).
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and to give my heart a particular set and cast towards
hath continued with me to this day, and shall I hope
which
it,
to the end that I get within the vail.
I had on the 15 th, received a letter, shewing that on the
day appointed the votes had been gathered at Dollar and
1
that about 3 of the malignant
party and 3 of the elders
all
were
with
one voice for me to be
they
being excepted,
but that notwithstanding the Presbytery had
their minister
This account
still some dependance on Argile in the matter.
Christ

;

;

;

of the state of that

affair,

as being yet undetermined,

was

straitning to me, inasmuch as it obliged me to continue a
The
while longer in the Mers, which I could not well do.

week following I perceived a strait coming on, viz., that I
was like to have little or no money left me ere I should get
out of the country, and in the beginning of that week was
but in the latter end thereof,
thereby somewhat cast down
I was helped to trust in God, and commencing with my own
heart to work it to a contempt of the world, found it more
easy to reach the same than some time before.
In the beginning of July, no word being come from the
Presbytery of Stirling, I had laid my plot to remove; and
;

go to that country upon business, and then to
65 Galloway; but found that the strait aforesaid being come on,
I would be obliged to borrow money for accomplishing my
For that end I went on the 4th of that month unto
design.
Churnside, on purpose to meet with Mr. Dysert, to borrow
it from him, thinking to take my journey the week following.
first

to

But when we met, my heart so far misgave me that I could
not open the matter to him at all, tho' I knew him to be
an entire friend and a moneyed man.
As I was going
to

my

lost

sister's

house somewhat confused,

the opportunity

careful

for

I

came

nothing, but in

for, that

thro'

word, Phil.

my

having

iv. 6,

"

Be

everything by prayer ... let
unto God," came into my mind,

your request be made known
and had some good effect on me.

Meanwhile

the

Pres-

1 The
name given by the Parliamentary party to the adherents of Charles I.
here used to designate those who were Jacobite in feeling, and favourable to
Episcopacy.
;
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who met there that day, had desired me to preach at
to which I consented,
Simprin the following Lord's day
being to continue in the country till the Sabbath was over,
and nowhere else engaged. At night I wrote a letter to
Mr. Dysert for the end aforesaid, and on the morrow my
father went to him with the letter, and the same day came to
The return I got was that he
me, being returned to Duns.
could not answer my demand
but that if I could not procure it otherwise, he would borrow it for me.
But withal
he signified to my father his desire that I should embrace
Simprin, the which if I would do, he would go on purpose to
Edinburgh for Langton's consent, but that if I were there, I
This notion of settlement apshould not stay long in it.
bytery,

;

;

peared strange to me, but
regard to me.

On

the

morrow

knew

I

it

proceeded from a kind

after considering the perplexing circum-

was

in, and finding my heart brought to a better
with
temper
respect to them some time before, I began at
night seriously to deliberate how I might carry under them
which was continued next morning, being
as a Christian
There
were
Friday.
4 things I saw weighty in the comThe
1.
state of my health; 2. My being
broken
plication

stances

I

;

in

terms of marriage

;

3.

No

4. That for lack of money,
where I was nor to go away.

I

probability of my settlement ;
was neither in case to stay

To

carry christianly in these

perplexing circumstances, I proposed to myself that I should,
I. Live near God so as my heart should not have wherewith
to reproach me, Job xxvii. 6, Acts xxiii. 1 ; 2. Beware of
anxious thoughts about them, lay them before the Lord in
prayer, and leave them on Him, trusting Him with them
tho' in a

that
viii.

28

manner

blindly, Phil. iv.

6

;

3.

Believe the promise,

things should work together for

all
;

4.

tunity, with

my

good,

Rom.

Remember

my

that man's extremity is God's opporformer experiences of the same, Gen. xxii. 14 ;

Use the means with dependance on the Lord for success
6. Be diligent about the work of my station and ply my
studies more closely, and for this end, beware of sleeping
too much
Lastly, Not think that, because God doth not
5.

;

;

66
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He

presently answer, therefore
wait on Him, Isa. xxviii.

begin to faint under

my

1

6

period

not answer at

will
;

LIFE

and that

at

if

that

I

all,

vr

but

any time

I

should

press
my self to hang by the promises, remembering the shortness of my time, and that no man knows love or hatred by
all

him

that is before

in a course of

And my

xii.

witness, that to be helped so

to

live

obedience, would be more sweet to me
these difficulties.
These measures thus

filial

than to be rid of

and should read Heb.

;

me

conscience bare

difficulties,

all

went to prayer specially for direction
and the
unto a text for Simprin and help in my studies
Lord dealt well with me. I had light and life in prayer and
And it was but a little ere I fell on
a contented mind after.
laid

down,

I

thereafter

;

that text,

John

vi.

68

"
;

Lord, to

whom

shall

we go

?

"

&c,

resolved to preach Christ
and I had very satisit
sweet
on
in
the
and
general ; but having
thoughts
fying
I
of
till
off
should consult the
beginning
my
it,
study
put

being

still

;

commentary which

I

much

had not

by me,

I

read on in

my

and
the 2, 3, 5, 1 6 verses thereof, particularly were sweet and
seasonable to my soul. These things were dispatched before

ordinary with

6y breakfast

And

in the

edification, specially Deut.

viii.

;

Friday morning.

think, was the full sea-mark of my perplexaforesaid
at which they did immediately
circumstances
ing
and
Providence
to
began to open toward my
go back,
begin

here,

I

;

it
But my God had
not.
an extremity, and caused them to
appear in their full weight ; and had moulded my heart into
a calm, contented, and depending frame, upon which the
passage, noted Passages, p. 16, July 7, was occasioned by a
petition I had put up in my giving of thanks after breakfast.
Towards the evening of that same day, I understood by

relief,

carried

tho'

as yet

I

them forward

perceived
to

a letter that the business of Dollar was

still

in agitation

;

me

not to dispose of my self otherand
were
like
to succeed in their attempts for
wise, seeing they
as also, that Mr. William Reid, 1
them
my settlement among
that they desired

:

William Reid, a native of Arngask, and probably a disciple of the celebrated Mr.
Alexander Pitcairn, minister of Dron, a leading Covenanter in that district. It is
stated that Reid was present at Bothwell Bridge.
Having obtained licence, he be1

MR. REID OF DUNNING
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minister of

Dunning,

in

71

desired that

Strathern,

should

I

He was

come and stay a while with him.

a worthy rrfan,
one of the old sufferers in the persecution, and had a heavy
task in that parish.
In the time of the rebellion several

he was lying a dying, when the news came
town was to be burnt by the rebels.
morning
His afflicted wife being greatly moved, on the account of him
who could not be carried off, while every moment the rebels
were expected to execute the fatal design he comforted her
and bid her be easy, for that they should not have power to
hurt a hair of his body.
Accordingly his Master called him
home he expired, and was in his grave too, before the
town was set on fire ; being buried in haste while he was
yet almost warm, the melancholy circumstances of the place
Before
so requiring. This account his widow gave my wife.
I came south, he had invited me to their Presbytery, on a
design for Auchterarder then vacant but I could not then
This being now providentially laid
answer the invitation.

years after
in the

this,

that that

;

;

;

me, I went to God for direction in it, being laid
His determination, and helped to trust Him for
open
Thereafter
light.
considering of it, there was one scruple in 68
the way of that motion that I could not get over, viz., that it
might be constructed agoing to seek and hang on for the
before

to

parish of Dollar.
And on the morrow before

I went off to Simprin, I received
a letter from Mr. Robert Stark, 1 minister at Stenton in East

came a popular

"field preacher." After the Revolution he was settled at Rattray
a short time, but was translated to Dunning in 1691. From the Auchterarder
Presbytery Record, of date Oct. 21, 1712, it appears that he had asked the Presbybut
tery to relieve him of his charge in regard he has now grown old and very infirm
he continued his ministry at Dunning till his death, Jan. 28, 1716, aet. c. 75. Wilson's
Parochial
Scott's
Fasti.
Dunning
History, pp. 51-5 (1906)
Ane account of the burning of Duning, January 28, I7t| The number of
families that had their houses burnt that night, within this little and small village

for

;

;

' '

.

and the confines

thereof, was thirty-three, besides barns, byres, and stables. Among
he had,
other houses that were burnt was that of Mr. William Reid, minister
because of his age and infirmity, not left his house and parish, and all the time
of the Rebellion, continued not only to pray for his Majesty King George, but
exhorted the people in a most pathetic manner to stand firm in their duty and
He dyed not many hours before the rebell party came
alleadgeance to his Majesty.
to burn that place, and his parishioners out of their duty and affection to him bury'd
him, after almost the party was in sight, wishing he had been burnt in it." Miscellany of the Maitland Club, iii. 446.
1
Robert Stark graduated at Edinburgh, 1675 ordained at Stenton, Presbytery of
Dunbar, March 19, 1691 died December 16, 1716, aet. 62. His son Robert became
minister of Kinross by a forced settlement in 1732.
;

>

;
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Lothian, proposing to me to go to the north, for the Presbytery of Dumbar, and inviting me to the communion in his
and Mr. Colden
parish, on the Sabbath was 1 4 days after
;

me

Duns

the Sabbath preceding that,
tho' in the event I preacht that day at Eccles.
This conduct of Providence laying work to my hand in the country,
invited

to preach at

my other circumstances, was a plain stop to
of
design
removing at the time I had determined, and

considered with

my

was determining

to

me

to stay at least for that time.
But
I hearkened not to the proposal

for several obvious reasons

anent the north.
After some necessary business despatcht, I prayed with
confidence for what I askt, and having made my self ready
and devoted my self to the Lord, I went towards Simprin,

my
I

heart being heavenly and tending upward by the way.
I
have, in the memoirs of that day, called the

find

by the name of
I have now no
judge that had it

religious action used, before I went away,
self to the Lord ; and tho'

devoting
distinct

my

remembrance of the

I

thing, yet

been no more but committing my self to Him as usually,
I would not have so
exprest it ; and that it has indeed
been such an action as the word bears, an action very
suitable to the way the Lord was leading me however unknown to me. That night being at Simprin, 1 I found once
a desire to be very remote and in an inconsiderable post,
and even a kind of content to be posted there and this I
think was an effect of my looking on the vanity of the
;

world, but that lasted not.

on the study of

my

I

text,

The day before, ere I entered
had a temptation not to enter

In 1761 Simprin ceased to be a separate parish, and was annexed to Swinton.
Ten years after in 1771 the church was in ruins. " It was a very small building,
consisting of a nave and a chancel, the former 22 feet long by 13 feet wide, and the
latter 23 feet long by 16 feet wide.
The east gable is still almost entire the north
wall of the chancel remains to the height of about 6 feet but all the other portions
are nearly level with the ground.
The ruins, in the middle of the now disused
burial-ground, stand in a small plantation. The place is in a sadly dilapidated
condition."
The manse built for Boston was standing a few years before 1834. It stood in a
garden, and a built-up gateway, in the churchyard wall, is pointed out as that by
which Boston went to and from the church. His study door, which is of Memel fir
and panelled, is preserved in the cottage close by, which occupies the site of his
manse. Robson's Berwickshire Churches, pp. 212-3
Berwickshire Naturalists'
Club, pp. 219, 311 (1877).
1

;

;

.

.

.

;

SIMPRIN
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on that great text in such a mean place as Simprin, but to 69
reserve it for some other place but repelled it as a temptaI
tion indeed.
was obliged to enter on the study of it,
;

without seeing any commentary upon it, afterward I saw
two
but both were unsatisfying, and mainly served to
The Lord was
confirm me in the great purpose thereof.
in
I
to
me
address
made
to
the
Him with respect
gracious
;

to

my

study

;

and

had advantage

I

getting a view of the emptiness of

to

my own

soul

by

things besides Christ,
On the Sabbath
precious.
all

and thereby seeing Him more
morning I had a desire after Christ, and His presence in
but was somewhat discouraged with the prospect
of a small congregation.
In the forenoon I was solidly in
earnest in my discourse, but without much moving of affec-

ordinances

;

tions as at other times

;

but the unbeseeming carriage of the

people, few as they were, partly

was very discourageing.

out,

before

;

and

by
I

sleeping, partly by going
had never preacht there

after the forenoon sermon, I thought I could
but in the afternoon, the
;

not like to preach to so few

somewhat on me I had forgot almost whether
At night the two elders proposed
or few.
my settling with them and desired my consent, which I told
them I could give to none before a call. And that night I
found my heart somewhat incline to embrace that charge,
but they seemed not to be very pressing.
I note the circum-

Spirit blowing

they were

many

stances of this affair so very minutely, because the event
shewed that much depended thereon, and that that was the

God for the bounds of my habitation
and in this progress towards that event, there was an emblem and pledge of what I afterward met with during the
place determined of

time

I

On

was minister
the

:

there.

Wednesday morning

my chamber

seemed

after,

to approve of

Mr. Colden coming to

my

going to Galloway

;

but did not once ask me, what I thought of Simprin or how
I stood affected to it ?
This beat down any hope I had

conceived of
could not

it

;

much

but being but
A
me.

little

moved towards

it,

that

one of the parish 70
came and told me, he had spoke with Langton, who shewed
affect

little after,
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a forwardness for my settlement there ; and in the evening,
Mr. Colden and Mr. Balfour came and told me, that Langton

and the parish of Simprin minded to give me a call, but
to which I answered with an
feared they would not get me
"
let
them
But accordbe doing."
of
air
Well,
indifference,
of
too
on
matters of
manner
great thoughtfulness
ing to my
I
could
all that
set
before
me
none
at
once
weight
sleep
to
I
tho'
was
the
sermon
on the
preach
week-day's
night,
me
On
told
morrow.
Saturday morning Mr. Colden
plainly,
that it was not his desire I should settle at Simprin, because
I would have so little opportunity to do service there
yet
;

;

concluded the necessity of walking by the determination of
In the afternoon I went to Eccles.
Providence.
Having
been obliged to give out of the remains of my money on my
father's account, I had but three pence left that morning, of
I gave two pence halfpenny to buy bread for the poor,
which bread was committed to a
elsewhere noted

which
as

;

woman

that kept school in
That method
distribution.

the next
I

had

to mine for
on that season, in

chamber

fallen

order to contribute according to my ability for the relief of
the poor who were in great need by means of the dearth
;

and withal

So

all

to

keep

my

being in the chamber alone.
gone, save a half-penny reserved

self easy,

my money was now

for the Sabbath's collection.

In the Sabbath morning at Eccles, July 16, I was conhad a
rather about how to preach, than what

cerned

;

prospect of great difficulties in a

little

to

be encountered

;

Stenton communion approaching, the business of Simprin
now in motion, and the affair of Dollar in I knew not what
Fearing
state, together with other straitning circumstances.
lest these should make a deep mire for me, drove me nearer

need of a token for good from Him
I had some help from Cant. viii. 5,
" Who is this that cometh
up from the wilderness, leaning
"
u I will direct their work
?
lxi. 8,
and
Isa.
her
beloved
upon
I had that day much
in truth."
help, light, and life, in
and
was
the
word
heart
wound up in prayer,
delivering
my
set
on
the
work.
and
The two Sabbaths
elevated,
entirely

to

God, sensible of

my

And

in such a situation.

7

1

;

UNSETTLED
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I had in converse discovered in professors of religion much unacquaintedness with Christ, and
with their own hearts particularly as to the legal biass thereof

immediately preceding,

;

preaching the week-day's sermon aforeAnd this Sabbath in converse with a
6.
saw the pride of my own heart, the levity of

which occasioned
said on Deut. ix.
professor

I

my

others, with little appearance of the power of religion ; which
made me sadly to fear settling in the Mers, where I found I

could meet with few exercised to godliness and
of the knowledge of Christ.

made partakers

had determined to go from Stenton to Clackmannanand coming home on the Monday, I received a letter
from thence, advising that the elders of Dollar had applied
once and again to the Presbytery
but nothing could prevail
I

shire

;

;

the parish should get anew consent from
This confirmed me in my purpose, as shewing the
Argile.
Presbytery not to be fond of my settling there, nay nor in

with them,

earnest for
difficulties,

till

I went to God for help to carry right in my
and was encouraged.
Thereafter attempted to

it.

howbeit I was helped to conprocure money, but in vain
fidence in the Lord.
And next morning I got in loan 20
;

shillings

starling, as

noted Passages, p. 16.

After which,

1
providentially falling on Flavel's Mystery of Providence, I
And
got my own case seasonably discust therein, p. 201.
the
means
I
of
there
endeavoured
resignation
by
proposed,
to win my heart to that disposition, and so went to prayer

with confidence in the Lord.

I

found also spiritual advantage

so that
case, by reflecting on former experiences
I
came to be content to follow the Lord implicitly, as
Abraham went, " not knowing whither he went."
That afternoon being at Langton, Mr. Balfour told me
that the Laird had not taken the method laid down by Mr.
Colden and him whereby the call of Simprin might have
been before the Presbytery that day fourtnight
and thereby 7 2
in

this

;

;

;

1

"Divine conduct or Mysterie of Providence, wherein the being and efficacy of
"
Providence is asserted and vindicated
(London, 1678).
John Flavel or Flavell
ordained at Diptford, Devon, October 17, 1650,
[c. 1630-1691], Presbyterian divine
by the Presbytery of Salisbury removed to Dartmouth in 1656 but on account of
nonconformity his ministry there was repeatedly broken died at Exeter June 26.
1691.
Calamy's Account, ii. 220-1 (London, 1713).
;

;

;

;
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I saw that I would not know before I went to Lothian,
whether that affair would issue in a call or not. Coming
1
along the way with Mr. Ninian Home, then minister at

Preston, a

man

of great parts but not proportionable tender-

ness, and now several years ago deposed,
fied with his converse

we

And

parted.

as

;

we

I

was much

satis-

so that the night was far spent ere
were about to part, he told me of a

design some had for another to Simprin, with which I was
surprised and amazed ; but in the progress of our discourse,
I found that design to be only in case I would not accept.

Whereupon he

me

and against going to
Galloway, which passage is more largely related, Passages,
After I came home, reflecting on these two things,
p. 19.
advised

to accept,

took both of them to be intended by Providence, letting
see what were my thoughts under both, to clear me
towards the accepting of the call of Simprin if offered. That
" Abraham went
night I lay down, meditating on that word,
out, not knowing whither he went."
I

me

On the morrow, after conferring with Mr. Balfour, we
judged the affair of Simprin could now hardly be expeded
And finding the hardship of my being
before Michaelmass.
in a fixed charge for a whole year without receiving any
stipend, which in that event behoved to be the case, would
render

my

settling there at all impracticable, I thought it
to
intimate the same to Mr. Dysert before I went
necessary
out of the country.

Next day being the 20th, I began to study for Stenton
communion, having the night before gone to God for a
text with confidence and particular trust, and in a little
But 'twixt
got one, being to go away the following day.
10 and 11 forenoon, I was sent for to a monthly meetBeing
ing for prayer at Polwarth, two miles from Duns.
strained
1

Ninian

with

this

message

Home [c.

I

laid

it

before

the

Lord,

1670-1744] graduated
Edinburgh July 3, 1693 schoolmaster
licensed by United Presbytery of Duns and Chirnside April 1696 ordained
at Fogo
at Bunkle July 30, 1696; translated to Sprouston, Presbytery of Kelso, 1704; deposed
1716 sentence removed the same year deposed again in 1718 for alleged error and
disaffection to his Majesty and the Government, his deposition being confirmed by
General Assembly May 24, 1718
became a banker, accumulated a large fortune
purchased the estates of Billy, in the parish of Bunkle, and Linthill, near Eyemouth
died at Edinburgh. Scott's Fasti; Unprinted Acts of Assembly, 1718.
at

;

1

;

;

;

;

;

;
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and was determined
way were ordinarily

to

77

considering that the day and
long with me, as it has con-

go

;

alike

and judging
experience to this day
for
be
the
more
fitted
that commy spirit might thereby
munion work; and that going at God's call I might expect 73
tinued to be in

my

;

necessary furniture for what

I had to do after.
Accordingly
went away, studied by the way a part of the forenoon
sermon, was countenanced of the Lord there, and returned
home again about 6 a clock. I compleated what I minded to
deliver before or in time of the action * and having prayed
again, went on and studied the sermon to be delivered after

I

;

the action without, having burnt a candle.
Thus, as much
was got done, as I would have done, had I been no where
I found my spirit bettered
abroad that day.
by all, my soul
I saw it
somewhat heavenly and raised towards the Lord.
was good to follow duty and trust God and that it is " not
by might nor by power," but by the Spirit of the Lord,
;

things are got comfortably done.
On the 2 1st, I went to Stenton, where that night in
meditation, I got a view of the glory and transcendent

excellency of Christ, with the emptiness of all things besides
Him and the desire of my heart was towards Him. How
;

it

fared with

me

at

that

communion

is

related,

Passages,

Under the deadness there mentioned which
p. 17, July 22.
on
the
was
Saturday's night, being to make publick exercise
the kirk, I went to secret prayer, but really could not
pray, yea not so much as groan sensibly unto the Lord
only I was sensible of my hardness of heart, and in a sort

in

:

So entring on the work in
grieved for the Lord's absence.
this heavy case, the tears broke out with me
but all along
:

was under desertion. When I came in from that exercise,
I went to prayer, but could not pray, and joined but very
But afterwards reading over my
lifelessly in family-prayer.
notes which were on Jer. xxix. 13
"And ye shall seek me,
and find me," &c, I got somewhat above that deadness, and
I

:

1

" Besides the
action, i.e. the Lord's Supper as actually administered.
blessing of the elements in the beginning of the action, we give thanks also
several actions of distribution."
Gillespie's English Popish Ceremonies ;

The

common
in

the

Presbyterian

s

Armoury

,

i.

200 (1846).
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The Lord
reacht to some confidence in the Lord in prayer.
but thus low was I laid before it.
lifted me up in that place
;

Sitting down at the Lord's table
for a sure sign I should yet sit

on the morrow,

down

and among other particular requests
light in the call of

Simprin

if

offered

at

took

it
:

had one for
and came away with

there,
;

I

the table above
I

The remaining part of the night, after
hope, but no more.
the happy afternoon's work and entertainment mentioned in

74

the passage aforesaid, I was kept in a heavenly frame with
love to Christ and admiration of His goodness, loving the
And on the
very place where He manifested Himself.

morrow, having insisted on the requests I had at the table,
I found afterwards the Lord had made my soul satisfied as
to what way He might dispose of me, especially with respect
to Simprin.

Being resolved to go from Stenton as above said on that
Monday's afternoon, Mr. Stark having given me a complement
of two dollars and the use of his horse for my journey, I
and being engaged to return on the
went to Edinburgh
in
the
and
morning sought of the Lord a text for
Saturday,
the following Sabbath, I did by the way think on and get
On Tuesday I went to
some insight into Ps. cxix. 32.
on
to
and
Barhill
Clackmannanshire, where I
Wednesday
:

;

received

40

shillings starling of the legal

mentioned due
dents,

who

told

to

me

me

;

allowance afore-

met with one of

that the elders of Dollar,

my corresponwhom he had

discharged to come near me, were wrestling as eagerly as
ever to accomplish their design, and were waiting the return
I shewed him my situation, and comof a letter to Argile.
shew
the Presbytery of Stirling that I
mitted to one to

on myself as absolved from my promise to them.
On the Thursday I went back to Barhill, on the morrow after
to Edinburgh, and returned to Stenton, Saturday about 4
Mr. Stark had come back from some intended
a clock.
so
journey, but would take no part of the Sabbath's work
after prayer, being cleared and satisfied as to the text aforesaid, I studied my sermons with ease in the space of little
more as 3 hours, the Lord laying things to my hand and
lookt

:

MR. STARK
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So still day and way were
had much of the Lord's help in the whole

that with enlargement of heart.

And

alike long.

I

Sabbath's work.

On

me

to go next day to
might be appointed
1
I had some
to preach at Ennerweek, a day, then vacant.
difficulty about it in respect of my situation ; but endeavoured to consult God in it once and again and was cleared
that my staying another week in Lothian would be more

the morrow, Mr. Stark invited

their Presbytery of

Dumbar, on design

I

;

useful than going

home

of the point aforesaid

but referred the

;

till

the morrow.

full

determination

Which day proved 75

and Mr. Stark went off without moving again my
this I took in ill part, not knowing the kind
going along
There Mr. Stark having
design of Providence therein.
moved for my preaching at Ennerweek, it was opposed parti2
an old man, and rejected on
cularly by Mr. John Forrest

rainy,

:

Some time after,
pretence they had not seen my licence.
3
she took occasion to clear
visiting the Lady Presmennan,
self of her having taken any offence at my afternoonsermon without, 4 on the communion-day, injuriously imputed
to her
but declared that at the Monday's dinner she did

her

;

1

Innerwick.
John Forrest graduated at Glasgow in 1654 ordained at Tulliallan in 1660
deprived for nonconformity by Act of Parliament June n, 1662, and of Privy
held conventicles, but Archbishop Leighton would not
Council October 1, 1662
prosecute him was indulged at Tillicoultry in 1669 removed by Privy Council to
in
Carmichael, Lanarkshire,
1675 after the Revolution was invited to come back to
Tulliallan, the charge being vacant through the deposition by the Privy Council of
Alexander Williamson, the Episcopal incumbent there, on his refusal to read the
Declaration recognising William and Mary.
His call and return to Tulliallan are
" In which
noted in the following extract from the Kirk Session Records 1690:
year
this parish wrote a call to Mr. Jo. Forrest, then residing in Dantzick, to return to his
charge of the ministrie in Tulliallan (out of which he was violently deposed by the
who accepted of the said
prelates anno 1665 (?) ) according to the Act of Counsell
He was translated to Falkland in 1691
call, and returned here on Sep. 27, 1690."
thence to Prestonkirk, Pres. of Dunbar, in 1692; died Dec. 31, 1700, aged c. 67.
Turnbull's Diary, pp. 377, 397; Beveridge, Culross, &c. i. 391, ii. 200; Wodrow,
History, i. 390.
3
Marion, eldest daughter of John Denholm of Muirhouse, widow of Robert
Hamilton, one of the Senators of the College of Justice. He was appointed at the
Revolution, took his seat November 1, 1689, as Lord Presmannan, and was shortly
thereafter knighted.
Their eldest son John married Margaret Hamilton, granddaughter of Sir John Hamilton of Biel, the first Lord Belhaven, and at his death, in
succeeded
to
the
title.
Lord Presmannan died at Edinburgh November 10,
1679,
Brunton and Haig, Senators of the College ofJustice, pp. 447-8 Balfour
1695, aged 73.
Paul's Scottish Peerage, ii. 43-5 (1905).
4 The attendance at communion seasons was
often so great that additional
services were held in the open air.
2

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

t

;
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say to Mr. Forrest, she thought the covenant would be up
This seemed to point at the spring of the opposition
to the motion foresaid.
I had been much satisfied in converse with some serious
and esteeming the Mers an overChristians in that country

yet.

;

down on my spirit a
insomuch that I prayed

piece of the vineyard, there sat

grown

great aversion to settling in
against it, but with submission.

it

;

In the middle of the week one came from

me

viting
see me there.

I

Dumbar

in-

some

to

went along with him, and spent the time

in

thither, intimating

to be the desire of

it

but mostly with Bailie Kellie, who was in distress
and conversed suitably as a good man. At night several
There was an Episcoming in to the exercise I lectured.
*
then
in
their
kirk
incumbent
and
the Presbyterians
copal
had a meeting-house. This meeting-house they proposed to
me and urged but finding that their preacher was to convisits

;

:

;

the character of a probationer while with them, I
and their Presbytery's coldness
could not relish the motion
tinue in

;

to

me

justified the refusal.

On

Saturday August 5 th, being at Stenton where I was
preach on the morrow, after I had begun my studies, we
were called to family-worship. Being desired, I prayed with
composure for a while but being in the kitchen, where was
a great heat, my heart began to fail, so that I was obliged
to break off: and going strait to the door for air, fainted
away there. Lying in which case I lift up my heart to the
2
Lord, boding kindness on Him recovered, and was eased by
I had rested little that week, but had
vomiting as usual.
76 been riding hither and thither which kind of tossing I have
seldom been the better of. Being confused thro' the remains
to

;

;

;

my

of

indisposition,

while this

my

studies

new experience

of

took

my

charge of Simprin more acceptable to me.
1

Thomas Wood was

my

all

frailty,

time.

made

the

Mean
little

Sabbath forenoon,

Episcopal incumbent at Dunbar from 1680 to 1718.

James

Clark, a graduate of Edinburgh, was ordained at the Presbyterian meeting-house
translated to Innerwick 1691.
From 1691 to 1718 there was
there in July 1688
apparently no ordained Presbyterian minister at Dunbar. Boston was offered the
of
a
probationer.
post in 1699, but only with the status
2
pressing, proffering with a certain urgency.
Boding
;

=

ENCOURAGEMENT
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in body and spirit yet had some help
I cried for an alteration, and
sermons
'Twixt
of the Lord.
and
and was helped to express
in
spirit
got it both
body
matters of some difficulty, with that distinctness which I
was sure I could not have treated of them in private. Hereof I had then had frequent experience, and since too.
I

was indisposed both

;

On

the morrow, August 7th, being to return home, I was
comforted by a Christian woman, goodwife of Roughlaw, 1
blessing

God

saw me, and shewing

that ever she

one had read her case, as the Lord had helped

my

sermons

about

2

first

and

shillings

At parting she put

last.

in

to

do

in

my

pocket
a token of

which I value as
That night I came to Duns.

starling,

Christian affection.

that never

me

And thus after all my perplexity, when the matter was
brought to the utmost pinch, kind Providence opened an
unexpected way for expeding one part of my design, and
removed the other, viz., the going to Galloway, much out of

my

view.

I

was

beyond expectation.

after great

And

straitning liberally provided
the Lord's making my itinerant

labours not unsuccessful but useful at least to His own, and
me a large room in their affections, afforded me a

giving

satisfaction which I thought might be an equivalent of the
comfort of settlement.

Next day having heard of nothing done in the affair
it was suggested
to me by one that Langton
minded to shift it till Michaelmass was past. So that night,
and the morrow morning being the 9th, thinking with my
self that the Lord minded to grant my desire of not settling
in the Mers, I desired of Him He would be pleased to shew
me how to dispose of my self next. And the same day
some time after that, I was a surprised with a visit of
of Simprin,

Mr. Murray who continued to desire me to go to Nithsdale. 77
indeed his coming to me at such a nick of time did

And

1 "She was
Elizabeth Sydserff, daughter and co-heir of Sir Archibald Sydserff,
merchant-burgess of Edinburgh, elected M.P. for Edinburgh 1648 and 1651
married in 1654 to her cousin Archibald Sydserff of Ruchlaw (b. 1630, d. 1700).
Her interest in religious matters is shewn by the following extract from Whitting;

hame

Ruchlaw is)
July 25, 1686. The Lady
and large damish cloathes to the kirk use.' "

kirk-session record (in which parish

Roughlaw hath given (in dono) two
Note by Rev. R. Paul.

fine

'

:
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but even while he was

with me, came in one from Simprin shewing that Langton
had moved in the affair, and that it might yet be done in
due time and a little after I found that he had writ to the
Now
Presbytery to go on towards my settlement there.
;

was to go to Nithsdale and I was rackt
That night I thought seriously on them,
went to God particularly for light and direction therein
and after, as I was going to bed, I found I durst not as
yet leave Simprin. With relation to this there is a passage

my

inclination

the two.

'twixt

;

noted Passages,

On

the

requests,

I

1

p.

7,

of that day's date.

my

former

I

should

10th, having occasionally continued
found that afternoon
soul content

my

Lord should give me a clear call to
it
that being then my exercise, of the issue whereof I was
much afraid. At night I went to the meeting for prayer,
found my heart much affected with the sad state of my
and cried
native country the Mers in respect of religion
I desired
to God for an alteration therein to the better.
man
and
a
in
a
James Minto,
godly
mighty pleader
prayer,
tho' otherwise of very ordinary abilities, to remember in
and
prayer my situation, and to plead for light to me
settle in Simprin, if the
;

;

;

my

difficulties

pressed

me

forward unto God.

The day following, having gone to prayer for a text, I
was through the blowing of the Spirit on me, brought to a
contented frame of heart with respect to the affair of Simprin.
And indeed, at what times I was most heavenly in the frame
of

my

spirit, it

was

easiest for

me

to

get over those things

were straitning and discourageing to me in it, and
These were 1. The rarity ot
founded my aversion to it.
the godly there, and in the country; 2. The very smallness
moreof their number
3. The smallness of the stipend
1
and
of
the
tho'
The
good
temper
way
over, 4.
fraternity,
men and several of them learned men too, not agreeable to
mine the which fully opened it self in the different way
2
that that Presbytery and I took in the year 171 2, and ever
that

;

;

;

1

The members

-

Regarding the Oath of Abjuration.

of the Presbytery.

CALL TO SIMPRIN
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since

and

;

me, The

5.

little

which was the main thing that then stuck with
opportunity to be serviceable there.

me some

bred

83

the

in

scrupling

matter,

that

It
I

indeed

was not

from thinking, I was more useful in my unsettled conBut I 78
dition, than I would be if minister of Simprin.
me
if
shut
the
Lord
will
with
my self,
up there,
thought
why not ? and I feared that in this there might be somefar

thing of the pride of my heart, and of ignorance of the
weight of the ministerial work, and therefore desired to say,
44
The will of the Lord be done." At night having gone to

and joined with him in his familymy great satisfaction, he came along with
worship
me to my chamber, and by our converse I was led to
44
1 have seen an end of all perfection," for
Ps. cxix. 96,

my

eldest

brother's,

to

my

being to preach

text,

in

Duns

the

following

Lord's

day.
in

and
and

On the 1 2th, I studied
the time thereof I got
in
I

prayer after

my

sermons on

it,

and

in

prayer

some

sight of the world's vanity,
studies the Lord did blow on me,

my

was much concerned

for a lasting impression of the

vanity of the world, and of the weight of the work of the
the which two things I reckoned would much
ministry
;

conduce to the easing, quieting, and clearing of my mind,
I thought then I had
with respect to the affair of Simprin.
never seen so great difficulty to get my heart weaned from
the world
but it was my soul's desire the Lord Himself
would wean me, being content to part with a carnal worldly
mind if He would rent it from me, and convinced that it
would abide a pull of His hand. After some time spent in
necessary business, I betook my self to meditate on my
sermons I had studied
and while in my meditations, I
was upon that head of them, the vanity of riches, just then
one knockt at my chamber door, whom opening to, I found
to be a man from Simprin, who delivered me a letter with
:

;

This did somewhat damp me.
The letter was
from a committee of the Presbytery, signifying that the call,
being presented to them and sustained legal, they exhorted and

their call.

invited

me

to accept thereof

;

and had appointed me a common
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1

head, together with exercise and addition, to be delivered
I read also the call and returned it
at Churnside on the 2 2d.

79

to the bearer, shewing him that I would consider of it,
attend the Presbytery, and also preach at Simprin on the
morrow 8 days for my own clearing in the matter ; chargeing
him to tell the elders, to be serious with God for light and

me therein. After his departure, I went and
out
my soul before the Lord, for the discovery of His
poured
mind anent it. Afterwards I thought thereon, and found
my unwillingness on the account of the smallness of their
direction to

number: but

in opposition thereto, a fear of my ignorance
of the weight of the work of the ministry seized me
and it
seemed to me I had not been enough humbled for my
;

former

me

but that the Lord saw

levity,

further for

it

;

and

I

got

my

Lord " strengthened me
wait on Him, and follow the conduct of His providence.

that the
to

it necessary to humble
heart contented, and found
with strength in my soul,"

Thereafter

I

meditated on the rest of
at

Having preacht
self

Duns on

my

sermons.

the Sabbath,

on the Monday to fasting and prayer,

Lord a

right

way

in

that

breaking over an averseness

matter
I

now

I

gave

my

to seek of the

laid

before

me

;

found to that exercise un-

Three things were suggested to me,
prompting me to be so at pains for light in that matter,
I. Unless I be sure of my call
thinking with my self thus
to it from the Lord, how will I stand against the discouragements I will meet with there ? 2. How can I think of profiting
them, if He send me not to them ?
3. How will I stand
with them before the tribunal of God, if I join with them
without a call from Himself?
Having read Ezra ix. and x.
chapters I went to prayer to prepare my heart for the work
thought a while, and then went to prayer again and poured

grateful to the flesh.

:

;

out

my

soul before the Lord.

Thereafter

I

read the written

above mentioned, and then made
an additional one, in write too. Which done, I thought on
my sins and heart-monsters till my soul was more humbled in
confession of sin which

is

"
1 The " trials
of a probationer about to be ordained
divinity student applying for licence.

were similar to those of

a-
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me.

Then bowing my knees

the two confessions aforesaid

85

before the Lord, I read over
poured out my soul before
;

Him, making a particular confession of my sins, so far as I
could remember them
arraigned and condemned my self,
and lookt to the Lord, in the promise, for mercy. After
that, minding to renew the covenant with God, and sub1
scribe it with my hand, I drew it up in writing, which done, 80
and I was greatly
the Spirit blowing on me
I prayed
;

;

helped to resoluteness for Christ, resolving, if I perisht,
Then I examined my self, as to
I should die at His door.
my willingness to adhere unto it and subscribe it, in all the
parts thereof severally and distinctly ; and having found my
self willing, I poured out my soul before Him in prayer ;

which prayer having some such expression as this, u O
"
that word came to me, " All things
Lord, art Thou willing
"
to this, Amen said my
are ready, come to the marriage
soul.
Rising up, I wrote down these words in the paper I
had drawn, and looking up to the Lord, I subscribed it with
my hand. I wrote down there also, Jer. xxx. 22, Deut.
That paper is in retentis. After
xxxiii. 27, 2 Cor. xii. 9.
this, I meditated a while, and took Christ by His word,
His word of promise. Then I went to prayer for the
benefits of the covenant, particularly for that which was the
I cried for light, and was
occasion of this day's exercise
and came away cheerfully and conlaid down at His feet
in

!

;

;

;

tentedly,
He "

my

soul saying,

"

Where Thou

wilt,

Lord

"
;

for

Then
strengthened me with strength in my soul."
thinking on the business, I considered and put down in
writing that I might the better judge thereof, (1) some things

my call to Simprin, particularly noted
the consideration whereof, after prayer,
8-20,
Passages, pp.
made it appear more than probable to me, that that matter
was of the Lord and fully determined to the undergoing
my trials, leaving the more full determination of the main
seeming

to

clear
1

;

1
Personal covenanting, or solemn self-dedication to God, with confession of sin,
was a frequent exercise of the devout in Scotland. The covenant here alluded to
was dated Aug. 14, 1699, and signed in his chamber at Duns. It is given in full in
the Body of Divnity, iii. 617/. (1773).
Cf. Select. Biog., i. 497/ (Wodrow Soc.)
Fraser's E. Erskine's Life, pp. 86, 113.
Hay Fleming's Story of Scottish Covenants,
;

PP- 3-5-
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thing

till

afterward

;

LIFE
my

(2) the grounds of

period

aversion to

vi
it.

considered one by one, and the judgment made
thereupon is noted, ibid., except as to the 4th, which I found

These

I

could be no just ground of scrupling tho' a discouragement ;
and further considered, that I knew not what honourable use
I had formerly taken
the Lord might have for me there.
some thoughts of my call to the preaching of the Gospel in

81 general, which are noted in the above mentioned Soliloquie,
And there remained no doubt thereof with me, and
p. 26.
in that point had been a good support to me,
clearness
my
the
under
discouragements I met with.
Having thus considered these things I went to God again, poured out my
and had that word, Matt,
soul, and laid out all before Him
" Seek
vi. 33:
ye first the kingdom of God, and His righteousAfterness, and all these things shall be added unto you."
:

ward

my

I

wrote a

trials

and

;

line for

in the

mentioned Patrick

some books necessary

mean time came

Gillis

one of

my

in to

me

for

me on

the above-

two praying school-

Him

sovereign Providence had entirely laid aside
from his design of pursuing learning
and with him I
After he went away, I went
conversed a while, and prayed.
fellows.

:

to prayer again with confidence in the Lord, having such
clearness as said is.
By this time the sun was down ; then

having given thanks to the Lord for His assistance thro' the
day, and for what light I had attained unto, and sought
strength for carrying me on in the work immediately before
me,

viz.,

my

trials, I

went

forth.

the remaining part of that week I prepared my
exegesis de idololatria, exercise and addition on Eph. i. 5 ; and
my sermons on the Sabbath for Simprin on 1 Pet. v, 5
In

;

was determined for mine own case reckonif
I
that
was more humble, I would go
ing always
I was
on more cheerfully in the affair of Simprin.
whereunto

I

;

waiting for further light therein to break up to me from
my trials thinking with my self that if the Lord should
;

me

would much contribute to clear
my entring on the study of the exercise
and I was left to tug
with a pretty good run, the wind fell
please to help

me.

But

in

them,

it

after

;
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and row
behold

in

and

it,

this

!

in

87

the addition, even to the end.

shewing

very thing

me my own

But

emptiness,

little to the clearing of me, that if I was
be admitted to the holy ministry it should be at

contributed not a
at

to

all

Simprin, as unfit for a more considerable post.
Lord brought about what I was waiting for, in a
contrary to that wherein

On
side

the

to

Tuesday

the

was looking

I

after,

Presbytery,

for

Thus the
way quite

it.

being the 2 2d, I went to Churnby that time disjoined from the 82

1

Before I went to the pulpit, my case
Presbytery of Duns.
with respect to my self and others, lying heavy on me, did
with my other needs send me often to God by prayer.
But
after one prayer in publick wherein I had something of His
presence,

much

frame much decayed and the Lord

my

to the

weight of

my

natural disposition

;

left

fear of

me
man

so prevailing, that the glass being run twice, 2 I thought it
had run but once, and so held on
insomuch as the exercise
;

lasted about an

hour and a quarter

delivering a part

after

wonder how

I

of

had past

back for the burden.

the

my

;

and they stopped me

addition.

first

trials

;

made me
God fits the

This
but

overheard their censures.
That
manner of management could not miss to fret them
but I
was approven in that piece of trial, as afterward in the
The moderator presented me the call of Simprin,
exegesis.
which I received of his hand
but returned to the clerk,
I

:

;

At the dinner I
shewing I would further consider of it.
was much discouraged, and was inclined to wish in my heart
I might not be settled in that
country.
In the latter end of the week, the frame of my spirit
being bad and even unfit for study, it was grievous to me
1
In view of ordination at Simprin, B. prepared for the Presbytery of Chirnside
a controversial discourse or
disjoined from that of Duns October 19, 1698
a popular
exegesis, De idololatria; and exercise and addition on Ephesians i. 5
sermon " and all the rest of my trials."
2 In Fenwick
is
a sandan
iron
at
the
side
of
the
stand,
Church,
pulpit upon
Thomson's Martyr Graves of Scotland, p. 183.
glass which runs for half-an-hour.
"When I first came to Stranrawer (1638) some of the folk in the town desyred to
come to our house to be present at our family exercise. Therefore I proponed that
I would chuse rather
conveened and after
every morning to go to the church.
two or three verses of ane psalm sung, and ane short prayer, some portion of Scripture
was read and spoke upon, only so long as ane half-hour glass ran, and then closed
with prayer." John Livingstone's Life, Select Biog., i. 161-2 (Wodrow Soc).
;

;

We
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LIFE

period

vi

respect of my circumstances, which called for another
But preaching at Lennel on the Lord's
temper of spirit.
I
some
relief; and on the Monday after, that word
day,
got
" God is not a man that He should
Num. xxiii. 1
in

-

9,

neither the son of

man

lie,

He

should repent," was exceedfor quieting my heart, with respect to all

ing useful to me
business concerning

that

me

having some confidence, that His
purpose would be found for good to me what way soever
And on the morrow, after reading for my
things should go.
chronologic trials,
all over on God.

I

was

;

inclined to pray

and did so rolling

On Wednesday the 30th, Mr. Colden shewed me, he was
sorry I had so far accepted the call of Simprin, in regard
a call to Hounam might have been procured.
I told him, I
durst not do otherwise than I had done
and shewed him
;

83 a providential step pointing that way, the weight whereof
he owned.
On the morrow having perfected my popular
At night I
sermon, I was edified and satisfied therewith.
began to think of the near approach of the Presbytery, when
I might be required to give an answer to the call.
How I
was on that occasion affected that night, is noted Passages,
and how on the morrow after, ibid., Sept. 1
p. 2 1 Aug. 3 1
The which day last mentioned, I resolved to crave of the
,

.

;

Presbytery the following week further to advise, proposing to give my answer to him who should be ordered to
serve the edict, and might act according to my answer
for
I found not myself in case to do otherwise.
After this, in
the afternoon of the same day, Mr. Colden told me it was
;

and that he
against his will I should settle in Simprin
1
that
minister
of
Mr.
Gabriel
understood,
Jedburgh,
Semple,
one of the old sufferers, who in the time of the persecution
still

;

was eminently countenanced of God with success in the
work of the Gospel, especially in the borders of England,
had taken it amiss that I was not sent to him the design
whereof was to be his colleague, tho* there was no legal fund
;

1
Gabriel Semple [c. 1632-1703] was minister of Kirkpatrick-Durham, Presbytery
of Dumfries, at the Restoration
was ejected in 1662 sentence of forfeiture pronounced against him by the Privy Council in 1667 became minister of Jedburgh in
1690 died Aug. 8, 1706.
;

;

;

;
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for

This oftener than once had been moved,

in the place.

it

89

but Mr. Colden desired
could by no means listen to it
but
me not to consent to the call of Simprin till he should speak
the report of
with Mr. Semple on the affair of Hounam
I

;

;

I being
should have that day 8 days.
as
resolved
to
me
this
was
made
before
aforesaid,
proposal
had no scruple in it but told him that whatever might be

which conference

I

;

the issue of that conference, I would not dare to determine
And I was
the rejecting of the call of Simprin by myself.
still to follow on in what appeared present duty, let
Lord do with me as should seem good in His eyes.
On the morrow, Sept. 2, I received letters but no word

resolved
the

In the twilight weary with study
affair of Dollar.
went to prayer, and with confidence in the Lord unbosomed
my self unto Him. And O but a heavenly frame was sweet
in mine eyes, and I saw how pleasant a life a habit thereof,
if I could reach it, would make.
On the morrow after I 84

anent the
I

!

preacht at Simprin.
On Tuesday the

did with more liberty than
the former Presbytery day deliver my popular sermon, and
At
undergo all the rest of my trials, and was approven.
5 th,

I

the Presbytery's desire I gave answer to the call, and that
in the terms I had before resolved upon, but with submis-

They appointed the edict to be served the following
Lord's day, and my ordination to be on Thursday the 21st.
On the 7th, some time being set apart for prayer for
the issue of that exercise
light and direction in the matter

sion.

;

was, that the accepting of the call and charge of the parish
of Simprin was made so clear to me, that I had at length no

freedom to insist more for light in it ; but rather to seek the
The passage is to
presence of God to go with me therein.
be found at large, Passages, pp. 21-23.
And the three irons
in the fire with it there mentioned, as left to cool, were
1
Mr. Mair had resolved to endeavour that I should
be invited to their Presbytery of Dumfermling
but there was

these,

.

;

no word from him.
hasten

had

home

not

to

heard

2.

Mr. Murray had told

me he would

prevent my settling in the Mers ; but I
from him.
3. The affair of Dollar was
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dead as

moving

On

me, tho' when

to
in

I

was

in

LIFE

period

that country they

vi

were

it.

the 9th,

I

received a letter from

my

friend such as

became a

my

Christian, bearing that her heart did indeed rise at
last shewing I had received the call of Simprin, but

withal desiring me to follow my light, and to be single in my
accepting or refusing it, that the world might not cast the

The same

balance.

Christian disinterested course she steered

along
being my wife.
Mr. Colden being returned from Teviotdale on the 11th,
spake nothing of the affair of Hounam whereof I was to have
all

in these matters

the report upon his return.

was

He

me

calling

aside that day,

he might have something to propose in opposition to this current business of Simprin
it was my heart's
desire to the Lord, it might not be so, and it was not.
85 Thus did the sovereign Manager, by a train of providential
I

afraid

:

Mean while
dispensations, mark out my way to Simprin.
the man whom He had designed for Hounam, was at that
time in the seat appointed next for me, viz., Mr. James
M'Michan
Hounam.

1

minister of Etterick,

afterward

transported

to

Sept. 13. Being under some discouragements at home,
began to be somewhat uneasy and discontent with my
I was now hampered in my chamber
settling in Simprin.
I had lent out my
money, and could not get it back to
These with my future cirprocure my self necessaries.
cumstances were grievous to me.
Finding my self hereby
I

;

carried off

my

feet as a Christian, I resolved to

spend some

time on the morrow in fasting and prayer for the causes

mentioned, Passages, p. 23, Sept. 12, the which I also did.
there is an account of that day's progress, Sept. 14,

And

1
James M'Michen, licensed by Presbytery of Earlston July 14, 1692; ordained at
Ettrick August 30, 1693; translated to Hounam, Presbytery of Jedburgh, Jan. 27,
In August 1700 he "told the elders that they behoved
1703; died March 5, 1712.
to take some course to remove his discouragements, otherways consent to his going
away from them, because he was grown unable for the charge of the congregation
with affliction." Kirk Session Record. In the same year he reported to the Presbytery that "he was lying under grievances so heavy and unsupportable, that he would
be compelled to lay down his ministry, his chief grievance being a scandal against his
elder, the laird of Tushielaw, the consideration of which was like to break up the
Session." Craig- Brown, Selkirkshire, i. 273.
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Addressing myself to the intended exercise
added to these aforesaid causes, 6 ly that I
might get victory over a particular corruption, wherewith
I had been often foiled
lastly, that I might be kept from

ibid. pp.

24-26.

of that day,

I

,

;

Meditating how to
cooling in my zeal, in that country.
reach these things, I found that as to the 1st, viz. habitual

might attain it, observing what I had
my sermons, lib. 3, p. 104 and 277. As to the
a due impression of the weight of the work I was

nearness to God,

I

written in
2d, viz.

called to, that helps were laid down in the Soliloquie, p. 20,
and that I should consider the worth of souls, of which
ibid.

in

p.

my

32.

work,

As

to

me

3d, viz. God's presence with me
the Lord had been with me and

the

that (1),

thereby had
and (2), that
and lo I am
with you."
Now, thought I, I am called by Himself to
undertake that charge, and from a sense of His command I
As to the
do undertake it, therefore He will be with me.
4th, viz. contentment with my lot, I found that there were
I knew I
helps to it, Soliloquie, pp. 48-49, and downwards.
had reacht it, hoped yet to reach it, and my soul cheerfully
As to the 5th, viz. that He would provide for 86
desired it.
me, I found I had His promise, that bread should be given,
and my water should be sure, Isa. xxxiii. 16, with Heb. xiii.
and Prov. xxviii. 20
and should remember Jacob's
4-6
case, Gen. xxxii. 10: "With my staff I passed over this
For the 6th,
Jordan, and now I am become two bands."
"
Mic. vii. 19: "He will subdue our iniquities
and for the
" Unto
last, Mai. iv. 2
you that fear My name shall the sun
of righteousness arise with healing in his wings and ye shall
"
Hos. xiv. 7
go forth, and grow up as calves in the stall
"
They that dwell under his shadow shall return, they shall
revive as the corn," &c.
And I resolved to hold by His
And now I
word, which He neither would nor could deny.
must say from my experience, that u there failed not ought
of those good things which the Lord had spoken
all came
to pass."
I am glad to find, that I have marked in the
heretofore, and
sealed my call to the preaching of His word
" Go
I had His promise annexed to His call,

done good by

to

souls

;

;

;

;

:

;

:

;

;
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memoirs of that day, that
things

sought that day.

I

came and brought me a
evening being somewhat
Ps.

xlii.

5,

"O why

art

LIFE

period vi

really believed I would get the
In the time of that exercise one
I

little

Toward the
work with singing

money unsought.
I

faint,

closed the

thou cast down,

my

soul," &c.

to

was strengthened and

the end, and prayer; and my
And so I took a refreshment.
encouraged in the Lord.
Thereafter I found an inclination to preach on the foresaid
word, Ps. xlii. 5, the following Lord's day, mostly on my

heart

own

account.

morrow going to God for a text, laid open to the
divine determination, I was determined to the text aforesaid,
even as I was determined to and confirmed in that of Feb. 5th,

On

the

And as after my studies thereon,
narrated Passages, p. 7.
in which the Lord helped me, I was concerned for a blessing
on it, not only for the people but for myself; so in my
meditating thereon next day, I found advantage to mine own
as also in the delivering of it on the Sabbath, Sept. 1 7,
;
I
as noted Passages, p. 28.
preacht it in Langton, having
1
87 procured the minister of that place to preach in Simprin that
day, being the Sabbath immediately preceding my ordination.
soul

And upon that day's work, I find I had the following reflec" What
tion.
good this preaching hath done to others I
know not, yet I think I my self am not the worse of it O
:

that

it

were written

On

the

Langton

in

Monday

had

my
I

ordered

heart, as

went
a

to

!

"

my book
Simprin, and found that

decent

it is

in

intertainment

!

for

the

ministers at the ordination, which I was almost hopeless of.
On the morrow I went to an ordination, 2 where I saw the
candidate answered the questions by a nod or bowing of

wished not to imitate.
From thence to
a
hat
new
and
wig: and having
bought
to
on
returned
Duns
the Wednesday,
Churnside,

the head, which

Berwick, where
nighted at

I

I

I
got some impression of the weight of the work of
the ministry fixed on my spirit, which continued with me,

where

John Dauson.
Robert Park was ordained at Foulden, Presbytery of Chirnside, on Tuesday,
Sept. 19, 1699, two days before Boston's ordination.
1

2
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my chamber and while abroad about necessary busiand received some comfortable account of the preceding

while at
ness,

Sabbath's work.

Thursday

Sept.

21st, in

the morning

had thro' the

I

malice and deceit of Satan, a sore struggle, in which nevertheless

thro' grace

I

prevailed.

And when

I

went away

towards Simprin that word was given me, Deut. xxxiii. 27
11
The eternal God is thy refuge, and underneath are the
"
and I came to that place in a solid, comeverlasting arms
This
posed frame of spirit, leaning on the foresaid word.
was the doing of the Lord and wondrous in mine eyes.
1
After sermon by Mr. John Pow, minister at Lennel, on
u
But none of these things move me, neither
Acts xx. 24,
count I my life dear unto my self, so that I might finish my
course with joy, and the ministry which I have received of
:

:

Lord Jesus, to testifie the Gospel of the grace of God "
I was ordained and set apart to the holy
ministry, by prayer
made over me, with the laying on of the hands of the PresbyWhich done, I received the right hand of fellowship
tery.
from the brethren but had no heritor, nor representative of
an heritor, to take me by the hand and I think there were
but two elders in the place at that time.
Then I received
some exhortations from the minister aforesaid, actor in the 88
work and the work was closed as ordinary. But there is
a more particular narration of the progress of this and some
preceding days, together with some reflections on this and
the

;

;

;

;

other periods of my life, to be found, Passages, pp. 28-31.
And thus I have followed the course of this affair, in

order narrating the several steps thereof, however minute
some of them may appear and that because it issued in
:

what was

me one

of the weightiest matters of my life,
ordination
to
the office of the ministry, and first
viz., my
in
the
down
And the reflecting on the clear
world.
sitting
to

divine conduct, in pointing out unto me, and carrying

me

to,

John Pow graduated at Edinburgh July 9, 1688 ordained at Lennel (Colddied Jan. 5, 1735.
stream), United Pres. of Duns and Chirnside, August 7, 1694
"The ancient church of Lennel stood on the north bank of the Tweed, rather more
that a mile north-east of Coldstream."
Scott's Fasti ; Robson's Berwickshire Churches,
1

;

;

pp. 69, 70.
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these appointed bounds of

me unto

comfort to

about

day

;

my

vii

mind, before

I

foot again.

PERIOD
From my
I

period

habitation, is like a rock of
as it obliged me to look well

for the like discovery of the Lord's

me

moved

this

my

LIFE

returned

to

Duns

VII.

my

ordination, to

marriage.

that night, and

it

was a comfortable

I
then had a
to me, as noted, Passages, p. 31.
the
prospect of comfort and success in my work, and by
mercy of my God, I was not disappointed therein. I closed
that night with singing Ps. xvi. 5,

night

"

God is of mine inheritance
And cup the portion " &c.
;

to the end,

and prayer.

more as two months passed ere I took
at Simprin
abode
during which time my
up my
as
at
residence
Duns,
being
before, I applied my
ordinary
self to my work as I had opportunity.
1
on Heb.
After studying of the preliminary sermons
" For
for
as
souls
watch
that
must
xiii. 17:
your
they
they
is
of
which
there
a
Passage noted, ibid., I
give account,"
went to God by prayer for His countenance, and for direction toward such things as might be most profitable for that
people and found my soul much strengthened in confidence
of the Lord's owning me, by means of that word, " Go
and
lo I am with you alway, even to the end of the world."
And I was then determined to begin with the book of Psalms
2
for lecture, and for the exercise on the Sabbath evenings, to

From

this time

settled

.89

:

;

1

B.

sermon).

had three

services each Lord's day.

Afternoon

Catechism explained.

Forenoon Lecture and sermon (LawEvening Question of Shorter

Sermon (Gospel -sermon).

"The General Assembly considering how necessary ... it is
April 10, 1694.
that the people be well acquainted with the Holy Scriptures, doth therefore recommend
to the several Presbyteries that they endeavour that the ministers within their respective bounds shall, in their exercise of lecturing, read and open up to the people
2
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On the Lord's day,
explain a question of the Catechism.
the 24th Sept., of which there is a Passage of that date, to
be found ibid., I did in the afternoon somewhat recover my
and after sermons, the person who for a
;
time
had
been
long
precentor in the place, being convened
before the Session, was suspended from the exercise of his

forenoon's loss

office

*

for his sinful compliance with the course of the late

he should satisfy the Session.
night, I had an exercise on the first question of the
and on the
Catechism, with some good frame of spirit
morrow after I visited them, exhorted to secret prayer, and
On
family-worship, and found in all 88 examinable persons.
the Tuesday, returning to Duns, I received a letter from
Mr. Murray inviting me to the west, and shewing great
encouragement but God had now shewed me the appointed
bounds of my habitation.
till

times,

At

:

;

Having
laid
1

down a

70 1,

was

I

that week, upon weighing of my circumstances,
resolution to delay my marriage till the spring
brought into a grievous strait on the Friday's

I behoved either to expede it sooner, or
This
sent
me to God once and again, laying
all.
down the whole at His feet, and the sovereign will of God,
But
tempered with good-will to His people, was my stay.
Duns
and
on the Lord's day,
being to preach at
having
sought a text for that end once and again but in vain, I was
" Set
hereby led unto one, viz. Col. iii. 2,
your affections on
"
and I gained
things above, not on things on the earth

night

;

finding that

not at

;

some advantage

in

my own

That
case by the study thereof.
occasion of my administering the

Sabbath, having the first
sacrament of baptism, I had endeavoured to frame some
discourse

for

howbeit,

when

it

for that part of

aforehand, but
the time came,

my

work, tho'

I

altogether
I

was

unsuccessfully

:

sufficiently furnisht

could not before so

much

as

and considerable portion of the Word of God and this to the effect the
old custom, introduced and established by the Directory, may by degrees be
recovered." Acts, p. 238 (1843).
Calamy, who visited Edinburgh in 1709, and
was present at a service in the New Church, says, " It was their usual way to expound
some portion of Scripture, during about half-an-hour, which they call lecturing.
After a short prayer, a sermon followed of the same length."
Calamy's Account,

some

ii.

large

;

177 (1829).
1

He was

readmitted to

office

by the Session on Saturday, Oct.

7.

90
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order the duty of the parent in my own mind, to mine own
Thereafter coming home to my chamber, I
satisfaction.
spent some time in meditation and much in prayer, which at
that time I could not well leave off, which was far from my
I
laid out my case to the Lord and He turned
ordinary.

But that night it was a concerning
not away His ear.
it
came to pass that I could not get
to
how
me,
question
above the world, notwithstanding of all my endeavours, by
meditating, praying, and preaching for that effect, being
earnest to have my preaching effectual on my own heart ?
I
thought with my self, how, in the time of such holy

but afterexercises I was somewhat hoised up above it
ward when the trial comes on, I am again just where I
And I feared it was too much by my self that I
was.
wrestled against the world
that I was too legal in my
and
the
knew
not
endeavours,
way of making use of Christ
but I found I was content to learn.
for that great purpose
Toward the end of that week, I had a secret check for
forgetting my charge, and was desirous to be with them
fixedly, praying the Lord would find out means for that end.
And finding a necessity of borrowing money I made an essay
for that end, but was disappointed
howbeit my heart was
carried up, and I saw both the necessity, and the good, of
;

;

;

:

troubles in the world.
I found also my heart much quieted
as to the divine disposal of the affair of my marriage, settling
it in my mind not to proceed before a proper time.
And

with respect to my work in my charge, I was determined to
begin with preaching to them the doctrine of man's natural
state
judging the sight and sense thereof to be the founda;

tion of all real religion.
And minding to take it in parcels,
for the more clear discovery thereof both in the sinfulness

9 1 and misery of it, I began my study of it,
on the guilt of Adam's first sin, or original

for that Sabbath,

On

sin imputed.
his sorrow for his

the Saturday, the precentor professing
On the Sabbath, being
offence, was readmitted sessionally.
Oct. 8th, entring accordingly on the subject aforesaid, I

found things palpably laid to my hand and together with
the exercise on another question of the Catechism, I required
;

LADY MORISTON
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some an account of what they had heard

of

but

little

On

in

which

I

had

satisfaction.

morrow, having visited the sick, and desired
some to meet in my chamber, on the Tuesday's night, for
1
prayer and Christian conference, I went to Kersfield the
2
Moriston
house of the Lady
within a mile of Simprin,
I
sometimes
that
time
whither at
resorted, and had a
the

On Tuesday's night,
passage noted, Passages, p. 61, Oct. 9.
the
aforesaid
was held accordreturning to Simprin,
meeting
a
after
of
in which
singing
psalm, I shewed them
ingly
the
warrantableness
of such exercise, and
word
from the
:

seasonableness of it for the time, prayed with
then
two of them prayed. And the Lord giving
them, and
of
His countenance I was encouraged.
The
some measure
withal

the

day following

I

went home.

On the 14th, three several troubles being on me at once,
met with deliverances from them, one after another that
day and they were by far the more sweet, that they came
as answers of prayer.
Thereafter I did some business, and
found that another business was frustrate but I was ashamed
I

;

:

to

distrust God.

On

morrow

the

being the

after,

Lord's

" It is of the
Lam. iii. 22
"
consumed
unto which also

day, I preacht at Edrom on
Lord's mercies that we are not

:

;

1 Such
meetings for prayer and mutual edification were common at that time.
Dissatisfaction with individual ministers found vent at these meetings, but the purpose
of them was in no sense hostile to the Church.
The minister of the parish often
favoured them, and an elder of the Church presided.
Boston in his sermon on
"
Schism speaks of Fellowship meetings which have been so much mocked by wicked
men on the one hand, and abused on the other hand to schism." Works, vii. 600;
cf Fraser's E. Erskine's Life, pp. 193, 523.
2 Kersefield
(Kersfield), now Milne Graden. Grizel Cochrane, Lady Moriston, was
the only daughter of Sir John Cochrane of Ochiltree, second son of the Earl of
Dundonald.
She was married to John Ker of Moriston, Berwickshire, who died

Sept. 27, 1691, in his thirtieth
1748, in the eighty-third year
cepted the King's messenger
Nor till many years after was
guised, was the heroine of this

widow long

survived him, dying Mar. 21,
lady who, near Belford, interbearing the royal warrant for her father's execution.
it known that Grizel Cochrane, single-handed and dis-

His
year.
of her age.

It

was

this

exploit, repeated, it is said, a second time successfully.
"July 7, 1685. The English packet coming to Edinburgh was twice stopped and
robbed about Alnwick. Some conjectured
that it was by Sir John Cochrane's
friends, lest there should have been any warrant from the King by these packets (to
have execute him." Fountainhall's Hist. Notices, p. 654. " Dec. 30, 1685. Remission came down from the King
Ibid.
for Sir John Cochrane and his son."
Boston was on friendly
p. 688.
Cf. Balfour Paul's Scottish Peerage, iii. 346-8 (1906).
terms with Lady Moriston and sometimes stayed at Kersefield, as his house was not
Ker and his wife are buried in the Moriston burial-aisle in
ready for occupation.
Legerwood churchyard. Robson's Berwickshire Churches, pp. 165-6.
.

.

.

.
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:

and
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had much of the Lord's
my prayers more than

the day, and in

ordinary.
I

went

to the

Synod on

the Tuesday, where

I

met with

another disappointment as to money, which proved discouraging: but I endeavoured to lay my self down at the Lord's feet, to
be at His disposal and to trust Him.
Returning to Simprin
I
the
visited
school on the morrow, and went
on the Thursday,
And having spoke with Langton on the affair of
to Duns.
the

I

stipend,

found no

moved me

great encouragement

:

but these

under apprehensions of publick
there being
92 troubles, which were then very likely to ensue
a general ferment then in the spirits of men thro' the nation,
things

not, being

;

of the disaster of Caledonia. 1

by means

At

night,

upon

occasion of discourse concerning the access allowed some
unto God in duty, I found my self much excited to seek Him.

On the morrow, before I went off to Simprin, being somewhat moved with the shortness of the time I had to study

my sermons, I got confidence in God for that effect by reflecting on former experiences ; and in the meantime was quieted
in another case I had been in fear of.
Coming to Simprin
about

2

a clock,

I

got

my

studies dispatcht

accordingly

;

and on the Sabbath was much helped in the lecture and
I had ordered the visiting of the town
afternoon sermon.
that day in the time of the publick worship, 2 and found afterThe

is to the Darien Scheme in which Scotland was so
deeply
of five vessels with twelve hundred on board, sailed from Leith.
on or about July 19, 1698, and arrived at Isthmus of Darien Nov. 3, 1698. The
colonists gave the name of Caledonia to the settlement
fixed the site of New Edinburgh, the prospective capital; and built a fort in its vicinity. Auxiliary ships left
Leith on May 12, 1699.
second expedition of four vessels, with thirteen hundred
on board, set sail from the Clyde on Sept. 24, 1699; landed at Caledonia harbour
Nov. 30 only to find that the settlement had been abandoned by the first colonists.
One disaster followed another in quick succession, until the history of the colony was
closed by the capitulation, on honourable terms, of the colonists to the Spaniards,
Mismanagement at home and dissensions among the colonists, who
April 11, 1700.
were without competent leadership, contributed to this result. As it was widely
the
believed that
collapse of the enterprise was mainly due to the hostility of King
William, his Government, and the English East India Company, the feeling in
Scotland against England was bitter in the extreme. Darien Papers (Bannatyne
Club); Mackinnon, The Union, pp. 15-59; Barbour's William Paterson and the
1

interested.

reference

A

fleet

;

A

;

Darien Company

(1907).

2 This refers to the custom then
prevalent of elders going through the parish on
the Sabbath, to note who were absent from public worship.
"On the 21st Feb. 1708, the Kelso kirk-session renewed a previous Act, that the
elders go through the town, and take notice of such as profane the Sabbath, by
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wards there was some need

was

for

99

The evening

it.

exercise

in all respects as before.

On

the Monday, having employed

some money

to borrow,

some

to find

me

out

went to Lennel, where I stayed till
came back to the meeting for prayer,
I

Tuesday's night, that I
On Wednesday morning,
which again was encouraging.
to
be
aforehand
endeavoured
having
prepared for success or
I
found
the
So I
discouragement,
project had succeeded.
went to Duns and bought a horse and my heart was kindly
affected with the divine care and conduct about me, trying me
;

but at length giving an outgate.
to

I

got 100 merks upon

On
my

the morrow, returning
bond, from one there ;

Simprin
which was paid again not long after.
Being thus furnished,
which was the more sweet that it was an answer of prayer,
I went to Duns
again that night and paid for my horse.
come
on the Friday to Kersfield, on the morrow
Having
I studied for the Sabbath, having the
help of former notes on
the subject.
But I then observed, that I had frequently
found I had expeded my studies, in as short time when I
and that when I
wanted, as when I had help of that kind
wanted, my studies were more sweet and I saw best into my
And that observation hath in my experience held
subject.
to this day.
At night, being returned to Simprin, towards
the time of going to bed, I heard an unsavoury noise of
men drinking in a neighbouring house, on the occasion of a 93
wedding in view. After waiting a while, and finding they
were not dismist, I went out and meeting with the master
of the family, shewed him the evil of that unseasonable
;

;

poured out

my

soul to God,
heavy my heart
was humbled within me, seeing them an unworthy people and
my self an unworthy minister, making an unworthy couple in
mine eyes. As I went to bed, I had a motion to pass my
" Resist
ordinary I had studied, and to preach on Jas. iv. 7

Coming

practice.

and

in again,

their case considered

I

with

my own was

:

:

walking to and fro
Life,

i.

13, I4

in

time of divine worship and to report."

Tait's

Border Church

.

"During services elders went out to 'perlustrate' the streets, to enter changehouses, to look into windows and doors of private dwellings, and to bring deserters
to kirk, or report them to the kirk-session."
Graham's Social Life, p. 315 (1901).
I
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the devil, &c.," being to go abroad from them for a time.
And having on the Sabbath morning consulted God once and

again as to that motion, I was reasonably determined to
So I reviewed my former notes on that text,
embrace it.

and having no time to study new sermons, had no scruple
The which also I did, but with
to preach them over again.
than the afternoon,
1
of
custom
prefacing in the
did then use
and I reckon

less assistance in the forenoon's exercise

The
excepting in the preface.
entry of the forenoon's work, I
had used from the time I was licensed,

;

if it

was not the

first

day or so I preached and have retained it all along to this
time.
Only in planted congregations, where the minister of
;

the place used it not,
that I still thought,

I

think

I

I

rarely

it.
I noted that day,
ever had such freedom of

forbare
if

and assistance in preaching in that country, as I had
bounds of the Presbytery of Stirling.
But by the
In the
mercy of God, that observation did not long hold.
evening exercise I went on as before, but got a more satisfyspirit

had

in the

ing account of the sermons.

That week

and was in that country the
I had determined in my
own mind to preach at Clackmannan the first of these two
but on the Saturday morning early, Mr. Mair entreated me
by a line to preach at Culross, in regard he was obliged to
which in these
go to Edinburgh on a certain emergent

two

first

I

went

to Barhill,

Sabbaths of November.

;

;

94

circumstances, tho' contrary to my inclination, I could not
refuse.
After dinner I went down to the manse, supposing

him

to

fore

I

have taken his journey, but he had put it off. Whereendeavoured to make away for Clackmannan, but he
would by no means allow me to go, urging the determination
of Providence for
thro'

my

wind and rain

and others desired
endeavour a call for

by the violence of the weather
withal hinting, that he
preaching there on a design to

stay,
in

my
me

the time

to

;

be his colleague,

they could

if

B. makes repeated allusion to "prefacing."
The purpose of " prefacing " is
stated by Henderson to be " for quickening and lifting up the hearts of the people/'
M'Crie's Public Worship, p. 167. An exposition of the opening Psalm seems to
have been early substituted for the prefacing mentioned by Henderson. Cf. Sprott's
lectured
.
Worship, &c, p. 22. Wodrow, Corresp., i. 423, "He prefaced
and preached."
1

.

.

.

.

.
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effectuate

it.

declared

I

for such a post
colleague of his

but

:

it

my

as

self,

was not

I

likely

101

always thought, unfit
that he would get a

choosing, who some years after left the
When thus
place himself, and died minister of Tulliallan.

own

stayed contrary to my inclination I retired to my chamber,
and spent some time in prayer and meditation on my sermon:
but was seized with a severe fainting fit, and had almost

away, but that

fainted

On

the morrow, Nov.

I

5,

was eased by vomiting as usual.
he preacht in the forenoon, and I

but somewhat indisposed ; which indisthe
Lord timely to remove.
Howbeit my
position it pleased
legs trembled underneath me as I went into the pulpit in the

was helped

to hear,

when

and I
Most of
had much freedom
preaching the word.
the remaining time that night I spent alone and with him of
whose conversation I ever reapt advantage.
afternoon

;

but

I

went

to prayer, that

went

off,

of spirit in

On the Monday, some time was spent in his family in
prayer with fasting ; of which I had no notice, till about
9 or 10 a clock when I was thinking of returning to BarI stayed and joined with him in that
family being gathered together, he began the
work, shewing the causes of it, which were, 1 The afflicting
hand of God on his family particularly on a child of his

hill.

Being desired,

The

exercise.

.

2. To prepare for a congregational fast at
Edinburgh
Carnock 3. To pray God in behalf of his parish. Then I
prayed after which, he having spoke a little again prayed
These prayers continued long
also.
but we had ended
about half one a clock. 1
After which, retiring to our several 95
apartments, we dined about two, having had no breakfast.
This was the first example of a family-fast 2 I had ever
seen, neither do I remember to have been witness to another
without my own family.
But I bless God, I saw that, which
was the happy occasion of bringing in that part of family-

at

;

;

;

;

devotion

into

my

me

family afterward

at

times.

Thereafter

preach for him on the Tuesday, and
the following Sabbath the whole day.
I would by no means
he

invited

1

2

Half-one

to

= half-past twelve.

Cf. Sprott,

Worship, &c.

t

p.

Cf. halb eins, in

178/.

German.
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rate.

some
After long refusing it, I told him,
vacant congregation that day, unadvisedly adding, that
if in these circumstances he had clearness to desire me to
I

to supply

preach for him that day, and really thought I would be
more useful that way than the other, then I would consent.
Whereupon, he saying he had clearness, I was caught in my

own
tion,

But out of this unhappy determinanet and promised.
arose what was likely to have blown up my marriage,

the purpose whereof I had come to confirm.
My friend and
in one, as
I, before we parted, not being able to concentre
And
to the time of it, had been obliged to wave that point.
that afternoon, returning to Barhill, I found her disobliged
by reason of my staying so long contrary to my promise at
parting ; the which was occasioned purely by the unforeseen

incident of the family fast. Withal I began to be sore grieved
that I should have made the aforesaid promise to Mr. Mair ;

and that especially

my

in

regard of what he had moved anent
and that my uneasiness with

transportation to Culross

;

I shewed her.
On the morrow
went to Ferritown, having promised to endeavour to return
There I was, by my friends, pressed to
on Wednesday.
at
Clackmannan
on the Lord's day, and to write to
preach
Mr. Mair that he might otherwise provide for himself.
The

the ground and reason thereof
I

96 temper of
reluctance

my own

mind, wherein

to

that

fulfil

promise,

I

then found a mighty
their motion not

made

unsavoury to me. So being left alone, I went to God for
light anent it, and on rational grounds was determined to
comply therewith. Accordingly I wrote a letter to Mr. Mair
shewing that I had made that promise to him rashly, and
Withal I wrote also to my
had no clearness to perform it.
friend shewing a grateful remembrance of her, and that
altering of

promising
determined

my
to
at

resolution aforesaid with the grounds thereof,
notwithstanding on the morrow, as

see her

parting.

Early

in

the

Wednesday morning

the letters were dispatcht.
And I went to Clackmannan,
where I visited a Christian acquaintance in sickness, and
was helped to pray with her. Thereafter going to a place

LOVERS'
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I visited one not well affected to my friend's brotherafter a while I met with a comrade, a preacher.
where
in-law;
There the two did together in a way of raillery bear somewhat hard on my designed match after which my comrade
and I being alone, he gravely shewed himself to be against
considerations.
Returning to Ferriit, from some extrinsic
town somewhat damped and confused with this encountre,
I received an affectionate letter from Mr. Mair, absolving me
from the promise made to him as also a return from my

near by,

:

;

I
friend, with a great deal of keenness charging me that
stood not to violate a promise. This coming like a thunder-

clap,

at

alienating
a terror to
if

I

made a strong impression,
The temper I discerned in it was
was carried quite off the matter, as

such a nick of time,

my
me

affection.
;

so that

I

had never been set upon

it.

And whereas

was

I

just

going to Barhill that night, I laid aside that resolution, being
by the letter aforesaid left free in that point too. So continuing where I was, I went to God with the circumstantiate
case ; and thinking upon the affair, I was of the mind, that
that design should be blown up, I would not soon marry
and would be very deliberate, cautious, and look well about 97
On the morrow
me, in any other attempt of that nature.
and
recommended
the
once
business to the
again
having
to
laid
self
down
at
His
be disposed of
and
feet,
Lord,
my

if

as

;

He

would, the alienation of affection

went to Barhill with her brother-in-law,

still

to

remaining

whom

I

had

;

I

dis-

covered the surprising incident aforesaid, judging it might
come to terminate in a total rupture. There I was received
expectation ; and at length an
opportunity offering, being alone, the affair of the letter was
After communing
moved, and it was committed to the fire.

discreetly,

contrary to

my

thereon for some time, I found my self reduced to a great
strait
she on the one hand acknowledging her fault and
rashness, and declaring she had rued it after it was gone,
;

and withal that it had proceeded partly on a mistake and
inadvertency and I being on the other hand, solidly, without
;

the case of passion, dissatisfied with the temper appearing in
But she pressed me with conscience of duty, conceiving
it.
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vii
to

prevent the breaking off of what, being laid before the Lord,
she had taken as directed unto by Himself, did by her wise

management prevent the rupture, and -carry off the disgust
by degrees. And therein she acted like her self, that is as
a Christian and wise
there

my

woman

but in this awful dispensation

;

was more than one mark of God's displeasure against
error above mentioned.

first

This

wound being

healed,

returned

matters

to

their

And

going abroad on the morrow, a
student
informed
blustering
me, that Mr. Mair taught that
all members of the visible church have a general right to

wonted channel.

Christ and the benefits of the covenant

;

and that baptism

seals absolutely, that is, as I afterwards understood,
Both these things
baptism seals that right to them all.
at that time as strange to

But now

I

believe,

that

me

that

were

as they were to my informer.
of mankind indefinitely,

sinners

the visible church, have a real right to
the benefits of the covenant, so as they may
warrantably take possession thereof by faith ; the which
right is contained in the Holy Scriptures as the original

98 within or without
Christ and

and is legally intimate to all that hear the Gospel
which I have elsewhere more fully declared.
But as
to what concerns baptism, having conversed Mr. Mair on
the head, I could not be of his opinion, which I remember he
built on that right, at that time not appearing to me neither.
charter,

;

all

And

tho'

afterwards in process of time the said right did
yet I could never be satisfied

convincingly appear to me ;
as to baptism's sealing of

1

it,

so as that ordinance might

therefore be lawfully administered to all, who with us are
called members of the visible church ; forasmuch as I look

on that sacrament as a seal of the benefits of the covenant
in possession, and which the party has a special saving
interest in.
However, I reckon that worthy man, one of the
happy instruments of the breaking forth of a more clear dis1
On the subject of baptism, see Miscellany Questions, vi., " Who have right to
baptism, and are to be baptised ?" Sermons and Discourses, i. \i\ff. (Edin., 1753);
;

Works,

vi.

125.
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covery of the doctrine of the Gospel, in this Church, in these
days thereof.
Returning on the Saturday to Ferritown, my spirit thro'
grace being in good condition, I preached at Clackmannan
At Ferritown I was called to visit a
on the Lord's day.
sick man, whom I knew to have been a very profligate

later

person, but found stored with a great deal of ill-grounded
I applied my self to bring him to a sense of his
confidence.
but saw no success thereof.
sin and danger
That week I
;

returned from that country to

my charge.
1
thence, on the Tuesday after, being Nov. 22, I
went to Langton, and on the morrow to Duns ; found worldly
From

business very uneasy to me, and ensnaring to my mind.
so it hath been with me all along, having neither heart

And

it.
On the Thursday I went to Lennel, and 99
in which action, relying on the
married a couple of persons
I
I
found
was
Lord,
helped accordingly.
Thereafter, meethis
foolish
with
above
ing
mentioned,
talking afforded
Abbay

nor hand for

;

me heavy

reflections on the unedifying converse of ministers,
and mine own among others, as one great cause of the

From thence I came to
I
found a dissatisfaction
on
the
where
morrow
Kersfield,
with my self, for that I was not more strong in the Lord,
but easily brought, on the least temptation, to distrust God.
I continued there till the Sabbath
morning that I came to
in my work
me
where
the
Lord
was
with
of which
Simprin,
unsuccessfulness of the Gospel.

;

After
33, Nov. 25.
sermons I went to God, and poured out my soul before Him
for a blessing on what He had helped to deliver
was
owned of Him in all the parts of the evening exercise, and

there

is

a passage noted, Passages,

p.

;

got a more satisfying account of the sermons than sometimes before.

On

the

Thursday

after,

was a national thanksgiving 2

to

Nov. 21, not Nov. 22.
Thursday 30th [Nov. 1699] being a thanksgiving for the late good harvest, I
Turn bull's Diary, p. 389.
preacht on Joel ii. 26, 27.
"
Simprin, November 30 [1699].
Thanksgiving for the good harvest and the
" I do
not this for your sakes, O house of Israel,
King's safety." Ezek. xxxvi. 22,
but for mine holy name's sake." "We have met with two signal mercies for which
we are called to bless the Lord the good and seasonable harvest, and the King's
1

2

;
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But being now on the point of taking up
the Monday to Duns, where I continued
on
went
house,
till Wednesday, finding the great disadvantage of an unsettled
be observed.
I

abode, and more disadvantage of being employed in worldly
business. That night I returned to Simprin,where with no great
difficulty I studied my sermons before I slept, having on the

which I had no opportunity of studying, sought
furniture
from the Lord for His work, and been
and
light
determined to a text.
Concerning that thanksgiving, there
The evening
is an account given, Passages, p. 34, Nov. 30.
as
made
that
on
was
Sabbaths.
exercise
day,
Next day, Dec. 1, I was obliged to go to Churnside fair.

day

before, in

Having come

me

with

to

go

to

my

sister's

house,

to the market-place.

it

was against the grain
Seeing the multitude,

I

among them more boldly if
thought I could have
the
and I went not 1
I had been to preach
Gospel to them
entered in

;

IOO forward into the market-place, but immediately retired into a
house, and my father did my business.
Returning that night
to Duns, I was on Saturday taken up with business, having
only so much time left as to go to Simprin, wearied of an
unsettled abode, both in respect of its taking me off from the
work of my calling, and the trouble thereof otherways. After
I had very much of the divine assistance in studying
sermons with much satisfaction and thereafter was

prayer

my

;

helped to pour out my soul before the Lord, feeling the
wherefore I took that occasion to
blowings of His Spirit
;

mind the affair of my marriage. On the Sabbath I had the
same assistance in delivering the word. And here I find I
made the following comfortable reflection, viz., the Lord is
indeed good to me
safety let us give God the

;

blessed be the

name

of the Lord, for

I

For the good harvest. Who can but acknowledge that, was there ever a more seasonable harvest in our days was it not help sent
from above to those that were ready to perish for want what a case we would have
been in had it been as formerly? Perhaps some will say, that the scarcity yet
remains. But surely not as before, but the mercy is best weighed by supposing the
want of it. 2. As for the King's safety, it's a signal favour. (1) If we consider what
a blessed instrument he has been in the hand of the Lord, to deliver us from Popish
slavery and under him we have been delivered from the yoke of Prelacy. (2) If we
consider our peaceable enjoyment of the Gospel under his protection.
(3) What a
deplorable case the land should have been in now, had he been taken out of the
way. What good news would it have been to a Jacobite malignant party." BrownMSS.
Lindsay
"
" not " in the Memoirs.
1 " Out
is wrongly given for
;

praise,

i.

;

;

;
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have now the same freedom every way in preaching as when
The evening exercise, on the
in the Presbytery of Stirling.
the
of
anent
God, was sweet to me and
providence
question
in converse after it, it was a pleasure to think and speak of
the saints' grounds of encouragement from that head under
;

trouble

how

particularly,

;

their

'tis

God

that guides the

and nothing do they meet with but what comes thro'
how He weighs their troubles to the
their Lord's fingers
least grain, that no more falls to their share than they need
and how they have a covenant-right to chastisements, to the
Lord's dealing with them as with sons to be rightly educate,
not as servants whom the master will not strike but put away
world

;

;

;

at the term.

On

Monday, being now resolved to flit, I went to
for it.
Thence on the morrow I went
to Churnside to the Presbytery, where one Mr. Watson, a
north-countryman, rejected before by the Presbytery, was

Duns

the

make ready

to

again brought on the field sore against my heart, perceiving
to be a man of no manner of modesty, nor sense of the

him

but a brother from his own private
weight of the work
motion had given him a text.
He was appointed to deliver 10
;

on it, that day 8 days at Hutton, before three
At night I returned to Duns,
brethren whereof I was one.
where on the morrow the pressure I had in the Presbyterial
affair foresaid, made me look to the Lord for His own helpAnd such
ing in the case and for my direction therein.
matters have all along generally been of great weight with

his discourse

me

;

judging

always to be a most momentous part of the
men to the preaching of
That night, being Dec. 6, I went to Simprin for

it

ministerial charge, the admitting of

the Gospel.

good and

all.

On Thursday

the 7th,

plenishing from Duns,

my

So

horse.

Trotter
ruines,

my
I

my

that day

the wains with the houshold

coming along with them on
took up house with him and Alison

cousin german a servant.
The manse being in
end of the town,
in
west
house
the

settled in an old

formerly belonging to
1

I

came
father

"J une !S> 1626.

Jasper

Andrew Home, 1 sometime

Home

becomes

heir of

portioner

Bartholomew Home, portioner

1
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:

I

dwelt

till
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period vn
end of the

latter

plenishing was partly bought
year 1702.
remains
of my father's, which
the
and
partly
by my self,
brothers
and sisters being all
much
not
made
;
my
together

The houshold

married, and my father left alone, till Providence returned
me to him. But the remains aforesaid, by an oversight, not

being formally made over to me in my father's life-time, was
death valued to a considerable sum, my brothers

after his

and sisters claiming their shares.
Things being put in some
order that night and the morrow, as I walked thro' the floor,
seeing my self in mine own house, I was but little affected

and thought that now

I had it anew confirmed, that
in
are
worldly things
greater
expectation than in fruition. My
satisfaction in that matter was sufficiently balanced with the

with

small

it,

but what balanced that
measure of our provision
and " Hitherto the Lord hath
;

again was Jehovah

Of
102

this

jireh,

settlement there

is

a passage, Passages,

p.

helped."
34, date

After the morning family- worship, viz.
and
singing, reading,
prayer, having determined to read in
in
the Old Testament
the morning, and in the New at night,
I addrest my self to my work for the Sabbath
and after
prayer did with some difficulty fall on a text, viz. Rom. i. 29
but I had much of the divine assistance in my studies, and
foresaid.

Saturday.

;

;

meditating thereon, so that my false heart, taking occasion
therefrom to be lifted up, sent me groaning to the Lord for
help against it.
On the Lord's day being the 10th, I had signal assistance in every part of the public work
howbeit I had seen
;

no commentary on what I lectured and I preached with
light, life, and zeal, man's heart's fulness of all sin by nature
and some strangers seemed to be affected. Coming home I
saw cause to bless the Lord, for His return to me in publick
and went immediately unto my closet to secret
ordinances
the which since that time all along unto this day
prayer
hath been my ordinary practice.
After supper, I spent the
;

;

;

;

of Symprene, his father in 4 husbandlands [each 26 acres], out of the 10 husbandlands of the Kirklands of Symprene." The Homes continued as small lairds there
till about
1699, when Boston occupied for a time what had been their dwelling.
History Berwickshire Nat. Club, p. 300 (1877).
;
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time

till

109

the evening exercise in meditation and prayer, with
my not finding on mine own heart such

special respect to

impressions of my
so much of it as
of

own
I

vileness as

I

ought to have had

did see, as obliged

the Lord's mercies

I

am

me

to say,

"

:

yet

It

is

Moreover

not consumed."

I

found cause of thankfulness, that I was in some concern
that the devil might not pick up the seed sown.
In the
evening exercise I again found the deceitfulness of my heart,
so as

my

sent

it

me

immediately after unto God, groaning under

mismanagements.

There

a further passage of that

is

night to be found, Passages, p. 34, date foresaid.
On the morrow I went to Duns, to a monthly meeting
for prayer from several parishes ; the which had been set

There I met with the trial
mentioned Passages, p. 35, Dec. 11, which occasioned by a
letter from my friend is somewhat further opened, ibid. p. 61. 103
In it my eldest brother was most useful to me, encourageing
up by the worthy Mr. Colden.

me

to trust in

God

before

whom

I

laid the case

;

and on the

was much enlarged in prayer, for light to know my
duty therein and was hopeful that the Lord, who had given
light in other things relative thereto, would give light in that
Thereafter I went towards Hutton to hear Mr.
point too.
Watson's discourse, which affair had made me oftener than

morrow

I

;

once to implore the divine conduct.
Coming near the place,
I was informed that the business was done
by others on the

day before, that the discourse was much of a piece with his
him a new text. Coming home,
I was in
perplexity about my own affair aforesaid, went to
God with it, thought on it, but could not bring the matter to
a point
but by the good hand of God one of the members
of the meeting for prayer began the exercise that night with
singing Ps. lxi. from the beginning
former, and they had given

:

:

O

God,

What time my heart is overwhelm'd
And in perplexity," &c.
Afterwards conversing with

my

was somewhat eased, perceiving

father on
it

my

might be

business,

I

accomplisht

/
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On the morrow after, being brought
and
to the brink of want
yet seasonably supplied, I was
Providence seemed to point me
how
further eased, perceiving
And afterward
by it, as noted Passages, p. 6 1 Dec; 1 3
I
anent
to
went
God for guidance
it,
having occasion to write
and direction therein, and things seemed to be cleared to me.
At this time I was determined to set up a weekly sermon, 1
concerning which there is a remarkable passage noted Pasand on Thursday the 14th at night,
sages, p. 3 5, Dec. 12
I began it, having spent the afternoon in catechising
and of
about August following.

,

.

;

;

somewhat recorded, Passages, p. 36. And
that exercise I kept up all along after, during my continuance
in Simprin
and had many a sweet and refreshing hour of
this also there is

;

104

In the winter season, our meetings for it were in my
house, and in the night ; in the summer, they were in the

it.

the time of the day wherein the men rested from
for the people were servants to Langton.
And

kirk, at

their labour
I

;

same reason, it was only the women
any other time of the day
being
the master's business might not suffer by me,

believe that for the

whom

I

catechised at

solicitous that

;

good be evil spoken of on that account. On the
after, having visited the sick, and found how the
Lord had laid His rod on my handful, I was thereby convinced that had I slighted the motion for the Thursday's
Of that
sermon, I would have had no peace in so doing.
and
date
there
is
a
further
day
passage noted, Passages, p.
36, in which the more work mentioned as offered me, was I
think to have been a catechist in Duns, the encouragement
;i00 [Scots]. That night having consulted some books and
mine own heart on the sinfulness of man's natural state, to
see what further of that subject remained to be handled,
there occurred only man's death in sin, to which I was
determined accordingly.
On the Saturday I studied it, but
not with my former assistance
but after having prayed, and
nor

my

morrow

:

found
of

my
1

it

to

was not so much emptied
reckoning the subject more easy, I

be owing to that

self as

before,

I

The weekly sermon was kept up by B. during his ministry
in summer by day in the church.

winter at night in his house

;

at Simprin

;

in

DAY AT SIMPRIN

LORD'S
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in

recovered the divine aid in meditating afterward on what

I

had prepared.

On

the Lord's Day, Dec.

1

whereof there

7,

is

a passage

of that date, Passages, p. 37, having fallen under a double
temptation there mentioned, I had a heavy forenoon and
the preaching going away with little pith I cut it short.
;

'Twixt sermons I went into a barn * near by the kirk, much
dissatisfied with myself; saw how I had brought on myself
that

heavy

alteration,

wrestled with

Him

God

taking shame to myself,
pity, laying all oars to the water,

went

for

to

and cried that He would
His promise, Lev. xxvi. 40-42. Then 105
going away again with the promise of His presence, we sang
the 6th psalm from the beginning, being my case.
Having
prayed with a deep sense of my own vileness, and the falseness of my heart, putting me wrong after God had set me
especially pleading the covenant

remember

it

according to

with some life, till thro' the Spirit's
me
more
all my bands were loosed
then I
upon
blowing
went on with light, life, satisfaction, and concern for their
souls, and especially found my heart enlarged to preach the
freedom and riches of grace, with a hearty abhorrence of the
doctrine detracting from the praise thereof.
All went right
in some measure that afternoon
and I had rather more
than less of my former aid
withal there was some appearance of the word's making impression on some of the
The time being far gone, no psalm was sung
hearers.
after
in which I think I did amiss, if it was in my power
right, I preacht at first

:

;

;

;

have commanded 4 lines. With the student mentioned
in the Passage above referred to, I had sometimes had some
scuffles on the Arminian points
he coming in a little after
to

:

sermons, exprest his satisfaction in opposition to these.
After supper, having read something for the question to be

and with
handled, the people came to the evening exercise
a sense of my own emptiness and insufficiency for the least
;

duty

went

I

to

God

for

His

aid,

seeing

how

I

could not go

This barn was near the kirk the barn from the door of which he preached
sermon, was probably that still standing, at the extreme west end of
Simprin cf. p. 170.
1

;

his farewell
;
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but as led nor stand but as holden up ; and I was helped.
while after, desiring to note the progress of that day,

A

such was the temper of my evil heart, in consideration
whereof the states of innocence and- of glory l were that
night big in mine eyes, that I was averse to go to prayer
but I, finding this, peremptorily resolved that go
and durst not delay it, fearing from former exthe which also I did
perience the growing of that distemper
That
I
the
night
began
catechising of the
accordingly.
1 06
the
which
of
I
continued in my
servant;
part
family duty
the
on
Sabbath
till
of
late
nights,
family
years my strength
decaying, I almost confined it to the time of the year wherein
we have but one sermon.
On the morrow I visited the sick, and spent the afternoon in catechising, 2 and found great igorance prevailing.

aforehand
should

I

;

;

;

On

the Tuesday, visiting a sick woman grossly ignorant,
I had laid out before her, her wretched state by nature,
I thereupon sat
she told me she had believed all her days.

after

my eyes to the Lord, and
her again for her conviction
howbeit
Therefore I saw I had
stupidity appeared.

as astonisht for awhile, lifted up

addrest

my

nothing but
enough ado
catechising

self to

;

I
had another diet of
among my handful.
Wednesday afternoon and looking to the Lord
;

had some more comfort in them
than before.
Having inculcate almost on each of them their
wretched state by nature, and they frequently attending the
means of instruction, there were but few examined that day
who did not shew some knowledge of that point. But the
discovery I had made of their ignorance of God and of themselves, made me the more satisfied with the smallness of the
for help,

I

got

it

;

and

I

charge.

On the Thursday, thinking to preach the weekly sermon
on 2 Cor. xiii. 5, " Examine yourselves," &c, after prayer for
light and direction, I was surprised with that word slipping
1

Thus

early were his thoughts directed toward the great subjects of the Fourfold

State, Innocence, Nature, Grace, Glory.
2
hath therefore appointed that every
"August 30, 1639. The Assembly
minister, besides his pains on the Lord's Day, shall have weekly catechising of some
part of the paroch, and not altogether cast over the examination of the people till a
.

little

before the communion."

.

.

Acts, p. 43 (1843).
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into

mind, Hos.

my

lack of knowledge."
ally

determined

1

iv.

"

6,

And

My

hereto

and that was the

:

entered on in that exercise.

At

113

people are destroyed for
I

was

after prayer ration-

first

particular subject I
night the Lord was with

That opportunity
had a pretty frequent auditory.
of serving the Lord was big in mine eyes, and my soul blest
Him for that He had put it in my heart. After this, with
joy I saw my self in Simprin as in my nest under the covert
of Christ's wings.
Reading divinity that night, I was caused 107
to lift mine eyes to the Lord for light into His truths, seeing
me, and

I

the emptiness of book-learning without the Spirit.
Next day I visited one of my neighbouring brethren,
with whom I found not the affection I wisht for.

My

preaching twice on the Lord's day, in the winter, was
reckoned unneighbourly, notwithstanding of the singular circumstances of my charge, all in one little town, within a few
the which, shewing no
necessity of making a difference 'twixt summer and winter in
that point, did put me upon the quarrelled method, and kept
me at it while I continued in that place. Returning home,

paces from the one end to the other

;

and at that time I was reading Witsius'
2
which I had borrowed. To that excellent
book I was seasonably led by kind Providence at that time.
Having left off reading, and made a review of the day's progress, I saw an end of all perfection, no satisfaction in the
I found the hardcreature, all treasured up in Christ alone.
ship of having almost none in the country to tell my mind
to but Mr. Colden, who was then about to leave it going to
Oxnam where he continues to this day. I had a very heavy
heart that night on the account foresaid.
I would
fain have
writ to Mr. Mair, but his speaking of my transportation
barred that.
But my soul blest the Lord, that I had Christ
to run to
it was the very
support of my soul, that God
I

read a while

;

(Economia fcederum

}

:

1
At this service, held in the evening of Dec.
sermons on Hos. iv. 6. Brown-Lindsay MSS.

2

Hermann Witsius

21, 1699,

B. gave the

first

of ten

He

ministered to four congre[1636-1708], Dutch theologian.
became professor of theology at Franeker in 1675 at
gations from 1656 to 1675
Utrecht in 1680 and at Leyden in 1698, where he died. His great work, De aeconomia
;

;

;

fcederum Dei cum hominibus, was published in 1685; 2nd edition, 1693.
editions in English have been published.

Various
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governed the world, and that I might pour out my complaint
in His bosom.
Accordingly I lay down abed with that,
Father hath committed all judgment to
"The
v.
John
22,
I
the Son;" which many a time had been sweet to me.
had that morning met with a little incident noted Passages,
p. 37, Dec. 22.

text

Saturday the 23 rd, the day was far spent ere
which I having got at length, being Rom.
;

I

fell

vii.

on a
"

9,

I

without the law," I went upon with some help
At even I was ruffled with some houshold
from the Lord.

was

108

alive

plenishing, procured for and brought to me, but not agreeable
Withal I received information of a piece of
to my mind.
the blustering student above mentioned his management with
I went and
respect to me, which toucht me in the quick.
unbosomed my self to the Lord ; but my discouragement

remained, by means of that galling trial, which occasioned
me a piece of exercise that had a very sweet issue, but not

morrow

after at night, and is recorded, Passages,
After the unbosoming aforesaid, I found my self
therefore I
faint, not having dined at my ordinary time
immediately supt, and my body being strengthned but my
till

pp.

the

3839.

:

mind
to

still

my

Lord.

I went to family-worship and thereafter
endeavouring to strengthen my self in the
the Sabbath entring on my public work, my

troubled,

studies,

On

prayer was according to my frame, complaining of a body of
death and an ugly heart, and admiring heaven as a place of
rest from sin.
I
preacht that day man's ignorance of his

wretched state by nature
and was sure that God called me
preach it, by the voice of the people's necessity, two of
whom had told me expressly that week, they had believed
;

to

their days.
That night I altered the evening exercise,
from explaining a question sermon-wise, to catechising, as
more fit to profit the people and to this I had been deter-

all

:

mined

after seeking discovery of the

Lord's mind therein.

happy outgate from the galling trouble aforesaid, I spent some time in thinking of the Lord's kindness to
me, and closed the night, far spent, with singing Ps. xxxiv.
1
1 1, and reading the
Scriptures
observing meanwhile, that

After

the

;

LANGTON
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wanting written commentaries, a heavenly frame of spirit,
and soul-exercise, whether about temporal or spiritual things,
were two excellent commentators and then praying to my
God, who doth all things for me, went to bed.
;

On the Monday my heart was born up with the word
which the night before had set me to my feet again. And
for some days, till I fell by my iniquity, that word was sweet
and refreshing to me, and to this day I look on it as having I0 9
The said word was Ps. xiv. 6,
a particular interest therein.
" You have shamed the counsel of the
poor, because the Lord
is

his refuge."
Having gone to Duns
satisfaction in converse with Mr.

much

being heavenly,

spiritual

on business, I had
Colden
my heart
and on
discourse was pleasant
;

;

Tuesday morning that Scripture text, Jer. xvii. 68, was
sweet to me.
Mr. Colden was then pressing to get away
and I was in
out of Duns, as a charge too heavy for him
a particular concern for his continuance.
At night I went
*
and I were talking,
to Langton, where while Mrs. Dauson
the child in her arms suddenly was seized with a violent
convulsion-fit, wherewith we were both struck with surprise,
and thinking the child like to expire, we went to prayer
;

sometimes

served

occasion

as

how

observed in

for

;

vain

it

I
continued long.
world was, and the

my heart,
troubles attending the married state
but little knew I then,
that the same woman was to be employed to strike me with
the
;

a heavy surprise in
to pass

my own

The

after.

which came
was obliged to

case in that state

child's fits continuing,

I

;

and there being a project for a
tarry all the next day
catechist in Duns, for Mr. Colden's ease, I went to Duns on
:

the

Thursday

the

first

to

place,

I

forward
addrest

it.

my

After conversing with him in
without his knowledge to

self

whom with some difficulty I
condescend to an overture for effectuating that project.
Thereafter I discoursed Mr. Colden on the main thing, and
thought that by what past our hearts were more glued
the main agents for the parish,

got to

together.

Thereafter coming home,
1

;

I

thought on

my

sermon by

Mrs. Dauson, wife of Rev. John Dauson, minister of Langton.
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But
the way, and soon studied it after I was come home.
left
off
I
with
a
weariness,
my proper business,
being seized
tho' the time was approaching ; and even when the people
began

convene

to

lio about worldly

was

I

business.

a holy jealous God,

I

sitting discoursing with

my

father

Thus, thro' the just displeasure of
fell into a heavy care, wherein for

I
was that night deprived of His
lay.
days
in
His
work
on the morrow I was averse to
countenance
a strange thing
and my mind
to
me
as
was
religion
duty

several

I

;

;

;

was darkened as

my

self to

my

my

I
dragged
uptakings of Christ.
then
on
viii.
for
Kelso
studies
Prov.
II,

to

studied but with great deadness and darkness,
being most unfit to manage the subject of the commendation
On the Saturday I could
of Christ which yet I was led to.
vacant.

I

do no more but look up under the plague of a hard heart,
and was sadly checkt for my carriage Thursday's night
before sermon, which I took to be the procuring cause of all
In the afternoon I went to Kelso, where on the Lord's
this.
yet
day I was under apprehensions of the Lord's anger
could not my heart be kindly broken, nor could I wrestle
In the forenoon I had the mercy
with Him for His pity.
but it was not right with me.
to speak clearly and distinctly
I endeavoured 'tween sermons to confess my sin, and cry for
the Lord's help, yet faintly
howbeit it went some better in
the afternoon
and to some it appeared a good day but my
guilty conscience kept me from the confidence in the Lord
that sometimes I had reacht.
Late in the night I got a
I
little healing which
found continuing with me on the
;

;

;

;

;

Monday morning.
Jan.
the

i,

morrow

Which day having come home, I went on
where Mr. Watson aforesaid
Presbytery
before
them.
homily
My heart troubled by

1700.

to the

delivered his

;

occasion of him, was by means of his prayer somewhat
But his homily was a mere bable, therefore rejected
calmed.

by the Presbytery, and he dismist, and herein the brethren
were of one accord, excepting Mr Alexander Lauder, 1 author
1

Alexander Lauder, A.M.. was minister of Mordington, Pres. of Duns and
wrote in defence of Presbyterian Church Government

Chirnside, from 1695 to 1719

;

i
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of the book entituled The Ancient Bishops Considered, who in
I have oftener
that matter was in the extreme of modesty.

than once
learned

such cases with concern observed the more
to please
whether it be an effect of

in

men

easiest

;

generosity, arising from their superior genius and their more
thorough conviction of the weakness of human under-

standing

their not applying
or that the
;

of

or

;

and observe

themselves

notice

to

warmest heart

not
However that is, I
always joined with the clearest head.
was much affected with the goodness of God in that matter
strictly

I

had so much had

Mean while
At which time

warm

blink

the which

I

;

I

all

is

at heart.

walked halting until Friday, Jan. 5.
bands were again loosed, and I had a
the time of it Satan laid a train for me,

still

my

but in

did not then discern so as after.

It

was

laid

upon a very ticklish and delicate point, viz., the eventual
necessity and certainty of saints, their sinning still while in
1
The whole passage is narrated Passages, p. 39,
this world.
date foresaid.
My cup settled below the brim that same
and so it was on the morrow but I had learned to
night
I had some struggle with
be thankful for what was left me.
the world, difficulties presenting themselves to my view
but Jacob's case, Gen. xxxii. was helpful, and I found that
go the world as it would, I would fain take up my soul's rest
;

;

;

On

Christ.

in

the Lord's day

going thither for Mr. Dauson
I

was somewhat assisted

to

2

I

in

my

preacht at Kelso again,
his family distress
feeling,

;

specially in

and
the

afternoon.

From Kelso

Duns, to see what was become of
and I found it quite marred and
more than that, that I was suspected of double dealing in
Hereon
the matter, the which was exprest by Mrs. Colden.
I

went

to

the affair of the catechist

;

;

His book The Ancient Bishops Considered was pubagainst Episcopalian attacks.
lished in 1707 his Vindication of Ministers and Elders of the Church of Scotland
who have Taken the Abjuration Oath was published anonymously in 1712. Wodrow
Corresp., i. 358, 369; "Walker, Scottish Theology, p. 114.
;

Works, vi. no.
ordained at
John Dauson (Dawson) graduated at Edinburgh, July 9, 1694
Langton, Pres. of Duns and Chirnside, July 14, 1698 died Nov. 1726, age c. 53.
His son James, who succeeded him, was presented to the parish by Sir Alexander
Cockburn of Langton, and ordained August 18, 1727.
1

Miscellany Questions, V.

;

2

;

;
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made the following reflection, viz., but the Lord
Whether Mr. Colden was willing
I was innocent.

that

have Mr. James Balfour above mentioned to be the catechist
I cannot be positive ; but the main agent for the
not willing to undertake for the money, viz., ;ioo
was
parish
to be advanced for that end, unless Mr. Balfour was
[Scots]
so that I reckon the suspicion was, that the
the person
the parish's part and mine too a contrivance
on
was
project
rather in favor of Mr. Balfour than Mr. Colden
agreeable
to

1 1

2 or not

;

;

Howtemper of that good man.
ever my heart was really concerned for his continuance in
the country, and therefore was most earnest for his ease
but to my great grief, removing to Oxnam he left it a little

enough

to the suspicious

;

after.

Coming home on the Tuesday, I visited the sick and
much of that night I spent in my studies on which also I
was intent the day following and on the Thursday's night
had advantage by the sermon.
;

;

;

On

Friday the I2th, I perceived my worldly circumstances
in such a situation, as threatned to overpower me, and
break off my purposes but the sight of the vanity of the
:

world, and of the fulness of Christ supported me, and the
sense of the command of God kept me in some measure from
At night, the wind was so boisterous, and my
anxiety.

house

in so

ill

case, that

I

was obliged

to rise out of

my

bed

observed how
that many seek not a shelter for their souls till the storm
After all I was
of wrath is come, and they cannot have it.
for help in

the case.

obliged to quit

my

Lying down again,

bed, and go to

On

should have fallen on me.

my
the

I

father's, lest the

morrow

sermons with some distinctness and clearness
forth into thoughts of

my

difficulties

was so entangled therewith,

much

house

studied

I

my

but lanching
in the world, my heart

that the edge of

;

my

spirit

was

On

the Lord's day, the 14th, I was in heavy
case, but mercifully relieved, as narrated Passages, p. 40,
date foresaid.
blunted.

endeavoured on the Monday, not without some success,
keep my heart in a heavenly disposition
spent the
I

to

;

i

SIMPRIN STIPEND

7 oo

119

morning in my chamber, the forenoon in catechising, the
afternoon in business, and visiting a sick man at night, with
Thereafter earnestly plying my books,
help from the Lord.
I found my heart much bettered, my confidence in the Lord

more strengthned, the world

less valuable in

my

And on

began

to

the Tuesday morning when
soar aloft in thoughts of the

And

I

3

mine eyes, and

soul free of the temptations that otherwise

to.

I J

I

was

arose,

liable

my

soul

of

the

morning

earnest prayer I betook my self
to my studies again as soon as I could.
Experience of this
kind hath been one thing, which all along and especially in
resurrection.

after

hath recommended close study to me, and in a
manner bound it upon me, as being that on which much of
my peace and comfort depended. The victual being then
dear, the payment of my stipend had been shifted, and was

later years

like to

have been withheld from

reckon, was

the

thing that put

me

my

for a season, which,
affairs

in

I

the situation

But when thus I was least anxious about
above mentioned.
I
the matter,
understood that orders were given for doing
me justice, as noted Passages, p. 41, Jan. 16. And here I
cannot but observe that matters of the world go best with
me when I am least anxious about them.
That afternoon I went to Kersfield, having sought of
God strength to carry right in all companies and by the
:

to season converse there, I was more encouraged
on company. And there also I spent some time
in reading.
On Thursday having studied my sermon, my
and it fared with me accordheart longed to be at the work

help

I

had

to venture

;

ingly in prayer ; but
time of that exercise

by a temptation laid to me in the very
I lost all, and the sermon went heavily

That same night, the factor visiting me, paid
money payable by Langton, and shewed me I was

on.

all

the victual due as soon as

The yearly
of

oats,

little

have
could be got ready for me.
to

was 46 bolls of beer, 30
communion elements, and about
This was the half-year's stipend 114

stipend of Simprin

18

Scots,

for

from Horntown. 1
cropt 1699, which afterward

26

1

it

the

Horndean, an ancient

parish.

I

received accordingly.

Robson's Churches,

And

&c of Berwickshire, p.

147.
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it was as much worth as any, and more worth than some
whole year's stipends after for whereas afterwards I sold
the beer at
4 the boll, and under I received at
6,
$,
The which put me I believe
10 per boll.
that time for it,
;

;

I was expecting, or could forekind and watchful Providence then as always, balancing
affairs according to the design thereof.

in better circumstances than

see

my

;

I read not only on the
Friday, but some part of Saturday forenoon, which I am surprised to find but it seems I
smarted for that keenness, such indisposition of body and
mind seizing me after, that I was quite unfit for my study
for the Sabbath.
At length I came to my self, saw and
lamented before the Lord my sin and He turned my heart
back again.
So after dinner I began and compleated my
sermons in a good frame.
But in the morning of the Lord's
I
the
it much abated;
found
and I could
day, being
21st,
not recover it, till near the time of going to church.
That
:

:

I
perceived that thro' the corruption of my own heart,
the smallness of my auditory was to my disadvantage ; knowing by experience while a probationer, the sight of a multitude was of use to drive me out of my self.
Therefore I

day

endeavoured to be imprest with a sense of the weight of the
Lord's work in it self, to compense that loss and I had the
:

divine assistance that day accordingly.
Even in the lecture,
I endeavoured to level the word to their
consciences, and

had advantage by that method. 'Twixt sermons, considering how I was helped to plainness and faithfulness in some
measure, I saw in the mean while clearly my inability to
5

stand before a holy God for to give an account thereof; and
the need of Christ's imputed righteousness to cover the sins
of my public capacity as a preacher.
Thus it was also in my

coming home from the afternoon sermon, in which my assistance had been augmented, acknowledging the justice of God,
if He should eternally exclude me from His
But
presence.
it was heavy to me, there was no
appearance of success.
On the morrow I went to Robert Fairbairn's in Woodside, and visited a sick person, of whom Passages, p. 41,
There I was refresht with a heavenly society, the
Jan. 23.

READING
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excellent ones of that part of the earth, tho' they lived then
on borrowed meals, an Episcopal * incumbent possessing their

Returning on Tuesday, I spent the time
the meeting for prayer
where, from what I

kirk of Polwarth.

in reading till
discerned among them, I prest the study of the power of
But at that time the
godliness and concern for the public.
;

appearance of the

unsuccessfulness

of

my

preaching and

private conference was such, that I was ready to conclude, I
had ate my white bread 2 in my youth ; that the Lord did

more good by me as a probationer, than as yet as a minister.
Next morning I spent closely in my chamber, till 1 1 a clock,
that I went to Lennel, where I had some edifying converse
with Mr. Pow, a grave, peaceable, and judicious man.
At
night returning home,

Lying abed
Jan.

means.

it

my self again to reading.
ordinary time, Thursday morning
as always almost prejudicial to me.
I

applied

my

O what a weariness was it to
found thereafter great dissatisfaction with

went

I

Howbeit
self in

found

I

25,

When

after

I

to duty,

my own
But

in

me

!

my

mind, and a nail in

my conscience, by that
the afternoon, by prayer and studying my

was that night much helped to
But as I was
strength, zeal, and solidity.
going to begin, a temptation of the nature of that wherewith
I had been foiled the preceding Thursday's night was laid to
sermon

I

recovered, and

preach with

me

;

life,

which nevertheless

I,

like

a burnt child dreading fire,
my closet, the Lord

did escape.

Retiring after sermon to

was with me

in

prayer.

And now His

kindness

made

sin

appear to me exceeding sinful, and my self hateful to my self.
But then the temptation above mentioned, anent the eventual
necessity or certainty of saints sinning, set on me again
but I finding my self unable to answer it to my own satisThis I
faction, shifted it, resolving to gripe the promise.
;

1

George Holiwell, M.A., was Episcopal incumbent at Polwarth from 1664 to
On one of the three memorial-stones built into the outer wall of Polwarth
Church, he is quaintly described as "pedagogue" to Patrick, Earl of Marchmont,
and that his father was a periwig maker in Duns. Robson's Churches, &c, of
1704.

Berwickshire, p. 204.
2 Wheaten bread.

" The bread consisted of oatmeal cakes or
barley bannocks
wheaten bread was scarce, and rarely used except as a dainty." Graham's Social
Life of Scotland, p. 8 (1901).

;
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was well done in these circumstances, Matt. xv. 24-25.
However some time after, I set my self to consider that
and according to a laudable
point for my own satisfaction
think

;

profitable custom I then had, in cases of particular
thoughts thereon to writing ;
difficulty to me, committed
and they are to be found in the Miscellany MS., p. no,

and

my

Question V.

seq.

Why

:

the

Lord

suffers sin to

remain in

the

regenerate ?

The

my

following part of that

week

I

plied

my

studies,

and

Only on the Saturday's night upon a

frame continued.

certain occasion, falling under an uneasy apprehension, it
sent me several times to prayer, but I endeavoured, not
without some success, that it should not mar me in my

work nor

public

in

my own

soul's case

;

and

to give

up the

matter to the Lord, seeing and confessing a certain piece of
mismanagement to be the just cause of that distress, whether

was ground for it or not. Afterward, in the event,
found there was none but often hath God chastised my
real faults, by such means, laid aside when the design was

there
I

:

obtained.

But of these days, some things are noted, Passages,

p. 41, Jan. 25.

On Monday
Scots in loan

keep

much

it

;

two years.

sleep,

the

which

29 th, one came and
I

On

unfitted to

offered

me .50

yielded to take on condition I might
the morrow I found my self, by too

serve the Lord

;

and withal was

inwardly checkt for not having visited the families again,
before that time.
At night at the meeting for prayer I got
a little revival again, which I think I slept away in the

117 Wednesday morning, whereof I have had several sad experiences.
Howbeit, that day I visited some families of the
which there is a passage noted, Passages, p. 43, Jan. 31.
But my frame not being good, I left that work the sooner
and betook myself to my studies.
After the heavy event, and visiting the sick man recorded
ibid., Feb. 1, I going home went to prayer; and my averseness to come into the presence of God, wherewith I had been
seized under conscience of guilt, was taken away; and the
Lord loosed some of my bands. The following time I spent
;

MEDITATION AND PRAYER

i7oo

weekly sermon, and recording the heads of
two immediately preceding meetings for

in preparing the

discourse at

123

the

Taking some
prayer, which are to be found Lib. iv. p. 82.
time to prepare my heart by prayer and meditation for preach-

was somewhat of a breathing on

there

ing,

my

dry bones

;

and then did

my distance from God, ingratitude to Him, and
wearying of duties, specially secret and private, like darts
strike thro'

heart.

I

my liver
my self

;

set

I much hypocrisy in my
the rock I had split
against
guard
confidence in God was very small

yet found
to

on before.
However, my
and according thereto was the measure of countenance I had
in the sermon.
But it was good He did not altogether leave

:

me to my own weight. Some things that followed after are
recorded in the fore cited passage.
A conviction I then had

my

of

by beginning so soon on the Monday mornings
meddle with any secular affairs, prompted
desire to spend that morning in prayer and meditation
loss,

to write letters or

me

to

And by that time I
had also had thoughts of preaching one of the diets of the
Lord's day, on a text different from my ordinary. 1
with respect to the Sabbath's work.

On the morrow, Feb. 2d, I was fastened to my studies
the evening mixing them with prayer.
At which time,
been
at
some
and beg the
to
heart
having
pains
prepare my
till

divine presence,
little

went and visited some families, but with
So returning with a sorrowful heart I
But still it lay
complaint before the Lord.
I

satisfaction.

poured out my
heavy on my spirit, having withal a sense of my utter insuffiI
found it hard, yea
ciency for that piece of my work.
without a supernatural power impossible, to bring people
to a sense of their need of Christ.
Mean while I was convinced of the justice of the divine procedure with me in that
I saw also
matter, and of my legal way of manageing duty.
then a secret averseness of heart to that work, which when
I was a probationer I
thought I would have gladly embraced

an occasion

of.

Considering that night the state of the
ranks of persons, ministers as well as

all

thought
public,
1 It was
a common practice of the time for the preacher to discourse from the
same text, week after week for months, and even for a year or more. This text was
I

his

"ordinary."

1 1

8
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And that same night I learnt,
others, were out of the way.
that the Lord had directed to hit the sores of some at the
preceding weekly sermon, so that they thought some had
me in the which I perceived the divine conduct.
On Saturday the 3d, it was long ere I could fall on a

told

;

Churnside where

text for
fixed

in

that

my

point,

was

I

to preach.

thereon

studies

And when I was
went on heavily,

insomuch that having made but little progress therein, I
behoved to go away towards that place. At night being
and I was
there, my studies succeeded better with me
;

my

enlarged in

On

meditations thereon.

was more helped

in

the Lord's day,

preaching than in prayer wherein

under a great restraint.
When alone,
found my
not so confused in my up-takings of Christ and religion as
self

I

some other times of desertion. Yea, according to
that day, no less than Christ could satisfy me

Him

;

and

my

ways of

the

restraint

upon me

there

may

soul

was

in

But how

Lord.
in

prayer

to
I

some

I

sort lifted

reconcile

knew

I

was
in

my doctrine
;

supereminent excellency, and the emptiness of
besides

I

saw His

all

up

things
in the

that with

the

But certainly
where there is a

not.

be an enlargement in affection

straitning in words, Ps. vi. 3 ; and lxxvii. 4 ; Rom. viii. 26.
On the morrow at Foulden I paid the 40 [Scots] borrowed

anno 1698, which with other
10 clearing another debt,
119 exhausted the ^50 aforesaid: which conduct I took to be
best in my circumstances.
On the Tuesday I visited at
Lintlaws a godly friend then a widow, 1 who shewed me how
helpful the sermon at Edrom, Oct. 15, 1699, on Lam. iii. 22,
had been to her in her afflicted state which called to my
mind that word, " Who will hearken and hear for the time to
;

come?"

Isa. xlii. 23.
After this I returned to the Presbyof
where
at the preceding diet, upon occasion
Churnside,
tery
1 This was in all
probability the wife of one of the Turnbulls at Lintlaw in the
parish of Bunkle, perhaps the Jean Pennie, wife of John Turnbull, the miller there,
whose name and the names of her husband and two daughters, are mentioned in
the Porteous Roll for Berwickshire, 20th Sept. 1684.
A Robert Turnbull of Lintlaw and his sister Margaret, as well as other Turnbulls in the parish, are also mentioned there.
These were all " notorious offenders,"
i.e. determined Covenanters, and Jean Pennie was quite one who would approve of
and appreciate such preaching as Boston's. Note by Rev. R. Paul. See Brown's

Covenanters of the Merse,

p. 252.

i
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of requiring a probationer's subscription, I had observed that
the formula we of that Presbytery had to subscribe was a
unfit

very

Assembly

one, being that which was calculate by the
for those of the Episcopal way who were to be

received

into

ministerial

seconded

by Mr. James

that there should be a

presbyterial

communion.

1

This

was

then

Ramsay, who further proposed
new formula made. And indeed, in

management of matters of the

greatest weight,

But at
Mr. Ramsay and I seldom differed in those days.
this diet, the motion was so opposed by some, that nothing
was concluded. However I declared, how I thought the
formula above said which we had signed, might be prejudicial to the interest of the church in after-times.
Having returned home that night, I spent the next day
but
mostly in reading, frequently looking upward to heaven
;

was made

go halting for my ingratitude for
But
the divine kindness, on the Sabbath was 8 days before.
at night going to bed I was helped to pour out my complaint
On Thursday morning the 8th, my frame
into His bosom.
still

thought

I

to

continued, but I unhappily betook
off my studies till the afternoon

;

self to reading, putting

at

which time company

time for study.
I preacht and
that night in bands, and so was justly chastised for
unseasonable reading.
The Saturday I spent entirely in

coming
prayed

my
my

my

in, I

had very

little

and I found there
studies, which went not ill with me
was no ground for the uneasy apprehension above mentioned.
Upon that occasion I observed, what I have in several
instances since that time observed also, viz., that it was
;

easier for

me

according to
pensations.

not to be

lifted up with worldly things going
wish, than to keep right under cross disBut upon weighing of that matter, I judge the

my

observation must respect the first brush or commencement of
prosperity or adversity, not the continued train or course of the

same

;

and that

my

natural temper hangs the biass that way.

The formula referred to was prescribed by the Assembly, April 13, 1694. M The
very Act in which they make the Curates Formula, and instruct their Commission to
take in these creatures upon subscribing the same." Plain Reasons for dissenting
from the Revolution Church, p. 49 (1731).
A new formula replacing that of 1694 was enacted by Assembly, May 22, 171 1.
Acts, 239 456 (1843).
1

;

1
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of which there

account, Passages, pp. 4446, was a good day to me.
what is there recorded, I went to prayer, wherein
helped to cleave to Christ ; and protested, that I

is

an

After

was

I

would

Him, as my Lord, howsoever He might
be pleased to dispose of His joy and comforts ; it being
enough to me to be brought unto Himself, tho' by the
resolutely adhere to

brink of

hell.

Agreeable to the desire above mentioned, I spent the
Monday's morning in prayer and meditation, not without
some countenance from the Lord. And that day I had the
" Would to God I
following reflection on it, viz.,
may be
helped to hold on, for I have found the benefit of it this

whole day if my poor flock should be the better of it too,
how sweet would it be to me " And now by the mercy of
God, from that time all along to this day, it has been my
;

!

ordinary course to spend some time in the

Monday morning,
extraordinary prayer, according to the apostle's
" For this
thing I besought the Lord
example, 2 Cor. xii. 8,
In which one needs not question, but there has
thrice."
secret

in

been a great variety both as to management and success
'tis long since become in a manner natural to me now,
being hardly interrupted at any time when at home, but on
some unordinary emergent. On the morrow, after my secret
devotions, a friend coming in to me wearied me with discourse of worldly business, which was a pain to me the
which he perceiving, did desist from it.
Of my reading
:

but

:

p.

46, Feb. 13.

1

that day there is a passage, Passages,
At the meeting for prayer, I observed how

Cartes's Meditations

Providence ordered the reading of Mai. iv. and singing of
cii. 1 6
giving light into what was to be the subject of

Ps.

;

discourse that night.
Wednesday the 14th I spent mostly at Kersfield, and
was helped to edifying converse with delight. Coming home
at night

my

I

spent the remaining time mostly in reading.
Upon
mind and finding out a letter from an exercised

calling to

1 Descartes
[1596-1650] is generally regarded as the father of modern philosophy.
His Meditationes de Prima Philosophia appeared in 1641.

i
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Christian gentlewoman, anent her spiritual condition (it was
1
one Mrs. Janet Bruce, whom I had been acquainted with
I was checkt for not having answered it before
at
Airth),
that time

the which had been occasioned thro' my not
and was resolved
the answer might find her
where
knowing
On Thursday what spare time I had
to amend that fault.
And it was well
was spent in preparing my sermon.
for toward the evening I was necessarily engaged
ordered
;

;

;

in

company

;

so

that

before the sermon.

I

And

got only a little space for prayer,
at the beginning of the work I was

have been worsted by means of the worldly business
had been engaged in but the Lord appearing for my help,
the work became easy and sweet to my soul.
Thereafter,

like to
I

;

having retired a little for prayer, as ordinary, I spent some
time in profitable converse with two of the people.
Then,
after seeking the Lord's mind once and again, I wrote to the

person afore mentioned, according to the impression I had of
her case hoping that, tho' I knew not certainly how it was,
;

me to speak would also direct to write.
forenoon
was, after prayer for direction, spent in
Friday
of that nature, to Helen Hamilton, now
another
letter
writing
and there are few letters of any
Mrs. Johnston in Alloa
kind to this day, unto the writing whereof I do not address

He who

directed

:

I was helped to take up and speak
manner.
some measure of light, she having imparted
And I rejoiced to be thus employed by
it to me in writing.
At parting
I had little at home.
in
of
which
work
strangers

my

self in that

to her case with

with a student that night, I recommended to him the study
of the knowledge of Christ, the Gospel, and power of godlias I had done more generally in our converse.
ness
Upon
;

She was the daughter and heiress of entail of John Bruce of Auchenbowie, in
Ninian's parish, Stirlingshire, and married Captain William Bruce, eldest son of
William Bruce, second laird of Newtoune. Her husband wounded Charles Elphinstone, the laird of Airth, in a scuffle in Torwood on April 29, 1699, from which the
latter died next day.
Bruce was tried for the murder, but failing to appear, was
He appears to have escaped
denounced a fugitive the 22nd September following.
abroad, but returned in 1709, when a warrant was issued for his apprehension, but
left no children.
nothing further is known about him. He
"
This was evidently what " exercised her so much.jand led her to write to Boston
on this occasion. It explains what he calls " her case."
I am indebted to Rev. Robert Paul for this note.
Cf. Turnbull's Diary, p. 381, n.
1

St.

(Scot. Hist.

Soc).

1

2

1
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had the following reflection, viz. O what
quick and curious in the intrigues of
:

men

nature, yet ignorant of Christ
ment in secret prayer that night,
!

of the conceit of merit, as

if

Upon
I

occasion of enlarge-

saw the unreasonableness

a beggar should think he should

therefore have an alms, because he can cry for it, or hath a
But of this day being the
hand to put forth to receive it.
1

6th, to the

26th, there are passages recorded, Passages,

46-49-

pp.

At

this time I began to preach one of the Sabbath diets
and continued that
another text than my ordinary
These sermons are to
course for near about a year after.

122 on

;

be found Lib.

vi.

190.

pp.

On Monday

the forenoon mostly in reading

;

the 19th, I spent
towards the evening after

prayer I went and visited some families, and the Lord was
That night after the observe
not wanting to me therein.
best
with me when least conof
worldly things going
made,
cerned about them, noted in the above said Passages, I regift, which, tho' no great one, did greatly confirm me
On the Tuesday I betook my self to
in the said observe.
ceived a

then till near night I was in converse,
continued in some measure.
But being that
or
other
that
I
entered
one
into the
night
diverted,
way
for
without
the
Lord
seeking
aforehand,
meeting
prayer

my studies till
my frame

dinner

:

and

I afterward was sure was
my sin, I lost my frame, as
noted in the place aforesaid.
Thereafter I found my heart
more earthly disposed than before. On the Thursday I
sought of God a text and got one clearly, both for my

which

;

and the people, viz. Hos. vi. 4, " Your goodness is
1
The minister by whom I had the
as a morning cloud," &C.
had
come to my house from a
heart
there
noted,
heavy
in
the
town, where he had been waiting on
wedding-house
the indecency whereof in a minister gave me
his mistress
the great offence, which I took the freedom gravely to repreAnd tho' I was much inferior to him in age,
sent to him.
he took it well but otherwise I had little satisfaction in his
self

;

:

1

The

and the

first

last

of six sermons on that text

on April

25.

Brown-Lindsay

was preached on Thursday, Feb.

MSS.

22, 1700,

i

LETTER WRITING
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word and providence, there also mentioned, I
And by what I had
got my heart somewhat elevated again.

By

way.

the

seen and observed that day, I perceived that God had well
ordered my lot, in the place where I was, as most meet for

was spent mostly in
a secular nature
of
and
was
most
what
writing letters
on slowly ; and
most
and
went
the
wearisome,
therein, was
what was spiritual was more pleasant, and proceeded in with
more enlargement of heart. But after the passage of that
date, Passages, p. 49, my mind went a wavering after 1000
Next morning being 123
vanities, and spurned all calling back.
and
were
both
in ill case
neverSaturday, my body
spirit
theless after prayer I fell to my studies, and recovered both
ways, and by meditation on the love of Christ, I got love to
Him, confidence in Him, and contempt of the world, with a
I had then, of a considerable time,
soul-satisfaction in Him.
found my body exceedingly weakned with studying my
sermons and that day I strest my self less and inclined
to think, it would be every way better for me, if I could
the which
study less and pray and prepare my heart more
me.

The

following day being the 23d,
;

;

;

;

;

did then purpose to try.
The Lord's day was a
The morning thereof
heavy day to me, as there also noted.
I spent indeed, as had been my ordinary for some time, in

course

I

but I found it had been better to
prayer and meditation
have been occupied in thinking of what I was to deliver
for
;

;

the earthly thoughts that mixt with
to

helped

mar my frame

and

;

I

my
was

other meditations
also

under bodily

indisposition.

On Monday the 26th, I essayed and made a fashion of
but both body and mind were under
ordinary exercise
heaviness and indisposition
which on the morrow con-

my

;

;

tinued

and

found a great aversion to duty,
Wedyea even to reading of divinity, the gust being lost.
and
nesday afternoon, the bodily indisposition increased
;

in

that

time

I

;

therewith the prospect of my difficulties created me some
Thereafter I was in such disorder that I forced
uneasiness.

on a vomit begun of itself.
The bodily indisposition continued
but by that little twinge my spirit was somewhat
;

1
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bettered, having got a little revival ; and I was comforted in
1
Thus
reading the marks of faith in Craighead's sermons.

continued on the Thursday, in which

it

I

did nothing but

in delivering whereof I had some light,
prepare my sermon
and a little life and durst not but bless the Lord for what I
I received a letter from Mr.
had, however little.
Murray,
the
untender
carriage of some ministers in Nithsshewing
which was very wounding to me, and seemed with
dale
;

;

;

other things to write death to the generation.
How for the two days following, it was neither day nor
124
night with me, and how on the Sabbath matters became far

worse,

till

the Lord touched

Passages, p.

49, Mar.

3.

In

me

with a

my

live-coal, is

noted

retirement after sermons

day, blessing God for what I had met with, I had a
petition that God would either keep me from the case I was

that

before, or else take me home to Himself.
u It
I made the following reflection,
viz.,
not come into Christ's censer ; but I am sure,

Upon which I
may be it will

in

find

to Christ

and hatred of

sin that

was

the days following to Monday, Mar.

sages noted, Passages, pp. 50, 51.

it

was

at the root of
1 1

And

my

it."

love

For

there are pasas there narrated,

th,

sank on Monday the 4th.
On the morrow I went
unto and returned from the Presbytery in heaviness ; but
that day, our owning by subscription the divine right of

my

spirit

the government of the church,

was

When

carried.

I

came

insomuch that at
home, I became downright melancholy
the meeting for prayer, my head was so confused, that it was
in some measure vertiginous, and my imagination troubled
whence it came to pass, that some intermissions were caused
;

:

my

in

singing the Lord's praises.

duty urging,

I

However, conscience of

adventured to speak on the question proposed

Robert Craghead (Craighead), a Scotsman who went over to Ireland, was
minister at Donoughmore, Donegal, in 1658; was deposed after the Restoration in
1661 remained in the district and exercised his ministry privately as far as he could;
on the approach of King James's army in 1689 retired to Londonderry, but left it the
day after the siege began came to Glasgow, preached as minister of Blackfriars
Church, and sat as a member of the Presbytery went back to Ireland, became
minister of the Presbyterian Church at Londonderry, July 1, 1690 died Aug. 22, 171 1.
He published.in 1695 Advice to Communicants, and dedicated the volume to the Lord
Provost and other representative men of Glasgow. The reference here seems to be
to this volume.
Cf. Witherow's Histor. and Literary Memorials of Presbyterianism
in Ireland, i. 88-94 ( J 879)
Latimer's Hist, of Irish Presbyterians, p. 125.
1

;

;

;

;

;

LIGHT AND SHADOW

1700

be discoursed

to

Many

1
;

and thereafter

131

became more serene.

I

a heavy and melancholy day have

had, thro' various

I

causes and occasions, which holy Providence hath laid before
me ; but I do not remember that I had ever before that time
at which
affected, except once when I was a boy
know of no rational ground it proceeded upon nor
remember one instance since wherein it acted so

been so
time

I

can

I

;

;

if it is not the passage at
mechanically, to such a pitch
narrated
On the
Kelso,
Passages, p. 154, April 23, 171 2.
it
was
not
so
but
there
remained
a great
Wednesday
severe,
;

I

heaviness, together with a pain in my back, from the riding
the day before, tho' I was distant from the Presbytery seat

For this cause I lay much on my bed that
miles.
sometimes
walking out, to help my self by means of
day,
which
I found useful.
On the Thursday my
conversation,
exercises were very uncertain
I was still faint and
languishing in religious duties, found my body unfit for much study \
yet had solid hopes of the divine assistance in my sermon,
the which also I got with a good deal of serenity of mind.
But indeed it was best with me when in that exercise.
On
but

5

;

the morrow, the whole
I

came home

I

at

day being spent

could

nevertheless

find

Kersfield,

no vigor

when

in

my

On

Saturday morning I got a rousing stroke, by
an apprehension of my father's death, who was indisposed
thereafter my bands were all loosed in prayer
and then I
studied my*sermon
and my love to Christ, and concern for the
But the heavy
good of the people, were raised somewhat.
spirit.

;

;

;

In the morning
disposition of my body was still a clog to me.
of the Lord's day, I took some thoughts of my notes, the rather
to keep my heart stedfast, lest by loose meditations altogether

it

fixt, but beguile me as
reckon, was the occasion of
that way of spending the Sabbath

should not so well be held

sometimes before.
bringing

me

morning

in

off

And
from

this,

such meditations.

I

And

method of thinking on
impressing of my heart with what
to the other

1

in

my
I

coming over from
notes,

was

I

it

designed the

to deliver,

and

to

At the meeting for prayer held on Tuesday evening at Boston's house, "cases of
"
were handled.

conscience

1

25
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kept in a frame for preaching ; thus still pursuing the
former design, but in another method, whereby I judged I
was more likely to reach it. When I went away to the

get

it

endeavoured to propose to my- self the good of the
In the preface
people, and encouraged myself in the Lord.
of
my old frame still
my vigor was small, the reliques
kirk, I

I
hanging about me, but thereafter I was helped in all.
preached mostly from experience in the afternoon, and it was

sweet.

On
126

Monday, Mar. nth,

the

after the

heavy passage of

that day's date, Passages, p. 51, I went to Duns, in great
distress of spirit for to see Mr. Colden, with whom I could

use some freedom with respect to

my

case.

2d book 1 above mentioned
and I not insisting in
having been at this time filled up
that method after.
So having no memoirs of the following
years of my life, but the MS. above mentioned, under the
name of Passages of My Life, this Account shall be carried
on, with some gleanings and general accounts of my following years, referring to the said MS. for a more full and

Here ends

my

Diary, the

;

particular view thereof.

Being

Duns

in

there meeting with

as aforesaid in Mr. Colden's house, and
some of the godly people of Polwarth,

my mouth

according to my then heavy case was filled with
This Mr. Colden did
complaints in converse with them.
to
to
me
be
unsafe, in respect of the diswisely signify

couragement it might occasion them, considering
and character.
Howbeit the particular cause of
ness I discovered not to them nor to him neither

my station
my heavi;

but from

was not recovered till the 25 of the foresaid
month of March at which time I was mercifully set to my
that distress

I

;

feet again

;

tho' in a little time the clouds

rain, as narrated Passages,

5

1

returned after the

and downwards and 6 1 and

downwards.
1

of

it

This diary, written

was incorporated

in

shorthand till July 1669, was kept in two books. So much
MS. volume, Passages of My Life. Memoirs, p. 45.

in the

STUDY DAY

i 7 oo

133

How far I followed my above mentioned purpose of retrenching my painfulness in study, I cannot determine
but I well remember, that that season still finding my strength
exhausted on the Saturday's nights, I resolved to study my
The which course being begun,
sermons on the Friday.
:

and the advantage thereof soon perceived,
time kept

I

have since that

along to this day, bating occasional interruptions
which when they happened were painful, in respect of my
all

;

So I spent the
being so habituated to studying that day.
Saturday in other studies, as I found convenient till night,
;

mandate

1

sermons and prepared my lecture, leav- 127
This
ing the review thereof only to the Sabbath morning.
was all along my ordinary course as to my sermons but of
late years I have been wont to leave the preparing of the
and since 1 became unfit
lecture to the Sabbath morning

that

I

my

;

;

for

study after

mandate

dinner,

sermons

my

my weakness,
forenoon of the Saturday.

thro*

in the

increase of

I

On the 4th of April we began to meet in the kirk, at or
about the ordinary time of the day for sermon, for the weekly
sermon, which hitherto had been kept in the house, and that
in the night.

2

In the middle of that month,

ously

ill,

was

at

I

was alarmed with

my

father falling danger-

fears of his death,

which yet

My straitned
mercifully prevented.
circumstances in the world had inclined me to delay and put
off

that

time

marriage for some time, tho' otherwise sufficiently
but that alarm and my father's desiring

my

inclinable thereto

me

;

time of his sickness to expede it, and being thereafter obliged otherwise to be at a point therein, brought me
to set my self seriously to think thereof
and I was deterin the

;

mined
1

to follow the apparent

Mandate

preaching
"

conduct of Providence therein

= commit to memory, especially to

commit

to

memory

;

a sermon before

it.

The house was

This he always did,

still, except when he was mandating his sermons for Sabbath.
not only viva voce, but with as much energy and loudness as in

the pulpit."
Dr. John Brown's letter to Dr. Cairns, Horce Subsecivce, Second Series.
2 After the fourth sermon on Hos. vi.
4 (see Memoirs, p. 137) given on Mar. 21,
is
there
a note stating, " What follows was preached in the kirk, on or about the
1700,
ordinary hours for sermon in the day."
On May 16, 1700, at this Thursday service B. gave the first of ten sermons on
Eph. ii. 18, "Forthrough Him, we both have an access by one Spirit unto the Father,"
the last of the ten on Aug. 15." Brown-Lindsay MSS,
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which even in the review at this distance, I plainly see to
have been at that time clearly pointing and conducting me
by several steps thereof into it. Accordingly in the end of
that month I went to Barhill, and the marriage was determined to the middle of July.
That summer, before that time, I was comforted in

Some being
observing some fruits of my ministry to appear.
some seeming to be in the way
outwardly at least bettered
toward Jesus Christ and the worship of God set up in all
;

;

the families, so far as the elders or I could learn.
At the time appointed, I went to Barhill, and there on

700, going on 25 years of my age,
aforesaid going on 27, as born Feb.
3, 1674, and baptized the 2 2d; Providence having seen it
meet for me, to order the odds to be on her side.
Of this

Wednesday July

17,

married Katharine

affair there

1

Brown

are several passages recorded, Passages, pp. 58-72.

Thus was
128

whom

I
by all-wise Providence yoked with her, with
have now by the mercy of God lived thirty years

I

compleat

a

;

woman

of great worth,

whom

I

therefore passion-

a stately, beautiful, and
ately loved, and inwardly honoured
and
of an
comely personage truly pious,
fearing the Lord
in
our
common
and
under
evenly temper, patient
tribulations,
her personal distresses
a woman of bright natural parts, an
uncommon stock of prudence of a quick and lively appre;

;

;

;

;

hension in things she applied her self to
great presence of
mind in surprising incidents sagacious and acute in discerning the qualities of persons, and therefore not easily imposed
upon modest and grave in her deportment, but naturally
;

;

;

cheerful

;

wise and affable in conversation, having a good
and expressing her self with assurance

faculty at speaking,

;

endowed with

a singular dexterity in dictating of letters ;
a
being
pattern of frugality, and wise management of houswell fitted
hold-affairs, therefore entirely committed to her
;

for,

and careful

of,

remarkably useful
1

shire

may

The Merse

the virtuous education of her children

to the country-side, both in the

Mers

*

;

and

is the largest and most fertile of the three districts into which Berwickdivided, the others being the Lammermoors and Lauderdale. Merse or March
" the land on the march " or border.
signify
is

i7
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many

1

thro' her skill in physic and surgery, which,
instances, a peculiar blessing appeared to be com-

in the Forrest,

in

135

;
and, finally, a crown to me in
During the time we
public station and appearances.
have lived together hitherto, we have passed thro' a sea of
I
have
trouble, as yet not seeing the shore but afar off.

manded upon from heaven

my

sometimes been likely to be removed from her she having
had little continued health, except the first six weeks, her
death hath oftentimes stared us in the face, and hundereds of
arrows have pierced my heart on that score
and sometimes
I have gone with a trembling heart to the pulpit, laying my
;

;

accounts with being called out of it to see her expire.
And
now for the third part of the time we have lived together, 129
namely, ten years compleat, she has been under a particular
racking distress ; and for several of these years fixed to her
bed in the which furnace, the grace of God in her hath been
;

brightned, her parts continued to a wonder, and her beauty,
which formerly was wont upon her recoveries to leave no
vestige of the illness she had been under, doth as yet
and then shew some vestiges of it self.

PERIOD
From my

At and

marriage,

about the time of

deal bountifully with

my

till

my

I

was

VIII.

my

removal

to Etterick.

marriage, it pleased the Lord to
And the Lord's day immedi-

soul.

ately following, I preacht at
Ps. xviii. 46, " The Lord liveth,

the which text

now

led to, as

Dunning

in

Strathern, on
" 2
;
my rock

and blessed be

my anchor-ground, in my new
my lot. And that week

circumstances thro' the change of

we came home

to

Simprin.

It was formerly crown
Ettrick Forest was the popular name for Selkirkshire.
and a favourite royal hunting-ground.
"
2 Ps. xviii.
The Psalmist, in the
Notes of sermon preached by Boston
46.
former part of the Psalm, having acknowledged God, and praised Him for His
doth
in contemplation
deliverance, and prophesied greater good to come to himself,
wherein we have
of this break out as in a rapture into the praises of God
"
The
(1) The magazine of the Christian's comfort for all cases and in all times.
1

property,

:

;

136
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Until the 15 th of August the weekly sermon was continued in the kirk. At which time being intermitted because
of the harvest it was begun again on the 7th of November in

And after that manner
the house, and that in the night.
that exercise was managed during the remaining time of my
1
My wife and
ministry in that place.
straitning worldly circumstances that

I

had several

trials

of

season

particularly ;
comfortable experiences of seasonable

which we had some
appearances of Providence
in

for

our

and she shewed
But these

relief;

her self a good Christian, and an active woman.
were soon followed with more piercing trials.

my dear father sickened again and death
its
on
appearing
way, the rest of his children were sent for.
They being come, he on Sabbath the 13 th of that month,
after a sore toss of sickness, especially after sermons, died
that night, in the 70th year of his age, having been born in
130 December 163 1. This sharp rod the Lord had shaken over
my head that time 1 2 months before for my warning. However being laid on it went to the quick with me.
It was a
death
the
to
shock
of
I
which
had
much
ado to
heavy
me,
He was a man of a low stature, of a fresh and
stand.
lively complexion
nimble, strong, and vigorous
active, and
to
in
in
business
one
who
the worst of
given
application
times retained his integrity beyond many
and in view of
In April 1701,

:

;

;

;

;

death gave comfortable evidences of eternal life to be obtained
thro' the Lord Jesus Christ.
His body lies interred in the

church-yard of Simprin, in the burial-place of the ministers
Lord Jehovah

2

liveth, Christ is to the fore, there is no end to His days, come what will ;
whatever changes be made in the world, the Lord still liveth.
(2) The frame that the meditation of this puts the man into, even a praising frame.
Blessed be my rock. ...
" It is a damnable
prejudice that some have against religion that it is a melancholy
Brownlife, and that having religion, they must bid farewell to all joy and comfort."
Lindsay MSS.
1 At the
service
B.
Thursday
preached six sermons on James i. 2, the first on
Nov. 7, and the last on Dec, 19, 1700 three sermons on Eccles. i. 2, on Dec. 26,
four sermons on Luke xvi. 8, the first on Jan. 16 and the
1700, Jan. 2 and 9, 1701
last on Feb. 20, 1701
thirteen sermons on Luke xiii. 24, " Strive to enter in,"
the first on Dec. 10, 1701, the last on April 1, 1702. Here the notes cease.
BrownLindsay MSS.
On May 4, 1704, he began a series of discourses at the week-day service on the
Song "of Solomon, which he continued till his removal to Ettrick. Memoirs, p. 172.
2
This is on the west side of the little churchyard, and close to the gateway in
the wall, now built up, through which Boston passed to and from the church.
Here
there still remain four flat tombstones, two of them with inscriptions still legible,
'

'

;

;

.

.

.

;

DEATH OF

i7oi

there,

whereof

occasion

On

I

HIS

FATHER

137

thereby took possession, and soon had more

for.

the

24 of May, about

or 3 a clock in the morning,

2

my wife after long and sore labour brought forth her first
child, a daughter, called Katharine ; having, at the holy and
just pleasure of the sovereign Former of all things, a double
whereby she was rendered incapable of sucking.
wife
My
having a great terror of the pains of child-bearing
had aforehand laid her accounts with death, as she always I
hare-lip

think did on that occasion thereafter, having at the same
sovereign pleasure an uncommon share of these pains, the

remembrance whereof

to this

day makes

my

heart to shrink.

When

I,
understanding her to be delivered and preserved,
was coming towards the chamber to see her, Mrs. Dauson

above mentioned meeting me, intimated to
the child
with which my heart was struck,
and falling from a tree.
Howbeit I bore
;

me

the case of

like a bird

shot

and
and
my
wisely,
very christianly
after her manner.
Thus it pleased my God, to correct me
for my sins
to balance my enjoyment
and to teach to
Him
in
in the womb.
the
formation
of
children
acknowledge
The child being weak was baptized by Mr. Dauson the same
day and was for a long time watched in the night, thro'
the summer.
In that dear child's case, I had a singular
it

gravely

;

afflicted wife carried the trial

;

;

;

as considerexperience of tender love melted down in pity
her
teeth
set
on edge thro' the parent's eating of the
ing
sour grape.
;

After

Duns
I

my

falling

father's death, his

to

thereby became

tenement

Newtown

in the

me by

his disposition thereof in
liable to a burden of 1 000 merks

100 had been borrowed money, the rest
the portions of two brothers and two

allotted

sisters

;

my

of

favor,

whereof
by him for
;

my

eldest

having long before received another tenement for
his portion, and discharged my father and his heirs.
They
brother

James Gibson, who died in 1668 and James
Landreth, ordained 1725, died 1756.
On another the only legible words are 'In
Reverendum et clarum virum Magist while on the fourth, only the words Memento
mori,' and a skull or hour-glass and spade and cross-bones in high relief, can now be
traced.
There is nothing to indicate where Boston's father was buried." Note by
Rev. R. Paul. Cf. Berwickshire Naturalists' Club Proc, viii. pp. 310-11 (1877).

commemorating two of the ministers

;

'

;

'

1

3

l
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having also charged me with an account of his moveables
which I then possest or claimed, I took advice thereanent
and being convinced in my conscience that their design was
quite beside the intention of the dead^ and that, in law and
justice, I had a charge upon them more than sufficient to
:

balance the same

brothers and

;

resolved to essay to satisfy these my
by advancing their money as soon as

I

sisters

be.

might

In pursuance of which project I went to Barhill about the
harvest ; and the child having appeared to grow better at the

There I received
quarter's end took my wife along with me.
I
to my motherinterest
a part of her portion
for which
paid
;

in-law

death

:

1

the 3'ear 1709, at which time she was removed by
the remains thereof some time after that I received,

till

But that journey proved a very heavy
the way thither, my wife swooned at
Danskin 2 which seemed to be occasioned by ram's mutton
afforded us there to dinner.
She recovering we accom-

being in Etterick.
one for our trial.

By

;

3
being in Inzevair, in her sister's
house, on a morning she lying a-bed after I was risen
dreamed that she saw the child perfect, the natural defect

plisht our journey.

And

made up, and extraordinary beautiful. This making
impression, as it could hardly miss to do, we returned homeward as soon as conveniently we could. And in our way

I3 2 being

home, one of our horses, which was my own, when we were
hard by Danskin, began to halt, having as appeared afterward found a nail as they term it. Yet having but a little
way to the place where we were to lodge all night, we were

much incommoded thereby. Being come to our lodging,
the horse, after he had stood a while in the stable, appeared
but neither I nor any one
greatly pained in one of his feet
not

;

there understood the matter.

On

the

morrow

rinding he

could not go, we were obliged to leave him, and get another
4
in his stead till we came to my aunt's in Blacks-miln, about 8
1

2

His scrupulous integrity in money matters was conspicuous throughout his life.
Danskin, parish of Garvald. The route they took was by Longformacus over the

Lammermoors

to Gifford.
Mrs.
Inzevair, parish of Torryburn, Fifeshire.
lived here.
4
mile south-east of the village of Longformacus.
3

A

Angus,

sister of

Mrs. Boston,
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or 9 miles from home.
Being in that case arrived there, in a
our hearts were pierced with an account that our dear
After which getting another horse
child was dead and buried.
little

we came home

and found that that
in great heaviness
could be judged,
the
as
near
and
hour
as
of
day,
very day
wherein my wife had the dream aforesaid, the child had died.
Thus it pleased the Lord to exercise us with one affliction
on the neck of another and as I have often experienced,
the world's laying their over-load above the burden from the
so it was afterwards found, that one of
holy sovereign hand
our acquaintances had very unjustly spoke to the grief of us
whom the Lord had wounded. The horse was afterward
sent for, and the smith in Simprin, having him under cure,
I had in the
took a nail out of his foot.
year 1709, another
of which there is a particular account
trial near a-kin to this
Passages, p. 120, and downward.
Being thro' the interest of Mr. James Ramsay aforesaid
and other friends chosen by the Synod to be their clerk, I
entered on that office at their meeting in October this year
and continued therein till the close of their meeting in April
171 1, at which time I did demit. That work was a matter 133
When I first took the
of great weight on several accounts.
seat among them, and stood up for to read, being in great
confusion thro' my natural diffidence and timorousness, I
blundered but recovering my self, with much ado made it
out.
Upon which occasion Mr. Ramsay did seasonably
there

;

;

;

;

;

:

The oath
express his confidence of me notwithstanding.
de fideli administratione I declined ; and they were pleased to
accept of my promise to serve them faithfully and keep their
secrets

;

which

I

strictly observed.

labour and painfulness
business of great toil.
short

:

It

was a work of great

even the reading of papers was a
In time of their sederunts, I took

minutes of the substance of their actings, which in
I extended
the which occasioned my

the interval of diets

;

up great part of the night. And their meetings falling
in the times of the year wherein I was weakest, I could not
have endured but that they did not last long.
After the two
first Synods, being always desirous to do the business to the
sitting

1
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best advantage

make

ordinarily
at

my

filled

I

leisure.

up

for the

could reach,

I

did of

LIFE
my own

vm

period

proper motion

a 3d copy of the minutes ; but this at home,
Then the Synod book was once a year to be

General Assembly to

visit

I

it.

often sat in

my

seat among them, as one wandring in a wilderness, while I
observed the sway of their opinions and reasonings, in order
to take up the mind of the court
but, thro' the divine assist:

ance,
please

ordinarily took up and exprest their affairs so as to
to facilitate their work.
And I had a very

I

and

1
honourable testimony in that point of my Lord Minto, who
had been clerk to the Council of Scotland
exprest on
;

the which
being present at the Synod
testimony raised in my heart admiration of the divine conWhen I entered
descension, and thankfulness to my God.

occasion of his

;

the fees were 14 pence a Synod by each
afterward they were advanced to 5 groats
but in
134 the year 1703, they raised the same to half a dollar being
2
29 pence. And during the time I continued in Simprin these

on that

minister

office

;

;

were paid very

well.
By an account of the gain by that
kept for the first five years, I find it was better than
;ioo Scots communibus aunts. In the beginning of Novem-

fees

office

ber

I

cleared the portions

of

my

two brothers and elder

1 Gilbert Elliot
[1651-1718], "sometime writer in Edinburgh," was found guilty of
treason by the Court of Justiciary, July 16, 1685, as one of Argyll's party, actually in
and
an
He obtained the King's
act
of forfeiture pronounced against him.
arms,
pardon, and in Nov. 1687 sought admission as an advocate. Shortly after the
Revolution, July 22, 1690, the act of forfeiture against him was rescinded he was
knighted and 'appointed Clerk to the Privy Council created a baronet in 1700 took
his seat as Lord Minto in the Court of Session, June 1705.
It was mainly through his
exertions that the well-known Rev. William Veitch escaped the extreme penalty of the
law.
When they met at Dumfries at the sitting of the Justiciary Court there, Minto
said to Veitch, "Ah! Willie, Willie, had it no' been for me, the pyets had been
"
to which Veitch replied, " Ah
Gibbie,
pyking your pate on the Netherbow Port
Gibbie, had it no' been for me, ye would ha'e been yet writing papers for a plack the
" Mr.
Elliot, since Lord Minto, is lately
page." Referring to his death, Wodrow says,
dead [May 1, 1718], and filled one room in the bench of Justiciary, where this unjust
sentence was given forth against him, as well as a place in the College of Justice, he
so well deserved, by his unshaken probity, integrity, and boldness against all unrighteousness and vice." Fountainhall, Hist. Notices, pp. 600, 654, 824; Wodrow,
Brunton and Haig's
History, ii. 492-3; M'Crie, Veitch and Brysson, p. 99 n.
Senators, &c. pp. 480-2.
2
sb
4 pence sterling.
groat
Half-a-dollar
29 pence sterling.
As there were seventy congregations in the Synod of Merse and Teviotdale, and each
congregation paid about half-a-crown as fees, Boston received from this source in 1703
% sterling or jioo Scots.
fully
;

;

;

!

;

;

,

A

=

i
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their discharges of all they could crave thro'

father's decease.

The Synod meeting

at

Jedburgh, on Tuesday, April 21,

1702, I was obliged upon that occasion to leave my wife,
And by the disposal of
having I think past her reckoning.
holy Providence, for our further trial, the Synod continued

even on the Thursday afternoon.
They being at
I took horse that
evening, and riding all night,
where, by the mercy of
got home about the morning light
On the
God, I found my wife still well tho' in perplexity.
Wednesday after, April 29, about the going down of the sun,
she brought forth her first son, John, who was baptized on
sitting

length risen,

:

the 1st day of May by Mr. John Pow minister at Lennel.
In his appearance our hearts were comforted, after the heavy
trial in the case of his sister
finding that our God would
;

" not chide
And as
continually nor keep His anger for ever."
he was always a proper child, so he is this day a very stately

and pretty man the which I deem just to remark, to the
praise of our merciful and compassionate God who formerly
;

had

afflicted us.

Being invited,
battle, in

the

I

assisted

month of June

communion

the

at

1

this

year.

And

in

Mor-

here began a
2

particular friendship between the worthy Mr. John Simson
minister there and me ; which lasted till he was removed by

He was a serious good
death in or about the year 1722.
man a most pathetic, zealous, and popular preacher, and
;

withal substantial in his sermons

135
having a most ready gift
blest with
always concerned to gain souls to Jesus Christ
;

;

;

" Morbattle.
Saturday before the Sacrament there, June 6, 1702. Isa. Ixiv. 1,
that Thou wouldst rent the heavens, that Thou wouldst come down,' &c."
Monday after the Sacrament, June 8, 1702. Acts iv. 13, 'Now"
when they saw
they took knowledge of them that they had been with Jesus.'
1

1

Oh

" Morbattle.

.

.

.

Smith MSS.
2

He

graduated at Edinburgh July 11, 1687; was licensed by the Presbytery of
Kelso July 3, 1694 ordained at Yetholm, same Presbytery, Sept. 27, 1694 admitted
After a long and painful illness he died
minister at Morebattle Nov. 24, 1697.
The vacant charge was not filled up till March 4,
April 2, 1723, in his 56th year.
1725, as the congregation resisted the induction of the presentee.
Simson was an intimate friend of Boston. He was recognised by the Societies
(Cameronians) as one of those, within the Church of Scotland, "of known fidelity and
devotion to Gospel truth," who contended for Reformation principles.
Hutchison's
;

;

Ref. Pres. Ch., p. 181

;

Tait's

Border Church Life,

i.

31.

1
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and most
a great measure of his Master's countenance
He
had
a
the
to
easiness
and
singular
people.
acceptable
sweetness of temper which continued with him to the last.
He was in the end of his days confined for a long time to
;

bed

his

in

;

which time, visiting him

company with my
we found him

in

two friends Messrs. Wilson and Davidson,

lovely and pleasant as before.
By the beginning of
younger sister had been paid to a
July the portion of
still

my

small remains.

The first time I administered the sacrament of the Lord's
and
supper in Simprin, was on the 2d of August that year
it was done yearly thereafter,
while I continued in that
At that time it was administered in the kirk, there
place.
being sermon also without but I think that was the only
;

:

time, except in the winter, that
1

it

was not celebrated without

gracious to me in that work
and I have savoury remembrance of my delivering of that my
" Then said
first action-sermon on Ps. xl.
Lo I come."

doors.

The Lord was very

:

7,

I,

time of serving the tables, and finding the
meeting without wanting a minister, I under the impressions
of the Lord's goodness then upon me stept into the tent and

Going out

preacht
M

Happy

in

a while

to

them extempore on Deut.

art thou,

O

Israel

:

who

is

like

xxxiii.

unto thee,

O

29,

people
is the

saved by the Lord, the shield of thy help, and who
sword of thy excellency, &c." Mr. Simson aforesaid was one
of my assistants at that time and we continued our mutual
;

assistance thereafter for ordinary
only it
2
a
after
the
the
which
little,
rupted
1709,
;

was once interwas occasioned

by the passage narrated Passages, p. 124, paragraph 2. And
many a good day of that nature we had together especially
at Morbattle.

This was the first year of the reign of Queen Anne, the
Oath of Allegiance 3 to whom I took
but did thereafter
;

1
August 2, 1702, the date of Boston's
years after his settlement there.

2

See Memoirs,

Brown

first

communion

at Simprin, almost three

p. 241.

of Wamphray [1610-1697] held that "there is no minister or Christian
Yea they would
scruple at the taking of the pure Oath of Allegiance.
account themselves obliged to take the same, if there were any necessity or just suspi3

who would

SIMPRIN
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often desiderate a due impression thereof on my spirit.
endeavoured, while she lived, to keep the sense of it on

heart

:

but unto this day

never took another whether of a 136

I

public or private nature.
Hitherto we lived in the house where

came

to the place

particular time,

I

:

I

my

I

settled

when

I

there, tho' I remember not the
the evening lecture in
family, on

and while

began

my

And that custom
the chapter read in our ordinary nightly.
save in the Sabbath nights of
1 have continued to this day
When at any time there seemed to be
late years at least.
;

a
it, I choosed rather to say
interthat
one
to
it
alone
let
than
fearing
quite
very
mission thereof at our ordinary times might make way for

some occasion of intermitting
little

dropping

it

;

altogether.

In the end of the year, the winter being begun, we removed into the new manse built for me from the foundation,

and by that time covered but little of the wright's work
but was adoing thro' the winter.
within it was then done
The ground whereon it was built, being quite new, we were
obliged at first to straw the floor of our bed-chamber with
1
This hardshavings, which was afterwards laid with dales.
to
we
the
house
of
new
suffering the
preferred
entring
ship
then from
estate
inconveniences of the old.
going
Langton's
hand to hand, it was not without considerable difficulty and
Afterward I
expense too, that I got that house carried on.
the which was a
formed a large garden and built the dike
work of some time, trouble, and expense too. And herein
also was the saying verified, u One soweth, and another
:

;

;

reapeth."

On

the

6th of Jan.

1703,

I

cleared

the

100

merks

aforesaid, borrowed by my father, with all viz. rents
thereof due, and took a discharge of the same, because I
knew the debt to be just howbeit the creditor had, at no
time, had any write under my father's hand for it.
137
In the month of March following, met the first General
;

cion of disloyalty in them, which might occasion the same." Apologetical Relation
p. 259 (1665).
The Cameronians or Society people maintained, that taking the Oath of Allegiance
to an uncovenanted sovereign was one of the steps of the Church's defection.
Works,
,

vii.

608.
1

Deals.

i
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Assembly in the reign of Q. Anne of the which Assembly
I was a member.
Seafield, being the Queen's Commissioner,
x
was chosen Moderator, as the man
Mr. George Meldrum
most acceptable.
be
would
him
to
The asserting of
who
the
of
Church
was
then
intrinsic
the
the great point
power
it was told them
that some laboured for, but in vain
by
their brethren, They had it, and what then needed the waste
;

:

of an Act asserting

it

an

?

The Assembly having

sat several

for preventing Protestants
days were upon
marrying with Papists, in the time whereof, a whisper
beginning about the throne, and a motion being I think

made

overture

2

recommitting the overture, the Commissioner,
rising from his seat, instantly dissolved the Assembly in
This having come like a thunder clap,
her Majestie's name.
there were from all corners of the house protestations offered
for

it

against

which

I

;

and

for the intrinsic

power of the Church, with
But the Moderator, otherwise a most grave

joined.

1
George Meldrum was ordained minister at Aberdeen in 1659, but after the
Restoration interdicted the exercise of his ministry on a qualified submission, which
he afterwards regretted, the interdict was removed; became rector of Marischal
College, Aberdeen was driven out of that city by the Test Act of 1681, and was
silent till the Toleration of 1687 when he was appointed to Kilwinning
translated in
1692 to the Tron Church, Edinburgh. Acting on the advice of the city ministers, the
Town Council elected him Professor of Divinity, ;in room of Mr. George Campbell
deceased.
He was unwilling to accept the chair, on account of the additional duties,
but his difficulty was overcome by the Town Council appointing Mr. Ebenezer Veitch
to the office of "performing preaching and prayers in the Tron Church," who
also undertook at the request of the Presbytery and Town Council
to visit the sick
of the parish of the Tron Kirk when called thereunto, to ease the Rev. Mr.
George
Meldrum of that part of his ministerial function." Meldrum was installed as
Professor in Oct. 1702, retaining also the charge of the Tron Church till his death on
Feb. 18, 1709.
He was Moderator of General Assembly in Jan. 1698 and Mar. 1703.
Diffident and averse to disputation, his sermon on Psalm cxxii. 6, " Pray for the
of
Jerusalem," preached before the Duke of Queensberry and the Scottish
peace
Parliament on May 16, 1703, brought him into conflict with those friendly to
In that sermon he spoke out against the evil of patronage, and the
Episcopacy.
toleration too far.
danger of extending
Hepburn of Urr and his party reckoned it a
" Master
that
grievance
George Meldrum who formerly had been a curate, was sometimes chosen Moderator in the General Assembly, and also was advanced to be
Professor of Theology, and yet was never required to make public profession of his
repentance for his former way." Humble Pleadings for the Good Old Way, p. 6
Wodrow, History, i. 147-9 Bower's Hist. Edin. Univ., ii. 8-1 1 Butler's Tron Kirk,
pp. 235-6 (1906); Gilbert Rule's Second Vindication, pp. 195-204 (1691).
2
James Ogilvie [1663-1730], second son of James, third Earl of Findlater;
became Solicitor-General in 1693 Secretary of State for
educated for the bar
Scotland in 1696 created Viscount Seafield in 1698, and Earl of Seafield in 1701
Lord High Chancellor in 1702 on his father's death in 1711 became fourth Earl of
He was Royal ComFindlater, taking the title of Earl of Findlater and Seafield.
missioner to the General Assembly in 1700, 1703, 1724, and 1727.
In 1713 he
introduced into Parliament a motion for the Repeal of the Union which was only
;

;

;

'

;

I

;

;

;

;

;

;

lost

by four

votes.
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and composed man, being in as much confusion as a schoolboy when beaten, closed with prayer, and got away together
1
This
with the clerk, that nothing was then got marked.
was one of the heaviest days that ever I saw, beholding a
vain man trampling on the privileges of Christ's house, and
others couching under the burden.
And I could not but
observe, how Providence rebuked their shifting the Act to
assert as above said, and baffled their design in the choice of
the Moderator
never a Moderator since the Revolution to
this day, so far as I can guess, having been so ill treated
The learned and pious Mr. James
by a Commissioner.
;

2
Brisbane, late minister of Stirling, a young man at that
time as well as I, pulled me down when offering to join the
and the same very worthy man, many years
protesters
:

joined not with the Representers in the affair of the
Marrow ; tho' he had no freedom to go along with the

after,

Assembly, but was obliged

to

himself in favor of 138

declare

truth before they should close that affair.
And I remember,
that with respect to this last case, he in private conversation
said in his pleasant

knew not

if

manner

he would have

home, and reflecting thereon

thereafter he
full

in

had so done, but

satisfaction in

it

Mean

his closet.

when got
while the

dissolving of that Assembly by Seafield, was the occasion
of adjusting that matter 'twixt the Church and State, and
settling

it

in the

manner wherein

I

suppose

it

hath

all

along

continued, the Assembly being first dissolved in the
of Jesus Christ by the Moderator as their mouth, and

since

name

then in the

name

of the magistrate by the Commissioner.

"
1
This Assembly continued until Tuesday 23 [March 1703] in the afternoon, when, while the Assembly were very peaceably and calmly reasoning upon
some overtures transmitted to them by a former Assembly, the Commissioner very
suddenly and unexpectedly rose up and dissolved the Assembly, indicting a new one to
meet at Edinburgh, March 16, 1704. Against this abrupt dissolution, some members
protested that it might be no prejudice to the truth of Christ, nor privileges of His
Church: many ministers adhered; but the Moderator praying, the Assembly was
dismissed with singing and the blessing." Turnbull's Diary, pp. 429-30.
2
James Brisbane, licensed by Pres. of Glasgow Feb. 23, 1693 ordained at Kilmalcolm, then of Pres. of Paisley, in Nov. of that year admitted to second charge
at Stirling Dec. 1703
two years later he became minister of the first charge.
His
association with Alex. Hamilton, minister of the neighbouring parish of Airth, was of
benefit
to
him.
He
was
a
fervent
Whilst
he
no
took
signal
evangelical preacher.
public part in recommending or defending the Marrow, he was one of five, who,
at the Assembly of 1722, voted against an Act
explaining and confirming the Act of
Assembly 1720 condemning the Marrow. Agnevv's Theology, pp. 217-21.
.

.

.

;

;

;
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In April following, the Synod meeting at Duns, entered
on making an Act, asserting their principles with respect to
the establisht government of the Church.
Against which,
Mr. Alexander Orrock 1 minister at Hawick, a man of vast
parts and the greatest assurance I ever knew, protested and
left the Synod
pretending the same to be a raising of ground;

less jealousies against the magistrate

tho' in the

;

mean time
With
now at

the grounds of jealousy were lookt on as not small.
him joined Mr. Robert Bell, 2 minister at Cavers,

Mr. Robert Cunningham 3 at Wilton, afterward at
4
Hawick, and Mr. Robert Scot at Roberton.
Upon the
other hand, I was dissatisfied with the Act, for that it toucht
not the particular point in which the Church was at that
time specially aggrieved
namely, her intrinsic power of
and
in
her
treating
meeting
judicatories of her affairs, as
for
the
honor of her Head and the
necessity might require,
welfare
of
her
members.
And since, for the said
spiritual
I could not
of
and
had not so clear access
cause,
it,
approve
Crelling,

;

as ordinary to give my vote, I declared this my mind before
Synod ere it was put to the vote.
Whereupon Mr.

the

5
139 Charles Gordon, minister

a learned

at Askirk,

and

holy

Alexander Orrock, graduate of St. Andrews; licensed in 1687; according to
Wodrow he was unfairly charged with naming the king as an idolater in a sermon
he delivered at Dundee in 1688, and for which he was forbidden to preach in that
town.
He was ordained at Hawick Sept. 23, 1691 complained to the General
Assembly of 1705 regarding the action of the Synod of Merse and Teviotdale,
died April
asserting their principles with respect to the government of the Church
Scott's Fasti; Wodrow's History, ii. 638; Fountainhall's Hist. Notices,
23, 1711.
1

;

;

p. 863.
3 Robert
licensed by the Pres. of
Bell, a graduate of Edinburgh, May 7, 1689
Earlston Oct. 1693; ordained at Cavers Feb. 14, 1694; translated to Crailing, jure
Nov.
died
"Father
of
the
devoluto,
Church," May 9, 1755, 85th year of
30, 1721
his age and 62nd of his ministry.
Boston preached at communion seasons at Cavers
Robson's
church, standing on the outside stair leading to the eastern gallery.
Churches of Teviotdale, p. 49 Steven's Scot. Ch. at Rotterdam, p. 173 (1832).
3 Robert
at
licensed
Cunningham graduated
Edinburgh May 30, 1689
by Pres.
of Selkirk Sept. 27, 1693; ordained at Wilton, Pres. of Jedburgh, Apr. 18, 1694;
admitted minister of Hawick June 4, 1712
died August 5, 1722, aged c. 54.
\

;

;

;

;

Scott's Fasti.
4 Robert Scott
graduated at Edinburgh July 3, 1693; ordained at Roberton, Pres.
of Selkirk, Apr. 24, 1700; died Aug. 21, 1727, aet. 53. Publication: Twelve Sermons
preached before and after celebration of the Lords Supper. Edinburgh, 1729. Scott's

Fasti.
6 Charles Gordon
graduated at King's College July 11, 1676; admitted as
minister at Campvere in 1686 the first holding that charge, enrolled a member of
the Presbytery of Edinburgh.
Campvere was a town in the island of Walcheren in
the Netherlands, the seat of a Scottish factory, enjoying special trading privileges
with Scotland.
Scots church existed at Campvere from 161 1.
On a visit to
Scotland in 1688 he was brought before the Privy Council, and detained because he
;

A

i
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man, of uncommon integrity, sometime chosen to be professor
of divinity in Aberdeen, tho' he accepted it not, spoke something in answer thereto and for the Act, which thereafter
was voted, and approven by the rest. But that same night,
I
think, he sent for me to his quarters, where, he lodging
1
together with Mr. William McGhie, minister of Selkirk, we
And this
supt together, and were brought acquainted.
I

believe

was the occasion of

the Presbytery of Selkirk their

And I
for the parish of Etterick.
the comfort of his declaring to me on his death-bed,

setting their eye

had

some time
had

in

after

on

my

me

coming

to Etterick, the satisfaction
friend and

having seen Mr. Gabriel Wilson

my

he

me

settled in their Presbytery.
2

and not heir to my
3
Drummelzier
the
superior in a year's
father, was
rent of my tenement for entry, which otherwise would have
been but the double of the feu-duty.
So, on the 15 th of
for which
I
60
April,
compounded with him for
[Scots]
in
the
a
the town-clerk having drawn
bond
jog-trot style of
bonds for borrowed money, I refused to sign it but drew
a bond with my own hand, with the which Drummelzier was
satisfied.
This I signed accordingly and relieved, by paying
the money, on May 14th, thereafter.
Having upon that affair
had occasions of conversing with Drummelzier, who was a
sober sensible man, I afterward found, he had upon occaI

being only a singular successor,
liable

to

:

;

;

sions

shown himself

friendly

disposed

his

in

own way

He returned to Campvere,
declined to affirm the legitimacy of the Prince of Wales.
but a call to Dumfries brought him home.
He declined that call, but was admitted
at Dalmeny Sept. 23, 1691
translated to Ashkirk August 1695 elected Professor of
;

;

and King's College, Aberdeen, in 1697 ; his election being ratified
died
refused to accept this appointment
by General Assembly Jan. 20, 1698
He presented the MS. of Row's History to the Theological
April 19, 1710, set. 54.
Wodrow's History, ii. 640-3 Steven's
Library of the University of Edinburgh.
Scot. Ch. at Rotterdam, p. 291;
Officers and Graduates Univ. King's College,
Aberdeen, p. 71, New Spalding Club (1893).
1
William M'Ghie graduated at Edinburgh Aug, 26, 1693 ordained at Selkirk
Scott's Fasti ; Craig Brown's Selkirkshire, i. 377.
Jan. 12, 1700; died 1725.
2 "A
purchaser or other acquirer of titles, in contradistinction to the heir."
3
William Hay, born Dec. 1649, son of John, eighth Lord Hay of Yester and first
Earl of Tweeddale. His father settled the barony of Drummelzier, Peeblesshire, upon
him. He was appointed by the Privy Council Sept. 11, 1684, one of the Commissioners
Divinity, University

;

;

;

;

Merse and Teviotdale. He was proprietor of the Manor and Castle of Duns,
which he bought from the creditors ot Sir Archibald Cockburn in 1698. This accounts
for his
Douglas's
superiority over Boston's father's house in the Newtown of Duns.
Peerage of Scotland, ii. 608 (Wood); Fountainhall's Hist. Observs., pp. 133, 557.

for
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particularly, that it being told him, speaking
in Duns then vacant, that I was too hot ; he

thereupon mentioned another place for me, as one as hot
So early Providence was at work for
as I, viz., Etterick.
bringing about my settlement in that place, where I was to
Mean while, much
spend the most of my strength and days.
140 about the same time, was also laid a foundation of TushiI
law's aversion to it
having occasion to speak with him
:

and advise him, in the affair of the scandal alleged against
him with A. L. the which was oftener than once before the
1
In January 1704, was paid up the remains of my
Synod.
youngest sister's portion, tho' not discharged till the month
And thus was I cleared of the burden
of July following.

came upon me

that

my

thro'

father's decease.

Invited by Mr. Gabriel Semple retaining of his former
disposition towards me,
forenoon and afternoon.

I

preacht in Jedburgh February 27,

The congregation being convened
an
hour after, he from the reader's
a
of
about
again,
quarter
desk 2 made a short discourse on the 5th command, particuThe things he
larly the duties of husbands and wives.
on were indeed common and ordinary but they were
in such a manner, and such power accompanied
I
that
was in a manner amazed, and they went out
them,
"
thro' me, and in thro' me, so that I said in my heart,
Happy
Mr. Gabriel Wilson 3 being
are these that hear thy wisdom."

insisted

;

delivered

then his assistant, but preaching that day at Oxnam, there
began at that time an acquaintance betwixt him and me,
which by some interviews afterward, and particularly by a

meeting
after

I

at Simprin,

was

advanced

to a particular friendship.

settled in Etterick,

and he

in

And

Maxton, the same

1 A
charge was brought against him which he denied.
Unprinted Acts of
Assembly, 1705, 1706.
2 On account of the
of
ministers
at
the
Reformation, readers or
qualified
scarcity
In 1574 there
exhorters were appointed, as stated in the First Book of Discipline.
were 289 ministers and 715 readers. The office of reader was abolished by the General
Assembly of 1581, but the abolition was merely nominal or legislative. The offices
M'Crie's Public Worship, pp. 428-35
of reader and precentor were often conjoined.
Miscellany, Wod. Soc, p. 323.
3 Gabriel Wilson, born c.
1679 graduated at Edinburgh 1697 licensed by Presbytery of Kirkcudbright Nov. IX, 1705; declined their invitation to settle at Balmaghie; assistant at Jedburgh and at Maxton ordained colleague to Mr. Edgar at
Maxton, Feb. 23, 1709, and became sole minister Dec. 1713; died Feb. 11, 1750,
;

;

;

;

aet. c. 71.
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grew up

into a noted

and uncommon
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strictness, continuing

mercy of God inviolate unto this day.
On March 2 1 about 2 a clock in the morning, my son
Robert was born, and baptized on the 26, by Mr. John
thro' the

,

1
Lithgow, minister at Swinton.
This year was remarkable to me, with respect to my
ordinal in preaching, and my studies of both which I shall
;

here give an account.

As

ordinary in preaching, occasionally mixed with
having begun, as said is, the 2d Sabbath in
Simprin after my ordination, I continued preaching man's
At which time I entered
natural state, until Aug. 18, 1700.
to

my

other subjects

;

From
on preaching Christ the remedy for man's misery.
which I proceeded, Oct. 19, 170 1, to the doctrine of the
in the which, entring Feb. 8,
application of the remedy
1702, on the particulars of the ordinary method of the Spirit
:

being sensible of the delicacy of
the subject, and desiring to say nothing thereon, but what I
with sinners in conversion

;

had digested aforehand, I began writing my sermons at large,
2
And
and to venture very little on extemporary expression.

was the occasion of my falling into a habit of writing my
sermons at large, which I have since for ordinary continued,
a yoke which often
as I had access, and could reach it
since that time I would have been glad to have shaken off, but
could not get it done.
Nevertheless I have been convinced,
it was a kind and honorable
dispensation of Providence that
kept it on me.
Howbeit, whereas in my notes at that time,
as also before and after unto this day, may be sometimes
found Latin, Greek, and perhaps Hebrew, it was not my
manner to express them in the pulpit to the people but in
their mother tongue to express the thing the best way I
could.
In sermons indeed coram clero, as Presbyterial exer3
I
but so doing in
used all freedom in that point
cises,
this

:

;

:

1
John Lithgow, studied philosophy and divinity at Utrecht was licensed and
ordained by Scottish Presbyterians in London admitted at Swinton, United Pres.
of Duns and Chirnside, Apr. 20, 1696 died Apr. 9, 171 1.
2
Owing to B.'s careful pulpit preparation it was possible to issue so many
volumes from his pen after his death, to meet the widespread demand for them.
"
3
The General Assembly doth earnestly recommend to the
April 16, 1694.
several Presbyteries within this Church to set up the use of exercise and addition."
;

;

;

14

x
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sermons before the people in country or town, I ever despised
and had a contempt of, as pedantic and unbecoming the
weight of the sacred mysteries. Mean while, having dispatcht
that subject, I proceeded, Nov. 15, 1702, to the privileges of
And finally, on Feb. 14, 1703, I entered
believers in Christ.
on the believer's duty ; wherein, after the general doctrine,
coming to particulars, I went thro' all the ten commands
which done, I shewed the use of the law to those that are out
the believers' deliverance and freedom from the
of Christ
and pressed the regarding thereof, as a
law as a covenant
I closed that
rule
of
with
which
142
life,
ordinary of subjects, in
the month of April this year 1704.
Withal on the 4th of May following, I began an ordinary
of week-day sermons on the Song of Solomon
in which I
think I continued till my removal to Etterick
where I had
no more access to service of that kind.
In that time I went
thro' the 2d and 3d chapters of that book, and had entered
on the 4th and these afforded us many a sweet hour
These sermons are in retentis. But I judge I had
together.
;

;

;

;

;

:

before

that

gone

thro'

the

1st chapter

in

some exercises

without writing any notes.

As

to

my

studies,

when

I

was

settled in

Simprin,

I

had

very few books ; which occasioned my borrowing, as I had
access ; and moreover, where I wanted to be satisfied in some
particular points, obliged me to think of the same, if so I could
find out what to rest satisfied in, not having access to consult

many

authors.

And

thus

my

scarcity of books proved

a

kind disposal of Providence towards me
I, in that method,
arriving at a greater distinctness and certainty in these points,
than otherwise I could readily have obtained.
The chief of
;

these points I wanted to be satisfied in were two
namely,
the doctrine of the grace of God in Christ, and the subject of
;

baptism.

As
to give

how

for the doctrine of grace, how the Lord was pleased
heart a set toward the preaching of Christ, and

my

had several convictions of legality in my own practice,
is already narrated.
I
had heard Mr. Mair often speak of
but I
being divorced from the law, dead to it, and the like
I

:

i

A LITTLE OLD BOOK
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understood very little of the matter.
Howbeit, my thoughts
being after my settlement at Simprin turned that way that I
might understand somewhat of these things, some light, new
but 143
to me, seemed to break up from the doctrine of Christ
then I could not see how to reconcile the same with other
:

And I think, that
things which seemed to be truth too.
these first rays of light, was a notion, that the sins of
believers in Christ, even while yet not actually repented of,
did not make them, being in a state of grace, liable to eternal
among

And on this head I did, by a letter, consult
punishment.
Mr. Murray in Penpont ; but was not throughly satisfied
Mean while, being still on
with what he advanced upon it.
the scent, as I was sitting one day in a house of Simprin, I
espied above the window-head two little old books, which
when I had taken down, I found entituled, the one The Marrow
1

of modern
sinners.

divinity,

These

2.

1

the other Christ's blood flowing freely

reckon had been brought

to

home from Eng-

land by the master of the house, a soldier in the time of the
wars.
Finding them to point to the subject I was in

civil

The
particular concern about, I brought them both away.
latter, a book of Saltmarsh's, I relished not ; and I think I
it quite thorough.
The other,
part only of the Marrow, I relished greatly ;
and having purchased it at length from the owner, kept it

returned

it

being the

without reading

first

1
The first part of the Marrow was published in 1645. The initials E. F. given on
the title-page, are generally regarded as those of the author, Edward Fisher, a gentleman commoner of Brasenose College, Oxford. The book is a compilation from
divines of standing in the Reformed Church, both of the Continent and England,
cast in the form of a dialogue.
It sets forth the absolute freeness of the Gospel, that
God the Father in His self-moving love to mankind lost, had "made a deed of gift
and grant unto all men of His Son Jesus Christ," and that every child of man is
encouraged and commanded without delay to accept the salvation thus offered to him.
The book was an immediate success, and various editions were called for in rapid
succession.
second part, which is in the main an exposition of the Ten Commandments, was added in the edition of 1648. The book had almost disappeared from
view by the end of the seventeenth century. Its discovery by Boston in 1700, gave it
a new lease of life in the eighteenth century. The first part, with a preface by Hog of
Carnock, was published in 1718. Boston's edition of the first part, with elaborate
notes, appeared in 1726.
2 Free
grace, or the flowings of Christ's Hood freely to sinners, was published in
1645, the sixth edition appearing in 1649.
John Saltmarsh, the author, was rector of
Heslerton, Yorkshire, chaplain to Sir Thomas Fairfax after the capture of Oxford by
the Parliamentary army, he preached in St. Mary's Church there.
"A
person of a fine and active fancy, no contemptible poet, and a good preacher."
,

A

;

Wood's Athence Oxon:
1840).

iii.

571-5 (1817)

;

Fuller's Worthies,

iii.

414-5 (Nuttall'sed.,
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books.

to this

found

I

day
it

to

and

;

light

is still
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found among

come

close to the points I was in
the consistency of these, which I

and to show
quest of
could not reconcile before:
;

it

LIFE

so that

"

I

in

rejoiced

which the Lord had seasonably struck up

as

it,

me

to

in

a

my

darkness.

What time precisely this happened, I cannot tell
am very sure, that by the latter end of the year 1700,
;

but
I

I

had

not only seen that book, but digested the doctrine thereof in
a tolerable measure ; since by that time I was begun to

preach

it,

as

I

had occasion abroad.

to

to

Such opportunities

I

my heart, which I
home, being on the ordinary

the then bent of

took,
give way
could not so directly satisfy at
aforesaid.

The
was in
144 Simson

first

the

parcel of books

year

1702.
being in

I

got added to

my

The which year

small library
in August, Mr.

my closet, and looking at my
smiled
the
book-press,
which, from whatever principle he
did it, toucht me to the quick, being conscious of my want of
aforesaid

:

1
Among these were Zanchy's works,
and Luther 2 on Galatians, which I was much taken with
and Providence also laid to my hand about that time, Beza's 3
Most of the books mentioned in the. 2d,
Confession of Faith.
3d, and 4th pages of my catalogue yet in retentis, whose
prices are set down with them, were purchased in that year,
and the following 1703. And from the year 1704, the
catalogue aforesaid goes on orderly, according to the years,
generally, wherein the books came to my hand.
Being thus provided, I was in better case to pursue my

a tolerable quantity.

:

1
Jerome Zanchius [15 16-1590], divine and reformer, was born near Bergamo, in
Northern Italy studied at Bergamo entered the monastery of Lucca, where under
the guidance of Peter Martyr he became an evangelical teacher fled from Italy in
was professor at Strasburg and Heidelberg; developed and defended with
1551
great acumen Calvinistic doctrine was one of the most learned scholastic theologians
of the sixteenth century.
His works appeared in three folio volumes. Geneva, 1619.
2 Luther
[1483-1546] published this Commentary in Latin in 1519 in German,
1525 of which many editions, in various languages, have been issued.
3 The
Confession of Beza [1519-1605] was in substance the document he drew up
for his father, in which he gave the reasons for his
becoming a Protestant. It was
written before the year 1560.
Beza allowed it to be printed, as likely to be of service
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

in furthering the evangelical cause.
Cf.
brief and pithy summe of the Christian fayth,

A

sion

made by Theod. de

Beza.

made inform of a

Translated out of French.

London,

1585.
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In this

reached thro' grace a distinctness and certainty, as
to several points of the doctrine of grace, that I had not
And what contributed much thereto was, that I
before.

manner,

I

purposedly studied some points of that nature for my own
and set down my thoughts in writing particularly these three points, viz.: 1. Whether or not the sins
satisfaction

;

;

of believers, while unrepented of, make them liable to eternal
2. Whether or not all sins, past, present, and

punishment?

to come, are pardoned together and at once?
3. Whether
or not repentance be necessary in order to the obtaining of
the pardon of sin ?

Mean

while, after

I

was

let

into the

knowledge of the

doctrine of grace, as to the state and case of believers in
Christ, I was still confused, indistinct, and hampered in it,
as to the free, open, and unhampered access of sinners unto
Him. And thus I am sure it was with me till the year 1702.

How long I continued so thereafter I know not. But, thro'
the mercy of God, I was by the year 1704 let into that point
also ; and so far confirmed therein, that on the 9th of July
communion

in Coldinghame, I preached on 145
unto me, all ye that labour and are
heavy laden," &c, then and there giving the true sense of
that text, since published in the Notes on the Marrow, and
1
And by the same time also, I
prosecuting it accordingly.
reckon I had the true sense of the parallel texts, Isa. lv. 1 ;

that year at a
Matt. xi. 28, "

Matt.

13, since that time also published in the Notes
I was led thereto, I cannot distinctly tell ;
I
had
taken the hint from the Marrow ; and I
apprehend

ix.

aforesaid.

but

I

Come

12,

2

How

had no great fondness for the doctrine of the conditionality
of the covenant of grace.

With

relation to the point last named, I remember, that
in a piece of trial before

upon a young man's mentioning,

the Presbytery, the conditions of the covenant of grace, I
quarrelled it, having no great gust for faith's being called the
condition thereof, but abhorring the joining of other con1

2

Marrow,

pp. 374-5 (Boston's ed., 1726).

Ibid., p. 195.
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it.
Thereupon he was appointed to deliver an
1
exegesis on the question, An fcedus gratice sit conditionatum ?
This the young man, in his exegesis, resolved in the affirma-

ditions with

tive

I
think, he held by faith only as the condition.
his thesis, using this argument, viz., " I will be
and they shall be
people," is not conditional

tho', I

;

impugned
their

God,

My

but absolute

;

" But this

the covenant

is

"
;

To

Ergo, &c.

which Mr. Ramsay aforesaid answered for the young man,
That the covenant of grace was indeed a testament, and not
Herewith I was satisfied, and
properly speaking conditional.
declared I would not insist, since I had been in earnest
but
withal that I thought 'twas pity, that such an improper way
of speaking of faith should be used
since it was not scripliable
to
was
be
and
tural,
abused,
ready to lead people into
;

;

mistakes.

These things, in these days while I was in the Mers,
gave my sermons a certain tincture, which was discerned
tho the Marrow, from whence it sprang, continued in utter
but they were acceptable to the saints
neither
obscurity
;

1

;

;

show disgust of them.

did brethren

conversed occasionon
some
of
these
with
ally
points
brethren, particularly with
146 Mr. Ramsay, then in Eymouth and indeed he was still on
the other side of the question.
had then some of the
I

;

We

same arguments, that afterwards in the year 1723, were cast
up before the Synod, in Mr. Wilson's affair but these disputes marred not our friendship, he being still pleased to call
me to assist at the communion with him in Eymouth, 2 tho'
:

he used not to be with
1

me

Simprin on that occasion.

at

The

The

conditionality of the covenant of grace was the subject of keen controversy.
The Marrow-men held that it was unconditional ; and that it was misleading to speak
of repentance and holiness, and even of faith as conditions of salvation.
Cf. Wodrow,

Edin. Christian Instructor, pp. 541-2 (Aug. 1831)
Corresp., i. 45 n.
Theology, p. 280 British and Foreign Ev. Rev. xxxiii. 712-3.
2 Boston assisted
Ramsay as follows
;

;

;

Agnew's

,

:

"Eymouth
mitted two

hath

[Sabbath],

March

8,

1702.

Jer.

ii.

13,

'For

My

Eymouth, July 11, 1702. Preparation Sermon, Saturday. Luke i. 53, He
the hungry with good things,' &c.
July 12, 1702. Sermon in the barn. Luke i. 53, He hath filled the

filled

"Eymouth,

'

hungry,' &c.
"
1

Eymouth, Monday, July 13 [1702].
hand I commit my spirit,' &c.

Into Thine
"

Eymouth

&c."

people have com-

evils.'

[Sabbath], July 4, 1703.

Smith MSS.

Thanksgiving Sermon.

Numb,

xxiii. 10,

'

Let

Ps.

me dye

xxxi.

5,

the death,'

i
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worthy Mr. Colden also had a difficulty to admit what I
but after some
advanced on the 1st question aforesaid
reasoning, he owned there was some weight in that argument.
If believers were liable to eternal wrath in the case mentioned, they behoved to be so, either by the law and covenant
of works, or by the Gospel and covenant of grace ; not the
not the second, for that it
first, for believers are dead to it
condemns no man.
;

;

As for the subject of baptism, after I was settled among
the people of Simprin and had entered closely on my work,
finding some of them grossly ignorant, and hardly teachable
in the ordinary way, and casting in my mind what course to
take with such, I drew up in writing a little form of catechising in the fundamentals in short questions and answers, on
I do not well
design to teach it them privately in my house.

remember the progress of that affair, nor do I well know
where these questions are but afterward I used the same,
;

in the case of

my

little

children, in the first place,

when they

became capable of instruction. Among other such grossly
ignorant, there was one, who desiring his child to be baptized,
I could not have freedom to
grant his desire for some time
neither am I clear, whether, when the child was baptized, it
was baptized on a satisfying account of the fundamental
Whatever had laid the
principles from him or his wife.
foundation of such scrupling, I was, by means of such
:

straitning in practice, brought closely to consider that point.

And having purposedly

Who

have right
to baptism, and are to be baptized ? I wrote my thoughts
thereon also. 1
And being one day in conversation on that
head with Mr. William Bird, 2 dissenting minister in Barmoor
studied the question,

1

Miscellany Questions, VI.
Works, vi. 125-220.
"In 1672, Mr. William Bird, a native of Scotland, to avoid persecutions and
on in that kingdom, came into the county of Northumberland, and
preached the Gospel wherever he could do it with safety. The little flock assembling
at Barmoor, delighted with his
piety and principles, his unremitted efforts to promote
and extend the knowledge of divine truth, gave him an invitation to become their
This he cheerfully accepted.
pastor.
He was blessed with much tranquillity
and joy in discharging the functions of his office and from the time he became their
till
pastor
liberty of conscience was granted by the Toleration Act passed in the
beginning of King William's reign, so skilfully united the wisdom of the serpent with
the innocency of the dove, that he
escaped the fines, imprisonments, and many other
to which multitudes of his brethren in the ministry were exposed.
hardships
"
Mr. Bird, notwithstanding the troublesome time in which he lived, had the plea;

2

cruelties carried

.

.

.

;

147
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England, he presented to me Fullwood's Discourse of the
Bringing home the said book
Church} for clearing me.
with me, I considered it and wrote also some animadversions
on a part of it. From that time I had little fondness for
in

Visible

National Churches strictly and properly so called, as of equal
and wisht for an amendment of
the nations

latitude with

;

the constitution of our

own Church,

as to the

membership

thereof.

There were
some thoughts

besides these, other two questions

I

bestowed

The one, Where hath
on, in like manner.
sin its lodging-place in the regenerate ? the occasion whereof
was a discourse with Mr. Mair on that head, but I doubt
I have well understood him in that point
the other, Why
the Lord suffers sin to remain in the regenerate ? which had
its rise from a particular straitning on that head in my own
:

private case, as before narrated.
thoughts on these several subjects, written for my
own satisfaction, I had, by the 4th of August this year 1 704,

My

all fairly

transcribed for conservation in a book purchased for

I have called The Miscellany ManuBut whereas,
and
it
was
filled up to p. 325.
script ;
thereby
I had in May
the
on
exercises
Confession of
1703, begun
Faith written at large for my own instruction, and the edifi-

the purpose, and which

j

people to whom I delivered them, for the
exercise
on Sabbath for ordinary, that work was
evening
And in the
continued only to the end of that year 1703.
cation

of the

sure of seeing the work of the Lord prospering in his hands.
His small congregation
increased by his attention and fidelity in the ministry, and many were made wise unto
He continued to discharge the functions of his pastoral office at Barmoor
for nearly forty years, and died Dec. 12, 1712, in the 67th year of his age.
His dust
rests in Lowick churchyard."
Extract from MS. History of the Scotch Presbyterian
Church at Lowick, written by the Rev. Israel Craig, who died c. 1845, and communicated
Dr. Thomas
Barmoor
who states that " somewhere about
salvation.

by

Hodgkin,

Castle,

the middle of the eighteenth century, long after Mr. Bird's time, the congregation
migrated to Lowick, about a mile to the east of Barmoor, and the chapel followed
them." Barmoor wood is four miles east of Flodden.

" From Flodden
ridge
The Scotch beheld the English host

Leave Barmore-wood."

Marmiott,

vi. 19.

Dr. Francis Fulwood (Fullwood), Archdeacon of Totnes, Devonshire, author of
A Discourse of the Visible Church, " in a large debate of this famous question, viz.,
whether the Visible Church may be considered to be truly a Church of Christ, with"
out respect to saving grace ? (1648).
1

LECTURING

1704

157

went thro' the first two chapters only.
I
judge its proving sometimes too strong meat for the
than my
people, and its requiring more time and study
said space of time

I

other affairs could well allow, contributed to the breaking
me off" from that design, that otherwise would have been

very profitable to my self for my instruction in the whole
systeme.
I had, on the 3d of September, in my course of lecturing,
148
And whereas it
proceeded unto the Epistle to the Romans.

was not

ordinary practice to write my lectures, yet having
that
considered
Epistle as the proper fountain from whence
of
doctrine
the
justification was to be drawn, I had an earnest

my

desire of insight into

it

so far as

I

could reach.

For which

having gathered together some commentaries upon

it,
cause,
I studied the doctrinal part thereof, viz., to chap. xii. with
that design, and wrote some thoughts thereon, which are in

But sticking too precisely unto the lecturing of a
chapter every Lord's day, this did of course make them the
more superficial and withal the work was interrupted in the
5 th and 7 th chapters.
As in the former part of this year, I had got a new parcel
of books, so towards the latter end thereof, in October, I got
another parcel, of which there is a passage recorded Passages,
*
Among these last were some of Lightfoot's
p. 73, Oct. 24.
of
pieces, the which did especially take with me, in respect
the Jewish learning therein
to which a particular biass seems
always to have been hung on me, plainly perceiving the
retentis.

;

;

singular usefulness thereof

for

understanding of the Holy

While I proceeded in acquainting my self with
Scriptures.
these as I had access, I studied his description of the temple,
so as I made a draught of the temple and the altar accordingly,
which

to

this

day hang

in

my

And

closet.

tho',

being an

utter stranger to mathematics, I could not represent things
in their proper figures ;
yet that draught, such as it is,
1
John Lightfoot [1602-1675] was minister of St. Bartholomew, London; took a leading part in the proceedings of the Westminster Assembly became Vice-Chancellor of
the University of Cambridge in 1655
at the Restoration complied with the terms of
the Act of Uniformity.
Some years before his death he was appointed Canon of Ely.
He was specially distinguished for his Rabbinical learning his great work in this
department was entitled Horce Hebraica et Talmudicce, 1658-74.
;

;

;
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so fixed the idea of the temple with me in some measure
distinctness, that it soon became familiar to me, and

of

hath since that time been of very great use to

me on

several

occasions.

After having closed the ordinary of subjects for the
Sabbath, as before narrated, I handled some texts for ex-

And upon a particular
to godliness.
the parish, I treated of divine desertion
a
with
with
communion
that
of
God,
subject which, together
was in the early days of my hearing the Gospel, much in the
citing unto exercise

1

49

occasion from

;

mouths of the old experienced ministers, tho' now much worn
out of our practical divinity thro' the decay, I doubt, of soul
Afterexercise and experience among ministers and people.
wards

I

did,

on the 10th of December, enter on the Epistle to
on which I
iii. 1422

the church of the Laodiceans, Rev.

dwelt

till

May

6,

;

1706.

Having administered the sacrament of the Lord's supper
in the

summer season yearly

that course,

and

I

did,

hitherto from the time

on Jan. 28, 1705, administer

this course of administering

it

I

began

it

again:
in the winter season also,

was continued from

that time yearly till I was removed from
And thus we had that soul-strengthning ordithat place.
I was
nance twice a year from this time.
led to this

How

course, and how the Lord did, for my trial, meet me as an
enemy in the way, my son Robert dying on the Friday and
being buried on the Saturday after sermon ; and how after
this, the Lord was pleased to set the seal of His good
had but one
pleasure on it, is narrated Passages, p. 74.
sermon on the Saturday, and another on the Monday, preached
by Mr. Colden the only minister assisting to me and I think
all

We

:

1

Brown, then a probationer now minister of
I added some
Selkirk, preacht on the Sabbath afternoon.
exhortations on the Saturday, and also on the Monday after
the sermon the which are in retentis, in the folio note-book.
Mr.

David

:

1 David Brown
graduated at Edinburgh July 7, 1698 licensed by Pres. of Chirnordained colleague and successor to Mr. Borthwick, Greenlaw,
side Oct. 31, 1704
translated to Gordon, Pres. of Earlston, Nov. 7, 1708
Pres. of Duns, June 3, 1707
thence to Selkirk in 1726.
Mr. Davidson of Galashiels was opposed to his settlement
at Selkirk.
Brown died March 12, 1753.
;

;

;

;

i
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As

the former

was ordinary, so the

latter, viz., the

159

exhorta-

l

on the Monday, I have used for many years, and I hope
with advantage
having learnt it from the example of Mr.
tion

;

Bird, the English minister aforesaid,
2
I
assistant to on such occasions.

whom

I

was wont

to be

never had a gust for

gathering together many ministers at communions
tho', in
the mean time, I continued to call two or three in the summer,
;

and had two sermons on the Saturdays and Mondays.
Soon
after my ordination, I got a great disgust of the Monday's
dinners, perceiving what snares they were, not only to the
families of the respective ministers, but to the guests also.

And by

this

course

I

was

free of both these, providing a

moderate entertainment for my few assistants.
And now in
are
turned
our
dinners
to
the
Etterick,
Monday's
entertaining
especially of strangers, who coming from afar have real
need of a dinner to fit them for their journey homeward
again.

season,

By occasion
many of the

gathered about us
ministry in

;

of

my

communions

godly throughout
which made these

the winter

in

the

country were

years of my
comfortable
but these
especially
lasted
not
but
were
soon
ministry
long,

Simprin more

halcyon-days of
at an end.

these

latter

;

On

Thursday, Nov. 1, about the evening- twilight, my
3
daughter Jane was born, and baptized on the 8th by Mr.
John Dysert, minister at Coldinghame. I had gone away that
4
morning unto Preston, to join in a congregational fast there,
At the "close of the work" on Monday, the minister of the congregation, in
cases, gave an exhortation, recapitulating the texts and the heads of the discourses by the assistant ministers, delivered at the services of the communion season.
This summary was called a "pirlicue" (parlicue, purlicue).
2 Boston assisted Mr. Bird on the
following occasions :
"At Barmoor in England, May 26, 1703. National Fast-day. Hos. v. 15, 'I
will go and return to my place,' &c.
"
will
Barmoor, June 26 [1703]. Saturday before the Sacrament. Cant. i. 4,
remember thy love more than wine.'
"
28
now
after
Luke
the Sacrament.
ii.
Lord,
June
Monday
29, 30,
[1703].
1

many

'

We

'

Thou,' &c.
Barmoor, July i, 1704. Saturday before the Sacrament. Ps. cxxvi. 5, 'They
that sow in tears shall reap in joy.'
Continuation from same text." Smith
"Monday's Sermon, July 3 [1704].

lettest

"

MSS.

8
Jane, born Nov. 1, 1705, afterwards Mrs. James Russell of Ashiesteel. The proHe was succeeded by his
perty of Ashiesteel was bought by William Russell in 1712.
son James, who married Jane Boston.
4
Preston was two miles north of Duns. The parish of Bunkle and Preston was
at this time vacant.

I
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1
where Mr. Colden, and Mr. Laurence Johnston, minister of
and coming home at night, I found the
Duns, preached
the only one, in bringing forth of
child was brought forth
:

;

whom

shared not of the pangs, according to my capacity.
birth at that time, Providence was laying in
child's
that
By
for the heavy days we have seen of late years, in my wife's
I

case.

Proceeding in my course of lecturing, Dec. 23, unto the
I considered it also as a fountain of
Epistle to the Galatians
;

doctrine of justification

the great

;

and

therefore

was

in

Wherefore
particular concern for understanding thereof.
I
of
a
to
the
wrote
self
it,
paraphrase
study
addressing my
2
the which
thereon, from the beginning to the end thereof
And this
is to be fou'nd in the folio note-book aforesaid.
;

think of that kind, which I did at Simprin.
it was, that by the kind conduct of Providence,
What time
was led to and acquired the French tongue.

was

all I

There

do not remember

am

I
I

had not seen
only
began it,
I
removed
into
the
till
after
was
new manse.
the
151
grammar
But by this year 1705, I had read French books, and made
some things therein read mine own in English. From Mr.
3
Charles Murthland, governour to Moriston, I had got a paper
of rules for reading that language, the which I transcribed into
a note-book viz. Lib. 7} And from thence it was that I learnt
The grammar, and all the books of that
the pronunciation.
I
kind which
read, except an old one, being borrowed, I was
the more careful to transcribe things out of them into my
the which also was my
Adversaria, or Common-place book
manner with other books too, especially borrowed ones.
About that time I framed a part of the folio note-book aforesaid, for recording therein any remarkable exposition of
My
Scripture texts which should occur to me in reading.
hands having, of later years, been otherwise providentially
I

I

;

sure

I

;

Laurence Johnston was minister at Duns from 1703 to 1736.
This paraphrase was first published in Sermons and Discourses, i. 249-286
Works, vi. 240-77.
(Edin. 1753)
3 Murthland
graduated at Edinburgh Feb. 24, 1698 was governor or tutor to
Andrew Ker, served heir to his father, John Ker, Aug. 30, 1692.
4 " A
supplement to the rules for reading French, taken out of Mauger's Grammar, the last edition," is Boston's heading of some notes. Smith MSS. Claude
Grammaire
Francoise, La douzieme edition. Londres, 1686.
Mauger,
1

2

,

;

;

i
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filled

up,

I

ALEXANDER HOME

made but small progress

therein

:

161

but

I

judge the

up of the blanks, might

pursuing of the design, to the filling
be of very good use.
Jan. 27, 1706, the sacrament was administered again.
insist in
I had after
prayer with fasting seen it my duty to
in
the
I
been
had
that course, however hardly bestead
entry
The diet being appointed, but
thereof, as above narrated.

daughter was taken ill of the disease which
had carried off her brother, the preceding year, at that time.
But after fasting and
This was a very heavy exercise to me.
prayer again, I resolved to venture and intimate it and my
The passage is to be
child recovered quickly thereafter.
not intimate,

my

:

found at more length, Passages,

p. 75.
the Sabbath night, after the publick work was over,
Mr. Colden, my assistant, gave me the news of a call to

On

The same was shortly after
the parish of Etterick for me.
who, finding it to be a
brought before our Presbytery
;

mere Presbyterial

1

call,

tanquam jure

devoluto,

without con-

currance of the parish, referred the affair of the transmitting
thereof unto the Synod, which was to meet in March.
In
I

took

the beginning of March, my health being broken,
And this was not the first
advice thereanent.

had been so with me, even since my marriage.
I had gone to Berwick, to consult upon
that account Dr. Alexander Home, who, in the former part
And
of the time I was at Simprin, was our ordinary.
shewing him that I feared a consumption, he freely told me
He was a
that I had reason for it, and gave his advice.
plain man, good-natured, religiously disposed, ready to do
good, and sparing no pains for that end, easy to all, and
would never take a farthing from me.
My wife having, by
his advice, cut out her hair, and washt her head every
time

it

Some former year

morning with cold water, got pretty clear of the pain of her
head for about the space of an year. But at length spurning
the remedy, it recurred, and went on periodically as formerly.
By this time Dr. John Trotter at Duns was our ordinary.
1
On account of the protracted vacancy, the right of electing a minister at Ettrick
devolved {jus devolutum), on the Presbytery.

L

I

5
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got a receit for a diet-drink, dated March 7,
my count-book, and consisting of antithe which I used for many years, tho' now the

;

disease hath
to

period

found in

to be

scorbutics

LIFE

much overcome me, maugre

all

opposition

made

by that and the like means.

Some

time before this, there had been an acquaintance
the said Dr. Trotter and me, which arrived
between
begun
and towards the latter end of
at a particular friendship
the time I was in Simprin, became most strict and intimate
and so it continued until his death, about the year 171 7.
He was second son to Alexander Trotter l of Cattlesheill,
and married Mrs. Julian Home, sister to the Laird of
Kimmerghame, a grave, virtuous, and pious gentlewoman.
By her he had several children, but all dead by that time,
153 except his daughter Elizabeth, a pleasant and promising girle.
;

;

also died of a lingring disease, some little time after
his own death
by which means his substance fell to his

She

:

He was a grave man, truly religious, acting
from a principle of conscience towards God, temperate to a
pitch, concerned for the spiritual good of others, particularly
his relations
useful by his advice and converse, not only to
skilful in his
the bodies, but to the souls of his patients
business
and more ready, than ever I knew another, to
shew to such as he judged capable, the rationale of his
withal he was ready to do good to all,
practice in physic
but especially to them of the houshold of faith.
He had
something severe in his temper, but was nevertheless a most
affectionate and useful friend, whose memory is exceeding
dear to me.
He not only laid out himself, and that always
freely, for my health, and my family's, both at Simprin and
in Etterick
but, upon my removal from the former to the
elder brother.

;

;

;

;

;

latter,

for

proposed

him

though
ship.

my

to buy, that
it

looking out a piece of land in Etterick
we might still live together ; the which,

did not take effect,

Having on a time

} He succeeded his

was a sign of

lost the

head of

my

singular friendstaff,

he caused

father as proprietor of Cattleshiells, in the parish of Westruther,
1693; originally Kettlesheill, from Ketel de Letham (Leitholm in the parish of
Laurence Johnstone, minister of Duns, married
Eccles), one of its early proprietors.
Jean, daughter of Alexander Trotter of Cattleshiells in 1731.
in

i
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put another upon

was unhappily

it

lost

JOHN TROTTER
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name thereon, the which head
To him was owing, that I ever

with his
too.

I have
a piece
thought of writing the Fourfold State.
of gold of his, which I received after his death as a token,
and keep wrapt up in a letter of his to me.
Besides,
there was about 50 merks received for a token to my two

and about .3 starling for the two youngest.
I have had occasion to give all of them,
youngest son, their parts thereof, and much

eldest children,

But by

this

except
more.

my

time

The Synod meeting at Duns, March 19th, there was
no motion anent the affair of Etterick, the whole Presbytery
but there
of Selkirk being absent, thro' mistake of the diet
was laid before them a competition of calls for the parish of
1
Kelso; the one to Mr. Andrew Mitchell, minister at Mannor,
;

given by the Earl of Roxburgh, other heritors, and several
inhabitants of the parish of Kelso ; the other to me, by
some other of the heritors, the elders, and other inhabitants

That was a business which I think
of the parish aforesaid.
I neither hoped nor feared.
The Synod waved determining
in the competition, but

recommended

one of the ministers called

to

;

to the parties to agree

and

if

that could not be

Mean while my health was
obtained, to some third person.
so broken, that I lookt rather like one to be transported into
the other world, than into another parish.
At the first meeting of our Presbytery after the Synod,
none of the Presbytery of Selkirk compearing, at our instance

was declared

the call to Etterick

fallen from.

At the follow-

ing meeting one did compear to pursue it, but his commission
was so informal, that it was not sustained. Only our Pres-

bytery declared, that if they would ask the Synod's advice
at their meeting in October, they would not reclaim.
Thus
Providence staved off the commencing of the process while
it stood
upon a footing on which it could never have been
rendered
1

effectual.

2

Graduated

After the harvest,
May

we drowned some

at Edinburgh,
ordained at Manor, Pres. of Peebles,
18, 1691
1695 translated to Newbattle, Pres. of Dalkeith, Nov. 1721 died July 21, 1737.
2
Boston, with his strong views of the rights of the Christian congregation, could
;

;

not regard favourably
people.

;

"a

mere Presbyterial

call,"

without the concurrence of the

154
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continuing still to
be in ill case as to my health, began to eat of the honey
and drink mead. And withal one night, Mr. David Brown
bees that

in

I,

and Mr. Robert Mien, 1 a probationer, two persons
of a cheerful disposition, being very merry in our house,
obliged me to laugh very heartily; and I found my self
aforesaid,

thereafter sensibly better.
at that time, in the

way

I

still

thought,

I

of means, to these

ing together.
At the meeting of the

Synod

owed my recovery
two things tryst-

in October, the

Presbytery of

Selkirk, having got a more firm footing for the affair of
Etterick than their Presbyterial call, compeared, and gave in

And together with them
petition to the Synod thereanent.
2
compeared and concurred, the Laird of Elliston an heritor of
that parish, Walter Bryden, an elder, tenant in Croslee, and
William Linton, tenant in Cossarshill, and these two latter by
commission from several inhabitants of the said parish.
Like-

155 a

wise a petition for the said parish to the Presbytery, signed
by five elders, and several masters of families, craving the
Presbytery would prosecute their call to me, testifying their
concurrance, and promising all subjection to me in the Lord,
was given in, and read. Hereupon the Synod ordered our

Presbytery to deliver the call to me, and to transmit the
reasons of transportation to me and the parish of Simprin ;
and appointed some of their own number to meet with our
Presbytery, as assistants in the

affair,

on the 2d Tuesday of

December.

The matter being

thus brought close home on me, I, conan utter stranger to that place and
be
sidering my
never
seen
people, having
them, judged it altogether necesvisit
them
to
the
said diet of the Presbytery with
before
sary
self to

Accordingly I went to Etterick, accompanied
dear
friend
Dr. Trotter, and preacht there on a Lord's
by my
the issue of that interview was, that
Nov.
And
day,
3.
the assistants.

1

Robert Mein (Mien) graduated

at

Edinburgh, April 28, 1702.

2 Elliston

was a property in St. Boswell's parish. The proprietor at the end of
the seventeenth and beginning of the eighteenth centuries was Robert Scott, brother
of Sir William Scott of Harden, whom he succeeded as proprietor of Harden in
As proprietor of Brockhope and Cossarshill the Laird of Elliston was a
1707.
heritor in the parish of Ettrick.

He

died in 1710 without issue.

i
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whereas I had before been somewhat easy in the matter, I
became so afraid of that transportation, that my heart
and therefore in secret protested
trembled to think of it
before the Lord against it, unless He should command me
;

to go.

forgot to transmit the call and reasons,
due time to the diet appointed by the
recovering themselves, they appointed a new

Our Presbytery
and

summon

to

Synod

but

;

us

in

On the 10th and nth of that month,
Dec. 12.
came on such a violent storm of snow, that I concluded there
would no pursuers be present. And comparing this occurdiet, viz.

rence with the course of Providence

along in the

all

affair,

I

making a judgment thereon),
that God had thereby sealed His design, that I was not to
be minister of Etterick.
Wherefore, before I went to the
began

to think (but too hastily

Presbytery that day, looking on the affair as in a sort already
for light therein.
I could not be very serious
But coming up to the place, I found my self disappointed

determined,

;

two ministers and two elders of the parish, pursuers, being
1
And
Sir William Cockburn compeared for Simprin.
there.
the affair was issued that day in a reference to the Synod
March.

9, 1707, having set my self to seek the
which had been perplexed about the affair of
Etterick, was in the issue calmed, and helped to believe, that
I should be cleared in that matter in due time.
The 9th of February, being the Sabbath immediately
after the winter sacrament, was a day of my life remarkable
to me above many days thereof
the Lord lifting me up on
and casting me down very low,
high in my public work

in

Lord,

my

Jan.

spirit,

;

;

immediately after it was over.
About the middle of that month, my indisposition of body
seeming to recur, as in the former year, the Lord gave me a
lesson, to lay aside the consideration

thereof, in that affair,

which was now drawing near to be determined.
And several
such providential lessons I have got, of late years, since my
strength decayed

forward in what
1

;

by which

is laid

The younger son

to

I

my

am

taught, still to be going
till the Master bid stop.

hand,

of Sir Archibald Cockburn,

by

his

second

wife.

l
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my self to prayer for light, I came
and that with such
submit to the Synod
that string, lest
on
afraid
to
I
was
as
harp longer
clearness,
I should be found to tempt God.
On March 2d, I was seized with fears that the business
Having on the 24th, given

to a resolution to

;

might misgive at the Synod, which pressed me so, that I had
much ado to bear up against them. The precise point on
which they rolled was this, viz., that in case it should misgive,
1
it would brangle
me in my own soul's case, raze foundations,
turn all I had got in quest of light in the matter into delu-

157

sion, and so, in that event, I would not know any more how
!
the
to discover the mind of God in a particular case.
wisdom and foreknowledge of God, in letting in these fears

O

I do with profoundest humility and
on my soul
thankfulness admire and adore that wisdom and foreknow-

like a flood

ledge,

when

!

I

look back on the heavy task

I

then was to

under the which,
have, and now have had, in that place
nothing could have born me up, but the clearness of my
;

and that flood of fears
call, from the Lord Himself, unto it
hath since made that clearness, like a wall of adamant, in
;

the face of

many

a storm and tempest

I

have met with

in

that place.

The Synod having met, and

the affair come before them,
on
the
of
6th
was,
March, by their sentence, transported
from Simprin to Etterick.
The conduct of Providence in
on
that
and
the exercise on my spirit with
affair,
carrying
I

respect to it, hinted at above, are with other things of that
time narrated at large Passages, p. 78, Oct. 26, to p. 101.
The tenor of the Act, as it stands, date foresaid, in the 3d

copy of the Synod's minutes, out of which it was transcribed
into their book is as follows
"Kelso, March 6, 1707, ante meridiem Session 5, The
:

Synod being to enter upon the consideration of a reference
from the Presbytery of Churnside, anent a process of transportation of Mr. Thomas Boston, minister of Simprin, to the
parish of Etterick, proceeding on a call from the Presbytery
of Selkirk to the said Mr. Boston, transmitted by the Com1

Brangle

m shake,

or throw into disorder.

SYNOD MEETING

1707

167

they made choice of Mr. John Dysert, minister at
Coldinghame, to be their clerk pro tempore, in regard the said
Mr. Boston is their ordinary clerk."

mittee,

The

tenor of the said reference

"

is

as follows

:

read, parties were
called, and there compeared, the Presbytery of Selkirk, and
Robert Currer one of the elders of the parish of Etterick,
.

.

The

.

reference

said

being

William Linton and Adam Linton tenants there, by virtue of
a commission from the elders, tenants, and housholders of
The said commission being
the parish of Etterick, pursuers.
read was sustained.
Compeared also Mr. Thomas Boston,
minister of Simprin, Alexander Cockburn elder, John Leigh,
and George Glenholm, elders of the parish of Simprin,
Alexander Cockburn younger, Robert Atchison, and several
1
Then the call of
others indwellers in Simprin, defenders.
the Presbytery of Selkirk to Mr. Thomas Boston was read,

and the said Mr. Boston having objected against the validity
of the call as being merely Presbyterial, there was read a
petition of the elders, masters of families, and others of the
parish of Etterick signing the same, to the Presbytery of
Selkirk, craving that the said Presbytery would prosecute
to the said Mr. Boston, and bearing that they do

their call

unanimously, sincerely, and cordially concur therein, and
promise all subjection to him, the said Mr. Boston in the

There
Lord, as the said petition in it self more fully bears.
also read a letter directed to the moderator of the Pres-

was

bytery of Selkirk, from Robert Scott of Elliston, one of the
heritors of the parish of Etterick, signifying his hearty
concurrance with the Presbytery's call foresaid.
As also a

from Robert Paterson in Thirlestane, bearing that he
understands by Sir Francis Scot 2 of Thirlestane, an heritor of,

letter

Alexander Cockburn, sen. George Glenholm, Alexander Cockburn, the younger,
and Robert Atchison, were among the active members of the Simprin weekly meeting for prayer held on Tuesday evening. The following entries appear in the Ettrick
1

,

Session Record
" Nov.

:

The minister having represented the distressed case of George
18, 1707.
Glenholm, one of the elders of the parish of Simprin, the Session put in the hands
of the minister to be by him transmitted to the said
Scots=
George, 04 00 00
:

:

[4

6/8 sterling].

"Sept. 18, 1708.

04 00 00."
:

2

To Robert

Atchison in Simprin, recommended by the minister,

:

Francis Scott [1645-1712] was created a baronet in 1666, shortly before his

1

5

8
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and one principally concerned in, the parish of Etterick, that
he doth not incline to withstand Mr. Boston's settling there.
Parties being heard in what they had to say as to the call,
and the Synod finding that none Trom the heritors of
Etterick appear to make opposition, and that the parish of
Etterick concurs with the Presbytery's call to Mr. Boston,
and that the said call is legal, resolved to proceed to the
merits of the cause.
Whereupon the reasons for the granting of the transportation were read, together with the answers
of the parish of Simprin thereto, and then was read a paper
containing answers for Mr. Boston himself, to the said reasons

of transportation, and reasons

why he

should not be trans-

After reading of papers, all parties were
ported to Etterick.
heard hinc inde, and then removed.
" Then the
Synod, after serious consideration and reasonaffair, being about to give their sentence and
determination therein, parties were called in, that they might
be heard in what they had to adde, and to join in prayer to
God for light and direction in the affair. Parties being heard,

159 ing upon the

and prayer ended, they were removed again and then it was
put to the vote, Transport Mr. Thomas Boston from Simprin to Etterick or not,' and the rolls being called, and votes
;

'

like

'

'

by a great plurality of votes, Transport
as the Synod did and hereby do transport the said Mr.

marked,

it

carried

:

Thomas

Boston, from the parish of Simprin, to the parish of
Etterick, and ordered him to be settled minister there, before
the first Tuesday of May next to come but that he shall not
be obliged to transport his family, till such time as there be
;

a sufficient manse for him in Etterick.
" Parties
being called in, the sentence of the Synod was
intimate unto them
whereupon the Presbytery of Selkirk
:

and Robert Currer foresaid in name of the
of
parish
Etterick, took instruments in the hands of the clerk
for themselves,

He served in the Scottish Parliament at various times from 1669 to
He
1702, and had a large stake in the Darien Company, of which he was a director.
objected to B.'s settlement at Ettrick, not from any dislike to him, but because the
His son William married the Mistress
Presbytery had, jure devoluto, appointed him.
of Napier in 1699, and their son Francis became fifth Lord
Napier.
Craig-Brown's
i.
M'Crie's
Veitch
and
Barbour's William
Selkirkshire,
320-1
Brysson, p. 248
Paterson, p. 279.
father's death.

;

;

THE UNION
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And the Synod out of tenderness to the said
pro tempore.
Mr. Boston, did and hereby do recommend to the Presbytery
and in case he
of Selkirk to use all tenderness towards him
as
he
shall meet with such grievances there,
may be unable
him
what
to
and
to bear, that they give
may ease him
grant
of
the Synod,
in
name
the
moderator
And
of the samine.
;

promised the same unto him.
" And then the clerk took his
place again."
I judged it expedient and favorable, to have such proviBut having once
sions for my ease, in the Act foresaid.
no
freedom to make
had
I
that
of
taken the charge
parish,
use of that touching the manse, but behoved to transport my
family to the place, and to bear the inconveniency of our
And tho' my grievances there
lodging there for the time.

soon came to be exceeding great, and hardly supportable to
me yet such was the sense of the command and call of God
upon me to that place, that I durst never presume to seek 160
so
ease and relief, by the provision made thereanent
;

;

sinking burdens there, I never moved any
such thing to Presbytery or Synod, but resolved to wait till
He who set me there, should call me also away from it.

that,

under

all

my

About the latter end of that month of March, a flood of
troubles came in on me, as a signal of the tempest that I was
now to enter into. Yet in the midst of wrath mercy was
remembered. And on April 23d, being Wednesday, about
7 in the morning, my son was born, whom I named Ebenezer,
and Mr. Pow baptized on the Lord's day after, being the 27th.
On the first day of May I was admitted minister
a day remarkable to after ages, as the day
which the Union of Scotland and England commenced,
according to the Articles thereof agreed upon by the two
And on that very account I had frequent occaParliaments.
of Etterick

:

in

remember it the spirits of the people of that place
being embittered on that event against the ministers of the
Church ; which was an occasion of much heaviness to me,
sion to

tho'

I

;

never was for the Union, but always against

it

from

the beginning unto this day. 1
1

Boston and

many

ministers of the

Church had a haunting

fear, that the

Union
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On

the Sabbath after, I preacht to them on I Sam. vii.
took a stone, set it between Mizpeh and
12,
the
name of it Eben-ezer, saying, Hitherto
called
and
Shen,
And thereafter I returned home
hath the Lord helped us."

"Then Samuel

to Simprin.

From the time that I ended my sermons on the Epistle
the church of the Laodiceans, I had gone thro' several
miscellany subjects ; particularly a cluster of them, in the
last half-year of my ministry there.
These I had just ended,
to

on the

last

Sabbath save one, before my removal and on
being my last Sabbath in Simprin, I preached,
:

June 15 th,
out of one of the barn-doors, 1 to a great multitude of people,
my farewell sermon on John vii. 37- 2 "In the last day,
161 that great day of the feast, Jesus stood and cried, If any
man thirst, let him come unto me, and drink." But of this
time between my transportation and removal, several passages
are recorded, Passages, pp. 102 1 1 1.
During the time of my ministry in Simprin, I had frequent occasions of assisting at sacraments insomuch that I
observed, for some years, I was still abroad three Sabbaths
together, on such occasions, at one time; besides other occaMeanwhile I never
sions, which allowed some intermission.
and
liked to be even so employed, but where there was need
if I found none, I would either not have gone, or else returned
home to my own charge and that upon this principle, that
tho' it was a small charge yet it was my charge
and that
;

;

;

;

I

was not

those

I

to look to be useful, according to the number of
spoke to, but according to the call of God to speak

unto them, whether many or few.
And I never that I know
had occasion to rue that part of my conduct.
I remember
I once came home, and left the communion at Fogo on that
principle; and

I

got a feast in the pulpit of Simprin, in the

would imperil the cause of Presbytery
" Mourn for
Prelatic domination.
land, to fix the
iv.

Dagon

in Scotland, and facilitate the re-imposition of
this, that by the Union, a nail is sent from Scotof the English hierarchy in its place in our country."
Works,

465.

" Cockburn's barns at
Simprin
bald Cockburn) remain a landmark
1

(the
for

whole parish of which belonged to

many

enterprising but too adventurous schemes."
2
Works, iv. 458.

miles around,

and

House of Cockburn,

Sir Archi-

are evidence of his
p. 94.
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And upon
evening exercise, on the 23d Psalm, as I think.
it
would be
that
that
on
occasion of my being urged
head,
a
such
at
be
to
edification
solemnity,
more for my own
present
I

to take notice, that according to the Scripture,
Cor. xiv. 4-5, one is to prefer the edification of the church

was brought

I

to his

own

private edification.
by means of my going so

Now

much abroad

to sacra-

ments, and having that ordinance twice a year at

home,

I

had frequent occasion
persons exercised
was a great help
the
which
about their own spiritual case;
with a
a
to
conversation
such
'Twas
to me in preaching.
of converse with

gentlewoman as the means, that I owed the sermon preacht
at Swinton, Sabbath afternoon, July 28, 1706, being the day 162
of the
" Mine

communion

there.

The

text being

Lam.

iii.

49-5 o,

1

eye trickleth down, and ceaseth not, without any inter"
mission, till the Lord look down, and behold from heaven ;

the sermon not only had more than ordinary weight on the
people, but two ministers present made feeling acknowledgeBut the sweet scene of these days was quickly
ments of it.
after turned into a

gloomy one.
have some Hebrew for my trials, both
As
behoved
former and latter, so in Simprin I made some progress in
to

I

the study thereof.
Having always an inclination towards
I
several
did
times while there attempt it ; but
it, I believe
success, having only an old Psalter and Pagnin's
that
had been gifted me by Andrew Elliot my
Lexicon?
at
the
comrade
college, till in the year 1704 I got Buxtorf's

with

little

After which time, I
Epitome grammaticce and his Lexicon?
I
make
did
with
much
reckon,
difficulty
my way through the

And by some

Psalter.
1

Works,

iv.

notes

I

have on the Psalms,

I

find

60.

2 Sante
Pagnino or Sanctus Pagninus [c. 1466-1536], an Italian orientalist, a
scholar of Savonarola, brought to Rome by Leo X. who appointed him to teach the
Oriental languages in the school he had just founded.
He went to Avignon in 1521,
as secretary to the papal legate, and thence in 1524 to Lyons, where he remained till
,

death
his Thesaurus lingua; sancta?, an excellent Hebrew- Latin dictionary,
the Epitome thesauri lingua sancta at Antwerp,
published at Lyons in 1529

his

;

;

1616.
3

John Buxtorf primus [1564-1629], famous German Hebraist, occupied the Hebrew
chair at Basle during the Thirty Years' War; Epitome grammatical Hebraia, one of
the editions, London, 1653. Lexicon Hebraicum et Chaldaicum, 1607; republished
by his son, John Buxtorf secundus, in 1640 other editions of later date.
;
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1
But still
began it again, having Bithner's Lyra in loan.
the
to
Psalter.
confined
it
was
of
my study
Upon whatever occasion I understood there was any
motion for, or eye to, the removing me out of that place
I

to another,

I

was helped of God

to

be scrupulously warie

might do nothing towards the advancing of the same
being always persuaded, that my safety, welfare, and comfort,
depended on my being found in the way which the Lord
The maintenance was indeed
Himself should call me to go.
small
and toward the latter end, the victual was cheap to
but then the house-rents in Duns, and the emolua degree
ments of the Synod-clerk's office, were considerable towards
the maintenance of the family.
And in these days several
came about us, and particularly some students continued with
But whatus at times, so that we ate not our morsel alone.
163 ever was our manner, when we were alone or only with
that

I

;

;

;

we counted not strangers, I observed, that when occawe had company otherwise, things honest in the
sight of men were readily by the kind disposal of Providence
laid to hand.
And during the time of my continuance in
that place, I knew little of anxiety for the provision of my
And I am very sure, it was not a more
family after me.

those

sionally

liberal

maintenance,

but a sense of the

divine

call,

that

moved me to leave Simprin, and come to Etterick.
Thus passed the first and most comfortable years of my
ministry in Simprin as in a field which the Lord had blessed.

Removing from thence with my family, on Tuesday, June 1 7th,
came, on the Thursday the 1 9th, unto Etterick, where thro'
the mercy of God I have continued unto this day.

we

Victor Bythner, a Pole, became a member of the University of Oxford c. 1635,
on Hebrew there till the outbreak of the Civil War went to Cambridge and
was again at Oxford in 1651 as Professor of Hebrew retired to Cornwall.
Hebrew Grammar, 1638 Lyra Prophetica Davidis regis, London,
Publications
A grammatical explanation of the Hebrew words in the Psalter is given in this
1650.
1

lectured

London

;

;

;

:

;

work.

I
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to Etterick, to the
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IX.
Oath of Abjuration refused.

Being settled here, I soon found I was come from home, and
As
that I was but beginning to be a minister of a parish.
were
natives
the
for the people,
naturally
generally speaking
self-conceited, and
smart, and of an uncommon assurance
censorious to a pitch, using an indecent freedom both with
;

There were three parties in the place.
1
of Mr John M'Millan, a confollowers
One of dissenters,
siderable number ; who have been all along unto this day a

Church and

State.

dead weight on

now, by

my

far, as in

ministry in the place

former years.

tho' not so great

;

Another was the

2

Tushilaw, with two elders dependants of

He

his.

laird

of

himself

deserted the ordinances, for about the space of the first ten
One of the elders
years, viz. till the affair of Closeburn.
little while, went off for altogether to the
the
third, for ought I know, never heard me after
dissenters,
I
was settled among them. Tushilaw's eldest son joined

having heard a

his father for a time in deserting, but I believe against his
The third was the congregation of
inclination.
hearers,

my

under the disadvantage of what influence these two parties
1

A

tablet with the following inscription has

been placed

Balmaghie Church

in

:

TO THE GLORY OF GOD
And

in

memory

of

JOHN MACMILLAN,

A.M.

Born at Barncauchlaw, Minnigaff, 1669
Ordained Minister of the Parish of Balmaghie 1701
Accepted the Pastorate of the United Societies 1706:
Which office he laboriously discharged for 47 years
Died at Broomhill, Bothwell, 1753. Buried in
Dalserf Churchyard.
A Covenanter of the Covenanters
A Father of the Reformed Presbyterian Church
:

:

:

:

:

A

This

faithful Minister of Jesus Christ.
tablet is placed here by his great-great

John Grieve, M.D., Glasgow.

A

grandson

1895.

Kirk and a College, pp. 19-21 (1897).
Cf. Ormond's
2 Michael Andison or Anderson
bought Tushielaw in 1688 from Walter Scott, his
He was opposed to Boston's settlement at Ettrick, and was a
brother-in-law.
source of trouble to him for years.
He became friendly in 1717.

164
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Their appetite for the ordinances I
could have upon them.
did not find to be sharpned by the long fast they had got,
1
Wherefore soon perfor about the space of four years.
little value they had for occasions of hearing the
Gospel, and having called a meeting for business, on a weekday, Aug. 19, I preacht to them, that day, the sense I had
" Thou hast been
of their case, from Isa. xliii. 22,
weary of
I
plainly saw, that a brother, who at the
Me, O Israel."

ceiving the

Synod which transported me was overheard to bid let me
On
I would get preaching my fill there, was far out.

go,

the contrary, I behoved to bid farewell to a pleasant part
my exercise of that nature before and to have it misera-

of

;

ably slighted and despised, where occasionally I was called
And for the Sabbaths sermons, they were but coldly
to it.
enough received ; but remarkable was the pricking up of

which
ears, when any thing relative to the public fell in
was a wounding observe to me.
To the breeding and cherishing of this disposition among
them several things concurred. There being little knowledge
of religion among them, till the time of confusion and perso that John Andison of Gamescleugh told me of
secution
a time when there was not a Bible in the kirk but the
they drank in the
minister's, his father's, and another's
;

;

;

of Presbytery in
of
Christianity.
principles
principles

the greatest height, with the
The dissenters 2 were in great

reputation among them, and continually buzzing in their
165 ears something to the disparagement of the Church and the
Moreover, the Union with England, which they
ministry.

were violently

set against,

3

trysted with

my

settling

among

parish had fallen into ill-repute, and great difficulty was experienced in
In 1704 a letter was read in the Presbytery
obtaining a successor to Mr. M'Michen.
from Sir Francis Scott of Thirlestane signifying that he had consulted with other
heritors
giving the names of three probationers, and stating that the heritors would
After the
be satisfied with any one of the three whom the Presbytery might select.
three had been heard, the congregation was so divided that a call to any of them
was impossible. At last, the Presbytery in the exercise of the devolved right, asked
Boston to accept the charge.
During the vacancy, the supply of the pulpit was
Boston states that there was no sermon in Ettrick Church for two months.
irregular
1

The

;

;

Craig- Brown, Selkirkshire, i. 273-4 cf. p. 223.
2 On one occasion at least, before Boston's settlement, the dissenters held a
M'Millan was in Eskdale in June 1707, and a
meeting in Ettrick churchyard.
number from the Ettrick congregation went to hear him.
3 The Cameronians or M'Millan 's
were hostile to the Union, but they had no
party
love for the Pretender. In a Protestation and Testimony against the Union drawn up
;

i
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them, and brought in an unacceptable change of the state of
And finally, they lived alone.
affairs.
A profession of religion generally obtained among them,
thro' the preaching of the persecuted ministers in and about

Before the Revolution, they were generally

the place.

made

Presbyterians, praying persons, and several of them, believe,
Often I observed, that I had never seen in
a country-kirk more Bibles and sightly Bibles than appeared
I

good Christians.
ours

in

;

nor more persons giving

tion for the poor.
liberal

to

And

in

to the

Sabbath

collec-

indeed they were, and are, very

own and strangers passing
but very unkind to strangers settling among
not very benevolent in neighbourhood among

the poor, both their

among them
them, and
themselves.
with, viz.,

1

;

But one thing I was particularly surprised
the prevalency of the sin of profane swearing ;

and cursing proceeding out
praying persons, and praying in their
so that by the month
families too, horrid swearers at times

and was amazed
of the

to find blessing

same mouth

;

;

by a Committee of their number, including M'Millan and M'Neil, and adopted at
a General Meeting Oct. 22, 1707, the following passage occurs: "We protest
against, and disown the pretended Prince of Wales from having any just right to
rule or govern these nations, or be admitted to the government thereof; and whereas,
that we should be accessory to the
are maliciously aspersed, . .
whom they call the pretended Prince of Wales to the throne
of Britain, therefore to let all concerned be fully assured of the contrary, we protest
and testify against all such, so principled to rule in these lands. .
."
Plain
reasons for Presbyterians dissenting from the Revolution Church, pp. 275-6 (1731).
1
The entries in the Session Records regarding the poor are numerous. Many
Church-door collections, especially at combequests for their relief are notified.
munion seasons, were largely used to help them. Boston took a great interest in the
of
and
them
the
befriended
parish,
steadily.
poor
"
Nov. 18, 1707. There being a certain summedue to the minister as Synod Clerk,
he having received nothing from Ettrick since Mr. M'Michan's transportation, there
was given to him for the last two Synods a doller, 02 : 18 00 which he gave in
sight of the brethren to one of this parish being in straits.
"Apr. n, 1708. The minister representing that he is put to a deal of trouble, by
going to people's houses, to marry them who will not come to the kirk to be marryed,
and therefor desiring that the Session would condescend on a certain summe of
money to be exacted for the use of the poor, from those that are marryed in their privat
houses.
The Session having considered the said representation, ordered that half a
croun be exacted for the poor's use from such as come not to the kirk to be married,

as

is

reported,

we

.

advancement of him

.

:

;

but will be marryed in privat houses."
The revenue of the Session from March 22, to November 8, 1713, amounted to
76 04 06, whereof 52 11 02 were given to the poor in Etterick and to strangers.
"
July 19, 1725. The Session found that ^360 Scots is necessary for the maintenance
of the poor in this parish for one year.
"Feb. 5, 1728. The Session considering the clamant case of the poor
.
appointed meal to be distributed among them [to the amount of 18 Scots].
"Oct. 18, 1730. The ordinary collection for the poor within the kirk to be
intimate for this day 8 days." Ettrick Session Record.
:

:

:

:

.

.
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preach directly

against that sin.
It pleased the Lord, for my further trial to remove by
death, on the 8th of September, my son Ebenezer ; of which

In the time
there is a passage recorded, Passages, p. 114.
of his sickness, a candle burning in the room did by degrees
wax dim, till it quite went out of it self, without any known
cause.

The only

thing of that kind

I

remember

have met

to

At writing

hereof, I begin to suspect the agency of
an evil spirit in that matter, to antedate our sorrow, weaken
our hands in addresses unto God, and to lay a foundation
with.

for a superstitious fear of such things in time to come,
yet he has not been able to compass.

which

In January 1708, the fire in the congregation was blown
166 up into a violent flame, upon occasion of my observing a fast,
on the 1 4th of that month, appointed by the civil magistrate. 1
Upon this many of my hearers broke off and left me several
of whom never returned.
There is a heavy account of this
occurrence and of my case under it, Passages, pp. 115, 116.
Then I found my self like a bird shaken out of its nest, and
was as an owl in the desert. Instead of the converse, I
sometime a day had with exercised Christians about their
own spiritual case, I was engaged in disputes about the
public, and about separation, and how to defend the lawfulness and duty of hearing me preach the Gospel and for the
most part to no effect. So that many a time it was a terror
to me to go out among them, and coming to particular places,
;

;

I often lookt very blunt, finding my self beset with contemners of me and my ministry ; who often kept not within
the bounds of common civility.
This humor of deserting my ministry, and breaking off
from under it, continued from time to time, without any
notable stop, till the affair of Closeburn brought it about 9
Since that time there has been a remarkable
years after.

" Moreover we bear
testimony against their {i.e. the Magistrates) appointing
diets and causes of fasts, particularly that in January 14 [1708]
which is a
manifest encroachment upon, and destructive to the privileges of this Church."
Protestation, Declinature, and Appeal by M'Millan and M'Neil; Kerr's Covenants
and Covenanters, p. 437; cf. Cunningham's Church Hist, of Scot., ii. 217; M'Crie's
1

them

Life of Veitch, p. 212.

.

.

.

i
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time

me

I

among them in that
have had as much of

to forget

where

I
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point ; howbeit, even since that
that treatment as will not suffer

am.

was the more heavy to me,
about it from any hand, till

This deserting of

my

ministry

that ordinarily I knew nothing
after a while, that the parties

were gone off and confirmed in their way, and that few had
any consideration of me, in hiring such into their service.
This last continues in some measure to this day, tho' the
occasion is not so much now as before, insomuch that among
the first servants my own elder son had, and that by advice
or approbation of an elder or elders, was one who would
have gone out of the house if I had come into it to visit the 167
family.

Mean

up to the sin of unby the spring 1709, besides several
fornications, there were two adulteries in the parish disThese things
covered, and I had heavy work with both.
often made me look with a sorrowful heart on the congregawhile, Satan raged in stirring

cleanness,

that,

in the case of the church of Corinth, burnt up with
of division, and drencht in filthy abominations.
the 2 2d of February this year 1708, the first of

tion, as

the

so

fire

On

these adulteries was delated, but the parties were not got
convicted, till May 14.
During which time, I was with

some elders four times on the spot at Buccleugh-shiels, the
adulteress alleging a rape by an unknown person.
One of
these times I preacht in the house, on Rev. xx. 12, "And
the books were opened," having occasion to baptise a child,
but in vain as to her.
Her brother, who had deserted on
account of the fast aforesaid, left the house in time of the
sermon but returning after, caused set down meat to me
and the elders with me, and urged me to eat, the which also
;

the elders urged ; but tho' we did need it I peremptorily
so the elders ate not neither, and the meat

refused to eat

was

set

;

up again untasted.

being alone with him,

I

told

As

I

him

it

was about to go away,
was religion to me, not

to eat there, where I had come with
my Master's message,
and he had turned his back on it and that I caused his
meat to be set up again, without being tasted, for a testi;

M
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and so

I

left

him.

The man
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returned afterwards to

wait on the ordinances, and some time after, occasionally told
This is the only instance
me, that that had stuck with him.

remember, of a conviction in that point of deserting the
ordinances, made by means of any thing said or done by me
1 68 for that
end, where the party was not some way inclining
I

before to return.

After the woman was brought to a confession, the adulterer stiffly denied.
Dealing with his conscience, I took one
of the twins she had brought forth, and holding it before his
face, posed him with his being the father of it ; nevertheless he
persisted in the denial, tho' evidently under consternation,
his moisture being visibly dried up in the struggle with his
He being removed, I went out, and dealt with
conscience.

him privately and having observed, that two of his children
he had by his wife had been removed by death, soon after
or about the time in which, as was alleged, he begot those
two adulterous ones, I told him, that it seemed to me, God
had written his sin in that his punishment. To which he
answered, that indeed he himself thought so, and so con;

fessed.

Being called

of adultery with that

he judicially confest his guilt
woman, and that he was the father of
in again,

her twins.

That spring, being the

first I

had

in the place, the

change

of the air appeared, in my body's breaking out in sore boils.
For great was the cold and moistness of the air in Etterick

comparison of that

in

at Simprin.
In April I was a member of the General Assembly.
And
1
the Oath of Abjuration being then imposed by law on those
in office in the civil government, there were applications made to

ministers, by several persons whom it reacht, for their judgement in the point of the lawfulness or unlawfulness thereof;

and ministers on that occasion coming into Edinburgh to the
it was earnestly desired the
Assembly might consider that matter, and give their resolution of the case.
But

Assembly,

The Abjuration Oath was imposed, in 1701, in England upon members of Parliament, holders of public offices, and clergymen. It was a declaration in favour of
King William, and against the late King James. After the Union, the oath was imposed on all officers civil and military in Scotland.
1

i
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was waved, and men were left to their own light. This
was heavy to me and thereupon I could not but observe
the justice of the dispensation, whereby about 4 years after,
1
While I was
it was brought to ministers their own doors.
I had conversed with a minister from Ireland,
at
Simprin,
yet

it

;

who had

2

his scrupling to take it ;
and whereas a neighbouring minister in the English border,
having missed the time of taking that oath, and therefore
that country

left

upon

shifting to preach in his own congregation till another occasion of it should offer, wrote to me to preach a day for him,
I had no freedom to exchange pulpits for a day with him on

Now it was brought into
that occasion, and so declined it.
Scotland by means of the Union, as several other snares
have been.
Upon my returning home from the Assembly, I
self
obliged to warn Tushilaw against it, tho' he
judged my
was none of

my

hearers, nor consulted me ; but I considered
in the parish who might be in hazard

him as the only person
of

it.

Having hitherto had a sorry habitation in the old manse,
was this summer razed, and a new one built I and my
in the
family in the mean time living in the stable and barn
former of which were made a chimney and partition.
And

it

;

;

there,

on Wednesday Aug.

noon, was born to

Mr. John

about

4,

1 1

a clock in the fore-

me

a son, whom, baptized on the 9th by
3
Rutherfoord, minister of Yara, I did after no

small struggle with my self adventure to call Ebenezer.
But
it pleased the Lord that he also was removed from
me, dying
on the 1st of October.
Concerning his birth and death,

some things are

related Passages, p.

1 1

6 to 119.

1

By the Toleration Act of 1712.
2 " In
1703, the English Parliament extended to Ireland the provisions of an existing law, by which all who held office, civil, military, or ecclesiastical, were required to
take the Oath of Abjuration, declaring that the son of King James had no
right to the
crown." Six Presbyterian ministers refused, the most notable of them being Alexander
M'Cracken of Lisburn and John M* Bride of Belfast, who escaped to Scotland, where
they resided for a time.
Wodrow, Correspondence, i. 29, 192, 482-3; Latimer, Hist,
of Irish Pres., pp. 134, 139-40.
3
John Rutherford, schoolmaster at Selkirk ordained minister at Yarrow Sept. 30,
His son Dr. John Rutherford became Professor of
1691 died May 8, 1710, aged 68.
the Practice of Medicine in the University of
Edinburgh. Dr. Rutherford's daughter
;

;

Anne was married

to

Walter Scott, W.S. their son was Sir Walter Scott. Another
was married in 1776 to Colonel William Russell of Ashiesteel,

of his daughters, Jean,
a grandson of Boston.

;
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Commission 1 of the
General Assembly, against Mr John M'Millan and Mr John
2
M'Neill, the two preachers of the separation, on the Lord's
3
day, December 12, I preacht a sermon from I Cor. i. io,
" Now I beseech
that there be no divisions
you, brethren
among you," &c. Copies of this sermon, which was directed

Upon

public reading of the Act of the

.

.

.

precisely against the separation, being desired, I having
transcribed it allowed to be given out, and it was of some
The original notes and transcript are both
use for a time.

of them in retentis

Passages,

p.

among my

But of

notes.

more

this,

130.

The year 1709 was

to

me

a year remarkable

among

the latter end of March, the 2d adultery was
many.
but the adulterer
delated, and confest by the adulteress
was not convict till September following. Mean while my

In

;

17

circumstances in the parish were brought to a

pitch

of

"

1
Dec. 12, 1708. This day after lecture on the parable of the vineyard, Isa. v.
falling in the ordinary for that exercise, there were read publickly from the pulpit,
two Acts of the Commission of the General Assembly, one dated at Edenburgh,

an account of the deposition of Mr.
Balmaghie, and his after miscarriages. Another
burgh, Oct. 1, 1708, declaring Mr. John Mackneil's license to preach
coming void and null, and that he and Mr. John Mackmillan are

December

19th, 1706, bearing

late minister at

John M'Millan,
dated at Edento be in all time

of seditious and
schismatical principles and practices contrary to the word of God, the doctrin of this
Church, and the covenanted work of reformation professed and adhered unto therein,
and that they are none of the communion of this Church, and warning and admonishing the said Mr. John Mackmillan and Mr. John Mackneil that they speedily
repent, with certification if they continue in such courses this Church will inflict the
highest censures on them, and charging people that are led aside into the same schism
to forsake these schismatical ways as the said papers in themselves more fully bear."
Thereafter the minister preached on 1 Cor. i. 10,
I beseech you
that
.
And each elder present received when met in
there be no divisions among you," &c.
a
the
to
be
of
said
lent
out
them
as
see
for
the
Session,
cause,
papers
by
copy
they
information of others more fully.
Ettrick Session Record.
2
He
John M'Neil (M'Neillie) was a licentiate of the Established Church.
at first attached himself to Mr. Hepburn of Urr, but afterwards went over to the
United Societies or Cameronians, and for about thirty years assisted Mr. M'Millan
in the work of preaching, catechizing, and visiting.
Both he and M'Millan were
cited to appear before the Commission of Assembly on Sept. 29, 1708.
Neither of
"
them answered the summons, but a Protestation, Declinature, and Appeal" signed
by both of them was laid on the table of the Commission. On Oct. 1, 1708, sentence

"Now

.

.

was pronounced. See previous note.
M'Neil took a prominent part at the General Meeting of the Societies at Auchinsaugh, near Douglas, Lanarkshire, in August 1712, when the Covenants were
renewed.

M'Neil died Dec. 10, 1734. As there was no Presbytery formed in connection
with the United Societies till 1743, M'Neil was never ordained, ordination being the
act of a Presbytery.
Hutchison's Refor. Pres. Church, pp. 153, 180; Kerr, The
Covenants, &c, pp. 434-42.
3
Works, vii. 593. This striking sermon was first published in 1738, and has been
One edition has a preface by the younger Boston, dated Oxnam
repeatedly issued.
Manse, Jan. 23, 1753.
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ORDINATION OF ELDERS

7 o9

the

hopelessness, by
me that " I

Lord's

withdrawing supporters from
God, who raiseth the

in the living

might trust

;

181

dead, and calleth things that are not to be as if they were."
Having, in the preceding August, ordained three elders,

the eldership was now seven in number
one of the five
above mentioned, as signers of the petition, having soon
after my settlement removed out of the parish.
The families,
in whom was the greatest encouragement I had in the
place, from the time of my settling among them, were those
of James Bryden tenant in Cossarshill, Walter Bryden in
Croslee, Robert Paterson in Thirlestane, Adam Linton in
James
Midgehop, and James Bigger in Upper Dalgleish.
Bryden aforesaid was a very friendly man, but he soon
Walter was a plain, pious,
broke, his substance failing.
friendly man, and an elder but he removed out of the parish
;

:

with his family this year at the Whitsunday.
In July, I
met with the piercing trial of the death of William Bigger,
brother to the said James, who having gone along with me

communion at Penpont died there. There is a large
narration of that matter, Passages, pp. 120 to 128.
He was
a most kindly, pious, good man, unlike the country, an elder

to the

also

and most useful

in

his office.

Moreover Mr. Paterson

aforesaid, a third of my elders, a very friendly man, who by
that time I think had got good of the Gospel, and did

much balance Tushilaw

in

the

place,

having bought Dry-

grange, removed to it with his family about the Martinmass
the same year. Thus three of the most valuable of my seven
elders were taken from me.

Adam

Linton foresaid was also

and a good man, and he and his family from the
and those of them who remain,
beginning really friendly
continue so still
but they had about them a great measure 171
of the harshness of the temper of the country.
But James
Bigger, an elder, with his family, were the family which was
the most comfortable to me as a minister of the Gospel.
an

elder,

;

;

So

it was all
along, and so it continues to this day.
May
the blessing of God, ''whose I am, and whom I serve," rest
on them from generation to generation ! May the glorious
Gospel of His Son catch them early, and maintain its ground

1
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have seen some comfortSeveral of them have of late years
able instances already
been carried off by death, but they have been comfortable to

in

them

to the

end

;

of the which

I

!

me

life, and in their death too.
means aforesaid, and otherwise too, the current of
holy Providence was so strong against me, that I had much
ado to bear up before it but still God's calling me to the
Howbeit the
place remained clear, plain, and unbrangled.
In the end of the year, James, son to Walter
Lord pitied.
Bryden aforesaid came in his father's room, an elder, and
And I
very well filled up his father's room every way.
lived in a particular friendship with both father and son

in their

By

the

:

while they lived.
From the time of

my settling here, the great thing I
preaching, was to impress the people with
a sense of their need of Christ, and to bring them to consider the foundations of practical religion.
For the which

aimed at

my

in

ends, after some time spent in direct preaching the need
of Christ, and handling the parable of the wise and foolish
builders,

some of which sermons are writ
on

in short-hand
an
708, begin
ordinary, the

did,
characters,
May 9,
same for substance as in the first years of
I

1

my ministry in
but
That part
after
another
manner.
prosecuted
Simprin,
of it which contained the doctrine of man's Fourfold State,
then begun, was ended this year on the 16th of October.
of Providence in leading to a second attempt

The conduct

I7 2 on that subject, was the more remarkable, considering what
the same Providence had designed it for, unknown to and
unlookt for by me, till the event discovered it self years
And the preaching of these sermons on the Fourafter.
fold State thro' the mercy of God, was not in vain.
ThereI proceeded in the remaining
part of that ordinary, viz.,
the nature and necessity of holiness.
Mean while, on Oct. 30, I began to preach catechetical
1
doctrine ; and I went thro' the whole Catechism, from the

after

"
1
The General Assembly of the National Church, considering how
Jan. 3, 1696.
necessary and edifying it is that the people be well acquainted with the fundamental
principles of the Christian religion do, therefore, recommend to the care of ministers,

i

CATECHISING

7 o9

183

At that
but at several distant times.
beginning to the end
time I proceeded straight forward, till I came to the appli;

of

cation

the

by Christ, where

purchased

redemption

I

stopt.

Twice a year

I

catechised the parish, having no diet but

and once a year I visited their families.
The former was usually begun about the end of October, the
This
latter about the end of April, or beginning of May.
was my ordinary course all along, save that of some few

one

at

late

years,

the kirk

;

my

thro'

wife's

sickness

extraordinary

in

the

spring, and the decay of my own strength, I have not got
neither have I
the visiting of families performed as before
I
still aim at something of that
it any more, tho'
of
hope
But I bless God, that when I had ability, I
kind yearly.
was helped to lay it out that way. Thus the winter season
was the time wherein I did most of my work in the parish.
Mean while that also was the season wherein I did most in
my closet. Being 12 miles distant from the Presbytery
;

1

attended

I

seat,

it

not in the winter

;

but

when

I

attended

it,
ordinarily went away and returned the same day, being
loath to lose two or three days on it.
These things with other incidents occasioned me much
riding, in which I must acknowledge the goodness of God
that brought me out of Simprin, where I had but little occa- 173
But here I
sion of riding, and my health was sore broken.
had more exercise of that kind, which no doubt was to my
I

advantage in that point, tho' now at length my strength is
much wasted away. The which has necessarily made an
but the diets of
alteration in the course of my management
I
are
still
in
the
winter, only
begin now sooner
catechising
;

than

I

was wont

;

employed times in

more as

and the winter-nights, that were my best
my closet, I cannot now spend so any

before.

On Thursday

Feb.

9,

1710, 'twixt 10 and 11

at night,

that besides their ordinary work of catechizing, they also preach catechetical doctrine,
at such times, and in such manner, as they shall find most conducive for the edification
of their flocks."
Acts, p. 252.
1
Ettrick manse is 18 miles distant from Selkirk, the Presbytery seat.
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Thomas, baptized on the 15th,

by Mr. Gabriel Wilson, minister

By

LIFE

at

Maxton.

that time the friendship 'twixt the said Mr. Wilson
had arrived at an uncommon height and strictness.

and me
That friendship hath indeed been one of the greatest comhe being a man of great piety, tenderness,
forts of my life
:

a painful
and learning, with a vast compass of reading
a plain preacher, but deep in his thoughts, especiminister
ally -of later years, and growing remarkably unto this day in
zealous and faithful to a
insight into the Holy Scriptures
;

;

;

having more of the

Presbyterians than
I
cause he has been,
other
minister
know
for
the
which
;
any
and is in the eyes of many, like a speckled bird but withal
a seasonable
a most affectionate, constant, and useful friend
pitch,

spirit of the old

;

;

and wise adviser in a pinch often employed of God signally
and seasonably, to comfort and bear me up when I needed it
extremely insomuch that I have often been convinced, he
could not have gone the length that way that he went, if it
had not been thro' a particular disposal of Providence indulging my weakness, particularly in this and the following period,
wherein I was in a special manner, from within and from
without, at once sore bowed down. Whatever odds there was
in some respects 'twixt him and me, there was still a certain
cast of temper by which I found him to be my other self.
174 And tho' we have passed, especially since the year 1712,
thro' several steps, at which many chief friends have been
;

;

separated, yet thro' the divine mercy we still stuck close,
speaking the same thing, the sense whereof has often obliged
He
us to give thanks unto God expressly on that account.

was extremely modest, but once touched with the weight of
a matter very forward and keen, fearing the face of no man
In the which
on the other hand, I was slow and timorous.
;

mixture, whereby he served as a spur to me, and I as a
bridle to him, I have often admired the wise conduct of Pro-

But now alas he is left
vidence that matcht us together.
alone for me in publick struggles, I being thro' frailty laid
aside from appearing at Synods, with which I was indeed
!

disgusted ere

I

left

them, and very seldom appearing

now

in

FIRST

i;io

COMMUNION

185

2
1
Mr. Davidson, minister of Galashiels, who
the Presbytery.
afterwards came to be a 3d in this friendship, is now also
thro' his frailty laid aside from much of his helpfulness to

However, the friendship remains unPs. xciv. II, "The
and will I hope till death.
Lord knoweth the thoughts of man, that they are vanity."
I proceeded on the subject of the nature and necessity of
holiness, from the time aforesaid, and therewith ended the
After
ordinary above mentioned, on May 28th this year.
which I addrest my self to preach sermons preparatory for

him

in

these cases.

violate,

the sacrament of the supper.
And on July 16, I administered that ordinance.

was

the

time

first

I

administered

it

in Etterick

3

This

but from

:

it has been done yearly, for ordinary, all along, the
few interruptions thereof hitherto made, being occasioned by
the affliction of my family of late years, and other incidents.
and
I was in that communion comforted in my weary past

that time

;

an account given Passages, p. 137.
The action-sermon on Luke xiv. 23/ "Compel them to
come in," I did afterward revise with a view to publish it in 175
Mean while
the Fourfold State but gave over that purpose.
of

it

there

is

,

the divisions

Thereafter
1

number of communicants but small. 5
insisted for some time on a subject suitable

made
I

the

In 1730 attention was called to his non-attendance at the meetings of Presbytery,
to be more punctual.
Boston wrote the General Account in

and he was requested
1730.

2
Henry Davidson [1687-1756] was born at Eckford, near Kelso graduated
Edinburgh Apr. 27, 1705 licensed by Pres. of Jedburgh Mar. 5, 1712 ordained
Galashiels Dec. ax, 1714, and after a ministry of more than forty years died Oct.
;

;

;

at
at
4,

1756.

July 16, 1710, was the date of Boston's first communion at Ettrick, and yearly
most frequently in June. In the years 1717,
thereafter, in May, June, July, or August
1726, and 1729, for reasons which he states, the Lord's Supper was not administered
3

;

at Ettrick.
4 This fine

sermon was first published in 1753.
Works, vi. 279.
There was considerable distraction in the parish in 1709 and 1710 through the
M'Millan preached in the neighbourhood, in Feb.
activity of the Cameronian party.
and Sept. 1709. " I would fain see the Gospel doing good, a day of God's power to
Etterick again.
I dare not think I have been
altogether useless here but truly when
I look
upon the case of this parish in general, and on the success of my ministry in it,
But stand I must in my post, till He that set me in it, call me
my heart sinks.
off."
Sermon March 29, 1710. Works, ii. 451-2.
"
Weep over the wofull divisions among us, that hath prevailed to the breaking
of us so far that we are
among the most broken and shattered congregations in the
country. Weep over the rent that was so early made amongst us, in which Satan
hotly pursued me, ere I knew well where I was." Sermon Fast-day, July 13, 1710;
Smith MSS. Cf. Memoirs, App. pp. 2, 3.
5

;

.

;

.

.
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1
communion work we had been employed in. And this
That
after
communion.
was all along my manner before and

to the

I

being done,

did,

on Sept. 3d, enter
"

for

an ordinary on
2

And
One thing thou lackest," &c.
21-22,
hereto I was led for the case of mine own soul, and spent
thereon what remained of the year.
As for my studies, from my settling in Etterick, I gave
myself to reading as I was disposed and had access,
I began
making some excerpts out of the books I read.
the book of the Passages of My Life, which before had been
kept in the two MSS. above mentioned, and some other
Mark

x.

son John was begun to learn the Latin tongue,

My

papers.

16, 1708, and had domestic teaching till the year
1 71 2; for which
cause I had several young men in that
time for teachers ; but often the burden lay on my self.

Feb.

And

there

was no

when none

of

my

legal school

3

in

children needed

books of Antonia Bourignon, 4

the parish, till of late
I read some of the

it.

understanding her prin-

for

1

Works, iii. 411^
M'Millan preached on the borders of the parish on that day, Sept. 3, 1710. A
of Boston's hearers went off to hear M'Millan, an act of desertion to which
Boston pungently referred in his sermon of Sept. 10.
Works, iii. 420.
" William
3 Nov.
18, 1707.
Davidson, recommended by the minister, compeared
and declared his willingness to teach a school here, and to serve as precentor, sessionclerk, and bedal."
June 8 and June 14, 1725. John Beaty, sometime teacher of a private school in
Midghop [a mile distant from Ettrick manse], was nominated schoolmaster of the
parish "as a person of sober life, and fit to teach reading English, writing, and
arithmetick
and he accepting of the charge shall be obliged in respect of the
wideness of the parish, to go at the desire of the Session, one quarter of the year to
corner
of
the
any
parish they shall see meet, to teach the children there, and that for
the ordinary quarter wages, these to whom he shall thus go always maintaining him
in bed and board for the time he is with them, that as much as may be all the youth of
the parish may have the benefit of the legal school therein. And the said John
Beaty did accept of the office." Ettrick Session Record.
John Beaty and his son of the same name were the schoolmasters of Ettrick for
one hundred and one years.
4 Antoinette
Bourignon [1616-1680] born at Lille, a celebrated religious visionary.
She had many followers. Among her books translated into English were The light
the
The light risen in darkness, 1703
world,
of
1696 Treatise of solid virtue, 1699
and Renovation of the Gospel Spirit, 1707.
These publications had considerable
currency in Scotland, and not a few were attracted by the mysticism which characterised her teaching. Dr. George Garden, Episcopal minister in Aberdeen, published
in 1699, An apology for Madame Antonia Bourignon.
The Assemblies of 1709
and 1710 passed Acts against Bourignianism, and every minister before ordination
had to disown "all Bourignian errors." The term "Bourignian" was retained in
one of the questions put at the time of ordination it only disappeared in 1899.
Acts of Assembly, pp. 306, 307, 438, 443 (1843) Blackwell's Ratio Sacra, pp, 26-84
(Edinburgh, 1710) Cunningham's Church History, ii. 205-6; Stephen's Hist. Scot.
2

number

.

.

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

Church,

ii.

447-9.

i

HEBREW

7 io

ciples,

BIBLE

which made a considerable noise

making some excerpts out of them,
for animadversions

thereon

for after, did

never make.

where

off in

I

left

of the Revelation, I
4th chapter, but in

which

;

I

187
at

left

I

that time

finding

I,

;

and

a column blank

began lecturing

no occasion
Etterick

in

Simprin ; and proceeding to the book
wrote some lectures thereon, from the
the same I did
short-hand characters
;

on some chapters of Isaiah afterwards.
This was the happy year wherein I was first master of
a Hebrew Bible, and began the study of it.
About the time
of my coming out of the Mers to Etterick, I borrowed a
piece of the Hebrew Bible, containing the books of Samuel
and Kings and having got that, I went on accordingly in
the study of the holy tongue.
For which cause I did this
1
of the 2d edition,
year purchase Athias's Hebrew Bible
having been long time lured and put off with the hopes of
a gift of Arias Montanus 2 from an acquaintance in the Mers
the which were not like to be accomplisht, and in end were
;

;

frustrated.

Thus provided,

I

plied

the

Hebrew

original

great delight, and all along since, it hath continued to be my darling study.
But I knew nothing then
of the accentuation.
Howbeit, I took some notes of the
close with

I had
import of the Hebrew words with much pleasure.
got another parcel of books in the year 1 706, the chief of

which

was

Turretin's works,

3

in

4 volumes, wherewith

I

was not altogether unacquainted before; and in the 1707,
before I went to Etterick, I purchased Pool's Annotations, 4
having had no entire commentary on the whole Bible before
1

Joseph Athias, a learned Jew of Amsterdam, a printer, died c. 1700.
of the most accurate editions of the Hebrew Bible, first printed

owe one

To him we
in 1661,

and

again in 1667.
Arias Montanus [1527-1598], a Spanish philosopher, theologian, and orientalist.
He edited the Antwerp Polyglot Bible, Biblia Sacra Hebraice, Greece, et Latine
which was printed by Christopher Plantin, at the expense of Philip II. of Spain, and

known

as Biblia Regia.
Francis Turretin [1623-1687], Professor of Theology at Geneva, and author of
Institutio theologies elenchticce, 4 vols.
Geneva, 1679-85 2nd ed. 1688. An edition
was published at Edinburgh, 1847.
4 Matthew Pool or
Poole [1624-1679], a learned Nonconformist
retired to
Holland on the passing of the Act of Uniformity in 1662 died at Amsterdam. His
3

,

;

;

;

chief work was Synopsis Criticorum S. Scriptural, 5 vols, fol., 1669-76.
The Annotations upon the Holy Bible, only in part his work, were completed after his death
by
friends.
2 vols, fol., 1685 2nd ed., 1696.
;

1

76
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except the English Annotations, edit. I., purchased in
But from the time I left Simprin I set my self
1704.

that,

no more to purchase parcels of books as before, but got
some particular books now and then, as I found my self
disposed for them.
About the end of this year,

my friend Mr. Wilson and I
an
epistolary communication, whereby we might have
began
the benefit, each of the other's reading and study, for our

And then I wrote the Meditation on
mutual improvement.
of
and
feast of tabernacles, to be found in
the day
expiation
the Miscellany MS., pp. 325-332.
About this time also I
did for my diversion compose a kind of a poem on friendship,

in

an enigmatical or

allegorical strain, consisting of

sheets, a part of which it seems I had sent him by
But last winter, 1729, I committed it to the
that time.
flames, with any thing else of that kind done by my self.

some

Feb. 8,

177 fortable day

171
to

1,

me

being the Sabbath,
in

Etterick

:

being

it

was another comwas turned into a

thanksgiving day, thro' the speedy and seasonable hearing
of prayer, put up to God at a congregational fast, kept on
the Wednesday before, upon the account of a very threatening storm then lying on, the which was gently carried off on
the Friday.
This passage is more largely related Passages,
About
this time as I was lecturing on the Prop. 143.

notes of the import of the Hebrew
be found in a 4to note-book.
On Friday, June 8th, about 3 in the morning, my
1
daughter Alison was born and was baptized on Wednes2
day the 13th, by Mr. John Laurie, minister of Eskdalemoor.
The epistolary communication aforesaid 'twixt Mr. Wilson

verbs,

words

took some

I

to chap. xv. to

;

and me, was carried on till towards the end of this year, at
what time Providence began to lay other work to hand.
His letters to me of that kind are in relentis, but I have no
1

Jan.

Alison, afterwards married to Mr. James
1765 buried in Ettrick Churchyard.

6,

2

Anderson of

Altrive,

Yarrow, died

;

John Laurie graduated at Edinburgh 1674 admitted minister of Wauchope,
Langholm, Sept. 10, 1691. The parish of Wauchope was united to Langin 1702, and that same year, Eskdalemuir, originally part of Westerkirk, was
erected into a parish.
He became minister of Eskdalemuir July 8, 1703, and died
;

Pres. of

holm
Dec.

7, 1723, set. 68.

1

7i

FOURFOLD STATE

i

copy of mine

to

him.

Only, what

is

189

preserved

the

in

Miscellany MS. from p. 333 to p. 349, on Eccles. x. 15, on
1
Conservation, and on Garments, was writ on that occasion.
call
to
the
solemn
For my ordinary, I dwelt on
faith,
and Gospel-obedience, Matt. xi. 28, 29, 30, 2 from Jan. 14th
this year,

till

And

August 26.

then to

commend

Christ to

I did, on Sept. 2, enter upon Phil,
and went thro' the first twelve verses thereof in
Having in the
order, which continued I think till May 171 3.
latter end of the April Synod, demitted my office of clerkship, it pleased the Lord, that, just before the October Synod
whereof I was chosen moderator, a motion was made me
towards the filling of my hand with other work, of a kind
most unexpected Dr. Trotter my friend having then moved
to me, that I should prepare the sermons of the Fourfold
And here was a remarkable step of
State for the press.
The 178
Providence, for compassing of that then hidden design.
Doctor I suppose knew nothing of these sermons but Mr. James

the souls of the people,
chap.

Hi.

3

;

;

Ramsay, being then minister of Kelso, having invited me to
assist him at the Sacrament there, the first Lord's day of
October,

I

spent two days seeking something wherewith to go

Wherefore

to his assistance, but could obtain nothing.

I

was

obliged to take old notes along with me for that purpose ;
and among these were the sermons on the subjects aforesaid.

The Synod being

to meet there on the 3d Tuesday of that
There
month, I could not return home, but went to Duns.
the motion being made by the Doctor, that I should publish
some sermons, the mention of these fell in ; and having them
with me, they were left there and considered, the motion
was determined to them. This motion filled my thoughts

for the remaining part of that year.
Jan. 29, 171 2, I began that work.

make

to

upon
it

;

is
I

it,

which

at

;

I

I was brought
met with in entring

to confirm

my

call

to

narrated at large Passages, p. 145 to p. 152.
preached that winter, till towards the end of March, on

the 3d verse of the chapter aforesaid
1

How

what difficulties
length were of use

that attempt

Works,

vi.

226 and 233.

2

Ibid., ix. 169.

my

ordinary.
3

Ibid.,

ii.

645,

Having
iv.

125.
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minded to study that verse, " For we are the circumcision
which worship God in spirit," &c, with more than ordinary
application in respect of the weight of the matter, I had
borrowed a piece of Manton's l works having some sermons
which was not my ordinary manner.
But
on that text
while I had it, I was so straitned in studying, that I was
;

obliged to return

being as glad to be quit of

it,

as ever

it,

I

have it. And from the time I sent it away, the Lord
Himself was pleased so to help me, that I wrote so distinctly
and copiously on the few heads I advanced on that text, 2 as I
had never done before. And this had an encouraging influ179 ence, with relation to the foresaid work which now I was

was

to

engaged in.
Being to preach before the Synod in April, I was minded,
from the sweetness I had found in the study of the Holy
Scripture in the Hebrew original, to have taken for my text,
Ezra vii. 10, " For Ezra had prepared his heart to seek the
law of the Lord, and to do it, and to teach in Israel statutes
and judgments " and this in order to stir up my brethren
to a due value for the study of the Holy Scriptures, especially in the originals, and to holiness and tenderness of life,
But the lamentable alteration in the public affairs and
&c.
state of the Church, brought in about this time by the Acts
establishing the Toleration and imposing the Oath of Abjura3
tion on ministers, obliged me to lay aside that design, and
suit my Synod sermon to what I judged such a critical
;

1 Thomas Manton
[1620-1677], a celebrated Puritan preacher and writer was imThe reference is to Manton's
prisoned for nonconformity.
description of the
true circumcision," ii. 23-55 (1871).
2
Works, iv. 466-550.
3 The Act
establishing the Toleration received the royal assent on March 3, 1712,
"
whereby it was free and lawful for all those of the Episcopal communion in Scotland
to meet for divine worship, to be performed after their own manner, by pastors
ordained by a Protestant bishop, and who are not established ministers of any church
or parish, and to use in their congregation the Liturgy of the Church of England." A
clause was inserted in the Act compelling all ministers, Presbyterian and Episcopalian
alike, to subscribe the Oaths of Allegiance and Abjuration, and to pray publicly for
Queen Anne and the Princess Sophia of Hanover. As Jacobites, the Episcopal
ministers resented the imposition of the Oath, because in taking it they had to abjure
the Pretender whilst the Presbyterians opposed it, because the succession to the
crown was limited to those who belonged to the Church of England. " They argued,
that if they took the Oath, they gave their sanction to a form of Church government which they regarded as sinful." Story's Carstares, pp. 326-35 Cunningham's
Church Hist, of Scot. ii. 239 Stephen's Hist, of Scot. Church, pp. 467-8 Mathieson,
Scotland and the Union, pp. 200-4.
;

"A

;

;

,

;

;

i
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And so I was determined to Matt, xxviii.
juncture required.
1
The
I
am
with
you to the end of the world."
ult., "Lo,
sermon is in retentis. On the Saturday before the said April
took my son John along with me to the school at
and having left my wife and the rest of the children
2
There on the
in distress, I went to Galashiels then vacant.
morrow I had a heavy Sabbath but on the Monday's night,
I

Synod,

Selkirk

;

;

and Tuesday's morning at Kelso, I was quite opprest with
melancholy which, to my shame and grief, prevailed so, as
it could not miss to have influence, towards the disparagement of the cause of God, I quickly appeared to be engaged
in.
Howbeit the Lord so far pitied, that I got the sermon
But there is a heavy
delivered with solid seriousness.
;

account of that progress, Passages, p. 154.
3
Coming home from the Synod, I found my son Thomas,

whom

I had left very sick, continuing so, and on the last of
died.
he
April
Having buried him on the 1st of May, I
went to Edinburgh, on the morrow, unto the General
Assembly, whereof I was a member.
There the lawfulness of the Oath of Abjuration was debated
pro and con, in a committee of the whole house, betwixt the
And the parties were (at
scruplers and the clear brethren.

that time, as I think) at the very point of splitting ; till Mr.
William Carstairs, 4 Principal of the College of Edinburgh, and
"A
Works, ix. 159 ff.
door, we see, is opened, whereby errors in doctrine may
1

crowd

in
and superstitious worship and ceremonies
are introduced to mar
.
the beauty of this Church in the simplicity of Gospel worship,
.
and the discipline
and government of His house are left to be trampled under foot of profane men."
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

/did., 162.
1 Galashiels became vacant in
1711 and was not filled up till Dec. 1714 by the
appointment of Henry Davidson.
This son was born Feb. 9, 1710, and died April 30, 1712.
4 Born in
1649; son of Rev. John Carstares who was minister at Cathcart, and
afterwards of the Cathedral or High Church, Glasgow; graduated at Edinburgh in
1667 studied theology, and licensed, in Holland came over to London in 1672, and
again in 1674
arrested, and sent to Scotland in 1675
imprisoned in Edinburgh
Castle; released in 1679 became minister of a Presbyterian congregation in the parish
of Cheshunt in 168 1 married in 1682 was in Holland in 1683 returned to England,
arrested, and again sent to Scotland by order dated October 30, 1683
was examined
by the Privy Council and subjected to torture was released in the beginning of 1685
returned to Holland came over to England in the same ship with William of Orange
;

;i

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

became the king's trusted adviser in Scottish ecclesiastical affairs averted
a grave crisis in the Church in 1694, by his sagacity and courage used his influence
in favour of the
Treaty of Union did much to shape the course of Scottish Presbyterianism after the Revolution was elected Principal of Edinburgh
University in
became minister of Greyfriars, Edinburgh, in 1704 was moderator of the
1703
General Assembly in the years 1705, 1708, 1711, and 1715. He died Dec. 28, 1715.
in

1688

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

1
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clear for the oath, interposed
1

80 the which cause
For

heart.

about

it,

I

all

still
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and prevented the rupture

;

for

did always thereafter honor him in my
that I heard advanced to clear the difficulties
I

continued a scrupler

;

and therefore, a

little

came away home, the Act imposing the oath
being printed, and offered me at the door of the Assemblybefore

house,

was

I

I

bought

it

on purpose to know exactly the penalty

I

like to underlie.

Being come home, I did, on May 27, spend some time in
And thereprayer for light from the Lord about that oath.
after entring on to read the prints I had on it, in order to
form a judgment thereanent, I immediately fell on the Act,
whereby it was first of all framed and imposed and finding
;

thereby the declared intent of the oath to be, to preserve the

Act inviolable on which the security of the Church of EngI was surprised and astonisht, and
upon that

land depends,

my heart was turned to loath that oath
had before scrupled. 1
From thence, what spare time I had from visiting of the

shocking discovery,

which

I

I spent in considering the oath, until June
17th, that
our Synod met pro re nata; I having, by advice of brethren
members of the Assembly for our Synod, called them
And by the foresaid time of their meeting, I
together.

parish,

had writ my thoughts on the oath, being reasons against
of paper, the which are in reteniis.
it, on about two sheets
There the oath was disputed throughout, the unclear
But as the
impugning, and the clear brethren defending it.
declared intent of the oath above mentioned, did not at all
cast up in the reasonings of the General Assembly, which
could not have missed, if it had been then known to the
so as far as I could understand, it was
scruplers
to no brother of the Synod clear or unclear, before
;

the Act aforesaid along with

me

to that their meeting.

known
I

took

They

1 The
Hist, of Scot., i. 159-60.
The imAbjuration Oath is given by Struthers.
It was
position of this oath caused serious trouble within the Church of Scotland.
and
was
not
one-third
of
the
about
of the
a
to
signed by
laity,
by great part
objected
The Government found it expedient not to proceed against the ministers,
ministers.
who refused to take the oath at the risk of fine, imprisonment, and deprivation of their
whilst Carstares and many others who signed, did so under cover of a
charges
;

"declaration."

Wodrow's

Corres.,

i.

323 n.

;

Story's Carstares, pp. 346-8.

i
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was cast up in the 18
Synod but Mr. James Ramsay aforesaid, made an answer
to it, distinguishing between the Church of England as a
Protestant church, and as a church having such a government and worship and admitting the intent of the oath in
This was truly
the first sense, but not in the second.
seemed

be struck with

to

when

it,

it

;

;

stumbling to me, but served to confirm me against the oath.
1
I had from that time a particular regard for Mr. John Goldie,
minister at Earleston, a grave and learned man, upon the
account of his candor and ingenuity, tho' joined with prin-

mine he owned, that the ministers
not have taken the oath according
would
1648,

ciples very contrary to
in

the year

to

their principles.

And

:

this regard

in

to that

brother,

I

and even in
along confirmed
the Assembly 1729, in Professor Simson's affair; the man
dealing plainly and candidly according to his light ; tho' in
such matters of a more public nature, he and I were still on
have been since that time

all

;

opposite sides of the question.

ported to

He

is this

year, 17 30, trans-

Edinburgh.

At the October Synod, the brethren clear for the oath
had concerted measures for bringing such as should refuse
under an engagement not to speak against the takers
I
it.
was resolved to be very tender that way, and
so have been all along to this day
looking on the exposing of them as a hinderance to the success of the Gospel ;
for which cause I have suffered heavily at the hands of

it

of

;

the

my

up
that

But

people.
self

end,

in

and

withal,

the

I

was absolutely against binding
by consenting to any Act for

matter,
therefore declared

against

it

accordingly.

John Goldie or Gowdie [1682-1762] was minister of Earlston from 1704 to 1730
translated to Lady Yester's, Edinburgh, in 1730; Professor of Divinity in 1733;
became Principal of the University in 1754, and died at Edinburgh Feb. 19, 1762,
aet. 80.
He was succeeded in the Principalship by Dr. William Robertson, to whom
was assigned "the house with the orchard in the said University as the same was
He took an active part in the
lately possessed by the deceased Mr. John Gowdie."
second Simson case, objecting to the relevancy of the libel against the Professor.
He was Moderator of General Assembly in 1733. At the Commission of Assembly
in August of that year, Eb. Erskine, Wilson, Moncrieff, and Fisher were
suspended;
"
at the November Commission when the
question was put,
proceed to inflict a higher
"
censure
upon the four suspended ministers, it was carried by the casting vote of
Dr. Gowdie, for which he incurred much odium.
He published several sermons.
Wodrow, Carres., iii. 370, 425; Gib's Display, i. 33; Morren's Annals, i. 319 n.
ii.
Bower,
283-5.
1

;

;

N
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proposed that since the clear
engagement of us unclear on the
it,

I

one hand, they should, on the other hand, engage that they
And this
would not join with the magistrate against us.
broke the contrivance to all intents and purposes for they
182 could neither think meet to come under such an engagement
to us, nor could they have confidence to insist in their
:

project

their shifting

upon

l

it.

was expected but a

rigid execution of a very severe law, laying non-compliers with it, besides

By

all

parties nothing

other incapacities, under an exorbitant fine of ^500 starling ;
which was more than all the stipend had ever, since I was
a minister, come into my hand by that time did amount to.

However,

I

Gospel at

found

my

my

Herein

the Lord.

self obliged to

I

go on

in preaching the

had received of
was confirmed and encouraged by a

peril, to fulfil

the ministry

I

declared resolution to that purpose of a meeting of several
brethren at Edinburgh, in the time, I think, of the Commission in August.
These straitning circumstances obliged

me

to

denude

my

self of all

my

worldly goods, that they

hands of the government, when I
under the lash of the law.
For this cause I
tenement
in
Duns
in
favor
of
disponed my
my eldest son,
and expeded that matter so that it being sold several years,
he was obliged being major to sign the papers.
I also
made an assignation of my other goods and gear to John
2
Currie, who came with me my servant to this country, and
was then I think my precentor. This paper I destroyed only
In these things the due forms of law were
the last winter.
observed not without trouble and expense.
Mean while, during all this reeling and confusion, I had
no encouragement or sympathy, or next to none, from the
They
parish, which was a great load above my burden.
seemed only to wait to see what proof of honesty would be
might not
should fall

fall

into the

;

Shifting = delaying.
" The Session . . . made choice of
John Currie to be precentor and
Jan. 7, 1712.
officer to the Session, allowing him all the casual benefits by these offices, except sixEttrick Session Record.
pence of the mortcloth which is to come into the poor's box.
In Dec. 1714 John Currie, tenant in Ettrickhouse, was nominated by the Kirk Session
he accepted office in 1716.
for the eldership
1

2

;
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And their woful jealousy, and their
given or contrariwise.
on
the
so
matter, was a mighty discouragelooking
lightly
ment to me. However, had they been as much for, as they 183
were against, the oath, I durst never have, whatever had
been the hazard, taken it, according to any light in which it
But the truth is, the
did ever appear to me unto this day.
extreme hardship I was under from them, did much alleviate
forcing me away from
and
confinement
even
to
banishment, and this for
them,
several years after, wherein there was some appearance of
But now, for several years, expectation of
these things.
and the Lord has seen
relief that way hath been blockt up
meet to take trial of me in another more private way.
On Oct. 26th, I preacht my last sermon, which as matters

the prospect of the government's

;

then stood in law

I

could preach under the protection of the
fell, in my ordinary, to be Phil. iii. 8,

government.
My
u
My Lord, for whom I have suffered the loss of all things."
And -in my notes on that text, are to be found a few things,
which in the close of that day's work I said on that trying
text

occasion.

1

Tuesday the 28th, being the last day according to the
law for taking of the oath, I spent a part thereof in secret
with God. I had in writing the Fourfold State, finished the two
first States, viz., of Innocence and Nature
but from the time
of the General Assembly and Synod, I had lost all heart and
hand for it further, by means of the confusions on that occasion;
and so had laid aside that project. But that day, the inclination to go on in that work, returned with this, that now I
behoved to be a fool for Christ in the matter of the oath,
and so I might be also in the matter of that writing. See
more of these and other things of that time, Passages, pp.
;

155-1591 "This
day, alas is a day in which the commands of our rulers, on the ministry
of this Church, cannot be obeyed, in the judgment of many worthy ministers, without
disobeying our great Lord and Master though others are not of that mind. This
threatens to rend this Church asunder, to separate ministers from their flocks, and to
shut up many kirk doors, and yours among the rest."
Works, iv. 154.
!

;
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PERIOD
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X.

Oath of Abjuration refused; till the transportation
Closeburn refused by the Commission.

to

184 On the following Sabbath, being Nov.

2d, I did, under a
great pressure, from the consideration of the severity of the
law upon the one hand, and the temper of the parish upon
the other, enter again on my work at my peril.
What I
said

by way of preface

notes aforesaid

:

after

on the same text
the Lord,

of

my

in

that day,

which

I

is

also to be found in the

went on as

before, proceeding

And I bless
ordinary, Phil. iii.
not
to
intermit
the exercise
counsel,

my

who gave me

ministry for ever so

short a

time on

that

trying

occasion.

Having according

to

what

befel

me on

the

28th of

writing of the Fourthereto
self
I had peragain
closely
fold State, applied my
fected the following part thereof, viz., the State of Grace, by

October, with respect to proceeding

in

;

the

23d of December.

171 3, a great deal of the
1
Whitsleed,
116, I3sh. 4d.,
being
Jan.

unpaid, there

my

assigney.

stipend

payable

yearly,

lying

by
over

was obtained a decreet for it, in name of
This work occasioned me much trouble
and
:

end, I lost a great part of that stipend, the payment
thereof being laid on a number of the tenants of whom
And it is but within these few
several were very poor.
years, that Mr. Adam, having purchased the lands, turned

in

the payment of that part of

my

stipend to run in a right

1 Whitslade is in the Selkirkshire
The Scotts of
portion of the parish of Ashkirk.
Whitslade were a well-known family. In the early part of the seventeenth century,
one of them married Susanna Scott of Thirlestane, and through her Shorthope and
Ettrickhouse came to the Whitslade Scotts. Ettrickhouse passed into other hands
between 1655 and 1670, but Shorthope, in Ettrick parish, remained long in their
Their estates were sold in 1722. The last representative of this once
possession.
powerful family was Dr. Robert Scott of Hawick, who died in extreme poverty in
is an interesting notice of him in Dr. Somerville's My own
There
life and
1757.
New Statistical
times, pp. 24-5
Craig-Brown's Selkirkshire, i. 297, 303, 443
Account, Roxburghshire, p. 274.
;

;
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the rest.

whereby
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have the sensible benefit thereof as of

in writing of the
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Fourfold

Stale, I finished

it

But

on the 9th of March of which see Passages, p. 159.
the copy then written in 8vo, which is in retentis, was not
the copy from which it was afterwards printed.
;

On

about 8 minutes after 1 in the
1
and was
was born
morning, my youngest son Thomas
baptized on the 14th, by Mr. William M'Ghie, minister of
Friday April

3,

;

Selkirk.
in view of the sacrament this year, the impreshad of the low state of practical religion in the place
led me to a new ordinary, viz., Hos. xiv., which chapter I 185
began May 1 7 and proceeding therein to the last clause of
verse 6, dwelt long on it.

Coming

sion

I

;

find that

I

2

I, having seen Cross's Taghhave some notion of the accentua-

about this time,

was begun

mical Art,
tion of the

Hebrew

to

Bible according to the principles of that

Having been with Mr. M'Ghie foresaid in his closet
at a time, he happened to speak of his acquaintance with
Mr. Cross at London, and of his giving him a copy of his
book above mentioned, which I believe I had never heard of
I desired thereupon to see the book; and
before.
finding
relate to the sacred Hebrew, I borrowed it from him.
it
author.

This behoved to be, either in the spring this year, or else
in October 171 2, what time I was assisting at the sacrament there. Had I known then what was in the womb of
that step of Providence, I had surely marked the day of my
borrowing that book as one of the happiest days of my life.
1
The second child in the family named Thomas. He and his brother John,
alone of Boston's sons, reached manhood.
2 The
Tagkmical Art, or the Art of expounding Scripture by the points usually
called Accents, with a specimen of comment on the Old Testament.
London, 1698.
" Acute and
amusing." Walter Cross, M.A., Pastor of an Independent Church in
Little
his
after
London.
election, licences to
Moorfields,
Ropemaker's Alley,
Shortly
preach were recalled by proclamation (1675). To save ejection and to carry on his
At Utrecht he preached along with John Howe
studies, Cross went to Holland.
and Matthew Mead. Cross was an intimate friend of Mrs. Elizabeth Gaunt whom
burnt
at
the
stake.
After the Revolution he came back to London,
King James
and from 1689 till his death in 1701, ministered at the Chapel in Ropemaker's Alley,
"
for a meeting place for a congregation of Protestants dissenting
now certified
.

.

.

from the Church of England." Agnew's Theology, pp. 237-40
Cong. Hist. Soc.
Trans. pp. 274-5 (Jan. 1906) Prof. A. B. Davidson's Outlines of Hebrew Accentua;

,

tion, p. ix n. (1861).

;
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Great was the stumbling among the people thro' the
south and west, on the account of the Abjuration Oath,
taken, in the preceding year, by about two parts of three of

And

the ministry in Scotland.

parish by
from, but

my
still

refusing

kept

it

I

gained but

because"

;

communion

little

in

our

would not separate

I

with, the jurors

;

meeting

And now was
Presbyteries and Synods.
schism
made
Mr.
the
John
by
beginning
Taylor, minister of
1
that
I had been assisting
account.
to the
on
Wamfray,
said Mr. Taylor at the sacrament in the year 1 7 1 1 and he
to me in the 171 2, as he was also this year, June 7th, on the
same occasion. On that night, after the public work was
over, finding him inclined to separation upon the account of
the oath, I earnestly argued against it from the Holy
and he seemed not to be very peremptory, nor
Scripture
much to set himself to answer my arguings. But immediately after this conference on that subject, going to family
186 worship, whereat a great many were present, but perhaps all
strangers except my own family, he surprised me with his
discourse on Ps. xxiii., delivered in a very homely manner,
and just feeding the reeling, separating humor among the
the which I lookt upon as a sorry piece of service
people
with

them

in

:

:

1 Ordained at
Wamphray, Presbytery of Lochmaben, March 4, 1697. When the
Oath of Abjuration was imposed in 1712, Taylor denounced ministers who took it as
of
and
declared that the defections of the Church deprived its judiguilty
perjury,
The Presbytery of Lochmaben suspended him on January 25,
catories of all power.
At a meeting of
1715, and the Synod of Dumfries deposed him on April 15, 1715.
the "Presbytery of protesting ministers and ruling elders" (p. 200, n. 2) held in
from
and
on
a
those adhering
petition
Taylor
Wamphray Church "on June 8, 1715,
to him, his case was
cognosced," and the "protesting" Presbytery declared and pronounced the sentences of suspension and deposition passed upon him, to be "null
and void, and did give full allowance to Mr. Taylor to continue the exercise of his
ministry." A petition from the Presbytery of Lochmaben was presented to the General
Assembly, May 9, 1716, regarding Taylor's disorders, and on May 14, the Assembly
appointing that deposed ministers who continue to exercise their
passed an Act
and that Mr. John Taylor's irregularities be
ministry be prosecuted as intruders
represented to these in the Government." The Assembly, May 13, 1717, instructed
in
a process of excommunication against him,
Lochmaben
to
on
the Presbytery of
go
and empowered their Commission, if they see cause, " to apply to the civil magistrate,
that effectual means may be used to put Presbyteries in possession of the kirks and
manses of deposed ministers." Gabriel Gullane was ordained minister at Wamphray,
'

'

.

.

.

September 19, 1717, under protection of a party of soldiers. Wodrow states that
Taylor was traversing the country in 1723, swearing all he allows to baptism, never
He died in 1745. A vindication of Mr.
to hear any of the established ministers.
John Taylor (1717) / Mr. Taylor's case stated, or a just reply to a book intituled, A
vindication, Sfc. (1718) Acts of Assembly, p. 506(1843) Unprinted Acts of Assembly,
;

1716, 1717, 1718.

;

1
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and unbecoming a man of sense and consideration

best,

in these circumstances.

On

the

1

2th of July,

I

was

assisting to

And

him again.

the work being begun before I got thither on the Saturday,
I sat down on the brea side among the people.
Where, after

sermons,

I

was surprised

to hear

him shew

their resolution
1

to declare their adherence to the Covenants, National and
Solemn League, 2 for which they had made some preparation

on the fastday, but withal leaving others to their liberty.
The people, having got the call from him for that effect,
rose up on every side of me, and by holding up their hands,
I was not
as had been agreed on, testified their adherence.
and judging it a matter
apprised beforehand of this design
requiring due preparation, and not to be rashly entered upon,
sat still and joined not.
By all the accounts I had of it, I
judged the management thereof not suitable nor proportion;

able to the weight of the matter.
I found no ill effect of this piece

which

I

Thro' the mercy of God,
of

my

conduct, at home,

feared.

Some

time

after,

being called to answer for himself before

the Presbytery, in matters unquestionably scandalous, whether
right or wrong alleged against him, he did most unwisely

But I think that even tho' his
and separate.
separation had been warrantable, he ought, for the honor
of God and the cause of religion, to have compeared, and
purged himself of these things to their face in the first place.
decline them,

Hearing how matters were
Presbytery, I wrote to him

go 'tvvixt him and the
whom I always took for a good
man, offering my best offices and advice if he would give me
a view of the state of his matters.
The letter he received
but made me no return and I never saw him since that time.
A great many of the parish of Eskdalemoor joined him; the
like

to

;

which, by reason of the neighbourhood, was another fountain
of trouble and uneasiness to me, giving me another class of
1 National
Covenant, subscribed in Greyfriars Churchyard, Edinburgh, on
Feb. 28, 1638.
2 Solemn
League and Covenant, subscribed in St. Margaret's Church, Westminster, Sept. 25, 1643. The text of both Covenants is given in Kerr's Covenants
and Covenanters. See also Hay Fleming's Story of the Scottish Covenants (1904).
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dissenters, servants coming in from thence to our parish ;
tho' I remember none of our congregation that went off to

him but one inconstant

lass

who

joined with his

way

for

a time.

At

Mr. John Hepburn, head of an old and consider1
able party, Mr. John Gilchrist, minister of Dinscore, and
2
which lasted very
he, joining together, formed a Presbytery
first

;

At length his own party broke among themand many of them left him so that this day, tho' he

short while.
selves,
still

:

continues his schism, his affairs and reputation are in a

sorry situation.
Amongst us

who

assisted in those days, as aforesaid, at
3

Wamfray, was Mr. Thomas Hoy, minister
also, some time after, lodging a night in

at

Annan.

Him

house, I was
at pains to convince of the unwarrantableness of the separation on account of the oath ; but prevailed not.
Howbeit,

some time

my

heard with indignation, his taking of the
such a propensity there is in human nature
to run to extremes, and such a need of walking by a fixt
principle of church communion, establisht from the Holy
oath

it

after, I

self:

Scriptures.

On Aug. 30, continuing my ordinary, Hos. xiv., I did
withal return to explain the Catechism, but began at the duty
which God requireth of man. And judging the discovery of
the exceeding breadth of the
tance, I did insist on the Ten

command to be of great imporCommandments 4 very largely

;

1
James (not John) Gilchrist, minister at New Cumnock for four years translated
Dunscore in 1701 deposed in 1716 died Aug. 18, 1721, aged 46.
2
Hepburn says, "As to the forming a Presbytery, I would be informed how it
can be proven sinful for two or three ministers, with ruling elders, to act judicially
;

to

;

;

in matters belonging to their own Society, when the other judicatories are so corrupted, that they nor their adherents cannot own them with freedom of conscience?
Have not ministers of the Gospel power of exercising discipline ? And where there is a
"

plurality joining together, have they not a joint power according to Matthew xviii. ?
The last testimony of Mr. John Hepburn, p. 14 (1723).
On the other hand, the constitution and action of this Presbytery were sharply
" I believe that such a
criticised.
Court, consisting of one voting minister (for the
other was moderator of their meeting), such a method of procedure, absolving a

minister proven guilty of gross scandals, without the deposition of one witness, and
condemning a great many honest men as guilty of perjury the vilest of crimes, without citation or libel given to them, or any witness deponing against them, wants a
Just reply to vindication of Mr. John Taylor, p. 77 (Dumfries, 1718).
parallel."
3 Thomas
Hoy or Howie, probably related to the Howies of Lochgoin, was
ordained at Annan, Feb. 24, 1703 died May 23, 1753.
;

4

Body of Divinity,

vols.

ii.

and

iii

;

Works,

vol.

ii.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS

i7xa

so that the sermons on them ended not

two years

our

before

above mentioned
catechetical

over the

Which

after this.

encountre

;

Aug. 28, 1 7 1 5,
mind an occasional 188

till

to

brings
Presbytery, with

who happening

201

to tell

Mr.

Goldie

John

us of his preaching

shewed that he had cursorily gone

doctrine,

Ten Commands

of the people ;
them all, that

I
I

as judging that best for the case
found my self obliged to declare before

was

of another

quite

mind

;

the

fullest

unfolding of the holy commandment being necessary to disBut I
cover the need of Christ, both to saints and sinners.

have always observed narrow thoughts of the doctrine of free
grace, to be accompanied with narrow thoughts of the extent
of the holy law.

About

this time I set

my

self to consider the

Mass-book,
between which I found a
surprising agreement, several particulars of which I marked
on the Service-book, which remains as yet among my other
books.
For the course of public affairs had taken such a
turn, that from the year 1 7 10, they had run straight towards
the interest of the Pretender ; * and continued so to do, till,

and the English Service-book

being brought to the point of

;

full

ripeness,

it

pleased the

Lord, suddenly and surprisingly to break the measures of the
party thro' the removal of Queen Anne by death Aug. 1,
1 7 1 4 ;
so that King George had a peaceable accession to
the throne, as much unexpected as the Queen's death at the

time foresaid.

Mean

while at

this

time

had a

matters

formidable appearance, and a terrible cloud seemed to hang
over the head of the nations, hastening to break.
Papists
and Jesuits were flocking hither from beyond seas; and
things great and small
for receiving

were set a going, to prepare people
what was a hatching. Sitting at meat in time

of the

Synod at Kelso, in the house of a Presbyterian silly
woman, I was surprised with, and filled with indignation
"That memorable Tory

Queen Anne's latter days, which would, it
crown to the Stewart dynasty, had they not
been zealously watched from without, and divided among themselves." Hill Burton's
1

was

ministry of

believed, have restored the British

History of Scotland from 1689, ii. 38.
"To the best of my observation this deluge [of idolatry and religious imagery]
broke in upon us ... in the four last years of Queen Anne's reign
without
doubt to prepare the nation insensibly for the popish Pretender and Popery."
Works,
;

iii.

237.
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the sight of the picture of Christ on the cross, hanging
on the wall over against me.
Lodging, in time of a com189 munion, in a certain house of some distinction, I got a lime 1
bason to wash my hands in, with the Jesuits motto in the
And manyother such arts were
bottom thereof, I. H. S.
then used to catch the people, while the great artifices for
compassing the design were going on successfully. Withal
there were mighty fears of an intended massacre.
But National Fasts were very rare, as they have been
all along since the Union unto this day.
Wherefore on Feb.
at,

17, 17 14, we kept a congregational fast upon the account
of the aspect of affairs at that time, more particularly declared in our Session's Act thereanent, of the date Feb. 14,
" O deliver
2
I preached that day on Ps. Ixxiv.
17 14.
19,
not the soul of thy turtle dove unto the multitude of the

wicked."

being

Which sermon agreeable
may be consulted.

3

On

the Sabbath immediately following,

catechetic ordinary, on the
I
did for some time set

Popery, and of the English
former,
at

to the state of that time,

in retenlis,

to

I

the

4

explained
people
the case of the

thereto.

The

much

I

latter

I

insisted

;

my

upon which

discover the evil of

self to

service.

judging

large,

as

my

entred, in

I

Command

Second

With
the

respect to the
National Covenant

time

on as

a

sufficient

particularly,

call

and as

thought to be for edification, from the pulpit

;

Probably the same as "lame," adjective signifying earthen, made of earthenware or porcelain. The word occurs in Mrs. Boston's will, and also in a sermon by
Boston on Rom. i. 18. Jamieson's Scottish Dictionary ; Wright's English Dialect
Dictionary ; Works, iii. 237.
2 "
February 14, 1714. The Session taking into their serious consideration the
lamentable and terrible aspect of affairs at this time, through the restless endeavours
of Papists and others, enemys to the Protestant succession in favours of the popish
Pretender, which threaten the utter overthrow of our Holy Religion and of our libertys,
1

make this land a field of blood, the insolence of Papists, Jesuits, and trafficking
who have set up their abominable mass, and are perverting souls to their
idolatry thro' several parts of the countrey, and likewise considering the many great
and crying sins of the land, for which our Holy God may justly give us up into their

and

to

priests,

necessary that a day be set apart in this congregation for solemn
and prayer, that we may intreat our God to be gracious to us, to
nation, forgive our iniquitys and remove those tokens of His wrath
from us, for His Son's sake. And the Session appointed Wednesday next, being the
seventeenth instant, to be kept by this congregation as a day of solemn fasting,
humiliation and prayer, for that effect, and that the same be intimate from the pulpit
this day."
Ettrick Session Record.
8
* Ibid. ii.
Works, ii. 130-8.
155-6.

hands, judged

it

fasting, humiliation,

the Church

and

,

i

THE

7 i4

KING'S ACCESSION

yet not so much as I fain would have done
occasion of the blank left in that part of

Commands
filling

;

the

which

up afterwards,

for

it

seems

my own

203

which was the
notes on the

;

my

had some thoughts of
which yet was

I

satisfaction,

never done.

The

copy of the Fourfold State having been

aforesaid

ministers, I went in the summer to Edinburgh with my dear friend Dr. Trotter, on purpose to speak
with a printer on that head.
And while I was there, I was

revised by

some

But
free, willing, and resolved to venture it into the world.
a friend there, at that time a student now a minister, advised
to delay it upon the ground of the fear of the Pretender's
This being so feasible, I could not in modesty
refuse the advice
but after that, my courage in the case
abated and sank.
But on Aug. 24th, the sacrament being administered,
at which the number of the communicants in the parish
in.

coming

:

considerably, I preacht the action sermon on
Hos. ii. 19, which was afterwards publisht under the title
Providence thus quickly beginof The everlasting espousals. 1
ning to move, towards the bringing forth of that work aforeI had entred on the text Hos. ii.
said in its due time.
19,

increased

July 1 1 ; as afterward I insisted on the duty of the espoused
The preparing of that action sermon for
from Ps. xlv. io. 2
the press being moved to me, I laid the matter seriously to
heart

December

16,

and was resolved

afterwards determined to publish

to

How

it.

attempt

it,

and

came

to

that

I

resolution and determination, which the turns of Providence
seeming to beat it back and then bringing it forward again, is
to be seen Passages, pp. 162164.
The making trial thereby,
of the acceptance to be expected in the case of the Fourfold
State, had great weight with me in the matter.

After the Queen's death, King George safely arriving, had
a peaceable accession to the throne
for which cause there
:

was
17

1

a thanksgiving appointed to be observed on Jan. 22,
But at that time, I was called by an express to
5.
1

Works,

vii.

491-519.
2

This was Boston's
Works, iv. 89 ff.

first

publication.

1

90
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it on the day appointed.
on the 3d of February 2 which day I
u Now
when the king's compreached on Esther ix. I,
mandment and his decree drew near to be put in execution,
in the day that the enemies of the Jews hoped to have power
over them (tho' it was turned to the contrary, that the Jews
had rule over them that hated them)." This sermon is to be
191 found next to that of the fastday above mentioned.
Upon the Lord's day following, being the 6th, a strong
old man, who had come on foot over the hills from Upper
Dalgleish, being 4 miles to the kirk, died suddenly between
the water and the western park of the gleib.
Being in the
I
and
and
was
called
out
to see him
praying,
stopt
pulpit
The passage is narrated
but he was dead, ere I got to him.

Duns,

so that

could not observe

Howbeit we kept

it

;

.

.

.

:

Passages,

This

164.

p.

alarming

dispensation

me, on the
"

led

following

For we know
ordinary, 2 Cor. v. 1,
3
that if our earthly house of this tabernacle were dissolved,"
I
I dwelt till
for
the
on
which
22nd
sacrament,
that,
May
&c,

Lord's day, to a

entred on Heb.
in full
faith.

new

x. 22,

"Let us draw near with a

true heart,

assurance of faith," 4 &c, pressing the confidence of
On the same text was the action sermon, as were

some sermons after the sacrament. A godly minister, 5
then a non-juror, and one of my assistants at the sacrament,
as I was conveying him and the rest away, on the Tuesday
also

after,

upon occasion of discourse anent the action sermon,

particularly that a pious gentleman had said it was above his
capacity, moved to me to write practically on the doctrine of
justification

occasion

of

:

the which
to

calling

I

had,

some years

mind, when

frequent
taken the

after,

he having

1 " On the
15th [Jan.] at night, there came an express to me calling me to go to
Duns, to my brother a dying." Passages of My Life, MS., p. 163.
2 "
January 23, 171 5. The Session considering that whereas the last Lord's day,
an Act of the Commission of the General Assembly and a proclamation by the King
for a publick National Thanksgiving for his Majesty's safe arrival unto his dominions
and peaceable accession to the throne, to have been observed last Thursday, were
read from the pulpit, and that the minister being by an express called to go abroad on
a very necessary occasion, the said Thanksgiving could not be observed in this congregation so solemnly as was requisit, they did and hereby do appoint the publick
Thanksgiving, for the causes above mentioned, to be observed in this congregation on
Thursday come eight days, and that intimation hereof be made next Lord's day."

Ettrick Session Record.
3

Works,

iii.

22.

4

Ibid., ix. 399.

6

Mr. Colden, then

at

Oxnam.

FIRST PUBLICATION

i7i5
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Abjuration Oath in the year 1 7 19, proved thereafter a too
keen party-man against the doctrine of the Marrow, and the
So doth one false step make way for
defenders thereof.

The alarming dispensation aforesaid, did also put
serious thoughts of my own removal out of the world.
reference to which, I spent Tuesday the 1 5th, in secret;

another.

me on
With
and

the remaining part of that week, set in order my
And this I
worldly affairs, by a will writ with my own hand.
think was the first time I made my testament ; the which I
in

always after kept by me, but several times renewed, destroyAnd I reckon it was about this time
ing the preceding one.
that my contract with my wife was destroyed with consent
;

the settlement being made more to her advantage.
On the 26th of March, I received a printed copy of The
everlasting espousals,

my

first-fruits in

that kind.

And when

the publisher went to Edinburgh, to bring out the copies,
was found there were but few of them left undisposed of.

it

I

had a comfortable account of their acceptance.
Having been taken with the design of Cross's Taghmical
Art afore mentioned, I would fain have understood it, but
could never reach

it

to

my

satisfaction.

The nature

of the

subject treated of, the indistinct way of the author's writing,
and the false printing of the book which was to a pitch,

the difficulty insuperable to me.
What pains I was at
before and about this time, to understand that book, and to
gather the author's meaning, by comparing passages, may be

made

seen in an 8vo paper-book, whereof 44 pages were writ for
that end, consisting mostly of excerpts, and partly of my

own reasonings and

But all to very
conjectures thereon.
purpose so that at length I laid the matter aside.
But the kind reception The everlasting espousals met with,
whereof 1200 copies being printed were mostly dispatched
by the end of May, recovered my courage for publishing the
And after
Fourfold State, which had sunk as aforesaid.

little

some time spent

in prayer about it and another case, on
began on that view to transcribe it over again.
On Friday July 15th about 1 afternoon was born my
child, a daughter called Katharine, who on the 20th,

June
last

1

6th,

I

192
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was baptized by my friend Mr. Wilson. Assisting at the
communion in Morbattle Aug. 7th, I preacht two sermons
on Rev. xxi. 22, "And I saw no temple there." And two
of the elders having, before I left the place, desired a copy
for printing the same, I took: the matter to con-

193 thereof

sideration.
at Maxton being on the Lord's day
preacht other two there, on the same text ; and
sometime had thoughts of preparing the whole for the press. 1
But the rebellion breaking out, about the latter end of that

The communion

following,

I

But on that
month, there was nothing done in that matter.
awful occasion, I entered on a new ordinary, viz., Is. xxxii. 2,
"And a man shall be ... as the shadow of a great rock in a
2

Nevertheless our people were very unconcerned about the matter, and would by no means see the
danger but were in a manner fond of public confusions, not
land."

weary

;

being hearty friends to either party, and that upon the prin3
This plainly perceived, obliged me
ciples of the dissenters.

on that heart-staying subject. Wherefore, Sept.
Amos iv. 12, "Therefore thus will I do
25,
unto thee, O Israel and because I will do this unto thee,
And upon this I dwelt
prepare to meet thy God, O Israel."
to cut short

entered on

I

:

for several

months of the public confusions.

When

these

began to touch them, as they did other parishes, they became
most uneasy to me the edge of their spirits usually turning
Hence
against the ministers as the causes of public evils.
;

they were

irritate

by some things

in these

Tushilaw acted an ungenerous part
1

They
2

Withal,

the matter against

The

four sermons referred to were published in 1772 (John Gray, Edinburgh).
"
are not found in his
Complete Works."

Works,

ix.

220^

Stuarts, at whose hands they had suffered
British throne since the Revolution, who

The Cameronians held aloof from the
much and from the occupants of the
3

so

in

sermons. 4

;

were not bound by the Covenants in which they gloried.
4 " There are an alienation of affection, divisions and
separations, amongst those
who all profess that they are travelling to the same place, but cannot agree about the

way. Terrible this at all times, but now especially when the common enemy is at
our gates.
Certainly as the quarrel is now stated betwixt Christ and His enemies
If they
in Britain and Ireland, He calls His people now to act for Him and His cause.
have a standard to be displayed for Popery and slavery, God has given us a standard
Our holy religion must go. ... Our
to be displayed for religion and liberty.
Protestant king must go, and a Papist ascend the throne, and the covenanted work of
Reformation be rooted out, unless that people act for their defence against the AntiI know no mids this day."
christian party.
Works, ix. 225, 228-9.
.

.

.

.

.

.

i
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me, tho' by reason of his interests, he was the only man of
whom I could have expected reason, on the side of the

Government.
A rendezvouze

at

Selkirk on

pointed by authority was

intimate.

the 6th of October, apBut the issue thereof

called thither that day were
which
was called also but none
ours,
reviewed,
On Sabbath the 16th, was publickly read an
answered.
order for all to come on the morrow with their best arms 194
1
unto Kelso, there to receive orders, that the country might
be defended, for by that time the southern army of the rebels
were turning eastward from Dumfries, into which town the
country had gathered, to give them a warm reception, if they
should have attempted entring into it, whereupon they
and the Highlanders from their northern army
passed by it
I exhorted
North Berwick.
at
landed
were
accordingly but
I
the
self
went
off
On
morrow
towards Kelso,
vain.
in
my
to
meet
there
the
on
the Synod being
Tuesday but not
no not so much
more
out
of
the
went
one person
parish
found
to
the
be
to
as an elder could
go
Synod with me; so
that I was left quite alone.
Coming to Kelso, and finding the
country from all quarters gathered together there, and our
neighbours of Yara among the rest to defend against the
I was greatly troubled at the conduct of our people,
rebels
and quite ashamed on their account, and the rather that I
was a non-juror.

that

was,

all

the

parishes

save

;

;

;

;

Being now wrestled out of breath with them, I began to
be very apprehensive, that my work among them was near
an end the rather, that the Oath of Abjuration, being now
:

King George, imposed anew with some alterawhich considered could not satisfy me the first day of

in the reign of
2

tion,

;

1

order, &c.
" By
These are requiring and earnestly desiring

all heritors, freeholders, tenants, housefencible men who are well affected to his Majesty King George, and will
stand in defence of their country, which is now threatened with an invasion from the
rebels who are landed at North Berwick, that they repair to Kelso upon Monday next
the 17th inst. [October 1715] at ten o'clock in the morning, with their best horses
This to be read by the precentor from his desk, upon Sunday next, after
andarms.
divine service in the forenoon."
(Signed) William Scott [of Thirlestane], Preses D.L.

holders,

and

.

.

.

Craig-Brown, Selkirkshire, i. 223.
" as
2 It was
proposed that the reference in the Abjuration Oath to the succession
same is and stands settled by an Act," viz. the Act of Limitation, should be

the

,
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December was the last day in law, for the taking of it, which
But this new trial, in the matter
I could by no means do.
of the oath, which in the time of those confusions, I saw also
to be before me, I entirely kept up from the people
expecting no sympathy from them, but to have my burden increased,
So on the 4th of December, broken
if I should mention it.
and shattered in body and spirit, I preacht my first sermon
;

again in my new situation, in King George's reign; falling again
195 under the lash of a severe law, and broken with an unmanage-

And Mr. Taylor's schism being made as aforeable people.
said that very day, several of them went and heard him
preaching in Eskdalemoor
deserters of

my

and

:

at night

I

heard of two

new

ministry.

while the conduct of Providence, leading me in my
to
things seasonable for the various incidents in the
ordinary,
time of these confusions, was amazing and comfortable to me

Mean

in

midst of

my

But these

breaking discouragements.
things, with others are narrated
to p.

186.

In the

at

large

mean

time, having plied
Passages, p. 175
the transcribing of the Fourfold State, as I had access, I had
by Nov. 2 1 st, writ over the three first States in 4to, but

resolved to proceed no further therein,
was like to come of it.

till

I

should see what

week of January 1 7 16, I was, by the good
hand of my God upon me, moved yet again to attempt enquiring
into what Mr. Cross calls the Taghmical Art, viz., the sacred
In the

first

stigmatologie or

accentuation

of the

Hebrew

Bible.

And

having by prayer addressed the Father of lights expressly
particular, He was graciously pleased to help me
And I came
afterwards therein, to my great satisfaction.
to be persuaded of its being of so great use for understanding the Holy Scriptures, that, it being a time of great con-

on that

fusions,

I

was

satisfied

I

might

have

full

peace within

changed to the succession "which is and stands settled." It was argued, that the
juror who would not swear allegiance to the heir, as settled by conditions which
" would not
necessitated his belonging to the Church of England,
object to swear
This alteration was made
fealty to that line of succession which the Act pointed out."
in 1715, and further, there was a disclaimer of the intention to impose any obligation
Boston was not satisfied, and remained a non-juror.
inimical to the Scottish Church.
Mathieson's Scotland and the Union,

p.

236

.

1

DISTRESS IN PARISH

7 16

my

self,

to

found

be

troubles

by public

209
in

the

study

my

life

which

thereof.

And

here began the most busy time of

continued while

my

strength lasted.

" Preordinary on Amos iv. 12,
pare to meet thy God/' &c., before I had access so much as
to enter on another, there began a distress in our parish, by

After

I

had ended

my

a storm, such as they had not felt for
led me to a new ordinary, viz.,

this

42 years

Rom.

And

before.

viii.

22.

1

"For

the whole creation groaneth, and travaileth in pain together

now."

until

March

I

entered on

it

Jan.

22, and

continued

till

4th.

Since,

by reason of the woful unconcernedness of the 196

people in the public cause, I could not appoint a congregational fast for the King's army, I had no confidence to move
for one upon the account of the storm, which was our private
cause in a special manner.
Therefore on the morrow after,
being the 23d, I kept a family-fast for both, and as to my
self in

the

particular, for

Hebrew

the divine assistance in the study of
As to which last, no body, con-

accentuation.

sidering what pains I had been at to understand Mr. Cross's
book, and that the Hebrew Bible was my delight, will doubt

but by this time

I

had some notion of that accentuation, how-

ever lame, dark, and confused and I resolved to put in writing
what I thought I had reacht of it, to the end I might not
:

forget

it.

At

this time, lecturing in Jeremiah's prophecy, I wrote
the specimen of the Taghmical Art on Jer. xxiv. to be found
in the Miscellany MS., pp. 350-356: a performance of little

done on Mr. Cross's principles, so far as I understood
them, and therefore to be very little regarded.
The storm aforesaid was followed with an extraordinary

value,

mortality in our parish, such as none I could hear of pretended to remember of the like therein
and I heard of no
:

such thing neither, in the places about.
My dear child
Katharine died among the rest.
In April the mortality
ceased.
1

Works,

ix.

263.
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the awful voice of Providence continuing, I was led
1 "
And the land shall mourn, every family
xii. I 2,

to Zech.

apart,"

and

for

&c, on which I dwelt from Mar. nth till May 20th,
some time after on Ps. cxxvi. 5, 2 " They that sow in

Upon the former of these, I pressed the duty of
and
And this
197 personal
family fasting among other things.
was not without fruit. I know that some were engaged in
these duties particularly James Bigger's family, on which
the hand of the Lord lay long and heavy, and carried off
in their death, as in their life, comfortable
several of them
to me, as above said.
tears," &c.

;

;

Immediately after the family-fast of Jan. 23, I pursued my
resolution of putting in write what I thought I had reacht of
the accentuation ; the which I reckoned, when I began it, I
but even what I
might comprise in two or three leaves
designed for introduction thereto, swelled to about six sheets,
and was not finished till Mar. 23 the bread, by the divine
;

;

Reading the Hebrew
was most pleasurably, beyond what one can readily

blessing, increasing in the breaking.
Bible,

I

without feeling imagine, surprised with discoveries of the
Lord's mind in His word
by means of that intrinsic light
;

I

be illuminated with, by its own accenWithal I found my soul sanctified by these disit

perceived

tuation.

coveries and

to

made

to love the

Lord.

Thus

I

came

to be

persuaded, as of what I saw with my eyes, that the
accents are the true key to the genuine version and sense of
fully

Hebrew

and that they are divine. As from time
I met with new discoveries of
that nature, I often thought with my self, what a trifle my
digging up gold in some mine I might have fallen upon in
Peru or elsewhere, would have been, in comparison of this,
which I found in my accentuated Hebrew Bible.
Just on the morrow after my finishing of what I designed
for introduction, and have now so entituled, came to my hand
Wasmuth's 3 Institute accentuationis Hebrece the which I took
the

to time in

text

that

;

happy study

}

These sermons were published in 1734 under the
Works, xi. 343-93.
personal and family fasting."
2 Collection
of Sermons pp. 1-24 (1772).
1

title

"

A

memorial concerning

,

3

Matthias Holsatus

Wasmuth

[1625-1688],

German

orientalist,

born at Kiel

;

i
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for a token for good.

Having glanced

it

I found it miring, and perceived that
So I was set
often therein mentioned.

it
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week following,
wanted the tables
anew to turn mine
the

whom my help behoved to come, 198
depend on Him for that effect. And here I cannot
but admire and adore the conduct of sovereign wisdom
towards me in that matter.
I had no character of Wasmuth
aforehand, to prepossess me, and before his book came to
eyes towards the Lord from

and

to

was set as seeking the knowledge of the accenby the study of the sacred Hebrew text it self,
And I found
considering the same as it stood accentuated.
so many turnings and windings, and heaps of irregulars,
in that learned man's account of the accentuation, that I saw
nothing therein to remove me from the method of inquiry I
had been led unto, to the study thereof instead of it.
Upon
the account of the defect above mentioned, that copy of
Wasmuth's book was returned and some time after I got
another copy thereof having the tables, the which is yet

my

hand,

I

tuation,

;

among my
About

books.

from Edinburgh, moving
The everlasting espousals, because of the
continued demand for the same the which, after being laid
before the Lord and considered, was ordered to be done. So
in a short time after, there was a second edition of that
sermon.
On Mar. 29th, I began to make collections on the accents
themselves
encouraged, and more fitted thereto, by what
had fallen out in the case of the aforesaid introduction, which
this time I received letters

the reprinting of

:

;

Reading the sacred text, I studiously gathered
And what was of great use to me,
as my pole-star in this study, was a notion, which by the
discoveries aforesaid I was confirmed in, namely, that the
true construction of the words of the text, was to be determined by their accentuation, as the rule thereof to us and 199
not the power or value of the accents, by what seemed to
us the construction of the words.
This natural and most
is in retentis.

what

I

could observe.

;

studied Hebrew under Buxtorf at Basle on his return to Kiel appointed to the chair
of Logic which he held till his death.
His Hebraismus Restitutvs (Kiel, 1664) was
in three parts, the second part
being Institutio Accentuationis HebraiccB.
;
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I think, originally owing to my reading
Cross's Taghmical Art, that the verbs of the
first hemistich, Ps. ii. 2, were to be repeated in the following
I very well remember that that had a particular light
one.

rational point was,

somewhere

with

it

this

to

in

And accordingly, considering other texts at
me.
and thereby obtaining convincing discoveries of

rate,
their true sense,

I was fixed in that
so Wasmuth's
point
of
the
value
of
accents
the
could not take
notion
ambulatory
with me.
:

kept a secret fast for several causes ; among
which were my study of the accentuation, and for a blessing
on the second edition of The everlasting espousals.
I was
April 25 th.

I

assisting at the sacrament in Penpont, on the last Sabbath of
May. And thereupon was conceived a project of transport-

me

1

a parish in that neighbourhood.
Mr.
sacrament here in July, proposed this to me
in earnest
as I with all earnestness discouraged the motion.
But in the harvest I received a letter from him, showing that
the parish of Closeburn was to apply to their Presbytery for

ing

Murray

to Closeburn,
at the
;

the effect foresaid
and I to stop their proceeding, made a
most pathetic return thereto, about the 1 ith of September.
At the which time I was writing my collections on
Silluk, in a folio book I had prepared for putting down my
materials in.
And herein I so prospered, by the good hand
of my God upon me, that, as I reckon, I began from that
time to apprehend that this business I had engaged in for my
own private benefit only, might possibly in end turn to a
book for public use.
And all along thereafter, until it
was done, I lookt upon that study as the business of my
:

life.

This parish was vacant from 1709 to 1718. The General Assembly of 1710 had
designed call" of Closeburn to the Rev. George Mair of Culross before them,
which they referred to their Commission. The Assembly of 171 1 appointed a committee of their number, to act along with the Presbytery of Penpont, to consider the
The Assembly of 1712 referred this call again
call of Closeburn to Mr. George Mair.
to their Commission, but no settlement took place.
Boston assisted at the Penpont communion on May 27, 1716.
As he passed
Closeburn House on his way home, Sir Thomas Kirkpatrick's chaplain met him and
"
told him
that at supper on Sabbath night they spoke of transporting him to that
Unprinted
parish." This was the first intimation Boston had of a call to Closeburn.
Acts of Assembly, 1710, 1711, 1712 Passages of My Life, p. 193, MS;; Watson's
Closeburn, pp. 77-8 (1901).
1

"a

;

i
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month of September, came an 200
account to our parish that a call to Closeburn was drawn
Herewith they were much alarmed, and in
up for me.
their own rough way shewed a mighty concern for my
About the end of

continuance
parish about

among them. And
me began just about

my

preceding,

this

thus

the

trouble of the

the time wherein, the year
trouble with them was going to the highest

pitch.

What

influence the awful steps of Providence that folthis last, as above narrated, had upon them I

lowed upon
cannot say.

But as the spring of comfort, from the study

was most seasonably struck up to me in my closet,
when without I was so much opprest, so, about the latter
end of April, some things in the parish began to look with a
aforesaid,

better face towards

my

encouragement, as particularly noted,

91, insomuch that they had weight with me
Passages,
1
against a transportation to Leigertwood, which at the April
Synod had been proposed to me so as I had been obliged
seriously to seek the Lord's mind in it, and was one of the
causes of the secret fast above mentioned. Moreover, whereas
the Session had been reduced to a very small number, by
death and otherwise, I prevailed this summer to get their
number increased so that on July 12th, being the fast-day
before the Sacrament, there were seven added to the elder2
ship.
Among these seven was Thomas Linton in Chapplep.

1

;

:

Legerwood, Pres. of Earlston, was vacant from 1714 to 1717.
"June 10, 1716. The edict of Thomas Linton, Walter and James Scots,
Will. Blaik, and James Geddes was served, the rest not having as yet complyd.
"
June 25. John Curry having yeilded to be an elder, his edict was appointed to
be served this afternoon.
Thomas
"July 1. This day the edict of Thomas Andison was served.
Linton aforesaid having been ordained as ruling elder of this Church in the late times
of persecution, the minister produced two letters, one from James Scot in Falnash,
another from John Armstrong in Dalbeth, men of good reputation and then sufferers
1

2

.

.

.

Church's trouble, bearing testimony to the said ordination, the
minister that ordained him being now dead.
The said letters were read. The
Session appoints the admission and ordination to be on the Fast day before the Sacra-

in the time of the

ment, viz., Thursday come 8 days.
Thomas Andison's edict returned and no objection
"July 12, ante meridiem.

made.
"

Eodem die, post meridiem. This day being the Fast before the Sacrament, and
work of the day as such being over, the minister preached on 1 Tim. v. 17,
ii.
[
239], and then,
"Walter Scot, James Scot, William Blaik, James Geddes, John Curry, and
Thomas Andison, being called up before the congregation, and having owned and
engaged themselves to adhere to the doctrin, worship, disciplin, and government of
the

Works,
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hop, a man of weight and activity, who, together with
another elder, and Michael Andison younger of Tushilaw,
went in December to Closeburn, by conference and reasoning
to divert the storm of the designed transportation thither ;
but

it

that

But

prevailed not.

this

Thomas Linton made

was perhaps the

being seized with

;

last

journey

a sore and

201 vehement trouble

in his mouth and head, which kept him
he died about the end of the year 17 18.
He had been
a notable sufferer in the time of persecution, and spoiled of
all his goods, but was become very wealthy
and moreover
he had a heart given him to do good with his wealth ; and
was very useful in the country that way. On him I bestowed
this epitaph, which I suppose is to be found on his tombstone
till

;

in

Mary church-yard

in

Yara

x
:

All lost for Christ, an hundered-fold
Produc'd, and he became

A father,
The

eyes,

and

feet

unto

poor, the blind, the lame.

the Church, to endeavour an holy and exemplary personal walk, to rule their own
and faithfully to discharge the duties of ruling elders held out to them from
and required of them in the word of God, they were ordained elders of the congregation by solemn prayer to God, and then Thomas Linton aforesaid was called up
and having owned and engaged himself as aforesaid, he was admitted to be a ruling
families,

elder of this congregation.
July 24. The Session assigned the several quarters of the parish as follows
" To
James Geddes Potburn, Upper and Nether Phahope, Broadgerhill, Kirk'

'

:

hope, Shorthope, and Brockhoperidge.

"To Adam Scot Cossarhill, Scabcleugh, Craighill.
"To John Scot and John Curry Ettrickhouse.
To William Blaik Midghope, Deephope, Deephopegreen,

11

the Smiths,

Games-

cleugh, Glenkerry, Craigyfoord.

"

To James Bryden

Ramsaycleugh,

the Miln, Thirlstain, Andleshope,

Hop-

houses.

"To Thomas Andison Tushilaw, Crosslee, Crookwelcome,
"To Adam Linton Buccleugh eastern and western, and

Calcrabank.
both the Sheels and

Mount Common.

"To

Walter and James Scots, Upper and Nether Dalgleishes and the Gair.
Linton Yarowhead." Ettrick Session Record.
cottages near Gamescleuch even in my day, and possibly the blacksmith of the parish lived at Gamescleuch. Brockhoperig (ridge) was occupied in my
day but has disappeared Mountcommon also. Craigyford (foord) Buccleuch Shiells,
the Miln, Killingnest, and the whole of Ettrickhouse, except one house, have disappeared. Also two cottages at Deephopegreen, which were occupied in my time,
have disappeared. Killingnest was the home and breeding ground of the small hawk
or kestrel. Boston believed in the territorial system. You will observe that he set
two elders over Ettrickhouse. It was in Boston's days the township of the parish."
Note by Rev. John Falconer, minister of Ettrick, dated June 29, 1907.
1
Thomas Linton, ruling elder, late tenant in Chapplehop,
"July 30, 1719.
deceased, having left for the use of the poor of this parish the sum of an hundred
pounds Scots, James Bryden, tenant in Thirlestane, gave in the said sum to the
Session." The stone with Boston's inscription is to be seen in Yarrow churchyard.
"

To Thomas

"There were

;

,

i
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He
died also not very long after.
of a gentle disposition, ill-used and thereby ensnared he never that I remember took admonitions given
him amiss, and he likewise was endued with a principle of
Tushilaw younger

was

a

1

man
:

beneficence to mankind

;

was much lamented, as a

so that, dying before his father, he
father of the country.

I spent some time in prayer and humiliaJan. 1, 17 17.
tion anent the affair of Closeburn,
study of the accentuathis
time had seen the
other
and
and
by
tion,
particulars,

my

me, for sinking so far under my
the
and
against
people, for their having been
pressures
such a burden to me.
I had on the
19th of the preceding August, begun an
of
ordinary
subjects, for pressing unto the life and power of
and
in pursuance thereof, preacht on walking with
religion
3
2
the
God,
study of the Holy Scriptures, and the observing
4
But while I was on the sweet subject last
of providences.
Lord's jealousie against
;

;

was, by scandals abounding at that time, obliged
and forced away from it (the which hath oftener
5
than once been my lot), unto the doctrine of repentance,
which I began on Jan. 27th, and pursuing it from several
But
texts, ended it not till the 21st of October following.
I had no sooner ended the sermons on observing of provimentioned,

I

to cut short,

commencement

of the process of trans- 202
in their sight and mine
did
Providence
portation aforesaid,
and hands till in
our
hearts
a
filled
both
which
begin
web,

dences, but by the

So the very first of
August following it was wrought out.
these sermons on repentance, delivered Jan. 27th, as aforesaid, was heard by one or more of the commissioners from
Closeburn, who had obtained the calling of the Presbytery to
hear them on the Tuesday after. 6
That affair was twice
Michael Anderson the younger, who died in 1718, was the son of Michael
his first wife married in 1706, Henrietta, daughter of Patrick Porteous of
Hawkshaw their daughter Elizabeth married Thomas Boston the younger in 1738.
2
5
3
4
Works, x. 580.
Ibid., vi. 377-481.
Ibid., i. 193.
Ibid., i. 56.
6 "
Jan. 27, 1717. The Session being informed by the minister that he had received
a letter to attend the Presbytery pro re nata on Tuesday next, some commissioners
from the parish of Closeburn being to commence a process of transportation of him
from this parish to the parish aforesaid, they appointed Adam Linton to attend that
meeting of the Presbytery." Ettrick Session Record.
1

Anderson by
;

;

*
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before the Presbytery
once in January, and again on the
or
beginning of March.
February
;

last of

On the 27 th of March, a congregational fast was kept,
on the account of the threatned desolating of the parish, by
the transportation foresaid.
Three brethren of the Presbyand that day, the laird of
tery, being invited, preached
who
all
to
that
time had deserted my
Tushilaw,
along
came
to
the
zealous
for my continuance
ministry,
kirk, being
in the place.
He gave due attendance all along thereafter
while he lived
but in a few years he died, not much
:

:

lamented.
while, tho' that man had thus laid aside his
opposition to me, Satan had aforehand stirred up another
adversary to fill up his room ; and who was far heavier

Mean

to
A.,

He

me

than ever

eldest

son

Tushilaw had been.

John A.

to

in

G.,

This was

brother

James

german

to

T.

had

been educated under my ministry, profited in
knowledge, and gave hopeful signs of his seriousness, so
that he was admitted to the Lord's table
but he was snared
with youthful lusts, and first convicted of fornication on
:

203

But not being duly humbled on that
Dec. 14, 1716.
occasion, but making great difficulty in satisfying the discipline, he fell into one mire of filthiness after another, some
being legally discovered, some spurning all means of legal
discovery, so that

had almost a continual

I

fight with

him

And to this day he continues an
years after.
and I
adversary, only he never deserted the ordinances
still think he hath some good thing about him, that
may at
for

many

:

length prevail against his profanity, pride, and vanity.
Lecturing on Ezekiel, and by means of the accentuation,

making such discoveries as

I

was

loath to lose,

I

translated

a part thereof, and wrote some notes on the translation ; the
which retarded me in my main work.
This performance,

which

goes from the beginning of that prophecy
23, consisting of about seventeen sheets.
It bears the marks of the lame notion of the accentuation I
was then arrived at and must be judged according to the
is in retentis,

to chap. xxi. ver.

;

more

perfect account of the accents,

now

long ago written in

i
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Latin

;

but

it

may be

useful.

leaving time necessary for
The said affair was before

The

affair

obliged
the Synod

it,

me
in
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of Closeburn not
to

it

lay

April,

aside.

and from

May to the General Assembly before
deep concern in that matter, obliged me to break
silence, which until that time I had kept in that court.
1
At that Assembly, the affair of Mr. John Simson, prothence was carried in

;

whom my

fessor of theologie in the college of Glasgow, pursued by that
2
great man, Mr. James Webster one of the ministers of Edinburgh, and which had been in dependance for several years,

was ended with great softness to the professor who, from
the attempts he had then made against the doctrine of the
;

grace of Christ, hath since advanced to attack the doctrine of
the person of Christ, and to overthrow the foundations of
The said affair being ended at one of the
Christianity.
the following diet was taken in a proposition, calby the Presbytery of Auchterarder, for opposing the 204
erroneous doctrine of Professor Simson, on the occasion of a
This proposisuspected young man on trials before them.
diets, in

culate

tion, called in derision

"

The Auchterarder

3

Creed,"

was

all

1
John Simson [1667-1744], licensed by the Pres. of Paisley. On the death of
James Wodrow, father of the historian, Sept. 1707, he was appointed his successor in
the chair of Divinity at the University of Glasgow.
There were two lengthened
processes against him for unsound teaching, which occupied the General Assembly
from 1714 to 1717, and again from 1726 to 1729. He was suspended in 1729, after
which he no longer troubled the Church Courts. He died in 1744.
2 He studied at St.
Andrews, but having incurred the displeasure of ArchHe was imprisoned more than
bishop Sharp, left abruptly without a degree.
once on account of his Presbyterian principles
was settled in 1688 at Craigmillar, Edinburgh, said to be the first meeting-house opened after the toleration
in 1687; was translated in 1691 to Whitekirk, Pres. of Dunbar; and in 1693 to the
Tolbooth, which formed part of St. Giles, Edinburgh, where he remained till his
He was a man of strong opinions, fearless, fiery, and outdeath, May 18, 1720.
He was defender in an action raised against him in the Court of Session by
spoken.
the well-known Dr. Archibald Pitcairn, which was carried on vigorously by both, and
only settled through the intervention of the Lord Justice-Clerk. Preaching against
the Abjuration Oath he urged ministers and judges to pause before taking it,
declaring that for himself he would rather go with his wife and family to the utmost
He took the initiative in
part of the earth, and have but one meal a day, than take it.
the prosecution of Professor Simson, and drew up the libel in the first process against
him. He was a popular preacher, and was held in great esteem and affection not
only by his congregation, but by the evangelical party in the Church. Boston speaks
of him in the highest terms.
His son, Dr. Alexander Webster, was a distinguished
leader of the popular party in the Church Courts his daughter Mary was Ebenezer
Erskine's second wife.
Publications Essay upon Toleration (1703) Church Government (1704); Sacramental Discourses (1705) Wodrow' s Corresp., i. 163; Bower's
Hist. Univ. Edin., ii. 133-134; British and
Foreign Ev. Review, xxxiii. pp. 256-64.
;

;

:

;

;

3

The

Presbytery of Auchterarder, in order to safeguard doctrinal orthodoxy,

framed a number of propositions known afterwards as The Auchterarder Creed.
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tho' some small
in
And
defence
made
was
thereof.
poor I was not
struggle
altho' I
able to open a mouth before them in that cause

at

;

;

believed the proposition to be truth, howbeit not well worded.
It was as follows, "It is not sound and orthodox to teach
that we must forsake sin, in order to our coming to Christ,
For this, when I
and instating us in covenant with God."
came to my chamber, my conscience smote me grievously
for that I could speak in mine own cause, as said is, but
;

could not speak in the public cause of truth.
to

speak upon
was out of season

obliged yet

when

it,

and exoner

my

And

I

was

conscience,

upon the reading over
of the minute anent it, in the following diet.
But this was
made an useful lesson to me afterward and gave me someit

that

;

is,

;

natural diffidence and bashfulness, and
to speak when I saw the cause of truth call

thing to balance
to incite
for

me

my

it.

And

here, namely, in the condemnation of that proposition, was the beginning of the spate, that for several years
after ran, in the publick actings of this Church, against the

name of Antinomianism * and
Mean while, at the same time

doctrine of grace, under the
is

;

unto this day overflowing.

William Craig, who had already been " approven by them in all the steps of his trials
and actually licensed," was refused an extract of his licence " because he did not
satisfy them as to some articles of faith required of him by them, whereof this was
And further, that I believe that it is not sound and orthodox to teach
one, viz.
that we must forsake sin in order to our coming to Christ and instating us in covenant
"
with God.'
Craig appealed, and the Assembly, May 14, 1717, ordered the Presbytery of Auchterarder to give him an extract of licence, and at the same time
forbade that Presbytery, or any other Presbytery of the Church, to require subscription from applicants for licence to any formula other than that which was preThis was most reasonable.
On the other hand, the
scribed by the Church.
'

:

Assembly, in the absence of the Presbytery of Auchterarder, proceeded to declare
" their abhorrence of the foresaid
proposition as unsound and most detestable." The
Presbytery appeared by citation before the Commission of Assembly in August, and
and afterwards by the
gave such explanations as were accepted by the Commission,
"
"
Assembly of 1718. The Assembly's condemnation of the Auchterarder Creed was
The action of the Assembly may be
the beginning of the Marrow controversy.
" the
contrasted with that of
Synod of Fife, which formed questions at their privy
and
censures, for imposing a compliance with and obedience to that Act 1722,
made an Act for a new subscription of the Confession of Faith in consequence of and
which we who were Representers unaniin an agreeableness to that Act 1722,
mously refused declaring at the same time our readiness to adhere to and renew
our subscription of the Westminster Confession and Catechisms as they were
received by the Church of Scotland anno 1647."
Ralph Erskine's Faith no Fancy,
Appendix,' p. 31 (1745).
1 The
prime charge against the Marrow men was the Antinomian character of
their teaching, that they imperilled morality by their doctrine of grace.
.

.

.

.

.

.

;

!
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Assembly-house, and conversing with Mr. John

sitting in the
1

CRIEFF

minister of Creif, one of the brethren of that

Presbytery above mentioned, I happened to give him my
sense of the Gospel offer, Isa. lv. 1, Matt. xi. 28, with the
reason thereof; and withal to tell him of the Marrow of
modern divinity.
Hereupon he, having enquired in the shops
for the said book, at length got it; and from him Mr.
Webster getting it, was taken therewith
afterward, Mr.
;

Drummond
thorough,

himself being hardly allowed time to read it 205
came into the hands of Mr. James Hog, minister

it

of Carnock

;

and

end was reprinted
Mr.

the year 1 7 1 8,
at Carnock,
dated
Hog,

The mentioning

of that book in the said

in

with

a preface by the

Dec.

3,

1717.

2

said

in

and that these things
;
followed thereupon, I did not at all know, till about half a
score of years after this, that Mr. Wilson my friend, having
got the account from Mr. Drummond occasionally, did relate
conversation

had quite forgot

I

But the publishing of that then obscure book at
time, having been so remarkable in its consequences,
and this to the signal advantage of the truth of the Gospel
in this Church, I could not but rejoice from my heart in that
relation, reckoning it a great honor the Lord had put upon
me, that by such a beautiful step of providence I had been
made the remote occasion thereof.
At this time my daughter Alison, having a trouble in her
it

to

me.

that

nose, got
1

John

by a

fall

Drummond

[c.

when

a child, for which, of a considerable

1676-1754] studied at

Glasgow

;

licensed

by

Pres.

of

Dalkeith, July 13, 1697; ordained at St. Madoes, Pres. of Perth, May 11, 1699, "the
Moderator giving him institution by delivering to him ane Bible, the keys of the kirk,
and the bellstring"; inducted minister at Crieff Oct. 3, 1699; died July 25, 1754.
Drummond preached a sermon on Sept. 18, 1718, at the admission of Mr. David
Shaw at Auchterarder. Several members of the Pres. of Perth took offence at statements in the sermon which were in agreement with those of the Marrow.
The
matter in dispute became the subject of friendly conference between the Presbyteries
of Auchterarder and Perth. At a later stage, the Synod of Perth and Stirling intervened, and Drummond was libelled. His first answers to the charges against him
were not considered satisfactory, but acting on the advice of friends he drew up short

answers couched in milder terms, which were accepted.
The Synod in its final
deliverance on Feb. 11, 1720, forbade him using the expressions complained of, and
also through the Moderator conveyed their "thanks to the brethren, who at the
Synod's command had given them information, for the zeal and concern they had

shown

for truth.

"

Wilson's Presbytery of Perth,

p.

265 (i860)

;

Wod.

,

Corresp.

,

ii.

399,

452, 465, 507-8.

The Marrow of Modern Divinity, the ninth edition corrected. Printed by John
Mosman and William Brown for Mr. John Macky (Edinburgh, 1718).
2
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time that season, we had by advice of a surgeon washt it with
I in the time of the
the help of a syringe
Assembly con;

sulted

two surgeons thereanent.

danger,

moved

them
I

they apprehending

Edinburgh to
Returning home with this advice May 1 7th,
my son John at the College there, under indisposiand on the 26th, I had advice he was sick of the

for cure.

left

tion

And

that she should be brought in to

:

The 29th was

measles.

prefixt for carrying in Alison for
but the Lord mercifully broke that appointwife's becoming unfit for travel the night

the end foresaid

my

ment, by

;

and on the day appointed there was an extraordinary
Then that day 8 days was prefixt for the
effect foresaid
but on the intervening Saturday, after some
time spent in prayer that morning, my wife and I sitting
together in the garden were surprised to hear by the servant,
that something had fallen out of the child's nose.
The same
206 being taken up was found to smell very rank; but there was
no rank smell in the nose any more, nor yet any wound
but as the deliverance came in an instant, it was perfect
too, and most seasonable.
My son, having been sent for,
came home in health on the Wednesday after; which was
the day had been determined for carrying in my daughter.
This was one of the most remarkable steps of my life, to
be found narrated a little more largely, Passages, pp. 196,
before

;

spate of rain.

:

;

204, 205.
of Closeburn, after the General Assembly, 1
came again before the Presbytery then it was carried before
the Synod, June 18th.
At last it came before the Commis-

The

affair

:

sion of the General Assembly,
a final determination.
There

where Aug. 1 5th,
was no want of

it

received

inclination

Commission to have transported me to that place but
reading of papers, and hearing of parties and their
advocates on both sides, when we were to be removed, I did
in the

:

after

"

May 11, 1717. The parish of Closeburn appointed to prosecute their call to
first before the Presbytery of Selkirk in due form, and the
said Presbytery enjoined to determine in the same, betwixt and the first of August
next, and that parish allowed, if need be, to appeal either to the Synod of Merse and
Teviotdale, or to the Commission, whichever of them should first sit, and the Commission instructed and impowered with all dispatch to determine in that process. ..."
1

Mr. Thomas Bostoun,

,

Unprinted Acts of Assembly, 1717.

i
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with great affection, being in deep concern deliver before
them, from a paper I had prepared, besides my answers to
the reasons of transportation, a speech the tenor whereof, as
setting my case and circumstances in due light, here follows.
"

Moderator,
" It

is

with the utmost concern I see myself sisted before
of the General Assembly, in a

the Reverend Commission

for transporting me to the parish of Closeburn ;
having sometimes hoped, that such an obscure person as I
might have finisht his course and ministry, without being
heard in such a judicatory at least on such an occasion.
But since, by an excess of charity towards me in the Honourable persons and Reverend ministers concerned in the call
of Closeburn, whose undeserved respect I shall always be

process

of, this appearance is forced upon me ; my hearty
concern for the good of the parish of Etterick, which is very
dear to me, for the true interest of the parish of Closeburn,

sensible

and for m}' own welfare, obliges me freely to speak before you,
the thoughts of my heart in this affair ; resolving rather to
run the risque of being accounted imprudent, than to mince
the matter so as the cause
interest of the Gospel,

And

and

may

suffer,

comfort

wherein

my
my discourse,

lie

so

I

judge the

much

at stake.

be set in the light
any
which otherwise should have been veiled with silence, I
thing shall, in

if

humbly beg the Reverend Commission, those of mine own
parish, and the pursuers, will only impute it, as it ought to
be, to

extreme necessity I am reduced to, for my own dewhich I am not indifferent but in earnest.
Moderator, when I consider how hard my work has been

fence, in
14

in

the parish of Etterick, by reason of the divisive temper
in that place, it fills me with confusion

which has prevailed
and terror, to think

I

far hotter flame.

own God

am

hazard of being thrown into a
is just in it
but I hope for
from
the
to
whom
compassion
Him,
quarrel is open and
manifest and I expect it also from His servants, to whom
I

in

;

;

the cause of this
fruits of

peace for

is not certainly known.
I
enjoyed the
some years elsewhere otherwise perhaps.
;

207
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want of it had not been so bitter to me but since that
I have stood as
mine eyes have seen but little of it.
in a pass, for the space of ten years; and possibly if I had
had less trouble, others had got more. Had I been so happy
as to have seen the breach in the parish of Etterick healed,
there had been some appearance of reason, in putting me
on new work of that kind ; for then would I have had hope
But it is not so.
I have said in my answers,
of success.
the

:

time,

208

that the breaches in the parish of Etterick are still as wide
as they were that day I came first among them
but, what
is truth now necessary to be discovered, they are indeed
The Old Dissenters whom I found there at my
far wider.
:

coming continue as they were, having

number but

one,

who

lost

being educated in

none of

that

way

their

left

it

But I have lost many, who breaking off
about a year ago.
from under my ministry have separated themselves from the
communion of this Church. This deserting of my ministry
began not long after I was settled in that place and while
:

I

was grappling with these

difficulties,

it

pleased the Lord,

His holy, wise providence, for my further trial, to remove
by death and otherwise several of the eldership. And tho',
for several years, I made attempts again and again, to get
the Session supplied, yet could I not prevail to get a comin

petent

number of
I

elders

till

And I am
about a year ago.
it at
that time neither, but

had not obtained

persuaded
that, no end of the deserting humor appearing, and finding
the misled persons, time after time, confirmed in their prejudices, by absenting from the ordinances a considerable
space before I knew that they were led aside, I was like to
which I discovered to some, whose
sink under my burden
hearts were at length moved with compassion and otherwise,
to take part with me and the rest, in the Lord's work in the
eongregation whereby my heart has been encouraged, and
my hands strengthened. And now that I have obtained this,
must I see I have obtained it, only to the end I might leave
them ? that I have tasted of the comfortable fruits thereof,
only that by the plucking them from my mouth, my being
condemned unto my former uncomfortable work might be
;

;
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Must

I be obliged to leave that conthe
good hand of God upon me,
gregation, just when, by
I am put in a capacity to be more serviceable among them
than ever I was all the nine years preceding ?

made more

bitter?

"AltW

I

own

cannot

this

this

transportation, since
in that affair

was made

tion of Etterick in

the

it
;

change

in

the state of the

was

the struggle made for
begun ere the least motion

yet

'tis

parish of Etterick to be owing

209

to

communion

evident, the congregaof this Church, have all

along, in the progress of that business, cordially adhered
to me, and exerted their utmost endeavors for my con-

tinuance

among them

;

and that there

is

no removing of me

which I
out of that parish, but by renting me from them
as
an
evidence
that
admitted
labors
be
have
my
hope may
;

I beg the Very Reverend
not been altogether in vain there.
to consider what will be the consequences of

Commission

renting me, by this transportation, from that congregation.
desolating of that parish, which lies at such distance

The

and that in
from neighbor kirks, as has been represented
a mountainous country, which it is hard to travel to or from
in the winter season, as appears from their not having one
;

sermon

in

their

church for 8 or 9 Sabbaths successively,

in

time of their last vacancy; the desolating I say of that parish
in such circumstances, would challenge the serious regard of

our Reverend judges, tho' both they and I were indifferent
in the matter of this transportation.
But since it is far
as
as
their
well
on
on
otherwise,
part
mine, how can I
think on their case, as left irritated, both heritors and
people ?
"

Moderator, I was planted in that parish under a great
disadvantage, with respect to most of the Honourable persons, heritors of it
that I be removed.

;

now it is quite against their mind
And I doubt they think themselves but

yet

harshly treated by the judicatories of this Church,
removal from, and my settlement in, that parish, be so

if

my 210

much

of a piece as this transportation will make them.
And as
there is very little hope, that they and the people will agree
in the choice of another minister, so it is
hardly to be ex-
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settlement in that parish

be remembered, on another such occasion, to the prejudice of the interest of the Gospel there, and I fear (not
What shall
without ground) to a more public prejudice.
become of the irritated people, bereaved of their pastor, to
will

whose ministry by the good hand of God they have adhered,
notwithstanding of their manifold temptations to desert it and
How will the scorn of
the communion of this Church ?
their

deserting

any who know
of themselves

Can
neighbors work on their passions ?
the circumstances of that country, obtain it
to think, that such a fair occasion for pro-

moting the schism there

who have

kept

their

will

be neglected

meetings

several

bounds of the parish since I was settled
to the church-yard where they have met

?

Will not those,

times

within

the

there, return again
in the time of the

The parish of Etterick is almost quite survacancy ?
rounded with neighbouring parishes, notably broken, as well
in one of which, Eskdalemoor,
as they are themselves
separatists of different factions have their distinct parties,
and their meetings one after another and some of my congregation are almost as near to a church, which the Presbytery has seldom if ever access to, Warn fray, as they
I am loath to be more particular
are to their own church.
on this head I wish the Reverend Commission may in due
But
time enquire further into the state of that country.
last

;

:

;

2

1 1

from what is said it appears, that the parish of Etterick,
lying in the centre, is by this transportation threatned to
be made the very seat of separation in that country.
"
Moderator, the parish of Closeburn is so considerable,
numerous, and divided, that 'tis a burden quite too heavy
for me, and requires a minister endowed with qualifications
I cannot pretend to, and withal of another spirit than I am
being very unfit, on many accounts, to appear in the world
in any such post, even tho' it were an unanimous parish.
;

But as
for

it.

it is

I

a parish notably divided,

I

am

still

the

have had too much acquaintance with

more

my

unfit

self, in

the parish of Etterick, to think I am fit
to undertake the charge of the parish of Closeburn, wherein

the

management of

i
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am

persuaded) the work of the Gospel would egregiously
my hands. I know, that little stress is sometimes
put upon professions of this nature ; but I do ingenuously
declare, that, in my most retired thoughts of this transportation, the disadvantages I find I labor under from my self,

(I

suffer in

in

manageing

so stare

me

my work

in the

in the face, that I

congregation I am set over, do
cannot encourage this design,

without a witness against me in mine own bosom, testifying
I should be injurious to the parish of Closeburn, in accepting
their call, which I plainly perceive has proceeded on a mistake concerning me.

For

tho'

it

has pleased the Lord some-

make my preaching gift acceptable to His people
it
is
well known to those of my acquaintance, I labor
yet
under some uncommon disadvantages, which render me unfit
times to

;

for such a post.

"

Besides, Moderator, I have seriously considered the
matter of this transportation again and again, and I can have
no other apprehension of it, but that it will be a renting of

me from

a congregation whose hearts are pierced with the
of
thoughts
my removal from them, and a throwing me undesired into another.
I am convinced, that upon whatever
views that parish made choice of me to be their minister,

when they signed their call to me, matters are now so far
altered, that had some things, with relation to the parish of
Etterick and to my self, which in the progress of this affair
have manifestly appeared, to the conviction of all unbiassed
persons, been believed before this process was commenced, they
had not proceeded therein.
And whatever reason pursuers
have
to
since
may
go on,
they have begun, I hope our Very
Reverend judges will find themselves obliged to determine

as

the present state of affairs requires.
Several persons,
commissioners from the parish of Closeburn, at different
times, have had the trouble of several long journeys in this
And I freely own, that
affair, which I am heartily sorry for.

Sir

Thomas

1

Kilpatrick,

and another of that parish, have

The

So far back as 1223
Kirkpatricks of Closeburn were an ancient family.
they obtained a charter of confirmation of their lands from Alexander II.
Roger
Sir James KirkKirkpatrick, the friend of Robert Bruce, was one of the family.
patrick was the last of the name to occupy the ancestral estates, which were sold in
Sir James died in
1783.
Watson's Closeburn, pp. 58-61 (1901).
1804.
1

P

2 12
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along appeared cordial and serious in that matter but I
must have been unaccountably blinded, if, by repeated evidences otherwise, I had not perceived the parish of Closeburn

all

:

not inclined to be hard on the parish of Etterick in this affair.
this might perhaps be deemed to be of small

And however

importance in the case of one inclinable to embrace their
yet it cannot but have weight with our Reverend and

call

;

compassionate judges, in the case of a fixed minister, whose
congregation and himself must both be violented, in order to
the casting him in upon another that desire him not.
"
Moderator, I need not put the Reverend Commission in

mind of the great end of

namely, the healing of
wish
it
heartily
may be duly weighed,
whether this transportation be a means proper for attaining
And one would think, some more than ordinary
that end ?
certainty were necessary in this point, especially considering
that the widening of the breaches in Etterick, and the adbreaches there

:

but

this project,

I

jacent parts, will surely follow upon the event of this transand that a mistake or false step, in an affair
portation
;

213

relating to such a broken country as Nithsdale is, may be
of dangerous consequence.
am persuaded, with the
I
Reverend Synod of Mers and Teviotdale, that this trans-

portation will not answer the end, and think

any who

know

all

circumstances

be

it

strange,

otherwise

if

minded.

the wisdom of some other person, who
be called to that parish, may suggest unto him for
compassing the desired end, I find my self so straitned in

Whatever measures
shall

that respect, that I cannot forbear to say, with
to my Reverend judges, that the transporting

burn, will in

effect

which hand soever
"

be a driving
I

turn,

I

me

all

deference

me

to Close-

into a snare, where, to

must be broken.

Reverend ComNow, Moderator,
mission allow them to lay a congregation desolate which
was planted with so much difficulty, has been managed with
will the justice of the

much

uneasiness, and upon the event of this transportamust become the very seat of separation in the country,
and which there is so very little hope of the comfortable

so

tion

supply

of,

they in the mean time so vigorously reclaiming

;

i
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little

need of

transportations, but the parish pursuing may be otherwise
Will their respect to the
settled to far greater advantage ?

peace of this Church suffer them to give such ground of
irritation to a congregation in these circumstances I have
Will their compassion allow them, to take one
.narrated ?

whose

spirit

with the effects of the

already shattered

is

divisive temper, and cast him into another place,
must be far more so ? or to lead out one, and set

where it
him upon

ice, where he knows no way (in the course of ordinary
and when he falls, must
Providence) how to keep his feet
fall for nought, I mean, no advantage to the Church gained
thereby ?
Nay, Moderator, I cannot believe these things.

the

;

u

have the greatest aversion to this transportation and
I have represented will not think it
I hope the Reverend Commission will not violent
strange.
me, which they will do, if they transport me to Closeburn.
The case of the Rev. Mr. Warden's transportation to Falkirk, 214
and of the Rev. Mr. Wodrow's * to Stirling, which were reI

;

whoso considers what

fused by the Commission, tho' each of these parishes is more
considerable than the parish here pursuing, are such instances
of the lenity of this Very Reverend judicatory, that it will be

thought exceeding strange

if

it

shall

be

my

lot

only to be

violented.
"

Moderator, I have been twice settled already, and I bless
the Lord, who was pleased, in both, convincingly to shew me
His own call coming along with the call of His Church.
And
I

much need of the former, its accompanying the
would be most inexcusable to venture on removI was persuaded in my
another parish without it.

have

felt

latter, that

ing to

so

I

Robert Wodrow [1679-1734], son of James Wodrow, Professor of Divinity at
studied theology under his father
admitted to the University in 169 1
acted as librarian to the University
chosen
licensed by Pres. of Paisley in 1703
by the heritors and elders of Eastwood with consent of congregation, and ordained
there Oct. 28, 1703.
He spent the whole of his life at Eastwood, in the work of the
He was called to Glasministry and in following out his favourite historical studies.
gow in 1712, and to Stirling in 1717 and 1726, but declined to leave Eastwood a
popular preacher, great crowds assembled at his communion seasons. He died March
2i, 1734.
His wife Margaret was a daughter of Patrick Warner, minister of Irvine,
and widow of Ebenezer Veitch, minister of Ayr. His History of the Sufferings of the
Church of Scotland (2 vols, fob, 1721-2), and his Correspondence (3 vols., 1842-3), are
important and valuable ^/".Wodrow's Diog. Collections, lxxx.-lxxxv. (New Spalding
Club).
1

Glasgow

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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conscience of the Lord's calling me to Etterick and my clearness as to my call to that place was never overclouded, no
;

and had I not had that to support
sunk
had
under
there,
my burden. Now I have
to
the
measure
of the grace bestowed
endeavoured, according
on me, to set aside my own inclinations, and the consideration of the ease and satisfaction of my own heart, and to lay
this matter before the Lord, for light, to discover His mind
thereanent, labouring to wait upon Him in the way of His
word and works. But I sincerely declare after all, I have
no clearness to accept the call of Closeburn, nor a foundation
for my conscience in this transportation, which ought not to
rest on human authority.
I have all deference for the authoso
rity of this Church, and my ministry is very dear to me
not in

darkest hours

my

me

;

I

:

down

your feet, begging that you will not
grant this transportation, which has been refused by the
Presbytery and Synod whereof I am a member, and who
I

cast

my

self

at

are best acquainted with the state of the parish of Etterick,
and what concerns me ; whereas both that parish and I are

known but
215

to

very few of our

now Reverend

judges.

But

if

shall please the holy wise God, to suffer me now, for
trial and correction, to fall under your sentence, transporting
me from the parish of Etterick to the parish of Closeburn T

my

it

'

since

it

is

a charge

I

have no clearness

to

undertake,

I

resolve, thro' grace, rather to suffer than to enter upon it
blindfolded.
Tho', in the mean time, I cannot help thinking,
it will be hard measure to punish me, because I cannot see

with

other

men's

eyes

;

Presbytery of Selkirk, and

especially

the

considering

that

the

Reverend Synod of Mers

and Teviotdale, have by their respective sentences, continued
me in Etterick, upon very weighty grounds contained in the
sentence of the latter in this

affair."

This speech moved the compassion of the Commission,,
accordingly did, by their sentence, refuse the transportaIndeed totion to Closeburn, and continue me in Etterick.
have left Etterick, and gone any whither, where the Gospel

who

would have been heard and received

at

my

hands, would
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have been most gladly embraced by me, if the Lord Himself
had but said it but to remove from Etterick to Closeburn,
was in my esteem, to be thrown out of the frying-pan into
1
And this was the real ground of my aversion to
the fire.
:

that transportation, unconquerable but by conviction of the
Lord Himself His commanding me thereto which was far
;

But the history of that affair is to
from appearing to me.
be found at large, Passages, pp. 193-209.
This toss hindered the administering of the sacrament
which was the only interruption it had met with,
this year
from the year 17 10 that the course of it was begun.
;

PERIOD
From

the transportation
breach in my health,

After

this affair

was

to

Closeburn refused,

and

over,

XI.

alteration

my wife

in

my

to

the notable

constitution.

did go from Edinburgh to

own

country, to breathe her native air a while for her
That the air of
health, as had been advised in her case.
Etterick did not agree with her, was declared to us
and that

her

:

was an argument used by the pursuers for the transportaIt was also declared to me, by my dear friend Dr.
But what
Trotter, that it would overcome me too at length.
could we do for relief in the case in the circumstances above
narrated ?
However, I had at that time ground to think,
the Church would have some time or other removed me out
tion.

of Etterick

till

;

I

the Marrow, which

fell

I

under their displeasure

reckon to have staked

in the affair of

me down

in

2
it.

1 As
early as 1696 the ecclesiastical situation in Penpont, which adjoins CloseThe following extract from a letter
burn, had impressed Boston unfavourably.
dated Jan. 5, 1713, also helps to explain his aversion to leaving Ettrick for Closeburn "Mr. Laurie, late in Closeburn, whose process and deposing is yet fresh to
you, is again, I learn, preaching, and holds forth powerfully against the Abjuration
Oath, which ... is thought so meritorious, that it atones for all other crimes, and he
does not want followers. This is a very melancholy account of things." Wodrow,
Watson's Closeburn, p. 73. Cf. p. 24.
Corresp., i. 365
2
The disposition of the judicatures appeared too evidently, wherever any student
or candidate was supposed to be tinctured with the Marrow
there was no
quarters for such queries upon queries were formed to discourage them, and stop
:

;

'

'

.

;

.

.

216
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cured our people of

their unnatural fondness for public confusions, so that that

disposition never appeared among them since as before ; so
the attempt to transport me to Closeburn, did bring them to

themselves with respect to

them

me

;

arid

made my

Howbeit, since that time
enough to keep me from forgetting where
tolerable.

On

I
I

life

among

have not wanted

am.

was by appointment of our Session
a congregational thanksgiving 1 observed, upon the account
of the favorable issue of the process aforesaid, which was
But
ground of thankfulness to me as well as to the parish.
to balance the victory I had obtained, I came home from that
struggle with a sore rheumatick pain in my arm which kept

me

Sept.

1

8th, there

after.
On the thanksgiving day Mr.
minister
of
Davidson,
Galashiels, Mr. Gabriel Wilson,

a considerable time

Henry
and

I myself, preached.
Mr. Davidson aforesaid was, by that time, become a third
with Mr. Wilson and me in our bond of strict friendship
a
:

man

of great gravity, piety, and tenderness
learned and
well
with
books
a
judicious ;
;
acquainted
great preacher,

217

;

manner masterly thoughts in an unendowed with a gift of prayer, in
beyond any man that ever I knew

delivering in a taking
affected elevated stile ;

heavenly

oratory,

;

extremely modest, and reserved in his temper but a kind
and affectionate friend. This friendship most comfortable
and useful as a threefold cord, does by the mercy of God
continue unviolate to this day.
have always been so
;

We

The
speak the same thing in public differences.
cast of temper appears in the minute circumstance of each of
us wearing no wig but his own hair.
Providence has
happy as

to

way, either of being entered upon trials or ordained unto churches." R. Erskine,
Faith no Fancy, App. p. 31 cf. Christian Instructor, pp. 85-92, Feb. 1832 Ross,
Aberdour, pp. 356-63.

their

;

;

"

Sept. 8, 1717. The Session taking into their serious consideration the favorable
dispensation of Providence in the issue of the affair relating to the minister's transportation, that he is continued in this parish, and that a congregational fast was
observed to seek the Lord's favor in that matter, they did and hereby do appoint
1

a congregational thanksgiving to be observed in this parish, on Wednesday come
8 days being the 18 instant, to give thanks to the Lord for that mercy, and to beg
His blessing on it, and that Messrs. M'Ghie, Wilson, and Davidson be invited to give
their assistance in that work, and appoints the same to be intimat in due time."
Ettrick Session Record.

i
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same general kind
obvious to all, but in a different manner Mr. Wilson with
Mr. Davidson
the notour outragiousness of his yokefellow
with the death of his, who lived scarcely one year with him
and me, with the long and sore affliction of mine. And now
Mr. Davidson and I are much laid aside with bodily weakness
and indisposition.
1
one of the ministers
I had sent in unto Mr. John Flint,
of Edinburgh, who had revised the Fourfold State, and was
noted for his skill in the Hebrew tongue, two sheets of the
signally afflicted each of the three, in the

:

;

;

And being in
performance on Ezekiel, above mentioned.
Edinburgh about the middle of November, he was pleased
to tell me, that he judged no great thing could be done by
the accents and advised me to make no bustle about them,
On the account of this discourageing event
as he termed it.
;

and other things,

some time
viction

I

I

did,

on the 23d of that month, spend

And thinking on that study
made upon me by the light into some

in prayer.

had,

the con-

passages

of the holy text, by means of the accentuation, remained to
be such, as that I could not see how I could give over the

And having begged of God a token for good,
same night surprised with a light into Jacob's
vow, Gen. xxviii., new to me, and that arising from the
study thereof.
I

was

that

accentuation.

reason of the

By

many

avocations

I

had now

for a
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time had, there was little done by me in that study, being
But
of such a nature as it could not be managed by starts.
a week or two after the October Synod I made some collections

on the

subject.

And

the winter being

come

on,

which

At a meeting of the United Societies
at Edinburgh, Aug. n, 1682.
(Cameronians) in Oct. 1682, six young men were nominated for the work of the
be
and maintained abroad at the
Of
to
educated
these
four
were
chosen,
ministry.
1

Graduated

whom James Renwick was one and John Flint another.
Flint studied at Groningen University.
He is mentioned by Sir Robert Hamilton
in his correspondence, but in no friendly spirit.
On his return to Scotland Flint
was disowned by the Societies was ordained in 1688, in the meeting-house of
after
the
of
Revolution
became
minister
Lasswade ; was appointed.to the
Burghlee
expense of the Societies, of

;

;

Church, Edinburgh, Dec. 1709 died Dec. 1729. He was a man of
scholarly attainments, to whom B. sent the Fourfold State for revision, and later his
on
treatise
Hebrew Accentuation.
He was a non-juror in 1712, took the Oath as
modified in 1719. He was opposed to Prof. Simson, his Examen doctrines D. /oh.
Simson being published in 1717 but he was not favourable to the doctrine of the
Marrow.
Hutchison's Ref. Pres. Church, p. 61
Wodrow, Corresp., i. 315 n. ;
Faithful Contendings, pp. 43, 87, 99, 238 (1780).

New North

;

;

;
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to
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my greatest satisfacmy book of materials

Plying it eagerly thereafter, I was, on Dec. 2 2d, being
the Lord's day, at night, laid under a deep conviction of the
woful disposition of my heart, pursuing like fire the study
I went to God, bewailed it before Him,
and cried unto Him to get my spirit under command, in the
matter: and I got from my prayer-hearing God my heart
filled with love to Jesus Christ, and set for Him as the one
I had
thing needful.
by that time, thro' the good hand of

of the accents.

God upon me, made

a comfortable progress in that study
but towards the latter end of that week, beginning to make
the observations on the majors, I stuck day after day.
At
:

resolved for that cause to set some time apart for
But the said
prayer, which necessarily fell to be Jan. 1.
resolution being laid down, I was helped to make some

length

I

progress ere the appointed day came.
I
Jan. 1, 171 8.
accordingly spent some time in prayer,
on the account of that study and some other things and the
:

Lord being gracious

On

to me,

I

desired of

Him my New

Year's

being His own day, at night reading
I Sam. ii. in the
original, such light broke out unto me, that
my soul was filled with joy in the Lord, and made to cry

gift.

the

5th,

out again and again, What am I
And while I was returning
thanks to Him for this, the New Year's gift came into my
!
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I saw He had
given it me, on His own holy and
blessed day.
In February, having been for some time diverted from
beloved
my
study, and whereas I was then to enter on the

mind, and

much confusion not knowing where to begin
on
did
the 13th, spend some time in prayer for
my work,
both
as
to
matter
and method, which last I was obliged
light
to
seek
of the Father of lights. And having
very particularly
minors, being in
I

essayed it the same day, I found my self in a hopeful way
as to both
and that the confidence I had, thro' grace, had
in the Lord, was not in vain.
;

At

that time

I

was lecturing on Genesis

;

and being

i
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allured

by what

I

met with

in
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the original, studying

my

began that week to translate as I went on. Afterlectures,
wards I wrote notes too on the translation. This performance, begun at Gen. xxxvii. is carried on to Exod. xxxv.,
and to be found among my papers. But this way of doing
retarded me in my main study; wherefore finding I had
not time for it and other things too, I broke off; and,
to the best of my remembrance, left lecturing on the Old
I

Testament.

The

and interrogations being
in
some
time
prayer for the divine
spent
and the Lord
assistance in my studies, and somewhat else
was found of me, and quickly gave me help and relief in all
the cases that then lay upon me.
A part of my stipend coming in about that time, I did on
and all
the 30th, lay by fifty merks thereof for pious uses
along since that time, I have kept a private box, making up
1
into it yearly the said sum of 50 merks; laying it in mostly
by parcels, and giving out of it as occasion requires and

March 25th.
then before me,

interjections

I

;

;

;

The dealing to
always keep of it in my left-side pocket.
the poor at the house for their food, continues as formerly,
I

only what wooll is given them in the
have
none
of my own, is bought out of this
summer,
fund
out of which also our Sabbath's contributions are
This course I have found to be profitable to the 220
taken.
and
poor,
affording much ease to my self for I have thereby
been in case, to give considerably on special occasions
and
that with more ease to my self, than otherwise I could have
had always looking on that part of my yearly income as
not mine own but the Lord's.

without respect to this
since

:

I

;

:

;

;

After

shutting up the doctrine of repentance, in my
ordinary,
did, on Oct. 27, 1 71 7, return to the Catechism ;
at
the doctrine of the application of the redemption
beginning
2
purchased by Christ.
And, handling these subjects, pracas
well
as
tically,
catechetically, at considerable length, I
I

proceeded therein till
at which time I closed
1

!

-

e

-

?>Z\ Scots,

or

the sacrament

my

this

year,

sermons on adoption

2, 15s.

6d. stg.

2

Works,

June

8th,

only, being

;

i.

529.
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just entered on justification, I was by some incident or
1
incidents led off to Num. xxxii. 23, "Be sure your sin will
"
find you out ;
upon which I dwelt a considerable time.

A

was about that time after much pains and
the adulterer being the same man who first
hands in that kind, viz. the unhappy John N.

third adultery

toil

discovered

my

filled

now

;

the parish of Moffat, as he also was in the time
of this last of his adulteries in this parish.
Moreover a
in

bastard of James A. foresaid, being a nursing in Ramsaycleugh, fiery peats were found lodged in the thatch of the
nurse's house, two nights, but still discovered ere any harm
was done. There was a great stir about this, and search
made but it remains to this day a hidden work of darkness.
:

and others vehemently suspected it to be purely a trick to
screen the nurse and her husband from the displeasure of the
she having become scarce of milk, and the child begun
father
I

;

Mean while, it was weighty to me, that the truth
go back.
In this case, on
of the matter could not be got discovered.
to

the fast-day before the sacrament, I read to the congregation
the passage relating to the expiation of uncertain murder,

and praying, made confession in that matter
Deut. xxi. 1-9
221 accordingly. And in fencing the table on the Lord's day,
;

did particularly declare to be debarred, the author or authors,
and accomplices in that vile action but when the table came
:

to be filled, the suspected person immediately sat
July 14, in the morning I was awaked with a

account of a

woman

in

down

at

it.

melancholy
Etterickhouse having made away her

This tragical story

is narrated Passages, pp. 214215.
project of the publishing of the Fourfold State, now
laid aside thro' the removal of my dear friend Dr. Trotter

self.

The

first mover by death ; Providence seemed about this time
be laying the grave-stone upon it, by carrying off also
Thomas Linton in Chapplehop above mentioned, who, having
some time appeared like to fill up Dr. Trotter's room in the
But after the sacrament that
matter, was now a dying.
2
project was revived by my three helpers, Messrs. Simson,

the
to

Wilson, and Davidson, offering to advance a considerable
1

Works,

iii.

180-214.

2

Minister at Morebattle.

TREASURER WIGHTMAN
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sum among them

for that effect.
By which surprising
being obliged to lay that matter to heart again,
spent some time on the 2 2d, in prayer for divine determinaI had indeed
tion in that matter, and on other accounts.

motion,

I

had much ado
treatise

to stand under the thoughts of publishing that
being tost betwixt two, namely, the fear of veninto the world, and the fear of sitting * the call of

;

turing it
Providence.

And

still I

knew not what

to do, but

resolved

on God for the discovery of His mind.
And being at the communion in Maxton, Aug. 3d, Mr.
Wilson's sister told him in my hearing, that Mr. Robert

to wait

2
Wightman, treasurer

to

me had

the

MS.

been

who unknown

of the city of Edinburgh,

addressed

encouraging it, by Mrs.
3
Schiell
his sister, thro' Mr. Wilson's means as I think, had
said he would do nothing in it till such time as he should see
for

So

I, being just waiting for the moving of Provi4
the matter, was natively brought to resolve on
sending the copy to him.
By the melancholy event of July 14, I was led to preach
on Ps. cxlvii. 1 i, 5 " The Lord taketh pleasure in them that
fear Him, in those that hope in His mercy."
The which,

dence in

being begun July 27, was ended Aug. 31.
entered on the Saviour's commission, Isa. lxi.

thereon
1

2

Sitting

till

=

After which
6
I,

I

and insisted

Feb. 2 2d, in the year following.

disregarding or disobeying.

Robert Wightman was a member of the Incorporation of Skinners in Edinburgh,
and also one of those described as the merchants concerned in the importation of
He was a son of William Wightman, who was
foreign salt and the curing of fish.
Deacon of the Incorporation and Convener of the Trades in 1716. Robert was admitted a Burgess and Guild Brother on 1st Apr. 1702. He was elected a Town
Councillor on 23rd Sept. 1713, was elected Auditor of the Town's Accounts on 13th
Oct. 1715, Treasurer on 2nd Oct. 1716, and again in 1717
elected 1st Bailie 6th Oct.
He represented Edinburgh in the Con1719, and Dean of Guild in 1720 and 1721.
vention of Royal Burghs in 1720 while Dean of Guild, and was appointed Preses of
the Convention in that year. In Jan. 1719 he was appointed one of the Commissioners,
sent by the Royal Burghs to London, to oppose certain fiscal changes affecting
the fishing
In that capacity he was representing those interested in the
industry.
importation of foreign salt and the curing offish, which is stated to have been one of
the principal industries.
On his return in July 1719, he got a special vote of thanks
from the Convention for his services in executing that commission. It is thus evident
that Mr. Wightman was a leading citizen in his time." I am indebted to Mr. Thomas
Hunter, W.S. Town-Clerk of Edinburgh, for the foregoing statement regarding
'

'

;

,

Wightman.
3

Mrs. Schiell had

her correspondents, Boston
of Carnock, Fleming of Perth.
5
Works., ix. 66.
naturally.

Wilson of Maxton,
4

Natively

=

among

and members of his

family,

Hog

6

Ibid., ix. 507.
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Being again engaged this winter in the study of the
accentuation, and occupied in writing in my book of materials,
I stuck.
Upon which event and for other causes, I resolved
to spend some time in prayer on Dec. 3d, and between the
laying down of that resolution and the day of performing it I
saw how to get over the difficulty I had stuck at.
But whereas I had minded not to separate my self any
manner of way, on the 1st of January as formerly, I was
providentially obliged to do it notwithstanding.
Having
received a letter from Mr. Wightman aforesaid, anent the
MS. of the Fourfold State bearing that he would contribute
to the publication of it, but withal that the stile would be
nauseous to the polite world
I behoved to take the day
,

;

foresaid, for

making application

to the throne of grace, for
And in that exercise, I

divine direction as to that matter.

had also
revising

Church."

at heart my study of the accentuation, and the
of the u Larger Overtures for discipline in this
1

These overtures having been long in print, the General
Assembly had committed them to Synods and Presbyteries
to be considered by them, in order to that being ripely advised they might be turned into standing rules.
The Synod
had appointed some few of their number to consider them
And having been almost
accordingly of whom I was one.
since my entring into the ministry dissatisfied with
several things in our constitution, especially the manner of
admitting to the Lord's table, and planting of kirks, I em-

223 ever

braced that opportunity
rectified,

endeavor

to

and accordingly

to

some time

I

did,
self closely to consider of these overtures

get

such things

after,

apply

my

and wrote several

;

remarks on them, together with new overtures for admission
to the Lord's table and debarring from it
the which are to
2
Howbeit the Synod did not
be found among my papers.
;

1 "
May 27, 1718. The General Assembly, considering the necessity of having a
complete system of rules for the procedure of the judicatures of this Church in matters
of discipline, and that the framing of this is one of the most proper works of the
General Assemblies of this Church,
again appoints the several Presbyteries who
have not sent up their remarks upon the Larger Overtures, to transmit them to the
.''
Acts of Assetnbly, 337, 430, 438, 524 (1843).
Clerk of the Commission.
2 These new
overtures, drawn up by Boston, were adopted by the Pres. of Selkirk,
.

.

.

.

.

i
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Nevertheless, by order of our Presbytery,
they were laid before the Commission, or their committee
But the matter was
appointed to receive such remarks.
insisted on since
more
and for any thing I know, no
dropt

them.

for

call

;

And

apprehend the maladie will be incurable,
till the present constitution be violently thrown down.
On the 15th of March, I returned to the Catechism,
1
And from that
entring on the question of sanctification.
that
remained of the Catetime I went thro' the whole
I
to
the
end thereof, in the spring in the
came
chism, till
2
Mean while, with these catechetic sermons
following year.
that time.

I

laid before the Commission of Assembly.
They are given in the Memoirs.
In a copy of them, dated 1719, there are the following
p. 5, note 3.

and

Appendix,

additional paragraphs
"
15. It may be considered whether the Session, in the case of a depending
process of scandal, wherein nothing is confest or proven against the accused,
can go any further than to advise them to forbear coming to the Lord's table for
the time.
"16. Members of one congregation, desiring to partake of the Lord's Supper
with another congregation, may and ought to be allowed the same by reason of the
communion of saints, providing they bring sufficient testimonialls of their orderly
admission to the Lord's table, and of their being under no present incapacity accordThe testimonialls, as all others respecting a
ing to the discipline of the Church.
person's life and conversation, are to be given only by the Session of the parish to
which he belongs, who shan't refuse them to any under no present incapacity according to the discipline of the Church, and they're to be judged by the Session only
of the parish where he comes to partake of the Lord's table.
"
17. As there can be no excommunication nor debarring from the Lord's table
properly so called, without the sentence of a judicatory, so in the doctrinal fencing of
the holy table, it seems to be expedient that no other words be used, than what are
agreeable to the nature of the thing, namely, declaring who are debarred from it by
the Lord's word, warning them not to approach, and shewing them their danger if
they do, according to the Directory on the head of the celebration of the Lord's
:

Thomson MSS.

Supper."
1

Works, i. 653.
Boston began the exposition of the Shorter Catechism on Oct. 30, 1709, and
continued till lie came to the " Application of the redemption purchased by Christ."
On resuming these discourses on Aug. 30, 1713, he passed to the " Duty which God
requireth of man," and insisted on the Ten Commandments very largely, till Aug. 28,
Returning to the Catechism on Oct. 27, 1717, he began at the "Application
1715.
of the redemption purchased by Christ," and finished his discourses on "Adoption,"
June 8, 1718. On March 15, 1719, he entered on the question of "Sanctification,"
and continued till he completed his exposition of the Catechism on April 3, 1720.
Memoirs, pp. 236, 284, 303, 345, 351, 359.
"And thus by the good hand of God upon me, I have finished what I intended by
2

way
faith

of illustration of the great doctrines of the Christian religion, with respect to
and practice, as compendized from the Holy Scriptures, in our Shorter

Catechism.
" It is

.

.

.

very probable, that many of you at least have acquired more knowledge of
the principles of religion, than ye had formerly; and I am obliged to own that your
knowledge of the truths thereof is as much generally, as ever I observed in other
places."

Works,

\\.

643-4.

An

These discourses were published in three volumes, under the title,
Illustration
.
of the Doctrines of the Christian Religion .
comprehending a Complete Body of
Divinity. (John Reid, Edinburgh, 1773.)
.
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were joined others directed against formality from Rom.
28, 29, and profanity, from 2 Tim. ii. 19, and Rom.
1
i.
18, ended Nov. 8th, in this year.
This was another year remarkable on the account of the
Towards the latter end of
Abjuration Oath, as the 17 12.
ii.

the preceding year, the non-jurors at Edinburgh thought
meet that one should be sent to Court, to represent the loyalty
and good affection of that party to his Majesty, notwithstanding that they could not take the Oath of Abjuration
And a Form of an Oath which they could
imposed by law.
take was condescended on, with an Address for that effect. 2
The said Address was handed about to be signed by nonand withal, money desired of them to bear the
jurors
;

charges of this mission.

I

refused

to

sign the Address,

224 having no clearness for it; and so did also my two friends
Mr. Wilson and Mr. Davidson.
However, being clear and
and
that
our
good affection to King George
willing
loyalty
should be represented, I gave my money, a guinea as I
remember, towards the bearing of the charges for that effect.
Mr. William Gusthart, 3 then minister of Crelling, afterwards
transported to Edinburgh, was the man whom they sent to
Court.
And upon his return what money was left was

having got restored to me, by Mr. M'Ghie at
shillings of mine, put them up in my pocket,
and as I was coming
displeased with the issue of the mission
out of the town, before the door of one of the houses on the
north-side, without the western port, my horse foundered
restored.

I

some

Selkirk,

;

and
was

so as the money flew out of my pocket and
but thro' mercy I was
gathered up again
not hurt.
Their project so far took at Court, that the
addressers got the oath so as they embraced and took it. 4
I

fell

Rom.

1

2

off,

be

to

ii.

Tim.

28.

ii.

19.

;

Works, ix. 334, Delivered March and April 1719.
Works, x. 9. May and June 1719.

Rom.
18.
Works, iii. 214. August 2, ended Nov. 8,
The Address and Form of Oath are given by Wodrow.
i.

2

1719.
Corresp.,

ii.

687-90.

William Gusthart settled at Crailing 1708 translated to Tolbooth, Edinburgh,
1721 one of the non-jurors, went to London as their representative to assure the
King of their loyalty, to present an Address, and in the event of the re-imposition of
the Oath of Abjuration, to state the form of it which they could accept. Gusthart
3

;

;

died in 1765.
4 In this new form of oath
imposed by Parliament, there was no reference to the
Act of Settlement, which provided that the sovereign should always be of the com-
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day of June was the term appointed by the
and that Act did withal bar all
young men from being licensed or ordained without taking
it.
So the body of those who formerly had been non-jurors,
were carried off into it at that time and there remained but
a few recusants
among whom, thro' the divine favor,
were my two friends and I still.
From the year 1 7 1 2 to
Act

the

first

for the taking thereof:

;

;

this year, the non-jurors made near a third part of our Synod
and so we were regarded by our brethren jurors, and were
in case to be useful among them
but from this time, the
few that remained were quite born down, and could do little
;

;

in the

Synod.

Whatever answer

I had given to the above mentioned
from Mr. Wightman anent the Fourfold Stale, I had
afterwards again laid aside thoughts of the project, and
required back that part of the copy which was at Edinburgh. 225
But it was refused
and the week before the sacrament,
which was administered June 7th, I had another letter from
Mr. Wightman aforesaid, bearing that he had agreed with
Mr. James M'Ewen to print it on his own expenses and to

letter

;

And for encouragement of the undergive me 100 copies.
taker foresaid, he generously advanced to him a considerable
sum

for a time.
After the sacrament was over, I
matter before the Lord, as it had been in the letter
aforesaid proposed to me
and having considered it, could
not see how I could with safety of my conscience refuse

of

money

laid the

;

compliance with this

fair

offer,

and

to let

it

go out into the

world.

My

Accordingly I signified my compliance therewith.
being threatned with silencing on the account of the

oath again, as anew exposed now to the lash of the law, had
great weight herein with me ; as also the providential bringing about the matter in a manner I expected not, when the

apparent instruments of

and that

this point

over thoughts of
Mean while
munion of
p.

the

42 (1765).

Church

it

it

were carried

was brought

to

off

when

one after another
I had again given

;

it.

I

had by

this time for

of

England.

Cf. Willison's

some years found

Fair and impartial testimony,
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the preceding winter's

study
having in March 1 7 1 8, compleated my sixth septenary, being then 42 years of age.
Now being thus again called to lay my accounts with
suffering on the account of the oath aforesaid, I wrote a
paper entituled, Reasons for refusing the Abjuration Oath in
1
the which is in retentis, together with
its latest form, 17 19
strength decaying.

had much weakned me

;

J

a printed copy thereof incorrectly done.
This, a considerable time after, came surprisingly to my hand, not knowing
how it came to be published. 2

Great was the stumbling and offence of the people in the
Forrest and Teviotdale, on the account of the oath in its new
22 6 as well as in its old shape; but the combination among the
ministers was now become strong, and the few recusants
were treated as aliens by their brethren. The people being

was desired a meeting of our Presbytery
with the Presbytery of Jedburgh at Hawick, to confer with
the people in order to bring them to peace, and to hear the

in a ferment, there

word from those with whom they were

offended.

To

this

went, with a sincere desire to contribute my
meeting
But appearing
endeavors towards the desired peace.
did
to
by their vote
my great surprise
among them, they
I

force

me

into the chair contrary to

all

right

and reason.; the

moderator of the Presbytery of Jedburgh being ex officio
moderator of that meeting, since it was a meeting of that
Presbytery within their own bounds, to which our Presbytery
But the design, proceeding from their
had been invited.
I might not have access to speak much in
that
was
jealousy,
and indeed they made the seat most uneasy to
the affair
me ; and carrying things with a high hand, nothing was
done for healing of the breach 'twixt them and the people.
But they appointed a committee of their number, to meet at
;

" This
Wodrow, the Erskines, and others were non-jurors to the end.
There are about thirty or forty recusants, not
of oath does not satisfy all.
from any dislike of the government, or inclination to the Popish Pretender, but from
an opinion that this form of oath involves an approbation of the impositions we lie
under in this Church" [by such Acts as those of Toleration and Patronage].
1

Boston,

new form

Wodrow,
2

Cf. ibid., pp. 246-51
ii. 464.
408-13 450.
a similar experience, his pamphlet "The Oath of Abjuration
a letter to a friend, 1712," being published without his knowledge or

Corresp.,

;

Wodrow had

considered, in
consent.
Corresp.,

i.

253.

;

i
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new conference with

the

When

they met there, they tackt about, and
people.
without any ceremony set another in the chair, tho' I, as
moderator of their constituent judicatory, was their moderator
But I made not the least hint to reclaim.
ex officio.
They
minded then, that I should have access to speak and out of
conscience towards God, I did all I could towards accomand the
modating the matter 'twixt them and the people
best was made of it that circumstances would allow, a peace
After all was over, I told their leading
being patent up.
men the sense I had of their manner of treating me at both
meetings but that I had resolved to be what they pleased
for reaching the end
upon which they owned, I had acted
as a good man and a Christian. Mean while, in the harvest- 227
l
season, orders came from Court to prosecute the non-jurors
As to the Fourfold State,
but the execution was put off
;

;

;

;

;

having begun, about the middle of August, to transcribe

what remained untranscribed from the former copy, I had
finished all by the 24th of October.
And about the middle
of November, thirteen of the printed sheets came to my
hand.

On

this

occasion,

I

did Nov.

prayer, for a blessing to be entailed

24, spend some time in
on that book, in time of

as also for my study of the
and after my decease
for the
I
to
which
enter upon again
was
now
accentuation,
case of the Church, the congregation, and my family, particularly my children at Edinburgh, to wit John and Jane
and I came away with confidence in a prayer-hearing God.

my

life,

;

;

;

was but a

that having closed that
an
down to dinner,
express from Edinburgh
arrived calling me thither
for that my daughter Jane was
dangerously sick of a high fever, and roving.
Upon this
I
that
took my horse at 5 a clock
surprising alarm,
night, and
It

exercise and

little

after

this,

sit

;

"

An

order came down about a month ago ... to prosecute all non-jurors.
not being here, and the Justice-Clerk and Solicitor not being very
fond of beginning with Mr. Webster, since the order was direct to the Advocate, the
order was returned about three weeks ago, with a desire that it might be sent down
direct to the Magistrates of
Edinburgh. No answer is yet come down, and the
Magistrates seem resolved not to engage in that affair, alleging they are not bound by
law." Aug. 17, 1719.
Wod., Corresp., ii. 454.
1

The Advocate

Q
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journeying all the night got to Edinburgh 'twixt 8 and 9
next morning.
There I continued till Friday, Dec. 4, at
what time I left her recovering, and came home.

On

the 8th,

I

spent some time in

secret,

singing of

mercy and judgement ; and laid the case of my daughter
aforesaid, the book in the press, and the accentuation, &c,
before the Lord.

But on Friday the

1 1

th, I

received a letter, bearing her

So having tarried, and
went off after sermon, for
Edinburgh again, where I arrived on Monday at 4 a clock in
the afternoon, Dec. 14. This last was a long and sore trial
228 the pox were dangerous but the Lord shewed pity, and
be taken

to

ill

of the

small-pox.

preached on the Lord's day,

I

;

;

So upon Dec. 31st, I left her in a hopeful
preserved her.
way of recovery. These trials in my daughter's case are
narrated more largely Passages, pp. 222225.

The first week of my being in Edinburgh
new orders came down for prosecuting the

time,

And Mr. John

Flint,

and Mr. William

2

Miller,

this

second
1

non-jurors.
two of the

ministers of the town, formerly non-jurors, but now takers
of the oath, having visited us in our distress, told me at
3
parting, they were just going to the President, to endeavor
to divert the storm ready to break out.
Withal while I was there, I recommended my study of

the accentuation, with the rest of

my

case to Mrs. Balder-

4

prayers ; she (a daughter of the worthy Mr. Henry
Erskine's above mentioned, whom I account my father in
Christ) being a person eminent for piety, Christian experiston's

About the middle of December 1719.
2 William Miller
[c. 1673-1732] graduated at Edinburgh, Feb. 27, 1694; licensed
United Pres. of Duns and Chirnside, June 14, 1698 ordained at Chirnside,
the
by
April 6, 1699; translated to Meigle, 1702; to Lady Yester's July 18, 1708; to Old
Dean of Chapel Royal died May 18, 1732.
Greyfriars, Jan. 22, 1721
3 Sir
Hugh Dalrymple of North Berwick. Wodrow's Analecta, iii. 290.
4
Jean Erskine, daughter of Rev. Henry Erskine of Chirnside by his first wife, was
At first a governess, she afterwards opened a
born at Galashiels June 28, 1653.
school at Edinburgh for young ladies, and carried it on successfully for years.
She
was married about the year 1687 to Mr. George Balderston, surgeon, at one time a
of
of
who
the
died
Dec. 1720. They had a son George,
city
Edinburgh,
magistrate
to whom probably Boston refers as being abroad.
Mrs. Balderston survived her
husband she died Oct. 19, 1738, in her 86th year. Ebenezer Erskine was married
in Mrs. Balderston's house on Feb. 2, 1704.
Fraser's Life of E. Erskine, pp. 7, 441

;

,

;

;

;

46, 517;

Agnew's Theology,

p. 263.

i
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and communion with God. And she told me afterthat she had that word given her anent it, Jer.
" Call unto me and I will answer
xxxiii. 3,
thee, and shew
thee great and mighty things which thou knowest not." The
which I afterward found verified and accomplished in my
comfortable experience, as it was a text most pat to the
ence,

wards,

case of that study.
Jan.
the 5th,

And on
1720, I came home from Edinburgh.
spent some time in prayer, for my daughter fore-

1,
I

my study of the accentuation, and the book in the press.
At length about the middle of that month, I received letters
advising that all her uneasiness was then over; but withal
that orders for prosecuting the non-jurors were again come
For which and other causes, particularly my
from Court. 1
study of the accentuation, I did on the 20th, spend some time
in secret, and taking hold of the covenant anew, laid over on
God in Christ, my self for time and eternity as also my 229
wife, children, and servants that might be with me in my
said,

;

trial
Howbeit, this storm,
together with the poor parish.
which so often appeared on the point of breaking forth, hath
been, thro' the mercy of God, averted unto this day.
What time I had in January and the first week of
and had a
February, I spent writing on the accentuation
;

;

very particular accomplishment of the foresaid word Jer.
xxxiii. 3, in several instances, but especially in the light I

This text fell directly in
got into Mai. ii. 15.
considered the week foresaid.
It had been for

my way

to

be

many months

my view, as a passage of peculiar difficulty but I could
not reach the sense of it.
So it cost many thoughts, and

in

;

particular petitions to the Father of lights, for the true and
it ; and I was helped to believe I would get

genuine sense of
it in due time.

was not

And by the good hand of God upon me, I
The week following I went to Edindisappointed..

burgh, and brought home my daughter in safety
I afterwards
kept a secret thanksgiving.

;

for the

which

1
Rev. James Webster in a letter, dated Jan. n, 1720, informs Wodrow that the
Magistrates of Edinburgh had received a letter from Sir David Dalrymple, the Lord
Advocate, with orders to prosecute the non-jurant ministers. The Magistrates were
very unwilling to take action. This was the third time such orders had been sent

down.

Wodrow,

Corresp.,

ii.

475 n., 510 n.
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By the disposal of that holy Providence which all along
hath kindly and wisely balanced my worldly affairs, tho' my
tenement x in Duns had been profitable to me while I was at
Simprin, yet after my removal to Etterick, it afforded me
little profit

my

and much trouble. For which cause, I had sold
but he dying, that bargain flew up.
was sold for good and all to John

brother John
But about this time it

it

to

:

Duns there ; my eldest son when major, ratifying the
on the occasion above mentioned.

sale,

In the spring-season this year, I was greatly indisposed
and weakned ; and great was the distress in the parish,
which occasioned me much toil.
Having ended my sermons
230 on the Catechism April 3d; on the 10th, I entered, by the
" So teach us to number
call of Providence, on Ps. xc. 1 2,
2
And on the 27th, we kept a congregational
our days," &c.
3
There was not
fast for the great sickness and mortality.
one of my family, save myself only, that had not been one
or other laid by for a time.
But the tenth day of May this year, was a day remarkable above many to me and my family
being that wherein
that
with
wife
was
seized
heavy trouble, which hath kept
my
her all along since that time unto this day in extreme

way

;

distress

;

her

being

imagination

vitiated

in

a

particular

and that improven and wrought upon, by the grand
point
the which has been
adversary, to her great disquietment
infirmities
and maladies exwith
still accompanied
bodily
and
numerous.
Nevertheless, in that comceeding great
Lord
hath
been pleased, not only to
plication of trials, the
;

;

1

This tenement in Newton of Duns was bought by John Boston

in 1674

and

rebuilt.

came

into Boston's possession, with a burden
"
upon it of a thousand merks. Boston sold it in 1720 to John Dunse, elder, feuar
tablet in the wall stated that "Thomas Boston was born in
and glover in Duns."
this hou*e March 17, 1676; ordained minister of Simprin, September 21, 1699;
minister of Ettrick 1707; died May 20, 1732." The house was one of the oldest
thatch-roofed buildings in the town it was taken down and rebuilt in 1893.
There is a feu charter by Sir Patrick Home of Ayton and S. Edmonstoune his
spouse in favour of William Bouston, in Duns, and Janet Sinclair his spouse, dated

At

his death in 1701,

by his

disposition,

it

A

;

This William Bouston was grand-uncle of Thomas
28 April, and 13 May, 1609.
" Bouston."
Boston. There are various deeds in which the name is spelt
Cf. pp.
137, 147 n. 3.
2
Works, ii. 659-70.
3 "It was a
practice of his not unusual, to observe a congregational fast when
any thing appeared uncommon in the course of Providence, that his parishioners

might be led to improve

it

properly."

Body of Divinity,

iii.

383

n. (1773).
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make His mighty power appear
spark of
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her

in preserving

as a

her shine

1st,

being as

an ocean, but to make His grace

more bright than before.
Now, The Marrow of modern

life,

in

forth

divinity, part

aforesaid reprinted at Edinburgh, anno 171 8, with a preface
by Mr. James Hog minister at Carnock, a man of great
there had been
learning and singular piety and tenderness
a mighty stir made about it, especially in Fife, where, for
;

several years before, a contest
the covenant of grace, whether

So

that Mr.

Hog

had been agitated, touching
is

it

absolute or conditional.

found himself obliged to publish an explica-

tion of passages excepted against in the Marrow ; the which
Thereafter several
was printed early in the year 17 19.
pamphlets went abroad on that subject, the same year as
And Mr. James Hadow, 1 Principal
for some years after also.
of the College of St Andrew's, did in his sermon before the 231
;

Synod of Fife, April 7th, 1 7 1 9, attacque the book foresaid the
which sermon was printed at the desire of that Synod, under
the title of The record of God and duty of faith therein required?
This humor going on, the Marrow was complained of to the
:

General Assembly that year.
their

Commission

And

thereupon they appointed

to take care, that the purity of doctrine

might be preserved and to call before them any authors or
recommenders of books or pamphlets containing any doctrine
At the same time
not agreeable to the Confession of Faith}
complaint was also made to them, on Professor Simson's
printed answers to Mr. Webster's libel against him, to which
;

the Professor continued to refer in his teaching

:

but that

1
James Hadow or Haddow, a native of Douglas, Lanarkshire minister of second
charge Cupar-Fife 1692 promoted to first charge Oct. 30, 1694 admitted as Professor of Divinity, St. Mary's College, St. Andrews, May 8, 1699
became Principal of
St. Mary's in succession to Thomas Forrester in 1707 or 1708
was Rector of the
from
to
His
son
He
died
College
1725
George was appointed to
May 4, 1747.
1737.
the Hebrew Chair at St. Mary's College, in 1748 and occupied it till his death in 1780.
2
Appendix, Marrow Bibliography.
a
May 22, 1719. The General Assembly instructs their Commission to
"
inquire into the publishing and spreading of books and pamphlets tending to the
diffusing of that condemned proposition [i.e. the proposition drawn up by the Presbytery of Auchterarder], and promoting a scheme of opinions relative thereto, which
are inconsistent with our Confession of Faith and that the recommenders of such
books or pamphlets, or the errors therein contained, whether by word or print,
be called before them to answer for their conduct in such recommendations." Acts,
;

;

;

'<

;

;

.

;

PP. 531-2.

.

.
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matter was dropt, and the motion for enquiring thereinto
The Commission of that Assembly accordingly

repelled.

appointed a committee of their number for the affect foresaid
who sufficiently shewed their zeal, but all upon one side,
;

namely, to preserve the doctrine from the mixture of Antino-

mianism, which the hue and cry was now raised about. That
committee divided themselves into two whereof the one sat
at St Andrew's, and prepared excerpts out of the challenged
books and prints, and sent their remarks to the other, who
met at Edinburgh. Before these last, about the beginning
of April this year, were called to answer for themselves,
Mr. James Hog foresaid, Mr. Alexander Hamilton, 1 minister
at Airth afterward transported to Stirling, Mr. James Brisbane 2 at Stirling, and Mr. John Warden 3 at Kirkgunnoch
all of them noted preachers of the doctrine of free grace,
and withal non-jurants too. These brethren were examined
Mr. Hog being called,
severally and apart by the committee.
;

;

s

232

first query proposed to him was, whether he owned himself
author of the preface to the last edition of The Marrow of
modern divinity? To which he answered affirmatively, and

the

moreover

told them, that that book,

whereof he knew nothing

Alexander Hamilton was ordained at Ecclesmachan, Pres. of Linlithgow, Aug.
29, 1694 ; translated to Airth, Apr. 23, 1700; to Stirling, Feb. 2, 1726, and died there
Jan. 29, 1738, set. 76.
Cf. Assembly 1703, Unprinted Acts.
2
sermon preached at Denny on Monday the nth Aug. 1718, being the
thanksgiving day after the administration of the Lord's Supper there, by Mr. James
1

"A

Brisbane, minister of the Gospel at Stirling," published without Brisbane's consent,
occasioned his citation before the Assembly's Committee, in April 1720. The Committee professed themselves satisfied with Brisbane's answers, and took no further
action against him.
Brisbane disappointed Boston and his friends by not coming to their private
"
meeting. Boston says that in the end he was
obliged to declare himself in favour
of truth," by the vote he gave in the General Assembly of 1722.
Cf. p. 145, n. 2.
I remember of a worthy and
great divine, Mr. James Brisbane, minister at Stirling,
after the Representation given in, against the Act of Assembly 1720 condemning the
Marrow of modern divinity, by twelve ministers, of whom I was honoured of God to
be one, and when the Act 1722 on that point was a-passing, he openly asserted that
he could evince there was not so many errors in that book, as in their Acts condemning it." R. Erskine's Faith no Fancy, p. 351 (1745) Brown's Gospel Truth, pp. 442-3.
3
John Warden, licensed by Pres. of Linlithgow, July 21, 1697; ordained at
Gargunnock, Pres. of Stirling, May 12, 1698; died June 13, 1751.
He appeared before the Assembly's Committee for Purity of Doctrine, at Edinburgh,
April 1720, for his Essay on the Lord's Supper (1715), which seemed to favour Marrow
doctrine.
The Committee declared themselves more than satisfied with his explanation.
Like Brisbane he tried to mediate in the controversy, and with this design opened
a correspondence with Ralph Erskine, but without result. Warden was a non-juror
and refused to take the oath in its amended form. Publication
practical essay
on the sacrament of baptism (1724). Wodrow's Correspondence, ii. 400-1, 538 n.
Fraser's R. Erskine, 174-6 ; Christian Instructor, Aug., Oct., 1831, Feb. 1832.
'

*

\

:

A

;
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came most unexpectedly to his hand, and he read it over
that he had no thoughts of the reprint-

as soon as he could

;

but complied with the motion thereto, after the project
had been laid by others that at the earnest desire of some
ing

it,

;

who managed
Lord

the business, he wrote the preface ; that the
had blessed the reading of the book to many excellent

persons of diverse ranks ; and that he knew an eminent
divine, then in glory (whom I judge to have been Mr. Frazer
of Brea, minister at Culross),

I

who

left it in

record, that the

1
reading an old edition thereof, was the first notable means
blessed of the Lord, for giving him some clearness of impression
and that for his own part he owned,
concerning the Gospel
that he had received more light about some important concerns
;

of the glorious Gospel by perusing that book, than by other
human writings, which Providence had brought into his hands.

have taken out of a MS. narrapassed
committee, done by Mr. Hog himself.
This run of affairs quickly issued in the General Assembly's
condemning of The Marrow of modern divinity, by their Act
This account of that matter
tive of what

I

in that

And three days before, viz.
20th, 1720.
the
to
Lord
call home to Himself, by
May 17th,
pleased
the
Mr.
a
death,
James Webster afore mentioned
great
man eminent in maintaining the purity of the doctrine of the
of the date

May

it

;

Gospel, a non-jurant to the last breath, and in or about the
he was in the judicatory, where the matter of the

last time

Marrow was considered, exprest his concern that they
would beware of condemning it.
My friend Mr. Wilson was
a member of that Assembly, but abhorred that their Act,
233
which he and others nevertheless could not stop.
Upon
which occasion he some time after wrote the letter, entituled,

A

letter to a gentleman at
Edinburgh, a ruling elder of the
Church of Scotland, concerning the proceedings of the last General
Assembly, with reference unto doctrine chiefly : the which was
publish t the year following, and was wont to be called The

London
"

letter.

2

1
I was much
helped by Luther on the Galatians, and Calvin's Institutions ;
something more by that book called the Marrow of modern divinity:' Select
Biographies, ii. 305 (Wod. Soc).
2
Appendix, Marrow Bibliography.
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administered the sacrament of the Lord's Supper June
and I my self under great bodily weakness, and my
wife in a weak and hazardous condition, were yet both of us
I

2 th;

1

carried up beyond expectation. At the Lord's table, I had
particular suits, among other things, for the divine favor in

my
how

wife's case, the book in the press, the accentuation, and
to be carried through, in defence of the truth of the

Gospel judging that, as matters were now going, I might be
an account for some things in the Fourfold State,
if once published.
called also to

After

of occasional subjects relative to the
before
and
sacrament,
after, I entered, July ioth, on the
communion of saints as one bread, from I Cor. x. 17. 1 The
which subject I studied with particular care and considerable

handling

earnestness, as a very important point, and dwelt thereon
till Oct. 30.
Now the book aforesaid was, in the month of

But having read the sheets, I found
off.
done
and
pitifully
mangled the which occasioned me a
deal
of
great
uneasiness, and in end a journey to Edinburgh,
Aug. 30th, kindly accompanied with my two friends, Messrs.
Wilson and Davidson.
In that perplexing affair Mr. William
2
merchant
in
Hog,
Edinburgh, was most useful to me and
ever since that time I have had his friendship most beneficial
to me, he all along since sparing neither pains nor expense,
to manage for me the affairs which have in my late years
234 lain nearest my heart. May the Lord reward to him and
his, that his labour of love, in those
things wherein the
honour of God and my comfort were so much concerned.
July, near printed
it

;

:

1 The
sermons on
Crook in the lot.

this text

were published

in 1737, in the

volume containing The

2

William Hog (Hogg), junior, the only son of Andrew Hog, W.S. was a merchant
and banker in Edinburgh. He married Grizell, daughter of James Nimmo, who fought
at Bothwell Brig, and whose Narrative has been published by the Scottish History
His house was a resort of the leading ministers of the evangelical party.
Society.
From 1720 he was in terms of the greatest intimacy with Boston. He was a valued
friend of Davidson of Galashiels.
In Feb. 1732 Hog informed Boston of his financial
embarrassments. These, however, were overcome his business after his death was
carried on by his son Thomas.
Boston's letters, in which he refers to these difficulties
A
brought before him by Hog, are given in the Memoirs, Appendix, pp. 44-8.
the
last
Boston wrote, was addressed to Hog, in which he
letter,
touching
probably
alludes gratefully to "your twelve years' most substantial friendship." Memoirs, p.
,

;

514; Nimmo's Narrative, xxvii. xxviii. (Sc. Hist. Soc.) Wodrow's Corresp., ii. 546
Letters of H. Davidson, passim (1811)
Steven's Scottish Church in Rotterdam,
,

n.

;

pp. 162, 171 (1832).

;

;

i
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I
put in order the Errata for the press, and
nine
leaves here and there, to be reprinted
eleven
prepared
of which were occasioned, one way or other, thro' the free-

With him

;

used with the copy, by Mr. Wightman, whom I had
allowed to smoothe some expressions and even to delete

dom

whole sentences.

On

Sept. 7th,

I

wife's case, the book,

spent some time in prayer, anent my
and the Act of Assembly foresaid con-

demning the Marrow. Awful was the dispensation concernand I saw I was thus punished therein, for
ing the book
that after I had by prayer and study brought it to the state
it was in, I should have let it fall into any other hand, with
;

allow any alterations to be made
therein,
my seeing them, with the necessity or
But this hath
the
of
same, in the first place.
expediency
ever since that time been a most useful lesson to me ; and I
so

little

caution,

as

to

without

thereby saw more, how much men were to be ceased from,
than ever I was able to perceive, all the days of my life
before.

Assembly condemning the Marrow was, by
1
concert, brought before our Presbytery, Mr. George Byres,
minister of Lessudden, a judicious, plain, good man, being,
as I remember, employed to move it.
And it was by our

The Act

Presbytery
consider of

of

laid
it.

before the October Synod, that they might
But instead of the Synod's seeking of the

then ensuing Assembly, redress in that matter as was desired,
The first day it came to be spoke of

we were run down.
there,

my

natural timorousness and reverence of the authority
But the next day I
Assembly fettered me.

of a General

conscience with less ceremony and more freeAnd I could not but observe the conduct of 2 3
in
Providence,
trysting this invidious appearance before that
with
the publishing of the -book aforesaid.
But I
judicatory,
rested on that infinite wisdom, which doubtless had appointed

exonered

dom

my

before them.

the tryst on a becoming design.
As my two friends and I were on our
1

way

returning from

George Byres studied at Glasgow; ordained at Lesudden (St. Boswell's), Aug.
IX, 1697, where he remained till his death, Feb. 16, 1730.
His tombstone is in St.
Boswell's churchyard.

5
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a letter should be

written to Mr. James Hog above designed ; showing what
had past in that judicatory, on the affair foresaid, and our

readiness to concur with others, to seek redress therein, of
And at their desire, I afterthe Assembly itself immediately.

wards wrote a

letter accordingly.

Mean while I understood that the book would be published the week after the Synod's meeting, if not before.
And considering how much my health was impaired in the
and withal, of how little use my collection
foregoing spring
of materials on the Hebrew acccentation would be, in case I
should be carried off by death ; I resolved to begin writing
;

an essay on that

subject, albeit

materials were not so

my

But what confully gathered, as was to have been wisht.
cerns my study of the accentuation, and the book, is generally
more largely related, Passages, pp. 210-232, with other things.
Pursuant

to this situation

and resolve,

I

did, Oct. 26th,

spend some time in prayer for the divine blessing to go out
with the book of the Fourfold State, and His presence with

me in the essay to be made.
Hebrew Bible and my written
I

cried

the Father of lights,

to

light, life, strength,

was helped

236

And having

spread the
the Lord,
over
them, for
Father,

materials, before

my

and conduct,

time,

to confidence of being

into all truth

;

and

heard as to both these

After two fruitless attempts, making a
particulars foresaid.
I
And a bound copy
third,
got that essay begun Nov. 3d.
of the Fourfold State having on the 6 th come to my hand, I
did on the morrow after spread it before the Lord in prayer,
for His blessing to go out with it, and to be entailed on it,

while

I

accepted.

live,

and when

And

indeed

I

am gone and that it might be
think God hath heard these prayers
I

;

:

and ofttimes, when I have considered the acceptance that book
met with, notwithstanding of the disadvantages wherewith
it was attended, I could not but impute it to an overruling
hand of kind Providence, that would needs have it so.
Now after some time I received from Mr. Ralph Erskine, 1
1

Ralph Erskine 11685-1752], younger brother of Ebenezer Erskine, born at MoniNorthumberland studied at Edinburgh licensed by the Pres. of Dunfermline

laws,

;

;

i
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minister of Dumfermling, and son to the worthy Mr. Henry
Erskine above mentioned, an answer of the letter aforesaid
and then a return from Mr. Hog
sent to Mr. James Hog
;

him

self,

bearing their readiness to concur in seeking redress

of the injury done to truth by the Act of

my
life

Assembly

foresaid.

721, spend some time in prayer, for
own private case, perceiving the danger of my health and
for divine direction with respect
in the ensuing spring

And

I

did,

on Jan. 2d,

1

;

motions anent the said Act of the Assembly 1720
and for the divine assistance in the essay on the accentuaThereafter, on the 8th,
tion, which I was now engaged in.
I entered, for my ordinary, on preaching of Christ directly,
from Prov. viii. 35, 36 J 1 upon which I insisted for a conto these

;

siderable time.

In pursuance of the motions foresaid anent the Assembly's
Act, there was sent from the brethren above mentioned, a
draught of a Representation to the Assembly with which
:

my

draught

two friends and

I

not being

satisfied, I at their

made

This was conveyed to the brethren 237
another.
and a meeting was appointed to be at Edinburgh,
in the latter end of February, to consider of that important
matter.
Both these draughts are to be found among my
papers the one indorsed, Copy of a Representation to be given
desire

aforesaid

;

;

in to the

A ssembly

1

72

Representation given in

On

1

;

the other, The original draught of the

to the

Assembly

1

72 1.

spent some time in prayer, for the same
causes as before, and the divine guidance to my son at Edinburgh.
Feb.

1st, I

ordained minister of the second charge at Dunfermline Aug. 7, 171 1
8, 1709
on the death of Mr. Thomas Buchanan, senior minister, became minister of the first
1,
charge May
1716. John Brown of Haddington, at that time a teacher at Gairneybridge, occasionally went over the hills of Cleish to Dunfermline to wait on Ralph
" His
" were
Erskine's ministry.
sermons," said Brown,
brought home by the Spirit
of God to my heart at these times I thought I met with the God of Bethel, and saw
Him face to face." Like Boston, Erskine was a non-juror, a defender of the rights
and liberties of the Christian people, opposed to Prof. Simson and one of the twelve

June

;

;

;

;

He did not join the Associate Presbytery at its formation in
Representers.
He formally joined that
1733, but was present as an interested spectator.
on
Feb.
He continued to minister in the parish church till the
Presbytery
17, 1737.
death of his colleague, Rev. James Wardlaw, in 1742.
large church was built for
him in Dunfermline, where he laboured successfully till his death, Nov. 6, 1752.
Fraser's Life of R. Erskine; Brown's
Gospel Truth, pp. 129-58; MacEwen's The
Erskines (1900); Small's History Un. Pres. Ch., i.
347-8.
1
Works, x. 489.
December

A
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end of that month I went into
And here
meeting above mentioned.
began a plunge into publick affairs, which so filled my head
and hands, that now the proceeding in the essay on the
accentuation was laid aside
insomuch that, excepting a
little done in it in the April following, I made no more
latter

;

progress therein for a long time.

There met then,

in

the

house of Mr. William Ward-

rob apothecary in Edinburgh, Mr. James Kid 1 minister at
2
at
Queensferry, Mr. Ebenezer Erskine
Portmoak, his
brother Mr. Ralph aforesaid, Mr. James
fermling, Mr. William

Wilson

4

Wardlaw 3

Perth, Mr.

at

at

Dum-

James Bath-

1
James Kid [1666-1744] studied theology in Holland was licensed by the Pres.
of Dunfermline Feb. 27, 1706 ordained minister of Queensferry, Pres. of Linlithgow,
Boston describes him as a man of singular boldness. He was the
Sept. 28, 1710.
only minister of his Presbytery who protested against the forced settlement of a
presentee at Bathgate, conform to a decision of the Synod of Lothian and Tweeddale.
He baptized the children of Bathgate parishioners who refused to accept the minister
thrust upon them.
For his conduct, Kid was libelled. He was one of the Representee, and was deputed by them to lay their Representation before the Committee
of Bills on May II, 1721, for transmission to the Assembly. When the Assembly of
1722 passed their Act, explaining and defending the Act of the Assembly of 1720 against
the Marrow, and rebuked the Representers, he gave in their Protestation which
Boston had prepared, " but the Assembly would not read it, and quickly closed the
sederunt."
It was through him that iGabriel Wilson's sermon The Trust was
He kept up ministerial fellowship
published, the Preface to it being from his pen.
with his seceding brethren and welcomed their assistance, but he remained in the
Church of Scotland. He died Feb. 9, 1744. Agnew's Theology, p. 304 Brown's
Gospel Truth, pp. 81-2 Fraser's R. Erskine, pp. 138-40.
2 Ebenezer Erskine
[1680-1754], son of Rev. Henry Erskine of Chirnside, born
June 22, 1680; graduated at Edinburgh June 25, 1697; licensed by Pres. of Kirkat Portmoak, Pres. of Kirkcaldy, Sept. 22, 1703.
Feb.
ordained
11, 1703;
caldy
After a ministry of twenty-eight years at Portmoak, he was inducted at Stirling on
;

;

;

;

July 8, 1731. On May 18, 1740, he was excluded from his church, but a new place
He died
of worship was erected for him, in which he laboured for the rest of his life.
June 2, 1754. Fraser's Life of E. Erskine; Gospel Truth, pp. 94-129; MacEwen's
The Erskines ; Small's History Un. Pres. Ch. ii. 663-4.
3
James Wardlaw [1673-1742], licensed by Pres. of Dunfermline in 1709 ordained
minister of Cruden, Aberdeenshire, in 1717 inducted minister of second charge at
Dunfermline Nov. 20, 1718, and so became colleague of R. Erskine was one of the
twelve Representers declared against secession as the right way to counteract the
defections of the Church, but, on the other hand, notwithstanding the decision of
General Assembly, continued to recognise R. Erskine as his colleague, their association
as ministers in the parish church being only broken by Wardlaw's death, May 2, 1742.
Brown's Gospel
Fraser's Life of E. Erskine, p. 107 Agnew's Theology, p. 369
Truth, pp. 158-9.
4 William Wilson
[1690-1741], son of Gilbert Wilson, a laird in East Kilbride,
who suffered greatly for adherence to covenanting principles. Wilson was a graduate
of Glasgow, studied theology there was opposed to Prof. Simson ; found difficulty
was invited to apply to the
in obtaining licence from the Pres. of Glasgow
evangelical Pres. of Dunfermline, from whom he obtained licence, Sept. 23, 1713
was ordained minister of the third charge at Perth, Nov. 1, 1716; was one of the
four who constituted themselves "The Associate Presbytery" Dec. 6, 1733; in 1736
appointed to act as their Professor of Divinity; on May 18, 1740, was debarred from
entered church erected for him
his pulpit by order of the magistrates of Perth
,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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two friends, and I. Some time being
considered
spent in prayer, the Act of Assembly foresaid was
should
there
And it was agreed, that
in its several parts.
1

gate

at Orwell,

my

be a Representation to the Assembly anent it the forming
whereof was committed to Mr. Ebenezer Erskine, with whom
And another meetour draught was lodged for that effect.
;

ing was appointed to be in the latter end of March in the

same

place.

Wilson

From

the which meeting, Mr.
Ebenezer Erskine were absent.

sent

Representation
alterations

first

And

the

Then
the

in

and additions made

there present.
the

from us

Perth, and Mr.
the draught of the
at

was signed by all 238
next meeting was appointed to be

night of the Assembly's meeting in

was designed
Being met

several

after

south,

therein,

May

;

and

it

for prayer.

the said night, Mr. James Hog, whose absence
hitherto had been judged expedient in regard of his prefacing
the Marrow, did join us.
Moreover, there came in to us a

goodly company of brethren, with whose appearance I was
much encouraged. But, behold, they turned our meeting,
designed for prayer, into a meeting for jangling, and breaking
our measures in the which, the main agent was Mr. John
Warden above mentioned, and next Mr. Moncrief of
:

2

Kilforgie.

Thus

the whole

weary night was spent,

till

day-

Nov. 20 1740. The strain of his work as minister and professor proved too much
He died Nov. 14, 1741. His chief publication was
for his strength.
Defence of
Continuation of Defence
the Reformation Principles of the Church of Scotland (1739)
Ferrier's Memoirs of Wilson (1830) Eadie's Life of Wilson (1849).
(1741).
1
James Bathgate [1684-1724], schoolmaster at Inverkeithing licensed by Pres. of
Dunfermline Oct. 19, 1715; ordained at Orwell, same Presbytery, Mar. 6, 1717
this was brought before the
vindicated the Marrow before his congregation
of Fife which met at Cupar in Sept. 1721, and called forth the declaration of
Synod
" their
high dissatisfaction with such practices." He also joined Hog of Carnock, in
declining to observe the day of thanksgiving appointed for the King, on the ground
taken by Hog, viz. "that it is the right of the Church of Scotland to appoint such
days for fasting and thanksgiving within her own bounds, according as her case and
circumstances (being a distinct Church from that of England) do require." The case
came before the Synod of Fife, at Kirkcaldy, on Apr. 8, 1724; but Bathgate had
already died on March 30. On his deathbed he rejoiced that he had borne testimony
"
to the doctrines of grace.
I will glorify the Lord in heaven
glorious cause
forever for these precious truths."
Brown's Gospel Truth, pp. 166-70; Agnew's
,

A

'<

;

;

;

;

O

!

Theology, pp. 207-8 Fraser's Life of R. Erskine, pp. 131-3.
2 Alexander Moncrieff
[1695-1761] inherited his father's estate of Culfargie, parish
of Abernethy, Perthshire graduated at St. Andrews studied divinity there under
Hadow continued his theological studies at Leyden; returned from Holland, Aug.
1717; was licensed by the Pres. of Perth; was called to Abernethy and ordained
there Sept. 14, 1720. According to Boston, Moncrieff proved troublesome at a private
;

;

;

;
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much worse case than they found us.
friends, it was proposed by Mr. Kid to

us in

new

drop the things quarreled by them in the Representation ;
among which was an entire head, viz., that of the fear of
hell ; and this, that our brethren might be obliged to stand

by us

we

in the

took the

Assembly.

way

In this step, unhappily gone into,
and I liked it not, but
;

of carnal policy

could not oppose it, because I had drawn the paper.
However our politicks in the just judgement of God failed us.

The Representation being transcribed

accordingly, was signed
the
twelve
in
as
the
brethren,
by
printed copy, and was that
same day, in the afternoon, given in by us to the Committee
of Bills, Mr. Kid presenting it, being a man of singular boldness.
This haste was made, to prevent our being teazed

anew

as the night before.

Mr. Wardrob's, where we
with us, went away home

Mr. John Bonar, 1 who lodged in
had our meetings, after signing it
and I do not remember his com-

:

meeting of the Representers. There can be no doubt that his doctrinal position was
He stood beside E. Erskine at the Synod of
substantially that of the Marrowmen.
Perth and Stirling in 1732, and at the Assembly in 1733 was one of the original members of the Associate Presbytery. After he was compelled to leave the Established
Church he continued to reside at Abernethy, and to minister to the Secession congregation formed there appointed Professor of Divinity on the death of Wilson in 1741,
and taught the students of the Secession three months annually. In the controversy
in the Secession Church which caused the "Breach," he sided with Adam Gib,
and so parted from the Erskines. He died Oct. 7, 1761. Young's Memoir of
Moncrieff'(1849) Small's History, ii. 583.
1
John Bonar, born Jan. 16, 1671, at Wester Kilgraston, Perthshire, which had
belonged to his ancestors for upwards of a century; graduated at St. Andrews, June 25,
1689; licensed June 15, 1692; ordained minister at Torphichen Mar. 2, 1693; died
Aug. 7, 1747. Amid much opposition he adhered throughout life to the religious
During the trying period which
principles early taught him by his godly mother.
preceded the Revolution of 1688, he espoused the cause of Presbyterianism, notwithstanding the efforts of his father and the Principal of his College to induce him to
become an Episcopalian. In 1712 he refused to take the Oath of Abjuration and in
1721 he was one of the twelve ministers who joined in a Representation to the
General Assembly against the precipitate censure passed on the small treatise, The
Marrow of modern divinity. When the harsh measures were agitated in 1732 and
1733, which finally gave rise to the Secession, he was zealous in the defence of the
censured ministers, though he deprecated their separating from the Church. In 1742,
during the remarkable revival in the West of Scotland, though old and feeble, he
went to Cambuslang to see the work for himself. He published a sermon on the
"
preached at Newhouse in the parish of Livingston and in 1743 a
Duty of Giving,"
"
letter on the
Duty and Advantage of Religious Societies." He was a devoted
and
minister, earnest
simple in his declaration of the truth. This note is by Mr.
Horatius Bonar, W.S., Edinburgh.
When he visited Cambuslang in 1742, he was so frail that he was three days on
the way, but when there, "his heart was so full that after being lifted into the
The late Dr. Horatius Bonar,
tent, he preached three times with great vigour/'
the well-known hymn-writer, and Dr. Andrew A. Bonar, the biographer of M'Cheyne,
were his lineal descendants. Brown's Gospel Truth, pp. 77-8 Agnew's Theology, pp.
208-10; Andrew A. Bonar, Diary, vii., viii. (1893). J
;

;

;

;

;

;
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time
pearing with us afterwards, if it was not once, at what
1
Mr. John Williamson
he was called home by an express.
made his first appearance amongst us at signing of this last
draught but was very useful after, being a man of a clear
;

2

Mr. William Hunter
head, a ready wit, and very forward.
at Liliesleaf signed it in the kirk, just before it was preThe Representation being read before the Committee
sented.

of Bills and by them transmitted to the General Assembly,
they without reading thereof, referred the same to their

Commission, and were dissolved on the Wednesday the 7th
day after they had come together, having done very little
business.

On the morrow, we being sisted before the Commission,
After which Mr. Hog spoke
our Representation was read.
Then followed a flood of speeches, about the
a little.
number

of

by which we

13,

audience imprest.

Warden

And among
a man well

were

run

down,

and

the

these speakers was Mr. John
seen in the doctrine of free

aforesaid,
On the Friday, as
grace, but of too much vanity of temper.
called
a
numerous
were
before
I
we
committee,
remember,

where the doors being thrown open b}'
Wilson's means especially, the career they

was

my

friend

w ere upon
T

Mr.
the

the divine mercy stopt to conviction.
day before,
Mr.
Williamson
did, in a point in debate, fairly
Particularly
3
minister
Mr.
Alan
of Culross
and I was
Logan,
lay
thro'

:

1
John Williamson [1679-1740], son of the Rev. David Williamson, West Kirk,
Edinburgh; called by the congregation of Inveresk and Musselburgh, "with such
as contributed much to determine him to adventure on so
harmony and unanimity,
"
ordained there April 30, 1702. (See Epistle prefixed to the Gospel
great a charge
Method.) He published the Second or Practical Part of the Marrow anonymously.
He was one of the Representee, and spoke repeatedly at the Assembly in vindicating
the position taken up by the Marrowmen.
When Wilson of Maxton was before the
local Synod for his sermon, The Trust, Williamson went to Kelso, and sat beside him.
He was the intimate friend of the Erskines. His death in Feb. 2, 1740, happened
before the final deposition of the Seceders by the Assembly in May 1740.
Publications Gospel Method of conquering sinners unto Christ (1721)
Scope and substance
Case of Prof. John Simson
of the Marrow (1722) Gospel Truth and Holiness (1726)
(i7 27)- Cf. Wodrow, Corresp.,'\. 369 n. Brown's Gospel Truth, pp. 79-81
Agnew's
;

:

;

;

;

;

;

Theology, pp. 372-5.
2

William Hunter [c. 1658-1736] graduated July 3, 1693 licensed by the Pres. of
Kelso, Aug. 28, 1694; ordained at Lilliesleaf, Pres. of Selkirk, May 2, 1695; married
a daughter of James Hog of Carnock was one of the Representee assisted at a
communion at Ettrick in Aug. 1727; his sermon greatly "refreshed" Boston. He
died Nov. 13, 1736.
Scott's Fasti; Agnew's Theology, pp. 301-4.
8 Ordained
at Torryburn, Pres. of Dunfermline, July 24, 1695; remembered for
zeal in prosecuting witches in that
parish; was chosen Apr. 28, 1703, Professor of
;

;

;
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encouraged by the success of an encountre with Principal
Hadow. We were warned to attend them again on the
Monday, but were not called. On the Tuesday, we compeared before them, and on the Wednesday, before the
Commission, whom we were warned to attend again at their

These things are related more largely,
Passages, pp. 235-240.
At the sacrament June 1 ith, the communicants appearing
the
tokens a third part more than usual before, we could
by
tables which all along since that time we have used.
set
double
240
friends having moved to me to write notes on
two
My
the Marrow ; after prayer for discovering of the Lord's mind
therein, and pondering of the matter, being determined
thereto, I set about that work July 10th.
But on the Saturday's night of the 2d week, after I
had begun it, I was brought by indisposition to the gates
meeting

in

of death.
1

John

v.

August.

And while death
11, "And this is

me

stared

in the face, that text

the record, that

God hath given

to us eternal life," &c., understood according to the contro-

and
grant, was the prop and stay of my seul, believing and
I preacht, tho' with difficulty, the two
claiming accordingly.
Lord's days immediately after, and then assisted at the communion in Galashiels, August 1st. From thence I went with
my two friends to Edinburgh on the Monday afternoon, to
attend the Commission.
Having waited on for 3 days, we
compeared once before the Committee, and once before the
Commission and were appointed to wait on again at their
meeting in November.
On the 2 2d of August I spent some time in prayer, for
verted doctrine of

the Marrow,

concerning

the

gift

1

;

Divinity, King's College, Aberdeen, but the Pres. of Dunfermline refused his transportation and the Assembly, March 1704, adhered called to Culross but declined to go
on appeal, the General Assembly, May 14, 1717, ordered his translation admitted
keen opponent of the Marrow
minister of the first charge at Culross, July 17, 1717.
He
doctrine, his support in the controversy was greatly valued by Principal Hadow.
died Sept. 1733.' Cunningham's Romantic Culross, pp. 65, 86-7 (1902) ; Beveridge's
and
Univ.
ii.
Culross, &c.
109-18; Officers, &c,
King's College, Aberdeen, p. 71
(New Spalding Club) ; Assembly 1704, 1717, UnprintedActs.
1
Marrow, p. 168 (1726). Cf. p. 151, n. 1.
"The Marrowmen both in England and Scotland dwelt much upon the love of
God for the whole world, the offer of Christ to every sinner." M'Crie's Marrow,
;

;

;

A

,

xxviii. (1902).
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and a multiplicity of business

soul,

laid

mean time my strength was much
my hand,
That business
to
be found so doing.
decayed yet desiring
the preparing
Marrow
then was, the writing notes on the
;
of the Fourfold State for a 2d edition, which Mr M'Ewen, the
the preparing some sermons for
publisher, did demand
the press, desired also by the same person, and which I
had some way yielded to and above all, the essay on the
while in the

to

;

;

;

accentuation, the proceeding wherein my heart trembled to
think of being deprived of an opportunity for.
But now I

my gracious God, that, however trying the prospect 241
then had thereof was, in respect of the state of my health,
have by this time got through all that business for the

thank
I

I

service of

my

God, and more

too,

which hath cast up

to

me

since that time.

was now

my ordinary, to treat of the two
I
began on the
covenants, which lasted a long time.
covenant of works, August 27th this year: and handling
it at large, from several texts, I insisted thereon till
May in
I

led,

for

the following year.
I
studied it with considerable earnestness and application, being prompted thereto, as to the close
consideration of the other covenant too afterwards, by the

Church was then arrived at. 1
My friend Mr. Wilson having been moderator of the
April Synod, at which I was run down, he, as in the chair,
having little access to help, preached before them in October,
a faithful and excellent sermon
at which they took fire.
state the doctrine in this

;

And

immediately they commenced a process against him,
on the account of that his sermon
which ended not till the
General Assembly 1723, put an end to it.
The sermon is
extant in print, entituled The Trust, 2 to be judged of by
;

1 "
The Author's manuscript bears, that the sermons on this subject (Covenant
of Works) were begun Aug. 27, 1721, and ended
May 6, 1722, having preached on
other subjects during that period."
Michael Boston's Preface to View of the
Covenant of Works (1772)
Works, xi. 178-339.
2 The Trust
A Sermon at the opening of the Provincial Synod of Mers and
Teviotdale, at Kelso, October 17th, 1721.
Preached from 1 Tim. vi. 20, by Mr.
Gabriel Wilson, minister of the
I therefore
Gospel at Maxton. Gal. iv. 16,
become your enemy, because I tell you the truth?" Printed in the year 1723.
"
The author has now stood a pannel before four Synods, and as many Committees
of that Synod, and yet they have not
judicially found the sermon guiltv'of any error,
or erroneous expressions."
Kid's Preface to Sermon.
;

:

"Am
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and was before four Synods, as many committees
posterity
of the Synod, before the Commission, and at length came
:

before the General

Assembly

as one

;

think by Mr. Kid.
what a toss both these affairs
to

it,

done

I

It

may see in the preface
may easily be guessed,

meeting together

once

at

And indeed we were by this time become
would occasion.
still more strangers to our brethren and as aliens
and saw
that our mothers had born us men of contention.
Besides
what concerned the doctrine, there were in these days many
;

occasions of difference in the matter of national fasts

;

the

which sent from England, bare evident
appointments
of
little
honor
had for our Church
such as the
marks
242
of
to
them
be
observed
on
of
their supersome
appointing
1
stitious days, and particularly on Fridays, contrary to all
reason that could be drawn but from their superstition.
These often occasioned us much uneasiness, and different
but I
practices from our brethren, most of them at least
am not ripe in the history of that affair, which hath been of
However for some time national fasts have
a long course.
There was also introduced from England,
been very rare.
into some of our civil courts, the corrupt custom of swearing
2
which being laid before our Synod, occaupon the book
for

;

;

;

sioned some debate before this time

nothing

;

but

we

could prevail

them towards moving

in that matter with

for redress.

But my friend Mr. Wilson exposed it, in his New Mode of
Swearing, laclis et deosculalis evangeliis, printed anno 1 7 19.
In the month of November, we compeared again before
1 Eb. Erskine held a
public Thanksgiving on Wednesday, Apr. 21, 1723, instead
of on Thursday the 22nd. After he had intimated the Thanksgiving for the statutory
day, some of his elders came to him with the English Kalendar in their hand,
shewing him that the day nominate in the Proclamation was St. Mark's day, and
the only feast-day in the whole month
adding that if he kept the Thanksgiving
on that day, he would infallibly give offence and occasion great disorders. Thereupon he called the whole eldership together who advised, that "rather than the
worship of God be abandoned, the congregation rent and divided, the weak stumbled,
and authority contemned by people's following ordinary work," the Thanksgiving
should be observed on the day immediately preceding that named in the ProclamaErskine's Sermon on God's little remnant ; Apologetical
This was done.
tion.
Preface, xxii, xxiii (1725).
2 The
usage in England differs from that in Scotland. In England the witness,
after hearing the oath repeated by the officer of the court, signifies his assent by
This practice is an ancient one.
kissing the New Testament.
superstitious form of swearing was soon [after the Union] introduced from
England, by laying the hand on and kissing the Gospels." Willison's Fair and
impartial testimony, p. 35 (1765).
.

"A

.

.
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the Commission, who put to us certain queries to answer
And thus they
the which we received with a Protestation.

;

turned the cannon directly against us.
While I was thus engaged in public trials, I met with a
breaking disappointment in the case of my son John, whom

had designed for the holy ministry.
Being in that view
concerned to have all the defects in my education supplied
in his, I took care to have him taught at the College,
I

Humanity, Greek, Hebrew, Mathematics, as well as Philoand allowed him for that end a course of five years
But that course being ended this year, he would not
there.
once enter on the study of Theologie which I had designed
him for.
But after some struggle with him all in vain, I
behoved to advance him a little money for betaking himself 243
This disappointment
to the employment of a sheep-master.
sophic

;

upon me, when my strength
but all expectation of
more, I greatly needed help
help from him was cut off especially when I saw his comrade
Mr. George Byres, 1 son to Mr. George above mentioned, in
lay with a particular weight
failing

;

;

case to help his father, still vigorous and fit for his own
But O
business.
the admirable conduct of Providence,
!

The said Mr. George
resignation
Byres elder is now removed by death and I am yet spared,
There is one thing
doing my work, tho' in much weakness.
that sticks with me in the case foresaid, and has occasioned
me many a bitter reflection. When my said son was a child
about 3 or 4 years of age, two jovial youths now ministers,
being about our house at that time, took pleasure in the
child's acting the preacher
and unhappy I hindered it not,
but 'tis like, was sometimes taken with it too.
This my sin
was written on that breaking disappointment and I wish it
may be a warning to others after me. Mimickry in any case
is no desirable
but in sacred things 'tis most dangerous.
gift
Discerning a dexterity that way in another of mine, I thus
challenging an

entire

!

:

:

:

;

1
George Byres, jr., succeeded his father as minister of Lessudden (St. Boswell's)
ordained Sept. 24, 1730 married Jean, daughter of Gabriel Wilson of Maxton, Nov.
16, 1732
adopted Independent principles of Church government demitted his charge
Nov. 7, 1738 settled in the immediate neighbourhood at Kippielaw, parish of
Bowden, where he ministered to a little company of Independents. Scott's Fasti;
;

;

;

;

;

Chambers's Biog. Diet. Eminent Scotsmen,

ii.

450 (1835).
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tho' exercised only in

it,

common

things.

In

March 1722, we compeared again before the Com-

mission, and our Answers to their Queries were then given
in.
They are extant in print, with the Protestation above

These answers were, as I
mentioned prefixt to them.
remember, begun by Mr. Ebenezer Erskine, but much
extended and perfected by my friend Mr. Wilson where
his great compass of reading, with his great collection of
books, were of singular use and successfully employed.
In May we compeared before the General Assembly,
244 where the affair was at length brought to an end, by their
Act, May 21, 1722, which may be consulted: and we were
admonished and rebuked.
Easily foreseeing what would be
:

the issue, in the Assembly's determination of the

drew a Protestation while
along

with

me.

received with

was yet

affair,

I

home, and carried
And the admonition and rebuke being
I

at

the said Protestation, subscribed
hand of Mr. Kid ; and instruthe
by
all,
But the Assembly would
ments taken thereon in due form.

not read
is

all

gravity,

was given

by us

it,

in

but closed the sederunt.

also extant in print.

foresaid in

This

affair

The

said Protestation

was brought

the afternoon session of that

day

to the issue
:

and

their

work being appointed to be at
meeting
that
there
came on, a little before the hour,
a
clock
day,
3
a most dreadful storm of thunder and hail, by means whereof
their meeting was for a considerable time hindred.
In the
time thereof, I came down, with some others of our number,
from the West-bowe-head l to the chamber where we attended
for

till

called

;

that

black

and that almost running, the street being in a
well remember, with what serenity of
heart, I heard the thunder of that day,

manner desolate. I
mind and comfort of

It
the most terrible thunderclap being just about 3 a clock.
as Heaven's testimony against

made impression on many,
their deed they
1

were then about

the connecting link between the Lawnmarket and the Grassdescended sharply from where the Tolbooth Church stands to Victoria
Grant's Old and New Edinburgh, i. 309-21.

The Westbow was

market.
Street

It

to do.

and the Grassmarket.
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by means whereof

I

received another sensible increase of light into the doctrine
"
of grace, especially as to the " gift and grant made of Christ
In
unto sinners of mankind, and as to the nature of faith.

which

my friend Mr. Wilson was the
my clearness and distinctness

last,

distinct

and

:

most clear and
therein

I

owe

to

He hath since 245
him, as the mean of conveying it unto me.
that time travelled in that subject, with peculiar concern and
and is the man, of all I know,
industry, to great advantage
;

upon it. Moreover, that struggle hath been,
thro' the mercy of God, turned to the great advantage of
truth in our Church, both among some ministers and people
having obliged both, to think of these things and enquire
insomuch
into them more closely and nicely than before
that it has been owned, few public differences have had
fittest

to write

;

:

Mean while it is not to be doubted, but
such good effects.
others have, on that occasion, been carried further to the
side of legalism than they were before, and that thro' the
prevalence of their passions and prejudices and the Gospel of
:

Christ

is

this time,

by

especially of the
for rationalism.
So that

with

many

younger

sort of divines, exchanged
the light and the darkness are both

come

were before

of the which posterity

far

from

in this

church

;

I

believe

to a pitch,

they

see a miserable and a glorious issue.
Having ended my sermons on the covenant of works,
1
May 6th, I did on July 1, enter on the covenant of grace,

may

the which ordinary, meeting with occasional interruptions
and being pursued from several texts, lasted near about two
years.

month last mentioned, I finished
The Marrow of modern divinity ; which afterthe year 1726 were printed with the Marrow
the which, out of regard to the authority of the

In the beginning of the
the notes on

wards

in
2

itself;
1

in

Works,

viii.

379 ff.
first part of the Marrow was annotated
by Boston. It was issued as
the Twelfth Edition corrected, with Notes, by Philalethes Irenseus.
Printed in the
" As for the Notes in them
year 1726. No name is given of printer or publisher.
words, phrases, and things are explained; truth cleared, confirmed, and vindicated
the annotator making no bones of declaring his dissent from the author where
2

Only the

;

;

he saw

question but he'll be thought by some to have
constructed too favourably of several passages.
But as 'tis nothing strange, that
just

ground

for

it.

I

make no
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Church, that yet

my

self the

in that

name

matter

I
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durst not obey, I took to
Iren^eus, as bearing my

of Philalethes

In
and sincere design therein, viz. truth and peace.
compiling of these notes, I had in view, what was advanced
against the Marrow, in the several prints extant at that time,
real

and which had come to my hand
especially Principal
246 Hadow's Antinomianism of the Marrow of modern divinity
detected ; but naming no body.
The unacquaintedness with
;

these prints,

may

occasion posterity's judging several of the

many had been

notes quite needless
but at that time
much pains to find knots in a rush. 1
:

The sacrament

of our

Lord's

supper was

this

at

year

celebrated on the 19th of August.
And after the fast-day
I had my first fit of the tooth-ache, which I had been quite

unacquainted with before, but afterwards became very
Now finding
grievous to me, and destructive of my teeth.
at
self
in
from
new
free
work
my
length
my closet, I spent
some time in prayer for direction as to what I should take
in hand; and thereafter, on Sept. 12th, put pen to paper
again, in the essay

on the accentuation, which had been so

very long interrupted.
It was with much fear and trembling
on the subject of the covenant of grace

I

entered at

first

and being, after
some interruption, to return thereto, I did, from a sense
of my great unacquaintedness with the mystery, on Oct. 25,
being the day before my study-day, spend some time in
prayer, for the Lord's manifesting His covenant to me, and
for some other causes.
And soon after that, I saw the Lord
had been graciously pleased to hear me and He gave me
some sweet views of the mystery. And the truth is, that,
notwithstanding of what light into the doctrine of grace I
had by the divine favor reached, at several distant periods
above marked, I was still all along dark and confused in my
;

;

he incline to the charitable side, that book having been many years ago blest of
God to his own soul so if he have erred on that side, it is the safest of the two, for
thee and me, judging of the words of another man whose ends, I believe with Mr.
Burroughs, to have been very sincere for God and the reader's good." Boston's
;

Pre/ace, pp. 9, 10.
1

"To

difficulties

a rush," a proverbial expression, signifying to seek or make
where there are none. New English Dictionary\ sub voce, " Knot."

find knots in

i
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notions of that covenant, until I entered on it at this time to
preach it ; and in the progress therein, things were by the
good hand of my God upon me gradually cleared unto me,

endeavouring to study
dependance on the Lord

it

with

the

utmost application,

in

for light thereinto.

1
Feb. 10, 1723. I entered on Ps. xv. and for a considerable time dwelt on vv. 1-2, judging it meet to intersperse
the doctrine of the covenant of grace with that kind of

subjects ; that I might jointly teach the people the doctrine
of grace and Christian morality.
The General Assembly, in the month of May this year,
put an end to the process against Mr. Wilson, on the account
It came before them by
of his synodical sermon aforesaid.
a reference from our Synod, who being bent to find error in

the sermon, were, in the school-house of Kelso, upon the very
point of giving the stroke, but with great difficulty were got

In the morning before the reference there was a

to stop.

meeting of a few, whether as a committee of the Synod, or a
private meeting for conference, which I rather suspect, I
cannot be positive.
the affair

;

and

I

There proposals were made for ending

made them

prejudice to truth

one, tending to peace, without

tho' coldly received, yet all

hopes
;
which,
were not cut off, till we came to the Synod.
But being read there, Mr. James Ramsay, minister of Kelso,
and as I remember offered to dissent in case
fired upon it
and on the contrary he proposed a severe
it should pass
decision
against which I was resolved to dissent, in case of
of its taking

;

;

;

So the Synod, perceiving the affair
being gone into.
Would go before the General Assembly, which way soever

its

they should

take, agreed

to refer

it

to

them, as

it

stood

them still entire. At the Assembly, where the proceeding was more wary, Mr. Wilson came off honourably
not one error being fixt on his sermon, notwithstanding of
2
all the clamor had been made against it.
For his peculiar
before

;

1

Works,

v.

92^

Writing May 13, 1723, Wodrow says: "This afternoon, Mr. Wilson's affair
came in, and took near five hours. ... In the heat of the controversy about the
Marrow, this sermon of his was preached. ... It seems the Synod, at least a good
2

part of

it,

were tolerably

satisfied save as to three points

:

that the law of

God

as to

247
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faithfulness, his brethren had shot at him parAnd the truth
but his bowe abode in strength.

he was never

him

LIFE

till

that his

trial

known

to

them

;

but

it

set

and exceedingly raised his reputation.
The publishing of his trial hath been much desired. I was
comforted in seeing the affair brought to such an issue.
Howbeit by my going into Edinburgh to the Assembly on
that account, my proceeding in the essay on the accentuation
in a clear light

;

was again interrupted.
On June 9th, I administered the sacrament of the supper.
And then the scurvy struck out on me, and made me so
uneasy with itch, that I was much bereaved of sleep in the
Thus hardly bestead with it about that time, I did
night.
but since that time, often
unhappily beat it in as an itch
would I have been glad to have had it out again, as it then
It was at and after that communion the
was, but in vain.
:

sermons were preached, which since that time have been
published under the title of The mystery of Christ in the form
of a servant. The notion of Christ's state of servitude, there
advanced and improven, I had been led unto by my study on
the covenant of grace.
On the 30th, I entered on the subject of the good fight
of faith
being led thereto by my wife's case, and indeed
;

much

for her cause.

And

was not ended

till October 20.
and I went to
Penpont and assisted at the sacrament there. That journey
was attended with some incidents, in which I'm apt to think,
there was an agencie of evil spirits.
The passage is to be
found Passages, pp. 248249.
The essay on the accentuation, interrupted as aforesaid,

this

In July following, Mr. Davidson

my

friend

6th, was perfected Sept. 5th,
Lord with thanksgiving. And on the
spent some time in thanksgiving on that

249 being entered upon again Aug.
and
I

laid

before the

Oth following,

I

the believer, is divested of its penal sanction that evangelical repentance does not
go before pardon and that the nature of faith takes in assurance."
By the decision of Assembly, Wilson was prohibited from the use of any
expressions on these controverted points, at variance with the standards of the
Church and the Act of Assembly 1722. He was dissatisfied with the finding, but
contented himself by declaring his adherence to the Representation of May XX, 1721.
;

;

Acts of Assembly, pp. 565-6; Wodrow, Corresp.,

iii.

46-7.
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praying for a blessing upon it, and that the Lord
would find out means whereby it may become of public use,
account

and

;

some other

for

That day

particulars.

I

had a heart-

melting view of the conduct of holy Providence about poor
me, from my childhood till that time.

Having now of a long time had a great desire

to trans-

Hebrew text agreeable to the accentuation or sacred
stigmatologie, I spent some time in prayer for direction and

late the

assistance in that work, and for several other causes, and on
the morrow after, being Oct. 31st, I began it.
Having dipt

work

proved at length quite another thing than I
Herein I was employed that winter and
the spring following
wherein, having carried it to the 15th
chapter of Genesis, translating and writing notes on the
into that

it

at first designed.

;

translation,

I left it in,

at which time my daughter Alison was taken
That was but small progress made in so long
time
For my plan was by
but afterwards it was much less.
degrees brought on still more difficult and laborious and was
but carried to its height on the 18 th and 1 9th chapters and
this, in the regress on it, made me much new work towards
ill

April 1724
of a fever.

;

;

;

;

beginning of the book.

the

One

will hardly

have a just

tossing lexicons and the Hebrew
concordance, for finding out the formal significations of the
Hebrew words set down in the literal translation, without

notion of the huge

one make

was

to

trial

reach,

pleasure

in

it

toil in

it him self.
But the more hard any thing
had usually the greatest satisfaction and
when discovered
and was in the whole

of
I

;

abundantly rewarded.
On the 7th of June, the sacrament was celebrated. I
had had much wea^ work from the family of John A. in
G.
the eldest son James A. aforesaid, having repeated 250
his abominations, and another of that family having fallen
into fornication.
Mrs. A. spouse to the said John had
much ado to bear my proceedings in these odious cases
but her husband being a peaceable man, things were kept
;

;

in

tolerable

February

case 'twixt them

this

year,

she

of a

and me.
long

But he dying

in

time after came not
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to the kirk.
Having come at length some time before
the sacrament, she on the fast-day, I think, desired of me
a token to partake.
Now a woman had gone out of the

family and absconded, being famed to be with child and
another had deponed, that she told to Mrs. A. she thought
;

party foresaid was with child, the deponent and she
This
being fellow-servants, and lying in one bed together.
I
relating to the time before the absconding
did, upon
the

;

the

of demanding the
before her
whereupon

occasion

matter

came not

:

token aforesaid, lay this
she taking it heinously,

and all along to this day
sacrament
hath turned her back on the public ordinances in the kirk.
I have dealt with her again and again
her children also
She remains
have dealt with her to return, but all in vain.
wilful and goes no where on the Lord's day
but some few
times has appeared at Mr. McMillan's meetings which now are
To this she has added not to
very rare in the country.
come into our house for so many years to visit my wife in
her long distress.
This is a piece of malignity which one
must lay his account with in following duty.
Now my wife wanted not some thoughts that the time
of that sacrament might prove to be the time of her departure.
And on the Tuesday after, she indeed appeared to be at the
point of death, insomuch that the ministers and a neighbour
251 were called to be witnesses in the case. On the morrow my
and it proved to be a fever.
daughter Jane fell ill
to

the

;

;

;

;

On

the Lord's day following, being the 14th, I closed my
subject of the covenant of grace; my notes thereon being
written so largely, that in transcribing them since for the
I needed rather for the most part to contract, than to
adde and enlarge.
But withal that day my daughter Alison
was taken ill of the fever. Mean while Joseph, a little boy
of my brother John's for some years brought up with me,
And in the latter end of the
fell ill of a lingring trouble.
week my son Thomas was seized of the fever too.
On the following Sabbath, being after sermons set down
to dinner I became uneasy
but while we were singing as
usual on the Sabbaths after dinner (I think the psalm was

press,

;
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my trouble went to such
where
off to my closet

23, and downward),

a height,
I had a

that with much ado I got
;
prodigious vomiting and exquisite pain, known afterward to
It
be a fit of the gravel to which I was an utter stranger.
of
intermission
kept me till the Wednesday thereafter with

When

were at length thro' the mercy of God
had thoughts of a day for family-thanksgiving

fits.

all

recovered, I
but by some incident

;

was diverted therefrom,

knowing
But that day or the
that the storm was not yet over.
morrow after my son John fell sick of the fever and at the
His case was of all
same time our servant woman also.
and it was about the middle of August
the most dangerous
But towards the end of that month we
ere he recovered.
had a day of family-thanksgiving the whole family except
little

;

;

;

the man-servant having been under the rod.
Mean while this shock by the gravel quite broke and
shattered my frame, and altered my constitution ; so that
thereafter I was no more as I had been formerly.
But the
chief of these things are with others more largely related in
the Passages of
Life, during that time, from p. 235 to

My

p.

256.

PERIOD
From

the

notable breach
closing

in

my

of

this

XII.
health,

to

the

time

of

the

Account.

This notable alteration was the more remarkable, that it
I was now going in the
49th year of my age,
the 7th septenary: and here I reckon the groaning part of
my life, more plainly pointing to my dissolution, to have
And whatever groanings I had, in the former part
begun.
of my life, been witness to by day or by night, it hath, in the

came on when

depth of sovereign wisdom for my greater trial, been from the
preceding April 1724, unto this day, my lot to be solitary in
my closet by night as well as by day but good is the will
of the Lord, He hath done all things well.
:

252
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me

at
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thus spent as aforesaid, a weary season to
being engaged in a course of

best as an idle time

;

drinking Moffat-well water at home for the gravel, I did on
the last day of August put pen to paper again, in the beloved
work aforesaid on the Hebrew text not knowing whether I
;

any more at it or not.
Now as the winter came on, my teeth began to be
and that season
loosened, much pain in them going before
253 I lost three, whereof two were foreteeth which marred my
Nevertheless I was helped
pronunciation in some measure.
and my plan therein was
closely to ply the work aforesaid
carried on to its height with exceeding great labor.
And
when at any time I happened to go to bed, with some diffiwould be able

to sit close

;

;

!

:

culty entered into, but not got thorow, the intenseness of the
mind upon it bereaved me of some sleep, which I think did

harm.
In the time of our distress in the summer, watchful and
kind Providence favoured me with a visit from Mr. John
1
Grant, minister of Auchinleck in the shire of Air, whom I

had but

little

acquaintance of before

:

man

a

well seen in the

doctrine of free grace, and to a pitch kind and disposed to be
At that time
useful, whereof I have since had signal proof.
I

shewed him, that

made on

the

I

could get no body to judge of the essay

Hebrew

accentuation, the performance being upon
such an out-of-the-way subject.
And he having minded
and
taken
that
occasion
in
this,
country to inform himself,
did afterwards write me a letter, giving me notice of Mr.

2
George Gordon, professor of the Oriental languages

in

the

1
Ordained at Kilmuir Wester, Pres. of Chanonry, Sept. 27, 1711, but as the parish
was strongly Episcopal, he only remained for a short time was admitted at Auchinleck,
His wife was left a considerable fortune by her brother, Colin
Pres. of Ayr, in 1712.
Campbell, architect in London, which was the subject of litigation. Grant was in
London for two years, leaving a preacher at Auchinleck was accused at meeting of
Pres. April 28, 1731, of neglecting his duties
demitted his charge that same year, and
became minister of a Presbyterian church in London. He died Jan. 1732. Scott's
;

;

,

Fasti;
2

;

Wodrow's Analecta,

Born

iv.

107, 184.

1673; married Margaret, daughter of Mr. George Frazer, Sept.
nominated by King William, Professor of Oriental Languages in
and
King's
College, Aberdeen; but the officers of the University delayed
University
his installation.
Gordon petitioned the authorities, and an order was sent down, July
18, 1698, signed by Lord Marchmont the Chancellor, enjoining his immediate admission.
In 1730, George Gordon the younger succeeded his father in the chair.
Officers, &c, Univ. and King's Coll., Aberdeen, pp. 73-4 (New Spalding Club, 1893)
Fasti Aberdon. (Spalding Club, 1854).
12, 1705.

May 23,
He was

;

i
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King's College, Aberdeen, as the fittest in our island to judge
in such matters.
Upon this information, I did quickly by a
letter of the date Dec. 14th, address my self on that head,
to

the said Mr.

Gordon,

tho'

altogether unacquainted and

unknown even by face.
Mean while after closing my sermons on

the covenant of

grace, I had pursued my former subject of Christian morality
" Ye are
in the general, from John xv. 14,
my friends, if ye

do whatsoever I command you" ; and Eccl. ix. 10, "WhatThen I entered
soever thy hand findeth to do, do it," &c.
on some particulars, viz., against profane swearing, sinful
the
anger, revenge, and pressed the love of our enemies
1
which subjects were ended Dec. 27th.
January 17, 1725, I received a large and friendly return 254
The more acceptable,
from Mr. George Gordon aforesaid.
that I found it dated Jan. 1st, what day spending some time
;

according to my manner in prayer, my letter's finding favor
with him had been much on my heart before the Lord. Thus

began the correspondence betwixt him and me carried on
His letters to me are in
by letters and some interviews.
reteniis.

After carrying on the work aforesaid, through the first
twenty chapters of Genesis, I found it necessary to stop
and that in consideration of my frailty, and that the notes
were written in short-hand characters, and therefore useless
;

to any but my self.
And after seeking the Lord, I began,
on the 9th of February, to write all over in mundo, in long

hand.

The notes on

the

Marrow had now

a friend's hand at Edinburgh.
month, there was a proposal

And

for

some time been

in the latter

in

end of that

made me for publishing the
Marrow with them. Mr. William Wardrob apothecary there,
above mentioned, was the chief undertaker in this.
Hereupon I revised them again and having spent some time in
;

prayer for light in that matter, Apr. 6th, and again on the
13 th, laid it before the Lord ; I was cleared and determined
1 The
sermons mentioned in this paragraph are to be found
The distinguishing characters of true believers (1773).
Works,

in the
v.

volume entitled
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give up the copy of the Marrow, as corrected and new
me together with the notes thereon, into his

modelled by

hand, to do therein as he should find himself conducted by
Providence.
In this month of April began my wife's entire barring
from public ordinances which lasteth unto this day.
About the middle of May, my son Thomas, who had got
about two years' domestic teaching in the Latin tongue
especially by my own and my other son's means, was sent to
the grammar-school at Hawick.
Now after insisting for some time this year on the
255 hiding of the Lord's face, Ps. xxx. 7, I entered on " The
Son of man's coming to seek and save the lost," Luke xix. 10,
and dwelt thereon till the sermons preparatory for the sacra-

ment of the supper.

It

was administered June

without apprehensions that
have occasion to administer.
the

work

foresaid

Gen.

to

it

6th,

not

might be the last I should
By that time I had carried on

iii.

22,

MS.

in folio,

p.

44.

I

it, and proceeded therein, with a view of death at
back
and was much eased in my mind when I had
my
it
that
brought
length judging that the Church of God might
discern
what it was I aimed at, in case I should
thereby
never have had access to have carried it on further.
Mean while great were my trials about this communion.
wife
seemed to be in a dying condition for about two
My
weeks before on the Tuesday immediately before the communion, the surgeon told me he thought she could not now
last long.
The want of my teeth made speaking difficult
and I had less strength to speak with than some time before
and the remaining teeth were become blackish. But the Lord
pitied amidst these and other trying incidents.
Mr. Gordon aforesaid coming to Edinburgh to the summer
session, the essay on the accentuation was according to our
concert put into his hand about this time.
"
I
bruising of the
preacht the action-sermon on the
And on the Monday, at the
serpent's head," Gen. iii. 15.
and in a little
dismissing of the congregation, rain came on
after, there was a violent storm of wind and rain falling on

entered on
;

;

:

;

;

;

i
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of whom many
the Lord's people going to their own homes
having come from afar behoved to lodge all night somewhere
by the way. It continued that afternoon and most of the
Tuesday.
Apprehending the bruised serpent to be thereby
showing his rage, I was by that means determined to con- 256
which accordingly I did insist on till
tinue on that subject
;

;

Sept.

1

2 th.

Mr. Gordon returning to Edinburgh unto the winter
and having read the essay on the accentuation,
desired an interview.
Whereupon I made a stretch and
went thither in the latter end of November.
Tarrying
session,

there about 8 days I had in that time several meetings
with him and we went thro' his remarks on the essay.
He told me we were agreed in the main, but was on the
;

as to anything further.
Perceiving this, I put
on at last a forehead, and askt him downright if he had
To
freedom to give the essay his public approbation ?
which he answered that he not only had freedom but thought
it his duty so to do.
Hereupon I was swallowed up in joy
and comfort that the Lord had so far pitied and comforted
me.
But in that time and after I found the borrower to be

reserve

servant to the lender.

Lord Grange, 1 of his own accord,
me encouragement in it and told me that Mr. Gordon

At the same
offered

my

time,

;

1
James Erskine [c. 1679-1754], second son of Charles, tenth Earl of Mar, and
brother of John, eleventh Earl, the leader of the Jacobite forces in the rebellion of
took his seat in Court
171 5 admitted a member of the Faculty of Advocates, 1705
of Session as Lord Grange in 1707; became Justice-Clerk in 1710 resigned in 1734
that he might enter Parliament sat for Stirling was a bitter opponont of Walpole
As an elder of the Church of Scotland he took a
died in London, Jan. 24, 1754.
was associated with the
prominent part in the business of the General Assembly
Evangelical party ; was active in the prosecution and condemnation of Greenshields
was opposed to Prof. Simson, and helped in the framing of the libel in the second
process against him a zealous supporter of the rights of the Christian people his
opinion in matters of dispute in the Church Courts was eagerly sought and highly
valued. Grange lived a double life, for whilst regarded as a supporter of the House
of Hanover and a man of saintly character, he was in correspondence with the
In 1732 the death of his wife
Jacobites of the day, and was thoroughly immoral.
was announced, followed by a funeral. Ten years later, it was discovered that Lady
Grange had been kidnapped by men in the pay of her husband, carried off to the
Western Highlands, and ultimately taken to the island of St. Kilda. The following
" I have
significant words of Lord Grange, of the year 1718, may be quoted,
religion
enough to spoil my relish and prosecution of this world, but not enough to get me to
the next."
Misccellany of Spalding Club\ vol. iii. (1846); Wodrow's Analecta, iv.
166 Hill Burton's History, viii. 391-6 Extracts from the Diary of a Senator of the
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

College of Justice (1843).

;

;
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lookt almost as

But meeting

if

period
it

xii

had been

three together in his
lodging, by appointment, they both agreed that the essay, or
at least an abstract thereof, behoved yet to be done in Latin,
inspiration.

all

so few in the island being acquainted with the subject.

new work

This

upon me, now when my strength was exbut when
hausted, was an occasion of heavy thoughts to me
I was about to come away homeward in
this case, Mrs.
Balderston above mentioned came of her own accord to me,
and told me that being in concern for me whom she saw to
be brought very low, she had that text given her anent me,
laid

;

257

Dan. x. 19, " And said, O man greatly beloved, fear not,
peace be unto thee, be strong, yea be strong ; and when he
had spoken unto me, I was strengthned, and said, Let my
lord speak, for thou hast strengthned me."
This was comforting in the time, and was afterwards
viz.,

my

experience in that matter.
remaining part of that year, to Dec. 12th,
I did for my ordinary handle the subject of " forsaking the
fountain of living waters, and hewing out broken cisterns,"
verified in

Now

for the

&c, from

The

1
ii.

Jer.

1

3.

parish of Selkirk having now for some time been
the death of Mr. M'Ghie, and my wife's case

vacant, thro'

allowing

my

summer,

I

morrow

going abroad

went thither and

winter, rather than the
preacht, Jan. 2d, 1726. On the

the

in

I visited
a sick person without the town
and from thence came to Faldshop in my way home, and
visited another
but was taken ill there of a fit of the gravel.
Mounting my horse, I rode from thence in great agony to
Newhouse, in a cold frosty day reaching which place with
but getting into a bed a
great difficulty, I just fell down
Wherefore I mounted again,
while, I recovered some ease.
but by the way it seized me anew, and in great distress I
came into Upper Delorain. There I stayed all night, and

after,

;

;

;

;

turned easy again.
On the morrow coming homeward, it
again seized me, that I was obliged to go into Calcrabank
;

where recovering

after a while,
1

Works,

I

came home and

x. 145.

it

went

off.

i

RASH JUDGMENTS

7 26

This
drink

273

reckon to have been owing to the unclearness of the

I
I

had got

that time has

in

my

quarters at Selkirk ; the which since
cautious ; drinking no ale while

made me more

new, or very old, or muddy. A considerable time after this
being at Midghop, where was a little wench from Newhouse, who had said to them, that at such a time, viz. the
Jane Hope, a well-disposed
foresaid, I came in there drunk
the
me
to
wounded
heart, telling me most simply and 258
person,
not
before
only the wench, as I remember, but
imprudently,
another woman whom I was not yet well acquainted with,
Thus was I most unjustly and
that the foresaid had said so.
that
in
place where I had often comforted,
cruelly wounded,
and been comforted but this happened not indeed in the
But O what need of that
family most comfortable to me.
" thinketh no evil "
and of due caution as to
that
;
charity
the case and actions of others, not to judge rashly
'Tis
in
that
matter
hath
as
dangerous,
my experience
taught me.
I had, some years before that time, encountered in Newhim being
house with a good man, whom I knew not
in
and
come
home
the
from
a fair, I
tongue,
newly
paralytic
took to be drunk, so that I could not endure to converse
with him, till Walter Bryden, then tenant there, cured me of
my misapprehension about the honest man. So he is a
But I cannot but
jealous God with whom we have to do.
admire the wisdom of that kind Providence, which, after I
had complained in that house to the master of it, touching
the misrepresentation had been made of my illness in it,
as abovesaid, brought him to my house ; where being just
to sit down to meat with him, I was seized with another fit
of the gravel, and obliged to retire and groan under it,
I reckon my self debtor to my
leaving him and the table.
God for this beautifully timed fit, which served to confirm,
that I had been injured in the matter of the former.
On March 25th I finished the work on the first twenty
that MS. consisting of 272 pages in
chapters of Genesis
folio.
That winter my frailty was great, being quite unable
to bear the cold, the blood and spirits deserting my fingers
so that the parish was but once examined for that year, and
;

:

!

!

:

;

:

s
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the vernal equinox, save one diet only in the
of
the winter, and I had several thoughts, that
beginning
there would be a necessity of my dimitting, as unable for

that after

259

the charge.

had

set

my

l
Having read Dr. Cheyne's book on Healthy I
self to regulate my manner of living accordingly,

for the cure of the

scurvy so I ate very sparingly at dinner,
This course I used, I think, more than
:

and took no supper.

a year about this time
going to bed withal about 9, and
about
or
4
rising early
5 ; making the time of dinner late in
;

the afternoon, and thereafter doing nothing, until

I

went

to

bed again.
Thus my work indeed went on, but my body
was brought to that low pass. And whereas my head has
now shaken for several years paralytically the first time I
observed that shaking thereof, was on the Saturday's afternoons, when I shaved my self, in the time I was employed
Afterwards I returned again
writing the said manuscript.
to my ordinary way of living ; seldom succeeding in my
projects for health by art, whether with or without the
;

physician's advice.

About
her bed.

this time began my wife's constant confinement to
For whereas formerly she was wont to have some

respite in the winter, so as to rise out of her bed, in that
season of the year ; she hath, since the month of March

1726, lain constantly all the year over, in winter as well as
summer, unto this day.
Having carried on the work aforesaid with a most strictly
literal version only, I did thereafter make a more smoothe
version of these chapters, consisting of 22 pages in folio but
which upon a review I do not judge smoothe enough as yet.
This I finished April 1 2 and by the 2 1 st, had all read over,
Withal I had written the preface to
corrected, and laid up.
the Marrow with Notes, which was published about that time.
And now I had for some time been concerned to know, what
;

;

I

should apply

my

self to, in the

next place.

And

having

George Cheyne [1671-1743], an eminent physician, born at Methlick, Aberdeenremoved to
studied medicine under Dr. Archibald Pitcairn of Edinburgh
London, and having obtained the degree of M.D. began practice there. His Essay
and
in
Health
and
editions,
1725, passed through many
long Life, published
of
appeared in Latin, French, and German. He died at Bath April 13, 1743.
Chambers's Eminent Scotsmen, i. 521-4.
1

shire

;

;

i

LATIN ESSAY

7 26

in

preacht

Eskdalemoor on

morrow morning after,
manse there, having had

in

the

275

Sabbath the 24th, on the
laigh western room of the 260

much

the matter aforesaid

at heart

before the Lord in secret, it fell in order, as being abroad,
and it pleased
that I read Ps. lxxi. in the Hebrew original
the Lord so to shine on it from v. 14 unto the end, that it
:

had no small influence

to encourage me, to attempt the
writing in Latin the essay on the accentuation, as had been
advised, notwithstanding of the low pass my body was now

come to. Whereupon on
some time in secret upon
adventure on

the

Tuesday

that matter,

I

at home spending
was determined to

not without hopes of strength to be afforded

it,

new and unexpected piece of work.
Accordingly on the Wednesday April 27th

me, for that

I

to

began

write the essay foresaid in Latin.
And as I went on, I read
something of Cicero in my leisure hours for the language ; and

noted

in

a book some terms and phrases taken from him and

particularly out of Calepin's Dictionary ,* which Providence had in the year 1724 laid to my hand, when I knew

others

;

not for what use it was designed.
And to this collection I
had frequent recourse while I wrote that book and found
it to be of good use to me.
I had formerly, upon occasion
of appearing in print, done the same as to the English
tongue by which means my stile I had been careless of before,
was somewhat refined. Both these collections are in retentis.
But this year, the course of administering the sacrament
of our Lord's supper was interrupted, thro' a disorder in
the eldership, and my wife's heavy case meeting together.
Mean while, after closing of the former subject, I entered on
Christ's titles, Isa. ix. 6, for my ordinary
the which I
treated of at large
and then added thereto several sermons
on " Believing the report" concerning Him, on Isa. liii. 1, and
;

;

;

;

concluded these subjects Aug. 21st. 2
1
Ambrosius Calepinus [1435-1511], born near Bergamo in Northern Italy an
Augustinian monk who devoted himself to linguistic studies. His polyglot Dictionary
was regarded as an epitome of universal knowledge, hence the proverbial expression
"
Consult your Calepin."
"Lexicon seu Dictionarium XI. linguarum scil. Latinae,
Hebricas, Grascae
Anglicas" (Rhegium, 1502). An abridgement of it was pub;

.

lished at

.

.

London, 1662.
Works, x. 178-267;

2 Isa. ix.
6,

Isa.

liii.

1,

Works,

x.

267-307.
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Having put the essay on the text of Genesis into Mr.
Gordon's hand, I had at his desire another interview with
him in the latter end of November, at Edinburgh, where he
Both this and the former
gave me some remarks upon it.
were
undertaken
to
Edinburgh
purely on the head
journey
of meeting with him
by which I felt my bondage. At that
time, I left with him the first part of the Latin essay on the
accentuation, which I had compleated by the 5 th of September.
And he promised me his testimony thereto, providing he
;

should be satisfied therewith in the main, as he had been
with the English essay and afterwards he wrote me, that
Nevertheless to this day I have not
he was so satisfied.
:

however I have tugged for it.
same time I waited of Mr. William Hamilton, 1
who
Professor of Theologie in the College of Edinburgh

seen

it,

At

the

;

notwithstanding of our late differences in the

Marrow

treated

to revise

it,

me

very

And

civilly.

affair

of the

having desired him
it into his hand,

when Mr. Gordon should put

he readily consented thereto I allowing him, at his desire,
2
to consult Dr. Crawford, Professor of Hebrew in that College
;

thereupon.
in the end of the preceeding year received a letter
Lord
Grange, of the date Dec. 13, 1725, which is
my
retentts ; wherein, upon a perusal of the essay on the text,
the space of 3 or 4 hours, which had cost me near as
I

had

from
in
in

William Hamilton [c. 1669-1732], ordained at Cramond Sept. 24, 1694 was
elected Professor of Divinity at the College of Edinburgh, Aug. 17, 1709, which office
he accepted Oct. 28, same year.
condition of his appointment was that he should
have no ministerial charge. In 1713 the Town Council revoked this condition. On
Carstares's death in 1715 he became a leader of the Church.
He was sent to London,
along with Mr. William Mitchell, in 1717 to urge the removal of the grievances of
He became Principal in succession to William Wishart in Feb. 1732
the Church.
exchanged his professorship for the collegiate charge of New North, Edinburgh died
Nov. 12, 1732. He was a man of distinguished ability; was five times Moderator
Boston speaks of Hamilton
of General Assembly, in 1712, 1716, 1720, 1727, 1730.
Hamilton favoured Prof. Simson in the
as in sympathy with Marrow doctrine.
second process against him. Wodr. Corr., i. 276 n. Dalzel's Hist. Univ. Ed.,
1

;

A

;

;

,

ii.

304-6.
2 " On Dec.

Town

;

Council
elected James Crawford, M.D., Prof,
of Chemistry and Medicine without salary." On the death of Mr. Goodall, Prof,
of Oriental Languages, Dr. Crawford was appointed to the vacant chair, Aug. 21,
His salary as Prof, of Hebrew was fixed
1719, retaining his medical Professorship.
Boston had no high opinion of Crawford's Hebrew scholarship.
at 900 merks.
Wodrow considered him "a man of piety, of excellent solid sense, but a recluse modest
man." Dalzel, Un. Edin., ii. 312, 322-4; Wodrow, Analecta, iv. 212.
9, 1713, the

.

.

.

i

LORD GRANGE

7 26

many

he shewed his dislike of

years,

277

my

notion

of the

heavens, Gen. i. I, but especially of the waters above the
firmament, as a collection of waters above the starry heavens
;

adding his remembrance of an old scholastic interpreter
To this I made a
having said some such thing before.
return with

all

becoming respect, regretting his having so

time for perusing that MS., and candidly pointing
to the reason of my interpretation ; withal giving him a good
many valuable authorities in favor of my notion of the
little

very

2
1
waters aforesaid, among whom were Pfeiffer, and Gregory 262
and
of Oxon, a noted mathematician as well as a divine
But
its being the common opinion among the Lutherans.
And waiting on
since that time I heard no more from him.
;

him again, at this time as I reckon, I found him quite strange
Thus was I deserted by him, after putting me
and cold.
upon the new work of writing the essay in Latin, as above

Whether

narrated.

his disgust

on these few hours reading, or

of the essay on the text
letter in return to his,

my

but
occasioned his casting me off, I know not
and by this time,
taught, not to trust in princes
I'm satisfied as to the loss of his patronage, his character
being now exceedingly blemisht, to the great detriment of
or

both,

thus was

:

I

;

religion.

All the remaining part of this year, I preacht on resigto the will of God in afflicting providences, from
I Sam. iii. 1 8, and on acceptance with God from 2 Cor. viii.
" If there be first a
willing mind, it is accepted," &c, and
12,
made
us accepted in the beloved." 3
Having
Eph. 1.6,"

nation

Having plied the writing of the Latin essay on the
accentuation thro' the winter, I finisht it on Mar. 17, 1727 J
consisting the first part of 182, the second of 322 pages in
4to
1

and

;

August

laid

it

before the Lord with thanksgiving for

Pfeiffer [1640-1698], German orientalist
taught Hebrew a
Publications: Depoesi Hebrceorutn,
writer.
;

and Leipsic; a voluminous

life,

Wittenberg
Wittenberg,

1670; Antiquitates Hebraicce, Leipsic, 1687.
2 David
Gregory [1661-1708], born at Aberdeen, received his early education there
became Professor of Mathematics there, in his
twenty-third year, lecturing on Newton's Principia ; appointed Savilian Professor of
Astronomy at Oxford in 1691 wrote various scientific treatises. Dalzel's Hist. Un.
;

continued his studies at Edinburgh
;

Edin.
3

,

ii.

341-2.

Works,

xi.

123, 149.

;
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and assistance, graciously afforded me for that
with a joyful heart, I sang the latter part of
Ps. 71st, which my God gave me for my lanching out.
This was a joyful day to me among many melancholy days,
seeing myself now on the shore, which some time a day
there was no great appearance of reaching.
As for my
strength,

And

effect.

body it held out this winter better than in the preceding
and was really in better case, when I ended that work than

;

263 when

I

entered upon

He

it.

ended the work which

I

is

After having thus

faithful.

lookt on as the business of

applied my self to put
to my death.
I

some things

in

my

life,

order, with a view

For

my ordinary, I had, on Feb. 19th, entered on the
of
subject
propagating religion to posterity, discoursing it
from Isa. xxxviii. 19, 1 " The living, the living, they shall
praise thee," &c, and insisted thereon till May 21st, that I
entered on sermons preparatory for the sacrament.

About

which time, the weather proving exceeding rainy for about
the space of a month, I was brought to a pitch of bodily
In
weakness, tho' my great task was now off my hand.
this case, at the sacrament, June I ith, my kind and gracious
Master managed me as ever a mother would have done a

weak

child
so that at that time I got a lesson, just to be
doing with the strength I have for the time without asking
the which hath been of good use to me since.
questions
;

;

Of

that sacrament

267-271.
About

there

is

a large account, Passages, pp.

I
received a letter from Professor
anent the essay on the accentuation.
And for some time thereafter, letters past 'twixt us on that
His letters were very
matter; the which are in retentis.
civil, but gave little encouragement.

Hamilton

I

that

time,

aforesaid,

had some time before the sacrameut been much sunk,

turning quite hopeless in

my

wife's case

;

but at that time,

I

In consebegan to get to my feet again, and to hope still.
quence whereof at the communions in Maxton and Galashiels that summer, I preacht the sermons on Luke xviii. I,
1

Works,

v.

586-632.

i

SACRAMENTAL SERMONS

727

" That

men ought always

u

you He

279

to pray and not to faint," and ver. 8,
Hl
And by several
avenge them speedily
incidents that season my hopes foresaid were confirmed
among which was my own recovery from an illness in which
death stared me in the face, mentioned Passages, p. 274.
And at the sacrament in Galashiels, Aug. 13th, they arrived 264
at a pitch of strength which occasioned my recording many
the which are to be
passages for about a year thereafter
tell

I

will

!

;

;

found, Passages, pp.

As
said,

I

274309.

my

private business, after finishing the essay forerevised the Four/old State, in which I was employed
for

about the space of three months ; I put the last hand to the
sermons on Phil. ii. 7, and filled up about 100 pages in
the Passages of My Life.
fell upon a little work on

Then
tiie

in the month of September, I
Shorter Catechism, 2 the occa-

I
sion whereof is narrated, Passages, p. 283.
dropt into it
without much thought, reckoning all I had in view a small
But
thing, that would neither require much time nor study.

being engaged therein,

And

it

turned quite another thing than

I

partly by pains of the tooth-ache, and several

expected.
fits of the gravel, seizing me shortly after I had begun it,
partly by the Lord's withdrawing from me in it, I was taught
it as a more solemn, serious, and weighty work
had taken it to be and was made to cry to and
depend on the Lord Himself for strength of body, and for
even as in my former work relating
light from Him therein
to the Hebrew, which from the beginning I was sensible of

consider

to"

than

I

;

;

the weight
learnt

teeth

it

of.

left,

Mean

My

soul blesseth

Now

Him

for that lesson, tho' I
I had but six upper

my
by
and the lower ones were begun

at

cost.

while, in

the

this time

to give

way.

month of October, The mystery of

sermons on Phil.
was published and found acceptance.
I had also a
Christ in the

form of a

servant, being the

3
ii.

7,

letter

Boston preached at Maxton on July 15, and 16, and at Galashiels on August 12,
Works, vi. 340, 353.
explication of the first part of the Assembly's Shorter Catechism (1755).
Works, vii. 9-142.
3 This
action-sermon, with continuation, has been repeatedly published.
Works,
1

and

13, 1727.

An

2

vii.

520.
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from Mrs. Balderston, bearing that word suggested to her
anent my wife's case, " I will come and heal her."
In the month of November, being just on the point of
265
settling my children's portions by assignation, my measures
were suddenly disconcerted and broken, by an account of one
of

my

And at the same time, my wife's
These with other incidents at that
for trial of my faith, patience, and
which therefore I aimed at the exercise of, and

debitors breaking.

was become worse.
time, shewed me beset,

case

resignation
I

hope not

;

in vain.

In Jan. 1728, matters appeared still more hopeless, anent
the essay, and my wife's case.
And withal I had a heavy
time of it, in that and the following month by the gravel
until the 1st of March.
But toward the end of February

my

came

trial

From

to a great height.

Sabbath of the preceding August, I had
my ordinary subject on prayer having been led
thereto by my wife's case, and the exercise on my spirit
What I mainly insisted on, was the Spirit's help in
anent it.
from
Rom. viii. 26/ "The Spirit helpeth our infirprayer,
On the 18 th of February, I came to enter on
mities/' &c.
2
the hearing of prayer, from Ps. lxv. 2, " O Thou that hearest
prayer, unto Thee," &c, with the which I had some fond
3
But that very
hopes that my wife's deliverance might tryst.
Sabbath morning, in which I was to begin that subject, I
found her in a high fever which proceeded with an inflammaAnd by this for some
tion going over her face and head.
the

first

been for

;

time the knife was held at the throat of
so that

it

cost a sore struggle to get

the Friday thereafter,

when

I

should

my hopes in her case,
my gripes held. On
have entered on my

and particularly of that head, That God will hear
the prayers of His people, I was called to wait on her, now
brought to an extremity, and had no access to study at all

stud}',

Then death appeared to be at the door. On the
Friday after that again, she being somewhat easier, and I
that day.

266

hoping now to get access to study my sermon; I was called
and then she
for unto her, by the time I had got out of bed
:

1

Works,

xi. 19.

2 Ibid.

,

xi. 97.

8

Tryst =

fit

in with or coincide.

i

MRS. BOSTON

7 28

desired

me

case.

This brought

that ; that

accepted,

to let

was

I

yet

281

go some of my confidence with respect to her
me under a great damp, heightened by
that

not

day

to
1

granted.

study,

how

prayer might be

Thus an embargo was

laid

which continued till the Sabbath morning, that
by a blowing from on high I was relieved.
This sickness of my wife's stopt my proceeding on the
Catechism, when I had just gone thro' the first part thereof,
" the
That MS. which is
containing
things to be believed."
in retentiSy tho' it answered not what I designed it for, viz.,
to be a form of catechising the parish, I have nevertheless
and I
found to be of valuable use to me since that time
bless the Lord who led me to it in a manner without design
and then providentially stopt me from proceeding in it.
The
Lord made that heavy time a good time to my wife, and it
was no ill time to me. Howbeit the gravel so hung about

on

my

spirit,

;

;

me, that ordinarily

I

was obliged

after dinner for a considerable time,

to ride every

even

in the

day

for

it

midst of her

illness.
But the history of this special trying time is more
largely narrated in the Passages of My Life above referred to.
Towards the end of March, setting myself to be cleared as

what I was next to take in hand, my way began to open
towards the revising of my notes on the covenant of grace.
The reason why I judged not myself called to proceed on the
to

Catechism

is

elsewhere narrated.

Wherefore that

I

might

proceed to business of that kind, without entanglement from
other things, I attempted to set my house in order anew.
And accordingly I did reach the disposal of my Latin essay,

and a parcel of my books to be left for prosecuting my be- 267
loved study.
But as to my substance, I could by no means
reach how to make a new settlement thereof but was under
a palpable restraint that way ; and therefore resolved to
yield to the restraining hand of Providence upon me, and let
;

the settlement of January 1725 stand as to it. Which things
thus done, I was on April 8 th determined to essay the work on
the covenant of grace.
And having on the 9th, spent some
1

"A

Christian

prayer

may

be heard and accepted, and yet the desire of
343 (1775).

life delineated, p.

it

not granted."
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time in prayer, for the Lord's presence with me therein,
spreading my notes before Him, I began it on the ioth.
Mean while on the Sabbath before, I had closed up my
general

subject of

prayer, and

particularly the subject of

hearing of prayer; but no appearance of my wife's deliverance.
On which trying occasion, the frame of my spirit aimed at

was a resoluteness to wait on the Lord, together with a
contentedness and pleasedness with the way He should take
in it, as what would be the best.
Shortly after this, the
matter of the restraint laid upon me as abovesaid, with
respect to the
finding

my

new

disposal of my substance, began to open
the holy wise conduct of Providence,

;

affairs, in

more and more brangled. 1
About the end of that month, I received a letter in Latin,
from Mr. John Flint abovedesigned, anent the essay on the
unto the which, tending
accentuation, by him also revised
to discourage, I made a return quickly in the same language.
Both are in retentis.
:

My next

ordinary subject was, the slow procedure of Providence against the wicked, from Eccles. viii. II," Because
2
sentence against an evil work is not speedily executed," &c.

This was occasioned by the case of the unhappy James
A. above mentioned, of whose guilt of adultery, he being
now married, there were strong grounds of suspicion but
;

was no bringing of the same to light, notwithstand268 ing of all endeavors made that way. Hereon I insisted until
June 23d after which, by my own struggle in my wife's
case, I was led both abroad and at home to that text, 2 Cor.
there

:

3

" For

we walk by faith, not by sight." Then, with an
eye to the administering of the sacrament, I entered on
Luke vi. 46/ " Why call ye me Lord, Lord, and do not the
"
In this, I was led into the point of
things which I say ?

v. 7,

the possibility of getting all Christ's commands done acceptin the which I had a peculiar satisfaction
observing
ably
;

;

Brangled = disordered, shaken.
Works, vi. 481-525.
" The substance
ii. 372-97 (1753)
Works, x. 465-88.
of three sermons preached at Maxton Communion, June 29 and 30, and at Ettrick,
1

2
3

Sermons and Discourses,

July 7, 1728."
4

Works,

vi.

Note

first

526-50.
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;

i

NEW COMMUNICANTS
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the usefulness thereof in point of practise to be very great, and
reaching a clearer insight into it than I had ever had before.
By the kind conduct of Providence, I was carried beside
the ordinary time of administering the sacrament, unto the
1 8th of August.
And that day in June, which according to
our ordinary course, should have been our fast-day before
the sacrament, there was a most violent spate of rain, and

the most terrible in-breaking of the brook that runs near by
the manse, known to any alive ; insomuch that it came down
through the close, by the eastern gavel of the manse, and ran
into the churchyard, and overflowed the gleib.
The Sabbath

day following was a bad day too. This conduct of Providence
was wonderful in mine eyes. Howbeit about the time it was
administered, my God was pleased to try me several ways,
and Satan gave me a broad-side as ordinary on such occasions
but in neither of these cases was I left comfortless.
On occasion of the latter, that I might the more strive
against his kingdom, I was put upon calling in the new com;

municants or competentes 1 all together before the Session on
the fast-day after sermons, and there putting them explicitly
to consent to the covenant whereof they desired the seal,
2
contained in the 1 oth
proposing to them the questions
of
the
above
mentioned
paragraph
paper of admission to
the Lord's table.
And this method I have since observed ;

whereas formerly

I

was wont only

to

take them engaged

my private examining of them for that effect.
My greatest trial fell out on the Tuesday before the
sacrament, on which day expired a time within which I

privately, at

had long expected my wife's deliverance having stretcht a
word, I met with at Galashiels sacrament in the preceding
Now that time was fully expired and no
year, too far.
of
relief.
appearance
My hands being filled with the communion work, this heavy disappointment got not access to
;

my mind, as surely it would have done, had I not
been so taken up.
But being sorry for my rashness, I protested I would still hang on and wait the Lord's time.
And
sink into

1

this
2

Competentes

=

candidates.

"Men

and women, competents

Richard Vines's Lords Supper (1657).
Memoirs, Appendix, par. 10, p. 7.

sacrament."

or candidates of

269
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relieved, being season-

ably informed of a word brought to my friend Mr. Davidson
anent it, viz., Isaiah lx. ultimo, " I the Lord will hasten it in

His time."

month of September

In the

I

understood that a

letter

friend Mr. Wilson, to Jerviswood * at London, in
favors of the essay on the accentuation, which had been sent

from

my

in the spring

unto him, together with the index of that essay,

had come to his hand and that he designed to do something
in it.
But unto this day there is nothing done effectually in
it by him so far as I know.
I had from the time of the
sacrament at Galashiels, August 1727, spent some time once
every week in prayer, on the account of my wife's case. But
;

about the beginning of November this year, judging

my

self

accommodate my spirit to the dispensation, and to
change somewhat of my ordinary way therein, I did so on
270 the 2 1 st of that month. And at that time, she came forth
called to

of the inner room, unto the bed in the outer room.
Having preacht the action sermon this year on John
"
2 "
If I wash thee not, thou hast no part with Me
xiii. 8,
I
on
the
till
same
And
in
December
words
proceeded
my
15.
:

more narrowly the way of

progress, being led to consider

Christ's cleansing sinners, I was caused to see the work of
sanctification a great mystery
but to my own conviction, I
was favoured with an unordinary assistance in studying that
:

Nevertheless having closed

subject.

enter on a

new

so taught

me my
me to

and attempting

it,

subject for the following Lord's day,
and
holding, that I quite stuck
;

to

my God
it

was a

This I was
get a sermon for that day.
to
take
at
hand
of
the
blessed
Teacher.
helped
kindly
my
On the 29th, being the Sabbath after that foresaid, I

hard

shift for

1
George Baillie of Jerviswood [1644-1738]. At the age of twenty, he witnessed the
execution of his father, the well-known Robert Baillie
went over to Holland
returned with William of Orange at the Revolution the estate of Jerviswood, which
had been forfeited, was restored to him. He held various high offices was one of
the Lords of the Admiralty, and afterwards of the Treasury.
He was a man of the
" a most zealous
highest character,
patriot, a very able statesman, and a most perfect
his wife, Lady Grisell Home, daughter
Christian." He died at Oxford Aug. 6, 1738
of Sir Patrick Home of Polwarth, afterwards Earl of Marchmont, died in London,
Dec. 6, 1746.
Lady Murray's Memoirs of George Baillie of Jerviswood, and Lady
Grisell Baillie (1824).
;

;

;

;

;

2

Works,

vi.

551-619.
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entered on the subject of this world lying in wickedness
1

:

"

The whole world lieth in
John
19,
2 "
Wherfore come out from
and
2
Cor.
vi.
17,
wickedness,"
till
summer
I
on
the
insisted
following.
among them,"
the
in
morning,
Jan. 1, 1729.
Awaking
my heart was
the which, from

v.

I

had seen the year 1729.
and from that time I was
in a particular concern to know more of the other world
of the which, I was convinced, I had very little distinct

filled

with thankfulness, for that

That was a good morning

I

me

to

;

;

knowledge.

A little before that, I had received a letter in Latin
from Professor Hamilton, bearing that he found nothing in
the essay on the accentuation contrary to the doctrine of the
Reformed Churches and that it was not unworthy of the
;

These two 271

notice of the learned, in case of publication.
things I had expressly desired of him, if he

freedom to

testify the

same

;

and according

to

could have

my

desire,

he

the letter foresaid, which is in retentis.
And now,
towards the end of January, have been endeavouring, as it
has often been my exercise, to compose myself to acquiesce

gave me

essay its not seeing the light during the time of
by reason of my friendless circumstances in an

in that

my

life,

ill-

natured world, I received a letter from a friend at Edinburgh,
giving a comfortable account of a very honourable testimony
In
it, in conversion, by Mr. John Flint aforesaid.
the preceding year I had put my younger son to the College,
and that to the semi class but this winter, I judged it meet

given to

:

keep him at home. And for several months, till about
the month of May, I taught him Rhetoric and Hebrew,
and something of Logic, Metaphysics, and Pneumatics
withal giving him a lesson of Theologie, in the Westminster
Confession of Faith, once a week.
Toward the end of February, I found myself so extremely
to

;

weakned, that
able for

my

I

could not see

public

immediately after closely
1

2

A

how

I

work without an
engaged

in

could be

But being
necessary work, above

view of this and the other world pp. 1-104 (1775)
Works, v. 349-74.
,

much longer

assistant.

;

Works,

v.

301-49.
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ordinary, for the service of my God, I was from the
beginning thereof and for some time after, in better case
than for a good time before
being thus taught still to be
without
asking
questions, till the Master shall say,
doing,

my

:

Stop.

and about the month of
Flocks were desolated,
singularly heavy.
April,
on
the
an
extraordinary drift,
by
24th day of March there
were scarcity of fodder, dearth of victual, general sickness, and
1
That drifty day stopt a burial appointed to
272 frequent deaths.
have been upon it, at Kirkhop, so that the corpse behoved
to be kept till another day.
For about 3 weeks, as my
This spring-season, especially

in

was a time

:

study-day came about,

I

found

my

self unfitted for

it,

thro'

my children except Jane had some
bodily indisposition.
touch of illness
and the fever falling to my wife in the
All

;

came on

of that month of April and
time there was a weighty conjuncture seeming to point towards the dissolution of my
family.
My own body was in a weak condition the Lord
spring,

the

in

At

continued long.

1st

that

;

and blown upon my worldly substance ; withal the eastern gavel of the manse was in hazard
of falling down
and my gleib lay desolate, without a furrow
drawn or to be drawn in it, thro' the ruines brought upon it
This conby the in-breaking of the brook aforementioned.
But for some
juncture occasioned thoughts of heart to me.
years past I have observed, and to this day do observe it to
be a time, wherein the Lord's hand is in a special manner
stretcht out against His own, in their personal and domestic
concerns, their bodies, relations, or substance, or all of them
together, thereby filling up the want of the trials which His
people formerly had by persecution from the hands of men
had

distrest

my

family,

;

;

1

"February

16,

1729.

This day was read from the pulpit the Synod's Act

against charming.
" The Session
taking into their consideration the abounding provocations of the land
through corruption in principles and practise so much prevailing, the great sickness
and mortality wherewith many families have been of late tristed, the visible frowning
of Providence in the affairs of the contrey, and the streatness for bread already felt
by many, with several other tokens of the Lord's anger, partly inflicted and partly
threatned, did and hereby do appoint Wednesday come 8 days to be observed
in this congregation for solemn fasting and humiliation on these accounts, that
supplication may be made for the turning away of wrath, and for a blessing on the
seedtime, and this to be intimate next Lord's day." Ettrick Session Record.

MR.

1729

and

this while

look at

I

home

the land, so far as

thro'

DUPONT
my

287

within the parish, and abroad
So that
acquaintance goes.

evident, whatever be the issue of these things, judgment
begun at the house of God.

'tis

is

Mean

while the affair of the unhappy Professor Simson

abovementioned,

1

touching his subverting the fundamental

necessary existence, independency, and
of
the Son of God, &c, which had been
Deity
supreme
before several preceding General Assemblies, was to be
determined by the then ensuing Assembly
and I was
chosen to be a member thereof, as I had been in the years 273
1726 and 1727, which I could not attend, in respect of

doctrines

of

the

;

domestic circumstances which now were as bad if not
In this pinching strait betwixt the public and my
I
resolved to move as the Lord should be
case,
private

my

worse.

pleased to point out my way.
Toward the end of that month of April, I received a long
2
letter in Latin from Mr. Peter Du-pont,
minister of the

French church at Edinburgh, impugning the essay on the
accentuation which had been put into his hands by advice
of Mr. John Flint aforesaid, who declared him the said Mr.
Du-pont to be the person in that place most capable to judge
in the matter.
Thereto I quickly made a return in Latin
;

And

Thus was I exercised, with
retentis.
met with in that matter, at the hands of
the men of note into which the essay fell
Professor

also.

both are in

cold entertainment
all

;

This refers to the second process against Prof. Simson.
On the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685, a small colony of French
Protestants, chiefly silk weavers, emigrated from Picardy to Edinburgh. Houses were
built for them by the city at the head of Leith Walk, forming the village of Picardy.
In 1693 King William granted to the city of Edinburgh a duty of two pennies upon
the pint of ale for a number of years, but this privilege was burdened with the payment
of 2000 merks annually for the benefit of the ministers of the French congregation.
The Town Council gave these immigrants the use of the lower Common Hall of the
College for public worship. The services were carried on exclusively in French for
two generations. By that time the knowledge of French was lost, and the services
were discontinued. Mr. Dupont, the French minister within the College, qualified
before the Town Council Nov. 10, 1702.
He took the Oath in 1712.
The true case
The following extract, dated Jan. 23, 1686, is interesting: "
was thought to be, that Popish priests had incensed the Chancellor, that the Faculty
of the Advocates had given Monsieur Du Pont, the French Protestant minister, 500
merks out of our public money, and he was heard say, What had we nothing to do
with our money, but to bestow it on such rebels and vagabonds?'" Fountainhall's
Historical Notices, p. 698 (Bannatyne Club); Wodrow's Corresp., i. 321; Bower,
Hist. Univ. Ed. ii. 25 n.
1

2

.

'

!

,

.

.
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But it could make little impression
on me to the disadvantage of the thing itself finding that
none of them but he had studied the subject, nor believed

Gordon only excepted.

;

the divine authority of the accentuation.
In the mean time Dr. Crawford, Professor of

Hebrew

in

the College of Edinburgh, had set himself against it in a
Into his hands Professor Hamilton had
peculiar manner.

put the first part anno 1727; the which I being apprised of,
accosted him with a civil letter, desiring his judgment of it, and
excusing my self that I had not personally put it into his hand.

He

never made

me

a return unto this day; but about the
beginning of the summer that year, I received a large paper
of remarks done by him
the which is in retentis, discovering
;

a great deal of rashness and ill-nature but little acquaintance
with the subject.
Some time after that, Professor Gordon

274

had a conference on the subject with Professor Hamilton, the
said Dr. Crawford, and Mr. Matthew Crawford, 1 Professor of
Church-history of the which conference there is a narrative
in a letter to me from Professor Gordon of the date Aug.
The three last mentioned
11th, 1727, which is in retentis.
did in it agree, that it would not be for the interest of
religion to publish anything on the subject, till it were better
understood in Britain.
Mean while none of them appeared
to be disposed to enquire into it.
But that very day, in
which the letter containing the narrative foresaid came to
my hand, had come also a most comfortable letter relative to
that essay from Mrs. Balderston, encouraging me as from
the Lord and His word against the opposition thereto.
The
which letter is recorded, Passages, pp. 275-276.
;

1 Matthew Crawford, son of Matthew Crawford, minister of Eastwood. Pres. of
Paisley studied at Glasgow licensed Nov. 13, 1706 ordained at Inchinnan, Pres.
of Paisley, May 11, 1710; on the death of William Dunlop, Regius Professor of
Ecclesiastical History, Edinburgh, in 1720, appointed to the vacant office by the
Crown loosed from his charge, and admitted Nov. 15, 1721 ; was favourable to
Prof. Simson during the second process against him
declared in a debate in the
Pres. of Edinburgh, that patronage was no grievance to the Church. After Dr. James
Crawford's death in 1731 he wished to get the appointment to the Hebrew chair, in
" He has
addition to his own. Wodrow's estimate of him is unfavourable.
jioo
;

;

;

;

;

and really does nothing for it. He will give no private colledges (i.e. private examiHis
nations and instructions after lecture) but for money, and nobody comes to him.
public prelections are not frequented, he will not have six or seven hearers, they say."
He died June 4, 1736. Wodrow, Analec, iii. 456; iv. 211-12; Dalzel, Hist. Un.
Edin.

,

ii.

326.
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I

AT ASSEMBLY

HIS DISSENT

7 29
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It pleased the Lord that my wife's fever being carried off,
got into Edinburgh unto the General Assembly, May 6th,

But I came just to
being the second week of their meeting.
the beginning of Professor Simson's affair
the which coming
:

which not bearing deposition I
I
was obliged to dissent from it and
durst not fall in with,
did dissent x accordingly, without any one known to me
2
adhering unto me.
Being urged not to insist on entring it

at length to a determination,

the Assembly's records,

did at

peace.

a following diet yield
had, and to this day have, full
That matter with the dissent and declaration of my

yielding

aforesaid,

in

thereto, in
3

terms wherein
are

I

I

to

found

at

large,

Passages,

pp.

316-322.
This invidious appearance, which seemed to have an

ill

aspect on the affair of the essay on the accentuation, had a
quite contrary effect ; so that, before I came from Edinburgh,
it there, and publishing proposals for that
were moved to me by Mr. James Davidson bookseller,
and Robert Fleming printer.
I
met with Mr. Du-pont who was kind and respectful 275

the printing of

effect,

exceedingly, having before received my return to his letter.
I applied to Mr. John Flint for such a testimony to the essay as
Professor Hamilton had given ; and received from him a letter
in Latin, dated May 14, 1729, bearing that, under correction of the learned in the Eastern tongues, he judged the

and that he found nothing therein
contrary to the fundamental doctrines of the Reformed religion.
essay should be printed

The

said

letter

is

in

;

retcntis.

The innuendo

in

the

word

resentment of what was called the
doctrine of the Marrow ; with relation to which, I found
some of the first jurors more equitable and easy, than some
"fundamental," was

in

1 "
In the afternoon yesterday I was called to a meeting with Mr. Boston, to
prevent his giving in his dissent, which they say is to be subscribed by many hai
but I don't believe it. Mr. M'Laren ... as many of the Marrow men as are in
town
and some others met ... I thought we softened him." Wodrow,
.

Corresp.

.

,

.

iii.

444.

was the Moderator of the General Assembly, the Rev. James Alston of
Wodrow,
Dirleton, who appealed successfully to Boston not to insist upon his dissent.
2 It

Corresp.
3

,

iii.

443.

This incident

is

graphically described

seven years after the event.

by an

eye-witness, the Rev.

Thomas

Michael Boston of Falkirk, written
See Memoirs, Appendix, pp. 50, 51.

Davidson of Braintree, Essex,

in

a

letter to

T

forty-
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of the second, as in the case of Professor Hamilton's testiI went thereafter to Mr. Flint's
mony, compared with this.

have represented to him my observe of the word
but he was not within so I saw him not. And some
time after, that learned and worthy man departed this life.
Finding Professor Gordon slow in performing his promise,

house

to

foresaid

;

of writing in favor of the essay, either by
preface or simple testimony to it, or of epistle to me

way

viz.,

in consideration

my own

of

frailty,

of

I

had,
desired of him that he
;

mean time give me a testimony to it, in as few
he pleased engaging my self to return the same
unto him, when he should have at his leisure written as
would

in the

lines as

aforesaid

;

but to

;

my

great mortification I could not obtain
at this time meeting with him, I

However

that of him.

him now to set himself to perform his promise the
which also he was pleased to shew himself ready to do, seemthe which I was most earnest
ing inclined to write a preface
And for that cause, at his desire, he got the MS. along
for.
276 with him to Aberdeen, to be returned in the following
November he got also the essay on the text of Genesis
along with him at the same time.
desired

;

;

;

Upon my

return

home from Edinburgh,

I

found a cough,

and a pain in my back, which had fallen to me in the spring,
and I was under great indisposition for
both of them worse
about 10 days after.
By that pain in my back, it was with
great difficulty I could change my sitting posture into an
It had been carried to that height, by means of
erect one.
the extreme long seats we had got at the Assembly in
But having as soon as I could
Professor Simson's affair. 1
applyed myself to business, I ended the work on the Covenant
;

of grace,* consisting of 485 pages in 4to, upon the 14th day
1

"

at five

"

May

9, 1729.

and continued

Saturday,

May

"Monday, May

This day the Assembly met at ten, and sat till three, and met
near ten. Ten hours hearing is not for my failing memory.
The reasonings continued from ten to four at night.
The Committee about one o'clock brought in their

till

10, 1729.
12, 1729.

When it was read we had many speeches.
Tuesday, May 13, 1729. We met at ten." On

overture.
"

that day, after a lengthened
Wodrow's Corresp., iii. 423,430,438,
sederunt, the Act of suspension was passed.
440.
2 It was
prepared for the press by Boston himself, and published, two years after
his death, by his son Thomas.

i
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I gave thanks as I was able, offering it unto
begging His acceptance, the preservation
thereof, and that it might be brought to light and blessed.
This summer the eastern gavel of the manse aforesaid

of June

God

;

which

for

thro' Christ,

was taken down so far as was judged necessary and rebuilt.
this means the course of administering the sacrathe people
ment in the parish was interrupted this year

And by

:

being withal straitned for victual to maintain their families,
that I could not find in my heart to burden them with
the strangers resorting to them on such occasions in great

When

numbers.

was considered

it

in

the Session, before

summer came on, it was declared that it would be hard
to get as much hay or straw in the parish as to make beds
which toucht me to the heart on their
for strangers
the

;

account.

Having on June 15th, ended my sermons on this world
lying in wickedness, I was inclined to proceed to treat of
but finding the people crusht in their
the other world
substance, I was desirous also to handle something with
:

relation

of

God

to
I

such

was

circumstances.

led

to

hundered fold now in
world to come eternal

Mark

x.

And by
30,

"He

this time, houses, &c.

the

good hand
an 277
and in the

shall receive
.

.

.

This, answering both my inten2
I
entered
June
2d, and for 3 or 4 Sabbaths
tions,
upon,
insisted on the 1st part of the text, with a view to their
life."

worldly losses.

Towards the end of July, at the sacrament in Galashiels,
received from Edinburgh a printed specimen of the Essay
on the accentuation, which I found not well done as to the
I

Hebrew.
to

However, looking on that essay as thus beginning

move

began

into the world, tho' afterward it stopt, my courage
to fail ; wherefore I was fain to betake my self to the

of trusting in the Lord for support, under the view of
But the iron gate in its way
appearing in the world.

way
its

was not as yet to be opened.
About the same time I entered on the subject of the
other world, upon which I insisted for more as a year, from
several texts.
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After ending the work on the Covenant of grace, I filled up
more of the Passages of My Life. And thereafter, addressing
the throne of grace for direction, I was determined to revise my

notes on personal and family fasting, mentioned page 196.

This

did accordingly begin August "5 th.
the end of which month, I had two

I

Toward

fits

of the

and in the beginning of September, much pain of
gravel
And about the middle of the month last
the toothache.
;

I

mentioned,

head shook, but my
But death by that
me. However, at the

my

observed, that not only

and whole body began to shake
time was become somewhat familiar
legs

also.

to

writing hereof, near about a year after,
very moderate.

all

that shaking is

Under various burdens pressing me the Lord was
pleased

old

I

me

for a time, in

preparing for the

also

com-

But at length He pitied,
Maxton, Sept. 28th.
"
the
on
sermons
Romans
vi. 6,
Knowing that our
got

278 munion
that

to desert

man

at

crucified with

is

Him,"

&C 1

There

He

heard

my

"
" the
cry for help to utter
mystery without confusion which
I feared.
The forenoon's work being closed, I found no

strength

left for

refreshment

the afternoon-sermon.

before,

was convinced

I

And having
that

it

taken a

was neither

meat nor drink would afford me strength so I sought none
but desired of my Master strength for His own work, and
trusting Him for it, I got it in an uncommon measure,
together with clearness and distinctness again in uttering
the mystery."
But that night in bed I was seized with a
fit of a cholick or gravel, which
put me on my ordinary remedy
of drinking warm water and vomiting.
In the month of October, the printers seemed to have lost
their disposition towards the Essay on the accentuation, on
what occasion I know not, but suspect that some have disI was helped to be easy, laying it at the
couraged them.
Lord's feet
trusting in Him, that He will see to it in His
own time. Mean while on the 29th, catechising at Buccleugh,
Mr. John Grant abovementioned, being on his journey to
London, came to me and tarried all night with me there, and
;

;

1

Works,

vi.

319-27.

MEMORIAL ON FASTING

i72 9

me

offered

his

good

293

and other matters of that
This had such a signature of divine

offices, in that

nature, at London.
conduct in it, that it

was very comfortable

me.
memorial anent
Personal and family fasting} begun August 5 th, and consistand laid it before the Lord for acceptance
ing of 149 pages
and a blessing on it, thro' Jesus Christ.
On the morrow 279
returning from catechising in Calcrabank, I was seized with a

On

nth

the

of November,

I

to

finished the

;

of the gravel, in which at length vomiting
up some
I was deeply imprest with the loathsomeness
of this body, bearing the image of the earthy Adam, and

severe

fit

blackish matter,

what it must come to by means of death. I had not got
one good day that season for my diets of catechising but
I had a certain satisfaction in enduring these little
hardships,
for the sake of my Master and His work.
Now after I had finished the memorial aforesaid, considering that I had now no more of that kind of work in view,
;

I

my

gave

self to set

world

of this

and

;

matters in order for
for

proceeding

in

my

the

departure out

essay

on the

Hebrew

text thereafter, while life should be lengthned out.
Accordingly on the 13th, I transcribed a particular will anent

the Latin essay, &c, and signed it.
On the 14th, I signed
an assignation of what substance I had, that had been drawn
at Edinburgh by a writer there, viz., Mr. Young.
While I

was

at the

Assembly in May, I
and
afterwards
him,
corresponded
with due deliberation, and sent
bestowed that labor, as a labor
afterward

when

offered him.

On

set that matter afoot with

with him, till it was done
out
and that good man
;

of love, refusing payment
the 15 th, I prepared the

errata of the second edition of the Fourfold State, which was
and that day 8 days, letters for
published about that time
;

Edinburgh and London, sending to Mr. Grant then at London,
a copy of the title and index of the Latin essay. And on
the 1 6th, being the Lord's day, I finished my sermons on

Mark
night
1

2
3

x.
I

2

30,

And

relating to the other world.

that very

received a letter for the burial of Mr. Robert Lithgow,

8

Works, xi. 343-93.
view of this and the other world (1775).
Works, v. 374~443Robert Lithgow graduated at Edinburgh, Apr. 29, 1701 licensed by Pres. of

A

;
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minister of Askirk, in

280 been

actor.

My

work

LIFE

ordination, anno

in the parish called

me

period
171

1,

I

xii

had

to ride every

On
day thereafter in that week, till Friday my study day.
the Saturday I wrote the letters already mentioned, before
On the Monday following, I studied for a
their due place.
thanksgiving, kept on Wednesday the 26th, and on the
Tuesday intervening reviewed matters, since my return from
Maxton.
Then in pursuit of my former design, I did on the 27th
prepare, and on the 28th draw up, a memorial for my wife
and some
in case of her surviving me, anent the assignation
And that very night
directions relative to my dead body.
the reparations of the manse, which had been begun by the
masons, carried on by the slater, were compleated by the
;

wright.

The meeting

together of so

many

various events of

different aspect confirmed me, in that I was to be
removal, yet still to be doing, until the
ready for

bid stop.

Passages

my
On Dec. 1st I had compleated
of My Life to that day.

On Tuesday

my

preparation

Dec. 2d
for

death

I
;

making
Master

the filling up of the

kept a secret fast, in order to
the which was continued on

Thursday the 4th. Entring on that work, I reviewed my
life till I was brought to say in my heart, I loathe it, I would
not live always, made confession unto God, drew up an
acceptance of His covenant of free grace in Christ examined
my self upon it and then in prayer solemnly took hold of the
covenant in express words, according to what I had written
with my hand and rising from prayer, I read the acceptance
and subscribed it. 1
But after all I was under some darkAt night I burnt a bundle of
ness as to this transaction.
281 papers, laid by for the fire March 1727 but I could not have
freedom to burn two manuscripts 2 which I had then bound
up with them for the same end, continuing in doubt what to
;

;

;

:

Edinburgh, Sept. 17, 1707 ordained at Ashkirk, Pres. of Selkirk, Mar. 7, 1711. At the
ordination, Boston preached from 1 Tim. iv. 7, "Exercise thyself unto godliness"
" a
faithful, serious, and
[Works, iv. 71-80]. Lithgow died Nov. 15, 1729. He was
moving preacher."
1 This written
covenant, dated Dec. 2, 1729, is given in the Body 0/ Divinity,
;

iii.

619-20 (1773).
2 Cf.

Memoirs, pp. 45, 478.

i
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On

do with them.

the

Thursday

my

and having resumed
and renewed my accept-

confession, solemnly adhered to

ance

;

and then

cluded between

Thereafter

thro'

mercy

God and my

saw

I

spread the subscribed

I

acceptance foresaid before the Lord

295

soul,

;

clearly the matter confor death and eternity.

gathered and noted some evidences for heaven

I

;

tabled several particular requests before the Lord, with reference to my removal out of this world and requested for His
;

own

determination, as to the disposal of the two manuscripts
abovesaid; and closed the work with singing the 23d Psalm.
An account hereof is given at large Passages, pp. 336-347.

The

had in the following week was spent in
and sorting of papers at which time
also I destroyed the assignation made under trust in the
year 171 2, and mentioned above, p. 182, together with other
spare time

reforming

my

I

closet,

;

papers depending thereupon.
Having thus gone as far as

could reach in matters of

I

gave my self to prayer, to seek of the Lord a
to
which I should next betake my self: for by
right way,
this time another thing had cast up, in competition with my
beloved study, from which I had now been so many years
kept off, viz. from the year 1726; and that was, to give a
This competition had cost me
General Account of My Life.
that nature,

I

and in end I was, contrary to my
much
and
contrary to my inclination, determined
expectation,
I was in mine own eyes as one
which
unto this last.
By
from
the
desired
beat
back
harbour, when I was within 282
again
I
had
that
now
of
nothing more to keep me
sight
it, thinking
On the
off from the beloved study of the Hebrew text.
several thoughts of heart

morrow
mination.

;

after that exercise, I was confirmed in that deterWherefore in compliance with what I judged to

be pointed out to

me

as

to paper for that work,

my duty,

I

did without delay put pen

on the next day, being the

1

5

th

day

of December.

Sleep departing from
then, been my lot; and

me had

for

many

years,

now and

that day in some disorder,
from that cause the night before so that my beginning of
that work at that time, was in a manner a resolute thrusting
I

was

;
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forward unto

it,

as

it

LIFE

period

has often fallen out with

me

in

xii

such

never had experienced the departing of it at
wherein for I 5 days then
the rate I did about that time
reckon
I
could
not
above
5 whole nights rest got,
beginning,
whereof 3 only were sound as ordinary howbeit I always

But

cases.

I

;

;

got some sleep especially in the morning. By this means the
work went on slowly ; but withal I read thro' a great part of
the two MSS. abovementioned, in my waking hours of the
night,
time.

and found reason

to cease destroying

them

for the

Jan. I, 1730, being Thursday, I spent some time in
prayer with fasting, for the work aforesaid, that went on
I adhered to the solemn
heavily, and for my wife's case.

some confidence pleaded
made supplication for
light, finding the want of

transaction abovementioned, and with
and
the witnesses taken thereto
;

bodily strength, as well as for
the former as well as the latter.

And whereas I had before
box for conservation, I put another
I was for some days thereafter much
into it that same day.
tried with indisposition and confusion
whereby an embargo
was laid upon me with respect to the work aforesaid but it
283 pleased the Lord to take off that embargo on Friday the 9th;
So
so that I then became capable to proceed in that work.
doth the Lord in all things shew me my own emptiness and
that without Him I can do nothing.
It was but about this time that I had notice of the
publication of the 2d edition of the Fourfold State ; and on
the morrow after, a copy thereof came to my hand, I took
and spread it before the Lord, praying for a blessing to be
entailed on it, for the conviction and conversion of sinners,
and edification of saints, for the time I am in life, and after
put

my

lost teeth in a

;

:

;

I

shall be in the dust.

Mean

while

there

was no motion nor appearance

in

favor of the Essay on the accentuation, from Edinburgh nor
But on
from Aberdeen but that matter lay then dormant.
:

the 7th of February

came

to

my hand

letters directed to Mr.

William Hog foresaid, merchant in Edinburgh, my correspondent there one from Professor Gordon at Aberdeen, into
:

LONDON DISSENTERS

i73o

had put the essay, in order to his prefacing it,
have been returned in November, as abovesaid
advising,

whose hands
to

297

I

;

that in respect of family or personal distress, since the end
of August, he had thought very little on the matter ; and
that he could not

tell

when he might be

able to read or con-

but the other,
any thing requiring close application
from Mr. Grant at London, advising, that he had put the title
and index of the essay sent him as aforementioned, into the
hands of Mr. Ridgely, 1 an Independent minister there, acting
as a professor of theologie, and Mr. Earns 2 his colleague,
training up Dissenting students in the languages and liberal
that they were much
arts, and a Fellow of the Royal Society
sider

:

;

pleased with the design ; and wisht that as there might be
something said by way of preface, for the divine authority of
the accents, as to which point they themselves were entirely
satisfied ; so the rules concerning them might be illustrated

and exemplified from particular passages of original Scripture, 284
to shew the usefulness of the essay, for understanding the
mind of the Spirit in the original Hebrew having observed,
3
that Wasmuth and Ledheburius had marred the usefulness
;

of their otherwise valuable works, by contenting themselves
with a recital of a heap of rules, without -a suitable illustration

and

exemplification

;

and

further

that

advising,

Thomas

Mr.

received his
Ridgley or Ridgely [1667-1734] was born at London
education for the ministry at Trowbridge
in 1695 became assistant to Thomas
him in
succeeded
on Gouge's death in 1700, Ridgley
Gouge, a notable preacher
the charge of the congregation at Three Cranes, Upper Thames Street whilst continuing his ministry there, on the death of Dr. Isaac Chauncey in 1712 was appointed
theological tutor in an institution for training dissenting students at Tenter Alley,
Moorfields.
He was a Calvinist of a liberal spirit sided with the subscribing or
stricter party in the Arian controversy, 1717-1719
was a leading member of the
London Board of Independent ministers organised in 1727 published his Body of
Divinity in two volumes, London, 1731-3. forming the only known printed exposition
of the Westminster Assembly's Larger Catechism.
He died March 27, 1734. Bogue
and Bennett, Hist, of Dissenters, iii. 282-3 Agnew's Theology, pp. 341-4 Jones's
1

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

\

>

Bunhill Memorials pp. 231-3.
2
John Eames, a native of London, trained
,

the Independent ministry; his
diffidence, as well as a defect in his utterance, prevented him from taking a regular
charge. For many years he was Dr. Ridgley's colleague in a Dissenting Academy,
Dr. Ridgley lecturing on theology, while Eames acted as classical and mathematical
tutor.
His eminence as a teacher of science was great he was an intimate friend of
Sir Isaac Newton
and a valued and responsible member of the Royal Society. On
the death of Dr. Ridgley in 1734, he was prevailed on to become theological tutor,
and continued to act as such, till his death, June 29, 1744- Bogue and Bennett,
History, iii. 283-5 Jones's Bunhill Memorials, p. 340 (London, 1849).
3
Caspar Ledheburius, German orientalist, Professor of Hebrew at Kiel, died
about the middle of the seventeenth century. Publication : Catena S. Scriptura in
for

;

;

;

qua ratio accentuum Hebraicorum exponitur (Lugduni Batavorum,

1647).
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Bradbury/ a famous Dissenting minister there, liked the
account he had given him about it
and promised to go
with him, on that score, to Dr. Knight 2 and Dr. Waterland, 3
It was comfortable to me
both of the Church of England.
;

to find the

two Dissenters aforesaid speak on the matter like
considered it, and the true state thereof as it
the world this day.
Providence having thus

men who had
stands

in

awakened the
uncertainty,

it

yet keeping it still in a state of
exercise to be resigned to the Lord,

affair again,

was

my

and to be conducted of Himself therein.
I wrote to Professor Gordon again, allowing him to keep the MS. for the
end aforesaid, until the time of the meeting of the General
Assembly in May this year. I had written also to the
4
worthy Mr. David Anderson, Professor of Theologie in the
College of Aberdeen, desiring his revising of both the MSS.
viz., that on the accentuation, and that on the text
they
;

being both there for the time.
It had been my manner of a long time, besides the
catechising of the parish already mentioned, to have diets of
and they met in the
catechising those of the younger sort
sometimes
in
What
time I began this
house.
kirk,
my
;

1

Thomas Bradbury

[1677-1759], born at Wakefield, Yorkshire trained at Atterordained as successor to Mr. Rowe, Fetter Lane Church, London, on July 10,
His confession of faith on that occasion was published, Calvinistic in doctrine,
1707.
and biblical in expression, containing upwards of three hundred Scripture references.
His political sermons attracted much attention. He boasted that he was the first to
proclaim King George I., news of Queen Anne's death being conveyed to him when
cliffe

;

;

preaching.

Bradbury visited Edinburgh at the time of the General Assembly. He preached
" The fame of the
"
in the Old Church on May 13, 1716.
man," says Wodrow, took
me to hear him. His sermon was one of the best I ever heard. It affected me much,
and his orthodoxy and distinctness did mightily please me." The Exeter controversy,
in which he took a leading part, diverted his attention from political controversy.
removed to Newcourt Church, Carey Street, in 1728, and ministered there for
upwards of thirty years. He was buried at Bunhill Fields. His great abilities gave
him a representative position among Dissenters. Publications Lawfulness ofresisting

He

:

Wodrow, Corresp. ii. 182-3 Bogue
tyrants (1714) Doctrine of Justification (1716).
and Bennett, Hist, of Dissenters, iii. 489-95 Jones's Bunhill Memorials, pp. 10-13.
2
James Knight, D.D., Vicar of St. Sepulchre's, London, author of Scripture
doctrine of the Trinity vindicated from the misinterpretation of Dr. Clarke (1714).
Vindication, in answer to Clarke's Reply, appeared in 1715.
3 Daniel Waterland
[1683-1740], an English Church divine, took an important
His Vindication of Christ's
part in the controversy raised by Whiston and Clarke.
divinity was published in 1719 his Second Vindication in 1723 his Further Dejence
;

,

">

;

A

;

;

in 1725.
4

David Anderson, ordained

1699, at Foveran, Pres. of Ellon; inducted
King's College, Aberdeen, Oct. 4, 1710 died

May n,

Professor of Divinity, University and
Feb. 13, 1733.
Officers and Graduates, Univ.
(1893)-

;

and King's

College, Aberdeen, p. 71
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do not remember, but I think it has been
early;
it from Mr. Charles Gordon minister of
Askirk, whom I found so employed in his house when I went
at a time to visit him; and he died, at
furthest, in the year 258*
By this course I got several young people of both
17 10.
sexes, trained up to a good measure of knowledge ; some of
whom unto this day are solid and knowing Christians but it
course
for

I

learnt

I

;

suffered

some

interruptions.

The

time

I

found

fittest

for

it

on their part, was from January to the beginning of May and
the whole youth of the parish, who were disposed, and had
access to wait on, came together and were welcome
as were
;

;

others also,

who

The

inclined to hear.

intimation of their

was made from the pulpit and then from time to
and signified to them their next diet ordinarily
they met once a fourtnight sometimes once in 20 days only
sometimes once a week as occasion required. Several times
first

diet

time

I

;

set

;

;

;

;

these meetings were closed with warm exhortation to practical
the which I sometime used also in the diets of
;

religion

Thus this accessory work fell in the
was weakest and of late years that
my frailty notably increased, I wanted not inclination sometimes to give it over.
But that I might the better comport
with it, I did some years ago cause make a portable iron
grate, in which I had a fire in the kirk to sit at on these
occasions.
This year, after I had once and again found my
catechising the parish.
time when ordinarily I

;

self fail mightily in diets for the parish, thro' bodily inability,
the time of beginning this course was returning
and the
Lord pitied and helped again in another diet for the parish.
;

So

was encouraged, and began

that course again at the
not
to
and thro'
as
ordinary time,
give it over
daring
yet
the mercy of God, it was got carried on as usual.
I

;

This winter

I

did

more

before, having ordinarily
after 6 a clock at night.

at night than of a long time
written something, for a while,

And on the 17th day of March, I
had compleated the catechising of the parish for the 2d time.
1
Boston, by an unobserved transposition, numbered this page 258, instead of 285;
as a result pages numbered 258 to 284 inclusive 27 in all appear twice. In Boston's
MS. the last page is numbered 315, but to this has to be added 27, so that the MS.
of the General Account really contains 342 pages.

1
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This was a kind disposal of Providence for about the same
59* time began a breach of my health, which made me the
And preaching on Eccles.
heaviest spring I had ever felt.
1
event
foresaid
the
with
vii.
trysted my entring on the
I,
:

2

"
latter part of that text,

The day

of death

(is

better) than

This was a comfortable subject ;
the day of one's birth."
but whereas it could hardly miss to impress me with
thoughts, that this might be my last text ; yet the experience

had formerly had

I

in

weight

On

them.

in

the

worship was

the like

but

little

Lord's

cases, left
day, the 2 2d,

after

the

betook

my

bed

and

;
over,
my
night, going about family worship, which was a great
pinch to me, we fell to sing Ps. lxviii. 13, and downwards,
"
Though ye have lain among the pots," &c, with which I

public

I

self to

at

was much comforted,

had been on a former occasion,
noted Passages, p. 290. My ailments were many that season.
I was pained in my breast-bone, in the fore and hind shoulder,
and under the arm-pit on the left side, and was under a very
uneasy cough. Withal had such a continued oppression and
lowness of spirits, with difficulty of breathing, as never
a continual stiffness and weakness in my knees, and
before
weariness all over
so that with great difficulty I got up and
down the stairs, mounted the pulpit, got the Sabbath's work
managed, yea turned my self on my bed, where I had some
as

I

;

;

And by a
touches of exquisite pain in the calf of my legs.
particular dispensation of Providence, the springs of my
comfort ran bitterness to me in my low condition
all created
:

refuge

Withal

failed,

my

and

I

was

solitary,

and

fever returned on

wife's

the

in

great affliction.
3d of April, but

not so violent as formerly
and that month a pain of the
mother kept her many days, which was quite new and a
:

;

cholic several days

;

besides her other ailments.

However, in this my low condition, I was determined, and
ventured on Providence, to intimate the sacrament to be celebrate on the 3

1

st

of

May

;

being led to that day, purely in
in Yara, that the adminis-

260* compliance with our neighbours
tration of that ordinance in the
1

Works,

v.

two parishes might not be too
461-501.
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upon the other. And that time drawing near,
saw great weights hung upon the design Mr. Davidson
*
John Currie aforesaid one of the elders
being extremely low
Isabel Bigger in Midghop in a doubtful
'under the ague
and dangerous case her husband William Blaik in the mean
time likely to fall under the ague, to whose share a great
close the one
I

;

;

;

;

weight of strangers on such occasions used to fall
my own wife continuing as formerly, and ray self
condition, going

had

my

upon

staff;

the pain in

my

;

moreover
in a

weak

back, which

me

in the former spring having returned, but
as the former year by means of my then atI desired of the Lord
tendance on the Assembly.
strength
for the designed effect to my self and others, and resolved,

fallen to

not quite so

ill

nor think harshly of my Master,
should quite lay me by on that occasion. But indeed
in the event I found Him very gracious in that matter.
And
it was remarkable to me, that my kind God and Father, most
thro' grace, not to quarrel

He

tho'

mercifully
I

had no

before

my

I

tempering the hardships of

fit

fell

sermons,

my

lot

that season,

of the gravel, no night-watchings, as
ill

I

;

and whatever

difficulty

I

had

was never rendered uncapable

some time

in delivering

of study in

my

the Friday before the
communion week and finally, whereas the visiting of the
sick had often in that season of the year been a weighty

study days, as several times before,

till

;

burden on me, I had no occasion, from the time I fell ill, to
one sick person without Etterick-house on the other side
of the water, till after the sacrament. Only Satan not failing

visit

to give a broad side as ordinary before this

communion; a

certain professor of religion threatning to destroy her self,
occasioned me some ridings to visit her, at a considerable
distance.

Mean while

there having

come

to

my

hand, about the

Testimonial
John Currie from the parish of
10, 1729.
Greenlaw, dated at Greenlaw the 17 day of May 1707 years, and signed by Mr.
Archibald Borthwick, minister, was by the minister given in and desired to le
marked, the said testimonial not having been marked before in the Session's minutes,
in regard the said John was in his family, which family was yet at Simprin when
that testimonial was obtained and the said John having come along with him to
this parish, he had the testimonial all along in his custody, but falling on it acci1

"Dec.

in favours of

;

Session's rec
dentally of late, he thought it proper it should be marked in this
the same ordered
Accordingly the said testimonial was read and found sufficient, and
to be recorded."
Ettrick Session Record.

261*
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27th of March, a letter from Mr. Grant desiring a specimen
I after consulting God and
of the essay on the accentuation
thinking thereupon, did in the following week, make out a
specimen thereof in about two sheets of paper, and wrote a
;

On

return to him.
occasion

from this

the

Monday morning after, having no
sent them away to Galashiels,

place, I

from whence they went to Edinburgh on the morrow, and
on the Wednesday were carried off towards London by one
Withal the copy of the essay on the
going post thither.
text, then at Aberdeen, being desired also, and this intimate
there, there was a ship just going from thence to London,
I could not but notice the
with which it was sent away.
conduct of Providence in the speedy dispatch, desiring to wait
the issue.

The sacrament was administered on May 31st, as had
and the Lord made it to me a time of
been appointed
of
hearing
prayer, and of rolling away one stone of difficulty
:

after another.

Mr. Davidson was brought up and helped to be useful in
work John Currie had access to the Lord's table

the Lord's

;

Isabel Bigger a singular
and came out on the Monday too.
but
Christian was ill on the fast day, yet in the kirk that day
under no more illness till the Wednesday after the sacrament,
her
and entertained about sixty strangers in her house
husband was kept up and served at the Lord's table. Janet
Scot spouse to Robert Bellenden, who on the Sabbath before
received her token for the Lord's table together with the rest
;

;

of the old communicants, that same week brought forth twins
before the time, fell into a fever and was in danger of her
yet the Lord heard prayer, and she was preserved alive.
had a touch of a flux on the Friday's night, when the
strangers began to come to us, but no more of it after that

life

;

My wife

And

time.

262* work

so

;

I

my

self

as wherein

was graciously carried thro' in the
was sent, I lacked nothing. The

I

had of the signally merciful conduct of Providence
me on that occasion obliged me, at the dismissing of
the congregation on the Monday, publickly to give my testisense

I

towards

mony from my

experience to that truth,

viz.,

that "

it is

better

LETTERS FROM LONDON

i73o

to trust in the Lord,

than to put confidence in man."

303
There

a particular narration of the whole to be found, Passages,
PP- 3 50-3 56.
Withal on the Saturday I received letters from Mr.

is

Grant at London, directed to Mr. William Hog foresaid,
together with a printed specimen of the Essay on the accentuation, made on the MS. specimen I had sent as aforesaid
as also a specimen of new Hebrew types then casting at
London. The first of these letters, dated May 2, bearing,

;

Messrs. Ridgely and Eames their approving of the specimen
1
Dr. Bedford, of the Church of England, his
I had sent
approving the design of the work, on his hearing the titlepage and index read to him ; Dr. Zeigan Haggan, a German
;

who I think had come over with the Princess now
Queen, his promising to send the specimen to Hall and
Bremen Rabbi Moses Marcus 2 his taking in hand to write
4 copies thereof, to be sent to Hall, Bremen, Holland, and
that the said Rabbi had a liberal education abroad
Leipsick
to serve the Jewish interest
and did serve as a priest among
them two years, but embraced Christianity about 8 years
for the which cause being disinherited by his rich father,
ago
he is in prison for debt and that he likes the specimen
and further, that Sir Richard Eyles 3 likes well of the Fourfold

divine,

;

;

;

;

:

;

1 Arthur Bedford
[1668-1745] for twenty-four years held a living in Somersetshire
issued a series of tracts against the stage
in 1724 was appointed chaplain to a
He was an
hospital at Hoxton, and remained there during the rest ot his life.
Oriental scholar.
2 In
the
for
he
his
reasons
a
leaving
Jewish and
1724
published
pamphlet giving
embracing the Christian faith. Also the following
defence of the Hebrew Bible, in
answer to Mr. Whiston, by John Gottlob Carpzov, translated from the Latin by Moses
;

;

:

Marcus (London,

A

1729).

Richard Ellys, Bart., eldest son of Sir William Ellys of Wyham, and grandHis mother was Isabella, daughter of Richard
baronet, created 1660.
Hampden, and granddaughter of John Hampden. Ellys was educated abroad,
probably in Holland was a fine classical scholar, and acquainted with Hebrew
corresponded throughout his life with Continental scholars, by whom he was much
esteemed. Gronovius dedicated to Ellys his edition of Aelian's Varia Historia ; and
Wetstein, his edition of Suicer's T/iesaurus ecclesiasticus, Ellys having given to
It was to Sir Richard
Wetstein the use of a manuscript of Suicer in his possession.
Ellys also that Boston the younger dedicated his father's Tractatus Stigmologicus.
In 1722 he succeeded his
Ellys's learning was directed toward Biblical criticism.
father in the title and the estate of Nocton, Lincolnshire, where he maintained the
traditional hospitality of the family.
There was a fine library at Nocton. He was
twice married, but had no children.' He was a dissenter connected with Dr. Calamy's
He died Jan. 14, I74 2 when
congregation, and afterwards with Mr. Bradbury's.
the baronetcy became extinct.
Publication Fortuita sacra ; quibus subjicitur commentarius de Cymbalis (Rotterdam, 1727). Bogue and Bennett, iv. 6, 7; Memoirs^
Appendix, pp. 22-3 Burke's Extinct and dormant Baronetcies (1844).
3 Sir

son of

first

;

;

-

:

;
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State, whereof some copies, edit. 2, had been sent to London ;
and had thanks from an independent gentleman, who has
bought six of them to give in complement to his friends and
263* that Mr. Hog may venture to send more of them to Mr.
Oswald stationer there. A second dated May 9, bearing,
that the Rabbi foresaid likes the work still more
that Mr.
Palmer printer proposes to print it in English, for that there
;

;

are in

London 500 who understand Hebrew, not understand-

ing Latin

specimen

how

to

;

that Mr. Grant expects that after he has sent a
he shall have some general plan sent him,

in print,

commune with Mr. Oswald about

that Sir Richard Eyles

printing the

work

;

perhaps one of the greatest scholars
in England, and is fond of any thing tending to enlighten
and that he bought 3 of
the purity of the Gospel scheme
the Fourfold State, a few days before, to give to gentlemen
is

;

A

of his acquaintance.
third, May 1 2, bearing, the sending
small
of
the new types cast from Athias's
along a
specimen
fourth, May 12, bearmold, received by me as aforesaid.

A

that Sir Richard Eyles desired him

to tell me, that his
ing,
purse shall not be spared to encourage any work of mine.
A fifth, May 21, bearing, that the said Sir Richard having

and the design of the work, and
it
that he was to write to two
friends in Holland along with the specimen, and to send
them withal a copy of the Fourfold State ; and that Mr. Grant

read the specimen likes
is

it,

disposed to encourage

knows not

if

1

;

can find such another patron in the island, to
1
that Suicerus's Thesaurus Ecclesiasticus,

dedicate the essay to

;

printed at Amsterdam 1728, is dedicated to him, where is to
be found a handsome character of him for his learning ; and
that Mr. Grant desires to be sent

of the Essay on

264*

the

up

accentuation, as

to

him the English copy

also

the Essay on

first twenty chapters of Genesis, that he may put
hands of the said Sir Richard and several others.

letters

also

was exprest

a

it

in

the

the

In these

desire of several to see the

MS.

on the Covenant of grace.
1
Johann Caspar Suioerus [1620-1684], Swiss theologian and philologist Professor
His great work, Thesaurus ecclesiasof Hebrew and afterwards of Greek at Zurich.
ticus (2 vols, fol., Amsterdam, 1682), was the fruit of immense toil and is of abiding
Wetstein published a second and enlarged edition, to which Boston refers.
value.
;
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These things, exprest more strongly in the letters foremore full abstract whereof is to be found among my
papers, lookt as if the Lord was in His way to fulfil a
passage of the 71st Psalm, which was given me as above
But for a balance hereto I heard on the Monday,
mentioned.
that Professor Gordon was a dying, I knowing of nothing
done by him in the matter by him undertaken.
Mr. Hog
being with us on the communion occasion, I sent along with
him the English copy of the Essay on the accentuation; who
soon after got an occasion of conveying it away to London.
In the second week of June, I had another letter from
Mr. Grant directed to Mr. Hog, dated London, May 30,
said, a

bearing the receiving of the Essay on the text of Genesis from
Aberdeen the making out of a specimen thereof in print,
the which I accordingly received
and that Drs. Knight and
Bedford had read the specimen of the essay on the accentuation, and were disposed for the work's being printed,
;

;

tho' they are not entirely fixt in the belief of the divine
authority of the accents.
That and the following week were spent in carrying on
the Account of My Life, interrupted by the communion work ;

and

preparing dispatches in consequence of the letters
I wrote
a letter to Sir Richard Eyles, and a

in

aforesaid.

memorial anent the English copy of the essay on the accentuation, as also anent the essay on the first twenty chapters
of Genesis judging the same necessary for those into whose
hands these MSS. might come.
And of the said letter and
memorial copies were taken which are in retentis. I considered
the printed specimens
found that of the Latin essay intolerable in the Hebrew part of it, that of the essay on the text
and sent my remarks on both. Withal I wrote a
hopeful
long letter to Mr. Grant upon the whole affair as it seemed 265*
to me to require.
The MS. on the Covenant of grace I could
not send, it being at Edinburgh when called for, and revised
by none. But upon that occasion I called for it, and put it
in the hands of my two friends, Messrs. Wilson and Davidson,
;

;

;

to be by them revised.
On Tuesday morning, June 23rd, I
had brought up the Account of My Life as scrolled in shortu
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And having
to the day of my beginning it.
a tryst for secret prayer, in behalf of John Currie foresaid
still in great affliction, at 10 a clock that day I observed it,
hand characters,

and withal

matter of the said Account before the Lord,

laid the

and direction therein

and just after that, the
same day, I began this manuscript.
About or a little after this time, I had a letter from Mr.
Grant, dated London, June 8th, before I wrote my foresaid to
him ; and therewith a letter to him from Dr. Waterland, on
for assistance

:

Essay on the accentuaan
of Sir Richard Eyles
account
bearing
;
turned
from
means
of a weak old
Arminianism
being
by
to
in
of
weak
as
understandgentlewoman,
everything
point
free
the
of
Christ
his making
grace and
ing, but
mystery
Sir John Philips purchase the Fourfold State ; and that his
2
minister of the English church at
letter to Mr. Loftus,
3
Roterdam, and Mr. Gowin at Leyden, inclosing the titlepage, index, and specimen, of the Essay on the accentuation^
to be shown to the learned there, was then in Mr. Grant's
hands, to be sent over by next post, with a copy of the
that Mr.
Fourfold State ; that he (Sir Richard) sends them
Zeigan Haggan was by the (then) to morrow's post to send
the title, syllabus or index, and specimen foresaid to his
friend at Bremen
and by the next post to send them to
his having read the specimen of the

tion

the former

*

;

;

;

1

Mr. Grant's letter to Boston.
In 1623, some British residents at Rotterdam formed themselves into a congregaFor thirty years this church was strictly
tion, having Hugh Peters as their minister.
congregational, but with Mr. Cawton's settlement in 1652 it became Presbyterian,
were
at
stated
educated
Independent seminaries in England.
although its
preachers
Bartholomew Loftus was minister of the congregation from 1707 till his death in 1751.
"
In i8i6the Church was incorporated with
From c. 1686 it was a collegiate charge.
2

the Classis, and its minister became amenable to the Dutch ecclesiastical laws."
Steven's Hist. Scott. Ch. at Rotterdam, pp. 333-5.
3 So
many students from England and Scotland resorted to the University of
Leyden, that the States of Holland, and the magistrates of the town, established and
endowed at their joint expense a Scottish Church in 1609, in which year Robert Durie,
minister of Anstruther, who had been banished by James I. in 1606, was settled as
He laboured with much success till his death in 1616. Thomas
first minister.
Gowan was appointed to the charge in 1716, his ministry extended over forty-two
William Mitchell was appointed his colleague in 1753. By this time the conyears.
gregation had begun to decrease, largely on account of the growing repute of Edinburgh as a medical school. On Aug. 20, 1761, the magistrates passed a resolution,
that in the event of the death or departure of the then officiating clergyman, no other
should be appointed, seeing that British students no longer frequent the University
of Leyden, and that there were no English families in the town.
Mr. Mitchell was
the last minister.
Ibid., pp. 313-5.
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Mr. Frank at Hall and that Mr. Grant gives copies of
the Fourfold State to be sent along with them
and that he
2
hopes to get a specimen sent to Carpzovius at Leipsick, and
thinks I should write to Sir Richard Eyles.
The latter, 3
;

;

dated Windsor, June 5, bearing his having read the specimen
that he has never yet entered into the heart of that subject,
but shall be glad to read a set treatise upon it
that he is a
;

;

prejudiced against the supposed antiquity of the Hebrew
accents, but that their use in clearing up texts must at last
little

be the strongest proof of their antiquity ; that whatever
becomes of the dispute about their antiquity, if the use of

them

for understanding Scripture can be clearly and uniformly made out, that will be sufficient ; that none of all the
writers he has met with has exprest himself with greater

assurance of their divine authority and inestimable use and
value than Gottfrid Kohlreiffius, 4 in his Chronologia Sacra
y

published at Hamburg, 1724 ; that he (Dr. Waterland) wishes
the subject may be reduced to certain rules, that learners
able to judge when a person argues justly from the
5
that about 6 years since, Peter Guarin, a
accents,
;
Benedictine, publisht the first tome of his Hebrew Grammar^

may be

when not

and the other tome, as he is informed by a letter from Paris,
was just then published or publishing, in which will be a
particular dissertation on the accents, with an account of their
use in the synagogue-music; and that he cannot readily
come into my interpretation of Kol, Gen. iii. 8, which he
reckons new
for which he gives his reason, that I my self
instances
of
a metaphorical application of Mtthallech, and
give
he is afraid adversaries will think we strain hard to bring in
;

1

Gotthilf August Francke [1696-1769], born at Halle, son of the celebrated
August Hermann Francke succeeded his father in 1727 as superintendent of
the Orphanage at Halle became Professor of Theology ; and later was appointed
Councillor of the Consistory.
2
Johann Gottlob Carpzov [1679-1767], orientalist and Lutheran theologian
His
Professor of Hebrew at Leipsic of the first rank as an Old Testament scholar.
Introductio ad libros Veteris Testamenti appeared in 172 1 his Critica Sacra Veteris
of
the
accents,
Testamenti in 1728. Carpzov was in favour of the divine authority
accentus textui coavi.
See Davidson's Hebrew Accentuation, p. 20 n.
3 Dr. Waterland's
letter to Mr. John Grant.
4 Gottfried
Kohlreif [1676-1750), pastor primarius at New Branderburg 1701, and
afterwards Councillor of Consistory; a fair Hebraist, busied himself with chronology.
5 Peter Guarin
of Saint-Maur,
1678-1729], Benedictine of the Congregation
librarian and Hebraist.
Publications: Grammatica Hebraica et Chaldaica, 2 vols.
pietist

;

;

;

;

;

,

1724-1728

;

lexicon Hebraicum

et Chaldceobiblicum, 2 vols., 1746.
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That learned man has been a notable champion
fundamental point against the unhappy
These letters in themselves more fully bearing

for the truth, in that

Dr. Clark.

2

those and other things, are in

retentis.

On

Thursday, July 30, having been abroad some 4 miles
or more, and coming home at night, I found there had been
an express for me to go to Dalgleish, to visit a dying woman,
I sought counsel
viz., Jane Hope above mentioned, p. 257.
of God, and night coming on, I found I could not go, desired
of the Lord the woman's preservation in life
and was easy,
The Lord heard me
finding my self unable for that work.
and going thither on the morrow, I saw her, was helped to
;

;

speak to her, and was much satisfied in the divine conduct.
This was the first call of that nature I remembered my self
ever to have sit, 3 by day or by night: and I thought, that the

Lord was, by that occurrence, training me
my self to my low circumstances of body.

to

accommodate

The

said Jane recovered ; Isabel Bigger's doubtful and
dangerous case aforesaid cleared and went off; and Janet
Scot aforesaid recovered.
Whereupon I was much comforted
in the Lord's dealing with

persons

;

reckoning

my

me, as to the cases of these three
His debt for the life and

self in

welfare of each of them.

In the last week of August I was obliged to visit one
on the Monday ; and on the Tuesday having

sick at Potburn,

thoughts of going to Chapplehop, to visit the sick there, I
for express to Buccleugh, to see Adam Linton
268* a dying and he died that day while I was with him. I had,

was sent
;

on the Wednesday was 8 days before, gone to Buccleugl
occasionally, knowing nothing of his illness, till I was by the
way but so my God led me by the way I knew not. On
the Wednesday I visited 3 sick at Chapplehop, and on the
Thursday went to Adam Linton's burial. This awful dispensation of Providence towards the poor parish, was the
more weighty to me, that I saw I was now toward the end
:

1

2

See Boston's Tractatus Stigmologicus, p. 62, where he discusses Gen.
This refers to Dr. Waterland's polemic against Dr. Samuel Clarke.

3 Sit

= disregard.

.

i

A LETTER OF FRIENDSHIP

7 3o

of

my

ordinary subject,

viz.,
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the doctrine of the other world

;

and perceived the voice of Providence thus join the voice of
I found my self worsted by this
the Word.
unordinary toss
but I took it kindly at the hand of my gracious God and
Father admiring the divine condescension and goodness, that
kept it off in the spring, when I my self was very ill, till that
time wherein I was in better condition
for by that time, I
I
had
laid
aside
staff.
my
think,
Having, from some time after writing the foresaid to
;

;

;

London
thence,

in June,

but

being expecting time after time to hear from
disappointed, which occasioned various

still

thoughts of heart, I received a packet on the 4th of September.
Before I opened it I went to God to get my heart
disposed for whatever might be found the issue but opening
;

found there was a deep silence still, both from
Aberdeen and from London.
Hereupon I went to God again,
the same,

and

I

kist,,the rod,

way He

many

accepting the trying dispensation, as the
own bringing their matters thro'

deals with His

difficulties,

somewhat

;

and causing them

to wait on.

And

afraid of unfair dealing, in the case of the

being

MSS.

I

found rest to

my heart in the Lord, as having the hearts of all
in His hand.
But whereas, about the middle of March last,
I

had written

to

Mr. Alexander Colden a

letter

of love

and

testify my love and regard to him, and to
friendship,
remove some dryness that, by means of our differences about
the Abjuration Oath, and the doctrine of the Marrow, had
crept in betwixt that worthy man and me, specially thro'

to

a mighty jealousy in his temper ; and had withal sent him
a copy of the 2d edition of the Fourfold State; but had
never heard from him since, in which case nevertheless I

had writ that letter, which I knew he soon
on the Lord's day after, being Sept. 6, receive
a kind return from him, which together with a copy of mine
rejoiced that I
I did
;

received

to him, is in retentis.
And this I desired to take as a pledge
a
of
comfortable issue of the other case, viz., the hearing

from London
which of a considerable time had been a
matter of some exercise to me, considering the sudden stop
of that affair, after such a notable run it appeared to be on.
;

s

269
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That same day I closed my ordinary of the other world
and on the Sabbath after, being the 13th, entered on a new
one, viz., the crook in the lot, from Eccl. vii. 13, "Consider
for who can make that straight which He
the work of God
"
To this I was led by mine own case,
hath made crooked ? *
and the case of several in the parish and was confirmed
;

:

;

in that's being the Lord's

message to them, by the providential occurrences of that day
particularly by the chastisement of the two families in Midghop, renewed that very
morning before they came to the kirk; and by that professor
mentioned, page 260*, as threatning to destroy herself, her
coming that day to the kirk for the first time, after a wilful
That
deserting since some time before the sacrament.
woman is one of two instances which I have known, and
reckon to have been formed much by reading of romances
and play-books in their youth to their great ruine by means
of the set given thereby to their spirits
the which set
;

;

;

of spirit

discovered

years, in

spite of

self

it

all

in

them,

when come

to riper

the bonds which religion whereof they

on them and made their lives most
no ways answering the airy
miserable,
and
vain
had
imaginations they
by these means been im270*

were professors had

laid

;

their circumstances

prest with.

Having, on the 10th, advanced in this MS. unto the time
I began
writing for an Account of My Life, I did thereafter carry on what remained, partly here and partly in th<

when

And whereas, several years ago, thinkLife.
ing on the sacred name JEHOVIH, I had fallen into a
notion of its being a dittologie, standing for
ELOHIM ; and had written in the Essay on Genesis, chap,

Passages of My

JEHOVAH

xv. 2, let. f. that Elohitn is never found before nor behind it,
as far as I had (then) observed
I had carried on the observ;

ing of the texts wherein it occurs thro' the whole Hebrew
Code ; and found the observation foresaid to hold thro' the
I did
wheresoever the said sacred name occurs
22, 1 730, beyond which I have not as yet
seen another, transcribe the list I had taken of the texts

whole of

it,

;

this day, Sept.

1

Works,

iii.

497.

HOPE DEFERRED

i73o

wherein that sacred name
manuscript

cellany

found,

JEHOVIH

occurs, into the Misthere it is to be

And

for conservation.

356-361, an observation which

pp.
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think must

I

point with equal judges, unless they can
discover some oversight therein, or exception, that will over-

determine that

throw

it.

On

Friday, Sept. 25, I received a letter from Edinburgh,
bearing that as yet there was no word for me from London,
but that a letter was expected by the next post and withal
Both
that Prof. Gordon at Aberdeen is dead some time ago.
:

of these were trying to me, but especially the latter
nothing
that I know of being done by him in what he took in hand
;

comforted myself in that " the
In the following week, having an unexpected
Lord liveth."
occasion to Edinburgh, I wrote to Professor Anderson, from 27
whom I have as yet no return unto my first to him above
in favor of the essay

mentioned, that

And

affair.

that week,
at

I

But

town.

I

;

but

I

how

might know

expecting at length

Prof. Gordon left that
some account from London

was again disappointed, Mr. Hog not being
I

received from

Edinburgh, a

letter

my

in

eldest son, then occasionally

wherewith

I

was very much

pleased,

as satisfying me in a particular which had occasioned me
some uneasiness. And I took it also as providentially
designed to teach me to wait with patience in the matter

from London.
The sacrament of the Lord's supper being administered
1
and of that time
at Maxton Oct. 1 1 th, I assisted there
;

an account to be found Passages, pp. 360-362.
There I thought I would get the long expected word at
that
length, but there was none for me: only I heard,
at
affairs
his
in
embarasst
is
somewhat
Mr. Grant
private
in
arose
there
the
on
my
London.
Mean while,
Monday,
heart an inclination to publish the treatise on the Covenant of
there

is

to the interest
grace; the which, I believe, was partly owing
I found I had, beyond what I could have expected, with
ministers ; and would fain improve to edification, and
I had
advanceing of the interest of the truth of the Gospel.
1

Text

Isa. xli. 14, 15,

Works,

vi.

328-40.

1
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summer put the copy in the hand of my friend Mr.
Wilson, who having revised a part of it, and put it in the
hand of Mr. Davidson, it was by a mistake returned to me
this

Wherefore at this time I
about the middle of August.
to
it
be
back
to
revised throughout.
On
272* carried
Maxton,
I
after
came
the Sabbath
home, being the 18 th, I received a
to me from
find my self obliged to shut up this
London. Thus
Account of My Life, without being capable to shew the issue
and present state of that affair, either at Aberdeen or
But I do believe, that my God and Father, who
London.
of His great mercy brought it to me, will at length cause the
iron gates in the way thereof to flie open, and will bring it
forth, to His own glory, and the benefit of the Church, even

bearing, that as yet there

letter,

was no word

I

tho'

come

should never see

I

it,

but be laid in the dust ere

it

to pass.

This day, Oct. 22, 1730, having laid the matter of the
two MSS. above mentioned before the Lord, and considered
the same, I was upon the one hand made to adore that
gracious and kind divine conduct, whereby I was kept from
of the
destroying them Dec. 2, 1729, as narrated, p. 281
which I now see the then secret cause and on the other
hand I was cleared to destroy them, now that the preceding
Account of My Life is written; and accordingly I have committed them to the flames.
At the end of the first of the
I
found
some
two,
Scriptures comfortably superscribed, the
" Mine.
tenor whereof follows.
Blessed are they that
and
thirst
after
for they shall be
hunger
righteousness
;

:

;

filled,"

theirs is

273*

u Blessed are the
poor in
the kingdom of heaven," Matt. v. 3.

Matt.

v.

6.

spirit

;

"I dwell

for
in

the high and holy place, with him also that is of a contrite
and humble spirit, to revive the spirit of the humble, and to
" Let
revive the heart of the contrite ones," Isa. lvii. 15.
soul
itself
in
fatness
and
soul
shall
delight
your
hear,
your
live," Isa. lv. 2, 3.

"

Whoso

confesseth and forsaketh, shall
" And we
i.

find mercy," Prov. xxviii. 13.
See 1
know that all things work together for

God," Rom.

viii.

28.

"

John
good

9.

to

them that love

Delight thy self also in the Lord,
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the desires

of thine heart," Psa.
sent you forth, lacked ye any thing ? "
" Thou hast ravished
with one of thine eyes,"
my heart
"
is
this that cometh up from the wilderCant. iv. 9.
shall give

u

xxxvii. 4.

When

I

.

.

.

Who

ness, leaning on her
burden on the Lord ;

beloved?" Cant.

He

viii.

5.

"Cast thy

sustain thee," Psa. Iv. 2 2.
" Not
by might, nor by power, but by the Spirit of the
"
Yea, I have loved thee with an everLord," Zech. iv. 6.
therefore with loving kindness have I drawn
lasting love
" Seek
ye first the kingdom of God, and
thee," Jer. xxxi. 3.
will

:

His righteousness, and these things
Matt.

vi.

whole,"

Thou

Mark

shall be

added

to you,"

"Go

33.
x.

wilt revive

thy way; thy faith hath made thee
"
Though I walk in the midst of troubles,

me

;

Thou

shalt stretch forth

Thy hand

against the wrath of mine enemies, and Thy right hand
The Lord will perfect that which concerneth
shall save me.
" I will instruct
and teach
Psa. cxxxviii.
8.

me,"

thee,

7,

"He

that thou shalt go," Psa. xxxii. 8.
hath determined the times before appointed, and the bounds

thee in the

way

of their habitation," Acts xvii. 26.
That MS. ended Feb. 16, 1699.
And now as for the state of

my body, it was never 274*
very strong yet considering my manner of life, there seems
to have been something in my constitution, bona stamina vitce,
that has worn pretty well. A sharp cold, if withal I was dry,
was agreeable to me, making me more vigorous, than at other
:

till the notable breach in
cannot say that ever I took very well with
but I could have supt better, after sitting all day in
riding
my closet, than after coming home from the Presbytery at
I remember not to have had all my life any formed
Selkirk.
and
sickness but two, whereof the one was the small-pox
none at all since I was a boy. Howbeit I have often been
since that time, in apparent danger of death, and under

times.

my

I

had a very strong voice

health.

I

;

;

to
languishing indisposition ; and could hardly have thought
God
of
have seen so many years as I have now by the mercy

past

;

remember, kept from
which with my utmost thank-

but was never to this day, that

preaching thro' indisposition

;

I
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I took
desire to record, to the praise of free grace.
care of my diet, ate whatsoever was laid to my

little

only for

;

many

years very

little

salmon, being frighted

by the effects it had on me in my youth, having
and this as to
unwarily mixt milk with it in my stomach
from

it

;

my

I
of late years that I began notably to decline.
do not remember my self ever to have been sensibly the
till

diet,

better of medicine, except the wormwood mentioned p. 44. I
have now much given over the use of it, and do not bind up
my self so strait, even in point of diet, as for some time after
the notable breach in my health.
My eyes do yet serve me
I
well
have
about
a
only
year or two, read my
pretty
;

1

for many years I
morning with preserves
have used to wash mine eyes, opening them in the water,
But 'tis now
which I conceive may have been profitable.
I
since
had
to
wherewith
get my meat
long
teeth,
duely
chewed and there are at this time fifteen of them and a
piece of one laid up in a box, for conservation till the due
time of disposing of them otherwise.
Many years ago, I
found the spring season weakning to me, even when I was

275* chapters

in the

j

;

in Simprin.

But the

As

the

last

spring was the heaviest that ever
I became more easy
but

summer went on

:

I

saw.

still

a

lowness of spirits seized me, and I ran out like a watch, after
6 a clock at night whereby it came to pass, that I had much
ado oftimes, to be in case for the evening worship in the
Since the autumnal equinox, I think I have been
family.
;

I had also a great difficulty in
better even in that point.
passing urine ; but that also of late seemed to become more

have slept well since the time I fell ill in March last
Last week I was brought to the gates of death in
Galashiels, by a sudden illness seizing me there in the night,

easy.

I

bypast.

as narrated Passages,
of God pretty well ;

362. At present,
having some hope,

p.

His favor, have some access to return
of the sacred

Hebrew

to

am by
may

I
I

my

the mercy
yet,

thro'

beloved study

text.

1
Spectacles worn to preserve the sight, with
Jamieson's Scottish Dictionary.

little

or

no magnifying power.

CAST OF TEMPER
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That cast of temper whereby
and diffident, but eager

I

in

timorous,

engaged, as

early discovered

it

it

self,

315

was naturally slow,
pursuit when once
I

so,

it

think,

hath

It 276*
spread it self all along through the whole of my course.
hath been a spring of much uneasiness to me in the course

of

my

in

life,

Yet

loved.

I

that I was thereby naturally fond, where I
cannot but observe, that my God hath made a

valuable use of

it

especially in

my

combating special
Agreeable
unto it, I was not of a quick apprehension, but had a gift of
and things being once discovered, I was no
application
;

difficulties therein,

till

studies,

surmounted by His

favor.

;

more wavering
than

to

in

unready even

I was addicted to
silence, rather
was no good spokesman, but very

them.
I

talking.

common conversation and in
when engaged with persons

in

;

especially at a loss,

assurance
Etterick,

:

the disadvantage of which last

uncommon

where an

my spirit,
my affections,

so as

touching of

assurance

to

set

I

disputes
of great

often found in

The

reigned.

me above

fear,

the

and being once well dipt into the
were
to
matter,
give me an easie exercise of my
necessary
My
faculties, in these and other extempore performances.
talent lay in doing things by close application with pains
and labor.
I had a tolerable faculty at drawing of papers
no
yet
faculty at dictating, but behoved to have the pen in
mine own hand and even in that case it would often have

moving of

;

:

been a while ere
it

was

I

Accordingly, as for my
on a text ; the which

could enter on.

often hard for

me

to fix

sermons,
hath oftimes been more wasting and weakning to me, than
the study of my sermon thereon.
I studied my sermons
with the pen in my hand, my matter coming to me as I
if at
wrote, and the bread increasing in the breaking of it
Mean
time
I
it
was
occasioned
sticking.
any
walked,
by my
while, it would frequently have been long ere I got the vein
of my subject struck
but then I could not be easy, unless I
:

:

I had hit it.
Thence it was, I often tore out what I
had written, and began anew again but ordinarily I found
this turned to my greatest comfort and satisfaction, in end
Hence it was not my manner to skip
falling upon the vein.

thought

;
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from text to text

;

LIFE

period xn

but to insist long on an ordinary

;

the

closing of which at length I readily found to relish as much,
with my self and the serious godly, as the other parts

preceding.

Thus also I was much addicted to peace, and averse to
controversy tho' once engaged therein, I was set to go
I had no great difficulty to retain a due
thorough with it.
;

honor and charity for my brethren differing from me in
but then I was in no great hazard
opinion and practise
neither, of being swayed by them, to depart from what I
Withal it was easy to me, to yield to
judged truth or duty.
them in things wherein I found not my self in conscience
bound up. Whatever precipitant steps I have made in the
course of my life, which I desire to be humbled for, rashness
in conduct was not my weak side.
But since the Lord, by
His grace, brought me to consider things, it was much my
exercise to discern sin and duty in particular cases
being
afraid to venture on things, until I should see my self called
:

;

but when the matter was cleared to me, I generally
stuck fast by it, being as much afraid to desert the way
which I took to be pointed out to me.
And this I sincerely
to
the
of
of conduct upon
have
been
that
course
spring
judge
thereto

278*

:

which Mr. James Ramsay abovementioned did, before the
Commission anno 1 7 1 7, in my hearing give me the following
character, to wit, that if I thought myself right, there would
be no diverting of me by any means.
I never had the art of making rich
nor could I ever
:

heartily apply my self to the manageing of secular affairs.
Even the secular way of manageing the discipline of the

Church, was so unacceptable to me, that I had no heart to
What appearances
dip in the public Church-management.
I made at any time in these matters, were not readily in that
I had a certain averseness to the being laid under any
notable obligation to others, and so was not fond of gifts,
especially in the case of any whom I had to deal with as a

way.

minister.

of that

borrower

And
kind.

Providence so ordered, that
I

easily perceived,
is servant to the lender."

that in

I

had

little trial

that case

" the

REVIEW
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few now alive that subscribed
nor are there, that I know, above two of the congregation of my hearers, paying rent this day, that were so
doing, when I came among them 23 years ago.
They are
by far more polisht in their manners than at that time and
much more tractable and easy to me and fewer scandals fall
The Old Dissenters continue immoveable
out among them.

As

my

to the parish, there are

call

:

;

;

:

but their increasing

There

ceased.

is

is

still

a handful of

among them, as there have been all along
have often observed, that as some such, from time to 279*
time have been one way or other carried away, there came
and whatever the Lord laid to my
others in their stead
hand to preach on unto them, I used not to be straitned on
their account
judging I would be understood on any subject
serious Christians

and

;

I

;

;

I

was

led

to

treat

The

now by

the

given some account of the days of

my

of.

late sickness

is

mercy of God abated.

And

thus have

I

vanity, being this 24th of October year foresaid
months, and 1 week.
Upon the whole, I bless

54 years, 7

my God

in

Jesus Christ, that ever He made me a Christian, and took an
that ever He made me a minister
early dealing with my soul
;

of the Gospel, and gave me some insight into the doctrine of
His grace and that ever He gave me the .blest Bible, and
;

brought

me

acquainted with the originals, and especially with
The world hath all along been a steptext.

Hebrew
dame to me
the

nestle in

it,

;

and wheresoever
there

was a thorn

I

would have attempted

to

of uneasiness laid for me.

Man is born crying, lives complaining, and dies disappointed
" All is
from that quarter.
vanity and vexation of spirit.
I have waited for
thy salvation, O Lord."
T.

BOSTON.

THE CONTINUATION
Having, on the day foresaid, ended the above Account,
laid

it

before the

begging

He would

Lord

for acceptance of

preserve and bless

it,

Him

thro' Christ

I

;

and giving thanks

280*
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He had inclined my heart to do it. And that same
ended also the reading over of it and the Passages
Life ; the which I had some time before begun and

for that

night

I

of My

;

carried on.

There had come

to

my house on

Saturday's night, Oct.

3,

three Dissenters of the party adhering to Mr. John Hepburn
while he lived, with a letter directed to me and my two friends

Mr. Wilson and Mr. Davidson, from their correspondence,
The which, being at the com-

desiring a meeting with us.

munion in Maxton, appointed to be at the manse of Etterick
on Tuesday the 27 th, there came early that day five of
them to me l but to our great disappointment, Mr. Wilson
came not and Mr. Davidson was not expected, in regard of
:

;

the broken state of his health.
establish a correspondence with

Their design mainly was, to
such as they considered as

the purer part of the corrupt Church

;

and that some way

might be fallen on, towards their enjoying the benefit of
public ordinances, for they heard us occasionally as at communions.

on

their

I

own

men having a sense of religion
much weighted with their circumstances

found them to be
spirits,

as destitute of a minister, endowed with a good measure of
Christian charity and love, and of a very different temper

from that of Mr. McMillan's followers.

perceived their
ultimately to resolve into that unwarrantable
principle, viz., that joining in communion with the Church, in
the ordinances of God, is an approbation of the corruptions
in her ; the very same from which all the rest of the separaI

separation

281*

tions do spring

;

some carrying

others, in different degrees.
tion Oath straitned them,

I

that principle farther than

understood, that the Abjura-

as to addressing the General
I shewed a readiness to administer
Assemblies any more.
ordinances to them, on testimonials from their ministers
and I had no freedom
but found, they scrupled to seek them

;

;

1

'*

I

remember many years ago, some honest country people, who did not separate

from the Established Church, but had such scruples at their own ministers, that they
could not receive sealing ordinances from them, addressed my father most earnestly
to baptise their children, upon lines from their fellowship meetings.
This he would
by no means consent to do, because he thought it a breach on the peace and order
of the Church, and a cruel weakening the hands of his fellow-servants." Preface to
Evil and Danger of Schism, by Thomas Boston the younger (1756).

TWO

i73o
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to do it on testimonials from their meeting
since I could
not in conscience approve of their separation, and had seen
and felt so much of the mischief of separating. So we
;

parted on the morrow after
much heaviness on both sides.

;

but with great affection, and

to the above Account now being also written,
and the examination of the parish interrupted that week on
the occasion foresaid, I did, on Thursday the 29th, spend
some time in prayer, laying the two MSS., viz., this and the

The

preface

*

Passages, before the Lord, with thanksgiving, and supplication
for preserving and blessing them, and for a right way to
betake myself to next.
I

At the monthly meeting of the Session on Monday, Nov. 2,
had a dismal view of the case of the generation, finding by

a scandal broke out, how the children of religious parents are
On the
degenerate, as a token of approaching judgment.
morrow I spent some time in prayer, particularly for two

causes

:

1

as

Direction

.

to

what

I

should take in hand

;

The

preservation of my children from snares in this
dangerous time of apostasy.
Having reviewed my self,
2.

made
I

laid

confession, and renewed my acceptance of the covenant,
these and other things before the Lord, committing

family, to the protecchildren, and other members of
And having contion of the great Shepherd of the sheep.
sidered the matter of
studies, I found, that the work on

my

my

my

that God had allowed
an occasion of returning to it, of the which there was
that nothing did now cast up in
sometime little hope
competition therewith, even while I lookt about to observe
and that, being an
that this has been what I much desired
immediate study of the Holy Scripture, it is a business in
which I may becomingly spend my remaining time, as the
Lord shall please to give access and therefore I concluded

the

Hebrew

text

was begun already

;

;

;

;

;

was called to address myself thereto, tho' my strength
is small, and these things are now much out of my head.
Wherefore, that I might just begin, I did that same night
that

I

put pen to paper
1

I.e.

;

but did nothing to purpose.

the letter addressed to his sons and daughters, Oct. 28, 1730.
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pleased the Lord, for my trial, to make the entry on
difficult ; and the progress has, thro' several inter-

It

that

LIFE

work

ruptions, been small to the writing hereof; whatever He minds
to do about it.
Having on the morrow after, catechised at

Buccleugh, of which Passages, p. 363, I was minded next
day to have spent some time in prayer for assistance in that
work but being called out of my bed that night, to visit a
:

sick person supposed to be a dying, I found in the morning
I was not in case for it.
So I applied my self to writing of

which at length I was obliged also to give over.
with a cholick, I behoved to take my bed that
seized
Being
and
night
rising on the Friday, I was obliged to take bed
I was fixt till the Saturday morning.
where
Then
again,
letters,

:

the pain was removed ; but I was unfit for business, save
But tho' the Lord's day was so bad that
writing of letters.
it was a good day to me, in
delivering
I admired the
the Lord's word, weak and crazy as I was.
indulgence of my gracious Master, in timing the trial so as
and in that I had as much
not to mar my public work

few came to church,

283*

;

studied the preceding week, as fully served that Sabbath
that as I was not able, so I did not need to study.
He

good Master

me; and

;

so
is

a

In the prayers
of Monday morning, Nov. 9, I spread the Hebrew Bible
before Him, and cried to the Father, that, for the sake of
His Son, He would by the Spirit shine on it unto me, give
to

I

kist that rod.

and discover His mind in, the Word
that He
would give me life, health, strength, time, and inclination, to
the study, and a blessing thereon
that He would teach me
how to manage that work, and would pity me as to sleep,
having been somewhat bereaved of sleep since I was deterAnd that week I made an entrance
mined to that work.
light into,

;

;

meeting in the very threshold with a particular
break down my hopes of proceeding and
under
falling
indisposition, by means of a misty night, in
the
hills from Chapplehop
and being hampered
over
coming
But I was encouraged again, surmounting the
as to time.
difficulty, and the indisposition going off.
On the Saturday the 14th, as yet no word from London.

upon

it,

difficulty like to

;

;

MRS. BALDERSTON'S

i73o
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my indulgent Father sent me an altogether unexpected
letter from Mrs. Balderston, with which I was much comBut

forted

The

matter.

that

in

Scriptures cited

by her

filled

Worthy and Dear

tenor

of the

said letter, the

up mostly by me/

Sir,

is

as follows.

October 26,1729.

was with your friend Mrs. Shiels, and she was
was in some perplexity about your papers.
After I came home I was concerned for you, and the first
word I got for you was in the lxv. of Isaiah 23, 24.
I shall give you as I got it for you.
The next Scripture
I was directed to was the xliii. Genesis
23, "I had your
had
that
what
committed
to
the
Lord was keeped
money,"
ye
The next word I got was in the lv. of Isaiah, from
for you.
And the xxvii. Psalm 14, " Wait on
the 8 verse to the 12.
I

telling

me

that ye

284.'

be of good courage, and He shall strengthen thine
wait, I say, on the Lord," John xi. 40.
Sir you are highly favoured, for the King's great
chamberlain is your friend, the Lord Jesus Christ.
He is
the Lord

heart

:

:

O sweet peace-maker, the Prince of peace
in heaven before His Father.
His
intercession
by
glorious
Now if ye find any thing in this, bless your kind Lord and
But as for me, I may say as in the ii. of Daniel
Master.
"
30 verse, This secret is not revealed to me for any wisdom
But I hope I may say as in the i. of
that I have."
Luke 45, ''And blessed is she that believed for there shall
be a performance of those things which were told her from
the peace-maker,

:

the Lord."

let

1 was made to write this to you, and I hope He will not
" Thus saith the
write nothing to you but what I can say

Lord."

Give
I

my

kind service to dear Mrs. Boston.

am Dear

P.S.

I

Sir,

your indeared friend and humble servant,
Jean Eraskine.
[Sic subscribitur\

hope ye

will not forget

me and

this

poor

little

family.
1

The

in
passages from Scripture quoted by Mrs. Balderston are given

full

by Boston.

2

&t
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This was now the third pledge

me

given me, to help

most speaking one

;

LIFE
my

to wait on, in

and by His grace

continuation

indulgent Father had
and the
;

that matter
it

was not

in vain,

but

did help to wait.

On the 1 6th, I plainly saw the necessity and design of
the abovementioned conduct of Providence, in my entring
on that work on the Hebrew text for exciting me to a
continued dependance on the Lord, for life, strength, light,
Mean
and time for it and I thankfully took the lesson.
while, as to the remaining part of that month, I had thereof
;

;

but what

hope

could spend of three days for the said work ; my
matter being only in God, who is the same as
tho' I am so altered, that I am not able to apply as
I

in the

before

;

in those days.

entered on Prov. xvi. 19, " Better it is to
be of an humble spirit with the lowly, than to divide the spoil
"
with the proud ; and this in pursuance of the subject of the

On

the 29th,

I

"

Crook in the lot."
About that time I had several bleedings of the hemorrhoid
veins, which all my life before I had had no experience of, tho'
I have several times had experience of the blind hemorrhoids
which were painful.
I had no pain in their opening.
On Tuesday Dec. 1, I spent some time in prayer with
1. The work on the Hebrew
fasting, chiefly for two causes
286 text; and therein I found a pinching sense of need carrying
me to that exercise, my hope of success being in the Lord
alone
2. For my younger son, who the day before had gone
:

;

I
towards Edinburgh, to attend the school of divinity only.
reviewed my whole life, made confession, and renewed my
acceptance of the covenant, as that time 1 2 months before
and then made my supplications on these accounts and some
other, particularly the affair at London as to the MSS. conand came away
cerning which there was still a deep silence
with hope, rolling them on the Lord.
On the morrow after,
I catechised at Calcrabank, and had a singular satisfaction in
and
the work of Providence about me in that little journey
:

;

;

that,

both in the time of

it

and

after

it

was

over, observing

RICHARD ELLYS

SIR

i73o
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the Lord taught me by it, trying me and delivering me,
as narrated Passages, p. 364. And I got what I could spend
of the next day on the beloved study
but still Providence

how

:

kept me on trial as to time for it.
But now the Lord remembered

me, as to the

affair

at

had been so long buried in
my
absolute silence as to me, even for the space of five months
and upwards. And on the following day, Dec. 4, came to
my hand a letter from Mr. Grant to Mr. Hog, of the date
Nov. 20, 1730, London, bearing, that my letter was delivered
1
to Sir Richard Ellys (above called Eyles ), but the author
would have been satisfied, I had in it exprest a notice of
his uncommon regard for Gospel truth, and a sympathy with
him under his particular trial of the want of children, the
rather that he allowed the author to desire the sympathy of
me and my friends for that effect that he received the letter

London, which for

trial

;

obligeingly; could not then give answer, being immediately
had been little in town that season,
going out of town
;

by his being building a house on a new purchase he
has made, partly being abroad with his lady for her health
that at
so that he had seen him but once these 3 months
that time he regretted to him, it had not been in his power,
with the hurry he had been in that season, to give me a
return
but shewed a disposition to send me^io as a token
partly

;

;

;

me that he had not yet got accounts
from Holland, nor Dr. Haggan from Bremen and Hall,
as also that
anent the specimen received in all those parts
and Mr.
in
the
Dr. Waterland has been still
country
2
him
seen
not
he
had
in
that
Abraham Taylor so much
it,
of his regard for

;

;

;

;

and

further, that Dr.

Hay, our countryman, a clergyman of

the Church of England, tho' he is for the novelty of the
points, yet values the work, and owns he has been instructed
1 In Boston's
Proper
time, as is well known, there was no uniformity in spelling.
names assume many forms.
2 Son of Richard
his
name
Dissenters
note
appears
among
Taylor was a man of
in a list (Sept. 1727) of known and approved ministers of the London Congregational
Board; became minister of Deptford, Kent, on Jan. 1, 1731, and remained for
about ten years at the same time he acted as theological tutor at the New Academy
for dissenting students.
He was a good classical scholar, and an able controversialist
Bogue and
in opposition to Samuel Clarke
was a correspondent of Wodrow.
;

;

;

;

Bennett,

iii.

285-6; Congreg. Hist. Soc. Transact.,

p.

50 (Jan. 1905).
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by reading both the one and the other MS.

;

that he has

sometimes engaged to lay out himself to get some of the
ablest of their Church to write a preface to it, recommending
it

;

that the author has

made him a present of the Fourfold

State; that he has urged the author to wait of the Archbishop of Canterbury, and the Bishops of Durham and

London, in order to their encourageing of it and had it not
been for their titles they must have, he had ere now been
and finally, desiring that
introduced to them for that effect
I would send him a title for the translation, with a view of
;

;

printing a

288 he can

find

new specimen

of both, with proposals, if possibly
;
promising to write me, how soon

encouragement

he should get Sir Richard's answer.
lift

On the first reading of that letter, all I could do, was to
my eyes to the Lord, that He would mold my heart into

such a frame and disposition as might be agreeable to

it.

But upon further considering of it, I was thankful for it yet
still seeing the necessity of dependance on the Lord to be
;

continued, with respect to that matter. And I could not but
observe that, on the Monday after, being the 7th, having

begun a narration of that letter, and abstract of the same
which is in retenh's, before I could have access to finish the
same, we sang in our ordinary at family worship the last part
of the psalm which I have a particular expectation from, as
the which I
above hinted, to wit, Ps. lxxi. 20, to the end
did with heart and good-will, having now had time to think
more of the matter, and see further into the import and
;

aspect of that letter.
To that letter I made a large return ; and therein endeavoured to satisfy him, as to what he desiderated in my letter
to
for,

For his uncommon

Sir Richard.

the

purity of

Gospel

truth,

relish of, and regard
was a matter exceeding

and I had
great in mine eyes from the time I understood it
had his particular trial at heart, and was concerned about it
;

before the Lord

but I doubted the expediency of expressing
these things, in the very first application made by me unto
I
him.
prepared also, and sent therewith, a title-page for
:

the essay on the text.

SCHULTENS AND GRONOVIUS
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But before the said return had reacht him, there came
hand on the 27th, being the Lord's day, a letter from
him, dated London, Dec. 10, bearing, that Sir Richard Ellys
having sent for him, communicated Mr. Gowan above said
his return to the above mentioned letter anent the specimen
to

my

;

of the which, taken down in writing by Mr. Grant from Sir
Richard's mouth dictating the same, the tenor follows
M The
of the Hebrew accentuation has been
:

specimen
carefully 289
read and examined, by the ablest judges of that sort of
I
mean by Mr. Schultens 1 and Mr.
learning that I know
2
Gronovius
both of them think, the author has given sur;

;

prising instances of the usefulness of the accents to settle
the meaning of the text ; and on supposition that the rest of
the work is equal to this sketch, it will upon the whole be

the best book that has been

deserves to be made public."

written on the subject, and

The

said letter further bare,
warm, as to his

that Sir Richard talkt several things very
concern for me and that work, and was for

its being handsomely printed, having had both the MSS. by him for some
time
that he gave him ten guineas to be transmitted to me,
as an acknowledgment of his sincere regard and esteem for
me, and as a pledge of doing all in his power to encourage
any work of mine with salutations, and an excuse for his
not writing as yet
and that he longs to see the MS. on the
Covenant ofgrace ; and has as warm a way of talking of the
Gospel, and of the absolute need of divine saving teaching,
to see its glory and comply with its noble design, as any
;

;

;

that

ever

the

author

was

in

company with

;

that

Mr.

Laroque, a French minister, an acquaintance of Sir Richard's,
coming in and hearing the story talkt over to him, promised
to procure twenty-five subscriptions

acquaintances abroad;
1

from his relations and

that the Earl of Isla

3

had promised

Albert Schultens [1686-1750], a distinguished Dutch Semitic scholar

;

Professor

Hebrew at Franeker, 1713 to 1729; removed to Leyden in 1729; Professor of
Hebrew at the University there in 1732, taught with great distinction till his death
he was the first to make systematic use of Arabic for the elucidation of Hebrew.
2 Abraham Gronovius
Dutch family
[1694-1775], a member of a distinguished
librarian of the University of Leyden
a fine classical scholar.
3
Archibald, third Duke of Argyll, son of Archibald, first Duke. For a time he
served as a soldier under Marlborough, but quitted the army and entered political
In 1705 he was appointed Lord High Treasurer of Scotland in 1706 he was
life.
of

;

;

;

;
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be a subscriber

and that

;

it
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would be
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difficult

to

keep

&c, of the two parts of the work distinct, as I
had proposed but that the printer might make the exactest
the charges,

290

;

still keeping in view the printing both
one
and
together,
subscription for all.
the
reading of that letter, I was somewhat as
Upon
the slowness of my
before in the case of the preceding one
natural temper having had a very discernible effect on these
But in the morning of the next day I had a good
occasions.

calculation as to both,

;

time of

it

;

how my God was

seeing then

keeping God

me

a faithful promise-

had begun to fulfil more of the latter
of
Psalm
and given me at length what
the
to me
part
71st
He had long delayed, but by providential notices and pledges
had bid me wait on for and giving thanks for His faithfulness and bounty
withal perceiving, I as really needed His
to
suit
hand,
my heart to what the thing done required of
I
I
as
needed it to do it for me.
me,
remembered, that on
to

;

;

;

;

the Friday's morning before (as I think), the petitions with
reference to that affair arose in my heart like water from a
spring, which even then upon reflection made me to hope.
that morning abovementioned, being Dec. 28, I had

And

something of the same nature in prayer for Sir Richard
" He that
Ellys, that word being brought me, Prov. xi. 25,
The signature of
watereth, shall be watered also himself."
a divine hand, on the raising up of him to befriend me, and
in such a manner as he has done in various respects, did
indeed appear with a glaring evidence.
Janet Scot abovementioned being much in the like case
as before the communion
considering I had the same God
to go to and the same Mediator still, I renewed the petitions
in her behalf; and ere long after, I heard the Lord had
And Providence now appearing to be in motion,
pitied her.
according to the words contained Ps. lxxi., I was hopeful, my
291 wife's turn expected therein would come about at length.
;

raised to the Peerage of Scotland as Earl of Hay in 1707 he was chosen one of the
sixteen representative peers in the first Parliament of Great Britain was wounded at
For many years he was entrusted with the managethe battle of Sheriffmuir in 1715.
ment of Scotch affairs succeeded to the Dukedom on the death of his brother in
Balfour Paul's Scots Peerage ;
J743 was eminent in letters as in politics died 1761.
Brunton and Haig's Senators, &c. pp. 485-7.
;

;

;

;

;

,
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That afternoon I received the ten guineas abovementioned,
by the hand of the bearer who the day before had brought

me

the letter.

Together with the said
Lord Grange, directed

I
received another, from
Mr.
my
Hog, desiring him to
me
a
book
concerning
acquaint
entituled, Biblia Hebraica
sive
Codicis
accenluum
radiis collustrati ultra
Hebrcei,
accentuata,

letter,

to

}

bis

mille specimina,

&c.

:

M. Georgii

et curis

opera

Christoph

1729 where and how I might get it, if I
and shewing, that if after seeing of it, I desired
to communicate thoughts with the author, perhaps a way
might be fallen on for that effect.
Hereby it seemed to me,

Pashsellii, Lipsice

desired

it

that Providence

making

it

;

;

was

at this time at

work

to diffuse that light,

from very distant quarters
the more to
that there was perhaps never so formidable

to arise

be regarded,

;

attaques made against revealed religion in Christian countries
as at this day.

What spare time I had that week was
What part of Tuesday I was able

letters.

entirely spent on
so to employ, was

spent in scrolling a letter to Sir Richard Ellys, and yet was I
not able so to effect it my God thus humbling me, and teach:

ing
dependance, and what a mere nothing I am
Withal in that night the hemorrhoid veins
without Him.

me my

voided blood so plentifully, that

thoughts of heart.
the morrow, I wrote

it

began

Howbeit having a

my

letter to

to create

me some

diet of catechising

on

Sir Richard on the Thurs-

day, Dec. 31, a copy whereof is in retentis
a very long letter to Mr. Grant.

;

and also began

On Friday, Jan. 1, 1731, I entered, in pursuance of my
former subject, on a new text, 1 Pet. v. 6, " Humble yourselves therefore under the mighty hand of God, that He may
l
And I was let into the meaning of
you in due time."
" under the
being
mighty hand of God," new to me namely, 292
that it mainly points at that inferiority to and dependance on
others, which God hath appointed for men's trial, now in this
world
the which is to be wholly taken away at the end

exalt

;

;

of

time.

When

I

had almost ended
1

Works,

iii.

552-90.

my

studies,

there
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from Selkirk an express with letters from EdinOne from Sir Richard Ellys, dated
burgh and London.
Dec. 1 6, 1730, bearing his highest regard for me, his
charitable thoughts of me raised by -the Fourfold State, and
arrived

his

hope of the produce of the Essay

this if

it

succeeds

in another kind

a glorious work, as

is

it

;

that

must necessarily

be subservient in the highest degree towards settling our

minds and composing our differences in these sad distracted
times
that, has Providence directed me to rules for as;

the sense of Scripture, or reducing it in some
good measure to a greater certainty than heretofore, for his
own part he had rather be author of such a book, than
master of the Indies that after saying this, he needed not
add much to assure me, he will do whatever lies in his power
certaining

;

to serve me in that noble design
that the specimen has
been showed to Messieurs Schultens and Abraham Gronovius,
;

the two best judges of that sort of learning at Leyden, and
all Holland
and he must say their answer pleased
him and that Mr. Loftus at Roterdam has promised him to
examine the said specimen himself, put it into the hands of
others, and then give his own and their impartial sentiments
and desiring and insisting that I think of him sometimes in
my most retired hours and shewing that this is what he
desires with some earnestness, and reckons he has a sort
of right to, as being a hearty well-wisher and friend, tho'

perhaps in

;

;

;

;

unknown

to me.
Another from Mr. Grant of the date Dec. 22, bearing,
293 his esteeming of Sir Richard Ellys the Phoenix of his day,
considering his high birth, uncommon learning, and vast
estate
that on the (then) last Lord's day, the said Sir
Richard had exprest an earnest concern to see the MS. on
the Covenant of grace, and told him he had talked to Sir John
Philips of the other work, who said he would lay out himself
to the utmost to encourage it, and exprest a concern to
see it; and told him next time he saw him, he had spoke
of it to the Bishop of St. David's or Coventry and Litchfield
(the author minds not which), and Dr. Brady, another clergyman of the Church of England, who desired to see the work
;

;
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had desired the author to return
he might shew them to Sir John, and
thereafter Sir John to these gentlemen
that accordingly he
had again lodged them in Sir Richard's hand, who desired
that Sir John and those he is show them to, might be
that therefor Sir Richard

the

MSS.

to him, that

;

keep them

weeks or a month, which was
John to take care that no
yielded upon
taken
of
be
any part that on his getting them
transcripts
he
to
shew
them to Mr. Abraham Taylor
minded
back,
and that the said Mr. Taylor is for the oneness of the
allowed

to

3

his cautioning Sir

;

;

covenant.

These letters did leisurely as before fill me with comand thankfulness.
The friendliness, openness, and
savouriness of Sir Richard's were really surprising, notwithstanding of all the favor he had shewn me before and I
could not miss to admire and adore that hand of God, which
had given his heart such a touch, upon that design
and
which also had first set, again excited, and still kept Mr.
Grant in motion therein.
That night, thinking to proceed
in my begun answer to Mr. Grant my strength would not
serve
so I was obliged to lay it aside.
Nevertheless I behoved to write two short letters, to go off on the morrow
in one of which I desired my friend Mr. Wilson forthearly
with to transmit the MS. on the Covenant, then with him to
Mr. Hog at Edinburgh, to be by him sent off to London, 294
to be shewn to Sir Richard
as to which I know not, at
what
is
done
writing hereof,
by him but I have committed
fort

;

;

:

;

;

;

it

to the Lord.

On

Saturday's morning, being the 2d, perceiving myself
overcharged with necessary business, I prayed for strength
for it, trusted I would get it
and accordingly I did get it.
;

And

with

that

strength

afforded

me

in

hunc effectum,

I

had to do that day, both as to my public
dispatched
I wrote
and private work, tho' it kept me late that night.
that day another letter to Sir Richard, the copy whereof is
all

I

and a letter to Mrs. Balderston, and several others.
had a good time of it, Lord's day morning, in prayer,
and more
particularly in praying for Sir Richard Ellys,

in retentis ;
I
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upon his special trial. Thereafter turning to
ordinary in reading the Scripture, which for some time
past I have entirely confined to the originals, as well in

particularly

my

New

the

Testament as the Old,

heart in desire

of a

word

I

had a great moving of

therein for

the particular case

above hinted, and accordingly met therewith, Matt. xxi. 2 2,
" And all
things whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer, believing,
But for all the sweet morning I thus had,
ye shall receive."
I
might know what a poor depending thing I was, I had
no gust nor feeling in the publick ordinances, lecture or
but I comforted my self in that my Lord
preaching that day
Christ is to the fore, and He changes not.
On the morrow our Session met, and I had access to the
Lord in prayer, and felt the power of His hand put in u by

that

:

And

the hole of the door."

that night

I

saw

it

necessary,

solemnly to address the throne of grace, for carrying on that
work now again set in motion. Accordingly on Tuesday the
5 th,

295

I

spent some time in prayer on that account, as also
work on the Hebrew text again entered

for assistance in the

on some time ago, and

for the divine pity with respect to

case in the ensuing spring.
Becoming faint, I took

pleased the

Lord

all

a refreshment

;

my

but withal

along to withdraw, so that

I

it

had no

sense nor feeling in that work, which was carried on heavily
my usual method. At length, thinking I was like to lose

in

that day's work,

I

resolved to believe over the belly of sense

;

and resolutely laid my petitions on these heads, among which
were petitions relating to Sir Richard's particular trial, for
Mr. Grant, my wife, and Mr. Henry Davidson, before the Lord,

name of Jesus Christ professing, that I did not at
look for the acceptance of my person, performances, or
petitions, upon the account of any thing about me, which
was but variable, but for the sake of Christ allenarly, 1 who,
in

the

;

all

whatever

I

was, remained

still

the same

;

and therefore had

confidence, they should be accepted, for His sake, over the
And I found much benefit in
belly of my want of sense.
this course.
1

Only or

solely.
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Thus, as has been narrated, did the Lord bring my five
months trial to a comfortable issue which helped to trust
;

Him

what remains at the writing hereof.
I
observed,
that this turn came not, until I was engaged again in the
work on the Hebrew text, in which the Lord has pitied me
as to sleep, according to my desire, p. 283*
and this timing
of that favorable turn, was so agreeable to the Lord's
ordinary way of dealing with me, that I had some expectation
for

;

returned to that work, that I behoved to be yoked
again, ere that dark piece of Providence relating thereto

before
to

it

I

would open.
Moreover I observed, that it came at a time 296
wherein I had attained, thro' grace, to more weanedness and
quieting of my self under a particular in my case, than I had
had of a long time before. And I cannot but further remark,
to the praise of glorious free grace, and the covenant-order
in dispensing the benefits thereof, that on the Wednesday
before the

Dec. 23,

first

of the letters directed to

my

self came,

being

1730, we had been
1

thanksgiving,

and the good

led to keep a congregational
for the removal of the late touch of dearth,
harvest.
This had been in view since my

conversing with the five Dissenters abovementioned, who,
from their personal knowledge, informed me of more dismal
effects of that dearth than I had been aware of, tho' I knew
it

to be very grievous

:

but

was put off so long, waiting if
thereto by a superior authority.

it

we might be called
However the people were sensible of the
and we had a very full meeting that day.
perhaps

Now

call

of Providence,

the sense of the abovenarrated signal appearance
my comfort, in that work which has long

of Providence for

been at heart with me, moved me to begin and thus far to
carry on the continuation in this and the other MS. before I
should return to
that

filled

January.

now

my work

my hand
As

till

broke

this

by these

off

letters.

Saturday's night

And

the 9th of

whereof one only
have been comfortably

for the diets of catechising,

remains, viz., for the

first

time,

I

'-Dec\ 13, 1730. The Session appointed Wednesday come 8 days for a day
of Thanksgiving to God, upon the account of the seasonable deliverance from the
late dearth and scarcity that the land was threatned with, and to beg God's blessing
upon the ensuing season." Ettrick Session Record.
1
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except that at Calcrabank above

mentioned.

On

297

the

morrow

there

came

to

my

hand a

letter,

shew-

ing that Mr. Du-Pont, who had urged me to write to Mons.
1
Professor of Theologie at Geneva, impatiently
Maurice,
The accentuation, so far as I
expected a letter for him.

could understand, being of little reputation in those parts, I
toil of that writing, whence I could have
so little expectation.
But upon that repeated call thereto, I

was not fond of the

my self to it, and on the Monday and Tuesday, the
Lord helping me, I made out a specimen of two sheets for
him.
Being on the morrow to catechise at Kirkhop, I thus
addrest

fearing I
that
the Lord
prayed

exhausted,

should

be

confused

would make me

clear

in

and

that

work,

distinct in

heard me to my own conviction.
On the
with
some
I
carried
the
Thursday
scrolling of my
difficulty
letter some length
but at night applying thereto again, I
was so worsted thereby, that on the morrow, my study day,
it

;

and

my God

;

I

was

quite out of case, tho'

I

got thro' with

difficulty.

In

had much ado to believe and
wrestle against anxiety, which on the Friday's night being
like to rob me of my rest, I turned to my knees on my bed,
made supplication for sleep, and got it. On the Saturday I
dispatched that letter, which being in Latin is in retentis ; as
also several others.
And on the Monday morning they were
conveyed away.
According to my faith, so it was with me
I had much ado to believe and trust the Lord in that matter
and I had much ado to get it accomplished. On the Sabbath
night, I was seized with an exquisite pain of the tooth-ache,
to the disturbing of the family.
The Lord sent it for my
humiliation, and I had occasion to see my being indebted to
free mercy, for the nights of sound sleep I had got for near
the matter of this

letter

I

:

;

a year before.

Moreover

in the following days, I found my indisposition
increased, so that my studies on the Friday were in
part marred, and behoved to be pursued on the Saturday.

much

1 Antoine
Maurice [1677-1756], minister of the Reformed Church at Geneva,
appointed Professor of Semitic Languages there in 1719 and of Theology in 1724.
;
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had taken meat or drink,

I

was seized with a vomiting, and threw up a great quantity of
But perceiving 298
crudities; the which turned to my benefit.
from not getting my meat chewed, for lack of
set my self to use more caution in that matter.

this to arise
teeth,

I

On

the last of January came to my hand a letter from
George Grant, whereby I understood his brother Mr. John
was to return home, latter end of February or beginning of
March while as yet I knew nothing done effectually in my
But therewith came Ledheburius his book on the
affair.
accents
by the preface whereof I understood the disappointments he had been exercised with, as to the publishing of it.
Upon this and other incidents, I was made to
betake my self anew to my God, and in the name of Christ
;

;

to lay

set

my

several requests very particularly before

Him

;

the

was helped to do with confidence. And thus was I
anew to hang on about the Lord's own hand.
But having unhappily suffered the monthly meeting of

which

I

the Session, which should have been kept first Monday of
February, to drop, that I might have more time for my

beloved study, which
in, I found

I

had almost

my

all

along that far been

self disappointed.

Acknowledging
and resolving to keep that meeting on the 2d
1
Monday, I got that week both strength and time for that
study, in a measure, I think, I had not till then obtained.
And on the Saturday, after much weariness, came to my
hand several letters, whereof one from Hall in Saxony,
the tenor
directed to Mr. Zeigan Haggan abovementioned
whereof follows
11
Vir Plurimum Reverende ac Doctissime, amice in
Christo pie colende.
Tandem post quatuor mensium inter-

hampered

my

sin,

;

:

vallum, his ipsis diebus redditae mihi sunt

literae,

quas 18

1 " Feb.
After prayer, sederunt Mr. Boston minister, Adam Scot, Robert
8, 1731.
Some brethren having prayed, the Session proBigger, elders, John Beaty clerk.

ceeded to business.
"Testimonials

in favours of Robert Easton from the parish of Askirk, Dec. 3,
1730 years, and signed by Mr. Walter Stewart minister, was read and sustained.
Testimonials were craved in favours of Elisabeth and Isable Bo tons, late in
Chaplehop, and were granted. The Session closed with prayer." Ettrick Session
Record.
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superioris Augusti, una cum specimine novi operis
accentibus sive interstinctionibus sacri Ebraei textus, ad

de

me

Grato omnino animo agnosco tui in me benevoli
constantiam, nee minus etiam clarissimo atque

dedisti.

adfectus

eruditissimo Bostono, pro testificatione amoris obstrictum

Non putaveram

agnosco.

qualemcunque notitiam

me

Transmarinos esse, qui ob
sacrarum literarum me diligeret
inter

;

praeter binas easque primas meas disputationes academicas, jam ultra triginta et sex annos conscriptas, nihil de

quum

299

accentibus Ebraicis Latina lingua ediderim.
Memini tamen
in adnotationibus Biblicis saepius ad eorum usum et subsidium,
in

dignoscenda vera dictorum sententia

me

provocare.

Im-

pense gratulor rei sacrae literariae, quod etiam inter divisos
ab orbe nostro Britannos, divinae illius cynosurae jubar clarius
incipiat fulgere; atque ex animo precor, ut nisi jam factum

opus egregium felicibus auspiciis propediem in lucem
quantum enim ex transmissis ejus speciminibus
constat, adeo solerter et exquisite, circumspecte, ac solide,
ex sedulo observatis naturalibus hujus doctrinae principiis,
plurimum Reverendus author hoc argumentum pertractavit,
illud sit,

mittatur

:

me

ut caeteros, qui a
relinquat.

queat,
ticulas,

visi

aut

lecti

Quod judicium meum

fuerunt, longe post se
praematurum videri

etsi

quod non totum opus, sed pauciores tantum illius parinspicere mihi licuerit, ideo tamen non fallet, quod

illarum
stantia,

partium exquisita venustas, de totius operis praeluculentum indicium faciat.
Nee obesse poterit

praeclaro instituto,

si

quid

forte

in

allatis

exemplis adhuc

occurrat, aut monendum quid restet ; si quidem
regulis bene ac solide constructis sua nihilominus certitudo
constabit.
Sic, exempli causa, in capite 8, partis 1, Exod.
xxv. 1 2, non quatuor sed octo annulos dinumerat vir

dubium

doctissimus, idque ex accentuum, ut putat, interstinctione.
Ea tamen in sententia vix alios habebit consentientes, quia et
verbis et interstinctionibus sacris satisfied poterit, si modo

Vau

praefixum ab

initio posterioris hemistichii, ut saepius fieri

oportet, explicative accipiatur, h. m. Duos nimirum annulos
adfiges, non in parte anteriori vel posteriori ad angulos, sed
De quo
in latere arcae uno, et sic duos in latere ejus altero.

1
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tamen pluribus nunc disputare nee vacat, nee per tempus
tantum ad praecautionem Reverendi authoris id moneo,
et aliud potius exemplum urgeat, quod exceptionibus minus
sit obnoxium.
Id quod cum plurima et officiosissima salute
viro pio et erudito ut meo nomine renuncies te etiam atque
etiam rogo.
Quod reliquum est, quum ad finem decurrit
annus quern agimus per Dei gratiam, et novus instet, ut ille
tibi et sacro tuo muneri sit auspicatissimus, ex animo voveo.
Vale itaque in Domino Jesu, in longos annos omni ex parte

licet,

et quod facis porro ama Plur.
atque incolumis
Reveren. nominis tui studiosissimum.
(Sic subscribitur)
Michaelis. 1
Dabam raptim, die 24 Decemb.
D. Jo. Henr.

salvus

;

1730, Halae."
sight hereof with the rest, sent me to the Lord, that
my heart as the matter might require. And

The

He

might manage

afterward reading

it,

I

was almost made

to break out in tears

of joy at the goodness of God towards poor me.
therewith a letter from Mr. Grant of the date Jan. 17,

I

had

73 1
in which no word of his returning, but bearing his having
as yet got no account of the reception of my papers from
2
and the prelates, Sir Richard being out of
Sir John Philips
The
town, and (the author) not having seen Sir John.
morrow after, finding that the treatise on the Covenant, which
I had committed to the Lord, was arrived safe at London, I
found

my

moved solemnly

self

committing
Himself by

it
it

;

to return

Him

1

;

thanks for that,

again to Him, and praying He would honor
and herein the Lord was with me in a special

manner.
Having, on the Monday, February 8, held the Session, as
I
applied my self that week, as I had access, to
prepare a letter for Dr. Michaelis, wishing to have the same

resolved,

1
John Henry Michaelis [1668-1738] succeeded A. H. Francke as Professor of
Oriental Languages at Halle in 1699 became ordinary Professor of Theology in
1709 and Dean of the Theological Seminary in 1732. His influence at Halle was
far-reaching in the direction of thorough exegetical study of the Scriptures in the
original; also by the publication of a critical edition of the Old Testament, 2 vols.
ad doctrinam
Conamina
Publications on Hebrew accentuation
(Halle, 1720).
Hebrceorum
De accentibus
de accentibus Hebrceorum prosaicis (Halle, 1695)
;

;

.

:

;

.

.

.

.

.

(Halle, 1700).
2 Sir
John Philipps (Philips) of Picton, Pembrokeshire, 4th Baronet; M.P. for
Pembroke, and later for Haverfordwest. He died in 1736, and was succeeded by his
eldest son,

Erasmus.

Burke's Peerage

and Baronetage,

p.

1211 (1903).
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straitned therein, that having

Saturday at 1 1 a clock, I
not
to
have
that
business dispatcht till
accounts
my
But going down stairs
the beginning of the following week.
at the time foresaid I was surprised to hear of an occasion

had

it

till

laid

Edinburgh on the Monday. Whereupon finding my self
sore pressed, and already outwearied, I made my supplication unto God ; then dispatcht in the first place my work for
to

the Sabbath, and immediately thereafter applied my self to
After dinner I took my horse, and spent
writing that letter.

some time in riding for my health and for strength at half
6 went to my closet again and a friend having gifted me
301 some bottles of white wine, I took a glass of it, some time
and by 1 1 a clock at
after, for the same causes aforesaid
night had all dispatched, viz., a letter to Dr. Michaelis,
;

;

;

another to Dr. Haggan, both in Latin, the copies whereof
are in retentis, a third to Mr. Grant, and other two to other
Thro' this closeness of application I lost much of
persons.
the night's rest, not being able to command sleep, as usual
with

me

in

such cases.

But on the morrow, being the Lord's

strength for my work ; only heaven
more sweet to me as a rest from toil and labor.

day,

I

had

full

was obliged

was made

On

the

to visit a sick

person at Buccleugh.
The Lord
This conduct of Providence was admirably sweet.
tried me, and brought to me my purpose, in His way, tho'
Had I known sooner of the occasion to Edinnot in mine.
I could have done no more than I was doing, but it
burgh,

Monday

I

would have rendered me more uneasy so it was kindly kept
up from me till the due time, tho' human inadvertency was
And as I
the means Providence made use of for that end.
desired so I got strength in hum effectum, when I saw what
And O what kindness I saw in the necessity
lay upon me.
I was
laid on me to ride 7 miles on the Monday.
heartily
ordered
God
how
see
to
my labor, my rests, and
my
pleased
my motions, wishing ever to be under no other conduct.
But upon the neck of this, Satan laid a train for me, and
but was washt again in the
I
was catcht and defiled
:

;

Redeemer's blood.

AND ADDITION

EXERCISE
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Thereafter the Presbyterial exercise and addition lying
on me, I set my self, as I had access to study the same.
And being helped thro' grace to trust the Lord, I was

most

carried

comfortably

thro'

the

study

So

thereof.

that on Tuesday, Feb. 23, I had access, with much thankfulness to my kind Father, to return to my beloved study,
I
had been broke off from by the arrival of the letters
foresaid.

On March 1, I went to Selkirk, where on the morrow I
delivered the discourse aforesaid to an unexpectedly frequent
1

very time, a person I had a particular
were seeing the
in, together with some others,
cocks fighting, which afterward coming to my knowledge was 302
matter of grief.
Looking on this as probably the last of the
auditory,
interest

tho' in the

might have occasion to deliver, I had been concerned
that the Lord would give it me with a relish
and the relish
I
sought I got, according to His great mercy, even to the
filling of my heart with satisfaction, as in the study of it.
kind

I

:

gracious Father, I returned on
a
the Thursday's night, with
humbling view of my unprofitableness in conversation, and a conviction, as usual, that my

And, with thankfulness

to

my

obscure and retired

life is really best for me.
Being thro'
weariness unfit for study on the morrow, I had no need,
But while abroad, one
having enough provided aforehand.

of the remaining comforts of

my

life

endured a shock, that

had sometime before been a working the which was very
affecting, seeing how the Lord was drawing away one comfort
:

me after another.
On the Monday and Tuesday

from

after,

I

was obliged

to ride

utmost corners of the parish to visit sick; and on the
two following days applied my self, as I was able, to my
but recovered not till Friday my study day.
private business
And hereby I perceived how little I had to expect from riding
to

:

And now

what food
teeth
two
I
should use, there not being left me
meeting
and it became a petition unto God, that
together to chew

in

way

of cure.

I

was

straitned as to

;

1 This discourse on the Duties
of husband
delivered Mar. 2, 1731.
Works, iv. 209-18.

and

wife, from the text, Eph. v. 23,

Y

was
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a course of feeding,

having no use for meat nor drink, but to fit this body for
For a time I for bare the use of flesh
but
His service.
Mean while
afterward I cut it very small, and used- it again.
on the 17th, I had perfected the versions and notes on
Gen. xxi. and on the 20th began to write it over in mundo.
But that day last named I was extremely indisposed and
;

opprest, so that I was obliged to betake my
Howbeit that extremity continued not
bed.
;

self

to

my

neither did

March arrive at the height it went to in
March preceding.
On the 28, I closed my ordinary,
of humiliation, comfortably assisted.
About this time, in
several instances of mothers and children, moved to pray
for them, I was graciously heard, and my soul filled with
303 praise on that score. Moreover having on occasion of the

my

trouble this

the

late

occurrences relating to the

to time a certain run of

MSS. observed from
was

let

time

into this

temper prevailing,
view of human nature, not much adverted to before, viz., that
whereas there are two parts of sympathy, namely weeping
with them that weep, and rejoicing with them that rejoice,
human nature is far more ready to go into the former
than into the latter, from a certain undue care for one's
self, and a jealousie of others, which in the former there is
not so much place or occasion for.
Mean while all had
enough ado to keep my head above the water, having
had no accounts of these MSS., since the time abovenoted
I

;

having taken God for my friend, prayed He would,
and trusted He will do the part of a friend to me in the
matter, I endeavoured not to be uneasy, as under the
former disappointment.
By the 15 th of April, I had transcribed the versions and
notes on Gen. xxi. and thereafter, as I had opportunity, went
on in that beloved study.
But there still continuing a deep
silence from London anent my MSS., the case of which was
still laid before the Lord, I was on May 19th brought to
that, that the Lord would glorify Himself, either by the
but

And having
burying of them, or the publishing of them.
now the administration of the sacrament in view, of which

MR. LOFTUS
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some things are marked, Passages , p. 365, there was an
addition to the infirmities hanging about my crazy body, by
a new pain in my right knee, which seized me in the night
of the 24th
but thro' grace it
the sacrament being fixed to
;

was welcome.

The time

of

2d Sabbath of June,

the

from the 3d day of that month I laid aside my beloved
And on the 4th, came to my hand a
study for the time.
letter from Sir Richard Ellys, of the date April 17, 173 1,
insisting that I should send the MS. on the Covenant to
the press, assuring that nothing should be wanting on his
the which letter Christian and
part to set it forward
;

friendly

And

is

in relentis.

therewith came a

letter,

directed

to

Sir Richard,

from Mr. Loftus, anent the specimen on the accentuation, 304
dated Roterdam, April 20, 1731
wherein he insinuates,
that some great men in the sacred literature at Leiden had
;

modestly refused to give their thoughts of
own judgment thereon as follows
u

it

;

but gives his

-

:

have perused the MS. and take it for a certainty, or
great probability, that the other parts and pages of the MS.
are done with equal care and judgment ; and then I think it
is a very good undertaking, which shews the diligence, inHe is clear, orderly,
dustry, and accuracy of the author.
and methodical, and has some observations in the specimen,
that I take to be most judicious and useful, which I never
met with in my small reading, tho' I have compared, and am
still

I

comparing authors. And I should be glad to see this
criticorum, &c, encouraged, not only to excite the

criticus

languishing

taste

of

our

nation

to

put

such criticks as

Le Clerque 1 out of countenance, who make so little account
of the Hebrew accents, as if they were superfluous niceties,
but also to give some occasion for the revival of the conJohn Clericus or Le Clerc [1657-1736] studied philosophy and theology at
was a short time in London, in 1682, as minister of the Walloon Church
went to Holland, was minister of the Remonstrant Church, Amsterdam, till 1684, when
through the influence of Limborch he was appointed Professor of Philosophy and of
Hebrew in the Remonstrant Gymnasium on Limborch's death succeeded to the chair
of Church History was suspected of Socinianism a voluminous writer.
1

Geneva

;

;

;

;

;
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troversy, which many think was sufficiently wrought into a
2
decision by Capell * and Buxtorf.
"
Bartholomew

Loftus."

(Signed)

Mean while, no account thereof from
state of the matter there.

On Monday June

London, as

to the

7th, having kept the house two weeks,
to me in order to

new communicants coming

to attend the

their admission,

I

rode out a mile but with great pain in

my

Being come back the length of the gleib, much moved
herewith, in respect of what might happen in being called to

knee.

visit the sick, I tried

hanging

my

leg out of the stirrop,

and

riding so with pretty much ease, I was encouraged again with
I rode out again in the same
respect to the event foresaid.
and
on
the
morrow
that way for some
continued
posture
;

had occasion.
was become lame, the scurvy having

time after as

Thus
305

into

my

kneeling

I

I

knee, at the time abovenoted.
;

And

at prayer either standing upright,

I

fallen down
was put from

or prostrating

But now the pain I formerly had in my
on a bed.
my
me in the spring, and towards the
which
came
to
back,
went
But this seemed
autumnal equinox
off, came no more.
have
its
the
humor
to
taken
now landing in my knee
place,
which formerly had annoyed my back.
There had been a hay-stack burnt, and about 4 starling
stolen from the owner of the stack in Deephop, in the spring
but no finding out of the actor or actors of these wickedTherenesses
only there was one vehemently suspected.
fore on the fast da}' before the sacrament, in my preface, I
self

;

;

Ludovicus Cappellus [1585-1658], an eminent French Protestant scholar ;
two years at Oxford, where he studied the Semitic languages became
Professor of Hebrew and Theology at Saumur, and taught with great distinction till
His chief work, Arcanum punctationis revelatum, after being refused
his death.
licence in France and Geneva, was published at Leyden in 1624, and caused a great
outcry.
Cappellus maintained the modern invention of the accents and vowel signs.
This work gained for him the name of the Father of sacred criticism. Cf. Davidson's
Heb. Accent, p. 20, n 4.
2 This was
John Buxtorf the younger [1599-1664], who upheld the divine
authority of the Hebrew accents in his treatise, Tractatus de punctorum Hebraicorum
1

lived for

origine, antiquitate, &c. (1648).

;

LAST COMMUNION

i?3i

read to the congregation
tion of uncertain murder

Deutonomy

xxi.

34 1
anent the expia-

and accordingly in the prayer
immediately following, begged the Lord would not impute
it

;

to the congregation.

At

1
communion, June 13, whereof Passages, pp.
366-367, it happened there was but one single person at
the last table.
Mr. Wilson was gone away, Mr. Davidson

this

declined

it.

Whereupon

I

addrest

my

self to the

work.

I

shewed the people, that our Lord Christ received every one
that came to Him
that the action was one continued action,
and not then closed and so proceeded as usual without any
The tokens distributed to communicants were
variation.
about seven hundered and seventy seven
the collection
on the three days seventy seven pounds, thirteen shillings,
2
There were about nine score strangers in
fourpence, Scots.
;

;

;

1

This was Boston's

relating to

it

"

communion

last

The minutes

at Ettrick.

of the Kirk Session

are as follows
After prayer, sederunt Mr.
1731.
:

Boston minister, John Anderson,
May 3,
Thomas Anderson, William Bleck [Blaik], Robert Bigger, John Scot, James Scot,
James Geddes, Adam Scot, elders, John Beaty clerk
"Appointed the celebration of the sacrament of the Lord's supper upon the 13
day of June, and to be intimate in due time."
"June 6, 1731. This day the tokens were distributed to the ordinary communicants within the parish, and a new roll of those desiring to be admitted was read and
;

.

.

.

considered."

"June 9, 1731. After prayer, sederunt, Mr. Boston minister, William Bleck,
Robert Bigger, James Scot, John Scot, James Geddes, John Andison, Thomas
Andison, James Linten, John Currie, elders, John Beaty clerk.
" The minister
produced and read before the Session the above mentioned roll of
persons desiring to be admitted to the Lord's table, and reported that having examined
them he was satisfied with their knowledge. And it was enquired if any member of
the Session had anything to object against them, or any of them, and nothing being
objected, they were called to come in all together and they compearing, all the above
questions were proposed to them, to all and every one of which, they expressly testified
their consent, whereupon the Session did and hereby do admit them to the Lord's
;

table.

"The roll of these admitted this day is as follows: Robert Easton and Marion
Hog, William Bigger and Henrate Bleck, Janet Bleck in Midghop, Isable Scot and
Margaret Scot in Kirkhop, Robert Ranick and Jean Martin in Tushalaw, James
Andison in Croslee, Elisabeth Andison in Chaplehop, Alexer. Thomson in Deephop,
Alexer. Laidlaw and Elisabeth Cowan in Riskinhop and Andrew Scot there, Walter
and Helen McClenan in Mountcommon."
Bryden
"
June 12, 1731. The tokens were distribute to ministers and elders, and others
in
producing testimonials that were read and susteined, which testimonials are
Ettrick Session Record.
questions put to the new communicants are given in the Memoirs, Appendix,

retentis."

The

p. 7, par. 10.

Cf, p. 283.

2 At a
meeting of Session on July 12, 1731, the Treasurer and Clerk gave in an
account of collections and disbursements. The income from Feb. 28 to July 4, 1731,
not including balance, amounted to .133, 13s. nd. Scots. The collections on June
The disbursements from
77, 13s. 4d. Scots.
12, 13, and 14, as Boston states, were
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William Blaik husband of

Isabel Bigger aforesaid entertained, having before baken for
them half a boll of meal for bread, bought four shillings and

tenpence starling worth of wheat bread, and killed three
And I believe their neighbour,
lambs, &c., made thirty beds.
her
would
be much the same.
This
Robert Bigger
brother,
I

record once for

all,

for a

swatch of the hospitality of the

for God hath given this people a largeness of heart,
parish
to communicate of their substance on these and other occa306 sions also. And my heart has long been on that occasion
with
particularly concerned for a blessing on their substance
:

;

such a natural emotion, as if they had been begotten of my
These within a mile of the kirk still had the far greater
body.
and whereas for several
weight on solemn occasions
preceding years, thro' Mrs. A. in G., her frowardness in
:

deserting the ordinances, that place was in a manner shut
up to the Lord's stranger people, to the overburdening of

the neighbourhood, at this communion the Lord had made
for them there too, she being removed out of it at the

room

preceding Whitsunday, and Walter Bryden put in peaceable
This was a surprising and unexpected turn
possession of it.
of Providence, brought about by an infatuation of her son

James,

who having

he would

lightly said to the owner of the ground,
for a certain small sum named by him give up his

tack, was immediately taken at his word, and held at it.
This was a glaring instance of the foot's slideing in due time.
Being just settled to business in my closet, on Tuesday
June 22, I was called to see Rachel Grieve's child aforesaid
Feb. 17, to June 20, 1731, are given in detail and amounted to
83,
items of disbursement are the following
02 07
Feb. 17. Lost by uncurrent money
02 00
Apr. 5. To the Lithuanian Bursar
To William Dickson for work about the
,,
,,
tent
02 02
01 04
June 14. To common beggars
For mending one fold, and building another
,,
,,
for holding the horses
03 05
To poor strangers
01 04
,,
30.
00 12
For making a keeper to hold the sand-glass
,,
,,
To John Laidlaw a poor man to buy him a
,,
,,
01 08
pair of shoes
00 06
To a poor stranger
,,
,,
There are more than forty entries, in this account, of money given to

Among the

the parish.

13s. Scots.

:

.

.

.

.

:

:

.

.

.

.

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
the poor of
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Ramsaycleugh, a dying
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and before

I could get
away, I
a communicant, a dying too.
child was just expired when I got to the place.
From
thence I went to Glenkerry to the woman, whom I found in
a most dangerous condition, all means proving ineffectual.

was
The

called

Thus

the

to see

:

woman

a

Lord seemed to refuse
woman was gone too.

thought that

to be

and I
went back

intreated

Wherefore

I

:

on the Thursday, judging she could not last at that rate but
when I came thither, I found her sitting at the fire pretty
well recovered
and they thought themselves out that they
had not prevented my trouble of this new visit. But I
and when I came home, I saw
rejoiced and gave thanks
that God had hindered them
to check me for my so soon
I
took the
giving over hopes of His hearing of prayer.
rebuke kindly
and it was useful to me in another case.
For whereas I had put up petitions, for the prospering of
the affairs of the people, who on the late occasion had
honoured Him with their substance
but understood that
since that time some of them had got but a sorry market
I hereby saw more into the method of Providence, and
307
believed that God would notwithstanding make out His
word, and they should not lose their reward. The first
four days of that week, lame as I was, I was obliged to be
on horseback, thankful to God that I was able, and was not
But supping ordinarily at
laid by from that piece of service.
that time on a glass of mum ! and a piece of wheat bread, it
was humbling to me, and a point of submission to the will of
God, who had made it necessary for me to be at such pains
about the body, and that I could not put it off with as little
On the Monday morning after,
choice as sometimes before.
having had some comfortable account and view of the fruits
and being withal led into
of the Lord's work in my hand
some admiration of the glorious mystery of the incarnation
I had a comfortable while in my bed
of the Son of God
while I could not sleep
and it came to my remembrance,
that before I came to Etterick, one concerned for me had
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

1

A

peculiar kind of beer

meal sometimes added.

made

of the malt of wheat

,

with a

little

oat

and bean
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should be for the good of a

young generation

is

the old

have comfort.
About the 7th of July, my knee became worse than ever,
with the
the pain having in the night gone to an extremity
which trysted a letter, inviting to the communion at GalaIn the morning I took
shiels, to be on the 1st of August.
the letter and spread it before the Lord, crying for pity.
And thereafter my knee returned to its ordinary, the great
in several of

now,

I

;

About that time I was let
pain having abated by degrees.
into a strengthning view of the fulness of a God in Christ,
whereby I perceived, that whatever were the communications

was

of divine love to others

more than

same room

there were not another object of it
this continued to be of great use

me, as

for

And

the world.

in

all

to

me.

if

to me, there

still

the

The work

there lying wholly on my two friends and
Mr. Craig 1 probationer, I was led for my subject
to 2 Cor. xii. 9, " For my strength is made perfect in weak2
I made my way thither on the Friday, but with
308 ness."
much difficulty not from pain or sickness, but mere weak-

me and

;

had abundant strength
given
my
there, preached Saturday and Sabbath
and the Lord was with
and
served
five tables
afternoon,
me in my publick and private work in my chamber and
ness to

me

Howbeit

the horse.

sit

I

work

for

:

;

1

Francis Craig, son of

Hugh

Craig, minister of Galashiels,

"was

a good, honest

man, under great deeps of exercise for some years, which brought him to haunt with
some of the Marrow brethren and their followers. When he came to the Presbytery
of Dunfermline, he was sent to Kinross, and the people were as one man for him,
save one Bailie
who influenced another. The more he preached there, the
more they were knit to him." Wodrow, Analecta, iv. 78-80.
The Presbytery were thoroughly satisfied with Mr. Craig, and unanimously agreed
but at the instance of Principal Hadow, and Mr.
to proceed with his ordination
Anderson of St. Andrews, keen Anti-Marrow men, the Synod of Fife appointed
a committee to act with the Presbytery in further examining Mr. Craig, and judging
of his fitness for Kinross.
From the Presbytery the case was referred to the
Synod, and by the Synod to the Assembly, and by the Assembly to the Commission,
.

.

.

;

which confirmed the Synod's decision

to lay aside the call.

Shortly thereafter, the Patron, with the help of the Synod, thrust an unpopular
candidate on the parish. The narrative by Dr. M'Crie, of the proceedings at Kinross,
throws light on the methods used by prominent men in the Church to delay and to
defeat the settlement of suspect ministers.
Craig does not appear to have been
settled in any parish.
Christian Instructor, pp. 88-92 (February 1832).
2 Two sermons
a
on
sacramental
occasion at Galashiels, July 31 and
preached

August

1,

1731.

Works,

vi.

365-76.
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Him as my God. On the
Saturday, there was, I think, some thunder before we went
out
but between 2 and 3 a clock, when I had begun my
sermon, it returned and went to a great pitch.
Upon the
back of the 2d or 3d clap I said to the people, " The God
of glory thundereth
He will give His people strength, and
at the table helped to believe in

:

;

them with peace." So I went on undisturbed, the fire
The people sat
every now and then flashing in my eyes.
gravely and decently, without any disturbance discerned by
me, perceiving nothing of that nature among them, more
than the drawing of their clothes about them as in the
case of rain.
In time of the prayer after sermon, it went
bless

to a prodigious height, that I could not miss the imagination
of being struck down in a moment ; but thro' grace was kept
undisturbed in my work.
In time of singing the psalms,

while

I

come up to speak to the
he could not come so I adBut whereas there had
officiate for him.
rain before, there came such a mighty pouring

lookt for Mr. Davidson to

people as usual,
drest my self to

been but

little

I

was

told

:

out of rain, that I was obliged to dispatch quickly.
Then
we distributed the tokens, the papers mean while being
damnified * with the rain while they were produced and read.

Having done the work without, when I came into the house,
was lying groveling and groaning on his
chamber floor under a most exquisite fit of the gravel and
after sitting some time with him, who in his extremity declared himself under a Father's hand, I left him as I found
him.
The pain going off he was sick thro' the night,
and rose not soon. So I had laid my accounts to officiate
for him before the action
but said nothing, waiting to see 309
how Providence would move. But after all he went out
'twixt 9 and 10, preacht a sweet sermon, and did his other
work, without the least vestige of his illness about him in
Mr. Davidson

:

;

it

;

speaking with as

much

him at any time when
seemed in no uneasiness
ful

vigor as ever, I think, I heard
so that the multitude
;

at his best

at all to hear.

This was a wonder-

stroke of Providence, carrying matters to such an ex1 I.e.

damaged.
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But
tremity, and then bringing to such a comfortable issue.
that was the full-sea-mark as to him, since which time to the

day of the writing

hereof,

more as a quarter of a year

after,

know he has not had

a return of his usual pains,
but a turn to the better, and seems to be in a way of reOn the Sabbath morning we heard of two persons,
covery.
so far as

in

I

the neighbouring parish of Stow, slain by the thunder ;
third
the which made it the more

and afterwards of a

;

signal mercy, that there was no breach made on the multitude, either in the place, or going to their places of abode.
Long was the roll of the sick and distressed which was read.

In prayer

I

found sensible help of the Lord, to go

thro' the

This
several kinds, and petitions for them laid to my hand.
was the prayer after the afternoon sermon on the Lord's day.
I saw at Galashiels a letter from Sir Richard Ellys to
Mr. Hog, approving and encourageing the design of printing
the MS. on the Covenant ; and a postscript by Mr. Grant
but
bearing, that it should be returned as soon as might be
no word of the other MSS. There also I had a letter from
a young minister, shewing some difficulty in conceiving about
the Covenant of grace, and desiring my thoughts on that
I took it for a providential hint towards publishsubject.
And afterwards I wrote him my
ing of the said MS.
:

thoughts at large, willingly embracing that occasion of servthe interest of truth, whatever use should be made of it.

310 ing

From some

time after

return home,

my

till

towards the

was on the study of Gen. xxiii., the
two former being transcribed. 1 That study proved so difficult
latter

end of September,

I

1
Copious extracts from this unpublished commentary are given in the Body of
Divinity, iii. 232, 268, 352, 370, 562 (1773). The original MS. is in the possession of
Rev. D. A. Mackinnon, United Free Church Manse, Marykirk, a lineal descendant
" This MS. contains
of Boston, who states that
352 folio pages closely written, being
a commentary on Genesis, chaps, i. to xxiv. v. 1. It ends abruptly at foot of p. 352.
It is bound in vellum with the date mdccxxxi. on outside (back).
This binding is
It bears the following inscriptions
evidently modern.
,

:

"A. H. Simpson,
to the Rev. Alexander Mackinnon, F.C. Manse of Strathfillan,
his father-in-law, Alex. H. Simpson, the great grandson
of the author.
March 1866.

"Bequeathed
by

" D. A.
Mackinnon, grandson of Alex. H. Simpson,
F.C. Manse, Marykirk, 1884."
Cf. pp. 273, 304, 338.

Memoirs, Appendix, pp. 14-15.
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and slow, that it seemed to me I was not in case for such
and I often
work, by reason of the state of my body
Providence
would
me
to
it
thought
oblige
give
over, and
so take away that remaining comfort of my life.
But in
that time I was twice remarkably pitied, after serious
appli;

God by prayer, on that head.
the 3d of September, I had by a letter an account
of an apparent beginning of Mr. Davidson's deliverance and

cation to

On

recovery. And being on the 5 th, to begin lecturing the Song
of Solomon, considering the growing infidelity and profaneness of the day, I was moved to preach on the 1st verse
thereof, to vindicate the divine authority

and

spirituality of

should enter on explaining it.
I was much
it, &c,
satisfied in the divine conduct in that matter, several persons
before

of

some

I

distinction falling to hear that day,

ordinary with us, it being the
return from his travels.

first

Sabbath

beyond what was
after Tushilaw's

Having had some expectation, that as in some former
years, I would become somewhat better in health about the
autumnal equinox instead thereof I became sensibly worse
the knee particularly swelled more, and the leg became weaker;
so that I was fain to betake my self to my staff again, as in
;

;

This turn as to my body,
the beginning of that trouble.
what
view
of
me
a
rational
might be expected from the
gave
spring shock added thereto, in case of my seeing the spring
I had some comfortable prospect of the weary's getting
;

and

to rest.

William Blaik's family, who had a

train

of trials since

the sacrament, was tost in a sea of trouble for a long time
from the beginning of August, he, his wife, and three children,
all fixt to sick-beds together.
They were attended by a 311
she had not of a
who
declared
a
weak
neighbor
woman,

long time had so much health as was afforded her during
After a long trial of several
the time of her attendance.
turns, the Hearer of prayer brought all safe through ; and
at length, at their desire, thanks were returned in the congregation for their recovery, as prayers had been put up

there for them.
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Considering the continued silence as to the MSS. relating
Hebrew, and thence perceiving that they do not take

to the
at

London,

with them

this did

my

self

with me, when

I

sometimes put

me

almost out of conceit

but yet the value for them revived again
cast my eyes on the discoveries made by
;

that study. However I
in the matter, only had

came
some

to be in
difficulty

good measure weaned
as to the calling them

home
full

peremptorily, being afraid of not allowing Providence
scope in the business; and wanting only to be cleared

as to

my

duty

in that point.

was again written

But the MS. on the Covenant

for.

By reason of my frailty I took two days for my journey
unto Maxton, to the communion there, administered October
1
As we were coming away homeward, Mr. Wilson put
3d.
into my hand a printed paper of the Commission of the
General Assembly 1650, entituled, The great sin and chief
guiltiness of Scotland, in the contempt of the Gospel, designed
to be reprinted
This
desiring me to write a preface to it.
;

I

and that

in earnest

knowing nothing parand judging him more fit to
However he obliged me
manage things of that kind.
to keep it, to read it at my leisure, and shew what I
observed in it.
As I came to New-house that night being
the Tuesday, I met with an incident that discomposed me
somewhat, and brought some damage on me as to the frame
of my spirit, of which and that communion, Passages, p. 368.
2 Getting home on Wednesday, as I lay abed that night, I read
the paper abovementioned
and I was thereby, thro' the
blessing of God on it, convinced, instructed, directed, comand particularly helped towards a
forted, and recovered
utterly refused,

;

ticularly about the matter,

3

1

;

;

And the impression
On the morrow, finding
grace lasting.
I had several occasional things laid to
my hand to do, and
knowing myself liable to an unfitness for action after travel,
right use-making of sacraments received.
it

I

made was

choosed

to

thro'

transcribe in

mundo something of what was

1 From
the Session Record we learn that there was no sermon at Ettrick on
August i, 1731, when Boston was at the communion at Galashiels, or on October 3,
when he was at Maxton.
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that being the thing which the bent of
mainly toward, I judged best to bring me in

xxiii.

spirit lying

case for applying to work in

my

closet.

But holy Providence had designed a piece of new trial
for me that I was not aware of.
When I came home
from Maxton, I was told one had advised
blistering, and
putting a pea in my leg, for my sore knee, and had left me
a blistering plaister for that end.

on the Friday's night.
and thro' pain
put in
;

The plaister was applied
the Sabbath night the pea was
The pain
slept none that night.
taken out again on the Tuesday

On
I

continuing, the pea was
and on the morrow after, I had my first diet of
catechising at
After taking away the pea the hole
Chapplehop.
quickly
closed ; but there grew upon it a hard callous substance and
;

withal the leg was inflamed.
This created thoughts of heart,
and the sore knee was forgotten.
On the Monday after
I
wrote for a surgeon ; who returned me answer, he

apprehended no danger and sent me an ointment to apply.
Expecting some benefit by the ointment, I wrote him on the
But
morrow, he needed not to come till again called.
finding the ointment quite ineffectual as to the substance
In
aforesaid, I was sorry I had prevented his coming up.
these heavy circumstances that week, the Lord comforted me

more ways than

On

one.

Monday was

the incident anent the lame man,
mentioned Passages, p. 369. Moreover from the time I read
the paper aforesaid, I was so taken with it, that I cried
earnestly again and again unto the Lord, that He would
vouchsafe to put the honor on me, to be instrumental in
the way desired towards its public usefulness
and on the
I
sat
in
my bed, by reason
Wednesday and Thursday, while
of my leg, the Lord gave me something by way of recommendation of it.
And by the
Herein my soul rejoiced.
time that I was near the close of it, on the Thursday, the
the

;

And I was the more comforted, in that
saw the Lord had sent him, having got the contrary word

surgeon came.
I

as abovesaid.

He opened

the side of the callous substance

with the point of his cizzers

;

then pulled

it

up with

pincers,

3

1

3
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and what was raised of

;

it he
which
remained

But near a third part of
away.
And thus
he apprehended was not then ripe.
it

clipt

I

was more

comforted.
of God was eminent in bringing this trial on
was not seeking cure of my knee by medicine or any

The hand
me.

I

such way, having from a continued tract of experience little
all that way
but I was put upon it by those

or no hope at

;

concerned for my welfare.
Providence by a repeated incident
frowned on it from the beginning which I saw and created
;

me

There was hardly a step of the
management of the pea, wherein there was not an error
And upon an occasion mentioned Passages,
committed.
however it was calmed again,
my
p. 370,
spirit was ruffled
ere the Lord sent the surgeon.
thoughts of heart.

;

Mean while
and

I

sat

in

the catechising of the parish was interrupted
But my soul
the pulpit when I preached.
;

rejoiced to observe,

how my

gracious
trouble, so as

314

that

it

God and Master

still

had been designed,
my
should be over before the Sabbath should return.

timed the hardest of

it

this trouble of my leg there was joined sore eyes,
occasioned by my sitting in the bed writing in the sun-light,
on the Tuesday before the surgeon came ; so that for some
nights, leg and eyes were to be buckled up with their respec-

But with

tive applications at

once

;

and one night a dint of the tooth-

ache joined them.
The callous substance was got away by
and
on
November
degrees
7 th at night, what day I had
intimated from the pulpit a diet of catechising again, the sore
;

appeared closed.

That week the transcribing what I had writ on Gen.
being ended, that I might afterward proceed as I
should have access, I set my self to fill up this and the other
MS. from where I had left, Jan. 9th. While I was going on
in that, there came to my hand on Saturday, Nov. 13, a
letter from Mr. Hog, bearing his writing once more to
Mr. Grant and intreating his friends at London to get the
MS. on the Covenant from him and proposing to me to
review the notes on The Crook in the lot, for publication and
xxiii.

;

;
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1
advising of a motion to call me to Jedburgh, which he had
heard ; and withal obscurely hinting something of carrying

me

to

a more

As

healthy air out of Etterick.

new work

for

the

me, I found my self content to be
whatever
the
Lord Himself should point out.
employed
way
As to that relating to Jedburgh, I neither hoped nor feared
But the last did touch me
it, considering my circumstances.
proposal of

for

very near, being ignorant of the particular, or what might be
I considered how matters were in all outward
of it
appearance making towards my transportation to the grave
and
;

;

having a terror of making a stumble near the end of my
" Wilt not
journey, I cried from the bottom of my heart,
Thou who hast saved me from death, keep my feet from
"
I could not but observe the mercy, that I was
falling ?
not yet quite forgotten and overlookt in the world
but I
found the weight of the thought of parting with the parish
of Etterick, otherwise than by death or civil violence, unless
:

I

saw them comfortably provided.

2
observed the diet of catechising aforesaid but the day
to
it
The
came
was so very bad that few
being at Kirkhop.
I
another
at
had
week following
Buccleugh.
Considering my
I

frailty,

:

the season, and

how Providence had by the aboveme by 3 the time I thought fittest for

carried
mentioned
the utmost corners of the parish, I laid the matter before the
Lord. And rising early in the morning, I got a good seasonable day, visited a sick man by the way, had a full allowance
trial

of strength for
spirits,

my work

and got home

of catechising, without failing of my
This merciful
again with day-light.

conduct of Providence was big

That week

I

mine eyes.
up thus far

in

finished filling

;

my

eyes being

and the sore in the leg almost whole
but the knee always swelled, and the leg swelling somewhat
in the day, and falling again in the night, the lameness conOn the foregoing
tinuing, and the staff still needed and used.

now somewhat

better,

;

1 Then vacant
through the death of Rev. Daniel M'Kay. The Crown was patron
of the parish of Jedburgh.
in the
2 Boston examined the
parish twice a year. Sometimes he catechised
Kirkchurch, at other times at convenient centres, such as Dalgleish, Phawhope,
and
Chapelhope.
hope, Buccleuch, Calcrabank, Crosslee,
3 I.e.
past or beyond.

3

1

5
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Sabbath I stood lecturing, but delivered the sermon sitting. 1
But from the time I fell under the sore leg, I was freed from
an oppression of my spirits in the morning, as to such a
" He
degree thereof as I laboured under before that time.
doth

all

things well."

There was divine service at Ettrick Church every Lord's day from Oct. io, 1731,
Boston presided at a meeting of Session on Monday, May 8. The
1732.
younger Boston states that his father was laid aside from public work for two or at
As he was licensed Aug. 1, 1732, ten weeks after his
the most three Sabbaths.
father's death, it seems not unlikely that on those days he took his father's place.
There was no sermon at Ettrick Church on May 21. Boston died on the preceding
day, Saturday, May 20, 1732. The last sermon he preached in the church was on
March 26. The text was Rev. x. 6, 7, "The end of time and the mystery of God
His closing words were these: "The Gospel is the last ship for
finished with it."
Immanuel's land. Earnestly seek of God by His Spirit the revelation of the mystery
Rest not till ye be brought into the fellowship of
to you, the saving knowledge of it.
the mystery.
Carry always with you in remembrance, the finishing of the mystery,
and time with it that you may be inured to look on the present state of things as
passing, and to look for all things new." Cf. Body of Divinity\ iii. 396 n. (1773).
1

to

May 14,

;

APPENDIX
THE BOSTON FAMILY

I.

Andrew Boston came

from Ayr, and settled in Duns; John
Boston his son, born Dec. 1631, married c. 1661 Alison Trotter;
they had four sons, Andrew, William, John, and Thomas; and
three daughters, one of whom died young; all the others married
and had families. Mrs. Boston (Alison Trotter) died Feb. 1, 1691,
aged c. 56, when her son Thomas was not yet 15 years of age.
John Boston died April 13, 1701, in his seventieth year, and was
buried in Simprin churchyard.
Boston mentions Joseph, son of
his brother

manse of

John, a

Ettrick.

little boy brought up for some years at the
At the time when Boston wrote the General

Account (1730), he was the only survivor of his fathers family.
Thomas Boston, born March 17, 1676, married, July 17, 1700,
Katharine Brown, born Feb, 3, 1674, fifth daughter of Robert
Brown of Barhill, a medical practitioner. They had ten children,
five born at Simprin and five at Ettrick, of whom six died in
Two sons and two daughters survived, married, and had
infancy.
children.
Thomas Boston died at Ettrick manse, on Saturday,
May 20, 1732, and was buried in Ettrick churchyard.

"Novem.

Account of collections and disburse16, 1732.
ments
" For the mortcloth for the
corps of the Reverend Mr.

Thomas

Boston, 02

:

02

:

00."

Ettrick Session Record.

Mrs. Boston survived her husband. She died at
March 1737, and was buried in Ettrick churchyard.
"

March 6, 1737. For the mortcloth and bell
Ettrick Session Record,
Mrs. Boston, 01 04 00."
:

11

.

.

fifty

.

:

Ettrick manse,

for the

May

2,

corps of
1737.

March 7, 1737. After prayer, Sederunt Mr. Boston, minister.
The minister reported that Mrs. Boston his mother had left
merks Scots,

for the use of the
353

poor of

this parish,

z

and that
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the said

money

is

William Bleck's hand in Midghop."

in

Ettrick

Session Record.
i. John Boston, eldest son of Rev. Thomas Boston, born at
Simprin, April 29, 1702, received an excellent education, attended
the College at Edinburgh, but would not enter on the study of TheoHe betook himself to sheep-farming
logy as his father desired.
about 1722; became chamberlain to the Duke of Buccleuch; reHe was married, and
sided at Langholm Castle ; died in 1757.
had a son who became an admiral of the British navy, and of

whom

there is an interesting notice (Oct. 4, 1806) in the Memoir of
Caroline Herschel, p. 114 (1876).
Admiral Boston was twice married. His daughter Eleanora
Ann, by his first wife, married William Farley Wilkinson, vicar of

North Walsham and of Saxlingham, and rector of East Harling,
in Norfolk.
They had a numerous family; their descendants
are in England to-day; some of them serving in the church, law,
and army. Thomas Boston Wilkinson, the Admiral's grandson, was
all

for sixty-three years rector of

East Harling; died 1888.

Thomas

Boston Wilkinson, B.D., Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, was a
great-grandson of Admiral Boston, and nephew of the preceding

;

unmarried, died 1872.

By

his

second

Scott, after the

Admiral Boston had a son, named Henry
of Buccleuch, but he died without issue.

wife,

Duke

Unpublished Letter by John Boston,
" To Mistriss Schiell

att

her house, Edinburgh.

"

Madam, It gives me the greatest pleasure to understand,
that by your receiving my poor unfortunat sister into your family,
you have contributed as much as is possible to render her distress
It must be of great use and no small comfort to her,
supportable.
that she has access to your conversation and good counsel, of which
she must have more than ordinary need.
Her case is of so deli-

nobody can take upon them to advise her. I
have wrote to her what I can think of to make her easy, in case
she cannot risque another trial, which I presume is the case.
As
you will have access to know particulars from herself, which I cannot ask of her, you would oblige me much, if you would take the
trouble to communicat, what it may be proper I should know.
cate a nature that

" I offer

and

am

my complements with my best wishes to your family,
extremely sensible of what obligations you have by this

APPENDIX
act of friendship laid

upon

us, of

which

I
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could not omitt the

first

I
opportunity of making my gratefull acknowledgments.
am,
Madam, your most obedient humble servant,
J. Boston.

"Langholm

Castle,

"22ndJune

Jane Boston, born

at Simprin, Nov. 1, 1705, married James
younger of Ashiesteel." He was cliamberlain or agent of
Buccleuch in 1725. Their son William, born 1 7 38, had a distinguished
military career, and retired from the East India Company's service
with the rank of Colonel.
He married in 1776, Jean, daughter of
Professor Rutherford of Edinburgh University ; their son James,
born 1 781, after thirty years of military service in India, came home
in 1825, and in 1837 received the title K.C.B.
His daughter Miss
2.

Russell,

I

1747."

"

Helen Russell

is present proprietrix of Ashiesteel.
Alison, daughter of Mrs. Russell (Jane Boston), was married in

to Rev.

Thomas

Sharp, ordained at Ettrick, April 20, 1 781 ;
1784; to Corstorphine in 1789; died in
1 791.
Mrs. Sharp (Alison Russell) died in 1793.
Their only
child Jane was married to Thomas Gibson, " The Shaws," Ettrick ;
they had seven sons of these were James ; Alexander, of 1 o Belgrave Crescent, Edinburgh ; Thomas Boston Sharp, a West Indian
merchant ; and John Sharp, minister of the parish of Kirkhope,
"
Ettrick.
succeeded his father at " The Shaws
married

1782

translated to

Hawick

in

;

James

j

Miss Agnes Scott of Deloraine; one of their daughters is the
This line of Boston's
wife of Mr. James Hay Thin, Edinburgh.
family has representatives in England as well as in Scotland.

Unpublished Letter of Mrs. James Russell {Jane Boston).
" Misstris
Shiel, to be found all her lodging, Edinburgh.
"

"

Langshaw, Nov.

7,

1737.

came to
any height, but attendance upon her both as your daughter, and
I have
for her own sake, would not have been burdensome to me.
and
her
of
the
more
a
and
had
for
company
her,
long
great regard
conversation I have, the more I'm engaged to her and obliged to
you for alowing her to come and stay with us. She has by her
Christian, prudent, obliging behaviour made great way in Mr.
Russel's esteem, as I believe she wil do with any that wil do her

Dear Madam,

justice.

Lisie's indisposition mercifully never
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11
1 cannot say her face is altogether recovered, but she could not
think to stay any longer.
So she travels with very good company,
is
I've
nighting by the way, which makes the journey very easy.
employed her to ask a favour of you for me. She'l tel you the

So

story at large.

obliged

humbl

I shal

am

only say, I

in-

" Mr. Russel makes his
complements to you,

Langshaw (Langshawburn)
and within Eskdalemuir.

The

following

meeting of

May

"January

2

2,

entry

1737

is

Your much
Jane Boston.

sincerity

servant,

Madam, by me."

just outside the parish of Ettrick,

appears

minute of Ettrick Session

in

:

[1737], Mr. Russell's marriage money, 01

:

10

:

00."

3. Alison Boston, born at Ettrick manse, June 8, 171 1;
married James Anderson of Altrive.
She died in 1765. From a
letter written by her brother Thomas, dated Sept. 7, 1 761, we learn
that she lost a son Andrew by drowning.
The Andersons of
Andrew Anderson was the
Cossarshill were their descendants.
last of the family, who was a tenant at Cossarshill.
David his
brother occupied the farmhouse during the later years of the lease.
He removed to Hawick and died there. His daughters are the
last representatives of this branch of the family.

Portion of an unpublished
to his sister

{Alison),

Thomas Boston of Jedburgh
James Anderson att Eltrieve"

letter oj"Rev .

" Mrs.

,

" Dear
You may believe it was with a good deal of conSister,
cern that I received Mr. Anderson's letter while on my road home on
Friday last, bearing the melancholy news of Andrew's watery grave.
I feel for you, and I feel with you, the grief and pain you must
endure, upon the death of such an engaging and hopeful youth.
We have much ado to bear death when it advances slowly and
But when he
gradually by his harbingers of sickness and trouble.
surprises us with his stroke, in the midst of health, and hopes, and
expectations, this is doubly heavy. .
" Tho'
your son be dead to you, you have ground to hope
he's alive to God, to Christ, and to all the glorious purposes of a
And you must with David think of going to
blessed immortality.
.

.

him, for he will not return to you.
11
The bearer hereof is just waiting so that I cannot insist, but
I will endeavour to see you this harvest if I can.
All here join in
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With compliments
hearty sympathy with you under your affliction.
of condolence to Mr. Anderson.
I am, clear
affectionSister,
yours

Boston.

ately,

"

Jedburgh,

Sept. 9, 1761."

4. Thomas Boston, born April 3, 17 13; attended Hawick
Grammar School studied at Edinburgh was licensed by the
;

;

Presbytery of Selkirk, August 1, 1732, when he was a little over
nineteen years of age ; was presented to Ettrick parish, and ordained April 4, 1733, at the age of twenty; married Elizabeth,
" the
daughter of Michael Anderson
younger," in April 1738 ; was
translated to Oxnam, Presbytery of Jedburgh, and inducted there
May 10, 1749; on Dec. 7, 1757, at a meeting of Presbytery, demitted his charge of Oxnam parish ; was inducted into the new
built for him at Jedburgh, Dec. 9, 1757.
Gillespie and
Boston, with an elder from each of their congregations, formed a
Relief Presbytery, Oct. 22, 1761, Boston being the first Moderator.
He died at Jedburgh, Feb. 13, 1767, in the fifty-fourth year of his
age, and thirty-fourth of his ministry ; was buried within the Tower
of Jedburgh Abbey.
Mrs. Boston survived her husband twenty years. She died
July 21, 1787, at Dysart, where her daughter, Mrs. Campbell,

church

lived.

In Ettrick Session Record, the entries of church collections
during April 1738 are as follows
:

"

April

2,

.

.

.

.

02

.

9,
,,

:

04

:

00

01:16:00

16,

.

.

23,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

02

:

06

:

00

.01:00:08

30, being the Sabbath after Master

Boston's marriage,

.

.

07:01:

06."

Michael, son of the younger Boston, born at Ettrick Manse,
Oct. 7, 1745, was first Relief Minister at Falkirk; died Feb. 5,
Three of the younger
1785, in the twentieth year of his ministry.

Boston's daughters were the wives of Relief ministers ; Katherine,
the wife of the Rev. Alexander Simpson, M.D., of Bellshill, Duns,
and Pittenweem ; Jane, of the Rev. Robert Paterson of Largo and
Biggar; and Margaret, of the Rev. William Campbell of Dy

His daughter Christian married Dr. Tucker Harris, Charleston,
South Carolina. Their descendants are in Fife, Kincardineshire,
Newcastle, London, and elsewhere also in the United States.
;

Alexander Horatio Simpson, son of the Rev. Alex. Simpson,
M.D., of Bellshill, and Katherine Boston, married Sarah Pearson
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Hatkin, in 1814 ; of their daughters (1) Katherine Boston Simpson
married the Rev. Alexander Mackinnon of Strathfillan, in 1845;
and (2) Helen Norah Simpson married Sir George Barclay Bruce,
in 1847.

Elizabeth Campbell, daughter of the Rev. William Campbell of
Dysart, and Margaret Boston, married John Archbald of Burntisland; and their daughter Margaret Boston Archbald married
John Cunningham of Dundee.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

II.
.4.

BOSTON'S

WORKS

incomplete.
Only those books, sermons,
[The following
A
which
I
have
have
entered
of
reliable information.
been
&c.,
great many of them have passed through my hands.]
list is

Published during his Lifetime.
Everlasting Espousals.

A

sermon on Hosea

ii.

19

(preached

August 24, 1 7 14). 1715. Reprinted 1732, 1742, 1750, 1780.
Reasons for refusing the Abjuration Oath in its latest form. 17 19.
Human Nature in its Fourfold State. By a minister of the Church
of Scotland.
Edinburgh, 1720.
1722.
Queries to a Friendly Adviser.
Marrow of modern divinity. With Notes [by Boston]. 1726.
Sacramental sermon
Mystery of Christ in the Form of a Servant.
on Philippians ii. 7. 1727. Reprinted 1742, 1750, 1755.
Single sermons by Boston were frequently published.

These are
Fourfold State.

rare.

Second

edition, 1729.

Published after 1732.
Whole Works.

Printed at Edinburgh, by John Gray and Gavin

Fol.
Alston, for William Darling.
1767.
Whole Works. Printed by Lawrence Chalmers for James Stark.
Fol.
Dundee, 1773.

The Complete Works of the late Rev. Thomas Boston of Ettrick,
Samuel M'Millan.
In twelve
carefully edited by Rev.
volumes.
London, William Tegg & Co.
1854.
The references in the Notes to Boston's Works, in the
It was
present volume, are to this edition.
printed in
Aberdeen and also published there. 1848-52.
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Fourfold State.

No book
circulation

from Boston's pen has had such an extensive
the

as

Fourfold

State.

The

list

of

editions

from being exhaustive.
Not fewer than
eighty editions of the book have been issued.
Writing in
" The
1784, Michael Boston says:
Fourfold State mad
first appearance in 1720.
Since that period it has undergone at an average one complete edition every two years.
Twenty thousand copies of it have been exported from one
single city in Scotland, besides those that have been sent
to the Continent from England and Ireland."
Note prehere given

far

is

to Falkirk edition of Fourfold State (1784).
In the
Preface to the Complete Body of Divinity (Glasgow, 1796), it is
" has been so well received as to
stated, that the Fourfold State
The first
have passed through more than fifty editions."
fixed

is not uncommon, but notwithstanding diligent search,
have failed to discover a copy of the second edition, of
It is not in the British Museum, nor in the Advo1729.
Edincates,' University, or New College Library, Edinburgh.

edition
I

burgh editions 4th edition in 1744; 1752; 1753; 1 8th edition
1769; 19th edition 1776; 25th edition 1779 1807; 1812,
181 7; 1829; 1840; 1846; Gaelic translation, Duneidinn, 1858.
Glasgow: in 1737; 1757; 7th edition 1759; x 4 tn edition
1759; 1761; 1 7th edition 1769; printed by John Bryce 1 771;
printed for J. Tait, 20th edition 1771; 1776; 25th edition
1779; 1784; 1787; 1797; with Essay by Rev. D. Young
:

;

1830.
1784.

Aberdeen, 1768.

22nd

Perth, 23rd edition, 1776.

Falkirk,

1784; 1789. Ayr, 1797.
Hawick, 1807.
Bungay, 1810; 181 2.
Paisley,
1797.
181
18
Carlleon, Welsh transDurham,
5.
Manchester,
15.
1870.
London, 1824; 1834; 1839; 1841
lation, 1821.
Wrexham, Welsh translation [1880].
View of the Covenant of Grace ... to which is subjoined a
Memorial concerning Personal and Family-Fasting.
This volume was prepared for the press by Boston, and
his father's
published by the younger Boston, two years after
editions:
death.
1746;
1734; 1742;
Edinburgh
1756; 1772. Glasgow, 1767; 1770; i77 2 1797. Dutch
Berwick,

edition,

;

A

1

;

translation, 1741; see Steven's History of Scottish Church,
Hawick, 1787.
Rotterdam, pp. 197-8. Paisley, 1 7 7 1 ; I79 6
Welsh translation, Merthyr Tydfil, 1824.
Berwick, 1795.
The Memorial on Fasting was issued by the younger Boston
in 1756; reprinted 1837; 1849.
The Sovereignty and Wisdom of God Displayed in the afflictions of
-
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men {Crook in the lot), ... to which are added some sermons
on the nature of Church Communion. With Preface [Biographical and appreciative], by Alexander Colden, Gabriel
Wilson, and Henry Davidson.
Edinburgh, 1737.
Other Edinburgh editions: 1745; -1747; 1780; 1805;
Glasgow, 1752; 1756; 1764; 1783; 1863. CaerBerwick, 1783.
fyrddin, Welsh translation, 1769.
Paisley,
1797.
Haddington, 1805. London, 1828; 1837; 1841;
1879.

1885.

Inverness, Gaelic translation,

The Marrow of modern

The

divinity.

1837.

first part.

.

.

.

The

twelfth

edition corrected with Notes, by Philalethes Irenaeus.
Printed
in the year 1726.
It was issued by Boston during his lifetime,
as already stated.

Edinburgh, 15th edition, 1759; x 76o; 17th edition, 1771;
1828.
London, 18th edition, 1781.
Glasgow, 1766.
Falkirk, 1789.
Montrose, 19th edition, 1803.
Berwick,
20th edition, 181 1.
Thomae Boston, Ecclesise Atricensis apud Scotos Pastoris,
Tractatus

Stigmologicus,

Hebraeo-Biblicus.

Amstelsedami,

1738.

Sermons and Discourses.

2 vols.
Vol. I.
Edinburgh, 1753.
contains the " Miscellany Questions," " Miscellany Tracts,"
and a " Paraphrase upon the Epistle to the Galatians."
There is a note prefixed by the younger Boston, " Oxnam

Manse, July 2, 1753." The
subscribed for was 146 1.

number

of copies of this edition

Explication of the First Part of the Assembly s Shorter Catechism^ to
which subjoined
several sermons on Isaiah xxxviii. 19.
}

.

.

.

Edinburgh, 1755.
" Advertisement to the
and Discourses.
reader," by
Thomas Boston, Oxnam Manse, June 7, 1756. Edinburgh,

Sermons

1756.

View of the Covenant of Works, and several sermons.
Michael Boston.]
Edinburgh, 1772.
There was a second edition with corrections.

A

1775; also Berwick, 1790;

[Edited by

Edinburgh,

Paisley, 1796.

Two parts. Edinburgh, 1772.
of Sermons.
Illustration of the Doctrines of the Christian Religion,

Collection

An

.

.

.

upon

the plan of the Assembly's Shorter Catechism, comprehending
a Complete Body of Divinity.
3 vols.
Edinburgh, 1773.

Glasgow,

1804; 181

scribed for,
pages.

Berwick,
1813.
Edinburgh,
1796;
3108 copies of the Glasgow edition were subi.e.
9324 volumes; each volume averages 600

1796.
1.
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The Distinguishing Characters of True Believers, to which is prefixed, a Soliloquy on the Art of Man-fishing.
[The Advertisement dated May 17, 1773, refers to the Memoirs, nor
Edinburgh, 1773.
published.]
Falkirk, 1 791.
1824.
Edinburgh, 179 1
The Christian Life Delineated.
[With Preface by Rev. Thomas
Davidson, minister of the Congregational Church at Booking,
near Braintree, Essex.]
Glasgow,
Edinburgh, 1775.
;

A

1798.

View of

this

and

the other World.

Berwick,
Edinburgh, 1775.
Edinburgh, 1799.
Primitive et Ultima.
The early labours and last remains ... of the
late Reverend and Learned Mr. Thomas Boston.
3 vols.
Edinburgh, 1 800-1.

1790.

Paisley, 1797.

Sermons delivered chiefly on Communion occasions. [Advertisement by Rev. John Brown, Whitburn, and Rev. Ebenezer
Brown, Inverkeithing
Memoir, Extracts from Boston's
j

Glasgow, 18 14.
Edited by Rev. D. D. F.
Soliloquy on the Art of Man-fishing.
Macdonald. Paisley, 1899.
The Beauties of the Rev. Thomas Boston. By Samuel M'Millan,
Aberdeen, 1831.
Select Works of Boston, with Memoir by Alex. S. Paterson.
Edinburgh, 1844.
Memoirs of the Life, Time, and Writings, of the Reverend and
Learned Thomas Boston, A.M., sometime minister at Simprin,
afterwards at Etterick.
Edinburgh, 1776. The references,
in this volume, to the Memoirs, are to the first edition,
1776.
Memoirs, abridged,
Berwick, 1805.
London, 1805.
Abridged, Edinburgh
London, 181 1.
Edinburgh, 1813.
(W. Oliphant), 1827. Edited by G. H. Morrison, Edinburgh,
letters,

1899.

&c]

M'Neilage, Glasgow, 1899.

By Jean L. Watson. Edinburgh, 1883.
By Rev. W. Scrymgeour, "The Evangelical

The Pastor of Ettrick.

Thomas Boston.
Succession."

Third

Series.

Edinburgh, 1884.

Thomas Boston of Ettrick: His Life and Times.
Thomson, D.D. Edinburgh, 1895.
/;.

By Andrew

MARROW CONTROVERSY

The ninth edition corre<
The Marrow of modern divinity.
Preface by Rev. James Hog
With
2
1 7 1 8.
74 pp.
Edinburgh,
of Carnock, dated December 3, 1 7 1 7.
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(a).

A

1

An

A

"Marrow"

vindication of the doctrine of grace from a charge of Antinomianism, contained in a letter to a minister of the Gospel
The letter is signed I. H.
[understood to be Ralph Erskine.]

[Rev.

A

Pamphlets, &c, in Favour of the

J.

7 18.

Hog

of Carnock],

Sept.

25,

17 18.

Edinburgh,

24 pp.

explication of passages excepted against in the Marrow of
modern divinity, ... in a letter to a minister of the Gospel.

24 pp.
[Signed by I. H.]
Edinburgh, 17 19.
a gentleman containing a detection of errors in a print,
intituled, The Snake in the Grass.
23 pp.
Edinburgh, 17 19.
[By Rev. James Hog of Carnock.]
conference betwixt Epaphroditus and Epaphras, wherein the

letter to

Very Reverend Principal Hadow's sermon preached before
the Synod of Fife, April 7, 17 19, is fairly enquired into, &c.
Edinburgh, 17 19. 40 pp. [By Rev. James Hog of Carnock.]
Remarks upon the Review of a Conference betwixt Epaphroditus
and Epaphras, &c.
16 pp.
Edinburgh, 17 19.
[By Rev.

A

James Hog of Carnock.]
letter to a

gentleman at Edinburgh, a ruling elder in the Church
of Scotland, concerning the proceedings of the last General
Assembly [1720] with reference unto doctrine chiefly. London,

1 72 1.
39 pp. [This letter known as the London Letter by
Rev. Gabriel Wilson of Maxton.]
Representation and Petition of several ministers of the Gospel to
the General Assembly met at Edinburgh, May 1721. [Signed
Edinby twelve ministers and presented, May 11, 1721.]

burgh,

1

72

1.

Paper given in and signed [Nov. 9, 1721] before Commission of
Assembly, at their receiving the Queries put to them. [Signed
by eleven ministers, the name of Rev. J. Bonar of Torphichen,
"
being detained by indisposition," is awanting.]
Answers to Queries, subscribed at Edinburgh, March 12, 1722.
[Signed by eleven ministers.]
Protestation of several ministers of the Gospel against the General
Assembly's illegal proceedings upon the Head of Doctrine,
given in to the General Assembly, May 21, 1722.
[Signed by

The

eleven ministers.]
Controversie concerning

the Marrow of modern divinity,
considered in several familiar dialogues.
Dialogue I.
(With
letter from Rev. Ebenezer Erskine to Rev. Mr. Gillespie, Strath-

1721.
158 pp.
Controversie concerning

miglo.)

The

[By Rev. James Hog of Carnock.]
Marrow of modern divinity,

the
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With a letter to a private Christian.
Dialogue II.
1722.
13 2 PP.
[By Rev. James Hog of Carnock.]
Sober Verity in a conference between two
countrymen, under
the borrowed names of Confidence and Diffidence.
1722.
60 pp.

Queries to the Friendly- Adviser, to which is prefixed a Letter to a
Friend concerning the affair of the Marrow.
1722.
36 pp.
[By Rev. Thomas Boston of
Ettrick.]

The Scope and Substance

The

Marrow of modern divinity,
wherein several passages excepted against therein are explained and vindicated.
148 pp.
Edinburgh, 1722.
[By
Rev. John Williamson of Inveresk.]
Politick Disputant.
Choice instructions for quashing a
stubborn adversary, gathered from and exemplified in the
learned Principal Hadow's conduct in his late appearances

Marrow

of the

and its friends. Edinburgh, 1722.
Robert
Riccaltoun
of Hobkirk.]
Rev.
[By
to the author of the Antinomianism of the Marrow detected.

against the

.

.

.

80 pp.

A

A
A

letter

Edinburgh, 1722.

7

pp.

Review of an Essay upon Gospel and Legal Preaching. In
several letters to a friend.
128 pp. [By
Edinburgh, 1723.
Rev. Robert Riccaltoun of Hobkirk.]

Sober Enquiry into the grounds of the present differences in the
Church of Scotland.
xv and 446 pp.
1723.
[By Rev.
Robert Riccaltoun of Hobkirk.]
The Viper shaken off, without hurt into the fire being a short
answer to a pamphlet lately published, intituled, Marrow
chicaning displayed, &c, in a letter to the Rev. Mr.
:

A[nderson], Minister of
8 pp.
Edinburgh, 1726.

(6).

The Record
on

1

Against the

Gospel

at

7,

1

Andrews].

[St.

"Marrow"

and Duty of Faith therein required a sermon
before the Synod of Fife at St. Andrews,
39 pp.
719.
Edinburgh, 17 19.
[By Principal

of God,

John

April

the

;

v. 11, 12,

Hadow.]
Preface to Collection of Confessions, by William Dunlop.
[In
EdinPart III. the author controverts Marrow teaching.]

burgh,

1

7 19.

The Snake in the Grass, or Remarks upon a book, entituled, The
Marrow of modern divinity,
lately published by the Rev.
.

Mr. James Hog.

.

.

Edinburgh, 1719.
Adams, Kinnaird, near Dundee.]

47 pp.

[By Rev. James
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A

Review of a Conference betwixt Epaphroditus and Epaphras,
wherein the Very Reverend Principal Hadow's Sermon,
preached before the Synod of Fife ... is fairly enquired
into.
67 pp.
Edinburgh, 17 19.
The Cromwelian Ghost conjured, &c.; or Epaphroditus and

Epaphras called to a new Conference, in vindication of the
Author of The Snake, &c. Edinburgh, 1720. 88 pp. [By
Rev. James Adams, Minister at Kinnaird, near Dundee.]
Act of General Assembly concerning a book, entituled, The Marrow
of modern divinity. ..." strictly prohibit and discharge all
the ministers of this Church, either by preaching, writing, or
recommend the said book
they warn and
not to read or use the same."
exhort their people
printing to

.

.

.

.

.

.

Session 9.
20, 1720.
purity of the Gospel Church, held forth in a
Psalm xciii. 5, before the Synod of Angus and

May

Edinburgh,

The beauty and

sermon on
Mearns at Brechin, April
with some Remarks and
contained in

19, 1720, with

Reflections

an Appendix, and

upon

the

doctrine

Marrow of modern

divinity.
[By Rev.
Maxwel, Forfar.]
Edinburgh, 1721.
147 pp.,
Appendix, 91 pp., Remarks, xlviii pp.
The Antinomianism of the Marrow of modern divinity detected,
wherein the Letter to a Private Christian ... is specially

the

Hugh

xxx and 172 pp.
1721.
[By
signs the Preface to the Reader.]
Queries agreed unto by the Commission of General Assembly, and
put to these ministers who gave in a Representation and
considered.

Edinburgh,

Hadow, who

Principal

and 8th Acts of Assembly, 17201721.
the Answers of the Brethren to the Queries proposed by the Commission.
By a minister of the Church
of Scotland.
Edinburgh, 1722.
91 pp.
Some observations upon the Answers of the Brethren to the
Queries proposed to them, by the Commission of the General
Petition against the 5th

November
Remarks upon

A

8,

Assembly, upon their Representation.
Edinburgh, 1722.
86 pp.
Friendly Advice for preserving the purity of doctrine and
peace of the Church, directed unto the twelve brethren who

gave in their Representation, &c. Edinburgh, 1722. 134 pp.
Essay upon Gospel and Legal Preaching. By a minister of
the Church of Scotland.
142 pp.
Edinburgh, 1723.
[By
Rev. James Bannatine (Ballantine), Edinburgh.]
Marrow chicaning displayed, in a letter to the Rev. Ebenezer
Erskine
containing some observations upon the Preface

An

.

.

.
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to his sermon,
entituled, God's Little Remnant, &c.
of peace and truth in this Church.

By a

lover

1726.
46 pp.
Rev. James Adams, Minister at
Kinnaird, near Dundee].

[By

III.

[Letter from Rev. Thomas Boston to Mrs. Boston, in the possession of Mrs. Brown, Galahill,
Galashiels.]

Addressed
" To Mistriss

Boston

at Etterickmanse.
"

"

My

Dearest,

came

I

Edinburgh, May

6, 1729.

to

yesternight
Howgate mouth, in
time, but wearied; however we were very well accommodat
there beyond expectation, wherein I saw the goodness of a kind

good

This morning I came in hither safe, and just this
Providence.
afternoon the Assembly began Mr. Simson's affair.
Mr. Wilson is
here, to whom I have represented your case, and who has a hearty
sympathy with you, and gives his love to you. I have been in Mr.
Trotter's shop, spoke for the carvie, orange pill, and tea; but he
being busy in the Commissioner's house on this occasion, I could

not get the tea ensured to come out with the servant ; but if it
then, you may expect it on my return.
" I desire the horse
may be in again on Tuesday's night next
I am in health but crazy, and have not yet got time to
week.
I desire to believe the Lord who called us to part for these
rest.
days, will pity us both, and make us to meet again, to bless Him
You cannot be off my heart, and
for His kind conduct about us.
I believe our joint case, and the case of ours is on the heart of our
'Tis now past 12 a clock at night, and I'm
merciful High Priest.
obliged to conclude, being with my most endeared love and regard
T. Boston.
Your most loving and affect, husband,

come not

" P.S.

daughters
fort in

my

My
will

love to

all

the children

shew the same,

absence, as in

my

if

;

and

I

doubt not but

not more, concern for your

presence."

my

com-
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IV.
[Mrs. Brown, Galahill, Galashiels, has the original
is a
copy.]

will,

of which

the following

Mrs. Boston's Will.
" I Kathrin
Broun, relict of the deceast

Mr. Thomas Boston,

minister of the Gospel att Etterick, being by the mercy of God,

sound

in

mind and judgement, do by

declare as follows,
ishing,

to

which

I

my

last will

thir

presents

testifie

and

my houshold stuff and plenmy said deceast husband his

anent

have right by

I do therefore
assignation to me, dated November 14, 1729.
expressly leave and bequeath to Thomas Boston my youngest son
to be possest by him as his own solely, without molestation on any

head whatsoever, the hail kitchen furniture, pots, pans, spits, raxes,
dishes and spoons with a meal ark and bows for that use, all brewing
vessels with the big caldron, and all the botles, the hail pewter and
lime vessel, all chairs and tables, all the beds (excepting that

standing in the laigh room), a chest of drawers standing in the
west room, a big cloth press, a chest in the wester garret, a meat
press, all fire irons, candlesticks, snuffers and snuf dishes (save an
old candlestick with a pair white iron snuffers), the big copper
tanker, hereby expressly reserving to myself ful power to retract all
own without molestation on any head,
this, to uplift and use as my
and that att any time, either the whole or such a portion of the

things herein specified as I shal think proper ; moreover I do by
presents, expressly leave and bequeath to Jane and Alison

thir

my daughters, all sheets and blankets, naprie fine or
coarse, four feather beds, one that came with me, a new one, two in
my own room, with their bolsters and cods, two looking glasses,
the hail tea equipage, the bed candlestick and snuffers excepted in
Bostons

the former part of this paper
finally all things of whatever kind
pertaining to me, not otherwise disponed by word or writ under
my hand ; hereby expressly reserving to my self full power to uplift,
and use as my own, without molestation on any head, and that att
any time, either the whole or such a portion of the things herein
:

In witness whereof I have subspecified, as I shal think proper.
full consent, and att
scribed thir presents, written with
eldest daughter on stampt paper, at
orders, by Jane Boston

my

my

my

Etterick Kirk, the third day of April one thousand seven hundred

and
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John Beaty schoolma

and John Broomfield servant

Etterick,
foresaid.
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Thomas Boston my son

to

"

Katherin Broun.

John Beaty witness.
"John Broomfield witness."

11

V.

am

[I

indebted to the Rev. John Falconer of Ettrick for what

follows regarding Boston's

Monument.]

Proposal for Erecting a Monument over the Remains of
the late rev. thomas boston, minister of the gospel
at Etterick, and Author of the " Four Fold St a
&c.

While monuments are raised by a

grateful posterity to those
distinguished themselves in the service of their country,
or added to its lustre by their love of science and the arts, should

who have

the persons

who have been

active in the diffusion of the Gospel be

altogether overlooked ?
Have not they likewise a

claim

the veneration of their

to

countrymen ? for theirs undoubtedly is the task of inculcating those
principles which stimulate to actions, not only glorious but good.

What
mind

a vast

number of

How many

!

this description present themselves to the
have there been in every age who have avowed

themselves the friends of vital religion
Perhaps it may be thought invidious to select an individual ;
He was
but the name of Boston is surely worthy of our notice.
much respected while living as an able and faithful minister of the
!

He has been more so, if possible,
numerous and valuable writings.

Gospel.
of his

after his death,

by means

From circumstances which often occur even in families where the
utmost harmony prevails, a grave-stone was not immediately erected
Indeed it was the less necessary, for his ashes
over this worthy man.
were held in the highest veneration, and his grave pointed to by
many, as the grave of a minister who had done honour to his office,
and been useful to their souls. But the feelings of contemporaries
last not for ever, and the lapse of time casts a shade of obscurity
even over the most illustrious characters.
fore, from happening to Mr. Boston, a near

To

prevent

relation,

this, there-

who

resided in

the parish, erected a small stone, to direct the steps of the inquiring
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But every one who goes to visit his grave, while he
acknowledges his obligation to that relative, is ready to wish that
something more elegant were erected. It was a sentiment like this
that gave rise to the present proposal.
That the persons most nearly interested could supply the deficiency was not once doubted ; but it was thought more honourable

passenger.

to the

memory

of

Mr. Boston, and more

gratifying to the

numerous

admirers of his works, if these relations could be prevailed upon
to allow the matter to become public, and to give to every one,
but especially the inhabitants of Etterick and its neighbourhood,
an opportunity of contributing to so worthy a design.
It was
allowing them to embalm the memory of a man who, by his residence among them, and his writings, had endeared himself to their
hearts.

We

are

happy

to say that relations have

been consulted, and

their permission obtained
so that every one who reveres his memory,
or has been profited by his writings, who values the doctrines he so
:

ably defended, or wishes to see them more extensively useful, may
embrace the opportunity that is hereby offered. And as every sum,
however trifling, must be a tribute of respect for this eminent servant
of the Lord Jesus, the smallest will be accepted and faithfully applied
to the purpose intended.
It

is

easy to see that the nature of the

Monument must

entirely

depend on the extent of the contributions.
Persons chusing to favour the design, are requested to give
mite before the beginning of January next, to W. Laing,
No. 49 South Bridge Street; R. Ross, No. 63 South Bridge Street,
opposite the College; or, Ogle and Aikman, Parliament Square, Edinburgh; to M. Ogle, Glasgow; R. Ogle, Great Turnstile, Holborn,
London, or any other entrusted with Subscription-papers.
their

Letter from Dr. Brown, Minister of Eskdalemuir.
" Mr.

James Anderson,
with

Dear

1,

Cossar'shitl, Etterick,

14. 3.

send you the inclosed account of Receipt and
of your worthy progenitor.
It was
only lately that Henderson at Langholm gave me in his account for
so that I could not sooner see how matters stood.
fixing the plate
11

Expenditure

Sir,

I

for the

Monument

;

As you

are the nearest relative in Etterick, I think it but justice to
render you an account of my stewardship, and to give you the balance,

hands for any repairs that may be needed. I have
thus, honourably I hope, disburdened myself of my responsibility,

to ly in your
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shall ever feel a considerable

degree of satisfaction in having
been the means of calling the public attention to the memory of a
man who has such strong claims on their respect and gratitude. I
request kind compliments to all your family, and am, Dear Sir,
Wm. Brown.
yours sincerely,

"ESKDALEMUIR MANSE,

9

Oct. 1809.

"With^i,

14.3."

Money got for Bostons Monument.

From Eskdalemuir

Parish

Etterick Parish

4

.

Westerkirk Parish

Canoby Parish

.

Castletown Parish

Wamphray

,,

Parish

Kirkpatrick juxta Parish
Moffat Parish

,,

Miss W. Gordon from friends at Dumfries
Rev. Dr. Buchanan, Canongate
N.B. He offered a Guinea but I would
not take

it all.

....

Rev. Mr. Martin, Langholm
Mr. Anderson, Sundhope
N.B, He offered me ^i but
.

I

only took

the half.

.

From

Admiral Boston by
Buccleuch
From Miss Simpson, Glasgow

the

of

.....

Deduct the expence of the work,
other side

Duke

and there remains

as

on the
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Money Expended.
Paid Mr. M< Donald, Architect

Work

at the

Quarry

Building at Etterick
Rail of cast metal .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Original estimate

.

.

Extra work of 3 feet high for the base

^22

15

o

2

15

o

27

10

200
4 14
4

$'

For

carriage

them

To Adam
lime

of 3

carts

for

2

2

days

of

day; and 1 at 7s. 6d.
Linton, Rennelburn, for a cart of

at 6s. per

......

To a man for going to Cossar'shill
To the workmen while building
To Mr. Nixon, Carlisle, for the marble

r

For

as per account
carriage of Do. to

8

....

Langholm

plate
2
2

.

To Wm. Henderson, Langholm,

for

the inscription as per receipt
for going to Etterick to put

cutting

10

.

To Do.

9
2

.

it

Expence of the whole

up
.

7

.

^43

14

2

Exclusive of carts furnished by the inhabitants of Etterick and

Eskdalemuir.

From

these accounts, and the subscription
money, we learn

list,

and the appeal

to the public for

(1) That the proposal to erect a monument to Boston originated with the Rev. Dr. Brown, minister of Eskdalemuir;
(2) That he drew up the proposal; and
(3) That he acted as Treasurer and Disburser of the Funds.

The impression in Ettrick, and on the mind of even the late
Rev. John Gibson, Kirkhope, was that the marble slab on the
This
face of the monument was contributed by Admiral Boston.
was not the case. Mr. Nixon, Carlisle, was paid
4, 2s. 2d. for
The Admiral contributed ^5, 5s. to the General Fund, which
it.
more than covered Mr. Nixon's account.
The tradition in Ettrick was that it took a large number of
carts

(some said

thirteen)

to

bring the

monument up Esk and
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down Tima.

Dr. Brown's accounts bear out this
roads would be rough, and loads would
necessarily

tradition.
l>e

1

The

light.

With regard to the small stone erected by a relative
residing in
the parish in memory of Boston, the tradition was that it stands
within the base of the monument.

The balance of
i,
14s. 3d. grew by tradition into a large
The monument on my suggestion was repaired, cleaned, and

sum.

by the late Rev. John Gibson, minister of Kirkhope, a
descendant of Boston.

painted,
lineal

J-

The
Brown,

inscription
as follows

is

F.

on the monument, drawn up by the Rev. Dr.
:

As a Testimony of Esteem
FOR THE

THOMAS BOSTON,

Rev.

Senior

whose private character was highly respectable, whose public
labours were blessed to many, and whose valuable writings have
contributed much to promote the advancement of Vital Christianity,
the permission of Relatives,

Monument, by

this

religious

and

is

erected by a

grateful Public.

a.d. 1806.

The

dates of his birth, his ordination at Simprin, his induction
and his death are also given.
In the copy of the
delivered chiefly on
inscription, found on p. xxxvi of Sermons

at

Ettrick,

.

.

.

Communion

occasions (18 14), the dates, with the exception of that
of his birth, are inaccurate.

" I have read Mr. Boston's
Fourfold State of Man and liked it
I think he herein shows himself to be a truly
exceeding well.
,

Jonathan Edwards.

great divine."

Thomas Boston

cannot but regard as one of the great figures
history. ... In spite of the most
unfavourable circumstances, he won his way to theological eminence,
11

I

in our [Scottish] theological

and

left his

mark on

the theology

and the

religion of his country."

James Walker, D.D.
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names of those converted by the preaching of
man who did more to tame the wild
men of the old royal forest, so long the home of the raider and the
the

"Among

.

.

.

Henry Erskine was a

freebooter, than any magistrate or minister ever sent into their
The name of Thomas Boston still lingers like a soft golden
midst.
It has shed
light amid the braes and down the Water of Ettrick.

a halo over

need

fear

all

no

the district drained by still St. Mary's lake,' that
the ballads that tell of ancient feud

rival either in

and

foray, or in the lyrics that are full of the weird music made
by the Shepherd who was born under the very shadow of Ettrick

Kirk."

Principal Fairbairn,
Mansfield College, Oxford.
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INDEX OF PERSONS

A., James, 216, 234, 265, 282, 342
John, 216, 265
Mrs., 265, 266, 342
Adam, Mr., laird of Whitsleed (Whitslade),

196 and

Bigger, Isabella, 301, 302, 308, 343
James, 181, 210
Rol>ert,

Anderson, David, professor at Aberdeen, 298 and ., 311
(or Andison), Elizabeth, 215 n.
James, of Altrive, 188 n.
Andison, John, of Gamescleugh, 174
.,
(or Anderson), Michael, 173
179, 181, 206, 216

and

Michael, younger, 214, 215 and n.

Thomas, 213

n.

Andrew, 2
Andrew, junior

219, 220,

.,

(eldest brother of

Thomas

Boston), 64, 83
Ebenezer, 169, 176, 179
Jane, 159 and ., 179 ., 241, 242
John (father of Thomas Boston),
1
imprisoned and fined, 2 ; designs
his son to proceed to learning, 1 1 ;
takes his son to Edinillness of, 12
contemplates a
burgh College, 14
second marriage, 32 ; his hastiness of
spirit, 40 ; writes to his son to come
;

;

;

Baillie, George, of Jerviswood, 284
and n.
Balderston, Mrs. (Jean Erskine), 242
and w., 272, 280, 288, 321, 329

goes to stay with his
daughter at Chirnside, 64 disposed
of his property in Duns to his son
returns to Duns, 69 ;
Thomas, 65
comes to live at Simprin, 107
ness of, 133; death of and burial,
1 36
tenement bought by him in
Duns, 244
John, junior, 141, 186, 191, 220,
241, 259

home, 60;

;

Balfour of Burleigh, 25 n.
James, minister at Mersington, his

;

:

deposition for adultery, 12 and n. ;
living privately in Duns, 39, 66, 74,

;

75, 76, 118

.

Bathgate, James, minister of Orwell,
n.

John (brother of Thomas Boston),

Beaty, John, 186 n.
Bedford, Arthur, 303 and ., 305
Bell, Robert, minister of Cavers, 146

and

n.

Boston, Alison, 188 and
265, 266

Angus, Archibald, 47 n.
Mrs. (Margaret Brown), of Inzievar, 54 and ., 138 and n.
Anne, Queen, 142, 144, 201, 203, 303
Argyll, Archibald, tenth Earl, and first
Duke of, 5 5 and ., 58, 68
Arson, Veronica van, Countess of Kincardine, 54 and n.
Atchison, Robert, 167 and n.
Athias, Joseph, 187 and ., 304

253 and

342

William, 181
Bird, William, minister at Barmoor,
155 and //., 156, 159
Bithner (Victor Bythner), 172 and n.
Blackwood, John, an elder at Dollar,
57
Blaik, William, 213 *., 301, 342, 346
Bonar, John, minister of Torphichen, 254

n.

244, 266

Joseph, 266
Katharine, 137, 139, 205, 209
Michael, 48 n.
Robert, 149. 158*

n.

Bellenden, Robert, 302
Beza, Theodore, 152 and n.
373
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Boston, Thomas, birth and parentage, I ;
at school, 3
attends preaching at
Rivelaw, 5,7; employed in a notary's
office, 13 ; enters Edinburgh Univer;

sity, 14; returns home, 16; graduation of, 17; enters Edinburgh school
of divinity, 20 ; went to Penpont, 22 ;
teaches a school at Glencairn, 23
becomes tutor to Fletcher of Aberleaves
lady, 24 ; goes to Kennet, 25
Kennet, 29 ; returns to Duns, 32
enters on trials for licence, 33 ; licensed
;

;

;

as

a probationer, 35
preaches at
St. Bathans with a view to
;

Abbey

settling

there,

41

;

Duns

left

for

and ClackmannanEdinburgh, 44
44 lodged at Ferry town, 45 ;
preaches most at Clackmannan, Airth,
and Dollar, 46 proposal of marriage
by, 47
proposed settlement at Clackmannan, 49, 50 his candidature at
;

shire,

;

;

;

;

Dollar, 52, 55, 56, 57, 58, 61 leaves
the bounds of the Presbytery of Stirfirst
ling, 63 ; returns to Duns, 63
proposal of settling at Simprin, 64
elected
minister
of Dollar, 68
;

;

;

;

time at Simprin,
83; accepts
the call, 89
ordained at Simprin,
93 ; continues to reside at Duns, 94 ;
sets up house at Simprin, 107 ; mar-

preaches for

73; called

first

to Simprin,
;

riage of, 134 ; elected clerk to the
Synod of Merse and Teviotdale,
139; enters new manse, 143; finds

The Marrmv of modern
151

divinity,
called to Ettrick, 164; trans-

;

lated thither, 166

;

admitted minister

167 ; his farewell sermon at
Simprin, 170; removes to Ettrick,
172 ; resigns clerkship of Synod of
Merse and Teviotdale, 189; refuses
the Abjuration Oath, 193 ; called to
Closeburn, 213; proposed translation
to Legerwood, 213 ; his speech at the
Commission of Assembly, August

there,

17 17, against his proposed translation to Closeburn, 221 ; translation
refused,

228

;

protests

against As-

sembly's condemnation of The Marrow of modem divinity, 249 ; pubattends
lishes his Fourfold State, 250
meetings of "Representee," 252,253
publishes The Mystery of Christ in
;

;

the form of a servant, 279

;

My

;

Life, 295

;

My

314;

his last

communion

at Ettrick,

341
Boston, Thomas, junior, 184, 191 and
n., 197, 215 n., 266, 270, 285
William, 2, 244 n.
William, junior, 2
Bourignon, Antoinette, 186 and n.
Boyd, George, minister of Glencairn,
22
Bradbury, Thomas, minister at London,
298 and n.
Brady, Dr., 328
Brisbane, James, minister of Stirling,
145 and ., 246 and n.
Brown, David, afterwards minister of
Selkirk, 158 and ., 164
John, curate of Ellem, 41 and n.
John, minister of Wamphray,
142 n.
Katharine, wife of Thomas Boston, 47, 48, 53, 90,

102, 103, 134,
138, 141, 321
Robert, of Barhill, 47 and n.
Thomas, of Ferrytown, 30, 45 and

n.,

48

Bruce, Alexander, son of James Bruce,
of Kennet, 25 and n.
Alexander, third Earl of Kincardine, 50

and

n.

Colonel James, of
Kennet, 25 and ., 27, 28, 29, 45, 49
James, Master of the Mint, 25

Lieutenant

and

n.

Mrs. Janet, 127 and n.
John, of Auchenbowie, 127 n.
William, of Newtoune, 127 n.
Bryden, James, 181, 182
Walter, 164, 181, 182, 273, 342

Buchanan, Thomas, minister of Tulliallan and Dunfermline, 27 and n., 3r
Bullerwell, James, schoolmaster, Duns,
3

Burn, John, of Easter Sheardale, 56

and

n.

Buxtorf, John, 171

and

n.

John, younger, 340 and n.
Byres, George, minister of Lesudden,
(St. Boswell's),

249 and

n.,

George, junior, 259 and

259
n.

dissents

case,
tion

Assembly in Professor Simson's
first proposal of publica289
of Essay on Hebrew accentua-

tion,

289

in the

;

;

begins the General Account
catechising of the
parish, 298 ; completes the Accotmt
of
Life, 312; increasing sickness,
292, 293

of

breach in his health, 290,

Calepin (Ambrosius
and

Calepinus),

275

n.

Campbell, George, professor of Divinity,
Edinburgh, 11 ., 20 and ., 21

INDEX
Canterbury, Archbishop of, 324
Capell
(Ludovicus Cappellus),

and

340

;/.

Carpzovius (Carpzov), Johann Gottlob,
professor at Leipsic, 307 and n.
Carstairs, William, Principal of the
College of Edinburgh, 191 and ft.
Carwain, Peter, 2
Cheyne, Dr. (George), 274 and n.
Cicero, 275
Clark, James, minister of Innerwick,

80

n.

Dr. (Samuel), 308 and n.
Le (John Clericus or Le Gere),

Clerque,

339 and

n.

Cochrane, Grizel (Lady Moriston), 97

and

n.

Sir John, 97 n.
Cockburn, Sir Alexander, of Langton,
65 and n., 69, 73, 75, 81, 82, 92, 98,
no, 117 ., 119, 143
Alexander, elder, 167

Alexander, younger, 167
Alexander, a notary, 13
John, of Preston, 16
John, junior, 16, 17, 19
Sir William, 165 and n.
Colden, Alexander, minister of Duns
and Oxnam, 33 and n., 34, 38, 40,
43, 44, 64, 65, 66, 67, 72, 73, 74,
75, 88, 89, 90, 109, 113, 115, 118,
J
., 309
3 2 l S$-> 158, 160, 161, 204

Mrs. (Janet Hughes), 65 and

n.,

117

Coventry and Lichfield, Bishop of, 328
Cowan, William, in Powside (of
Clackmannan), 59
Craig, Francis, 344 and n.
Craighead, Robert, 130 and n.
Crawford, James, M.D., Professor of
Oriental Languages, Edinburgh, 276
and n., 288
Matthew, Professor of Church
History, Glasgow, 288 and
.

.,
Cross, Walter, 197 and
205, 208,
209, 212
Cumming, Sir Alexander, of Culter,

29 and n.
Cunningham, Robert, minister of Wilton, 146 and n.
Currer, Robert, 167, 168
Currie, John, 194 and
.,
213
and n., 302, 306

Dalrymple,

Sir

ft.,

Hugh, 242 and
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Davidson,

301

n.

Dauson, John, minister of Langton,
92 and ., 117, 137
Mrs., 115 and n., 137

Henry,

minister of Gala-

142, 158
.,
230, 231,
238, 248, 264, 284, 301, 302, 30s,

shiels,

312,318, 330.34i.345.347
James, bookseller, Edinburgh,
289
William, 186 ft.
Denholm or Hamilton, Marion (Lady
Presmennan), 79 n.
Descar
126 and
.

Despauter, John, grammarian, 9 and n.
Dickson, David, minister at Irvine, 13

and

n.

Douglas, Alexander, curate at Duns,
36 n.
Drummond, John, minister of Crieff,

219 and ft.
Duns, John, 244 and ft.
Dysart, John, minister of Langton and
Coldingham, 36 and ., 38, 60 ft.,
64, 65, 66, 68, 69, 76, 159, 167
Drysdale, Simon, an elder at Dollar,
61

Du-pont (Du Pont), French minister
in Edinburgh, 287 and tt., 289, 332
Durham, Bishop of, 324

Eams
Elliot,

(Eames), John, 297 and ft., 303
Andrew, minister of Auchter-

toul, 15, 171

Gilbert,

Robert,
15

Lord Minto, 140 and
minister

n.

of Kinglassie,

tt.

Elliston, the Laird of
164 and n.

(Robert Scott),

See
Eyles
Elphinstone, Charles, of Airth, i:~
Erskine, Ebenezer, minister of Portmoak, 5 ft., 252 and ft., 253, 258 ft.,
Ellys, Sir Richard.

260
Henry, minister of Cornhill and
Chirnside, 4 and n.
preaches at
at Duns, 10 ; goes
Rivelaw, 6, 7
with Boston to Penpont, 22, 37, 251
James, Lord Grange, 271 and ft.,
276, 327
Jean (Mrs. Balderston), 242 n.
Colonel John, governor of Stirling
Castle, 27 and ft., 28, 29, 50 n.
;

;

John, minister of Old Greyfriars,

Edinburgh, 27 n.
Ralph, minister of Dunfermline,
5 n., 250 and ft., 252
Essenius,
21 and

Andrew, Dutch theologian,
ft.

Eyles (Ellys), Sir Richard, 303 and *.,
304, 305, 306, 323, 324, 325, 326,
327, 328, 329, 330, 335, 339. 346
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Fairbairn, Robert, 120
of
The
author
Fisher,
Edward,
Marrow, 151 n.
Fithie, Alard, in Powside of Clackmannan, 53
Flavel, John, his
dence, 75 and n.

Mystery of Provi-

Fleming, Robert, printer, Edinburgh,
289
Fletcher, Alexander, of Salton, 29 n.
Andrew, of Aberlady, 23, 24 and
., 25, 29 and n.
Harry, 29 n.
Flint, John, minister at Edinburgh,
231 and n., 242, 282, 285, 287, 289,
290
Forrest, John, minister of Prestonkirk, 79 and n., 80
Forrester, John, minister of Stirling,
52 and ., 53
Forster, William, minister at Berwick,
67 n.
Frank (Francke), Gotthilf August, professor at Halle, 307 and n.
Fraser, James, of Brae, minister of
Culross, 47 and n., 51, 247
Fullwood, Francis, 156 and n.

Geddes, James, 213

n.

201, 203, 207 w., 208
Gib, John, minister of Muckhart,

George
and

I.,

62

n.

Gibson, James, minister of Simprin,
137 n.
Gilchrist, James, minister of Dunscore,

200 and

Hadow,

James, Principal of St. Mary's
College, St. Andrews, 15 ., 245 and
n., 256, 262
Haggan, Dr. Zeigan, a German divine,
3p3, 306, 323, 333. 336
Haig, James, 56 n.
Hamilton, Alexander, minister of Airth,
246 and n.
Helen (Mrs. Johnston), 127
William, professor of Divinity,
., 278,
Edinburgh, 276 and
285,

288, 289, 290
Hay, Dr., 323
William (of Drummelzier), 147
and n.
Hepburn, John, minister of Urr, 29 and
.. 200 n., 318
., 62 and n., 180
Hog, James, minister of Carnock, 54
and n., 62 n., 151 n., 219, 245, 246,
250,251,253,255,311
William, merchant, Edinburgh,
248 and ., 296, 303, 304, 305, 323,
3 2 7, 329, 346, 350
Holiwell, George, Episcopal incumbent
at Polwarth, 121 and n.

Home,

n.

Gillis, Patrick, 8, 9,

Gray, William, curate at Duns, 10 and n.
Gregory, David, Professor of Astronomy,
Oxford, 277 and n.
Grieve, Rachel, 342
Gronovius, Abraham, 325 and w., 328
Guarin, Peter, librarian and Hebraist at
Saint-Maur, 307 and n.
Gusthart, William, minister of Crailing,
238 and n.

86

Glenholm, George, 167 and n.
Goldie, John, minister of Earlston, 193
and n., 201
Gordon, Charles, minister of Ashkirk,
146 and n., 299
George, professor at Aberdeen,
268 and n., 269, 270, 271, 276, 288,
290, 296, 298, 305, 311

Gourlaw, Robert, minister of Tillicoultry,
62 and n.
Gowin (Gowan), Thomas, minister at
Leyden, 306 and n., 325
Grange, Lord (James Erskine), 271 and
*,, 276, 327
Grant, George, 333
John, minister of Auchinleck, 268
and *., 292, 293, 297, 302, 303, 304,
305, 306, 307, 311, 323, 325, 327,
328, 329, 330, 333, 335, 336, 346,

350
Gray, John, minister of Dollar, 58 and

n.

Dr. Alexander, 161

Andrew, portioner
107 and n.

at

Simprin,

Bartholomew, 107 n.
George, laird of Abbey St. Bathans,
minister of Ayton and Abbey St.
Bathans, 40 and n., 42, 43, 45, 105
George, minister of Selkirk and
Abbey St. Bathans, 45 and n.
Jasper, 107 n.
Mrs. Julian, 162
Ninian, minister of Preston,

and n.
Hope, Jane, 273, 308
Hoy (Howie), Thomas,
Annan, 200 and n.

minister

76

of

Hume, George,

of Abbey St. Bathans,
minister of Ayton, 40 and n.
Hunter, William, minister of Lilliesleaf,

255 and

n.

Inglis, Mr., tacksman of the estate of
Clackmannan, 46, 50, 51

INDEX
James

4
Jerviswood, George

Baillie of,

284 and

n.

Johnston, Laurence, minister of Duns,
160 and n.
Johnston, Mrs. (Helen Hamilton), 127
Justin,

Roman

historian, 13

and

|

n.

,

Kellie, Bailie, of Dunbar, 80
Kemp, Robert, of Airth, 59
Kennedy, Hugh, Regent

in

Mair, George, minister of Airth, Culross, and Tulliallan, 47 and

Edinburgh

60,62, 89, 100, 102, 103, 104, 113,

University, 14

Ker, Andrew, of Moriston, 160
John, of Moriston, 97 n.
Kid, James, minister of Queensferry, 252
and ., 254, 258, 260
Kimmerghame, the Laird of, 162
Kincairn (Kincardine), Alexander, third
Earl of, 50 and n.
Countess of, Veronica van Arsan,
54 and n.
Kirk, James, an elder at Dollar, 56, 61
.,
Kirkpatrick, Sir Thomas, 212
225

and

150, 156

George, minister at

., 304
Martin, Alexander, sheriff-depute, 2
Mauger, Claude, 160 n.
Maurice, Antoine, professor at Geneva,

332 and n.
Mein, Robert, 164 and n.
Meldrum, George, minister of the Tron
Church, Edinburgh, 144 and n.
Mersington, Lady (Alison Skene), 23
and n.
Lord (Alexander Swinton), 43
and tt.
Michaelis, John Henry, 335 and w 336
Miller, William, one of the ministers of
Edinburgh, 242 and n.
Minto, Lord (Gilbert Elliot), 140 and n.

.,

305

Kohlreiffius (Kohlreif), Gottfreid, pastor

New

Branderburg, 307 and

n.

L., A., 148
Landreth, James, minister of Simprin,
137
Laroque, Mr., 325
Lauder, Alexander, minister of Mordington, 116 and n.
Laurie, John, minister of Eskdalemoor,
188 and n.
Thomas, minister of Closeburn,

James, 82
Mitchell,

Andrew, minister of Mannor,

163
Moir, John, minister of Simprin, 64 n.
Alexander, of Culfargie,
Moncrieff,
minister of Abernethy, 253 and n.
Montanus, Arias, 187 and n.
Moriston, Lady (Grizel Cochrane), 97

229 n.
Ledheburius, Caspar, 297 and ., 333
Leigh, John, 167
Lightwood, John, 157 and n.
Linton, Adam, 167, 181, 215 w., 308
Thomas, 2 1 3 and n. 2 14 and ., 234
William, 164, 167
Lithgow, John, minister of Swinton,
149 and n.
Robert, minister of Ashkirk, 293

and n.
Munro, George, Episcopal incumbent
of Dollar, 51 and n.

,

and

New Deer,47 n.

Thomas, minister of Orwell, 47 tt.
Manton, Thomas, 190 and n.
Marcus, Moses, Jewish Rabbi, 303 and

n.

Knight, James, D.D., 298 and
at

377

M'Launie, Janet, 24
M'Michen, James, minister of Ettrick
and Hounam, 90 and tt., 174 .,
M'Millan, John, minister of Balmaghic,
.,
173 and
174 n., 175 tt., 176
.,
180 and tt., 185 ., 186
266, 318
M'Neill (M'Neil or M'Neillie), John,
175 ., 176, 180 and n.

II.,

Murray, James, minister of Penpont,
21 and

.,

22, 24, 31,32, 49, 81, 89,

95. 130, 151. 212
Sir Patrick, of Ochtertyre, $o

n.

and

". 54

at
minister
Bartholomew,
Rotterdam, 306 and ., 328, 339
Logan, Alan, minister of Culross, 255
and n.

Loftus,

Murthland, Charles, 160 and m.
N.,

J.,

234

Lucatellus (Lucatelli), Lodovico, Italian
physician, 48

and

Ogilvie, James, Earl of
and //.

n.

Luther, Martin, 152 and n.

minister at

M'Ewen,

James, 239, 257
M'Ghie, William, minister of Selkirk,
147 and ., 197, 238, 272

I

Seafield, 144

Berwick. 67 tu

Ogle, Luke,
Orrock, Alexander, minister of Hawick,
146 and tt.
Oswald, Mr., stationer, London, 304

INDEX
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and.

Scott, Robert, Laird of Elliston, 164 n. 9

Palmer, Mr., printer, London, 304
Pareus, David, 19 and n.
Park, Robert, minister of Foulden,
37 ., 92
Paterson, Robert, 167, 181
Paton, William, one of the elders of
Clackmannan, 46
Pennie, Jean, 124 n.
Pfeiffer (August), 277 and n.
Philips, Sir John, 306, 328, 329, 335

167
Walter, 213 n.
Seafield, Earl of (James Ogilvie), 144
and ., 145
Semple, Gabriel, minister of Jedburgh,
88 and n., 89, 148
See Schiell
Shiels, Mrs.

Pagnin

(Sanctus Pagninus), 171

.

and

n.

Pool, Matthew, 187 and n.
Pow, John, minister of Lennel (Coldstream), 40
., 93 and n., 121, 141,

169
Rebecca, 40 n.

Presmennan, Lady (Marion Denholm),
79 and n.

Edward

Eyemouth

and n.
Mary, mother of Andrew Fletcher
of Aberlady, 24 and n., 26, 28, 29
Sydserff, Archibald, of Ruchlaw, 81 n.

Pretender, The (James Francis
Stewart), 201
minister of

and Kelso, 19 and

.,

,

Johann Caspar, 304 and n.
Swinton, Alexander (Lord Mersington),
43 and n.
John, curate of Cranshaws, 41

Lord (Robert Hamilton), 79

Ramsay, James,

Simson, John, minister of Morebattle,
141 and ., 142, 152, 234
Professor John, 193, 217 and
.,
245, 287, 289, 290
Skene, Alison, of Hallyards (Lady
Mersington), 23 n., 43 n.
Smyth, Robert, curate of Longformacus,
41 and n.
Stark, Robert, minister of Stenton, 71
and n. 78, 79

n.

125, 139, 154,

189, 193, 263, 316

Reid, William, minister of Dunning, 70
Ridgely, Thomas, minister at London,
297 and n. 303
Ridpath, James, 20
Riissenius(van Ryssen), Leonard, Dutch
,

theologian, 21 and n.
Ross, Lord (William, twelfth Lord Ross
of Hawkhead), 38 and u. 39, 42, 44
Roxburgh, Earl of, 163
t

Rule, Alexander, professor of Hebrew,

Edinburgh University, 21 and n.
Gilbert, Principal of Edinburgh
University, 11 and n.
Russell, Mrs. James (Jane Boston),
159 n.
William, of Ashiesteel, 159 n.
Rutherford, Anne (Mrs. Walter Scott),

179 ft.
Jean (Mrs. Russell), 179 n.
John, minister of Yarrow, 8
179 and n.
Dr. John, 179 n.

.,

151 and n.
Schiell (Sheils), Mrs., 235 and
,
321
Schultens, Albert, 325 and n., 328
Scott, Sir Francis, of Thirlestane, 167
and ., 174 n.

Suicerus,

Sir Archibald, 81 n.
Elizabeth ("good wife of

Rough-

law"), 81 and n.

Taylor, Abraham,
ford, 323

and

n.,

minister at Dept-

329

John, minister of Wamphray, 198

and

h.

,

1

99,

208

Thomson, Thomas, Episcopal incumbent at Foulden, 37 and n.
Trotter, Alexander, of Cattleshiell, 162
Alison (mother of Thomas Boston),
1 ;
pays her husband's fine, 2 exercised about her soul, 11; death of, 12
Alison (junior), 107
Elizabeth, 162
Dr. John, 161, 162, 164, 189, 203,
;

229, 234
Thomas, of Catchilraw, 8
Turnbull, George, minister of Alloa and
Tyninghame, 26 and ., 27, 31, 46,
47, 51, 58, 62
Turretin, Francis, 187 and n.

Saltmarsh, John,

David, Episcopal incumbent at Clackmannan, 25 and n.
Ursinus, Zacharias, catechism, 19 and n.

URQUHART,

Janet, 302, 308, 326

Vossius, Gerard John, 9 and

James, 213 n.
Robert, minister of Roberton, 146

Warden,

and

n.

n.

John, minister of Gargunnock, 227, 246 and *., 255

INDEX
Wardlaw, James, minister of Dunfermline, 252 and n.
Wardrob, William, 252, 254, 269
Wasmuth, Matthias Holsatus, 210 and
211, 297
Waterland, Daniel, 298 and /*., 306,
307, 323
Watson, Mr., a north-countryman, 107,
.,

109, 116
Webster, James, minister at Edinburgh,
8, 217 and
., 243
., 245, 247
Weemse, John, minister of Hutton and
and
n.
Duns, 19
White, Hugh, minister of Larbert, 46
and n. 51, 58
Wightman, Robert, 235 and n. , 236,
239, 249
Wilkie, Mr., bailie of Foulden, 38, 44
Williamson, Alexander, curate at Tulliallan, 79 n.
,

St.

Bathans, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43,

45 65
Aberdeen,

35,

309,

147,

290,

142,
234,
258,
340,

147. 154, 184, 188, 206, 219, 230,
235, 238, 247, 248, 250, 255, 257.
260, 261, 263, 284, 305, 312, 318,

348

William, minister of Perth, 252
and //., 253
Witsfat, Hermann, 113 and n.
Wodrow, Robert, minister of Eastwood*

227 and n.

Wood, Thomas, Episcopal incumbent
at Dunbar, 80 and n.
Wylie, John, minister of Saline and
Clackmannan, 46 and *., 49

Young, Mr.,

writer,

Zanchy (Jerome

Edinburgh, 293

Zanchius), 152 and n.
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II.

Abbey
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Williamson, John, minister of Inveretk,
255 ami //.
!,riel, minister of III

296,

298,

302,

3", 312

Caledonia, 98 and n.

Carnock, 46, 49, 50, 54, 62
219, 245
Catchilraw, 8

and

.,

101,

Aberlady, 24

Cattlesheill, 162

Airth, 46, 55, 59, 62, 127, 246
Aiton, 40, 42, 45
Alloa, 26, 46, 57, 121

Cavers, 146

Chapelhope, 213, 234, 308, 320, 349
Chirnside, 33, 34, 35 64, 8, 84, 87,

Amsterdam, 304
Angus and Mearns, 52

Clackmannan,

n.

92, 107, 124, 166
25, 31, 32, 34, 45 , 46,
47, 49, 50, 5*> 52, 53, 55. 57. 100,

Annan, 200
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